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SON OF THE STAR: BAR KOKHBA AND THE JORDANIAN LEAD BOOKS
OVERVIEW, ASSESSMENT, INTERPRETATION
In this report, Samuel Zinner examines the controversial ‘Jordan codices,’ addressing the complex
ethical and legal issues involved in undocumented, non-provenanced artefacts. There is much to be
wary of in enthusiasts’ and naysayers’ claims, both of whom fall prey to emotionalism. Aligning his
position with that of André Lemaire, Zinner cautiously leaves open the possibilities of ancient
authenticity (for a core group) and an elaborate pre-modern fake, carefully weighing the evidence for
each. Zinner demonstrates that at least some of the artefacts are modern copies of older exemplars.
If ancient, the Jordanian artefacts are apotropaic grave objects designed to afford protection to the
deceased and information relevant for their afterlife. Their contents would date from the immediate
post-Bar Kokhba period to the time of Julia Domna and beyond (ca. 136-217 CE). Ancient or modern,
the artefacts’ contents retrospectively view Jewish history from the Maccabees to Bar Kokhba
principally through the prism of the latter’s revolt and its demise.
The artefacts’ main inspirations were ancient Jewish and Greco-Roman coinage, which naturally
suggested to their creators the choice of a metal medium. The sheet format was dictated by apotropaic
grave precedents such as Orphic tablets. With some exceptions, each Jordanian ‘book’ consists of a
large image-text design that has been arbitrarily cut down to smaller-sized individual sheets
subsequently bound together in order to retain the separate leaves’ association. ‘Book’/‘codex’ is not
the most fitting terminology for these artefacts. The closest comparative parallels are the Martin
Schøyen/Würzburg ancient Greek alphabet copper plaques, the Orphic lamellae, the Gnostic lead book
in the National Museum at Rome, and the Mandaeans' lead books.
Samuel Zinner studied ancient and modern languages, literatures, and histories, and museum and archival
studies at the University of Nebraska-Lincoln where he received his PhD in 2002. His coursework included
intensive studies in Shem-Tob’s Hebrew Matthew gospel and in ancient Jewish, Christian and Greco-Roman
texts. Other areas of concentration included modern German and Russian literatures, poetics, linguistics,
philology, and cryptography. His training in modern European history involved research in Holocaust and
genocide studies, ethnic cleansing, and indigenous issues. He is author of several monographs and essays that
have appeared in English, German, and Russian.
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The validation of the Jordanian lead books has faced three challenges: the
determination of the age by means of testing the lead, the decipherment (if possible)
of the writing and images, and the investigation of the find site. The unwanted
attention of ignorant bloggers has been an additional distraction, but one that deterred
many potentially interested scholars and may have adversely affected the
investigation of the site.
With the tests on the lead at least ruling out a modern forgery, the major obstacle to an
understanding of the purpose and significance of these books remained the apparent
lack of any meaning to the images and the letters. Thanks to a monumental effort of
considerable ingenuity, Samuel Zinner has now provided an answer that makes
possible a second century CE dating. He has also exhaustively demolished arguments
against their antiquity based on letter forms. His work now opens up the historical
investigation of these objects: let us hope that it leads the way to a serious effort at
resolving the mystery of where these objects originated and what was their use. ~
Philip R. Davies (University of Sheffield)
I think there is a touch of the genius about Zinner. It is very clear that the
sophistication is not all imposed by his clever brain: there does indeed appear to be a
great deal going on in the texts, whatever the individual details. That makes the
project so very important, whatever the ultimate conclusion may be on date and
provenance. ~ Robert Gordon (University of Cambridge)
It seems to me that after entering what was a rather contentious debate, Zinner has
marshalled an impressive and wide-ranging array of evidence to bolster his claims,
which cannot (and undoubtedly will not) be discounted. Such scholarship requires an
elevated level of caution and painstaking thoroughness that, prior to his entry into the
field, none of the authorities who had weighed into this debate have thus far achieved.
While I doubt very much that his contribution will be the last word on the subject, it is
destined to be the first word for all future discussions. Well done! ~ Charles Häberl
(Rutgers University; Director, Center for Middle Eastern Studies)
A very, very good piece of work. Breathtaking scholarship. ~ Bernhard Lang
(University of Paderborn, Aarhus University)
I’ve greatly enjoyed looking through Zinner’s book and am convinced that he has
made good sense of many of the texts. I was particularly impressed by his use of
ancient parallels such as the Bar Kokhba coins and weights. Zinner has coordinated
the material so brilliantly. Over and over again I had the impression that he has
discovered what is going on. I hope his work is soon given the international
recognition it deserves. ~ John F. A. Sawyer (Durham University)
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For Margaret Barker
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All reflection is speculation. . . . There is nothing given.
~Edmond Jabés
Revelation leads to concealment and concealment leads to revelation.
~Moses Cordovero
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FOREWORD
The ‘lead codices,’ a series of small objects with raised text and images found in
Jordan and mainly made of lead, were brought to the attention of the Department of
Antiquities in Amman, Jordan in 2011. Thus far, very little, and nothing comprehensive,
has been published on these objects. This is due not only to the cryptic nature of the
objects, but also to the unfounded allegation that all of the codices must be modern
forgeries. Meanwhile, the suspicion regarding authenticity, sown by bloggers and a note
published rashly in the Times Literary Supplement in 2011, has been quietly quelled by
several independent scientific tests of the metal. Nobody actually involved with research
on the codices has any doubt about the antiquity of at least some of these objects.
Among these, the foremost voice is that of Dr Samuel Zinner, author of the present
pioneering study of the lead codices. After having devoted several years of study to the
codices, he succeeded in identifying some of their cryptographic principles, finding an
historically plausible explanation for their coin-inspired iconography, and reaching
tentative conclusions about references to Bar Kohkba, the first Jewish War, and the
Hasmoneans. Having been in contact with Dr Zinner over the years, I can assure readers
that his work is based upon impeccable paleographic analyses.
Dr Zinner, an expert on ancient history, poetics, linguistics, ancient Jewish,
Christian and other literatures, is to be congratulated on this fine achievement. All
further research on the lead codices will depend upon his seminal study, necessarily
provisional though it is, and no one should fail to admire, as I do, his unique erudition
and his expert knowledge of ancient history, textual and iconographical sources, and
languages. May the results of his work inspire other scholars, and Dr Zinner himself, to
continue research on one of the most challenging and contested recent archaeological
finds relevant for understanding ancient Judaism and the history of early Christianity –
and, not least, modern ethical issues involving the illegal looting of antiquities.
Professor Bernhard Lang
University of Paderborn, Germany
Aarhus University, Denmark
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ABBREVIATIONS
This study employs the following set of special abbreviations for the description of the
various collections of Jordanian metal artefacts:
D = Design
G = Group
K-S/R = Karak/Shobak (Jordan)/Riyadh (Saudi Arabia)
L = Lamella
P = Platter
SAH = Saudi Arabia Hoard
SH1 = Saida Hoard 1
SH2 = Saida Hoard 2
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PREFACE
The Jordanian Lead Books
Origins and Provenance Questions
The story of the enigmatic and controversial ‘Jordan codices’ splashed onto the scene of the
international press in early 2011. According to Jordanian government sources in 2011, the
artefacts most likely came from somewhere in the vast cave systems of Saham al-Kfarat,
Jordan, near the Golan Heights.

Fig. 1
Saham al-Kfarat, Jordan
Courtesy Robert Feather

Fig. 2
Saham al-Kfarat
Courtesy Robert Feather

On the basis of a tip from artist David Elkington (described in the 2011 press as a
Biblical scholar and archaeologist) derived from information obtained from Israeli Bedouin
Hassan Saida, the Department of Antiquities of Jordan (DAJ) reported in the Jordan Times
that they had gathered strong legal evidence to show that Saida’s lead books had been
illegally smuggled recently from Jordan into Israel. In the same year, Jordanian authorities
recovered a collection of lead books in Saham al-Kfarat. Thus, although Saida’s artefacts
were not found in situ by Jordanian officials, in 2011 they were confident on the basis of
Original text copyright ©2017 by Samuel Zinner. Internet images used according to Fair Use doctrine for commentary purposes.
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local investigations that their ultimate provenance was somewhere in the Saham al-Kfarat
cave systems. The DAJ Director General of the time, Ziad al-Saad, announced concerning the
metallurgical tests on the DAJ’s lead books from Saham al-Kfarat conducted at the Royal
Scientific Society, Amman, Jordan by Dr Rafat Ahmad: ‘We really believe that we have
evidence from this analysis to prove that these materials are authentic.’1

Fig. 3
Saham al-Kfarat, Caves
Courtesy Robert Feather

Fig. 4
Saham al-Kfarat, Caves
Courtesy Robert Feather

Taylor Luck, ‘Tests support “Jordan texts” authenticity.’ The Jordan Times. 15 June 2011:
<http://www.jordantimes.com/news/local/tests-support-jordan-texts-authenticity>.
1
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Fig. 5
Saham al-Kfarat, Caves
Courtesy Robert Feather
In early March 2017, the DAJ announced in a more reserved tone that an investigation
had not established a link between the alleged cave system and the lead books.2 The
announcement was made by the official Petra news site, and was later reported on in the
Jordan Times with the author listed as JT, that is, the Jordan Times, which means the piece
was anonymous, and so, official. The Jordan Times piece carried the following title:
‘Antiquities agency chief says Jordan Codices fake: Jamhawi accuses British researcher of
disseminating false information.’ The British researcher denounced was the artist David
Elkington, called a ‘scientist’ in the 2017 Jordan Times article.3 Actually, the article’s
contents conflict with the main title, since what the DAJ announced was not that the artefacts
were fakes, but that they could be fakes. The point is that their authenticity remains unproven
and that care is needed in the case because authentic ancient lead can be modified to create
modern fakes. This is basically the IAA’s position as well, which accepts the antiquity of the
lead books’ metal and corrosion, but holds that the images and texts were added recently.
In the words of the 2017 Jordan Times article: ‘The Department of Antiquities (DoA)
on Thursday announced that the lead codices it seized with the help of security authorities
around seven years ago have not been proven to be authentic so far, the Jordan News Agency,
Petra, reported.’ We read further: ‘Jamhawi said that modern technology can be used to
2

<http://www.jordantimes.com/news/local/antiquities-agency-chief-says-jordan-codicesfake>.
3
Similarly, Laurie Hanna, ‘Secret hoard of ancient sealed books found in Jordon,’ Mirror, 31
March 2011 refers to ‘Dr David Elkington’ as a ‘scholar of ancient religious history and
archaeology.’ In a 15 September 2010 letter to Dr Peter Thonemann of Oxford University,
Elkington presented himself as ‘a biblical historian and specialist in the field of Christian and
Hebrew origins.’ See <https://danielomcclellan.wordpress.com/2011/03/31/peter-thonemannon-the-lead-codices/>. Elkington is not a ‘Dr,’ he holds no PhD, and is a self-taught lay
biblical enthusiast, as BBC reportage clarified in 2011; see Malcom Prior, ‘Jordan Codices,’
<https://vimeo.com/57590819>. Retrieved 20 12 2015.
Original text copyright ©2017 by Samuel Zinner. Internet images used according to Fair Use doctrine for commentary purposes.
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create confusion since it can use old materials and draw on it to make almost unrecognisable
fake antiquities.’
In the same article we read: ‘DoA Director General Monther Jamhawi said that a
national team of researchers and specialists scanned the area of the alleged cave where the
codices were allegedly found but did not find any relationship between the codices and the
cave, particularly as no cavities in the cave’s walls were found.’
Looking at the two DAJ announcements of 2011 and 2017, one cannot deny that both
were official statements, and that the two Director Generals, Ziad al-Saad and Monther
Jamhawi respectively, obviously assess the matter of the lead books somewhat differently. I
welcome Jamhawi’s recent statement’s two main elements, that is, its denunciation of
Elkington and its emphasis on the fact that the artefacts’ findspot has not been clearly
determined. However, there is a problematic element in Jamhawi’s reasonable and necessary
warning for the public to get their information about the artefacts from the DAJ rather than
from Elkington.
The problem here is that Jamhawi leaves in complete silence the glaring differences
between the information regarding the matter advanced by the DAJ in 2011 and presently in
2017. What Jamhawi apparently really means is that the public should get their facts from the
present administration of the DAJ. It is understandable that Jamhawi would not want to
create tension with a predecessor, but given the degree of the public exposure and interest
involved in the topic even more clarity in the matter would be helpful.
The fact is that one can say they are listening to the DAJ when quoting its statements
from either 2011 or 2017. Arguably, the 2011 and 2017 statements overlap and can be
harmonized to a large degree, if each is viewed through the prism of the other. However, I
would suggest that the main contrast should not be between Elkington and the DAJ, but
between Elkington on the one hand, and on the other hand reputable scholars, which would
include the DAJ, but not be limited thereto.
Presently the DAJ obviously takes a more reserved and sceptical approach than it did
in 2011, which in my view is always warranted when dealing with undocumented, nonprovenanced artefacts. Yet at the same time we must also keep in mind that none of the actual
evidence pro or con collected by the DAJ in 2011 and in 2017 has been made public. That is,
the public have seen neither the (presumably) 2017 on-the-ground investigation report nor the
three years of positive results of the metal tests conducted between 2011 and 2013 at the
Royal Scientific Society and the Atomic Energy Commission, both in Amman, Jordan.
However, we do know from the DAJ’s 2011 public announcement the basic results of
the Royal Scientific Society metal tests. The positive result of these tests was announced not
only in the press, but was shared by Ziad al-Saad privately with various individuals, including
Philip R. Davies, who reports the following: ‘I have spoken to a former director of antiquities
in Jordan who is also a metallurgist, so I have spoken to people who know what they are
talking about, and the bottom line is that these documents are quite, are perfectly consistent
with being very old.’4
Enthusiasts of the lead books will prefer to cite the DAJ’s opinions from 2011, while
detractors will prefer the 2017 statement. Both sides would arguably be guilty of an argument
from authority if all they do is cite a position that agrees with their own inclinations and leave
it at that. What is necessary to move a citation from the DAJ from either 2011 or 2017
beyond a fallacious argument from authority is an investigation into the known facts
surrounding both statements, neither of which should be considered and interpreted in
isolation from the other.

4

2015 interview for the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books.
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What we do know is that several other scientific labs have repeatedly shown that the
lead books’ metal was not produced in the modern era, which is congruent with the basic
finding of the 2011-2013 Jordanian metal tests. We also know that in 2011 more than one
private investigator did find and photograph small codex-sized ledges or cavities along the
wall of the cave pointed out by local Bedouins as the findspot (Figs. 6-7). Why these ledges
were not found during the DAJ’s recent investigation is a justified question, especially since
Jordanian authorities visited the site during Ziad al-Saad’s tenure as DAJ Director General.
Perhaps the particular local Bedouins consulted in 2017 were unwilling or unable to identify
the correct cave. Whatever the reason, the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books
possesses several series of photographs of the ledges and their precise location is known to its
representatives.

Fig. 6
Saham al-Kfarat, Codex-Size Ledges, Cave Wall
Courtesy Robert Feather

Fig. 7
Saham al-Kfarat, Codex-Size Ledges, Cave Wall
Courtesy Robert Feather
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In contrast to Jordanian authorities’ views in 2011 that the metal books were recently
looted artefacts, Mr Saida insisted that his father, grandfather or even great-grandfather5
acquired the artefacts in Jordan over seventy years ago.6 In 2011 Jordanian authorities
considered this figure of seventy years plus as very convenient,7 given that Israel passed a
law in 1978 declaring ancient artefacts found from that point on to be state property.
Whatever the merits of Saida’s claim, its basic paradigm has been paralleled time and again
by individuals surfacing with lead books in Jordan, Saudi Arabia and throughout North
Africa, claiming the artefacts were found about seventy years ago, invariably by someone’s
grandfather.
While claims of origins for the lead books in Egypt and Saudi Arabia have surfaced,
that Saida’s artefacts originate from Jordan is supported by several facts. First, Saida’s lead
books contain a citation from an ancient Madaba, Jordan grave stele. Second, several lead
books bearing designs identical to the ones found in Saida’s collection were confiscated in
2011 in Saham al-Kfarat by Jordanian authorities. Third, lead books are currently circulating
in Jordan’s souks, most of which are likely modern copies, but some of which have been
tested and shown to be pre-modern.
Some exemplars with identical designs to the three categories just listed have surfaced
elsewhere in Egypt (Bedouins at St Catherine’s monastery wear them as amulets), Saudi
Arabia, and throughout North Africa, but the shared designs arguably make it entirely likely
that all of the artefacts in question originated from Jordan. This does not, however, exclude
the possibility that modern copies of older artefacts could have been made outside of Jordan
after being smuggled into other countries. Indeed, one would expect such copying activities
to take place, based on known precedent.
While Mr Saida insists on his version of the story, current professional standards
require that provenance be proven, not merely asserted.8 Whatever the truth is about how Mr
Saida acquired his artefacts, we can describe them as undocumented and non-provenanced in
the sense that they were certainly not found during an institutionally controlled excavation.
We are aware of some of the latest links in the chains of ownerships for some of the main
collections of these artefacts (Mr Saida’s hoard is not the only collection). In that respect we
can say that literally speaking a degree of provenance is known, but I will in general describe
the artefacts as non-provenanced in the more fundamental sense that pertains to the issue of
their being undocumented and not from a controlled excavation.

5

One should bear in mind that the various versions of the story derive from press reportage,
which can be notoriously inaccurate in details. To be fair to Mr Saida, it is conceivable that
the various versions of his story might be reconciled if both the father and grandfather, for
instance, had acquired the artefacts together.
6
According to a reliable informant known to the author, Mr Saida claims his grandfather was
twelve years old when he found the artefacts in a Jordanian cave. They were passed on to
Hassan’s father, who then passed them on to Hassan, who remained uninterested in them
until his forties. I have seen no reliable evidence to support David Elkington’s claim made in
a late 2010 letter to Peter Thonemann that one of Saida’s artefacts came from Egypt.
Elkington’s letter to Thonemann is riddled with problematic elements, which does not inspire
confidence about its Egypt claim.
7
An IAA archaeologist expressed the same point to the informant mentioned in the previous
footnote.
8
See ‘Colin Renfrew on unprovenanced antiquities: challenges, scandals and
responsibilities,’ <http://savingantiquities.org/colin-renfrew-on-unprovenanced-antiquitieschallenges-scandals-and-responsibilities/>.
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Non-Provenanced Artefacts
Legal and Ethical Issues
At the 28th International Congress of Papyrology, as part of the 5th August 2016
Plenary Session ‘Setting Limits to Our Discipline?’ Roberta Mazza addressed some of the
central ethics and legal issues that pertain to publications about looted and non-provenanced
artefacts. Her conclusion is that publication on such items should be allowed only when
accompanied by an editorial declaration that the artefacts are ‘looted, undocumented or even
illegal, and a thorough discussion of the reasons why publication has been nonetheless
accorded (e.g. the artefact is going to be repatriated, or the country from where it originally
came has allowed publication).’9
In the spirit of Mazza’s conclusions, I wish to articulate clearly the reason I am
making public my research on the Jordanian metal books. I understand that my scholarship
may have the unfortunate side effect of potentially increasing the value of these artefacts, but
my strategy is to attempt to demonstrate to Jordanian and other government and legal
authorities that the objects in question are of sufficient historical and artefactual interest as to
merit additional investigation. Further, I would urge private owners of these artefacts,
regardless of how they acquired them, to consider entrusting them to the appropriate
authorities so that they can be properly housed, protected and researched. Moreover, the team
I work with on this project (at the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books, London)
includes Jordanian experts (one of whom maintains a position at the DAJ), and one of our
goals is to prevent looting and private sales of these artefacts.
I am in full agreement with the ASOR Policy on Professional Conduct adopted 18
April 2015, which dictates the following:
E. 2 authors of publications or presentations should be transparent when introducing
data of uncertain reliability to the realm of public knowledge, particularly when
research and publication involves artifacts that lack an archaeological findspot or that
are illegally exported.
3 authors of publications or presentations should identify clearly any artifact that lacks
an archaeological findspot in a prominent manner in the text of the publication and the
caption of its illustration and, if intermixed with artifacts having provenience, also in
the index or catalog.
4 c the object’s publication or announcement serves primarily to emphasize the
degradation of archaeological heritage.10
The situation with the Jordanian metal books, however, is quite a complicated one
viewed legally. First, a scholar in this context must be aware of dangers of legal threats
involving misrepresentation (‘stating that an artefact is or is not authentic and then having
that opinion disputed’), disparagement and defamation.11 Second, in this particular case there
are apparently differences of opinions between Jordanian and Israeli government institutions.
In contrast to their present position in 2017, Jordanian authorities in 2011 were confident that
they knew the location of the original findspot, that the artefacts had been illegally looted in
recent years and then illegally smuggled out of Jordan into Israel.

9

Roberta Mazza, ‘Papyrology and Ethics,’ p. 12. <https://facesandvoices.wordpress.com
/2016/07/29/papyrology-and-ethics-next-week-in-barcelona/>.
10
<http://www.asor.org/about/policies/conduct.html>.
11
See Paul Craddock, Scientific Investigation of Copies, Fakes and Forgeries
(Amsterdam/Boston: Elsevier, 2009), pp. 6-7.
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By contrast, the IAA seems to have accepted Hassan Saida’s claim that the artefacts
had been in his family’s possession some 70 to 100 years (the figure varies in the different
reports).12 All of this certainly complicates the issue of how one is to label photographs of
such disputed artefacts. One thing is certain, as previously emphasized, the artefacts did not
come from an institutionally supervised or controlled excavation. Again, it is in this sense
that I describe them as non-provenanced and undocumented.
There are, of course, other possible ways of evaluating the whole ethical situation
involved in this case (and similar ones), one of which is represented by various points
delivered by Robert Hosseini in the legendary online underground revolutionary
International Times, which styles itself as The Newspaper of Resistance.13 Referring to the
SDEMA Group’s revelations of Hassan Saida’s criminal past, Hosseini expostulates:
But more to the point, how can evidence of a violent past, be used to
determine the authenticity of a discovery – or do we inhabit a Medaeval [sic]
milieu? This is not so much a perverse sort of evidence, as rather a facile
manipulation of blame onto one of the underclass: it is undeniable that Bedouin in
Israel have a tough time. This is the road to hell.
Notwithstanding, the caste system he was born into and his subsequent lack of
formal education, Hassan has done extremely well for himself working very hard
managing inherited farmland in Israel, providing animal fodder to both Israel and
Jordan – as well of course, scavenging for antiquities: the codices were not his first
success in the trade.
One wonders why ‘Indiana Joneses’ on western university digs are so ready to
dismiss Bedouin finds: the only artefacts they deem authentic are not only ones they
themselves excavate, but also fit in their conditioned agenda.
All of this has led to the use of Hassan as a convenient tool to undermine what
might be an important find.
....
He’s part of an agenda. Character assassination is the name of the game.
Those associated with him will be equally fair game.
So where in all this is the evidence, you might ask. It’s a question I’ve asked
too. Well the above is empiric evidence of the misuse of a man who has tried to do
something noble. To feed his family and to be remembered for something. Instead,
he’s been exposed to the world as ignoble and not worthy of being heard. It is a
‘useful’ racism.14
Being both a scholar and a person of partial indigenous ancestry, I can appreciate
elements of both the standard western academic position and Hosseini’s minority-based
views. There are, arguably, pros and cons to both positions. I would come down somewhere
in the middle of both, so to speak. While not overlooking the economic and other plights of

12

This is based on the following statement by Robert Feather made during a 28 Jan. 2016
film interview with a representative for the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books:
‘[T]he Israel Antiquities Authority . . . gave Hassan and his lawyers a certificate that these
were antique material that they could then take out of the country, because antiques, and there
was no restriction on that.’
13
Robert Hosseini, ‘Evidence Versus Evidence,’ International Times: The Newspaper of
Resistance. 7 February 2014.
<http://internationaltimes.it/evidence-versus-evidence/>.
14
Ibid.
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minorities, even a Bedouin can appreciate that academic controls are helpful for
authenticating and interpreting antiquities.
The Story Breaks
Cackling over the Codices
Because the 2011 reportage on the Jordanian lead books was often of a
sensationalistic nature (and once again became so in late 2016 and early 2017), the artefacts
immediately became controversial among vocal online experts and non-experts alike.
Emotions ran high and exaggerations and inaccuracies were spread by many of those on both
sides of the controversy. The tone that emerged was one of outright dismissal of the artefacts
on the part of several blogging scholars who ridiculed the lead books and anyone who
expressed an interest in them.
If we can describe some of the enthusiasts’ views as eccentric, we could describe the
reactions of several academic blogging scholars as unscholarly and reactionary. Many of the
bloggers’ claims used to discredit the metal books were either premature or simply incorrect.
To name one example, the very existence of lead books in Antiquity was denied,15 which
shows ignorance of the Mandaean tradition of making lead books of Drašia d-Malkia (Book
of Kings/Book of John) and Sidra d-Nišmata (Book of Souls).16 Thomas Verenna’s online
video about the subject also claims that ‘[l]ead codices are not simply rare, they are unheard
of . . .’ (Fig. 8):

Fig. 8
Image from Thomas Verenna Youtube Video
As of early 2017 (as I write this), the Wikipedia page on the ‘Jordan codices’ is quite
unflattering, and cuts off the story in 2012.17 It contains no updates about the recent
establishment of the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books, London, some of
whose members are respected scholars such as Semitist Margaret Barker, Dead Sea Scrolls
15

See April DeConick, ‘Lead Tablets? Come On’ (31 March 2011),
<http://forbiddengospels.blogspot.com/2011/03/lead-tablets-come-on.html >. Accessed 21
Jan. 2015.
16
See Jorunn Jacobsen Buckley, The Great Stem of Souls: Reconstructing Mandaean History
(Piscataway, NJ: Gorgias Press, 2005), p. 232; idem, The Mandaeans: Ancient Texts and
Modern People (Oxford/New York: Oxford University Press, 2002), p. 9.
17
See <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Jordan_Lead_Codices>.
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expert Philip R. Davies, Targumim authority Robert Hayward, Semitist Bernhard Lang and
Ancient Near Eastern expert Yuri Stoyanov.18
Behind the scenes, in the course of my investigation over the last several years I have
been in confidential contact with several internationally prestigious scholars, more than one
of whom serve as editors of some of the most respected scholarly peer-reviewed journals in
print. These particular scholars keep an open mind about the Jordanian lead books, but they
are unwilling to state as much publicly, wishing to avoid becoming implicated in the online
atmosphere of ridicule and controversy.
One purpose of the present monograph is to serve as a sort of devil’s advocate. I will
present evidence so far excluded from both sides of the debate, and offer corrections to
several online claims that are either questionable or simply incorrect. My findings do not fall
into either camp, not that of those who fervently believe in the lead books’ authenticity, and
not that of the online blogging scholars who dismiss the artefacts as obvious modern hoaxes.
The evidence has led me elsewhere.
My goal has not been to be an apologist for the lead books, but to assess the evidence
available and see where it leads. My goal has not been to prove either the lead books’
authenticity or their falsity. I see my role as that of a questioning Socrates, to interrogate
others about their assumptions and terminology in an attempt to come closer to the possible
facts of the case.
The scholars who have most publicly expressed themselves online regarding the
subject of the lead books dismiss them mockingly, often with obvious emotion. The emotion
of the lead books enthusiasts is also detectable from their words. My research in Holocaust
and genocide studies (I am trained in aspects of both ancient and modern Jewish history)
taught me long ago that while humans are undeniably emotional creatures, in order to study a
subject more objectively, a certain degree of emotional distance or neutrality must first be
achieved in order to avoid the more skewing effects of the emotions on the reasoning
faculties. Everyone has biases and emotions; the goal is to be aware of them and to master
them, as far as possible, in the domain of scholarship.
To an extent, the bloggers can be excused for their emotionalism. Their reactionary
stances can be seen as the opposite end of the same spectrum of the emotion-laden responses
and unproven assumptions advanced by the 2011 ‘codices’ enthusiasts. The bloggers’
emotionalism is transparent in the tone of derision and ridicule which manifested itself in
comic book-like red font declaring ‘forgery,’19 in titles such as ‘lead tablets, come on,’20 and
in a scholar’s declaration that the thought of David Elkington made him throw up (vomit).21

This failure on the part of Wikipedia is not necessarily a bad thing in itself, since
respectable scholarly publishers generally forbid authors from using Wikipedia sources in
submissions. For instance, The Circle of Ancient Iranian Studies (CAIS, formerly affiliated
with SOAS) states on their submissions page: ‘Avoid using Wikipedia as a source. Wikipedia
is a large blog site that allows groups of people majority with no academic backgrounds or
credentials to add and edit the information contained on the pages, which their source in most
cases contain unreliable information.’ <http://www.cais-soas.com/CAIS/ guideline_
contribution.htm>.
19
See <https://danielomcclellan.wordpress.com/2011/08/27/an-indication-of-forgery-on-thejordan-codices/>. Accessed 10 Feb. 2015.
20
< http://forbiddengospels.blogspot.com/2011/03/lead-tablets-come-on.html >. Accessed 21
Jan. 2015.
21
<http://robertcargill.com/2011/05/18/i-just-threw-up-in-my-mouth-on-david-elkingtonand-the-lead-codices/>. Accessed 11 Feb. 2015.
18
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While by no means ignoring the enthusiasts’ claims, because the dominant online
voices have been those of the lead books’ detractors, this monograph of necessity
concentrates in larger measure on assessing the particular claims of the nay-sayers. This
might for some make the monograph appear to be lopsided in favour of the lead books’
proponents, and no doubt the enthusiasts will exploit my study because of this unavoidable
appearance. All I can say is that I do not approve of such exploitation, and that I am not an
apologist but a devil’s advocate.
On some points I agree with the detractors, on others I do not. I am unable to find
much common ground with the enthusiasts. I agree with them that there are physical
characteristics (discussed in the Introduction) of a core group of the lead books that are
indicative of antiquity. I do not, however, equate ‘indicative of antiquity’ with ‘proof of
antiquity.’ While I believe, based on the evidence, that it is probable that a core group of the
artefacts may stem from antiquity, I do not believe this makes a modern dimension of the
artefacts impossible. I am here being allusive and hinting at matters that must be made
explicit, and will be made so in this Preface in a cursory way, and in a more exhaustive
manner in the Introduction.
Vague generalities, either from enthusiasts or from detractors, do not qualify as
science. Precise details and their justifications are necessary. It does no good for enthusiasts
to say that their training and intuition make them believe that the lead books are authentic.
Similarly, for someone on the opposite side of the fence to write that their professional
training and experience with ancient Jewish materials (which can overlap with the logical
fallacy of appeal to authority) lead them to conclude that the lead books are fake is entirely
immaterial. Science requires precise details to be presented. What exactly is it that makes
someone think a lead book is authentic or a fake, that is what one needs to state clearly. Is it
the patina? If so, what exactly about the patina is convincing or troubling? Is it the
epigraphy? If so, what exactly about the epigraphy is convincing or troubling? In a sense, the
burden of evidence and proof lies with each side, since both sides have to provide specific
evidence for their claims of authenticity and falsity respectively.
That being said, my own work is fortunately supported by several factors. First and
foremost is that I have had physical access to some of the artefacts, to hundreds of high
resolution, even microscopic, photographs of dozens of the lead books to which the public
have not been granted access. I have been able to read several scientific lab reports on the
lead books that similarly are not available to the public. I advocate the release of all images
and scientific lab test reports. However, my work is hampered in that the owners of the
reports and the images do not all seem to share my stance on the matter of public disclosure.
I can therefore not expect the public to take my word on this or that aspect of the
microscopic images or lab reports. I will allude to some contents of these images and reports,
but will mainly have to rely on images and lab data that I have been allowed to use publicly.
My own view is that the images and data included in this monograph are sufficient for
supporting my claims and conclusions, which remain open-ended and non-definitive. To
anticipate my own findings on the lead books, I will say here that they basically coincide with
those of André Lemaire, with some qualifications of course. To know Lemaire’s conclusions,
we must first return to 2011 and then set a part of the public record straight.
André Lemaire on the Lead Books
One widespread inaccuracy propagated in 2011 reportage appeared first in the Jewish
Chronicle, and was then distorted even further by Peter Thonemann in a Times Literary
Supplement article. Thonemann in his contribution alludes to a quote about the lead books
being ‘apparently’ a case of ‘sophisticated fakes’ attributed to Lemaire in an earlier Jewish
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Chronicle article.22 However, Thonemann changes Lemaire’s careful language about
apparent ‘sophisticated fakes’ to outright ‘obvious fakes.’23 According to any dictionary,
‘sophisticated’ would have almost the opposite meaning than ‘obvious’ has as used in such a
context.
Thonemann neglects to mention the same Jewish Chrionicle article’s coverage of the
more positive opinions of archaeo-metallurgist Peter Northover and chartered engineer
Robert Feather. Feather commissioned a report on the lead books from Lemaire, and in a 28
Jan. 2016 film interview for the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books, Feather
was asked about the quotation attributed to Lemaire in the Jewish Chrionicle as well as
Thonemann’s rephrasing of it from apparent ‘sophisticated fakes’ to actual ‘obvious fakes’:
Well, I have somewhere Lemaire’s full report and it’s very detailed. He spent
a long time studying the material and came up with a very detailed analysis of what
some of the translations might be. But he was confused by some of the terms which
he had not recognised. I do not see that any place did he say that these were definitely
fakes, never says that. He is unable to come to any definitive conclusion, that was his
statement. I am not sure where anyone came about that particular quote that you have
given of Lemaire, he never said that. . . . He is not sure whether they are genuine or
not. And he certainly never said they aren’t genuine. You know he is not the kind of
man to do that anyway. He is an expert on coins and ancient artefacts, one of the
world’s greatest, and inscriptions on artefacts, but he is also very, very cautious and
he has never, he didn’t come back to me and say these are forgeries, these aren’t
genuine. He never said that and he never said that in writing.
We also had Brian Collis, an expert on inscriptions from Massey University in
New Zealand and he looked at some of the material or images of the material, and he
could not come to any firm conclusion either. So these people like Brian Collis and
Lemaire are rightly cautious about coming to any firm conclusion, and they didn’t
come to a firm conclusion. . . . I think one has to reserve one’s opinion on these things
and I am very, very suspicious of anyone who is dogmatic, dogmatic about their
conclusions, particularly if they haven’t studied them in great depth.
When we consult Lemaire’s actual report, we discover that his opinion was in fact
distorted in the Jewish Chronicle. Lemaire concludes his report with, ‘one can hesitate
between two interpretations: 1. The inscriptions and the lead sheets could date from the
second century AD (about the period of Bar Kokhba war). . . . 2. The inscriptions and the
lead sheets are a sophisticated fake made at some time during the last two centuries.’24
Lemaire did not come to a definitive conclusion on the question of the lead books’
authenticity. His report’s conclusions reflect his open mind on the matter.
My basic conclusions lead me to reject the ‘Jewish-Christian’ claim for these
artefacts’ origins proposed by enthusiasts in 2011. On the contrary, the lead books’ contents,
regardless of the question of their age, pertain to Bar Kokhba and his predecessors going back
to the Maccabees, the earlier being portrayed and understood through the prism of the later,
from a post-Bar Kokhba perspective. Regarding the physical aspects of the lead books, the

22

Simon Rocker, ‘Heavy metal secrets from a Mid-East cave,’ The Jewish Chronicle. 3
March 2011. <http://www.thejc.com/judaism/judaism-features/46028/heavy-metal-secrets-amid-east-cave>.
23
Peter Thonemann, Times Literary Supplement 8 April 2011.
24
André Lemaire, Preliminary remarks on the lead books and sheets (March 2009).
Commissioned by Robert Feather.
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evidence proves that some are modern, but also suggests that a core group of the artefacts are
likely pre-modern.
The latter is not incompatible with Lemaire’s second possibility of a sophisticated
fake, since Lemaire holds that such would have been a pre-modern fake, about two centuries
old, given the state of the lead’s corrosion. However, there is good reason to suspect that
some of the lead books may be a great deal older than just a few centuries, which takes us
back to Lemaire’s first possibility. On the other hand, one should explore the alternative
possibility of a medieval fake as well, like some of the Christian medieval relics that claimed
to be ancient. In this scenario, the lead books could be a fake from about a millennium ago
pretending to be from the age of Bar Kokhba. I will present and discuss the varied evidential
details for these and other possible scenarios in the Introduction and in the Conclusion.

Fig. 9
André Lemaire Examining a Bronze Bowl
Associated with Hassan Saida’s Lead Books Collection
Courtesy, Robert Feather

Of Gibberish and Ideology
Both the IAA and the present DAJ administration seem agreed that the lead books’
metal and corrosion must be pre-modern, even medieval or ancient. However, according to
the IAA their texts and images must have been added relatively recently for two ideological
or theoretical reasons. First, the epigraphy is non-standard. Second, the texts are gibberish.
Both of these claims will be examined and challenged in a cursory fashion here, and then at
more length in the Introduction.
To revisit Lemaire’s analyses, he adds to his conclusion No. 1: ‘The not always well
preserved inscriptions are not yet deciphered. They could be a kind of magic inscriptions that
we do not know. However generally magic inscriptions repeat formulae that somehow make
sense.’ Lemaire is of course correct, but we should not overlook his careful wording, namely,
‘generally,’ in contrast to ‘always.’ The fact is that there are exceptions where we find
ancient and later-period amulets that contain text written entirely in various forms of code or
apparent or actual unintelligibility. A famous example is the Sator-Rotas square. Other
amulets mix the recognizable with the unintelligible, such as the following early modern
amulet based on older precedents, here reproduced from Dornseiff:
Obverse

Reverse

ABCDEF
STUVWG
RXXXXH
QJNRII
PONMLK

SATOR
AREPO
TENET
OPERA
ROTAS25

25

Franz Dornseiff, Das Alphabet in Mystik und Magie. Zweite Auflage (Leipzig/Berlin: B. G.
Teubner, 1925), p. 79.
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There are many amulets that similarly lack the intelligible set of instructions known as
‘magical recipe,’ or that lack a mixture of the intelligible peppered with nonsense words,
containing only the latter. Many amulets consist only of a series of meaningless letters,
pseudo-script, and magic sigils.26 Most of the Jordanian lead books’ texts are comparable to
the amuletic text supplied above from Dornseiff in that they combine the apparently
unintelligible with snippets that can be deciphered, such as the Dornseiff amulet’s sequence
JNRI, i.e., Jesus Nazarenus Rex Judaeorum.27 Compare with this the Jordanian lead book text
I label SH1 G1 D1, which amidst seeming unintelligibility also contains a noticeable reversed
spelling of ‘redemption’ (g-ʾ-l-t), derived from Bar Kokhba coinage.
Another quite apt example is a 3rd cent. CE silver amulet text that consists of the
following unintelligible text:
Charaktêres
ευστεφσ charaktêres λεγε charaktêres
charaktêres ηβρυωηουακτεινοβραωθθηνωρλαιλαμ
ψσεμεσειλαμοειπιτουκοσμουπυροβουλοσερμαναι,
ερεννουμενενχουχειουθθχανουβηθραναερμανει
αερειναβιωχβιωθχαρνουερινφνιαχνηαχμηφαναχ
[--] σπροκκλα28
Robert L. Gordon describes this particular text as reflective of ‘standard or conceivable Greek
(λεγε, ακτεινο, του κοσμου, πυροβουλο-, αερει, αρνου)’ and ‘the desire to imitate or evoke an
exotic or even occult language full of consonantal collocations impossible in Greek, but
nevertheless of high phonetic expressivity.’29
As I document in the Introduction, the lead books’ texts are not actually all pure
gibberish, but even if they were, this cannot in and of itself constitute proof of modern
origins. There are in fact a number of artefacts with texts that are basically gibberish, and yet
their pre-modern origins are contested by no one.
There is the case of what Ryan Baumann describes as ‘A curious metal codex in the
Baths of Diocletian,’ housed in its Epigraphic Museum, which estimates its date to ca. the 4th5th cent. CE (Fig. 10). The text seems basically nonsensical. The sheets measure about 7.5 x
10 cm. Baumann begins with a reference to the Jordanian lead books: ‘The object was
intriguing to me, as a metal codex is a relatively novel form, and I’d heard nothing of this
particular object during the Jordan Lead Codices controversy (what ever came of that?).’30
26

For a recently discovered metal example from Jordan consisting entirely of nonsense text
and pseudo-script, see John Møller Larsen; Achim Lichtenberger; Rubina Raja; Richard L.
Gordon, ‘An Umayyad Period Magical Amulet from a Domestic Context in Jerash, Jordan,’
Syria: Archéologie, art et histoire, 93 (2016): pp. 369-386. I thank Philip R. Davies for
supplying me with a copy of this article.
27
Franz Dornseiff, Das Alphabet in Mystik und Magie, p. 79.
28
Cited in John Møller Larsen; Achim Lichtenberger; Rubina Raja; Richard L. Gordon, ‘An
Umayyad Period Magical Amulet from a Domestic Context in Jerash, Jordan,’ p. 382.
29
Ibid.
30
Ryan Baumann, ‘A Curious Metal Codex in the Baths of Diocletian.’ Ryan
Baumann (blog), 10 Feb 2015.
<https://ryanfb.github.io/etc/2015/02/10/a_curious_metal_codex_in_the_baths_of_diocletian.
html>. Accessed 20 January 2017. A complete set of photographs can be viewed at
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/ryanfb/albums/72157636366845395 >. Another set of
complete images is available at:
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/ryanfb/galleries/72157665304106601/>.
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Fig. 10
‘Magical book formed of seven pages enclosed by a cover with a veiled woman's head and a bearded man.’31

Baths of Diocletian, Epigraphic Museum
Courtesy, Ryan Baumann

Fig. 11 shows drawings of the covers of the box that contains the lead sheets in Fig.
10, while Fig. 12 supplies a photograph image of the covers.

31

<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Languages_of_the_Roman_Empire#/media/File:Magical_bo
ok_Kircherian_Terme.jpg>.
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Fig. 11
Ettore de Ruggiero, Catalogo del Museo Kircheriano (Roma: Coi Tipi del Salviucci,
1878), p. 65.32

While I obtained this source on my own, I first learned of the reference from Baumann’s
article.
32
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Fig. 1233
Photo by Sarah E. Bond, Detail
Fig. 13 supplies drawings of all the pages of the book shown in Fig. 10:

33

<https://www.flickr.com/photos/99690453@N02/14651260786/in/gallery-ryanfb72157665304106601/>
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Fig. 13
Jacques Matter, Une excursion gnostique en Italie (Strasbourg/Paris 1852).34
As Baumann has documented, a second similar lead book was once known to exist,
depicted in Fig. 14. The front (?) cover shows a male profile very similar to Greco-Roman
coin and coin-like images found in some of the Jordanian metal books.
While I obtained this source on my own, I first learned of the reference from Baumann’s
article.
34
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Fig. 14
Bernard de Montfaucon, L’antiquité expliquée et représentée en figures (Paris, 1722). Tome
II, pp. 381-382.35
Baumann leaves open the possibility that the individual sheets may at an earlier time
have been bound: ‘Matter also states that the sheets have never been engaged on a hinge, an
argument which is also borne out by their present appearance (but also potentially explicable
by an over-zealous 18th century “conservator” filing them down to look nice after removing
them from a hinge).’36 Actually, one of the sheets does show a binding hole (Fig. 15a), and
another shows a missing area that may have resulted in part from the presence of a similar
binding hole (Fig. 15b). What we see in Fig. 15c does not look like the result of secondary
filing down, but of loss of metal caused by factors arising from great age, such as brittleness
from age hardening. Moreover, the binding hole in Fig. 15a shows no deformation or other
35

While I obtained this source on my own, I first learned of the reference from Baumann’s
article.
36
<https://ryanfb.github.io/etc/2015/02/10/a_curious_metal_codex_in_the_baths_of_diocletia
n.html>.
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signs of having been added when the metal was already old; it would have been added at the
general time the lead sheets had been produced.
Secondary filing down would seem to explain what we see in Fig. 15d-f, since in Fig.
15a we see no trimmed areas around the surviving binding hole. The most likely explanation
is that age hardening led to the metal cracking around some of the binding holes, resulting in
the metal breaking off above and below these regions.
Fig. 15d shows what looks like a piece of binding wire; I plan to verify this on a
future visit to Rome. Fig. 15e shows the same region, with reversed colours for clarity, and
the result does look like a wire fragment. The appearance of the wire indicates it was not
drawn wire but hand hammered, which explains its uneven qualities. This is congruent with a
manufacture of the lead book before the invention of drawn wire techniques and the spread of
this technology into the Mediterranean region.37 It is most natural to conclude that were the
book a pre-modern fake, drawn wire would have been used, since at the time nothing would
have been seen in this as incompatible with antiquity; only in modern times has the history of
drawn wire been established. Why would anyone in the 18th or early 19th century have gone
through the trouble of making hand-hammered wire for a hoax?38 All signs indicate the lead
sheets and the container were made with tools available in antiquity, principally a hammer
and a knife (the latter for cutting the newly produced lead sheets).

a

Drawn wire was invented ca. 5th to 7th century of the CE in the East (Korea), from where it
later spread to the Mediterranean region; see Jack M. Ogden, ‘Classical Gold Wire: Some
Aspects of its Manufacture and Use,’ Jewellery Studies 5 (1991): pp. 95-105.
38
‘Wiremaking provides an excellent example of where the publication of the details of the
ancient techniques has led to their adoption by forgers. No serious gold forgeries would now
be made using drawn wire. Wire is now universally made by drawing thin rods of metal
through progressively narrower holes drilled in a steel plate (the drawplate) with periodic
annealing.’ Paul Craddock, Scientific Investigation of Copies, Fakes and Forgeries
(Amsterdam/Boston: Elsevier, 2009), p. 376. ‘The presence of such [block-twisted] wires on
pieces with a known provenance dating back before the 1970s may be a taken as supportive
evidence of dating from antiquity.’ Ibid., p. 379.
37
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b

c

d

e
f
Fig. 1539
Photos by Sarah E. Bond, Details; e Adjusted for Clarity
The other side of the area shown in Fig. 15d is highlighted in Fig. 16, which is
unfortunately not very clear, but it is clear enough to suggest the presence of a binding ring
wire.

39

<https://www.flickr.com/photos/99690453@N02/14694150333/in/gallery-ryanfb72157665304106601/>.
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Fig. 16
Photo by Ryan Baumann, Detail, Adjusted for Clarity40
The state of the lead arguably suggests possible antiquity, easily before the
Renaissance or even the High Middle Ages. Fig. 17a-b give representative examples of what
look like cracking, indicating extreme brittleness from age, while Fig. 17c shows what looks
like could be lead crystals that have emerged to the metal’s surface, a process indicating great
age. Physical examination, however would be necessary to confirm this.

a

40

b

<https://www.flickr.com/photos/ryanfb/10172831554/in/album-72157636366845395/>
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c
Fig. 1741
Photos by Sarah E. Bond, Details
Baumann concludes that at one time there were actually three lead books of this type
extant:





the one currently preserved in the museum (7 plates, 2 figures and 5 lines on each
side)
a different one published by Phillippo Bonanni, mentioned in his 1709 catalog of
the museum, but “vanished” or replaced with the present one sometime before
1837 (7 plates, 2 figures and 4 lines on each side?)
a still different one purchased in Rome by Bernard de Montfaucon in 1699 then
donated to Cardinal de Bouillon, which also vanished sometime before 1828 (6
plates, 1 figure on each side and 4 lines on the first four)42

Baumann notes that we know nothing of the provenance of these three artefacts
except for Bonanni’s exemplar, who informs us that it was found in ‘in an ancient
sarcophagus, in which the ashes of the deceased had been shut up.’43 This is intriguing since
the Jordanian metal books contain a grave text, as I discuss in ch. 3, which in itself would
most naturally suggest that the Jordanian artefacts were designed for use as grave objects
rather than for didactic purposes. In other words, the Jordanian lead books would be Jewish
and Nabataean grave amulets, not books containing the secret teachings of Jesus, as some
enthusiasts preposterously claimed in 2011.
The same museum holds another artefact with what can at best be described as an
‘obscure’ text, another example of items that consist entirely of apparently meaningless text
(Fig. 18).

41

<https://www.flickr.com/photos/99690453@N02/14694150333/in/gallery-ryanfb72157665304106601/>.
42
Ibid.
43
Ibid.
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Fig. 18
‘A plaque with a Greek inscription of obscure meaning and a figurative element similar to
an aedicula. Origin unknown, already in the Kircherian museum III-IV century AD?’44
Photo by Ryan Baumann
The same museum describes yet another of its artefacts as ‘a little magic plate’: ‘A
little opisthographic plate, with magic signs (charaktères) on one side and a Latin inscription,
of doubtful meaning on the other. Origin unknown III-IV century AD?’45 The claim that
amulets or other apotropaic items must always accompany intelligible text along with any
nonsense text is simply incorrect.
Scientific Tests on the Lead Books
Vague Generalities versus Precise Questions
Before offering an overview of the various scientific lab tests conducted thus far on
some of the lead books, an issue of precision is indispensable. According to the IAA and the
DAJ at present, the lead books’ metal and corrosion are ancient, but their texts and images
were added recently. What the IAA and the DAJ have thus far failed to do publicly is to state
specifically and clearly how the texts and images could have been added recently to genuine
ancient corroded lead. Their failure to offer an explanation is actually not very surprising,
given that there is no known method for adding clear, non-blurry raised content to ancient
corroded lead, especially while retaining the patina.
Anyone can scratch or engrave writing into the surface of ancient corroded lead. This
would remove the corrosion of the affected areas, which would then be covered by artificial
patina to conceal the hoax of the added text. The artificial nature of the patina and the recent
date of the incisions would be immediately revealed by any professional scientific lab
analysis.
Adding raised content (which is what we have on the Jordanian lead books) to ancient
corroded lead is an entirely different affair. Any attempt to add raised text or images to
ancient lead would result in the immediate loss of the surface patina and corrosion, and the
images would transfer only very unclearly and would look blurry on the surface of the now
relatively clean metal. As I document in the Introduction, this is because the oxides of the
corrosion would prevent a clear transfer of the imagery. There are thus two insuperable
challenges to adding modern raised images to ancient corroded lead. First is how to retain the
44
45

<https://www.flickr.com/photos/ryanfb/10172926434/in/photostream/>.
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/ryanfb/10173036036/in/photostream/>.
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corrosion and patina in the image transfer attempt. Second is how to make the transferred
images look as crisp and clear as the images on the Jordanian lead books. There is no known
method to achieve either of these objectives, not in the textbooks and not in the knowledge of
metal workers.
Thus the burden of proof in this matter would seem to reside with the IAA and the
DAJ. To prove the Jordanian lead books’ texts and images en toto could be a modern hoax
can be asserted rather easily. To prove the assertion is simply not presently possible
metallurically. On the other hand, the IAA’s and DAJ’s inability to prove their assertion does
not automatically prove the lead books’ authenticity. That, too, would have to be
demonstrated.
My position is that while there is no currently known method of adding crisp, clear
raised content to ancient corroded lead nor of retaining the lead’s corrosion and patina in the
attempt, one can nevertheless conceive that some shady characters have discovered some
such method presently unknown to metal workers and science. However, this is an extremely
unlikely scenario, and it seems to me that anyone with such knowledge and skill would have
no financial need to work in the world of fakes and hoaxes.
It might be asked, why then do I conceive of such an unlikely possibility involving
knowledge on the part of hoaxers unknown to current science and metal workers. The answer
is that such extraordinary caution is in order because the artefacts are undocumented and nonprovenanced. My training in Museum Studies simply will not let me bury the suspicion that
such artefacts create. In this case I invoke the proverbial saying, ‘Better safe than sorry.’
However, simply to invoke a proverb or an expert’s professional experience or
intuition are out of place in the scientific method. I therefore specifically challenge on the one
hand both the IAA and DAJ to show in a lab precisely how it is that clear and crisp raised text
can be added to ancient corroded lead without resulting in the loss of its patina, and on the
other hand I encourage the enthusiasts to be less dogmatic and hold open the possibility of an
extraordinary and sophisticated fake.
To be as succinct as possible, I entertain the same two possibilities proffered by
Lemaire, with the qualification that a slightly pre-modern sophisticated fake is in my view the
less probable possibility of the two. One of the main reasons for my qualification is that I find
it extraordinarily unlikely that hoaxers could have found a method of adding clear, crisp
raised text to ancient corroded lead, especially without the loss of the patina, and have kept
this knowledge from science and metal workers for nearly two centuries. Add to this that
some of the corrosion we see on some of the lead books is more indicative of a millennium or
two rather than just a century or two, an issue I will address here and at more length in the
Introduction.
A complete list of metallurgical tests conducted thus far on the Jordanian artefacts is
as follows: University of Reading (2007); Oxford Materials Characterisation Services
(OMCS), Dr Peter Northover (2008); Plasma spectrometry team of the Swiss National
Materials Laboratory (EMPA), Dubendorf, Switzerland, Dr Andrea Ulrich (2008); University
of Sheffield. The Kroto Research Institute, Dr Peter Korgul (2011); The Getty Conservation
Institute, Dr Marc Walton (2011); Royal Scientific Society, Amman, Jordan, Dr Rafat Ahmad
(2011); University of New Mexico. The Center for Micro-Engineered Materials (CMEM)
(2011); University of Surrey. Nodus Centre Faculty of Engineering and Physical Sciences,
Professor Roger Webb (2012); Israel Antiquities Authority (2012); Atomic Energy
Commission, Amman, Jordan (2011-2013); University of Surrey. Nodus Centre Faculty of
Engineering and Physical Sciences, Professor Chris Jeynes (2016).46
46

This list is an expanded version based principally on Margaret Barker et al., What Are the
Jordan Codices? The Mystery of the Sealed Lead Books (Harlingen, TX.: Sarah Book
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There also exists an unpublished paper designed for submission to the peer-reviewed
journal Semitica et Classica: ‘Scientific Report: The Jordanian Metal Books: Metallography,
Chemistry, History, Epigraphy,’ by Matthew Hood, BEng, MSc, CEng, FRINA, MAPM,
CDipAF, MIET, RCNC, Bernhard Lang, Professor, University of Paderborn, Samuel Zinner,
PhD, Aulla, Tuscany, with Contributions by R. A. Barker, MA, CEng, MICE, MCIWEM.
Other scientific articles on the artefacts designed for peer-reviewed journals are in
preparation.
Next, we need to identify all of the possible evidence against authenticity in the
scientific lab reports. Here I am not at liberty to be too specific in all cases (which lab, which
report), but the main points can be made by a general discussion, as should be clear in the
following paragraphs. In the course of over a dozen lab tests stretching over nearly a decade
only three findings that could be interpreted as evidence for a possible modern fake have
come to light.
First, a 2012 Surrey alpha spectroscopy test showed that a Jordanian lead book
emitted alpha particles at 5.3 MeV. All such emissions drop to 0 after two hundred years of a
lead sheet’s production. The basic conclusion is that the lead book’s metal had to have been
produced within the last two hundred years.
However, the 2012 test results were proven inaccurate when the test was repeated in
2016 together with a second lead book and a two-thousand year old comparator piece of
Roman lead. The two lead books showed no alpha particle emissions at 5.3 MeV,
demonstrating that their lead had to have been produced more than two-hundred years ago.47
Because there is no known method of adding crisp, clear raised text to old lead, especially
while retaining the original corrosion and patina, the standard scientific conclusion would be
that the two lead books’ texts also must have been added to the lead sheets more than two
hundred years ago. Any claim to the contrary, either by the IAA or DAJ, must be proven in a
scientific lab. Argument based on authority is excluded by the scientific method.
Second, the Northover Oxford test detected the presence of modern chemicals in one of
the lead book’s patina. In Northover’s words: ‘Also visible on several pieces were straight
fibres, possibly entirely organic, possibly lead formate crystals formed in a storage
environment from formic acid from glues in woodwork or fibreboard.’ Commenting on
Northover’s report, Feather explains that while the bulk of the corrosion was old, there was
some modern contamination, which he describes as the result of ‘subsequent retention in a
container where contamination from MDA used in modern glues and packaging had
occurred. Thin white lines within the structure of the corrosion products indicated oxidation
with formic acid, a result of being stored for a lengthy period in modern storage materials
where contamination from formic acid by-products had produced lines of white lead formate
crystals. There was also evidence of phosphate, oxide, and chloride oxidation from similar
sources.’
None of this proves a modern fake, which is clear from Northover’s conclusion that the
lead book was not modern: ‘The analysis of the two samples taken showed compositions
consistent with a range of ancient lead, one recycled, one probably from ingot lead. The
corrosion on the surface has built up over a period of time making it clear that the book is not
a recent production.’48
Publishing/Litewill Holdings, LLC, 2015), Appendix I: ‘List of laboratories that performed
tests on the lead codices.’
47
The 2016 Surrey test results are congruent with those of the three years of analyses
conducted from 2011 to 2013 at the Atomic Energy Commission of Amman, Jordan
48
Dr Peter Northover, Analysis and Metallography of a Lead Book: Results (Oxford: Oxford
Material Characterisation Services, 2008).
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As Feather explained in a late 2015 interview for the Centre for the Study of the
Jordanian lead books: ‘Peter Northover also concluded that the material may have been taken
from the cave and then stored in a box perhaps by Hassan’s grandfather or whoever acquired
them and that that box had modern chemical material present in it like formaldehyde in glues
and things, and some of that may have affected the lead surfacing. . . . But that doesn’t reject
the possibility of them being independent of modern chemical material being adjacent to
them.’
Given that we know that Saida regularly stored the lead books in modern cloth, this
offers an entirely plausible explanation for the fibres Northover and Feather observed in their
examination.
Third, one of the tests mentions what appear to be brush strokes on one lead book. The
report’s author interpreted this as possible evidence that the patina had been applied with a
brush. That is certainly a possibility. Based on available data, more plausible in my view is
that what we see on the particular lead book in question are possible brush or cloth strokes
resulting from Bedouins regularly cleaning the book. This the more plausible explanation
because we know Saida does regularly clean his books, and because a few other books that
show similar patination have all the hallmarks of being genuine, ancient patina, an
assessment with which I suspect the IAA and DAJ would agree.
None of the three findings listed above, the first of which is to be excluded in any
case, individually or collectively constitutes convincing evidence for a modern fake, and
nothing pertaining to the lead books’ metal or its corrosion has convinced the IAA or DAJ
that we are dealing in this case with anything other than genuine and old lead and patination.
All other Internet claims about lab evidence against authenticity are simply errors based
on ignorance of metallurgy and metallography, areas in which most Biblical scholars are
untrained. For instance, contrary to Internet rumours, Northover reported that some of the
lead had been recycled/reused in pre-modern, not in modern, times. Additionally, the claim
that the light corrosion mentioned by Northover is a sign of a modern fake is entirely baseless
and is in any case explained by Northover as compatible and congruent with the light
corrosion attested for known metal artefacts thousands of years old.
A Thomas Verenna video (see Fig. 19) interprets Northover’s metallurgical report’s
statement concerning the lead books’ lack of heavy pitting, namely, ‘this is not characteristic
of lead that has been buried,’ as implying that the lead books are therefore to be dated as
modern rather than ancient in origin:
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Fig. 1949
Image from Thomas Verenna Youtube Video
This, however, does not take into account that the particular Jordanian metal books tested
may never have been buried in the ground in the first place, but may have been stored in cave
wall niches or in a protective lead chest decorated with Paleo-Hebrew text, so that the lead
books would have been preserved from heavy, though not all, pitting.50
Furthermore, the video’s creators and contributors (Steve Caruso, Dan McClellan, Jim
Davila, Mark Goodcare, Jim West, Joel Watts, James McGrath, and David Meadows, with
Robert Deutsch and Peter Thonemann being thanked in the closing credits) conveniently
leave out the same metallurgical report’s firm conclusion that regardless of how the artefacts
were stored in antiquity, they are not ‘of recent production.’
Northover was simply trying to reconstruct the past of the artefacts. Having concluded
that they do not seem to have been buried, Northover surmises that they probably had been
stored, to cite his exact words, ‘above ground or sealed in a jar below ground. A find of Late
Bronze Age metalwork in Britain had been deposited in a sealed container so that the burial
environment did not reach it and it had remained in stagnant air for 3000 years. The result
was that the thickness of the corrosion layer on some of the bronze was less than 1 µm.’ Thus
Verenna’s Internet video in question egregiously misrepresents the metallurgical report’s
actual contents and conclusions.
The bloggers also claim that the objects’ lead was ancient, but had been recycled
recently (Fig. 20).

49

From Thomas Verenna, Jordan Lead Codices: Exposing the Fakes
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGw0orL78I4>.
50
The Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books possesses photographs of the cave
wall niches and the lead chest.
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Fig. 2051
‘UPDATE (8/23/11, 4:35PM EST)’ Blog: The Musings of Thomas Verenna
The claims advanced in the text of Fig. 20 overlook the simple fact that lead was
commonly recycled or reused already in the ancient world. Reuse in itself is therefore no
proof of modern forgery. The same issue is raised in Fig. 21:

Fig. 2152
Image from the bibliobloglibrary.com Blog, Detail
Caruso quotes from a conversation he had with Northover:
I have only seen two of the codices and only one of them open and that just contained
inscriptions. The trace element pattern of the lead was consistent with anciently
produced lead, although there is so much of that around that it is easy to get some to
re-use. […] . . .
My own use of the phrase ‘not a recent production’ implied that the piece I examined
in detail had not been made in the last few years, or possibly decades, but I could not
rule out a date of, say, a century ago or so.53
Caruso implies that the lead books Northover tested are modern, and offers a
supposedly supporting quotation from Northover taken from a telephone conversation the
two held in 2011: ‘My own use of the phrase “not a recent production” implied that the piece
I examined in detail had not been made in the last few years, or possibly decades, but I could

51

<https://tomverenna.wordpress.com/2011/08/23/lead-codices-case-closed-as-genuineforgeries/>.
52
<http://bibliobloglibrary.com/jordan-lead-codices/>.
53
<http://aramaicnt.org/2011/09/14/jordan-codices-more-about-the-altered-metallurgicalreport/>. Brackets in original.
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not rule out a date of, say, a century ago or so.’54 This is not easily harmonized with the
claims of Thonemann and the blogging scholars who claim they are only about two to five
decades old. In a 2016 telephone conversation held between Northover and a representative
of the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books, Northover clarified that while the
lead books he examined are likely at least a century old, they could also be much older,
medieval or even ancient. The question of dating remains open.
Regarding Caruso’s quote from Northover that ‘anciently produced lead’ can be reused, this claim requires that specifics be supplied. Northover, like the IAA or DAJ, would
have to explain precisely how such ancient corroded lead could be re-used to produce
corroded artefacts with the type of crisp, clear raised images and texts we see in the Jordanian
lead books. As stated previously, there is no known method that can achieve this. Technically
and theoretically speaking Northover is correct, since one could of course melt down and
then re-use ancient lead. It would then, however, lose its patina and appear shiny and new and
would be soft to the touch, requiring a very long period of time to become hard again.
Caruso also quotes Northover on the text of the report as circulated on the Internet,
‘the first stretch of text was so edited [he] didn’t recognise it at all.’ Caruso then notes that he
was at that time trying to contact Robert Feather, who had commissioned the report. First,
Northover had admitted to Caruso memory issues over the report, and Northover’s nonrecognition of the text could be the result of another faulty memory. I say this because the
Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books has confirmed from a copy of supplied by
Feather that the version in question indeed agreed with the original Northover report. Some
confusion may have crept in because two versions of the report were in circulation, a
photocopy of the actual report and an incorrectly typed transcript prepared by David
Elkington of only the first part of the report.
Moreover, pace the claim in Fig. 21, according to Feather, Northover certainly did not
conclude ‘the corrosion was young.’ Northover’s phone conversation with a representative of
the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books, as well as Robert Feather’s response to
Caruso’s online claims about Northover’s statements, are discussed in the following portion
of a 28 Jan. 2016 film interview for the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books:
Robert Feather:
The Northover report obviously does not say that the material is definitely modern, in
fact it says it’s definitely not modern. At least the two books that Peter Northover
examined. That’s all he is expressing his opinion on. I cannot recall him ever saying,
nor in his report, that the corrosion is recent, indicates that it’s very recent, no, he has
never, never been on record to say that, so whoever was stating that is misquoting or
making it up. With the material that I took to Peter Northover I was open-minded.
And waiting for his report which came back three or four months later. And it was
pretty convincing that they were at least ancient material and certainly not modern
forgeries. . . . So his conclusion was that these were not modern, they were ancient
because of the level of observation in the base material. He has never ever ventured to
say that it was less than a hundred years old. . . .

54

Steve Caruso, ‘Jordan Codices: More About the Altered Metallurgical Report.’ 14
September 2011. <http://aramaicnt.org/2011/09/14/jordan-codices-more-about-the-alteredmetallurgical-report/>.
<http://aramaicnt.org/2011/09/14/jordan-codices-more-about-the-altered-metallurgicalreport/>. Retrieved 11 June 2016.
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Interviewer:
You know I spoke to him and he said, ‘Look, I am very sorry, I don't want to appear
on anything because I had a bad experience, I don’t know with whom actually many
years ago. . . .’ But he was very happy to talk to me on the phone, so we just talked. I
didn’t ask him any particular thing, but he did say to me, ‘Look, to be honest, I think
they are definitely not recent, either a hundred years old, but it could easily be
medieval, it could easily be ancient, honestly I don't know.’
Robert Feather:
I am sure, and I spoke to Peter Northover on several occasions, as you obviously
have, and he has never ever indicated that they could be less than a hundred years.
Initially he thought they could well be consistent with Roman period, but his
subsequent revised opinion was that they may well be Middle Ages, which is 1300,
1400, 1500 even. That is not impossible, but [less than] a hundred years old he never
said that to me. I had never seen that put into print and I wouldn’t put that into print.
The corrosion on the two that we examined rule out the possibility of it being less
than a hundred. . . . Peter Northover’s reflection later when I spoke to him
subsequently was that perhaps although some of the material is consistent with
possibly Roman period lead, it could well be that the imagery and the actual
fabrication dates from the Middle Ages. That was his considered view.
Regarding Northover’s contention of a possible re-use of ancient lead in the Middle
Ages, when the texts and images may have been added subsequently, this would have
involved the passage of around a millennium or more between the production of the lead and
the secondary addition of the raised content. This would have been possible if the ancient
lead had been re-melted in the Middle Ages, hammered out into sheets and then the images
would have been added by hammering the sheets onto the image and text moulds.
This would mean that while the lead books’ metal is ancient, the corrosion would date
later, from the Middle Ages, since the patination process would have started again de novo
after the re-melting of the lead. This theory, like all theories, would have to be examined
against all the available evidence. The first question is why propose this theory in the first
place. Are the reasons based in physical science or in ideology?
As I discuss in the Introduction, the lead books’ image and text moulds seem to have
been old and worn, even damaged, long before they were used to produce the lead books. It
could therefore be that the images and texts are ancient in origin even though their moulds
may have been used to create the lead books significantly later, in the Middle Ages.
The main obstacles to this theory are twofold. First, as chapters 1-6 will suggest, some
of the lead books’ textual contents would make better sense as ancient creations rather than
medieval ones. (Or if we are dealing with extraordinary modern fakes, then some of the
content would make more sense as feigned ancient content than feigned medieval content).
Two, the corrosion crystals we see on some of the lead books are more typical of ancient than
medieval states of corrosion. However, it is not impossible that the lead books represent an
ongoing tradition that stretched across a few millennia. In that case, some of the text could
have been created in the Middle Ages and even thereafter. All possible scenarios deserve to
be tested.
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Fig. 22
Jordanian Lead Book 1 Tested by Surrey University, 2016
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Fig. 23
Jordanian Lead Book 1 Tested by Surrey University, 2016, Detail, Image Balance Adjusted for Clarity
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Fig. 24
Jordanian Lead Book 1 Tested by Surrey University, 2016
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Front Cover

Back Cover

Inside Page
Fig. 25
Jordanian Lead Book 2 Tested by Surrey University, 2016, Microphotographic Details
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As Fig. 25 shows, the covers’ raised contents were far less protected from erosion
than was the case with the inside pages. The inside pages consequently give us an idea of
what the covers’ raised contents would have originally looked like. The degree of erosion
seen on the covers does not suggest an artefact from the modern era.

Fig. 26
Jordanian Lead Book 2 Tested by Surrey University, 2016
The bulk of the scientific tests conducted over the period of a decade speak in favour
of the metal’s antiquity. This is based on two main grounds. First is the chemical composition
of the metal, which is entirely congruent with the chemical composition of ancient
Mediterranean lead. Second is the lead’s lack of alpha particle emissions at 5.3 MeV, a state
that requires the passage of a minimum of two hundred years.
The latter test, known as alpha spectroscopy, in itself does no more than establish that
the lead was produced at least two hundred years ago. Theoretically, therefore, the lead could
have been produced about two-hundred and fifty years ago. However, other evidentiary
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aspects indicate a much earlier time for the lead’s production. In addition to the evidence of
chemical composition consistent with ancient lead, there is on some of the lead books the
presence of large crystals entirely similar to the large crystals seen on the bronze Nebra sky
disc. The presence of these crystals on the Nebra sky disc is considered the quintessential
evidence that proves the disc cannot be a modern hoax.
I will revisit the issue of crystal corrosion later in this section. At this point, more
needs to be said about alpha spectroscopy. Because in contrast to the 2012 Surrey tests the
2016 test detected no radioactivity, the likeliest explanation for the 2012 Surrey results would
be 210Pb from the surrounding environment present on the lead book’s surface corrosion. As
N. Zacharias and Y. Bassiakos explain: ‘If a sample of leaded bronze contains 210Pb then the
artefact cannot be older than, roughly, 100 years. However, if corrosion products are analysed
for 210Pb (by a mass spectrometer), the results might be misleading, since the corroded
metallic phase can contain 210Pb from the surrounding environment.’55
As the 2012 Surrey test report explains, if alpha spectroscopy test results on a metal
artefact show no yield of alpha particles emitted at 5.3 MeV, because such a drop to 0 occurs
after 200 years, ~10 half-life times of the 210Pb, then this means that such an artefact must be
at least 200 years old. The dating of an artefact’s metal to at least 200 years in the absence of
alpha particle emissions at 5.3 MeV represents standard procedure and interpretation in the
field. Cf. E. Pańczyk’s following observations: ‘In addition, the measurement of the content
of 210Pb in lead white may be used to discover contemporary falsifications. If the radioactive
isotope 210Pb is disclosed in a much higher content than its long lived precursor 226Ra, it
could mean that a painting is less than 200 years old (around ten times as long as the half-life
of 210Pb). If there is no amount of detectable 210Pb, it can be deduced that the picture is rather
old or that the lead white was prepared using an ore that did not contain radiogenic lead. . .
.’56
A similar procedure involving a period of a minimum of 100 years rather than 200
years directly involves 210Pb. Ernst Pernicka describes this technique: ‘An authenticity test
for metal objects has been developed based on the radioactive decay of 210Pb with a half-life
of 22.3 years. Freshly prepared metal shows this radioactivity which can be detected, if the
metal was produced in the last hundred years or so, depending on the initial radioactivity that
varies according to the raw materials and production processes used. Therefore, this method
cannot be used for dating. But for authentication, if a metal object is ancient or modern, this
test is quite helpful.’57 Elsewhere the same author describes this principle: ‘Last but not least
radioactive isotope systems have been developed for dating of metals. 210Pb can be used to
determine, if any base metal or silver was produced within the last hundred years and thus

55

N. Zacharias, Y. Bassiakos, ‘Dating of Artifacts,’ in IAEA, Nuclear Techniques for
Cultural Heritage Research: IAEA Radiation Technology Series 2 (Vienna: International
Atomic Energy Agency, 2011), p. 85.
56
E. Pańczyk, ‘Conservation of Paintings,’ in IAEA International Atomic Energy Agency,
Nuclear Techniques for Cultural Heritage Research: IAEA Radiation Technology Series 2,
p. 35. Pańczyk refers in this passage to B. Keisch, ‘Dating Works of Art Through their
Natural Radioactivity: Improvements and Applications,’ Science 26 Apr 1968: Vol. 160,
Issue 3826, pp. 413-415.
57
Ernst Pernicka, Introduction to M. Bartelheim, E. Pernicka, R. Krause, Die Anfänge der
Metallurgie in der Alten Welt/The Beginnings of Metallurgy in the Old World (Forschungen
zur Archäometri und Altertumswissenschaft 1; Rahden, Westf.: Verlag Marie Leidorf 2002),
p. 24.
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provides a very significant test of authenticity.’58 As Rehren and Pernicka note, this particular
technique was developed by Bernard Keisch.59 In brief, such tests cannot be used to date with
specificity an artefact in the sense of its ultimate age, but they can be used to confirm or rule
out manufacture within the last 100 or 200 years, depending on which type of test is involved.
Thus these types of tests can be helpful in establishing authenticity in the sense of ruling out
modern manufacture.
Regarding the absence of 5.3 MeV alpha particle emissions necessitating a dating of
at least 200 years, there is a related issue. When 210Pb is lacking in an artefact, the reason
labs/scientists conclude that it has to be at least 100 years old (= ~ 5 half-lives of 210Pb) rather
than saying about 130+ years (= ~ 6 half-lives of 210pb; 22.3 x 6 =133.8 years to be exact) is
that as far as 210Pb is concerned, precisely reliable measurements end at ~ 5 half-lives.60 This
is why the absence of 210Pb is said to require the artefact to be at least 100 years old rather
than saying 133.8 years (the 6 half-lives of 210Pb required for it to fully decay). Again, that is
separate (though of course related) to the principle that an artefact lacking 5.3 MeV alpha
emissions must be at least 200 years old.
Professional state entities regularly use this 210Pb technique. A typical example is
offered on the website of the Landesamt für Denkkmalpflege und Archäologie SachsenAnhalt. Landesmuseum für Vorgeschichte. State Office for Heritage Management and
Archaeology:
Indicator: radioactivity
Pb-210, a radioactive isotope of lead with a half-life of 22.3 years, is the product of a
uranium decay series. The decay series proceeds through the element radium, which is
present in small traces in ores and their subsidiary rocks. When the ore is smelted, the
radium is separated out into the slag, and so the existing amount of Pb-210 passes into
the smelted metal but the continuing supply of it stops. Thereafter, the radioactivity of
the Pb-210 halves every 22.3 years.
The level of radioactivity in newly produced metal varies widely, but is in general
very small. As a result, by at latest 300 years after smelting, it can no longer be traced
in the metal. The level of radioactivity at the time of smelting is not known, so this
method cannot be used to date an object. But when no radioactivity can be identified
at all, it is a certain conclusion that the metal under examination is older than about
100 years. The measurement of Pb-210 in a small sample from the edge of the disc,
carried out by the Bergakademie Freiberg, produced the result within a few days of
testing: no measurable radioactivity from Pb-210 is present; all components of the
alloy must therefore derive from metal produced at least 100 years ago.61
Elsewhere on the same site we read:

58

Ernst Pernicka, ‘Isotope Archaeometallurgy,’ 24. Jan 2014, at: <http://www.ucl.ac.uk/
archaeology/calendar/articles/20140224>.
59
T. H. Rehren, Ernst Pernicka, ‘Coins, Artefacts and Isotopes—Archaeometallurgy and
Archaeometry,’ Archaeometry 50/2 (2008): pp. 239. The reference is to Bernard Keisch; R.
L. Feller; A. S. Levine; R. R. Edward, ‘Dating and Authenticating Works of Art by
Measurement of Natural Alpha Emitters,’ Science 10 Mar 1967: Vol. 155, Issue 3767, pp.
1238-1242.
60
I thank Ernst Pernicka for pointing this out to me in a private communication.
61
<http://www.lda-lsa.de/en/nebra_sky_disc/scientific_analyses/authenticity_and_ dating/>.
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Scientific dating
It is possible to distinguish between modern and antique bronze through scientific
tests. Bronze is an alloy of copper and tin, and the distinction in age is based on the
fact that copper, like most metals, is weakly radioactive after it is smelted from the
ore. The radioactivity derives from naturally radioactive lead (Pb-210) and can be
identified until about 100 years after smelting. The bronze Sky Disc exhibits no
measurable radioactivity and must therefore be older than this. Further indications that
the object is old are the chemical composition of the metal and the structure of the
corrosion layer, which is made up of large crystalline forms that need a very long time
to grow.62
As the same website stresses, no single form of test or physical feature can confirm
authenticity of an artefact; it is a combination of factors that must be assessed. In the case of
the Nebra Sky disc, its authenticity was established not only by metal tests, but also by the
metal’s chemical composition and corrosion materials. Taken together, these multiple forms
of evidence are compelling.
The case of some of the Jordanian lead books is quite similar. Tests on the metal
confirm the lead was manufactured at least 200 years ago. The lead’s chemical composition
is consistent with ancient lead. Abundant crystalline forms are present within and upon the
surface of the lead. Some of the originally interior crystals have migrated to the lead’s
surface, a process that is usually discussed in terms of a millennium or even millennia rather
than just centuries. One of the Jordanian artefacts even has what looks like a mineralized
(fossilized) wood (twig) fragment embedded as part of the metal consistent with a fossilized
wood fragment which helped authenticate the Martin Schøyen and Würzburg Greek alphabet
copper plaques (ca. late 800s BCE). In view of such physical facts, the IAA has wisely never
claimed that Saida’s metal books’ lead is of modern manufacture. This of course does not
mean that modern copies of older artefacts are not in circulation, for they most certainly are
(see the Introduction).
The Nebra Sky disc’s crystals were central to overturning doubts about the artefact’s
antiquity. The initial doubters of the artefact’s authenticity included University of Bristol
archaeologist Richard Harrison, who expressed himself as follows in a BBC documentary on
the subject:
Prof RICHARD HARRISON: When I first heard about the Nebra Disc I thought it
was a joke, indeed I thought it was a forgery. Because it’s such an extraordinary piece
that it wouldn’t surprise any of us that a clever forger had cooked this up in a
backroom and sold it for a lot of money.
NARRATOR: so Dr Heinrich Wunderlich, the Chief Scientist of the museum [of
Halle] was called in to determine the authenticity of the Nebra Disc. His laboratory is
the first port of call when Bronze Age artefacts are found. He suspected verification
would depend on one thing alone, corrosion. Corrosion occurs when metal comes in
to contact with oxygen from the air. The disc certainly looked corroded. The green
layer of corrosion had formed on its surface. But Dr Wunderlich knew that that didn’t
mean the disc was genuine.
DR HEINRICH WUNDERLICH (Archaeology Service, Saxony-Anhalt): The
problem for archaeologists is that corrosion can be faked.

62

<http://www.lda-lsa.de/en/nebra_sky_disc/dating/>.
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NARRATOR: Fake corrosion can fool all but the most expert of specialists. So now
he began to analyse the disc in forensic detail. Corrosion forms in crystals. The larger
the crystals the longer they had taken to form.
DR HEINRICH WUNDERLICH: When I saw down the microscope I saw structural
[sic] which was like bubbles.63
NARRATOR: And these bubbles of corrosion were huge. Much bigger than anything
a faker could produce.
DR HEINRICH WUNDERLICH: This can not be made artificially. You can’t fake
time.64
Fig. 27a and c show the characteristics of artificial malachite corrosion, which forms
on copper, brass and bronze artefacts, while Fig. 27b supplies an image of some of the
ancient corrosion crystals on the Nebra sky disc.

a
‘artificial corrosion would have a structure like scales lying loosely alongside each other’ [a, c]

b
Fig. 27

65

c

As Fig. 29a-h documents, extremely large lead limescale crystals occur abundantly
throughout the Jordanian lead books (both in what I have labelled as SH1 G1 and SH1 G2
63

Note by Samuel Zinner: In the audio version it sounds as if Wunderlich here says correctly
‘structures.’
64
<http://www.bbc.co.uk/science/horizon/2004/stardisctrans.shtml>.
65

<http://www.lda-lsa.de/en/nebra_sky_disc/scientific_analyses/authenticity_and_dating/>.
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exemplars, on which terminology see the Introduction and chapters 1-6), with a morphology
strikingly similar to the Nebra sky disc’s bronze malachite crystals (see Fig. 28).

Nebra Sky Disc Malachite Crystals
Courtesy BBC 2 Horizon
Fig. 28

a

b
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e

f

l
g

h
Fig. 29
Jordanian Lead Books, Limescale Corrosion Crystals
Photos Courtesy Robert Feather, Close-Up Details by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 30 supplies some scale to the representative size of many of these crystals
encountered throughout several of the Jordanian lead books.
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a

b
Fig. 30
Photos Courtesy Robert Feather, Close-Up Details by Samuel Zinner
In the case of the Jordanian lead books (at least those tested containing what I label as
SH1 and K-S/R designs), we can conclude that not only was their metal produced at least
more than 200 years ago, but the images and texts must also have been added to the metal
surface at least 200 years ago. This conclusion must hold until the IAA, DAJ or other
authority clearly demonstrates in a scientific lab or metal workshop how crisp, clear raised
text can be added to old lead while simultaneously retaining its corrosion and patination.
The IAA’s contention that the lead books’ raised contents are recent additions to
genuine old corroded lead is based not on physical scientific factors, but on ideology, that is,
theoretical factors. On the website of the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books
we read that while the IAA considered the lead of the Jordanian artefacts to be ancient or
medieval, the IAA
concluded, however, that the Paleo-Hebrew text and artistic designs were added later,
based on their non-standard epigraphy and the text’s lack of straightforward meaning.
...
[N]on-standard epigraphy by itself is not proof of inauthenticity, based on
what Roberts and Gardner tell us of Greek epigraphy [see below, p. 207]. Neither is
lack of straightforward sense in the text proof of forgery, since this could be explained
as an unknown type of encryption or hieratic text that has yet to be fully deciphered.66
However, for the sake of argument, let us say that the artefacts date to the
High Medieval Period. As we know from Nahmanides (1194-1270), this is the era
when some Jews rediscovered ancient Jewish War coinage, whose Paleo-Hebrew
inscriptions had to be translated for them by Samaritans. If the Jordanian lead books
had been created by Jews who had recently rediscovered Paleo-Hebrew, the lead
66

As Charles Häberl responded here with the rhetorical question, ‘[W]hat is “standard” with
regard to Palaeo-Hebrew epigraphy? It’s not like the creators were curling up with a copy of
Gesenius. . . .’
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books’ non-standard epigraphy might conceivably be attributable to a lack of scribal
mastery of the newly rediscovered script. The lack of straightforward sense could
similarly be explained as either being reflective of a purely symbolic, imaginative
portrayal of the script, or perhaps as some type of real or imagined ancient or
medieval code.67
As I document at length in the Introduction, as metals expert Tim Blades explains,
raised images of letters and artistic motifs as clear as the ones we see on the metal books
simply cannot be added in modern times to genuine ancient corroded lead. The reason is that
the oxidation in the lead and its patina will prevent the clear transfer of imagery. The
transferred images would be hazy, fuzzy and blurred, not to mention the metal’s loss of
patina resulting from any attempted image transfer.
As Tim Blades notes, the Jordanian lead books’ artistic motifs and texts’ letters are
generally quite clear and crisp, and they lie beneath, not atop, genuine old patina, indicating
that the images were added before the patina developed, not after. In short, the scientific
assumption and conclusion must therefore be that the Jordanian lead books’ images and texts
must be as old as the manufacture of the metal sheets on which they appear. Scholars cannot
have it both ways: If the texts are modern, so must be the lead as well. But the lead is clearly
not modern, and so the conclusion is inexorable and inescapable: The texts are old, as is the
lead. Any authority who contests this must prove their claim, not simply assert it.
Incised/engraved images are a different matter, but all of the Jordanian lead books
have raised, not incised, contents. There are two incised Jordanian artefacts, but they are
copper platters, and their authenticity would have to be established or disconfirmed by
different scientific methods. There is also a leather book associated with the collection which
has been Carbon 14 dated to about eighty years of age. The texts in the leather book generally
have a markedly different orthography than what one sees in the lead books, and there is no
proof the leather book was actually found together with the lead books. The leather book may
be a modern hoax, but it may alternatively be (and in my considered view, more likely) an
authentic early twentieth-century CE Bedouin apotropaic object.

67

<http://www.leadbookcentre.com/downloads/epigraphy-of-the-jordan-lead-books.pdf>. Cf.
Dr. Graetz, On the Jewish ‘Lulab’ and ‘Portal’ Coins. Translated by H. Montagu (London
1888), p. 3: ‘It was always known in Jewish circles that there were once Jewish coins with
Hebrew inscriptions and with lettering similar to the Samaritan characters. Maimuni saw
some of these in Egypt in the twelfth century. When Machmani was exiled, and sought an
asylum in Palestine owing to the persecution of the Dominicans, he found, on his arrival at
Acre in the year 1267, shekels and half shekels in the possession of the Jews there settled.
This did not in the least astonish him; he was more interested in considering the question
whether their weight was in harmony with the declarations of the Talmud. In the first quarter
of the sixteenth century Moses Alaschkar saw, in Tunis, several similar specimens in silver
and copper, and with varied types and legends. He was also informed that three or four
examples in gold, of the extraordinary value of six ducats each, were in the possession of a
certain magnate there. In the same century the existence of similar pieces with the so-called
Samaritan lettering was not unknown to the Jews in Italy.’
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Forging and Faking
Identifying the Correct Terminology
At this point it will be helpful to be clear about the use of correct terminology.
Bloggers have attacked Philip R. Davies for his assertion that whatever the lead books are,
they are not ‘forgeries,’ since a forgery is by definition an imitation of something that already
exists. There are no known parallels to the lead books insofar as many of them are sealed
with binding rings on all four sides. (However, many of them are not sealed on all sides). The
authentication expert Paul Craddock offers the following concise standard definitions of
‘forgery’ and ‘fake’: ‘1. A forgery, that is, a whole new work in imitation of something else.
2. A fake, that is, an object that has been altered such that it appears to be something else,
usually more valuable.’68 If one wishes to argue that the lead books consist of genuine ancient
lead that has been altered by a recent application of image and text, then the term to use is
‘fake’ or even ‘hoax,’ but in this particular case not ‘forgery.’
There are in fact several collections of Jordanian metal books, and distinctions must
be made between them with regard to the question of authenticity. For example, while Mr
Saida’s original collection (which I designate SH1) contains very convincing authentic old
patinations, a second group of artefacts he obtained (which I designate SH2) contains some
exemplars with questionable patination which could be recent. This could indicate either a
sign of sheer modern hoaxing or a recent modification of an older artefact. However, if some
exemplars in SH2 are modern, or old but recently modified, they might still be authentic
apotropaic objects used by Bedouins rather than simply being ‘fakes’ or ‘hoaxes.’
Similarly, several of the metal books I designate as K-S/R (see ch. 9), none of whose
designs are matched in the Saida groups, have what appear to be recently applied sand
patinations. However, the artefacts themselves would seem to be quite old, as has been
indicated by a 2016 University of Surrey test of one of these exemplars which has a recent
sand patination applied over an older genuine patina which includes limescale and varied
tones/hues of the metal caused by prolonged periods involving oxidation. This particular lead
book’s radioactivity levels matched that of the two thousand year old Roman lead comparator
used in the test. In general, the visual corrosion levels in K-S/R are not as advanced as what
we see in SH1, but the two groups could be of comparable age if many of the K-S/R
exemplars had been stored in more ideal environmental conditions over the centuries.
Alternatively, some of the K-S/R items may be more recent than SH1, perhaps suggesting a
continuing tradition stretching over several centuries, perhaps more than a millennium, a
possibility that deserves further research. We should not overlook that some of the K-S/R
exemplars do show noticeable signs of advanced age approaching what we see in SH1.
The question of why an authentic old artefact might be modified with a recent
repatination is answered by Craddock: ‘Genuine pieces have been given false wear or
evidence of age for a variety of motives. Wear has been added to antiques in perfect
condition so that they would appear even more genuine (see Chapter 10, p. 234), and spurious
patinas have been applied to antique bronzes to conform with the expectations of collectors
(see Chapter 14, p. 353).’69 As Craddock adds, authentic antiquities have been ‘given rather
garish fake patinas, etc. in order to deceive customs officials and ensure easy export. . . .’70 In
fact, ‘rather garish’ would aptly describe some (though not all) of the K-S/R exemplars’
recent sand patinations, just as ‘antiques in perfect condition’ would almost describe other of
the K-S/R lead and gold books that lack recent sand and other forms of patination. I qualify
68

Paul Craddock, Scientific Investigation of Copies, Fakes and Forgeries, p. 11.
Paul Craddock, Scientific Investigation of Copies, Fakes and Forgeries, p. 10.
70
Ibid.
69
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‘almost’ because the better-preserved K-S/R books always exhibit some noticeable features
of age upon closer examination.
Regarding metallurgical aspects, it will suffice here to remark that when biblical
scholars unfamiliar with the science of metals express themselves online on the subject, this
qualifies as no more than uninformed speculation. For instance, simply to dismiss the
Jordanian lead books with the facile claim that anyone can easily fake an ancient-looking
patina overlooks a lot of other traits of the artefacts that immediately stand out to metals
specialists (not to mention that a faked patina will not pass more than a dozen different labs
tests stretched over nearly a decade). For example, the lead books’ wear and even page
separation in the binding ring areas indicate long repeated usage.71 Embedding in the same
regions is also difficult to reconcile with the hypothesis of recent origin. The same goes for
what are clearly age cracking and creeping.72
Most metals specialists will interpret the artefacts’ patina as pre-modern, but then that
raises the fact, already discussed, that new raised designs cannot be added to old lead without
the loss of the original patina. Once any new raised designs are added, the lead itself will look
shiny and new. This can be demonstrated easily, repeatedly and consistently (the definition of
the scientific method) in any smithy or workshop. In this case, the ideology and bias of
biblical scholars untrained in metals must give way to the physical facts of metallurgy and
metallography.
The Anxiety of Influence
Ancient Imitation and Imitation of the Ancient
Some of the Jordanian lead books’ quotation of the phrase ‘people/nation of the
Jews/Judeans’ from a John Hyrcanus prutah (‘mite’) in Hasmomean Paleo-Hebrew letters
was viewed by one blogger, Steve Caruso, as proof of forgery,73 as if ancients could not
quote theological or political phrases from coinage. That seems to make about as much sense
as the notion that if one finds a literary allusion to the 18th-century American constitution in a
written speech attributed to the 19th-century Abraham Lincoln, that therefore the Lincoln
speech must be a forgery. That a collection of ancient Jewish books would allude to the
phrase ‘people/nation of the Judeans’ as found on coins of an historical personage as
significant in Israeli history as John Hyrcanus should elicit about as much wonder as does the
fact that the palm tree designs on Marcus Ambivilus coins74 match the design of the same
object on some of the coins of his predecessor Coponius. Similarly, when an ancient amulet

71

Tumbling can produce artificial signs of wear on links and binding rings and their
associated holes, but the wearing thus produced will be more random in pattern than what one
sees with authentic age-long wear signs; for a photograph illustration of the difference, see
the discussion and Fig. 2.15 in Paul Craddock, Scientific Investigation of Copies, Fakes and
Forgeries, p. 39. As I will document in the Introduction, it is quite clear that the Jordanian
lead books’ binding rings and their associated holes show typical signs of age-long wear that
are incompatible with recent artificial production.
72
These and other issues are surveyed and examined in Matthew Hood, ‘Summary of
Technical Analysis of the Jordan Codices,’ in Margaret Barker et al., What Are the Jordan
Codices? The Mystery of the Sealed Lead Books.
73
<http://aramaicnt.org/2011/08/27/lead-codices-sequence-lifted-from-john-hyrcanus-iprutah/>.
74
In fact, the bloggers have decided the lead books must be forgeries, since some of their
palm tree designs resemble those on Ambivilus coins; see:
<https://tomverenna.wordpress.com/2011/09/17/jordan-lead-codices-palm-tree/>.
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contains in a disguised manner a line from Homer,75 this by no stretch of the imagination
makes the amulet in question modern and/or a forgery. Nor does the lead books’ reflection of
several centuries of coinage prove forgery, since collecting coins was already an ancient
practice.76
For the blogging scholars, the Jordanian metal books’ flipped (mirror) letters were
seen as evidence of ‘forgery,’ but these are common on ancient artefacts such as Bar Kokhba
lead weights.77 More perplexing, however, was Caruso’s claim that a form of ṣadi on the
artefacts in fact does not exist in Hebrew or Aramaic (Fig. 31) when in actuality it matches
the form of ṣadi on ancient Jewish coinage (Fig. 32), a letter that is rotated variously on the
different relevant coins.

Fig. 3178
Steve Caruso Blog Image

75

See H. S. Versnel, ‘The Poetics of the Magical Charm: An Essay in the Power of Words.’
Paul Mirecki; Marvin Meyer (editors), Magic and Ritual in the Ancient World
(Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2002), pp. 137-138.
76
See Nir Hasson, “Archaeologists Find Ancient Collector’s Hoard of Hasmonean Coins.”
Haaretz, 10 June 2016: <http://www.haaretz.com/ jewish/archaeology/1.723643>.
77
See Robert Deutsch, ‘A Lead Weight of Hadrian: The Prototype for the Bar Kokhba
Weights,’ Israel Numismatic Journal, 14, 2 (2000): pp 125-128; idem, ‘A Further Lead
Weight of Shimon Bar Kokhba,’ Israel Numismatic Journal 15, 6 (2003): pp. 77-78; and
Boaz Zissu and Amir Ganor, ‘A Lead Weight of Bar Kokhba’s Administration,’ Israel
Exploration Journal 56, 2 (2006): pp. 178-182.
78
<http://aramaicnt.org/2011/04/29/the-lead-codices-coptic-characters/>.
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a
b
c
Ṣadi on a Jordanian Lead Book (from Caruso) and on Jewish War Coins79

d
Rotated, ‘Zion’
Théodore Reinach, Jewish Coins, Plate V
Fig. 32
Despite the fact that moulds and stamps have been used for millennia to produce a
plethora of objects, the use of moulds and stamps in the Jordanian lead books’ production
was interpreted by two Internet bloggers, Steve Caruso and Dan McClellan, as sure evidence
of modern forgery (Fig. 33).

79

Image a from Caruso; image b from Ya‘akov Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage. Volume
II: Herod the Great through Bar Cochba, Plate 19; image c from the following url accessed
30 September 2015:
<https://www.google.com/search?q=bar+kokhba+coins+zion&rlz=1C1KMZB_enIT550IT55
8&espv=2&biw=1366&bih=643&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0CAYQ_AUoAWo
VChMI09nY-9SeyAIVCG0UCh0yLA0L#imgrc=s4P7ykTS1y3atM%3A>.
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<http://aramaicnt.org/2012/06/27/more-lead-codices-more-stamps/>

Fig. 3380
Thomas Verenna Blog, The Musings of Thomas Verenna
As Rachel Hachlili writes: ‘The lead coffins from Beth Sheʿarim are decorated with
several menoroth, their moulds stamped from the same seals, which seem to have originated
80

<https://tomverenna.wordpress.com/2011/08/23/lead-codices-case-closed-as-genuineforgeries/>.
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from a pattern book design. These coffins were produced in a Sidon workshop that cast lead
coffins in a uniform pattern . . .’81 The same author writes elsewhere: ‘Jewish literature of the
time, the Mishna and the Talmud, mention the existence of Jewish artists and craftsmen who
also worked for Christians and pagans.’82 Furthermore: ‘Some artists may have been nonJews working for a mixed clientele, using pattern books favoured by each of the different arts
and religions. Similar designs would be used in all cases, but specific symbols for each client
would be added to the synagogue or church mosaic pavement or chancel screen.’83 Hachlili
writes of the Jewish Beth Sheʿarim workshops: ‘The patterns they used are a blend of
Hellenistic and Oriental elements, with the occasional creation of a new motif.’84
Additionally, as Hachlili points out by citing Avigad, some of the lead artefacts in question
are of rather low quality, which brings to mind some of the Jordanian lead books: ‘Beth
Sheʿarim sarcophagi (dated approximately to the third century) “display low standards and
inferior talent . . . limited technical and artistic ability.” The artists, [Avigad] maintains, are
“provincial and inexperienced craftsmen.”’85
Hachlili writes of ‘pattern books or sketch books’ in which ‘many themes and motifs
were codified into pattern books which were passed on from generation to generation.’86
These books were probably passed down within the same families: ‘It is very probable that
these books which included designs, motifs and patterns were inherited by the artists’
families. If this is so it might explain the time range of some of the themes.’87 Hachlili offers
the following comments on the eclectic nature of the design books under discussion: ‘Sketch
files for other motifs which were either popular or possessed symbolic connotations. These
were especially distinguished and may have been contained in a separate sketch book, or may
have belonged to an existing file of catalogues for birds and animals. . . . Sketch books for
heraldic motifs, used constantly by Jews for sculpture and mosaic pavements, but also by
Christians and pagans. . . . Copy books for mythological themes used not only by pagans, but
also by Jews and Christians.’88 There must have been designs for zodiac and Torah shrine
panels.89 Gideon Bohak has also written a relevant informative essay on traditional ancient
and medieval ‘mass production’ of amulets.90
The presence of coin-inspired imagery in the Jordanian metal books was also
interpreted by blogging scholars as proof of ‘forgery’ (Fig. 34), when in fact coin-like
imagery is found on ancient lead coffins and other artefacts, even on lead tablets.
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Rachel Hachlili, The Menorah: The Ancient Seven-armed Candelabrum. Origin, Form &
Significance (Leiden: Brill, 2001), p. 256.
82
Rachel Hachlili, Ancient Jewish Art and Archaeology in the Land of Israel (Leiden: E. J.
Brill, 1988), p. 386.
83
Ibid., p. 391.
84
Ibid., p. 388.
85
Ibid., p. 388.
86
Ibid., p. 391.
87
Ibid., p. 391.
88
Ibid., p. 393.
89
See ibid., pp 394-395.
90
See Gideon Bohak, ‘Some “Mass Produced” Scorpion-Amulets from the Cairo Genizah,’
in Zuleika Rodgers, Margaret Daly-Denton, Anne Fitzpatrick-McKinley, eds., A Wandering
Galilean: Essays in Honour of Seán Freyne (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2009), pp. 35-49.
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Fig. 3491
Image from a Thomas Verenna Youtube Video
In a recently discovered first-century CE mikveh in the Arnona neighbourhood of
Jerusalem images are found of objects attested on ancient coins. As Nir Hasson and Ruth
Schuster comment on this find: ‘The symbols we see are familiar to us from coins, sarcophagi
and graves. . . .’92 Indeed, among the recently discovered mikveh’s images are a palm tree and
a palm frond in forms more or less similar to those found in the Jordanian lead books (Fig.
35):

Mikveh, Palm Tree

Codex, Palm Tree

Fig. 3593

Mikveh, Palm Frond

Codex, Palm Frond

Fig. 36 shows a piece the Alyssas Museum of Art describes as follows, and which
contains a palm tree design quite comparable to those in Figs. 34-35: ‘Plaque with a menorah,
300-700 Byzantine, possibly from Asia Minor Marble. The temple instruments—the
menorah, shofar, lulav, and etrog under the arch—are flanked by palm trees with dates,
thought to be symbols of Judaea and Judaism in this period.’94

91

From Thomas Verenna, Jordan Lead Codices: Exposing the Fakes
<https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=HGw0orL78I4>. Accessed 1 September 2015.
92
Nir Hasson and Ruth Schuster, ‘Mysterious Ancient Mikveh With Aramaic Graffiti Found
While Building a School in Jerusalem,’ Haaretz, Tuesday, August 05, 2015, at
<http://www.haaretz.com/life/archaeology/1.669678>, accessed 1 September 2015.
93
Image details excerpted from Nir Hasson and Ruth Schuster, ‘Mysterious Ancient Mikveh
With Aramaic Graffiti Found While Building a School in Jerusalem,’ Haaretz, Tuesday,
August 05, 2015, at <http://www.haaretz.com/life/archaeology/1.669678>, accessed 1
September 2015. Lead Books images courtesy Robert Feather, details by Samuel Zinner.
94
<http://alyssakabbani.wix.com/alyssas-musum-of-art#!salon-3-/c1han>/.
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Fig. 36
Alyssas Museum of Art
Incidentally, the Alyssass Torah shrine depiction’s birds are strikingly similar to the
birds on the Beit Alf synagogue Zodiac wheel, which is adjacent to its own Torah shrine
depiction, yet no one would argue on this basis that either of these artefacts is a fake or
forgery.

Fig. 37
Beit Alef Zodiac Wheel, Details
Figs. 38-39 supply a detail of a Helios-style Gorgon from an ancient East
Mediterranean lead sarcophagus, an image matched on ancient coinage (Figs. 40-41):

Fig. 3895

Fig. 3996

Gorgon, East Mediterranean Lead Sarcophagus
2nd-3rd Cent. CE, Cropped for Detail

Fig. 4097

Lead sarcophagus, Baabda, Lebanon
Detail

Fig. 4198
th

Rhodos Helios Drachm, 4 Cent. BCE

Rhodos Helios Drachm, 2nd Cent. BCE
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<https://blogs.commons.georgetown.edu/arth-101-spring2013/2013/03/18/leadsarcophagus/>.
96
<http://www.srii.org/page/architectural-symbolism-in-late-roman-and-early-byzantine-art>.
97
<http://akropoliscoins.com/page2.html>.
98
<http://www.forumancientcoins.com/board/index.php?topic=95760.0>.
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Fig. 42a-c illustrate how ancient coins were pressed into lead sheets. There is debate
about the precise use to which these lead tablets were put, but similar artefacts are known to
have been test lead pieces by ancient designers of coin imagery.

a

b

c
Fig. 42
The Two Fulstow Lead Tablets99

99

On the Fulstow lead tablets, see <http://www.caitlingreen.org/2014_12_01_archive.html>;
<https://finds.org.uk/database/artefacts/record/id/163139>;
<http://ancientstandard.com/2007/12/>.
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In a ground-breaking study Max Küchler emphasizes that biblical texts cannot always
be understood fully without comparing them to ancient images; a comparison with other texts
is not always sufficient. Küchler uses John 1.14-18 as an example, showing that that Jn.
1.16’s ‘fullness’ (plērōma) alludes to the cornucopia image of ancient pagan and Jewish
coinages.100 Küchler stresses that ancient rulers did not invent the imagery that appears on
coinage. As Küchler explains, the backgrounds of ancient texts are to be found not only in
‘the literary world of Late Antiquity,’ but also in ‘the world of images,’ which was accessible
to the literate and illiterate alike.101 Coins were ‘ancient image bearers,’ and ‘mass
communication means’ that served to convey royal and related ideologies.102 That we should
find coin-inspired images on the Jordanian lead books thus should not surprise us.
Doubting the Doubters
And: Fakes—At First
As the reader will learn, one of the main mistakes the bloggers hostile to the Jordanian
artefacts have made was to impose upon them the standard rules of epigraphy and
palaeography. This was a major methodological error, for the rules that apply to the
palaeography of manuscripts of literary texts such as the Book of Isaiah, for instance, and the
rules of epigraphy that pertain to stone inscriptions or coins usually hardly apply to the texts
of apotropaic or ritual objects such as the Jordanian lead books. As the reader will also learn,
as is the case with Mandaean and other ritual bowls, bizarre forms of writing styles and
mixed scripts on such ritual objects usually reflect variations in chirography rather, or at least
more, than in palaeography. The blogging scholars’ methodological errors in this regard led
to the flawed claim that in this particular case only epigraphy matters, supposedly making
irrelevant any number of metallurgical tests supporting the artefacts’ great age.
While gullibility is always to be avoided (the lead books’ enthusiasts need a good
dose of medicine against this), one should also be cautious about lodging overly hasty
charges of modern hoaxing (here is some medicine for the blogging scholars). While history
is littered with hoaxes, it is also not unheard of that scholars have dismissed some important
non-provenanced items as hoaxes because of various unusual features, only in the end
(sometimes after decades of doubt and disrepute) to be proven incorrect. At one time in
earlier centuries, most authorities considered all of the Jewish War and Bar Kokhba coins to
be Palestinian or Italian forgeries.103 A more recent example is the Grolier Codex, of which
Gillian Kiley writes:
The Grolier Codex, an ancient document that is among the rarest books in the
world, has been regarded with skepticism since it was reportedly unearthed by looters
from a cave in Chiapas, Mexico, in the 1960s. But a meticulous new study of the
codex has yielded a startling conclusion: The codex is both genuine and likely the
most ancient of all surviving manuscripts from ancient America.
Stephen Houston, the Dupee Family Professor of Social Science and co-director
of the Program in Early Cultures at Brown University, worked with Michael Coe,
professor emeritus of archaeology and anthropology at Harvard and leader of the
research team, along with Mary Miller of Yale and Karl Taube of the University of
100

Max Küchler, ‘Aus seiner Fülle haben wir alle empfangen: Joh 1,16a als literarisches
Pendant zum antiken Bildmotiv des überfließenden Füllhorns,’ in: Andreas Dettwiler et al.,
eds., Studien zu Matthäus und Johannes: Festschrift für Jean Zumstein (Zürich:
Theologischer Verlag, 2009), pp. 135-155. I owe the reference to Bernhard Lang.
101
Ibid., pp. 136-137; my translation of the original German.
102
Ibid., p. 137.
103
See Dr. Graetz, On the Jewish ‘Luab’ and ‘Portal’ Coins, pp. 305.
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California-Riverside. They reviewed ‘all known research on the manuscript,’
analyzing it ‘without regard to the politics, academic and otherwise, that have
enveloped the Grolier,’ the team wrote in its study ‘The Fourth Maya Codex.’
....
‘It became a kind of dogma that this was a fake,’ Houston continued. ‘We
decided to return and look at it very carefully, to check criticisms one at a time. Now
we are issuing a definitive facsimile of the book. There can’t be the slightest doubt
that the Grolier is genuine.’104
Another reportage on the same story by Walt Bonner contains some helpful parallels:
‘By definition, an object without clear provenance or place of origin opens
room for doubt,’ Houston told FoxNews.com. ‘But there are many other criteria too,
and many of these doubts were themselves doubtful.’ . . . .
Dr. Michael Coe, study co-author and Yale professor, agreed. . . .
In Coe’s opinion, the forgery accusations by ‘so-called experts’ involved a lot
of academic and international politics.
‘All of them have failed to realize that the Grolier Codex is a kind of hybrid,
made by a priestly scribe living on the frontier between the Maya and other non-Maya
peoples in Mexico, [which] shows that when it was painted, it combined Maya and
non-Maya ways of writing numbers, etc.,’ he said.105
Another, more closely related example will be helpful to review, that of the Martin
Schøyen and Würzburg Greek alphabet copper plaques (ca. late 800s BCE). These are
inscribed with a mixture of what look like archaic together with later letter styles presented in
the form of repeated instances of the Greek alphabet arranged in varying nonstandard
sequences that at first sight could be described as largely gibberish.
As David A. Scott writes, one of the plaques ‘was pronounced to be a forgery by
scientists at the Doerner Institut in Munich. . . . The reasons for this conclusion were based on
the fact that the plaque was made in pure copper, with the presumption that it should have
been made in a tin bronze; that the patina was composed essentially of paratacamite, one of
the basic copper chlorides, whereas the typical buried patina component is malachite; and that
the symbols on the plaque suggested a version of the Greek alphabet unlike any single known
epichoric alphabet.’106 In short, the metal and its appearance were considered incorrect, and
the epigraphy was purportedly non-standard and mixed.
After additional research and testing, now ‘their authenticity has been established
beyond any reasonable doubt,’107 and no one today believes the Schøyen/ Würzburg Greek
alphabet copper plaques are modern hoaxes. However, the case still leaves a bad taste in
one’s mouth, so to speak, given that these vindicated items are nonetheless non-provenanced
or undocumented. The reaction should not be, ‘See, I told you so, they’re ancient,’ but, ‘This
is a good example of the problems involved in non-provenanced artefacts and of the larger
issues of cultural looting.’ Despite the knowledge sometimes gained, the looting of artefacts
104

Gillian Kiley, ‘13th century Maya codex, long shrouded in controversy, proves genuine.’ 7
September 2016. <https://phys.org/news/2016-09-13th-century-maya-codex-shrouded.html>.
105
Walt Bonner, ‘Ancient Mayan codex found to be oldest document from the Americas.’ 5
October 2016. <http://www.foxnews.com/science/2016/10/05/ancient-mayan-codex-foundto-be-oldest-document-from-americas.html>. Brackets in original.
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David A. Scott, ‘Physical and Chemical Examination of the Copper Plaques,’ in Roger D.
Woodard, The Textualization of the Greek Alphabet (New York: Cambridge University Press,
2014), pp. 108-109.
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always also entails accompanying loss of scientific and historical knowledge, as the cases of
the Dead Sea Scrolls, Bar Kokhba Revolt-related artefacts (such as the scroll of the Twelve
Prophets), and the Nag Hammadi codices illustrate.108
On account of several parallels between the story of the Jordanian metal books and
that of a controversial Alexander the Great medallion researched by Frank Holt, I will offer
here an overview of the medallion’s origins and research history. Citing the example of the
Poros Medallion from an ‘infamous’ find from 1877, Frank Holt observes that many nonprovenanced artefacts are unanimously considered authentic, to which he adds: ‘A sketchy
provenance invites caution but proves nothing.’109 Holt continues: ‘This is the problem with
“presumptive forgery” as a methodology: it allows suspicion, justified or not, to prohibit the
absorption of new evidence of great potential importance. The gold medallion has not been
proven false, and therefore still deserves its provisional authenticity.’110
The issue here, as Holt explains, has to do with methodological theory. However,
more is involved than just theory. The challenges of reality involved in such a case must also
be faced:
For a naïve and inexpert forger to invent a sensational, transformative medallion of
this kind would be like the proverbial gang of monkeys accidentally typing the
Encyclopaedia Britannica. The old maxim that ‘if you have to imagine a peculiar set
of circumstances for the coin to be real, it probably isn’t’ has an important corollary:
if you must imagine a peculiar set of circumstances for the coin to be false, it
probably isn’t. The very strange combination of ignorance and expertise required of
Chugg’s imagined forger should give us pause.111
In short, the weak to invalid arguments against authenticity of the medallion ‘do not
justify the decisions’ of scholars ‘to exclude the gold medallion from substantive discussions
of late-fourth-century numismatics.’112 Holt concludes with two pertinent remarks. 1: ‘For the
moment, the failure to prove that the medallion is a forgery means that, methodologically, we
ought to treat this artefact as provisionally genuine.’113 2: ‘Clearly, scholars have yet to
complete the analyses warranted by this extraordinary artefact, and I sincerely hope that the
publication of this work will invigorate a continued discussion.’114
A group of distinguished authors contributed to the volume from which I have quoted
Holt’s words. These experts include Osmund Bopearachchi, whose following comments on
the Alexander medallion could also be applied to the case of the Jordanian metal books: ‘It is
also curious to note that all those who have dismissed it as a forgery never examined it. How
can a numismatist make a judgement by looking at photographs alone? It is against the ethics
of a good scholar.’115
108

On the problems of looting and the resulting loss of historical knowledge, see Brook W.
R. Pearson, ‘The Book of the Twelve, Aqiba’s Messianic Interpretations, and the Refuge
Caves of the Second Jewish War,’ in Stanley E. Porter, Craig A. Evans, eds., The Scrolls and
the Scriptures: Qumran Fifty Years After (Sheffield: Sheffield University Press, 1997), pp.
221-239.
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Another contributor, Andrew Stewart, in a chapter titled ‘Doubt the Doubters,’ makes
the obvious point: ‘Fakers are out to please.’116 This brings to mind many (not all of course)
of the Jordanian metal books that are aesthetically quite unimpressive, which generates the
question, why would anyone want to fake something so singularly unattractive. On the
theoretical side, Stewart continues: ‘We should beware, however, of condemning artefacts
too hastily. In judging authenticity, the connoisseur can commit two sins: authenticating a
fake, or condemning an object that is actually innocent. Of these two transgressions, the
second—condemning the innocent—is by far the worse. So we should look and think very
carefully before we pass judgement.’117 Stewart presents additional cogent points about the
issue of forgers that can be applied to the case of the Jordanian metal books: ‘Fakers tend to
play it safe. Not wanting to draw attention to themselves, they tend to stick to the already
known, and seldom offer anything strikingly new or unconventional. . . . [F]akers are seldom
intellectually adventurous, still less brilliantly intuitive.’118 Of course, there are always the
proverbial exceptions to the rule.
Personally, I do not think one should presume non-provenanced artefacts genuine
until proven to be fakes. However, neither do I feel that we should presume they are fakes
until proven authentic. One should be agnostic, weigh both sides, trying to find errors and
supporting evidence on both sides of any debate. The situation with the Jordanian metal
books is somewhat different in that we possess an abundance of laboratory analyses to assist
us. And while these do not answer all questions, no proof of modern origins or forgery has
been found after so many analyses spread over several years (2007-2016). Questions have
certainly been raised in some of the metallurgical reports, but none have constituted proof of
forgery. In general, consistency with antiquity (which is of course not the same as proof of
antiquity) has been upheld or at least not overturned by the various metallurgical tests on the
Jordanian artefacts.
In the end, whatever the Jordanian lead books are, they deserve a dispassionate
analysis, both by metallurgists as well as by historians, linguists and palaeographic experts. I
hope that the present monograph represents such a dispassionate examination. We all have
our own biases; the goal, at least in the realm of knowledge creation, is to be aware of them
and attempt to control for them scientifically. Therefore, in contrast to the codices
enthusiasts’ gullibility and the bloggers whose point of departure are preconceived negative
conclusions concerning the artefacts, I have tried instead to be a devil’s advocate to both
sides. My goal has been to follow the evidence where it may lead. Indeed, based on the
degree of evidence then available to me, in 2015 I advanced the notion that all of the artefacts
appeared to me to be modern kabbalistic amulets associated with the festival of Lag
BaOmer.119 Based on an increased level of evidence (especially regarding metallography),
which I present in the present study, I have revised my initial theory. Further theoretical
revision and refinement are to be expected as yet more evidence emerges.
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Ibid., p. 75.
Ibid., p. 75.
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Ibid., p. 75. Here Charles Häberl commented that Sabar’s article on the Gospel of Jesus’
Wife provides an interesting comparison. See Ariel Sabar, ‘The Unbelievable Tale of Jesus’s
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Of First Impressions,
Provenance and Precedents
My first impression of the artefacts in 2011 was that they could be early 20th century
artistic amulets influenced by the Jerusalem-based Bezalel school of art,120 which from its
inception produced Primitivist-style artefacts incorporating iconographic themes from ancient
Jewish War and Bar Kokhba coins. I wrote to Margaret Barker at the time, suggesting that
narrowing down the options to either the lead books are ancient and therefore authentic, or
modern and therefore forgeries was too limitative.121 Such an outlook may be overly dualistic
because a third possibility is plausible, namely, the artefacts could be modern and yet entirely
authentic artistic and/or spiritual-ritual objects made in a deliberate yet entirely innocent
archaizing Primitivist style.
In the beginning I strenuously objected, and I still do, to Margaret Barker’s suggestion
that the Jordanian lead books might be ‘Hebrew Christian,’ and I voiced my concern over
what appeared to me to be an all-too-predictable Christian appropriation of Jewish artefacts.
Try as I might, I could find no allusions or references to Jesus anywhere in image or text in
the artefacts. Everything pointed to them being Jewish objects. Eventually, while neither
expecting nor looking for it, I was taken by surprise when in late 2015 I identified a possible
encrypted reference to Jesus in one of the lead book’s texts. However, upon further reflection
I rejected this finding as unsupportable, and indeed it found no support among the Semitists
with whom I shared it privately in order to see how it would hold up under peer review.
However, in my view, even if the name Jesus could be found in the lead books this would not
in itself make the lead books ‘Jewish Christian.’
I am still concerned that the Jewish character of the lead books might be
underappreciated by scholars and popular audiences alike, that they will be portrayed as
‘Christian’ and Jesus-centred122 when in fact their central preoccupation is Judaism123 with an
overriding emphasis on the person of Bar Kokhba,124 not Jesus. I find no evidence for any
references to Jesus being present in the lead books in a mode that would not make them
anything other than entirely Jewish. I do suspect there may be some allusions to Jesus in the
lead books, but they are likely of a polemical nature in favour of Bar Kokhba’s messiahship.
120

Bernhard Lang brought to my attention in this context the Tzfat/Safed art groups that date
back to the 1930s. Shalom of Safed (Shalom Moskovitch, 1895-1980) was one of the most
celebrated of the Safed artists.
121
I do not know if my observation somehow indirectly influenced Philip Davies’ subsequent
language about the lead books, according to which he saw the dyad of ‘genuine’ versus ‘fake’
as too limitative. See Philip R. Davies, ‘Editorial: Mysterious Books from Jordan,’ Palestine
Exploration Quarterly 143/2 (2011): pp. 79–86.
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Witness the fact that the main public and professional meetings related to the subject of
the lead books are held in Christian churches with the blessing of the Bishop of London. Why
no lectures or meetings in Jewish synagogues? Also, in 2011 the sensationalistic claim was
advanced that the ‘codices’ contain a ‘portrait of Jesus,’ when in fact the image in question is
that of a Greek nymph in the style depicted on pre-Christian coinage. As I explain in ch. 4,
this nymph image is used in a Jewish mode in the lead book in which it appears, in a way that
is similar to the Jewish usage of Helios’ image in ancient and medieval synagogues.
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To his credit, Robert Feather recognized this in a 2011 BBC interview; see the video
uploaded by Malcom Prior at <https://vimeo.com/57590819>.
124
Again, Robert Feather argued in 2011 that the artefacts were related to Bar Kokhba; see
Simon Rocker, ‘Heavy metal secrets from a Mid-East cave,’ The Jewish Chronicle. 3 March
2011. <http://www.thejc.com/judaism/judaism-features/46028/heavy-metal-secrets-a-mideast-cave>.
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In any case, I must stress that any allusions to Jesus in the lead books are on the level of
possibility, not probability. The artefacts’ connections to Bar Kokhba are clear, any possible
allusions to Jesus remain unproven and are subject to debate.
At this point I should offer a few more words on the issue of the Jordanian lead
books’ lack of provenance or documentation, that is, the fact that they were not found in situ
as part of a controlled excavation. First, in general I hold it to be unethical for museums to
purchase non-provenanced artefacts, because this indirectly condones the continued illegal
looting of antiquities. In general I also oppose publications on non-provenanced artefacts in
popular books that do not emphasize the relevant ethical issues involved, since this, too, can
indirectly condone and encourage future looting. On the other hand, when the press spreads
sensationalism and misinformation, scholars arguably have both a right and a duty to express
themselves publicly. However, when publishing on non-provenanced artefacts, scholars
should state clearly that they in no way want to promote non-provenanced artefacts in any
fashion that might even indirectly encourage future looting and black marketing of
antiquities. I do not think sufficiently strong statements on ethics have always been included
in scholarly books and articles on non-provenanced items such as the Gabriel Stone (possibly
a modern forgery in my view),125 the James ossuary, the Gospel of Jesus’ Wife (a definite
forgery), the Gospel of Judas, the Jehoash tablet (yet another forgery), to name just a few of
the relatively more recent cases that have been discussed publicly with varying degrees of
sensationalism by some scholars and lay persons alike.
It is generally considered unethical for an expert to pronounce an artefact authentic or
a hoax without physical examination. I must therefore emphasize that my investigation of the
Jordanian lead books is based both on photographic analyses and actual physical examination
of a few representative exemplars. It is worth citing Robert Feather on the bloggers who
pronounce the lead books hoaxes, from a 28 Jan. 2016 film interview for the Centre for the
Study of the Jordanian Lead Books: ‘I am not surprised, but what I am critical of is the fact
that they have not seen or handled the material. They are basing their judgement on thirdhand information, and you cannot do that. I would hesitate to claim something is a forgery or
genuine without actually having done studies on it, and these people blogging have never
actually handled the material. They are looking at other peoples’ work which in itself may be
suspect, so it’s doubly suspect, so you really can’t take them very seriously.’
In view of the fact that academic publishers have published articles and books on nonprovenanced artefacts such as the Gabriel Stone, the Gospel of Judas and other comparable
items, this demonstrates that academic publishers’ reluctance to publish on the Jordanian lead
books has less to do with their lack of provenance (though this certainly plays a significant
role) than with sensitivity to the online reactions of various scholars who enjoy positions of
influence in the world of publishing and popular documentary film production. When April
D. DeConick, for example, quips, ‘Lead tablets? Come on,’126 publishers and documentary
makers likely will take notice and shy away from the artefacts thus ridiculed, quite regardless
of the fact that one could just as well quip regarding the DeConick-promoted Gabriel Stone
(equally non-provenanced), ‘Ink on stone? Come on.’
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I stress ‘possibly,’ since my mind is not made up. The claim that the Gabriel Stone is
unparalleled is in any case incorrect. Archaeologist Konstantinos Politis has excavated
several similar ancient Jewish stones in Perea, Jordan with painted texts on them. Several of
the same type of artefacts were in the late Shlomo Mousaieff’s collection; see the Simcha
Jacobovichi 2010 film documentary, ‘The Messiah before Jesus.’
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The irony of this situation is that in fact there is, pace DeConick, ancient precedent
for lead tablets and lead books, while there is some but very little for stones with painted
texts. The existence of lead tablets, as either amulets or books, in a number of ancient
cultures is well known, from Greece and Rome to the Mandaeans, not to mention the early
Syrian-Christian and Islamic stories about lead tablets and lead books. Stories of buried lead
books inscribed with indecipherable letters that can be decoded only by those who made them
ultimately originated in Syrian-Christian legends about the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus and
subsequently made their way into nascent Islam.127 Lead tablets inscribed with strange
magical writing also surface in the Thousand and One Arabian Nights (see e.g. the stories of
‘Prince Agib’ and the ‘Third Royal Mendicant/Kalandar’).
As Charles Häberl added in his comments on this point: ‘There’s also a legend in
Drower (1937: p. 323) about ancient tablets, and another on p. 132 to lead ritual texts used
today (due to their waterproof qualities for the baptism). The reference to a lead Sidra dNishmata is on p. 23; today it resides in Nijmegen.’128 Häberl refers to the following Drower
passage: ‘A ritual text inscribed with a stylus upon sheets of lead was now brought into the
enclosure. It was wrapped in a white cloth, and the bundle plunged three times beneath the
water. This text contains the masiqta (service for the ascension of the souls of the dead) and
the ritual for the zidqa brikha, both offices being recited during the subsequent
proceedings.’129
Another of Häberl’s Drower references is this one:
The vault was used by the Mandaeans of olden times, for at one time they used
to make writings and images in stone, not on paper. There are in the vault images of
gold, copper, and stone. When you put your hand on them they fell away, for they are
very ancient and were made by the Mandaeans of old time who hid the images of their
gods there. They represented them with their hands clasped one in the other, which is
a sign of the Mandaean faith; for when one is baptized one must stand with hands
clasped—thus! And you may see images with their hands folded in this manner in
museums: it was our people who made them!’130
Drower adds to this the following endnote: ‘Masʿūdī mentions that the Ḥarrānian Ṣabians
practised mysteries in underground chambers, where they initiated postulants and kept
images of the gods. Further, the Ḥarrānian poet, Ibn ʿAʾishun, mentions in a poem that
underneath one of the Ḥarrānian temples there were four cellars in which images stood and in
which the Ṣabians celebrated their mysteries. (Ch. Ṣ., vol. ii, pp. 332 ff.).131 Häberl comments
on this Drower passage: ‘Who knows what they may reflect? The story itself appears to be
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See Sidney Griffith, ‘Christian Lore and the Arabic Qurʾān: The “Companions of the
Cave” in Sūrat al-Kahf and in Syriac Christian tradition,’ in Gabriel Said Reynolds, ed., The
Qurʾān in Its Historical Context (London/New York: Routledge, 2008), pp. 109-138, and
Hugh Nibley, ‘Qumran and “The Companions of the Cave,”’ Revue de Qumran 17/5
(October 1964): pp. 177-198.
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Private communication.
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Ibid., pp. 325-326. I wonder if the strange figurines purportedly found with the Jordanian
lead books could have anything to do with this Drower passage. On the Jordanian figurines,
see Appendix III of the present study.
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sui generis; unlike some of the other folktales in that collection, it’s not easy to connect with
more universal legends found in the same region.’132
The final of Häberl’s Drower references concerns metal versions of the Mandaean
Book of Souls:
During times of stress and danger, the Mandaeans ‘buried the books,’ and this
has been done, according to them, many times. . . . [T]hick rolls, or books, wrapped in
white cloths’ are ‘kept in a box, often a metal box. . . .133 Tradition says that the holy
doctrines were never written on parchment (since slaying is a destruction of life, the
skins of animals are unclean), but on papyrus, metal, and stone. I have seen a Sidra d
Nishmatha (Book of Souls), written on lead. It may or may not have been ancient, for
the reason for using metal sheets is that they can be purified by immersion in running
water before use. Formerly, say the priests, all writings used in ritual were lustrated in
this manner. A pious priest in Litlata is preparing a Sidra d Nishmatha of copper
sheets inlaid with silver.’134
One fact stands out with regard to the best physically attested cases of lead books,
namely, they seem to be a proclivity of Gnosticism. First to mention are the lead books of the
Mandaeans, derived from an Aramaic term for ‘knowledge,’ and which therefore could quite
naturally be rendered as ‘Gnostics.’ Second is the Gnostic lead book (which may have had as
many as two similar exemplars associated with it in past centuries) at the National Roman
Museum. Third are the forged lead books of Granada (Sacromonte), which Drayson has
rightly emphasized are amuletic,135 even ‘alchemical and magical.’136
Drayson further remarks: ‘One arcane text which has particular resonance for the
Lead Books is the best-known magical work of the Middle Ages, the Key of Solomon the
King. . . . [I]ts markedly Jewish nature led to its use by erudite or pseudo-erudite persons. . .
.’137 Drayson points out a not irrelevant fact in this context: ‘The planet associated with lead
was Saturn, the star of the Jewish religion.’138 While the Granada lead books are not Gnostic
productions, it is worth pointing out that the Key of Solomon in the Gollancz version folio 55a
contains a ritual ‘operation’ or procedure named after Simon Magus,139 whom church fathers
considered the font of Gnosticism.
From Bar Kokhba and the Codices to the Kabbalah
Neither should we overlook the Key of Solomon’s kabbalistic elements, whose
concerns in some instances overlap with Gnostic-like ones, especially in the domain of letter
and language mysticism, both theosophically and ritually.
132

Private communication, 19 January 2017.
Note by Samuel Zinner: There are two decorated (with raised designs) metal boxes known
used for storing Jordanian metal books; one is associated with the SAH collection (see the
Introduction) and another belongs to Hassan Saida.
134
Ibid., pp. 22-23.
135
Elizabeth Drayson, The Lead Books of Granada (Hampshire/New York: Palgrave
Macmillan, 2013), pp. 26-27.
136
Ibid., p. 28. Incidentally, Drayson mentions the Gnostic lead book at the National Roman
Museum in ibid., p. 33.
137
Ibid., p. 31.
138
Ibid.
139
See Hermann Gollancz, Sepher Maphteaḥ Shelomo (Book of the Key of Solomon): An
Exact Facsimile of an Original Book of Magic in Hebrew (London/Edinburgh: Oxford
University Press, 1914), pp. x-xi.
133
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Jewish magical traditions such as we see in the Key of Solomon are in fact relevant in
more than one respect for the Jordanian lead books. For example, the lead books frequently
refer to Šaddai with a mixture of Paleo-Hebrew and square script letters, namely, PaleoHebrew shin, square script dalet (usually in mirror position), and Paleo-Hebrew yod. This is
paralleled in the Key of Solomon, as Mathers’ Fig. 37 indicates, where we see in a triangular
pattern a magical script shin at the top morphologically comparable to both Paleo-Hebrew
and square script forms (f, )ש, followed by a magical version of dalet that basically shares
the morphology of square script dalet ()ד, and then a magical script character that coincides
with a Paleo-Hebrew form of yod found throughout the lead books ( ). Although Mathers
contends that in his Fig. 37 the Paleo-Hebrew yod-like character represents dalet and the
dalet-like character is yod, I do not think we can safely disregard the morphological
isomorphisms listed above.
In the diagonal column to the left of the upper shin, from top to bottom there is first a
group of five letters, the last three of which may be particularly pertinent, since the first two
of these three letters resemble shin (in orthography similar to both Paleo-Hebrew and square
script forms), dalet (square script, quite similar to resh), and then what resembles a mirror
Paleo-Hebrew heh. In the lead books, heh in a group of instances interchanges precisely for
yod. In the Key of Solomon figure we could have an additional allusion to Šaddai using an
interchange encountered in the lead books, in which we often find the three letters of Šaddai
arranged in triangular patterns. The seal of Solomon directly above the upper shin is a pattern
also found in the lead books’ arrangement of letter patterns. Mathers thinks the first word in
the left diagonal bar is Genesis 1.1’s berešit, but again I do not think the bar’s two letters’
resemblance to shin-dalet respectively should be ignored, especially not when they are placed
immediately to the left of the shin of Šaddai.

Mathers Fig. 37

Fig. 43
According to Gershom Scholem, the so-called angelic scripts in medieval Jewish
sources reach back to ancient Jewish magic and amulets:
The oldest, the ‘Alphabet of Metatron, the celestial scribe,’ is preserved in
many manuscripts and came to the German Hasidim with the Babylonian Merkabah
material. . . . Many manuscripts of Jewish magic contain such ‘alphabets of the
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angels’ that very possibly preserve, in stylized form, survivals from the ancient
Hebrew script. . . . Among the Arabs, the alphabets of this kind were preserved in part
through the tradition of the Sabaeans; cf. Ancient Alphabets and Hieroglyphic
Characters, ed. Joseph Hammer (London. 1806) based on the alleged ‘Books of the
Nabataeans’ of Ibn Wahshiyya. Cf. in addition Steinschneider’s remark, Zur
Pseudepigraphischen Literatur (Berlin, 1862), 30. . . .140
Scholem gives from Pseudo-Hai the yod of the Tetragrammaton as in Fig. 44. In this
version, the four letters of the Tetragrammaton contain a total of twenty-four such dots or
circles, which are interpreted as allusions to the twenty-four books of the Tanakh.

Fig. 44141
Some of the lead books show chaotically arranged texts. One possible explanation for
this trait is that the creators may have been experimenting with the designs, and that the
artefacts could represent a record of their attempts before settling on definitive versions.
While a possible explanation for some of the exemplars, this seems an insufficient theory to
account for the utter chaos we see in several of the lead books. It may be that the seeming
chaos reflects ritual praxis grounded on ideological concerns, namely, some sort of language
and letter mysticism. According to Genesis 1.1-3, the cosmic order arises out of the chaos of
inchoate matter, and the primal matter is shaped into order specifically by means of the divine
speech. According to kabbalah, matter and individual existents come into being as the result
of various combinations of the divine letters. To arrive at this insight it seems as if the

140

Gershom Scholem, Origins of the Kabbalah. Translated from the German by Allan
Arkush (Jewish Publication Society/Princeton University Press, 1987), p. 328. On Ibn
Waḥshiyya, see Jaakko Hämeen-Anttila, Ibn Waḥshiyya and his Nabatean Agriculture
(Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2006). This pseudepigraphical text presents itself as an ancient
Mesopotamian work of the 16th cent. BCE, which was at first taken seriously by some
western scholars. Hämeen-Anttila explains what happened after western scholarship
discovered the pseudepigraphic nature of Nabatean Agriculture, : ‘Once the fictitious
background was established, these scholars turned away from the text. All these critics were,
in a certain sense, right. The texts were not what they claimed to be. Yet this is not the whole
picture. . . . [T]he Nabatean corpus is, on the contrary, an extremely valuable source for Late
Antiquity in Iraq. . . . The process by which this material was set aside for nearly a century
may be instructive to study as it shows how the scholarly world may become polarized
between unbridled enthusiasm and total rebuttal. . . . A valuable corpus was set aside because
it was introduced in the wrong way. Once its weak points were laid bare, the proverbial baby
was thrown out with the bathwater. In the case of the Nabatean corpus, the texts also fell
victim to what Thomas Bauer has aptly called Frühzeitversessenheit in another context; when
the relative lateness of the corpus was proven, scholars lost interest in it.’ Ibid., pp. 5-6. The
possible relevance of this scenario for the case of the Jordanian lead books could be
instructive.
141
Gershom Scholem, Origins of the Kabbalah, p. 329.
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kabbalists first deconstruct or decompose language in order to reach its component or
constituent parts’ underlying state or states.
In Fig. 45 what we see is a text of five lines divided in half; the left side of the text,
therefore its concluding portions (since Hebrew is read from right to left) is placed in the
upper right corner, while the text’s right half, its beginning portion, is placed in the lower left
corner. In effect, the ending is placed first and the beginning last. It may of course be that a
larger sheet containing the entirety of the text twice was originally cut down to the lead
book’s present dimensions, resulting in the loss of portions of text. But while repetition is a
standard feature of ritual, the question remains, why size down the larger sheet in just this
fragmenting way? Also odd is the design (Fig. 46) consisting of five vertical lines and two
letters shin-mirror gimel (= SH1 G1 D3; see ch. 2) placed horizontally in the bottom right
corner.

Fig. 45
DAJ Lead Book with SH1 G1 Designs
Courtesy John Stuart Reid
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Fig. 46
SH1 G1 D3
Courtesy Robert Feather
Much more difficult to explain is what we see in Fig. 47, where some letters of a text
we know from other exemplars consists of eleven lines (SH1 G2 D5) are partially double
stamped, overstamped, and others entirely omitted, all set within a frame of tendrils or vines
which consist of what look like both Paleo-Hebrew and square script forms of the letter waw.

Fig. 47
Lead Book with SH1 G2 Designs
Courtesy Owen Chesnut142
Even more bewildering is Fig. 48, where distinct texts and images from three separate
designs (individually documented and discussed separately in this study) are excerpted and
mixed, with omissions and substitutions.
142

<http://ochesnut.wordpress.com/2011/06/27/lead-codices-redux/>.
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Fig. 48
Lead Book with SH1 G2 Designs143
A final example, Fig. 49, shows a bizarre cutting and splicing of three distinct
designs, with the right portion of a menorah placed at the bottom right (leaving only the first
two letters, mirror alef-mirror lamed, an arrangement which just happens to produce an
allusion to ʾel, ‘God’), and portions of two separate texts spliced together above the upper
menorah fragment, evidence that what we see in Fig. 45 may involve an intentional
fragmentation of text, rather than just ritual repetition alone. Note that both Figs. 45 and 49
contain a horizontal displacement of SH1 G1 D3’s vertical design, although Fig. 49 contains
portions of only two of the lines.

Fig. 49
SH1 G1 Designs
Courtesy Robert Feather
143

<http://www.archaeology.land/forums/viewtopic.php?t=30656>.
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The parallels between the Jordanian lead books and Jewish ritual sources dating from
the medieval period to the Renaissance can of course be interpreted as evidence that the metal
artefacts might date to sometime in the Renaissance or thereafter. However, one first must
bear in mind that the lead books consist of distinct collections, some of which may be
ancient, others of which could be later. Second, the phenomenon of the revival of ancient
traditions in later periods necessitates that care be cultivated in any examination of this kind,
since it is not too difficult to confuse artefacts and texts from various time periods when their
contents share similar traits and concerns. As Annette Yoshiko Reed observes: ‘The reemergence of Second Temple traditions in medieval Judaism is an intriguing phenomenon,
the precise dynamics of which remain debated. . . .’144 Similarly, Yehuda Liebes has
identified several parallels between ancient Jewish Jesus sect traditions and later Jewish
kabbalistic sources.145 The question is usually whether the kabbalistic sources indicate a
continued preservation stretching back to antiquity or merely a later re-discovery on the part
of medieval authors, and of course, whether such traditions originated in the Jewish Jesus sect
or were inherited by it from pre-existing Jewish precedents.
***
In conclusion, I wish to stress that I do not claim to have ‘decoded’ the Jordanian lead
books’ texts. I do feel, a sentiment shared by some of my professional colleagues, that guided
principally by clues supplied by accompanying artistic images, through long hours of
research I have been able to discover some brief snippets of intelligible text, both
straightforward and encrypted in various ways (mostly in the forms of anciently attested
pattern texting). Many details remain opaque (and likely are largely to remain so) and will
doubtless be the subject of perduring debate. However, the larger context of the artefacts
seems clear enough, namely, they deal with the history of Israel’s political struggles from the
era of the Maccabees to Bar Kokhba.
They also witness to some of the theological and even ‘mystical’ ideas that overlap
with such ‘mundane’ concerns, which is to be expected, given the inseparability in ancient
cultures of what we moderns call the two coordinates of the sacred-secular binary. We see a
similar mixture of the military and the ‘mystical’ in the Qumran text 1QM, also known
variously as the War Scroll and the War of the Sons of Light against the Sons of Darkness.
The Jordanian lead books’ main mystical, or perhaps more accurately described,
‘esoteric’ meme, is the personification of the land for which Bar Kokhba (and his
predecessors) fought in forms based on the Tanakh’s Lady Zion and Mother Jerusalem,
merged with elements of the personification of the Torah scroll. This is congruent with
memes in circulation in the centuries just before and after the turn of the Common Era, such
as we encounter in Sirach 24 and Baruch 3-4 (where the Torah scroll is personified by being
assimilated to Proverbs 8’s Lady Wisdom), in Galatians 4.26 and 4 Ezra 9-10 (where the
celestial Jerusalem is personified as the faithful ones’ mother with elements borrowed from
the figure of the barren and then fruitful matriarch Sarah),146 and in the Shepherd of Hermas’
144

Annette Yoshiko Reed, ‘From “Pre-Emptive Exegesis” to “Pre-Emptive Speculation”?
Ma‘aseh Bereshit in Genesis Rabbah and Pirqei deRabbi Eliezer,’ in Daphna V. Arbel and
Andrei A. Orlov, eds., With Letters of Light באותיות של אור: Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls,
Early Jewish Apocalypticism, Magic, and Mysticism in Honor of Rachel Elior (Berlin/New
York: De Gruyter, 2011), p. 116.
145
See Yehuda Liebes, Studies in the Zohar. Translated from the Hebrew by Arnold
Schwartz, Stephanie Nakache, Penina Peli (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1993), pp. 1-84.
146
Cf. J. Massingberd-Ford, “‘Thou art Abraham and upon this Rock . . .,’” The Heythrop
Journal (July 1965): pp. 289-301.
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four Visions (where Lady Ecclesia similarly appears with Sarah’s aspects of elderly
barrenness followed by youthful regeneration).147 Also relevant are the Judea Capta coins
issued after the 70 CE destruction of the temple, which depict Lady Judea beside or beneath a
palm tree (Figs. 50-51).

Fig. 50
Théodore Reinach, Jewish Coins. Translated by Mary Hill.
(London: Lawrence & Bullen, 1903), Plate VI.

Fig. 51
W. B., A Manual of Roman Coins
(London: W. H. Johnston, MDCCCLXV), Plate VI.
I fully recognize and even welcome the fact that some of my suggested interpretations
of the Jordanian lead books’ texts will be revised in the future by other scholars, and even by
myself. If such revision and even correction are natural to expect with newly discovered
straightforward texts, such as was (and remains) the case with the overwhelming majority of
the Dead Sea Scrolls, then no one should be surprised that texts that make little
straightforward sense (and which are likely partially constructed of nonsense portions) will
remain the subject of frequent revision and correction. In this spirit, I offer my interpretations
as explorations and as suggestions to be tested and assessed by other scholars.
Samuel Zinner
10 May 2017
Aulla, Tuscany

147

See ibid.
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INTRODUCTION
The Jordanian Lead Books: An Overview
The Jordanian metal artefacts consist principally of lead sheets bound together with wire
rings in the form of several dozen book-like artefacts. There are also a few tiny rolled lead
and gold lamellae, about half a dozen copper scrolls (individual book-sized sheets rolled up),
about half a dozen gold books, a brass or bronze bowl, two copper dishes (one round, one
more square-like), a lesser number of copper books and several loose sheets as well.
The only institutional collection is housed at the Department of Antiquities of Jordan
(DAJ). The private collection of the Israeli Bedouin Mr Hassan Saida became publicly known
in 2011. There is another large private collection of Jordanian lead books in Saudi Arabia,
romantically (I suspect) traced to a cave just outside Medina. The first version of this
particular story put the discovery at some time in very recent years, then after a few years the
story changed to a discovery made more than seventy years ago. The story has most recently
morphed yet again, this time into a claim that the artefacts are all modern fakes, despite the
fact that the same source originally claimed to have personally excavated the artefacts in the
cave. The latter claim of fakes could be correct, or it could be an attempt to cover up recent
black market activities, or it could reflect the wish to avoid the perception of the latter. I
simply have no way of ascertaining the facts in this area.
Similarly, convenient rumours locate the origins of the gold books in question in the
legendary ancient Jewish settlement of Khaybar, which may be just as romantic a story as the
one involving the Medina cave. All of these items in Saudi Arabia have design parallels in
Jordanian lead books, and the evidence suggests they all originated in Jordan and then made
their way to Egypt, various Gulf states, Saudi Arabia, and throughout North Africa and
beyond.
The artefacts have therefore definitely spread beyond Jordan and Israel. The main
question is when this proliferation occurred, was it before or after the 2011 publicity. While
unverifiable private claims have been put forth that locate the lead books’ origins in Egypt,
Israel and Saudi Arabia, the only verifiable fact relating to the issue of the Saida collection’s
provenance is that in 2011 official Jordanian authorities recovered several lead books
comparable in all respects to Saida’s artefacts in the northern Jordanian village of Saham alKfarat. This is quite near to Pella, famous as the home of the ancient Nazarenes/Nazoreans
and Ebionites according to early church fathers such as Epiphanius and Eusebius, a fact
exploited to the full by lead book enthusiasts back in 2011. A seizure also took place in
Egypt, but my own investigation leads me to conclude that these artefacts, too, were
originally from Jordan (see ch. 10). None of the above is intended to rule out categorically the
possibility that the tradition of making lead books existed beyond the confines of Jordan.
I abbreviate the original collection of lead books in Hassan Saida’s possession as
SH1, which stands for Saida Hoard 1, since as we will see, what might be called a second
hoard, SH2, came some years later into his possession. SH1 consists of two main groups of
designs, which I label G1 and G2, for Group 1 and Group 2. Exemplars from SH1 (which
parallel the DAJ items) and from another group I classify as K-S/R have been tested
metallurgically, and so these will be this study’s main focus of attention.
SH2, a part of which I will examine to a lesser extent in separate chapters, contains
some items that are different in manufacture and design than the SH1 artefacts. Many of the
SH2 exemplars share designs with the SH1 books, but some are mixed with motifs absent
from SH1. Some of the SH2 items may be modern, but this has not been definitively proven;
I keep an open mind on the question, although I am inclined to see some of these particular
objects as modern.
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Some SH2 exemplars are covered with patina sometimes apparently unlike that seen
throughout SH1; I use qualifying language because the photos of the SH2 artefacts are not of
sufficiently high resolution to speak with confidence on the matter. These particular SH2
pieces in some instances share SH1’s frequent types of convincing corrosion, erosion and
cracking from age hardening. Some SH2 books show enough parallels to SH1’s contents and
physical characteristics to suggest that at least a part of SH2 may be old and sufficiently
serviceable for comparative study with SH1 materials.
Some SH2 exemplars seem to be old with, however, some recent modifications. Once
someone has a genuine old artefact in one’s possession, it would then be easy to press its
designs into clay or some other material in order to create a new mould which can then be
used to produce modern copies. Artificial patina would then be added to the modern pieces.
In addition to SH1 and SH2, there is a collection of Jordanian lead books at the DAJ,
the result of a government-sponsored recovery carried out in early 2011.148 The SH1 G1 and
G2 designs match those in the lead books housed at the DAJ, based on photos of nine of
DAJ’s lead books that can be seen in the Getty metallurgical report commissioned by the
Jordanian government. The DAJ’s lead books have been tested at the Royal Scientific labs
(2011) and at the Atomic Energy Commission of Amman (2011-2013) with results consistent
with antiquity.
Beyond the SH1, SH2 and DAJ groups, there are groups I label K-S/R and SAH. KS/R stands for ‘Karak-Shobak/Riyadh,’ since this group originates in the Jordanian cities of
Karak and Shobak, although some exemplars have surfaced in Riyadh and other regions in
Saudi Arabia, hence the addition ‘R’ in the label K-S/R. The K-S/R items do not actually
constitute a single collection, but two or three dozen lead and gold books scattered
geographically among different private owners in Jordan, Saudi Arabia, Libya and no doubt
beyond.
A representative K-S/R exemplar was tested in 2016 at Surrey University and was
shown to lack all alpha particle emissions at 5.3 MeV, which requires that the artefact be a
minimum of two hundred years old. The K-S/R lead book Surrey tested could be comparable
in age to the SH1 lead books, since the K-S/R exemplar was tested together with a DAJ lead
book comparable in all respects to SH1 G1 books, and the atomic reading of both lead books
looked virtually identical to a two thousand year old Roman lead comparator from Dorset.
However, the age of the K-S/R lead books could theoretically be older or younger
than the SH1 and DAJ exemplars. Most images of K-S/R lead books I am aware of show
close similarity in all essential respects to the authenticated exemplar’s designs and
patinations.
The SAH (Saudi Arabia Hoard) is by contrast a single collection of about fifty to
seventy lead books (with a few copper books) that surfaced in Riyadh in 2012. Evidence, in
my view, indicates the collection came originally from Jordan. Most of the SAH designs are
distinct from the SH1 and K-S/R designs, but there is some overlap, and at least one of the
SAH books is of a same type (SH1 G2) that was examined during the three years of atomic
testing (2011-2013) carried out at the Amman, Jordan Atomic Energy Commission.
Modern Exemplars
There are a number of Jordanian lead and gold books that are certainly modern. Some
can be identified as manifestly modern at a single glance, others at first sight look more
convincingly old but their modern manufacture can be determined after a simple physical

148

See Taylor Luck, ‘Tests support “Jordan texts” authenticity.’ The Jordan Times. 15 June
2011. <http://www.jordantimes.com/news/local/tests-support-jordan-texts-authenticity>.
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examination involving scratching off the artificial patina, after which one can see and feel the
soft, shiny new lead underneath.
What all of this implies is that Saida’s original hoard of lead books is of an entirely
different order from the verifiably modern metal books I will now review. The modern books,
if they are fakes, are obvious fakes. The same cannot be said of Saida’s original hoard of lead
books. Lemaire was correct to insist that if they are fakes, they are quite sophisticated ones,
and are not obviously fake. That Thonemann could change Lemaire’s ‘sophisticated fakes’ to
‘obvious fakes’ indicates just how ignorant Thonemann is of metallurgy. Similarly, the DAJ
in 2017 described their lead books, comparable in all respects to those of SH1, as ‘almost
unrecognisable fake antiquities.’ If the SH1 and DAJ lead books are fakes, there is nothing
that makes them obviously such.
By stark contrast, Fig. A shows an obvious fake or an obviously modern book of
purported gold. Fig. B shows an obviously modern lead book.
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Fig. A149
Modern Jordanian Book of Purported Gold

149

<http://www.imgrum.net/media/1366992609351883668_1761407389>.
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Fig. B150
Modern Jordanian Lead Book
Fig. C supplies an image of two more modern Jordanian lead books, while Fig. D
highlights a detail of a centaur-like creature from the larger lead book seen in Fig. C.

150

<http://www.imgrum.net/media/1327743556324785732_1761407389>.
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Fig. C151
Two Modern Jordanian Lead Books

Fig. D
Design Detail from a Modern Jordanian Lead Book
It is problematic to call these modern Jordanian ‘gold’ and lead books ‘fakes,’ because
the same dealers who make and sell them advertise the fact that their designs are derived
from modern Jewish occult books, books which these same dealers openly show online to
potential buyers, as Figs. E-F illustrate.

151

<http://www.imgrum.net/media/1320465376937338478_1761407389>.
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Fig. E

Fig. F152

152

<http://easytosale.com/a/1112361948/%D9%84%D9%84%D8%A8%D9%8A%D8%B9%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8-%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87>.
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Fig. F reveals the source of Fig. A’s ‘gold’ book’s owl with menorah design. Nothing
is hidden from the potential buyer. Rather than these metal books being ‘fakes,’ these could
more accurately be described as tourist trinkets designed with a Primitivist-like touch created
with gold paint for the gold book versions and sand or dry cement for the lead ones.
Fig. G shows what may be a brass version featuring the owl design, again with an
overall Primitivist-like touch. Of course, although these types of metal books may be
designed as tourist trinkets, this does not mean that after being purchased there are not some
who might try to then re-market them as antiquities, although I would find it astonishing were
anyone to fall for such a blatantly obvious deception, at least in a face-to-face transaction.

Fig. G153
Fig. H demonstrates the dependence of Fig. G’s metal book’s designs (Fig. H, b, d) on
the modern Hebrew paper book (Fig. H, a, c):

153

Unfortunately, I have misplaced the url for Fig. G’s image; I hope to rectify this in any
future edition.
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a

b

c

d
Fig. H

In Fig. I we see shiny, recently cut wavy edges, and the text and images are obviously
photographic-looking rather than being incised or impressed. Again, this is best described as
a tourist trinket, not as a ‘fake.’

Fig. I
Fig. J supplies an alternative photo of the modern metal (bronze?) book featured in
Fig. G. In Fig. J the light has been adjusted so that signs of its recent manufacture are
disguised; gone are the shiny edges of the feigned worn-away metal; gone are the metal’s
modern-looking hue and tone; gone is the fact that the object actually has no patina at all.
While the photo might impress some at first sight, any visual inspection would clearly tell the
real story instantly, as the images in Figs. G-I illustrate. In contrast to the SH1 or DAJ
Jordanian lead books, no one would even think of taking the object in Figs. G-J to a scientific
lab for testing.
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Fig. J154
The scenario involved in the two modern metal books featured in Figs. K-L differs
from that which pertains to those shown in Figs. A-J. The image and text designs in the
modern metal books in Figs. K-L are pre-modern, and have not been copied from a modern
Jewish occult paper book. These two metal books have likely been made by copying designs
from genuinely pre-modern lead books. These are K-S/R design books, one of whose types
passed a 5.3 MeV alpha emissions test at Surrey University in 2016.

154

Image from archives of the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books, hereafter
abbreviated CSJLB.
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Fig. K155
Modern Jordanian Lead Book with Pre-Modern Designs

Fig. L156
Modern Jordanian ‘Gold Book’ with Pre-Modern Designs
What the two books in Figs. K-L do share in common with those in Figs. A-J is that in
all of these cases, there is no attempt to portray these books as anything other than tourist
trinkets, which is confirmed by the fact that they are sold for the price of a tourist trinket in
155
156

<http://www.imgrum.net/media/1314714569088594971_1761407389>.
<http://www.imgrum.net/media/1366992609351883668_1761407389>.
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Jordanian souks. Notice that in Fig. K the dealer freely advertises the fact that he has just
dipped the lead book into dry cement, and he does not care that the cement is still clearly
visible on his fingers.
An interesting example of one variant of the latest ways the Jordanian artefacts are
currently morphing is offered in Fig. M, where see what looks like a leather book. In fact,
there is a series of separate leather sheets with Paleo-Hebrew and square script letters in the
Hassan Saida collection which has been dated to about the 1920s. What we see in Fig. M is,
however, unrelated, at least directly so, to the Saida leather pieces.

Fig. M157
One may react in at least two ways to the modern artefact in Fig. M. It can be viewed
as an authentic modern ritual artefact, or one can simply laugh it off as an ‘obvious fake.’ In
either case, the objects in Figs. A-L illustrate how obviously modern are the recently
manufactured metal and leather books in this ‘tradition.’ To make an artefact look old, much
more time and labour would be required than involved in the production of the objects in
Figs. A-M. This points out just how much more difficult it would be to hoax the items of
SH1, K-S/R, and SAH.
Something a little more sophisticated is illustrated in Figs. N-P. A simple visual
examination suggests that these sheets could potentially be old. However, a physical
examination reveals that their patina easily flakes off, revealing new, shiny and soft lead
underneath. The patina is artificial, the result of soaking the loose leaves in a salt bath.158
Like the metal books in Figs. K-L, the three sheets in Figs. N-P were created recently by
copying designs from genuine pre-modern lead books. The three modern loose sheets were in
fact sold in a Shobak, Jordan souk together with a bound lead book tested at Surrey
University in 2016 shown to be pre-modern, but itself with an underlying old patina covered
over with a recent artificial sand re-patination. Both the bound lead book and the three loose
sheets were sold for the price of a tourist trinket. No one gets rich or becomes poor from
these types of artefacts.

Unfortunately, I have misplaced the url for Fig. M’s image; I hope to rectify this in any
future edition.
158
I thank Margaret Barker for this information, shared with me in a private communication.
157
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Fig. N
Shobak Loose Sheet No. 1: Bee Design K-S/R D5
Reverse (?)
Obverse (?)

Fig. O
Shobak Loose Sheet No. 2: Palm Tree Design K-S/R D3
Reverse
Obverse
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Fig. P
Shobak Loose Sheet No. 3: Small Menorah Design? K-S/R D8?
Reverse
Obverse
Figs. Q-R supply close-up images of the patina on the loose sheets pictured in Figs.
N-P. The salt-based character of the patina is evident upon closer inspection, congruent with
the salt bath that produced the patina. Nothing resembling these peculiar structures appear on
SH1 or even on SH2 metal books, nor do they appear on the bound K-S/R artefacts.

Fig. Q
Shobak Loose Sheet, Artificial Patina
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Fig. R
Shobak Loose Sheet, Artificial Patina
The case of the brass book in Fig. S is unclear. It was recently confiscated by Syrian
authorities and shown to be of recent manufacture.

Fig. S159
Syrian Brass Book, Confiscated
However, it remains possible that the brass book in Fig. S may have been produced by
duplicating authentic pre-modern metal books. It was confiscated together with forged
antiquities, that is, imitations of actual pre-modern magic books on leather. Like the magic
books, the brass book may not have been created de novo, but may be a recent copy of an
actual older artefact. What is interesting about this particular brass book is its division
between images at the top of each page, with obscure Greek text separated by dividing lines
on the bottom of each page, which is a similar arrangement of image and text placement such
159

Patrick Cockburn, ‘Fake antiquities flood out of Syria as smugglers fail to steal
masterpieces amid the chaos of war,’ Independent, 6 September 2016.
<http://www.independent.co.uk/news/world/middle-east/syria-isis-civil-war-antiquitiesfakes-palmyra-a7228336.html>.
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as we see in the Gnostic lead book in the National Museum in Rome, which I discussed in the
Preface. Whatever the Syrian brass book is, Syrian authorities find its appearance to be very
convincing, not at all an ‘obvious fake.’
The Saida Hoards and DAJ Collection
Physical Description
We now shift our attention away from what are obvious modern exemplars in order to
concentrate on artefacts that are quite clearly of an entirely different order. In general the lead
books’ dimensions in SH1 are comparable to those in the DAJ collection. Their sizes bring to
mind the dimensions of a credit card and small to medium sized notebooks. A representative
selection measures from about 6 cm x 5 cm for the smaller ones, to about 18 cm x 12 cm for
the larger ones, with some that are even larger at about 22 cm x 14 cm, the latter of which can
weigh about 3.5 kg and measure about 4 cm thick. Individual pages are quite thin and vary
from between ~0.4 mm to ~0.77 mm in thickness. The pages are unevenly cut with a knife,
not with modern straight-edge precision tools.
Signs Indicative of Possible Antiquity160
Tim Blades, silversmith, member of the Gloucestershire Guild of Craftsmen and
contributor to Channel 4 TV’s archaeology series Time Team succinctly described several
exemplars of the Jordanian lead books in SH1 as follows: ‘They are very heavily corroded,
they have cracks in them, they are worn round the edge. It’s pretty much what you’d expect
from something a couple of thousand years old.’161
Patina is basically a term for corrosion (concretion) whose appearance has what are
generally considered to be aesthetic qualities, whereas ‘corrosion’ is the term generally used
for the same phenomenon in forms that detract from aesthetic qualities. In nuce, ‘patina’
denotes types of corrosion considered pleasing to the eye which add to aesthetic appearance,
whereas ‘corrosion’ denotes types of corrosion considered ugly, which detract from aesthetic
appearance.
In assessing authenticity, experts look for a firmly adhering patina which is
variegated, complex and of multiple layers. This is precisely what we see throughout the
collection of metal books, especially in SH1. Lead naturally resists corrosion, making it a
most unlikely choice for hoaxing antiquities with artificial patina, especially in the era of the
modern scientific laboratory.
Forms of patina and corrosion in SH1 and in the DAJ collection include accretion of
sand, minerals and water (Figs. 1-2).

Fig. 1
Accretion of Minerals and Limescale on a Jordanian Lead Book, SH1162
160

Matthew Hood has investigated this topic thoroughly and this section is heavily endebted
to his, ‘Summary of Technical Analysis of the Jordan Codices,’ in Margaret Barker et al.,
What Are the Jordan Codices? The Mystery of the Sealed Lead Books.
161
2016 film interview for the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books.
162
Photo credits are listed at the end of the Introduction.
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Fig. 2
Accretion on a Jordanian Lead Book, DAJ
Other signs of antiquity of lead in the Jordanian metal books are age cracking or
fractures (Figs. 25-96), wasting (Figs. 3-24), holes or porosity (Figs. 9, 12, 14, 17, 18, 20),
metal impurities that have emerged from the lead in various crystalline forms, a trait
indicating great age indeed (Figs. 48, 50, 51, 97-116), and creeping (Figs. 142-144), that is,
where the shape of the lead which is at first malleable becomes disfigured over time on
account of storage position, for instance. Many of the lead books show minimal pitting, but
heavy pitting is also present (Figs. 117-124). Some of the above-listed traits are advanced,
resulting in what in some cases is extraordinary brittleness, which has resulted in several
instances of portions of metal breaking away entirely, both on the main surface body and
along edges (Figs. 3-24). This would have been preceded by age cracking. As I will discuss
on the basis of observations from Matthew Hood, Figs. 125-133 show stalactite/stalagmitelike limescale accretion indicative of at least a millennium in age and arguably likely nearly
double that figure.
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Fig. 3
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1
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Fig. 4
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1
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Fig. 5
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1

Fig. 6
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1

Fig. 7
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1
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Fig. 8
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1

Fig. 9
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1
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Fig. 11
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, Craking, SH1

Fig. 12
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1
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Fig. 13
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1

Fig. 14
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1
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Fig. 15
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1

Fig. 16
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1
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Fig. 17
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1
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Fig. 18
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1

Fig. 19
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1

Fig. 20
Porosity, Wasting, SH1
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Fig. 21
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1

Fig. 22
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1
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Fig. 23
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, SH1

Fig. 24
Porosity, Wasting, Metal Separation, Lead Sheets with SH1 G2 Designs
Age cracking and fracturing are also common traits one sees throughout the SH1 and
DAJ artefacts:
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Fig. 25
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 26
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 27
Age Cracking, DAJ

Fig. 28
Age Cracking, DAJ
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Fig. 29
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 30
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 31
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 32
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 33
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 34
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 35
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 36
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 37
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 38
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 39
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 40
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 41
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 42
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 43
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 44
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 45
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 46
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 47
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 48
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 49
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 50
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 51
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 52
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 53
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 54
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 55
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 56
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 57
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 58
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 59
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 60
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 61
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 62
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 63
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 64
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 65
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 66
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 67
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 68
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 69
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 70
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 71
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 72
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 73
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 74
Age Cracking, DAJ

Fig. 75
Age Cracking, DAJ
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Fig. 76
Age Cracking, DAJ

Fig. 77
Age Cracking, DAJ
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Fig. 78
Age Cracking, DAJ

Fig. 79
Age Cracking, DAJ

Fig. 80
Age Cracking, DAJ
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Fig. 81
Age Cracking, DAJ

Fig. 82
Age Cracking, DAJ
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Fig. 83
Age Cracking, DAJ

Fig. 84
Age Cracking, DAJ

Fig. 85
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 86
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 87
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 88
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 89
Age Cracking, SH1

Fig. 90
Age Cracking, SH1
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Fig. 91
Age Cracking, DAJ

Fig. 92
Age Cracking, SH2
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Fig. 93
Age Cracking, SH2

Fig. 94
Age Cracking, SH2

Fig. 95
Age Cracking, SH2
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Fig. 96
Age Cracking, SH2
The corrosion crystals found throughout SH1 are comparable to those of authenticated
ancient artefacts. Consider Robert Deutsch’s description of a non-provenanced Bar Kokhba
lead weight: ‘The surface of the led [sic] weight is covered by a considerable amount of
corrosion. In addition, microscopic investigation revealed cracks in the metal and large
crystals, which can grow to such size only during 2000 years.’163 On what grounds could an
expert deny that this comment can be applied, mutatis mutandis, to the metal of the lead
books? In view of the lead books’ corrosion and crystals, such a denial could arguably
involve the application of a double standard. Figs. 97-99 show images of a hole produced by
a lead crystal falling out of the metal of a SH1 exemplar, a process easily indicative of about
a few millennia.

Fig. 97
Lead Crystal Hole, SH1

163

<http://www.robert-deutsch.com/ en/monographs/m11/>.
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Fig. 98
Lead Crystal Hole, SH1, Larger Area View of Fig. 97
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Fig. 99
Lead Crystal Hole, SH1, Scale of Crystal Hole in Figs. 97-98

Fig. 100
Possible Circular Fracture Resulting from Lead Crystal Activity? SH1
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Fig. 101
Possible Circular Fracture Resulting from Lead Crystal Activity? SH1

Fig. 102
Apparent Migration of Interior Impurities onto Lead Surface, SH1
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Fig. 103
Apparent Migration of Interior Impurities onto Lead Surface, SH1

Fig. 104
Apparent Migration of Interior Impurities onto Lead Surface, SH1
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Fig. 105
Apparent Migration of Interior Impurities onto Lead Surface, SH1

Fig. 106
Apparent Migration of Interior Impurities onto Lead Surface, SH1

Fig. 107
Apparent Migration of Interior Impurities onto Lead Surface, SH1
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Fig. 108
Lead Crystals on Lead Surface, SH1

Fig. 109
Lead Crystals on Lead Surface, SH1

Fig. 110
Lead Crystals on Lead Surface, SH1
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Fig. 111
Lead Crystals on Lead Surface, SH1

Fig. 112
Lead Crystals on Lead Surface, SH1
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Fig. 113
Lead Crystals on Lead Surface, SH1

Fig. 114
Migration of Interior Impurities onto Lead Surface, SH1

Fig. 115
Migration of Interior Impurities onto Lead Surface, SH1
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Fig. 116
Migration of Interior Impurities onto Lead Surface, SH1
Degrees of pitting vary widely in the artefacts, from very light to very heavy pitting:

Fig. 117
Pitting, SH1
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Fig. 118
Pitting, SH1

Fig. 119
Pitting, SH2
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Fig. 120
Pitting, SH2

Fig. 121
Pitting, SH2
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Fig. 122
Pitting, SH2
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Fig. 123
Pitting, Copper Book, SH2

Fig. 124
Pitting, Copper Book, SH2
A rather prominent sign indicative of great antiquity in some of the Jordanian lead
books is the presence of stalactite-/stalagmite-like limescale accretion. As Matthew Hood
comments on a section of the lead book highlighted in Figs. 125-133: ‘In some cases when
you zoom right in to the size of one of these rings, you are [seeing] accretion of limescale that
looks like the sort of stuff you see from stalactites and stalagmites, which results from water
drip, drip, dripping over a long period of time onto the surface and then evaporating to leave
the minerals behind. Stalactites and stalagmites take tens of thousands of years per few
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inches. So that [in the photograph] is multiple centuries and possibly millennia. More than a
thousand years.’164

Fig. 125
Stalactite/Stalagmite-Like Limescale Accretion, SH1

164

2016 interview for the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books.
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Fig. 126
Stalactite/Stalagmite-Like Limescale Accretion, SH1
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Fig. 127
Stalactite/Stalagmite-Like Limescale Accretion, SH1
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Fig. 128
Fig. 129
Stalactite/Stalagmite-Like Limescale Accretion, SH1
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Fig. 130
Stalactite/Stalagmite-Like Limescale Accretion, SH1

Fig. 131
Stalactite/Stalagmite-Like Limescale Accretion, SH1
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Fig. 132
Stalactite/Stalagmite-Like Limescale Accretion, SH1

Fig. 133
Stalactite/Stalagmite-Like Limescale Accretion, SH1
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A similar accretion of materials involving what looks like silicic encrustation can be
seen on the bottom of a copper dish that forms part of SH1, which differs from the lead books
in that whereas the latter have raised text, the copper dish (which I have classified as SH1 P1)
has incised text. This particular artefact exhibits what looks like atacamite, malachite and
azurite accretion (which needs lab verification), with porosity and wasting, and with some
cuprite exposed.
The Jordanian lead books exhibit a rich variety of variegated patina types, as Figs.
134-141 illustrate:

Fig. 134
Photomicrograph of Variegated Patina, DAJ
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Fig. 135
Variegated Patina, DAJ

Fig. 136
Variegated Patina, DAJ
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Fig. 137
Variegated Patina, DAJ
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Fig. 138
Variegated Patina, DAJ

Fig. 139
Variegated Patina, DAJ
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Fig. 140
Variegated Patina, SH1

Fig. 141
Variegated Patina, K-S/R
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Figs. 142-144 illustrate examples of metal creep in the artefacts, caused by prolonged
upright storage of the artefacts.

Fig. 142
Creeping at Top, from Prolonged Upright Storage, SH2

Fig. 143
Creeping at Top, Lead Book with SH1 G2 Designs
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Fig. 144
Creeping at Bottom, Lead Book with SH1 G2 Designs
One mode of upright storage for exemplars such as we see in Figs. 142-144 could be
the shallow codex-sized ledges in one of the Saham al-Kfarat caves the artefacts may be
from, though this has yet to be verified (Fig. 145):

Fig. 145
Cave Wall Storage Ledges, Saham al-Kfarat
Another potential sign indicative of the antiquity SH1’s metal is the presence of what
looks like a possible mineralized wood fragment (Fig. 146).

Fig. 146
Possible Mineralized Wood Fragment in Lead Book, SH1
There are mineralized wood fragments on the Schøyen and Würzburg Greek alphabet
copper plaques (Fig. 146a), of which David A. Scott explains: ‘In general terms, we take the
presence of mineralized wood fragments on the surfaces of the plaques as further evidence
for the authentic nature of the burial deposits.’165 If what we see in Fig. 146 is indeed a
165

In Roger D. Woodard, The Textualization of the Greek Alphabet, p. 117.
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mineralized wood fragment, then Scott’s comments can be applied, mutatis mutandis, to the
SH1 artefacts.

Fig. 146a
Mineralized Wood Fragment, Schøyen and Würzburg Copper Plaque 1, x40 Magnification166

Several pages in SH1 lead books have rounded, wavy or undulating edges to various
degrees, bringing to mind the effects of some modern power tools. However, surrounding
areas consistently show signs of extreme age and there are no bright edges. Undulating
patterns in proximity to binding holes are attributable to prolonged stress deformation caused
by the binding rings. These are tiny objects and cutting the edges with a knife in antiquity
could easily produce the wavy patterns seen in Figs. 147-152:

166

Detail, see ibid., p. 110.
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Fig. 147
Lead Book, SH1
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Fig. 148
Lead Books, SH1
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Fig. 149
Lead Book, DAJ
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Fig. 150
Lead Book, DAJ
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Fig. 151
Lead Book, DAJ
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Fig. 152
Lead Book, SH2
Some of the more well-preserved metal book exemplars, which nevertheless still
show noticeable signs of possible antiquity, were likely stored in one or more lead chests
similar to the one shown in Figs. 153-159, which measures ~30 cm in length and ~10 cm in
height, and in Fig. 160:
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Fig. 153
Jordanian Lead Books Lead Chest, Top, SAH

Fig. 154
Jordanian Lead Books Lead Chest, Top and Back Side, SAH
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Fig. 155
Jordanian Lead Books Lead Chest, Front, Detail of Handle, Raised Designs and Patina, SAH

Fig. 156
Jordanian Lead Books Lead Chest, Front Exterior, Right and Left Sides, Binding Rings, SAH
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Fig. 157
Jordanian Lead Books Lead Chest, Back Interior, Right and Left Sides, Binding Rings, SAH

Fig. 158
Jordanian Lead Books Lead Chest, Back Interior, Detail, SAH
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Fig. 159
Jordanian Lead Books Lead Chest, Back Interior, Detail, SAH

Fig. 160
Hassan Saida Collection, with SH2 Exemplars
Because of its ancient features, the IAA has from the beginning been unable to claim
that the lead books’ metal is modern; clearly it is pre-modern, which led the IAA to theorize
that while the metal is not modern, perhaps taken from authentic ancient lead coffins, for
instance, the raised texts and images have been added as a hoax only quite recently. However,
while forgers and fakers are increasingly sophisticated,167 they cannot break the laws of
physics. As I have more than once already explained, anyone can add new images or text to
ancient lead by writing or drawing (incising) down into the metal; then a fake patina is added
to cover up the destruction of the original patina. However, the lead books’ images and texts
are cast, that is, raised, not incised into the metal. This is done either by pouring metal into
moulds or by hammering or pressing a newly cast pliable sheet onto a mould.
The fact is that there is no known method by which one can in the modern era add
raised images as clear as those we see on the lead books to genuinely ancient lead. First, if the
167

On this, see Christopher A. Rollston, ‘Forgeries of Hebrew Texts,’ in Geoffrey Khan, ed.,
Encyclopedia of Hebrew Language and Linguistics. Volume I: A-F (Leiden/Boston: Brill,
2013), pp. 904-906.
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metal is a few hundred years old, the thin patina that will have developed by that time will be
lost wherever new images are added. Second, if the metal is multiple centuries old (medieval,
for instance) or especially if it is ancient, the oxidised surface will actually prevent any new
clear images from being added. Any attempt will result in making the metal shinier (loss of
patina) and any images that might manage to transfer will be quite faint and blurry. Tim
Blades attempted this with a piece of two-thousand year old Roman lead, which instantly lost
its patina and cracked in the process, on which he commented:
It’s cracked around the edge, it hasn’t actually taken up the impressions very well.
Because there is quite a lot of patina there and I think just the patina has gone into the
grooves. So working with an old piece of lead, to do a whole book like that, wouldn’t
work very well, because you are effectively just hammering dusty bits of oxide into
the grooves. It needs to be fairly clean metal to actually take up the impression. If you
had a thin piece of old Roman lead, as the sheets of the book are, when you try to
impress them into a new plate to give you the writing and the pictures, the oxidation
would stop the pattern registering. It might register a bit, but it would be very blurry,
you wouldn’t get the crisp lettering. If you look at the photographs [of the lead books]
here, they are quite sharp. If you had a lot of oxidation on the surface of the metal it
would blur the edges of the pattern, the texture you’ve got on there.168
In short, the texts and images we see on the lead books had to have been added at the
time of the lead sheets’ manufacture; that is, the images and text are as old as the lead sheets
they are cast upon. The same applies to the binding holes; these were added at around the
time the lead sheets were manufactured, when the lead was still pliable. This, however, does
not mean the lead sheets’ bound form, that is, their codex form, may not be secondary in
nature.
That is, the lead sheets seem to have been initially created as parts of larger designs,
then these larger sheets were cut to generally smaller, equal sizes and the individual pieces of
the whole were then grouped and bound together with wire rings so that the larger image
could be reconstituted elsewhere and/or elsewhen. Why this was done can only be guessed at.
It may be that reasons of easier transport and/or storage played a role. Great care was rarely
ever taken when cutting the individual pages, hence the noticeable unevenness of some of the
pages and the disregard shown in cutting through images and letters.
The moulds and stamps used to create the texts and images on the lead books seem to
have been already old and flawed when they were used to produce the codex-like artefacts.
Figs. 161 and 162 show different castings from two mould designs that contain identical
flaws. This may suggest that the moulds may have had relic-like status in the group or
community that possessed them. Perhaps the moulds’ creators were esteemed personages
from the group’s past. With repeated use of moulds, which would involve hammering, it
would not have to take very long for the moulds to acquire various flaws. Thus there would
not have to be a great historical period of time between the moulds’ creation and the time
when the lead books were produced using them in a flawed state. However, it looks as if
some of the moulds had been disfigured, possibly in an act of violence (see Fig. 162).
Although I do not supply images of other stampings of the same mould pictured in Fig.
162,169 there are several extant examples in SH1 G2 that show the identical scratch marks.
We might be able to reconstruct the history of the moulds as follows. There is an
unbound lead sheet among the artefacts (SH2 G2:15) that refers to Emperor Commodus (180192 CE) and Publius (= Lucius) Septimius Geta (189-211 CE), son of Septimius Severus and
168
169

From a 2016 interview for the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books.
David Elkington owns the relevant photographs but has denied me permission to use them.
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Julia Domna (see ch. 3 for details). If we are not dealing with what Lemaire calls
‘sophisticated fakes,’ I believe the early 200s CE is when the earliest of the artefacts may
have been created by using moulds that had been made sometime in the late 130s CE in the
immediate aftermath of the Bar Kokhba Revolt, in which Nabataeans may have participated
together with Jews. The artefacts would thus reflect seditious attitudes still circulating just
after Bar Kokhba’s demise, but also later non-seditious attitudinal developments that arose
after decades of more consolidated Roman control. The latter reconstruction would help
explain the artefacts (generally copper books) that contain Greco-Roman coin or coininspired imagery involving emperors and other leaders.

DAJ Lead Book

SH2 G1:3

SH2 G1:4
Fig. 161
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Fig. 162170
= SH1 G2 D3
I have not been able to detect in the Jordanian metal books any textual or artistic
allusions or references to events or personages which could be dated later than the time of
Julia Domna (died 217 CE). There are at least three Jordanian copper books that depict her,
two exclusively feature her coin-like bust image while a third includes it among other images
of personages human and mythical. Julia Domna was interested in the philosophizing
wonder-worker Apollonius of Tyana enough to commission Philostratus (who incidentally
had a lively interest in metal art) to write the former’s biography. This was an age of religious
and philosophical syncretism and eclecticism, including the mystical and the esoteric.
Towards the conclusion of Apuleius’ Golden Ass (XI.22) we find an emphasis, quite
typical for the era, on the esoteric pertaining to preparation for initiation into sacred
mysteries: ‘he brought out of the secret place of the temple certain books written with
unknown characters, partly painted with figures of beasts declaring briefly every sentence,
partly with letters whose tops and tails turned round in fashion of a wheel, joined together
above like unto the tendrils of a vine, whereby they were wholly strange and impossible to be
read of the profane people. . . .’171 Julia Domna’s father was a priest at a Syrian Temple of the
Sun, and this would be congruent with one of the SH2 copper books that include her profile
together with that of Apollo.
As I will discuss in a later chapter, this type of eclecticism was compatible with
Jewish culture of the time, making it difficult to identify at least these particular Jordanian
copper books as either exclusively ‘pagan’ or ‘Jewish.’ One of the copper books has a front
cover that features Apollo, while the back cover depicts a Torah shrine, calling to mind the
portrayal of Helios in ancient Jewish synagogues.
Estimates of the Roman Empire’s Jewish population vary between five to ten percent
(near five percent is the likelier figure), and we would naturally expect that many non-Jews
were interested in and influenced to various degrees by Jewish ideas and imagery, despite the
170

Image detail from <http://ochesnut.wordpress.com/2011/06/27/lead-codices-redux/>.
The Latin reads: de opertis adyti prefert quosdam libros litteris ignorabilibus praenotatos,
partim figuris cuiuscemodi animalium concepti sermonis compendiosa verba suggerentes,
partim nodosis et in modum rotae tortuosis capreolatimque condensis apicibus a curiosa
profanorum lectione munita: indidem mihi praedicat quae forent ad usum teletae necessario
praeparanda. W. Adlington, The Golden Ass: Being the Metamorphoses of Lucius Apuleius.
Revised by S. Gaselee (London: William Heinemann/New York: G. P. Putnam’s Sons,
1922), pp. 578-579.
171
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anti-Semitism of the era. Cultural and religious influences worked in the opposite direction as
well. In any case, the Nabataean components represented in some of the Jordanian metal
books seem to be embedded mostly in a Jewish context, textually and artistically.
As Théodore Reinach wrote as long ago as 1903 on the post-Bar Kokhba period:
‘Nevertheless, at the time when Judaism was being thus humiliated, hunted and exterminated
in its native country, it found a source of strength even in its defeat, expanded more and more
in the countries of the dispersion, and gained dominion over the souls of many. Not only did
Jewish monotheism and Jewish morality gain proselytes up to the very steps of the throne,
but the heathen legends began to reconcile themselves with Jewish traditions, and to merge
themselves into them.’172
To continue with their physical description, the Jordanian lead books’ binding ring
wires, some of which measure at ~3 mm in diameter, are not drawn (historically a later
technology),173 but are made from hand-hammered wire, sometimes twisted to various
degrees. What Hofman succinctly states can be taken as a dictum: ‘Lead is not sufficiently
ductile to be drawn into fine wire.’174 The lead books’ wire is hand-hammered from rods,
which results in marked unevenness (Figs. 163-166). The cross-sections are usually clearly
visible and oxidation and corrosion consistent with long age have often led to some
separation and even metal loss (Figs. 168-175). Some of the wire rings are quite corroded and
metal loss has resulted in some cases (Figs. 168, 171, 173, 178, 179). There is frequent buildup of accretion within the binding holes (Figs. 175-178, 180-181) as well as over the rings
(Figs. 169, 175, 179). There is frequent age cracking and wasting in the binding rings areas.
There is no evidence of artificial wear of the type produced by tumbling; on the contrary,
signs of age compression around the binding areas are typical for these artefacts.

Fig. 163
Binding Ring, SH1

172

Théodore Reinach, Jewish Coins. Translated by Mary Hill (London: Lawrence & Bullen,
1903), pp. 60-61.
173
For an unusually early dating for the invention of wire drawing, see Diane Lee Carroll,
‘Wire Drawing in Antiquity,’ American Journal of Archaeology, 76/3 (July 1972): pp. 321323. This has been called into question and firmer evidence indicates that wire drawing dates
back to only the 5th to 7th century in the East (Korea), from where it later spread to the
Mediterranean region; see Jack M. Ogden, ‘Classical Gold Wire: Some Aspects of its
Manufacture and Use,’ Jewellery Studies 5 (1991): pp. 95-105.
174
H. O. Hofman, Metallurgy of Lead (New York/London: McGraw-Hill, 1918), p. 9.
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Fig. 164
Binding Rings, SH1

Fig. 165

Binding Ring, SH2

Fig. 166

Binding Ring, SH2

Fig. 167

Binding Ring, SH2
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Fig. 168

Binding Ring, SH2

Fig. 169

Binding Ring, SH1

Fig. 170

Binding Ring, SH1

Fig. 171

Binding Ring, SH1
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Fig. 172

Binding Ring, SH1

Fig. 173

Binding Ring, SH1

Fig. 174

Binding Ring, SH1
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Fig. 175

Binding Rings, SH1
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Fig. 176

Binding Ring, DAJ

Fig. 177

Binding Ring, DAJ

Fig. 178

Binding Ring, DAJ
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Fig. 179

Binding Ring, SH1

Fig. 180

Binding Ring Holes, SH1

Fig. 181

Binding Ring Holes, SH1
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Fig. 182

Binding Ring, DAJ
The lead books’ wires are cut with a knife, not with modern wire snips (cf. Figs. 183
and 184).

Fig. 183
From Craddock175

Fig. 184
K-S/R Lead Book
175

Paul Craddock, Scientific Investigation of Copies, Fakes and Forgeries, p. 375.
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On a handful of SH2 exemplars (usually copper) and on one SAH copper book, what
looks like thin double-stranded wire is used. Unfortunately, the photographs of this type of
wire are not of very high resolution. However, some images are sufficiently clear to see that
plainly some of these wires are in fact not even double stranded; some are single strand, some
of which seems to be hand twisted. Some of the double stranded wire is uneven and
associated with significant patina and corrosion, even to the point of being embedded in some
of the binding holes, suggesting possible pre-modern age (Fig. 185).

Fig. 185
Possible Pre-Modern(?) Twisted Binding Copper Wires, SH2
Some of the copper wire in SH2 is definitely modern (Fig. 186). This does not by
definition mean the metal sheets with modern wire are themselves modern, since modern
wire could have been added recently to a genuinely old artefact, to replace older wires, for
instance, that may have been corroded away or otherwise lost. The patina we see in Fig. 186
is impossible to date by visual examination alone, but it seems complex, both with regard to
the metal itself, which exhibits various hues and tones, but much of what looks like greenish
malachite and atacamite that covers especially the lower portion of the sheet is obscured by
yet another layer of a much darker patination material. However, in general I find the upper
portion’s patina more natural looking than the lower portion’s, but this is a provisional
observation based solely on the image available. A physical examination is necessary to say
anything more. In any case, what we see in Fig. 186 could represent a combination of older
and more recent patinations.
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Fig. 186
SH2 Modern Double-Stranded Binding Wire and Associated Copper Sheet
It would be useful to compare one of the 9th cent. CE Kollam copper plates that has
been repaired with wire, including what at first looks like modern double-stranded wire (Fig.
187):

Fig. 187
Kollam Copper Plate, 849 CE176

176

<849CE.org.uk>.
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It is notoriously difficult to date copper objects by visual criteria alone, especially by
non-experts. For instance, the following copper and brass items in Figs. 188-192 are all quite
old, but to an untrained eye they might look rather modern, and the issue in such an
impression is not just photographic lighting.

Fig. 188
Copper Plates, 900s CE, National Museum, New Delhi, India177

Fig. 189
Kollam Copper Plate, 849 CE178
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<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kannada_inscriptions#/media/File:Copper_plates_NMND-9.JPG>.

<http://saalg.blogspot.it/2014/10/kollam-in-cambridge-ninth-century.html >.
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Fig. 190
Paradesi Synagogue, Mattancherry, Copper Plate, 1000 CE179

Fig. 191
Syrian Brass Bowl, 1200s CE180
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<http://jewsofcochin.blogspot.it/2013/07/cochin-jewish-copper-plates-theme-of.html>.
<https://www.davidmus.dk/en/collections/islamic/cultural-history-themes/medicalscience/art/36-1995>.
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Fig. 192
Kollam Copper Plate, 800s CE, Pitting Details181
Some of the tones and pitting in Fig. 192 are not too dissimilar to what we see on
some of the Jordanian copper books (Fig. 193).

Fig. 193
Jordanian Copper Book, Variegated Patination Layers, Pitting, SH2
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Of Gibberish, Mixed Scripts and Mixed Epigraphy/Palaeography
To repeat, while the IAA and the current DAJ administration consider the Jordanian
lead books’ metal and corrosion to be pre-modern, they contend that the images and texts are
(IAA) or could be (DAJ) of recent origin. The IAA says this is a necessary conclusion
because the texts are 1, gibberish, and 2, an incompatible mixture of epigraphy styles. As I
will next demonstrate, even if these two points actually apply to the Jordanian lead books,
this would not in itself require that their texts are of modern origin. If the texts are modern,
this would have to be demonstrated on other grounds.
To examine this aspect of the issue, we should recall that the Jordanian lead books are
amuletic artefacts; perhaps a more neutral term might be ‘ritual.’ In any case, because
amulets and other ritual objects and texts involve a world unknown to most Semitists,182 I
will offer an extended overview of such strange and bizarre phenomena as encrypted texts
consisting of abbreviations, acronyms, mirror writing, geometric text patterning and the like.
Without such an overview, configurations that those familiar with the study of amulets find
quite natural and predictable will take by surprise those trained only in standard manuscript
palaeography and monument/coinage epigraphy.
Here it would be helpful to summarize the findings of Charles Häberl on ancient
Aramaic ritual (‘magic’) bowls and their incantations, because several of his observations can
be applied, mutatis mutandis, to certain aspects of the Jordanian metal books. With regard to
Aramaic magic bowls, Häberl writes that ‘the texts seem to betray our high expectations of
the ancient civilizations of Mesopotamia, the birthplace of literacy. The handwriting of their
authors is almost always sloppy to the point of illegibility, their language variously
characterized as “corrupt,” “debased,” or “full of mistakes,” and their content often described
as “formulaic,” “repetitive and stilted.”’183 Häberl cites Henri Pognon on Mandaic magic
inscriptions, who notes that some are not at all ‘interesting: they are filled with mistakes and
inaccuracies, and some, composed of scraps of sentences borrowed from different formulas . .
., [which] do not, so to speak, make any sense. Others contain so many mistakes that they
would be nearly untranslatable if the formulae which are read in them were not found written
more correctly in other inscriptions.’184
Many ritual bowls are inscribed with what has been called ‘pseudo-script,’ as Häberl
reminds us,185 arguing convincingly that pseudo-script can be explained as the result of a sort
of ritualistic rapid writing typified by abbreviation, imitation, mimicry, substitution, and the
like. Earlier scholars would call these ritual bowls ‘fakes’ created by ancient ‘charlatans,’ but
Häberl ably contests this judgement, arguing ‘that it is not necessarily the language in which
they were composed but rather the circumstances of their composition and preservation
which have rendered them difficult to read,’ so that ‘words such as “mistaken,” “inaccurate,”
“corrupt” and “defective,”’ miss the context in which these artefacts were created and
used.186
‘Scarcely a single word within this formula has been spelled according to the standard
orthography,’ Häberl writes of one incantation.187 He notes of amuletic inscriptions in general
182

Important exceptions today include Tzvi Abusch, Gideon Bohak and Charles G. Häberl.
Charles G. Häberl, ‘Aramaic Incantation Texts between Orality and Textuality,’ in Julia
Rubanovich, Shaul Shaked, eds., Orality and Textuality in the Iranian World (Leiden: Brill,
2015), p. 366.
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Ibid.
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Ibid.
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that it is typical for verbs not to agree with pronouns.188 The same author refers to a magic
inscription that has an ‘introductory formula’ that lacks any ‘apparent connection to the
formulae that follow.’189 Referring to Versnel, Häberl writes of ‘a very common medieval
charm against worms, sisim hemma mulahos usmonim pilagrim velamos einmisspar, which
was revealed in the 19th century to be a Latinized version of Song of Solomon 6:8 (“There
are threescore queens, and fourscore concubines, and virgins without number”).’190
Häberl concludes: ‘It cannot be said that most scholars of the incantation texts have
attempted to examine the texts and the language in which they are composed in their own
right and according to their own merits. It is undeniable that these texts are formulaic and
repetitive; far from reducing their value as sources for study of the region, its languages and
literatures, however, this observation provides the key to understanding these texts and
refining their interpretation.’191
James A. Montgomery describes dozens of authentic incantation bowls as ‘original
fakes’ that ‘are inscribed with letters arbitrarily arranged. . . . Others again were inscribed by .
. . illiterate scribes. . . .’ 192 Some of the bowls contain ‘self-betraying combinations of letters
that suggest a mock inscription.’193 ‘In many cases the inscriptions were written by laymen,
who thus saved themselves the exorcist's fee. Schwab notices some forged bowls at
Constantinople. . . .’194 One bowl has the letter shin placed between words, others abbreviate
and repeat,195 while another has a ‘rhyming “nonsense” couplet.’196 Others use textual
fragments,197 reverse letter sequences,198 employ strange sounds such as ômô (possibly from
šemaʿ).199 Often one encounters ‘corrupted’ forms, words that are ‘spelt badly,’ ‘mangled
names,’200 grammatical and related forms of ‘perversion,’201 texts that are ‘unintelligible,’202
‘artificial form[s],’203 and ‘unabashed’ spelling changes in order to produce rhymes.204
Yamauchi similarly writes that ‘many meaningless combinations of letters, with a
predominance of sibilants occur. ’205 Moreover, ‘There are repetitions of words or parts of
words. There are often omissions of letters. . . . Vowels are often omitted. . . . One letter is
often substituted for another. . . . Vowels and less often consonants are transposed. . . . In
some cases the corruption of the word is extreme.’206 While various apocopated forms may
188
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have been intended as abbreviations, ‘some words were deliberately distorted.’207 Some
elements that have been considered errors may instead represent dialectal or older forms.208
In an Appendix titled ‘Some Unintelligible Greek Phylacteries on Precious Metal in
the Graeco-Roman Tradition,’ Richard L. Gordon describes unintelligible apotropaic texts as
consisting of ‘unrecuperable “words.”’209 Gordon uses a recently discovered Jordanian metal
amulet as an example:
This strategy we may term ‘unrecuperability’. As pointed out above, two
obvious possibilities are that the writer was illiterate in Arabic, but knew something of
the genre, or that he was using a pseudo-script as well as charaktêres. It seems
however worth entertaining a slightly different possibility, namely the deliberate
invention of unrecuperable ‘words’ as a means of claiming the authority to intervene
in a specific situation. Such texts obey some of the rules in writing natural languages,
such as acceptance of paratactic/linear sequential succession of graphic marks, use of
signs within a recognised system of writing, an implied (in this case, divine) reader
capable of deciphering the signs, but not others, specifically the requirement to
employ a shared lexis.210
Commenting on a different exemplar, Gordon writes that
the deliberate intention of combining a suggestion of recuperability by including
standard or conceivable Greek (λεγε, ακτεινο, του κοσμου, πυροβουλο-, αερει, αρνου)
with recognisable voces magicae (which are, for practitioners of Graeco-Egyptian
magic ‘standard semi-unrecuperables’) vies with the desire to imitate or evoke an
exotic or even occult language full of consonantal collocations impossible in Greek,
but nevertheless of high phonetic expressivity. The idea of a communicative system is
retained yet simultaneously subverted —the paradox familiar from Dada— in the
hope of conveying mastery of the ineffable. To convey this mastery, the writer was
prepared to pay the price implicitly required, the virtually total abandonment of
natural language.211
Giulio Vallarino describes text on amulets designed to be buried or otherwise
concealed as consisting of parole invisibili, that is, invisible words, and when such texts
include unintelligible elements, then there is a double layer of concealment at work.212 The
rubric of ‘invisible words’ also refers to what is implicitly conveyed by the medium in which
the text is written and even by its physical setting and appearance. Also involved are power
or mastery notions. As Vallarino expresses this: La capacità di leggere testi nascosti alla vista
è dunque sentita come prerogativa dei veggenti e, ovviamente, delle divinità che essi
invocano per ottenere tali poteri.213 That is, ‘The capacity to read text concealed from sight is
consequently felt as the prerogative of the seers and, obviously, of the deities whom they
207
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invoke in order to obtain these powers.’ As Vallarino further explains of textual
unintelligibility: ‘Paradossalmente, tuttavia, è proprio tale condizione ad attivare il processo
magico.’214 (Yet paradoxically it is exactly this condition that activates the magical process).
The same author further explains these phenomena in a similar vein:
Pertanto, nascondere un testo redatto in una modalità scrittoria che non esprime una
modalità linguistica significa privarlo del solo mezzo - quello visuale - che
consentirebbe di attribuirgli un significato, il che amplifica ulteriormente il paradosso
della scrittura nascosta.215
To summarize Vallarino, the ‘communication’ involved in magical charaktêres is
doubly ‘paradoxical,’ since here the seer’s visionary power predominates over semantic
content. The charaktêres represent an ‘occultation’ because they are not ‘clearly
understandable,’ and their ‘meaning becomes transparent only thanks to vision.’ A text that
lacks a ‘linguistic modality’ of ‘signification’ lacks ‘only half’ of what bestows meaning, that
is, the visual/visionary element, which in the end ‘amplifies the paradox of concealed
writing.’216 In conclusion, Vallarino observes that charaktêres and similar forms of
unintelligibility help convey textual meaning even in the absence of physical sight of the
text.217
Incidentally, a mid-8th cent. CE silver lamella written in pseudo-Arabic with some
magic characteres was recently found in Jerash, Jordan, not really all that far from where the
Jordanian lead books originate in northern Jordan. The text consists entirely of gibberish
content.218 Even if the Jordanian lead books’ texts consisted of complete gibberish (I will
show that they are not in the course of this study), we would therefore have a pre-modern
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Ibid., p. 90.
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precedent from Jordan demonstrating that the feature of complete unintelligibility in itself is
no proof of a modern hoax.
A more substantial objection to the Jordanian metal books advanced in 2011 than that
of gibberish was the meme of several different periods of Paleo-Hebrew epigraphy being
present on the artefacts as proof of a hoax. However, a combination of period styles is not
unattested in ancient epigraphy. Roberts and Gardner describe Imperial and Hadrianic-era
Greek epigraphy as follows:
In inscriptions of the Imperial age we find a variety and inconsistency of
writing which makes it often impossible to date them approximately by the forms of
the letters, and sometimes causes confusion with inscriptions of an earlier date, owing
to conscious imitation.
The Hadrianic age is a time of revival and imitation, in epigraphy as in
everything else. Consequently we find not only imitation, usually inconsistent and
eclectic in character, of all sorts of earlier forms of letters, but even an attempt to
revive, in a few instances, the obsolete alphabet of pre-Euclidean times; this occurs,
for example, in some inscriptions set up by Herodes Atticus. On the other hand, we
also find in this same period many new and fanciful forms. The apex strokes are
sometimes revived, with the addition of such exaggerated forms as

; we find

square or diamond shaped letters, such as
= θ,
or
= σ,
or
= ϕ,
=
ω, not to speak of other variations too numerous to mention, in which individual fancy
ran riot. For the latest period of ancient Attic epigraphy there is little to chronicle,
except a continual and chaotic use of all sorts of forms, earlier and later.219
It may be that in the Jordanian lead books we see a Hebraic parallel to the chaotic
state of Imperial and Hadrianic Greek epigraphy that Roberts and Gardner describe.220 I
would also refer to Charlotte Roueché’s comments on Aphrodisias epigraphy’s ‘tendency to
use different forms of the same letter in a single text,’ including alpha with dropped bar and
straight bar; epsilon squared and lunate; and forms of mu that ‘start the slanting elements
from the top of the uprights’ and ‘those which start some way down the uprights.’221
A possible objection to the Jordanian metal books’ mixed epigraphy would be to
invoke the case of the Jehoash inscription, whose inauthenticity has been best demonstrated
by Christopher Rollston, who has shown its text is composed of a ‘script mélange’ consisting
of Aramaic, Paleo-Hebrew and Phoenician.222 However, the genre of the Jehoash inscription
is fundamentally different from that of the Jordanian metal books, whose texts are not
straightforward messages about building repairs, but mysterious texts making little
straightforward sense, and which seem to deliberately intend to depict different historical
219
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periods’ epigraphy and iconography, as if wanting to offer an overview of Israel’s history
from about the 160s BCE to the 130s CE, and beyond.
This invites suspicion of esoteric intent, suggesting something more (though certainly
not exactly) like Qumran cryptic scripts as a closer parallel, which early on were described by
Frank Moore Cross as ‘a mixture of Paleo-Hebrew, Jewish and Greek scripts.’223 Similarly,
Lawrence H. Schiffman writes of 4QMysteriesa: ‘The orthography is mixed, including
Qumran-type forms and forms usual in Masoretic Hebrew.’224
With regard to epigraphy and palaeography, one must bear in mind not only the forms
and shapes of letters, but the purpose and genre of the text in question. The bloggers have
examined the Jordanian metal books’ epigraphy with principles that apply to standard texts
and inscriptions. This led to the conclusion that the epigraphy represents a senseless mixture
of styles and periods. However, the rules of standard epigraphy do not always apply to ritual
objects.
In his classic study on Aramaic magic bowls, James A. Montgomery writes:
But there is no reason, at least in the Nippur bowls, to assign them to different ages;
from the interrelations between them, personal and phraseological, I am inclined to
assign them to the same period. Indeed they might all have been written in the same
year, so far as palaeography may say anything. The differences are chirographical, not
palaeographical. Some of the scribes wrote a neat, even a beautiful hand; but many
were written by careless scribes, and many by illiterate ones, probably often by
laymen, who affected to write their own prescriptions. The comparative plate of
characters presented by Levy offers a large number of variations in the forms of many
letters: for  בand  רeleven each, for  טeight, for  כand  שsix, etc. Now when one short
text offers so many varieties in forms, it is impossible for palaeography to give any
nice chronological estimate. . . .
In the palaeographical table attached to this work I give specimen alphabets
drawn from the bowls. But a fine analysis for chronological results would be
unprofitable. For a round date the bowls might be placed on palaeographical grounds
at about 500 A. C., but this date might be carried further back or further down
according as other evidence might be adduced.225
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Table from James A. Montgomery, Aramaic Incantation Texts from Nippur
Elsewhere Montgomery observes that ‘there is no consistency in this differentiation,
and the  יis easily prolonged into a stroke like  ;וwithin the same text or line or even word, the
 יmay be written both ways.’226 Similarly: ‘In No. 22 one word is written in a clumsy Syriac
script and in one of Ellis’s bowls a Syriac  חis once used. Quite a peculiar script is found in
No. 30, and  פhas a unique form in No. 22.’227 With regard to one bowl, ‘we find that נ, ז, ח, ע
agree with the types of the Estrangelo alphabet, and  בand  מapproximate the latter; but
evidently our novel alphabet has had a history independent of Estrangelo.’228 ‘Especially in
the case of rude popular texts, in which antique forms of writing have survived, no certainty
from epigraphy can be obtained. And in general a chronology obtained from epigraphy is
most dubious. . . .’229
Montgomery’s further comments will be helpful as well:
While written in three different dialects and as many scripts, nevertheless the
appearance of the same persons and families in the three classes tends to show that
they all belonged to about the same age. We are not therefore to suppose a
226
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stratification of Judaic, Syriac, Mandaic layers, representing so many different ages or
even distinct racial elements. Nor do the variants within the texts of the square script
compel us to assign them to different ages; these are but calligraphic variations.230
Montgomery summarizes as follows: ‘As I have said, the epigraphical evidence is a
weak reed to lean on for chronology. . . . [C]ertain evidence from epigraphy is nil.’231 The
same author adds: ‘Our texts exhibit . . . eclecticism. Babylonian, Jewish, Mandaic, Gnostic,
Hellenistic, and indirectly Egyptian, elements are there, in various combinations.’232 In short,
epigraphic eclecticism is not in itself sufficient proof of modern hoaxing, not in the case of
Aramaic magic bowls and not in the case of the Jordanian lead books. That being said, nonritual texts such as the bulk of the Dead Sea Scrolls can be dated relatively precisely on the
basis of palaeography, and in such cases widely varying orthography (such as we do see in
some of the more recently published reputed Dead Sea Scrolls fragments) would indeed raise
suspicion of modern forgery.
E. Rogers’ comments from just over a century ago on Bar Kokhba coinage are
relevant to the discussion as well:
[T]he legends on the coins themselves are not only often incomplete but
blundered; and the letters sometimes, if they are all on the coins, present impossible
forms of words.
The formation of the letters is often carelessly achieved; so that the argument
from epigraphy is a precarious one. . . . It seems almost as if there were two scripts . .
. —the one official and particular, the other of a more cursive character and
considerably more variant in form.233
The bloggers have interpreted not only fragmentary text but repetition of text as
evidence of forgery as well. However, fragment and repetition are traditional features of
religious and ritual texts. As Montgomery documents:
In this connection may be noted a few passages which appear to be derived from
apocryphal or kabbalistic literature, fragments snatched to decorate the lean skeleton
of incantation. . . . Noticeable is the frequent repetition of the same form, even three
or more times (e. g. No. 3). This insipid use has its parallel in the κατάδεσμοι; cf. the
examples in Wünsch. op. cit., nos. 3, 4, 5, where with slight changes the exorcism is
repeated at least three times. Multiplication increased the efficiency of the charm. . .
.234
Another helpful example are the Würzburg and Martin Schøyen Greek alphabet
copper plaques from ca. late 800s BCE, which I mentioned in the Preface, where I cited
David A. Scott’s remark ‘that the symbols on the plaque suggested a version of the Greek
alphabet unlike any single known epichoric alphabet.’235 In other words, mixed epigraphy.
The Schøyen copper plaques contain irregular sequences of the Greek alphabet which could
easily provoke the diagnosis of ‘gibberish.’ As Roger D. Woodard meticulously documents,
the letters are both archaic, ‘coterminous with the Phoenician consonantal script, the source
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of the Greek alphabet,’ and as Alfred Heubeck concluded, contains some styles resembling
later letter forms, together with some unattested forms.236
Woodard shows how ‘in the case of most letters’ on the plaques, there is ‘variation’
ranging from the ‘subtle’ to the ‘remarkably ostentatious.’237 There is frequent ‘departure
from regular alphabetic order,’238 and instances when ‘the xi-symbol occurs in the etaposition, and vice versa, and . . . in which the omicron-symbol occurs in the theta-position,
and vice versa.’239 Some letters are inverted,240 some have elongated crossbars, others are of
‘greatly reduced size.’241 Deformation of letters occurs.242 Individual letters and letter
sequences are sometimes omitted, and some letter sequences show metathesis.243
In addition to these oddities, there is an instance of an ‘anomalous absence of the
greater part of an entire alphabetic sequence. . . .The gap is attended by a disordering of
symbols on either side. The single occurrence of such a radical departure from the scribal
repetition of abecedarium after abecedarium (if not always fully canonical) makes for a
lapsus calami that is so conspicuous that one immediately asks why. I say “single
occurrence,” though a few lines after (line 16), a different sort of disruption – a near complete
abandonment of alphabetic order – can be seen.’244
Woodard astutely assesses these aspects as follows: ‘I refer to these departures from
expected alphabetic order as “anomalies” and not as “mistakes.” Scribal errors quite possibly
occur (people make mistakes), but, as will become clear, or so I will argue, the common
culprit in the commission of many of the “anomalies” was intention, not error.’245 The mixed
forms we see on the plaques raise the possibility that they could be later (but not much later)
than the 800s BCE, raising the further possibility that ‘the scribes who produced the plaques
were recording an alphabet, in its variant avatars, of a more archaic type than one used in
their own day – preserving a primitive Greek script that had been preserved and transmitted
to them in some ritual context. . . .’246
There is a parallel in the Greek alphabet copper plaques to what I describe as
‘letterplay’ and ‘letter association’ in the Jordanian lead books. Woodard writes of a
‘modification of gamma in . . . MS 2-2, line 2’:
here the crossbar is conspicuously diagonal, declining toward the direction of writing,
giving the letter a lambda-like morphology. One could envisage that the engraver has
here accidentally executed a malformed symbol or, alternatively, that he has
intentionally introduced a lambda morphology into the gamma-position, taking
advantage (so to speak) of the two letters’ formal similarity, in much the same way
that eta and theta are repeatedly substituted for the graphically similar xi and omicron,
and vice versa. These are instances of symbol substitution that are, in effect, I would
propose, sanctioned by morphological verisimilitude.247
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What I call letterplay is based on, to borrow Woodard’s terminology, ‘graphic
ambiguity – homography,’248 which involves ‘ambiguity by design,’ or ‘homographies –
vagaries by design.’249 Woodard correctly interprets the copper plaques’ aspects of pattern
and regularity in the midst of seeming chaos as evidence of intentionality, not haphazardness:
‘Are we to imagine that the engraver has here been struck by some sort of temporary scribal
delirium? Even a casual examination of this aberrant abecedarium would reveal possible
(playful) patterns of regularity (if not an explanation for their existence) within the
irregularity (as already suggested by my exposition of letter sequencing).’250 As Woodard
phrases it, the copper plaques preserve ‘elaborate’ scribal ‘playfulness’ which employs a
‘dense’ ‘interweaving of letters’ that makes ‘the recovery of language,’ that is, of intelligible
text, uncertain to various degrees.251
Regarding the Greek alphabet copper plaques’ ritual dimensions, Woodard explains:
‘Archaic Greek alphabetic practice and cultic practice were not intrinsically
mutually exclusive phenomena: they could share the conceptual space of a lexical set
(involving notions of revelation). . . . At Dodona, request for revelation and revelation can be
mediated by the alphabet.’252
An example of how intelligible text was ritually/playfully concealed on Schøyen
copper plaque 2 (reverse side) is the following, which pertains to line 10’s concluding
portion, continuing to line 11’s first letters. When ‘one abstracts from the sequence of
symbols that immediately follows the extended range of omitted characters (. . . marked by //)
all of those letters that are out of alphabetic order,’ then ‘[b]y abstracting the underlined
letters [// 10Ϙ Ρ Λ F 11Σ 3 Θ T ], that is, those out of periodic order, the sequence can be
resolved into two’253 intelligible units which Woodard assigns the numbers 21-22:
(21) // Ϙ Ρ Σ T
(22) Λ F 3 Θ
Woodard offers the following illuminating commentary:
The letters of (21) constitute the terminating sequence of the alphabet; the letters of
(22) encode language, another form of the verb λυζη (luzdê). One could read that
form as λυξω (luksô). In other words, the scribe would here be using the symbol xi
(3) to represent its characteristic value of /k + s/, rather than employing it as a playful
alternative to eta, representing ē. On the other hand, the scribe would be assigning to
theta (Θ) not its canonical value of th, but instead – in keeping with the copper-plaque
practices that we have seen – is using it in lieu of omicron (Ο) to represent a mid back
vowel. Before the creation of the vowel symbol omega, representing the ō-vowel,
omicron was used in local Greek alphabets to spell both short and long vowels, that is,
o and ō. Without any doubt, the omicron symbol of the copper-plaque alphabet would
have been entrusted with that same dual value; and its theta alternative, by this
interpretation, would here be used to represent the long member of this set, the ōvowel; hence λυξω (luksô). Such a form is morphologically ambiguous: the verb
could be either the expected s-aorist subjunctive formed in ξ (ks; rather than
analogically in σ [s].) or the future indicative (also marked by an s-morpheme; the
same phonological processes apply) – of the first-person singular in either case. The
248
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scribe would thus be announcing the sentiment ‘May I interweave’ or ‘I shall
interweave,’ as he is, in fact, performing the very deed, via his stylus (the μήλη
[mêlê)]), that he proclaims to be performing.254
In the citation above Woodard writes of ‘another form of the verb λυζη’ because he
had previously discussed line 16 of Schøyen copper plaque 2 (reverse side): ‘In the copperplaque enunciation, the scribe invokes the alphabet to permit the μήλη (mêlê [stylus]) to
weave a graphic fabric, as it were. The verbal notion is encoded in an archaic subjunctive
λυζη formed from the root seen in λύγ-ος (lug-os) ‘withe,’ descended from a widely attested
Proto-Indo-European verb root meaning ‘to bend.’’255 The verb ‘to withe’ means ‘to plait,’
which is semantically related to ‘to (inter)weave.’256 Woodard sees in this an allusion to the
poetic/ritual weaving of words (‘the warp and weft of writing’)257 by the creator of the copper
plaques.
Almost all of the features I have just related from Woodard on the Greek alphabet
copper plaques can be applied, mutatis mutandis, to the Jordanian lead books. From the
Greek copper plaques’ epigraphy that shows a mixture of extraordinarily diverse places and
times, to their cleverly concealed (by means of various forms of ‘interrupted’ writing)
intelligible text in the midst of seeming gibberish, to their ritual nature, all of these find
parallels on a vast number of ancient artefacts which can be used in a comparative way to
assess the Jordanian lead (and copper) books.
A few examples from the Jordanian lead books will suffice. In Fig. 194 we see what is
clearly ‘Jerusalem’ with lamed and nun (the latter partially double transferred) interposed
between the waw and shin of ‘Jerusalem.’ As I document in subsequent chapters, the lamed
and nun appear above letters that when joined together form the statement ‘for Zion.’ There is
no gibberish in Fig. 194.

Fig. 194
=SH1 G2 D5
In Fig. 195a we see the letter sequence ḥet-he-bet-resh, which spells ḥeber,
‘nation/people,’ with a he interposed between ḥet and bet. The first letter in Fig. 195a is
254
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partially worn away, but other stampings reveal it is a ḥet in an open form (as in Fig. 195b)
attested on some Hasmonean coins that contain the word ḥeber (see ch. 5 for a discussion),
whose ḥet’s right vertical bar’s upper half is so obliquely executed as to be virtually absent to
the naked eye. Again, what we see in Fig. 195 is not pure gibberish.

a
Fig. 195
Lead Book with SH1 G2 D5

b

Elsewhere ḥeber appears with the he following the resh, as in Fig. 196.

Fig. 196
SH1 G2 D1
How do we explain the interposed he in Fig 195a? The Hasmonean coinage just
referenced refers to ‘John, the high priest, and the nation of the Jews/Judeans.’ The name
John occurs straightforwardly on the bottom of Fig. 197 (the he is apparently missing one of
its horizontal bars). Fig. 195a’s interposed he is the definite article that introduces the noun
yehudim, whose first letter, yod, occurs immediately after the resh of ḥeber in Fig. 197. The
mirror gimel that then follows is the first letter of ‘high (priest).’ Lastly, as I explain later,
paralleling the letter interchanges in the Greek copper plaques discussed by Woodard, in the
Jordanian metal books Paleo-Hebrew gimel is often interchanged with square script dalet, so
that Fig. 197’s mirror gimel can be read a second time now as dalet, which together with the
adjacent yod can be interpreted as a fragment of yehudim. There is less gibberish than first
meets the eye in Fig. 197; one will see gibberish to the degree that one is ignorant of the
fuller text attested on Hasmonean coinage.

Fig. 197
Lead Book with SH1 G2 D5, Tracing
Bloggers in 2011 invalidly applied to the Jordanian lead books the normal rules of
manuscript palaeography and monument/coinage epigraphy. However, they did so to an
appreciable extent as an understandable, even if misguided, over-reaction to the press
portrayal of the objects as purported 1st cent. CE ‘Jewish-Christian’ books supposedly
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containing didactic texts, as if they preserved literary texts like the Book of Nahum or Isaiah,
or perhaps even the lost teachings of Jesus, just concealed in cipher. The fundamental failure
of the pro-codices enthusiasts to recognize the ritual (in the sense of amuletic) nature of the
lead books’ texts is part of what set in motion the bloggers’ strong reactions, which they
sought to justify by invoking standard palaeographic/epigraphic norms.
One must hasten to add that the terminology ‘lead codices’ or ‘lead books’ may
actually mislead people about the nature of these objects, because it seems to suggest a
continuous prose or poetic text, which would be comparable to Pausanias 9.31.4’s mention of
Hesiod’s Works engraved on lead tablets: ‘The Boeotians dwelling around Helicon hold the
tradition that Hesiod wrote nothing but the Works, and even of this they reject the prelude to
the Muses, saying that the poem begins with the account of the Strifes. They showed me also
a tablet of lead where the spring is, mostly defaced by time, on which is engraved
the Works.’258
In fact, in 2011 it was in large part the enthusiastic and sensationalistic promoters of
these artefacts as ‘books’ containing purported secret teachings that influenced hostile
bloggers to commit the methodological error of applying the standard rules of manuscript
palaeography and stone/metal epigraphy to amuletic objects such as the Jordanian lead books.
The terms ‘codex’ or ‘book’ in this case must be understood solely with reference to the
artefacts’ physical form or format, not with reference to their contents.
Moreover, as we have already seen, even their codex format is secondary, which is
made clear by the fact that the SH1 objects consist of larger artistic designs with
accompanying text, all of which have been arbitrarily fragmented by being cut down to more
or less equal dimensions and then bound together with wire rings so that the sheets could later
be reassembled, thus reconstructing the larger original complete image design. (Arbitrary
because in most cases the individual sheets or pages have been formed by cutting through the
middle of letters or images, and then binding holes were made that often result in partial or
entire loss of text or image portions).
Thus the codex-like appearance of the Jordanian metal artefacts can be misleading
and so should not be emphasized when it comes to the question of religious provenance. That
is, the artefacts’ codex-like format in itself supplies us with little to no clue for answering the
question of whether they are Jewish or Christian in origin. Even were we dealing with actual
codices, the fact that Christians preferred the codex format in contrast to Jews who preferred
the scroll format, this again would by no means be a strong argument for Christian
authorship. Just as Jewish synagogue art developed largely as a reaction and response to
Christian art, so a codex-like format could be indicative of Jewish polemical-based
competition with Christian proclivities.
There is actually an unintentional sleight of hand (that is, a methodological and
taxonomic inconsistency) involved in the ‘Jewish-Christian’ theory of the lead books. Jewish
followers of Jesus would by definition be Jewish, not Christian. Being Jewish, we would
expect these followers of Jesus to have preferred the scroll to the codex format. The
proclivity for the codex was not a ‘Jewish-Christian’ phenomenon, but one of the Hellenistic
Pauline missionary religion that came to be called Christianity.
Regarding the claim that the ‘Jewish-Christian’ text of Revelation 5 depicts Jesus with
a book, not a scroll, while it is possible that here βιβλίον could refer to a codex, it is
improbable. Cf. Luke 4.17, where Jesus reads the scroll, βιβλίον, of Isaiah. Even more
decisive is that Revelation 5.1’s βιβλίον γεγραμμένον ἔσωθεν καὶ ὄπισθεν, ‘a scroll written
on the front and back,’ alludes to Ezekiel 2.9-10, ‘And when I looked, behold, a hand was
258
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stretched out to me, and, lo, a written scroll (LXX βιβλίου) was in it; and he spread it before
me; and it had writing on the front and on the back (γεγραμμένα ἦν τὰ ὄπισθεν καὶ τὰ
ἔμπροσθεν).’ (RSV) Revelation 6.14 then explicitly speaks of a βιβλίον that is ἑλισσόμενον,
‘rolled up,’ confirmation that Revelation 5’s βιβλίον is most naturally to be identified as a
scroll, not a codex. In summary, while Revelation 5’s βιβλίον could be a codex, the evidence
from Revelation 6 and Ezekiel 2 make this an unnatural interpretation.
Not only does the Christian authorship theory overlook the presence of several metal
scrolls (lead, copper, and gold) in the collections, it ignores the amuletic nature of the
Jordanian artefacts. This in part determined the choice of metal sheets, since this was a
preferred format for ancient apotropaic objects used as burial devices, often to protect the
dead and to supply them with useful information in the afterlife. One of the longest
straightforward texts in the Jordanian lead books is a grave text, the significance of which has
been consistently disregarded by the Christian authorship proponents.
The Jordanian metal books’ coin-inspired images and texts are also congruent with an
apotropaic function,259 and also form a most natural explanation for the choice of metal as the
medium of these book-like artefacts. That is, the books’ metallic medium is a natural
reflection of, and even intentional allusion to, their coin-inspired contents. A good example of
the lead books’ coin-based contents is SH1 G2 D1, which on its right and left outer edges
contains respectively the Bar Kokhba coin slogan ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem’ and the
Jewish War coin slogan ‘for the redemption of Zion.’ In the centre and bottom of the same
design is the Hasmonean coin text ‘John [Hyrcanus], the high priest, and the nation/people of
the Jews/Judeans.’
The lead books’ contents are ritual in the sense of being amuletic, and this is made
even clearer by the quite obvious esoteric-mystical ritual concerns (e.g., preoccupation with
the Tetragrammaton and the Šemaʿ) on a round copper dish object (SH1 P1), which makes
one think to an extent of ancient ritual bowls, even though the copper dish’s contents are
more comparable with ancient zodiac wheels.260
Additionally, some of the letter forms and letter combinations we find not only on
SH1 P1 but in the lead books as well are intriguingly paralleled by various sigils found in
later Jewish and syncretistic magical texts. These sigils generally go back to antiquity and
often resemble modified forms of Paleo-Hebrew or Samaritan scripts, both of which are
ultimately derived from the Phoenician alphabet. Table 1 shows some of the parallels found
in the Jordanian lead artefacts and in the Renaissance-period Sefer Mafteaḥ Šelomo (Book of
the Key of Solomon). In Table 1 I list the Hebrew letters the sigils parallel or resemble, which
are not necessarily the same letters the sigils were intended to represent.
Table 1
Jordanian Lead Books and Sefer Mafteaḥ Šelomo: Comparative Table
Key of
Solomon*

Jordanian Lead
Books

א
and mirror י
Cf.

Cf. mirror

ג
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ח

Cf.

mirror Hasmonean ב

open
Hasmonean

ח
Solomon, Rotated
Solomon,
Rotated,
Flipped

י

Cf.

Cf. mirror

ל

Cf. mirror

מ

?רב
open ? ר
Cf.

ת

Cf. mirror  ג-י
mirror  ג-י

Cf. mirror  ג-צ

mirror  ג-צ

Cf. /ג/י/? ר/?ר/

/ צ/

/ג/י/ר/ב
/ צ/? ב/?ר/
*Hermann Gollancz, Sepher Maphteaḥ Shelomo (Book of the Key of Solomon): An Exact Facsimile of an
Original Book of Magic in Hebrew (London/Edinburgh: Oxford University Press, 1914).
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Some bloggers claimed, correctly, that even though amulets usually contain some
senseless words261 that these are nevertheless embedded in mostly understandable text. Thus,
the senseless Jordanian lead books do not even qualify as being authentic amuletic objects.
As we have already seen, there are, however, known exceptions to this rule. As Tewfik
Canaan wrote in a pioneering 1937-1938 study: ‘The text of many talismans can be
deciphered, even if the writing is badly executed, while in others it is impossible to read the
text or, if read it is utterly meaningless.’262
Canaan concludes with the following statement: ‘Despite the analysis of talismans
given in this paper the present writer has to admit that many texts remain obscure and
undecipherable. No doubt the greater part of such writings are not based on any scientific or
fixed system. Every šēḫ has more or less his own peculiarities in writing letters, signs and
figures.’263
I will now sum up as well as offer a preview of some of my findings that indicate the
Jordanian metal books are amuletic. Again, terminology may confuse some. An alternative
taxonomy that may be clearer: the lead books are apotropaic. This is in principle no different
than what is involved with the objects described in Acts 19.11-12.264
The most obvious apotropaic component of the lead books is ironically one of the
most well-known, namely, the Abgar inscription, which, as we will see, is a snippet excerpted
from a larger text, and the snippet concludes in mirror script. This is precisely what a number
of amulets do with snippets from Homer and other texts, which are excerpted and sometimes
end in mirror writing. This is also congruent with ancient funerary apotropaic praxis (Fig.
198). Fig. 199 offers an example of forward and reversed mirror writing on a non-grave
related amulet.

Fig. 198

261
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Fig. 199
Add to the above what I will show to be the lead books’ central emphasis on the
Šemaʿ blended together with Psalm 91, a combination attested in Jewish amuletic practice,
both on small talismans and on ritual bowls. Next is the way the lines of text in the lead
books often contain repeating letter sequences, which parallels to a degree a classic feature of
magical squares, although in a less thorough-going manner. Additionally, as Table 1
documents, some of the lead books’ epigraphy closely matches some of that of the medieval
and later Jewish and other syncretistic grimoires such as the Book of the Key of Solomon. We
also find in the lead books what looks like an angel name meaning Menorah of ʾEl, which is
attested elsewhere only in the Sefer ha-Razim’s angel Menoriʾel, a Jewish magic text
containing instructions for making amulets out of lead and other metals.
A Preview: Concerning Codes, Ciphers and Figure Texts
The Jordanian lead books’ texts do not for the most part at first sight make
straightforward sense. This does not necessarily mean the texts must be pure gibberish; they
could contain concealed messages. Before turning to an overview of basic components of
concealed texts as formulated by Benedek Láng, it would be helpful to note that in his terms,
when artefacts ‘claim to be something . . . which they are not,’ then ‘that is why we call them
forgeries.’265 When the same author writes of the Rohonc (Rohonczi) Codex that we should
‘refrain from using the word forgery because it implies that we know what the codex purports
to be, while, in fact, we do not,’266 precisely the same point applies to the case of the
Jordanian lead books.
The two main possible categories of concealed text are cipher (each plain text letter
represents a unit) or code (each plain text word or phrase represents a unit).267 Moreover, ‘the
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signs’ could ‘represent syllables, letters, consonants, or full words,’268 or they could ‘stand
for words, notions, ideas, and grammatical constructions.’269 As Láng phrases it, to discover
the meaning of a cipher, one employs the ‘methods of cipher analysis – including frequency
analysis, vowel identification algorithm, word pattern analysis, and other methods,’ but for
codes the methods of ‘code breaking’ are necessary, including an initial identification of what
type or types of codes may be present.270 Of course, it is not impossible that a text may
integrate a mixture of both cipher and code. As Láng writes, one may be facing cipher,
shorthand or artificial language, and the text may contain nullities and nomenclators.
If the Jordanian lead books contain cipher, then we would have to avoid the same
main pitfall involved in all supposed decipherments of artefacts such as the Voynich
Manuscript and the Rohonc Codex: ‘[C]orresponding different signs of the cipher to different
letters of the plain text without any systematic method is on such a level of arbitrariness that
any undeciphered script could be solved with any meaning in this way.’271 However, to
borrow Láng’s words about the Rohonc Codex and apply them to the case of the Jordanian
lead books, to anticipate my findings, we can say that in this instance ‘our task is more that of
a code breaker than that of a cipher analyst: groups of characters that stand for ideas and
words should be broken first.’272 This is not to overlook the presence of some degree of
cipher in the Jordanian artefacts.
As is well known after the fiasco of the infamously sensationalistic ‘Bible Code’
phenomenon nearly two decades ago,273 one can find all sorts of elaborate and apparently
meaningful messages encoded not only in the Torah, but in Moby Dick or the Wizard of Oz as
well.274 Especially in Hebrew, even the briefest of texts can contain random hidden words,
given the short roots of so many Hebrew words, which in general consist of only three letters.
The question arises, how then are we to test for intentional artificial encryption against
natural random patterning? At the very outset we should observe that because the lead books’
plain texts offer little straightforward sense, the artefacts seem to be, so to speak, inviting us
to embark on a task of decryption. That in itself is a sort of control, for in contrast to the
Torah we are not needlessly or gratuitously looking for encryption in a text that already
makes sense.
The first control against mistaking randomness for intentional encryption is to be
guided by images that may offer solid clues for the detection of cribs. To adapt Láng’s
remarks for present purposes, as is the case with the Rohonc Codex’s ‘illustrations,’ the
Jordanian lead books’ artistic images ‘may provide so-called “cribs,” words or notions that
probably occur in the text.’275 Fortunately, the lead books offer us not only cribs, but as I will
detail throughout this study, present in them are mixtures of straightforward sensible text
together with scrambled letter sequences and cipher text of known ancient Jewish war
slogans. The straightforward portions in these instances allow us to decipher the encrypted
portions with total confidence.
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Before offering a preview list of cribs and other text contents I have identified in the
Jordanian lead books on the basis of their illustrations and on other grounds, I should add that
seemingly meaningless text can in addition to cipher, code or artificial language also be
explained on the basis of figure texts,276 and this is the case with some of the Jordanian lead
books’ texts in addition to their various more traditionally coded, and apparently to a lesser
degree, cyphered components.
The tradition of pattern or figure text stretches back at least to the pre-Christian
Hellenistic period, continuing later with poets such as Optatian (early 4th cent. CE) and
Rabanus Maurus (780-856 CE), to name but a few who incorporated various forms of
geometric encryption of both words and figures in their poetry. Clara Orban offers a helpful
overview of the tradition of pattern poems and prose when she notes that
poetry and texts which in themselves take on iconographic configurations appear
among the earliest texts. . . . The Greeks and Romans created many formed poems. . .
. Akrostica, abecedarii, carmen quadratum, carmen cancellatum, these are only a few
of the types of possibilities of texts which have a highly visual component. In the
carmen cancellatum, for instance, the text functions as a rebus where certain key
phrases, blocked out in the linear transcription of the passage, become the ‘visualized’
sections of the image. These types of playful texts have reappeared throughout
history. . . . Chinese, Islamic and Sanskrit works were created with similar iconic
characteristics.277
The geometric aspects of the encryption that I will document are present in SH1 G1
D1 reminded Häberl of the tradition of Arabic calligraphic formation of various shapes and
figures (human, animal, architectural, etc.).278 This might be seen as congruent with the
Jordanian provenance of the lead books, but the art of Arabic calligraphy is an Islamic-era
development caused in large part by Islam’s bans on literalistic figurative art. However,
Islamic shape poems are also part of the wider and older tradition of pattern or figure poetry
that is attested already in the pre-Christian Hellenistic period.
Rabanus Maurus encrypted the letters of the name ‘Adam’ in the shape of a cross in
one of his poems. I reproduce here some of Maurus’ encrypted poems, with a later
publisher’s additions of coloured images identifying the encrypted patterns (Fig. 200):

276

The definitive study on the phenomenon, as Bernhard Lang informed the author, is Ulrich
Ernst, Carmen Figuratum: Geschichte des Figurengedichts von den antiken Ursprüngen bis
zum Ausgang des Mittelalters (Cologne: Böhlau, 1991). See also Dick Higgins, Pattern
Poetry: Guide to an Unknown Literature (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1987) and Kenneth B.
Newell, Pattern Poetry: A Historical Critique from the Alexandrian Greeks to Dylan Thomas
(Boston: Malborough House, 1976).
277
Clara Orban, The Culture of Fragments: Words and Images in Futurism and Surrealism
(Editions Rodopi B. V.: Amsterdam/Atlanta, GA., 1997), pp. 22-23.
278
Private communication, 2015.
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Fig. 200
Rabanus Maurus Pattern Poems279
A perusal of the history of figure poetry will quickly reveal examples of letters that
form words in the shapes of triangles, intersecting triangles, and triangles joined together in
diamond shapes in similar configurations to what I will show one sees in SH1 G1 D1.280
Letters arranged in various geometric shapes, especially triangular ones, are a noticeable
feature in many magical papyri as well.281 In the Jordanian lead books many of the
components of the figure texts occur in triangular patterns, mostly of the upright and inverted
equilateral varieties. However, other triangular shapes as well as other geometric patterns
occur in these texts.
The Jordanian lead books’ texts are composed of various concealment conventions;
these include cribs I was able to identify in the form of abbreviations, acronyms (some
partial), scrambles and comparable devices. Here I will offer a preview list of the decoded,
and to a lesser degree deciphered, contents that in some cases most, and in other cases nearly
all experts will probably be able to agree on; others presented elsewhere throughout the main

279

See <http://gallica.bnf.fr/ark:/12148/btv1b8490076p/f1.image.r=>.
For ancient and medieval examples, see Ulrich Ernst, Carmen Figuratum: Geschichte des
Figurengedichts von den antiken Ursprüngen bis zum Ausgang des Mittelalters; for early
20th-cent. examples influenced by Eastern Orthodox iconography, see the author’s ‘The
Cryptogram “Stalin” in Three Poems of 1926 by Volga German Author Peter Sinner (Petr
Ivanovič Zinner),’ GRHS Heritage Review 43/1 (2013): pp. 26-33. For a more comprehensive
treatment of the modern period, see Clara Orban, The Culture of Fragments: Words and
Images in Futurism and Surrealism.
281
Consult Hans Dieter Betz, The Greek Magical Papyri in Translation: Including the
Demotic Spells (Chicago/London: University of Chicago Press, 1986); the Greek texts are
collected in the two volumes of Karl Preisendanz, Papyri Graecae Magicae: Die
griechischen Zauberpapyri (Stuttgart: Verlag B. G. Teubner, 1973/1974). See further Marvin
W. Meyer, Richard Smith, eds., Christian Magic: Coptic Texts of Ritual Power (Princeton,
New Jersey: Princeton University Press, 1999).
280
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body of this study will doubtless be subject to varying degrees of debate. In the Jordanian
lead books we clearly have:



















(1) The Hasmonean coin slogan ‘John [Hyrcanus], high priest and people/nation
of the Jews/Judeans’
(2) The title n-s-y-ʾ, ‘prince’
(3) The Šemaʿ Israel’s opening line
(4) The name Shimʿon linked to g-ʾ-l-t, ‘redemption,’ which we can confidently
identify as Bar Kokhba in light of accompanying imagery paralleled on Bar
Kokhba coinage
(5) The Samaritan and Jewish play between ha-Šem and Mošeh, and Moses’ title
ʿebed/ʿebedi, ‘servant’/‘my servant’
(6) The Jewish War slogan l-g-ʾ-l-t ṣ-y-w-n, ‘for the redemption of Zion,’ and the
Bar Kokhba Revolt slogan l-ḥ-r-w-t y-r-w-š-l-m, ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem,’
the first part of each appearing in scramble and cipher, the second part of each in
straightforward text
(7) The Bar Kokhba Revolt slogan l-g-ʾ-l-t y-s-r-ʾ-l, ‘for the redemption of Israel,’
in cipher
(8) The word m-n-w-r-h, ‘menorah,’ spelled fully and in abbreviation
(9) The name Antiochus in Greek epigraphy matching that attested on Antiochus
Epiphanes coinage
(10) Scrambled and abbreviated forms of ‘Jerusalem,’ ‘Jews’/‘Judeans,’
‘Shimʿon,’ ‘Zion’
(11) A reference to Psalm 19
(12) Apparent variant spellings of the angel name Menoriʾel known from Sefer
ha-Razim associated in that Jewish magic text with Psalm 19
(13) Repeated instances of š-g-l, perhaps meaning ‘queen,’ probably alluding to
Psalm 45, possibly meant as personified Jerusalem and Zion of the Jewish war
slogans
(14) References to the Sabbath
(15) A pervasive interest in the Tetragrammaton and Tetragrammaton
permutations, as well as use of the reverential substitutes ʾAdonai and ha-Šem
(16) An apparently apotropaic fragment of an early 2nd cent. CE Nabataean-Greek
grave monument mentioning ‘Abgar, known as Eision’
(17) The name Commodus and an abbreviation of Lucius Septimius Geta, most
naturally identified as Emperor Commodus (180-192 CE) and Publius (= Lucius)
Septimius Geta (189-211 CE), son of Septimius Severus and Julia Domna

While these artefacts, if at least a core group are from antiquity, might turn out to shed
some new light on Bar Kokhba and his revolt, the above bullet list’s contents do not seem to
me to warrant any claim that these artefacts will revolutionize our understanding of ancient
Jewish history or of biblical studies.
Throughout the present study’s text I will attempt to explain just how all the items in
the bullet list might possibly cohere with each other historically, ideologically and
theologically. It will already be clear, however, that the main contents of the Jordanian lead
books pertain to Jewish history and ideology in the Greco-Roman era, with an explicit
Nabataean element included. The fact that in the case of the two war slogans, the place names
‘Zion’ and ‘Jerusalem’ appear in straightforward text, while the politically seditious phrases
‘for the redemption’ and ‘for the freedom’ appear scrambled and in partial cipher, this gives
us a possible clue about one of the reasons for the Jordanian lead books’ texts mostly lacking
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straightforward sense, namely, the need to hide seditious content. The apparent connection to
a magic angel name suggests a second motivation for the lack of straightforward textual
clarity, namely, possible deliberately mystifying esoteric language and other related concerns.
These two phenomena are congruent with the political dimensions of the Bar Kokhba
campaign and with the esoteric (what would later be called ‘kabbalistic’) interests attributed
in rabbinic tradition to Rabbi Aqiva (who is said to have proclaimed Bar Kokhba the
messiah) and to his greatest student Shimʿon bar Yoḥai, the quintessential symbol of Jewish
esotericism and language mysticism.
Although the likeliest known origin of the Jordanian lead books, Saham al-Kfarat, is
in the vicinity of Pella, Tabaqat Fahl (about a few dozen kilometres distant), in the ancient
Decapolis where tradition places the exiled Jewish followers of Jesus after the Jewish War,282
it is most improbable that they contain any references to Jesus.283 Even if they did refer to
Jesus, the lead books might at best only indicate support for Bar Kokhba on the part of Jewish
followers of Jesus, a support which Dennis D. Buchholz and Isaac W. Oliver have
suspected.284 This would in itself by no means necessitate a Christian origin for the lead
books.
We should not fail to mention that one of Bar Kokhba’s commanders was named
Jesus (Yešuʿa/Yešaʿ ben Galgulah), so that even if the name Jesus could be found somehow
concealed somewhere in the lead books, it would be unwarranted simply to assume a
reference to Jesus of Nazareth. Even were such a reference to Jesus of Nazareth, it would be
equally unwarranted to assume a positive rather than a polemical or negative valence in such
a text.
Julius Africanus identifies the towns of Kokhaba and Nazara/Nazareth as the
headquarters of the missionary activity of the desposynoi, the descendants of Jesus’
relatives.285 Eusebius’ Ebionite town Khoba near Damascus is in all likelihood actually the
same as Epiphanius’ Transjordanian Khokaba of Batanea (modern Kaukab) in northern
Jordan, a possibility Richard Bauckham suggests.286
However, Bauckham’s claim that Julius Africanus’ Kokhaba is instead the modern
Kaukab sixteen kilometres from Nazareth is not as convincing. Bauckham seems disturbed
by the thought that Julius Africanus’ righteous desposynoi could actually be the same as
Eusebius’ and Epiphanius’ ‘heretical’ Ebionites descended from the original Pella exiles.
Sounder is Bauckham’s notion that the desposynoi would have seen a messianic significance
282

For a discussion of the historicity of the tradition, see Jonathan Bourgel, ‘The Jewish
Christians’ Move from Jerusalem as a Pragmatic Move,’ in Dan Jaffé, ed., Studies in
Rabbinic Judaism and Early Christianity: Text and Context (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2010), pp.
107-138. Bourgel presents a good case for holding that the flight to Pella may have been a
negotiated surrender and resettlement during late spring 68 CE.
283
According to private communications with the author, Philip R. Davies finds the theory of
Christian origins for the lead books ‘weak,’ while Bernhard Lang finds it ‘faint at best.’
284
See Dennis D. Buchholz, Your Eyes Will Be Opened: A Study of the Greek (Ethiopic)
Apocalypse of Peter (Atlanta, Georgia: Scholars Press, 1988), p. 286, and Isaac W. Oliver,
‘Jewish Followers of Jesus and the Bar Kokhba Revolt: Reexamining the Christian Sources,’
at: <https://www.academia.edu/2123957/Jewish_Followers_of_Jesus_and_the_Bar_Kokhba_Revolt_Reexamining_the_Christian_Sources>. See further Thomas Witulski, Apk 11 und der Bar KokhbaAufstand: Eine zeitgeschichtliche Interpretation (Tübingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 2012). I owe the
Oliver and Witulski references to Bernhard Lang.
285
See the discussion in Richard Bauckham, Jude and the Relatives of Jesus in the Early
Church (Edinburgh: T. & T. Clark, 1990/2005), pp. 62-66.
286
Ibid., p. 63.
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in the name of the village Kokhaba. However, is it beyond the realm of possibility that they
may have chosen the village in part because of its coincidence with the title Bar Kokhba?
The Nabataean component in my bullet list is arguably congruent with the scholarly
theory of Nabataean support for Bar Kokhba. That we have in the metal books a snippet cited
from a Nabataean grave monument text apparently modulated for apotropaic purposes may
supply us with a clue to the nature of the entire collection. The subject of the necessity of reinterring the remains of the Bar Kokhba revolutionaries in the period after the war is not
usually considered,287 but it might be that the modulated Nabataean grave text may be related
to this re-interment issue, and the entire collection may naturally pertain to grave-related
apotropaic concerns, that is, in the event that a core group of the lead books stems from
antiquity. Lastly, as I will show (ch. 3) on the basis of Ruth Hachlili’s work, the references to
Commodus and Geta might also be relevant in an indirect way to the earlier Bar Kokhba
campaign.
Texts and Scripts
The lead books’ images and script are raised rather than incised (although there are
two incised copper artefacts), and is mostly Paleo-Hebrew, which developed from the
Phoenician script. Some sheets also contain some Greek letters. In the Paleo-Hebrew texts
there are what have been described as some non-standard forms of letters. However, one must
be careful with such terminology. Some of the forms of Paleo-Hebrew letters on Jewish War
and Bar Kokhba coins contain letters that themselves could be described as ‘non-standard’
compared to earlier forms of Paleo-Hebrew. The situation here is quite relative. If we had
only recently discovered Bar Kokhba coinage, there would likely be those who doubted the
coins’ authenticity on account of their ‘non-standard’ epigraphy, with an attendant dismissal
of any number of metal tests indicative of the coins’ antiquity.
According to some confidential reports of colleagues, the lead books’ lamed has been
suspected of being Arabic. This in itself would not make the texts inauthentic. Some local
Nabataean Aramaic (which later developed into Arabic script) or Syrian influences would not
be surprising, given the mutual influence of ancient cultures in close proximity to each other.
Paleo-Hebrew lamed, l, is attested in mirror form on some Hasmonean and Bar Kokhba
coins.288 However, the lead books’ lamed, at least in SH1 G1 D1, is simply a Paleo-Hebrew
mirror lamed, which appears consistently as a mirror letter in some, but not in all, lead book
texts, just as do gimel and resh on some of the same lead book texts in question.
In other lead book texts the lamed appears consistently in normal position, an
indication that outside Nabataean ( ), Syriac ()ܠ, or Arabic ( )لinterference may not be the
most relevant explanation for the one text’s mirror lameds, for after all, the same text’s mirror
gimels and reshes would have nothing to do with their corresponding Nabataean, Syriac, and
Arabic forms. In other words, in this case it is just coincidence that Paleo-Hebrew mirror
lamed is pointed in the same direction as the corresponding letter in Nabataean, Syriac and
Arabic.
While I would not totally exclude the possibility of Nabataean or Syriac influence in
the lead books,289 the main reason letters such as gimel, yod, lamed and resh appear
287

There is, however, a very perceptive article on this topic: Brook W. R. Pearson, ‘Dry
Bones in the Judean Desert: The Messiah of Ephraim, Ezekiel 37, and the Post-Revolutionary
Followers of Bar Kokhba,’ Journal for the Study of Judaism, 29/2 (1998): pp. 192-201.
288
Richard Plant, A Numismatic Journey through the Bible (London: Rotographic
International, 2007), p. 38; Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage. Volume II, p. 162.
289
E.g., in the Jordanian Wadi Musa (Tetha) Greek inscription ‘the alpha, however, has links
with both Syriac forms and papyrus bookhands.’ See R. Godfrey Tanner,
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consistently in mirror form in some of the lead books’ texts is apparently to supply a hint to
the client to read at least some of the text both forwards and backwards, that is, from right to
left and from left to right. This can be called letterplay and letter-association based on the
analogue of wordplay and word association.
The clearest example of this is one lead book text’s initial yod of ‘Israel’ that appears
in mirror form so that it can also function as the alef of ‘Israel,’ which I discuss at more
length in ch. 1 (Fig. 201). The mirror yod hints to the reader to read left to right, which
produces the mirror yod-shin-resh of ‘Israel,’ but then the reader has to return to the initial
mirror yod and read in the opposite direction to obtain the word’s alef-lamed, with the lamed
in mirror form as well.290

Fig. 201
SH1 G1 D1
In the same text, the mirror resh of ‘Israel’ is followed by ayin (Fig. 202). The mirror
resh of ‘Israel’ now functions as straightforward qof so that the text can next be read in the
opposite direction, the normal right to left, which now produces the word iqqeš, ‘crooked,’
‘bent,’ which not only has an opposite meaning of yod-shin-resh interpreted as yašar,
‘upright,’ but also via what is perhaps a folk etymology291 might play upon the name ‘Jacob,’
יעקב, the patriarch whose second name was ‘Israel.’

Fig. 202
SH1 G1 D1
Jacob received the name Israel (Genesis 32.29) when he wrestled with an angel who
dislocated ( )תקעhis thigh, causing him to limp, ( צלעGenesis 32.26, 32), that is, to walk bent
‘Greek Epigraphy in South Jordan,’ Zeitschrift für Papyrologie und Epigraphik 83 (1990): p.
190.
290
André Lemaire and I independently of each other identified this left-to-right mirror yodshin-mirror resh as being the first three letters of ‘Israel.’ I further identified the right-to-left
alef-mirror lamed as the final two letters of ‘Israel.’ I suspect Lemaire overlooked the final
two letters because the mirror lamed adjacent to the alef was not visible on one of the lead
sheets he examined.
291
I thank Alan Millard for pointing out to me that the various roots involved in this context
are distinct and not cognate.
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over, crooked.292 This would seem to preserve an alternative explanation for Jacob’s name,
with תקע, from יקע, alluding to the name יעקב. According to Genesis 25.26 Jacob was so
named because when he was born he was holding his twin brother Esau’s ‘heel,’ עקב, ʿaqeb,
which vocalised as ʿaqob, means ‘crooked,’ and in a moral sense, ‘fraudulent,’ an allusion to
Jacob’s later cheating his brother Esau out of his inheritance. The term  עקשwould be aptly
congruent with both stories.
As I document in ch. 1, on the same lead sheet the word ‘Israel’ is adjacent to the
word šemaʿ, ‘hear,’ which when read together with ‘Israel’ gives us an allusion to the
Šemaʿ’s opening ‘Hear, O Israel,’ from Deuteronomy 6.4. That the lead sheet’s ‘Israel’
intersects with a word that can be related via a folk etymology to the name ‘Jacob’ is
congruent with the tradition that understands the Šemaʿ’s ‘Israel’ to refer to the patriarch
Jacob (Deuteronomy Rabbah 2.35).293
In another lead book design, also found in copper versions, we find an apparent
allusion to the Sefer ha-Razim’s angel of the menorah, Menoriʾel, spelled on the lead sheet as
mem-nun-waw-ayin-mirror resh-mirror lamed. Again, the mirror resh here seems intentional,
since ayin-qof-lamed gives us another form of Hebrew ‘bent,’ ‘crooked.’ On the lead book,
the penultimate alef of Menoriʾel is replaced with ayin294 and displaced to before the qof-like
mirror resh in order to produce the allusion to Jacob’s crookedness.

Fig. 203
SH2 G1:4=SH1 G1 D9
Similarly, in the lead books Greek alpha often (but not always) appears without
crossbar (an attested form in the 1st/2nd cent. CE), so that it appears like a lambda. Evidence
in the lead books suggests this is intentional, so that the grapheme can function as both alpha
and lambda, just as a single grapheme functions as both alef and yod in the text referring to
‘Israel.’ As I show in ch. 3, in one lead book text the Greek alpha without crossbar seems to
function as both the alpha and lambda of ‘Israel.’ Both the Paleo-Hebrew and Greek
examples pertain to the word ‘Israel’ in the Šemaʿ.

292

Genesis’ story of Jacob’s limp has probably contributed to the Clementine literature’s
story of James (Jacob in Hebrew) limping after being pushed down the temple stairs by
Simon (that is, Saul/Paul). See Clementine Recognitions 1.70-73.
293
See the article by Louis Jacobs, ‘Shema,’ in Fred Skolnik, ed., Encyclopaedia Judaica,
Second Edition, Volume 18: San-Sol (Detroit/New York: Thomson Gale, 2007), pp. 453-546.
294
The Deraš ha-Mazhir explains in a commentary on Zechariah 4’s menorah vision that
alef, ḥet, he, and ayin ‘are interchangeable, because they are gutturals.’ See Y. Tzvi
Langermann, Yemenite Midrash: Philosophical Commentaries on the Torah (New York:
HarperCollins, 1996), p. 239.
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Fig. 204
SH1 G1 D1
I and others have independently identified another unusual character in the lead books
as ṣadi (Fig. 204). Again, some colleagues have shared their opinion with me that they
suspect Syrian influence here. Lidzbarski’s Paleo-Hebrew and Samaritan Table 3 (Schrifttafel
III: Althebräisch u. Samaritanisch) shows two relevant styles of ṣadi:295
; if we rotate
these horizontally we will see that the lead book’s ṣadi is basically similar in form to a mirror
Paleo-Hebrew ṣadi,

, especially to the example on the left. Gibson’s Hebrew and

Moabite Table documents similar but more distant forms,
, 296 which when
horizontally flipped appear as
.
There is thus, despite some similarities, no need to invoke Nabataean or Syriac (5th
cent CE)
or Estrangelo ܨ,297 even if a certain degree of isomorphism is evident, which
is not surprising given the historical connections between these alphabets’ origins and
developments.
Cf. Aramaic at Wadi Tumilat of 77 BCE ,298 and the somewhat similar forms that
also occur at Naḥal Ḥever.299 Other forms of ṣadi are similar, but are equally unnecessary to
invoke; for example, in the Nash Papyrus we encounter the following forms:
.300 One
could also refer for further comparison to 100 BCE Jewish Script
and to Herodian
301
. Even further afield would be the Aramaic monument style ṣadi of Mount Gerizim:
.302
But even were one to concede that the ṣadi in this instance in SH1 G1 D1 shows
Syriac influence (which remains a possibility), this in itself can have no decisive diagnostic
value for the question of authenticity or of age. As we have already learned, long ago James
Montgomery documented Aramaic incantation bowls that contain only a single letter or word
that is Syriac. In one bowl, ‘one word is written in a clumsy Syriac script and in one of Ellis’s

295

Mark Lidzbarski, Handbuch der Nordsemitischen Epigraphik: II. Teil: Tafeln (Weimar:
Verlag von Emil Felber, 1898).
296
John C. L. Gibson, Textbook of Syrian Semitic Inscriptions. Volume 1: Hebrew and
Moabite Inscriptions (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1971).
297
Joseph Naveh, Early History of the Alphabet: An Introduction to West Semitic Epigraphy
and Palaeography (Jerusalem: The Magnes Press, 1997), Fig. 1.
298
Ibid., p. 156.
299
See ibid.
300
Ibid., p. 45.
301
Ibid., Fig. 1.
302
Jan Dušek, Aramaic and Hebrew Inscriptions from Mount Gerizim and Samaria between
Antiochus III and Antiochus IV Epiphanes (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2012), p. 23.
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bowls a Syriac  חis once used.’303 Another bowl written in non-Estrangelo script nevertheless
contains the letters nun, zayin, ḥet and ayin in Estrangelo forms. 304
Other letters in the lead books show unusual variations in style. While some of these
may just reflect normal writing variations, others are clearly of a more deliberate nature. This
applies especially to lead book characters that usually have elegant, curved hooks, such as
mirror yod, that then appear elsewhere in the same text with a very pronounced sharply
straight or angular hook.
In both Paleo-Hebrew and Aramaic forms of yod angular and curved hooks are
attested, although the angular hook is predominant. Usually, neither in Paleo-Hebrew nor
Aramaic does alef have a bottom hook; there is generally just a long, straight vertical stroke.
Thus it is a bit unusual for a hooked mirror yod to serve also as alef, but this is precisely and
clearly what we see happening in the lead books. This is not, however, inherently
implausible, since other than a yod’s hook, the only other real difference between PaleoHebrew yod and alef is the direction in which these letters’ two upper horizontal bars are
pointed, in alef to the right, in yod to the left.
On the lead books the angular hooks under discussion seem to function as markers
designed to point out connections between various letters distributed throughout the text. For
instance, one can plot a straight line linking the trajectories of the lower angular hooks of the
bottom ṣadi and upper nun in Fig. 205a, the latter having an angular hook compared to all
other nuns in the same text that have by contrast curved hooks. The letters the line passes
through can in fact be used to spell ‘Zion’ and ‘redemption’ (see ch. 1 for details and a
discussion).

a

b
Fig. 205
SH1 G1 D1

In Fig. 205b the letters in the red boxes in ascending sequence spell ‘Zion,’ while the
yellow boxes in ascending order, mirror gimel-mirror lamed-alef-tav, give us a slightly
scrambled sequence of the letters of ‘redemption,’ gimel-alef-lamed-tav. We have here an
allusion to the war slogan ‘for the redemption of Zion’ attested on ancient Jewish War
coinage. In Fig. 205b’s g-ʾ-l-t ṣ-y-w-n, the two words share the single grapheme that
functions as alef (in g-ʾ-l-t) and mirror yod (in ṣ-y-w-n) respectively.
Another unusual aspect of the text we are examining is the mirror Paleo-Hebrew
gimel, which as I document in ch. 1, also functions as mirror square script dalet (however,
303

James A. Montgomery, Aramaic Incantation Texts from Nippur (Philadelphia:
Philadelphia University Museum, 1913), p. 29.
304
Ibid., p. 32.
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some archaic Semitic dalet forms agree with mirror Paleo-Hebrew gimel). An interrelated
group of examples will suffice for now to illustrate this. The same idiosyncratic grapheme
that functions as the nun of ‘Zion’ in Fig. 205 probably has an exaggerated upper left arm
(Fig. 206a, red box) in order to hint at its trajectory which passes through the two letters to
the right, which together spell ʾadon, ‘Lord,’ reading the mirror gimel now as mirror dalet
(Fig. 204 b).

a

b
Fig. 206
SH1 G1 D1

It is often the case in the lead books that a word is repeated in several adjacent
interconnecting patterns. We see this proclivity expressed in this case where ʾAdonai, ‘Lord,’
can be formed as in Fig. 207 by joining together letters on two adjacent lines:

Fig. 207
DAJ = SH1 G1 D1
Some of the same letters in Fig. 207 can be read in a rectangular configuration to
obtain ‘to/for the Lord,’ l -ʾ-d-n (Fig. 208):
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Fig. 208
DAJ = SH1 G1 D1
Additionally, if we follow the lower line’s alef’s angular hook’s trajectory we can
connect it with the adjacent mirror gimel and then form a triangle of ‘to/for the Lord,’ l-ʾ-d-ny, reading the upper left letter as mirror yod (Fig. 209):

Fig. 209
DAJ = SH1 G1 D1
Lastly, on the lower line where we started in Fig. 206 the mirror lamed can also be
used as in Fig. 210 to read ‘to/for the Lord,’ l-ʾ-d-n:

Fig. 210
SH1 G1 D1
Thus the text’s mirror Paleo-Hebrew gimel playfully and cryptically also serves as a
square script-like dalet. By pointing the Paleo-Hebrew gimel in the direction of Greek
gamma, we probably have here a parallel to other Jordanian metal books (K-S/R and SAH
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collections, examined in chs. 9-11) that mix a few Greek letters (e.g. pi and inverted omega)
with otherwise Paleo-Hebrew letters.
Of course, both pi and omega are relevant for the Tetragrammaton, since pi was used
in Greek to represent the Tetragrammaton’s he in the form ΠΙΠΙ, and omega was used in the
popular ancient Greek version of the Tetragrammaton ΙΑΩ. Indeed, in K-S/R D1 we find
what looks like a Tetragrammaton permutation, yod-yod-he-he, represented by two styles of
yod and then pi-mirror he in a diagonal arrangement, which is paralleled in SH1 G1 D1
where we find the Tetragrammaton substitute ʾAdonai (with yod in mirror form) in a diagonal
pattern passing through what I will show in ch. 1 to be a version of the Šemaʿ Israel’s
opening line (Fig. 211a-b).

a
K-S/R D1

b
SH1 G1 D1
Fig. 211

Fig. 212 confirms through a rather elaborate system of interconnected instances of the
letter sequence he (sometimes expressed with pi)-shin-mem, ha-Šem, ‘the Name,’ that we are
indeed dealing here with a Tetragrammaton permutation. The yellow lines indicate instances
of either ‘the Name’ or simply ‘Name’; the blue line points out an instance of ‘my Name’; the
red boxes show a regularly interrupted version of ‘the Name.’ The bottom ha-Šem intersects
the word šemaʿ, which occurs again vertically to the right in a reference to the Šemaʿ Israel’s
opening line.
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Fig. 212
K-S/R D1
Further down in K-S/R D1’s text we see what might be another Tetragrammaton
allusion, beginning with yod from the bottom up with inverted omega-mirror he to the left in
a diagonal pattern, and pi as he diagonally to the right (Fig. 213). Perhaps the mirror dalets
(via gimel-dalet interchange) above the mirror he and pi respectively (continuing along both
diagonal trajectories) allude to ʾAdonai.

Fig. 213
K-S/R D1
In K-S/R D2 we have what could be a more elaborate Tetragrammaton permutation in
an octagon pattern involving one yod, three waws, one inverted omega, and one pi as he (Fig.
214). This passage also involves the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening line:
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Fig. 214
K-S/R D2
Immediately above the portion of text in Fig. 214 we see in Fig. 215 what could be yet
another elaborate Tetragrammaton permutation in a recognizable geometric pattern consisting
of a lower yod-pi=he, then an upper waw, two inverted omegas and a final pi=he (red lines),
beneath which is the word ‘menorah’ with pi as he (yellow box). Note that in the top and
bottom shorter red lines are the four letters of the Tetragrammaton, on the bottom yod-he (pi),
and at the top waw-he (omega-pi).

Fig. 215
K-S/R D2
In K-S/R D9 what is the mirror yod of ‘Jerusalem’ is placed directly beneath an
inverted omega, which stands in for waw (Fig. 216a). This reveals another reason for the use
of mirror letters, since here a single grapheme is both yod and alef, which with inverted
omega gives us yod (= iota)-alef (= alpha)-omega, the famous Greek version of the
Tetragrammaton. Note that there is also a pi in close proximity, which when read as he can be
integrated into the divine name. Yet another reason for the mirror yod is so that with the
adjacent lamed we can read ʾel, ‘God,’ which of course complements the Tetragrammaton.
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However, not to be overlooked here is a possible (though in my view not probable) allusion
to the name Yahoʾel ()יהואל.

a

b
Fig. 216
K-S/R D9
Furthermore, the alef and inverted omega are the first and last letters of the Hebrew
and Greek alphabets respectively, which might create here an allusion to the divine names
Alef and Tav (= Alpha and Omega). This raises the further possibility that inverted omega in
these texts might in some cases at least stand in phonetically not only for waw, but
functionally also for tav as well. Finally, notice in Fig. 216b that the lamed of ‘Jerusalem’ is
in mirror position; if we take this as a hint to read the line backwards, we actually do obtain
an intelligible text, ‘לשור,’ a form of ‘to sing,’ although this may or may not be purely
random.
In K-S/R D1 if we re-read the yod also as simultaneous mirror alef we could have
(again, I don’t think this is probable) a triangular patter of Yahoel, with the yod/alef flanked
by shin-mem, ‘name.’

Fig. 217
K-S/R D1
This mixture of Semitic with Greek elements brings to mind Gnostic and Hekhalot
praxis and texts, apropos of which Gershom Scholem writes:
In other sources of Valentinian Gnosis, particularly those of the school of
Markos, the soul, as it journeys through the seven heavens, has recourse also to
Aramaic formulae in a Greek context as a means of appeasing the inimical powers of
the Demiurge. In similar manner, the Hebrew text of the Hekhaloth makes use of
Greek formulae to describe the interchange of formal greetings between the archons at
the highest gates and the soul. . . . [M]ost of these names . . . give the impression . . .
of having been born, not from some natural language, but by a process of glossolalia.
Suppressed emotion is released in a stream of mystical language—names and words
that resemble only in a vague way the general tenor of known languages such as
Greek, Hebrew, or Coptic. 305
305

Gershom Scholem, Jewish Gnosticism, Merkabah Mysticism, and Talmudic Tradition
(New York: Jewish Theological Seminary of America, 1960), p. 33.
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In view of the geometric figure texts found in the lead books, also of relevance here
might be the following further comments from Scholem:
After passing through the seven heavens, the mystic must penetrate the seven
resplendent palaces of the seventh heaven itself before arriving at the throne of God
and attaining the vision of the man-like figure seated upon the throne of glory
(Ezekiel 1:26). . . . [S]ome of the details of the pilgrimage of the soul in ecstasy, all of
which are highly formal and very technical, are also known to us from other Gnostic
texts. For example, all the different versions of the Hekhaloth lay great emphasis upon
the knowledge of various seals ( ) חותמות, described as magical names either of the
angels or of aspects of the godhead, that must be shown as passports to the gatekeepers at the entrances to the seven palaces. Seals closely paralleling these are to be
found in the Coptic Gnostic sources coming from the Valentinian school, such as the
Pistis Sophia and, especially, the books of Jeû. The Coptic manuscripts, however, still
retain geometric figures of a rather complicated structure (strangely reminiscent of
mental images used in some yoga techniques and called yantras), which were to be
impressed upon the mind and produced at the right moment together with the mystical
names. The Hebrew manuscripts have no longer preserved this part of the
description.306
Another of the lead books’ idiosyncratic graphemes is the mirror gimel/dalet with
detached and elevated crossbar (Fig. 218 supplies two different castings), which some have
rather haphazardly and mistakenly identified as Greek iota with supralinear mark. One
wonders about the need to go so far afield when the letter immediately to its right, another
mirror gimel/dalet—through gimel-dalet interchange the grapheme could be either or both
simultaneously (this one with the crossbar ever so slightly detached from the spine, as if
intending to give the reader a hint about the identification of the adjacent similar character),
supplies the clue to the severed letter’s identity.

a

b
Fig. 218
SH1 G1 D1

The question remains valid, however, why the detached crossbar forms in Fig. 218? It
may have something to do with the fact that if we draw a line from the mirror gimel’s/dalet’s
completely detached crossbar the line will meet up with the top of the mirror lamed in the left
half of the line. Similarly, the trajectory of the mirror gimel’s/dalet’s slightly detached
crossbar passes clean through the adjacent letter’s vertical spine and eventually meets the top
of the kaf to the left towards the end of the line (Fig. 219).

Fig. 219
SH1 G1 D1
306

Ibid., pp. 32-33. Incidentally, in this context Scholem mentions the Palestinian use of bet
rather than waw to transliterate aér (‘ אבירinstead of )’אויר.
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Also, Fig. 220 shows how the trajectories of the tops of the first and third letters of the
line meet, producing the same letter pair that begins and ends the line as a whole (Fig. 221).

Fig. 220
SH1 G1 D1

Fig. 221
SH1 G1 D1
The lead books’ frequent instances of intersecting repeated words or phrases to a
certain extent bring to mind the perennial practice of magic squares, although in a much less
systematic and consistently thoroughgoing mode. In any case, this feature does point to a
ritual element in the lead books’ texts. As an example, Fig. 222 presents the traditional
‘ʾElohim magic square.’ In Fig. 223 I show with various coloured lines some of the
overlapping patterns of the word ʾElohim in Fig. 222’s magic square.

Fig. 222307

Fig. 223

What we see in Fig. 223 represents a comparable situation to what we often encounter
in the Jordanian lead books’ texts. A few examples will suffice. Fig. 224 shows some
intersecting instances of what are apparently allusions to the name ‘Moses,’ mem-shin-he and
simultaneously ha-Šem (the yellow box seems to contain a permutation of the same three
letters).

Fig. 224
SH1 G2 D5
Fig. 225 documents intersecting instances of ‘Israel,’ with yod doing double duty as
mirror alef:

307

Budge, Amulets and Superstitions, p. 234.
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Fig. 225
Lead Books with SH1 G2 D5
SH1 G1 D1’s form of qof/mirror resh also deserves comment. Fig. 226 supplies the
two instances of this grapheme, from lines 4 and 5 respectively. The instance in line 5 (Fig.
226, right) is executed noticeably smaller than line 4’s instance. While the grapheme
certainly resembles some styles of Nabataean waw (in mirror form), pe and qof (Fig. 227), it
also resembles a few attested non-Aramaic archaic forms of bet, as shown in Fig. 228, albeit
in mirror form. Fig. 226’s grapheme may also be influenced by some forms of square script
qof, such as
in a 2nd cent. BCE Leviticus fragment.308 A Nabataean influence is therefore
neither certain nor necessary in this case, although I would not in principle exclude it.

Fig. 226
SH1 G1 D1

ו

פ

ק
קק
Fig. 227
Nabataean Letters from Enno Littmann309

308

Joseph Naveh, Early History of the Alphabet: An Introduction to West Semitic Epigraphy
and Palaeography (Jerusalem: Magnes Press, 1997), p. 77.
309 Enno Littmann, ‘Semitic Inscriptions,’ in Syria: Publications of the Princeton
Archaeological Expeditions to Syria (Leyden: E. J. Brill, 1914), pp. 2, 8, 12, 15, 34, 38, 49,
57, 74, 84.
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Fig. 228
From Gibson 1973, Vol. 1
As I suggest in ch. 5, the Jordanian lead books’ frequent employment of several
different forms for a single letter (a trait by no means unattested in authenticated ancient
artefacts) in part serves the purpose of concealing subversive content, such as war slogans.
The dizzying variety of forms of a single letter thus seems purposefully to serve to make the
text’s decipherment more difficult. The interchange of letters similar in sound and/or
orthographic appearance serves the same general purpose. The same intention lies behind the
mixing of letter styles from various time periods, such as Hasmonean, Jewish War and Bar
Kokhba palaeography respectively.
The following examples illustrate some of the challenges complicating the
decipherment of the Jordanian lead books’ texts, given their mixture of epigraphy styles from
different time periods. One form of a Bar Kokhba kaf, ,310 is similar to nun. One form of a
Bar Kokhba waw,
,311 can be confused for one form of Hasmonean kaf, (Lidzbarski).
Some forms of Hasmonean lamed,
,312 are similar to one Jewish War nun,
.313 Two
forms of Jewish War bet,
,314 resemble various forms of kaf, nun, and resh (cf. also
Lidzbarski, Hasmonean bet: ). One Jewish War resh, ,315 is open like nun. One Jewish
War qof,
, is similar to gimel. Maccabean qof (Lidzbarski) could present similar
difficulties. Yet another Jewish War nun with the form ,316 could be mistaken for kaf. Two
Bar Kokhba kafs,
,317 can be confused for nun,
.318 Hasmonean dalet, ,319 is
similar to forms of resh. One form of Hasmonean mem,
, resembles nun as well as kaf.
320
One Hasmonean resh, , resembles nun. One Hasmonean he, (Lidzbarski), resembles
forms of dalet, resh, etc. Jewish Revolt and Bar Kokhba zayin
(Lidzbarski) could be
mistaken for Hasmonean he . Maccabean alef
can be confused with Hasmonean waw
(Lidzbarski). Some forms of Jewish Revolt and Bar Kokhba waw
(Lidzbarski) are similar
to some forms of bet/resh and alef respectively. Hasmonean kafs
(Lidzbarski)
310

Meshorer vol. 2, p. 163.
Meshorer vol. 2, p. 162.
312
Plant, p. 38.
313
Meshorer vol. 2, p. 125.
314
Meshorer vol. 2, p. 125.
315
Meshorer vol. 2, p. 125.
316
Meshorer vol. 2, p. 125.
317
Meshorer vol. 2, p. 162.
318
Meshorer vol. 2, p. 163.
319
Plant, p. 38.
320
Plant, p. 38.
311
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come in a variety of styles easily confounded with other letters including various forms of
alef, waw, nun etc. Some forms of Hasmonean nun
(Lidzbarski) approximate
some forms of bet, waw, kaf etc. Jewish War and Bar Kokhba forms of nun
(Lidzbarski) are ambiguous and can be mistaken for bet, kaf, lamed, etc.
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CHAPTER ONE
Saida Hoard 1 Group 1 (SH1 G1)
A Classification of SH1 Groups and Designs
Part One
SH1 G1 D1
There are two basic groups of lead books (or perhaps more accurately, individual
sets of bound lead sheets) in SH1 (Saida Hoard 1). By a ‘group’ (abbreviated G) I mean a
selection of books that contains a set of images and texts that share various common or
similar features with each other, especially with regard to epigraphy. In this chapter I
will begin to reproduce, reconstruct, and discuss all of the designs or images that are
contained in Group 1’s approximately twenty lead books. There is a relatively small set
of nine designs (each abbreviated D) in G1, and eight in G2. G1 D9 consists of a single
unique design that appears in three variations only because of wear to the design on the
covers.
SH1’s total of seventeen designs are combined and excerpted in different ways
on the various books’ sheets, which gives the impression that there is more imagery in
the collection than there actually is. Much of the books’ artistic richness, and often
seeming chaos, consists precisely in the varying ways the individual images are
excerpted and combined with each other. The variation and sometimes apparent chaos
can be explained variously. These features could indicate that the items might be
comparable to test experimental pieces, similar to ancient test lead pieces for coinage
design. Alternatively, or perhaps complementarily, the frequent bewildering disarray of
the images and texts might reflect interest in the permutations and ‘combinatorics’
associated with word or language mysticism.
SH1’s and SH2’s trait of free combination and variation of designs is paralleled to
a somewhat lesser extent in SAH, while each of K-S/R’s ten designs is completely stable
and fixed, and each is never varied individually or combined with elements from the
other K-S/R designs.
Because each of SH1’s designs is excerpted and combined in different ways and
to various degrees in the individual exemplars, I had to painstakingly collate all
available images of each design in order to reconstruct the basic imagery and text of the
moulds and stamps used to create the designs. In effect, this means that I had to
reconstruct each design. This is not to overlook the possibility that the varied/combined
versions may possess a number of their own special individual significations.
I had to repeat the same process of reconstruction via collation for both for SH1
G1 and SH1 G2. The collation work demanded by G2 was more challenging, given its
more extensive degree of chaotic combinations and excerpts compared with what we
see in G1. This requires that for many G2 designs the reconstructed images of the
underlying mould contents are best illustrated with drawings rather than with
composite photographic images consisting of several fragments pasted together like a
patchwork product. Alas, with the years piling on, my hand is not as steady as it once
was, but in my drawings I have done my best to accurately represent the epigraphy of
the photographic images.
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SH1 G1 D1
Text and Graphemes Reconstruction
Fig. 1 shows an example of SH1 G1 D1 in a lead book analysed by Peter
Northover.

Fig. 1
SH1 G1 D1321
Starting at the top, SH1 G1 D1 has an upper line of letters (line 1) framed in a
rectangular arrangement of beads. Line 1 has an interesting variant with a string of
seventeen cognate but separate design letters found elsewhere in SH1 G1 D6. Moving
downwards in SH1 G1 D1, we encounter what looks like a horizontally placed line of

321

A list of photo credits is supplied at the end of the chapter.
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thorns (Fig. 2), but which could be a stylized portrayal of myrtle322 or willow, both of
which belong to the four Sukkot (Feast of Tabernacles) species. The device begins on
the right end with what looks like a stand or handle, which makes one also wonder
whether we might be looking at a prolongated lulab.

Fig. 2
SH1 G1 D1, Detail
Next is a line of what are probably etrogim (citrons), another of the Sukkot species.
Then there is a second line of text framed by beads. Below this are three lines of letters
(lines 3-5), beneath which is another line of beads.
There is a single variant of SH1 G1 D1 (Fig. 3), whose top portions of the letters
of line 1’s text are cut off, but the letters are the same as in the standard version. The
differences in the 2nd-4th lines, which are likely intentional, are the following: Line 2’s
standard version ends with alef/mirror yod-ayin,323 but in the variant the line ends with
alef/mirror yod and then continues by duplicating the same line’s earlier alef/mirror
yod-mirror lamed-tav etc. In the variant, line 3’s final alef/mirror yod is omitted and
then continues by duplicating the same line’s earlier tav-mirror gimel-alef/mirror yod
etc. In the variant, line 4 is the same as in the standard version, but then continues by
duplicating the same line’s earlier mirror lamed-alef/mirror yod-shin etc. In the variant,
line 5 is the same as in the standard version, but then continues by duplicating the same
line’s earlier mirror gimel-mirror lamed-mirror gimel-mirror ṣadi etc.

Leviticus Rabba 4.6 compares the patriarch Jacob to myrtle. See Oded Yisraeli,
Temple Portals: Studies in Aggadah and Midrash in the Zohar, p. 144.
323 The use of a hyphen indicates two separate graphemes, while / indicates a single
grapheme that may or may not function simultaneously as two or even more letters,
usually on the basis of its straightforward and mirror forms.
322
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Fig. 3
SH1 G1 D1, Unique Variant
Many of the casting transfers of SH1 G1 D1 line l are only partially preserved and
several contain various transfer flaws (Fig. 4 a-k); at least one shows some duplication
of a few letters at the beginning of the sequence.

a

b

c

d

e
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f

g

h

i

j

k
Fig. 4
SH1 G1 D1, Line 1
In Fig. 4a the alef/mirror yod in third position is deformed (likely because of a
flaw in the transfer process) to what looks like qof or mirror resh. Based on all other
extant stampings there cannot be the slightest doubt that the letter is in fact alef/mirror
yod. Fig. 4b preserves the clearest stamping of the nun adjacent to mem, as well as the
nun after mirror lamed. The nun adjacent to mem has a blemish that in some castings
almost makes it appear as another mem; this is a blemish attributable to a flaw in the
mould, since it is present in all stampings but in many exemplars it is quite clearly
enough a nun, not mem. Fig. 4c has the clearest stamping of the kaf. Fig. 4h contains
some repetition, placing tav-mem-nun before the shin, the latter of which is only half
present. Fig. 4j preserves the bottom portion of most of the letters (minus the initial
shin); this exemplar most fully reproduces the final alef’s/mirror yod’s large curved
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hook. Fig. 4k supplies letter tracing for what appears in Fig. 4j, since the upper half of
line 1’s letters are cut off on the artefact.
Fig. 4e preserves the first half of SH1 G1 D1 line 1, while Fig. 4f preserves the
second half; by combining the two we arrive at the composite restoration given in Fig. 5:

Fig. 5
SH1 G1 D1, Line 1, Composite
SH1 G1 D1’s bottom four lines often occur in fragmentary transfers, sometimes
with partial repetition. The four lines as an integral text, without any repetition of
letters or letter sequences, are as appears in Fig. 6:

Fig. 6
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 2-5
We can fill in the rest of the missing or unclearly transferred letters as in Fig. 7:
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Fig. 7
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 2-5, Composite
Fig. 8 offers us a little less unsightly composite reconstruction by means of
cropping off the duplications of the variant version, restoring line 2’s final ayin and line
3’s final alef/mirror yod, omitting line 4’s duplicated mirror lamed at the end of the line,
and restoring line 4’s mirror lamed’s bottom angular hook by copying and pasting a
portion of line 5’s ṣadi’s bottom upward stroke (or prolongated angular hook,
depending on how one interprets the unique grapheme’s individual components):

Fig. 8
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 2-5, Composite
The lead book pictured in Fig. 9 contains all five lines of SH1 G1 D1’s text, but
divided into two halves, the right half on the bottom left, and the left half on the upper
right. If we copy one side of the transfer’s image and paste it onto the appropriate
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position on the other side, as in Fig. 10, we can see how the top line 1’s letters are
aligned with the letters of the bottom four lines of text.

Fig. 9
DAJ Lead Book with SH1 G1 D1

Fig. 10
DAJ Lead Book with SH1 G1 D1, Composite
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The number of letters in SH1 G1 D1’s five lines are as follows, from top to
bottom: Line 1: thirteen; line 2: fourteen; line 3: thirteen; line 4: twelve; line 5: fifteen.
The total of sixty-seven letters does not bring to my mind any significant or relevant
gematria traditions pertaining to the number 67. I transcribe the lines as follows, with /
indicating graphemes that I posit can function as more than one letter. The justifications
for my identifications will be laid out in the rest of ch. 1 and in chs. 2-6:
Line 1: shin-mirror gimel/mirror dalet-alef/mirror yod-waw-tav-memnun-mirror lamed-tav-bet/kaf-mirror lamed-nun-alef/mirror yod
Line 2: ayin-alef/mirror yod-mirror gimel/mirror dalet-mirror lamedmirror gimel/mirror dalet-bet/kaf-shin-alef/mirror yod-mirror gimel/mirror
dalet-tav-mirror lamed-alef/mirror yod-mirror gimel/ mirror dalet-nun/waw
Line 3: alef/mirror yod-mirror lamed-mirror gimel/mirror dalet-shinbet/kaf-tav-nun-mirror lamed-alef/mirror yod-mirror gimel/mirror dalet-tavwaw-mem
Line 4: mirror gimel/mirror dalet-waw-nun-mem-ayin-qof/mirror reshshin-alef/mirror yod-mirror lamed-mirror gimel/mirror dalet-tav-mirror lamed
Line 5: bet/kaf-mirror gimel/mirror dalet-miror gimel/mirror daletalef/mirror yod-nun-qof/mirror resh-mirror lamed-ṣadi-mirror gimel/mirror
dalet-mirror lamed-mirror gimel/mirror dalet-bet/kaf-mirror gimel/mirror
dalet-mirror lamed-mirror gimel/mirror dalet
The epigraphy of SH1 G1 (Table 2) can be described as mixed, with some forms
paralleled in various ways on Jewish War and Bar Kokhba coinage, some of which have
Hasmonean coinage precedents in some aspects, while other forms seem eccentric.
The angular hook alefs bring to mind mirror Paleo-Hebrew yod. The curved hook
alefs bring to mind some forms of Old Aramaic yod, but again in mirror form. Given the
Jordanian provenance of the artefacts (their citation from a Nabataean grave stele
dispels all doubt in the matter), we should not overlook the even closer parallel with
Nabataean shin, which appears as follows in the Nabataean portion of the AbgarSelaman grave inscription:
(from Milik). One must concede the match
between the SH1 G1 D1 curved hooked alefs and the Nabataean shin on the Abgar
monument is not complete, but the basic morphology is substantial. I do not find that
any of the SH1 G1 D1 alefs function as shin. However, in SH1 G1 D2, I do suspect one of
the alefs that functions as a Paleo-Hebrew mirror yod may also function secondarily as
an allusion to Nabataean shin.
SH1 G1 D1’s kaf is bet-like and this grapheme actually seems to function here as
both bet and kaf. Older Paleo-Hebrew forms of kaf generally have two arms, one
reaching upward and one either horizontally straight or sloping downward, both arms
joining at a common point on the spine, e.g., k. The spine can be either vertically straight,
slanted forward, or have a curved hook (the last a standard trait of mem and nun). Other
324 Although the parallels are rather
forms of Paleo-Hebrew kaf have a triadic head
faint, SH1 G1 D1’s kaf’s single arm has morphological precedent in various respects with

324

Gibson, Hebrew/Moabite chart.
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a few Hasmonean kafs, some of which are also nun-like:

(Lidzbarski), as

well as with the Bar Kokhba kafs,
,325 which in some respects begin to resemble
various square script forms. The same SH1 G1 D1 grapheme considered as bet has what
we might call an ‘open’ form with a single arm rather than two bars forming a triangular
head, the latter being the more common form of Paleo-Hebrew bet, although open forms
are certainly attested. E.g., Jewish War bet forms can be closed or open

,326 the

open form recalling the Hasmonean bet form (Lidzbarski). The open forms of bet
resemble the more common forms of bet in older Aramaic scripts from the 7th cent. BCE
onward as well as in some of the Nabataean Aramaic forms of bet documented by
Lidzbarski, namely, .
All of SH1 G1 D1’s gimels are in mirror position, and all but one have straight
vertical bars. One gimel has a completely severed upper horizontal bar, another has a
slightly separated one, and both are noticeably shortened compared to all the other
mirror gimels.
Line 1’s and line 2’s waws (in the words šegiʾowt and tom respectively) are in an
archaic Paleo-Hebrew form ( ) attested in the 10th-9th centuries BCE (see Gibson
Hebrew/Moabite chart), but which also substantially (though to a slightly lesser degree)
coincides with an Aramaic waw form ( ) Lidzbarski lists as Old Aramaic (weights and
seals) 8th-3rd centuries BCE. These two SH1 G1 D1 waws resemble Nabataean ayin, and
although I do not find any instances in SH1 G1 D1 where this grapheme functions as
ayin, there is an instance in SH1 G1 D2 where this may be the case. Line 4’s waw is kaflike, an oddity explained by its being the waw of the name Shimʿon, whose waw on some
Bar Kokhba coins is strangely represented with a kaf-like grapheme. This raises the
possibility that the different style of kaf-like waws of lines 1-2 may similarly allude to
Shimʿon (bar Kokhba).
That the text contains no straightforward yods, which are present only implicitly
as it were in mirror form, that is, in the form of straightforward alefs, may be significant
in light of Jewish mystical and esoteric traditions that associate the two letters (in their
square script forms) or even assimilate them in various ways to each other.327
Other letters exhibit what seem to be intentionally exaggerated components, as I
discussed in the Introduction. E.g., line 2’s final nun’s straight rather than curved arm
stands out, a feature which brings to mind a similar component of the text’s bet/kaf.
Two other nuns, in lines 3 and 5, have unusual arms as well; line 3’s is only partially
curved (cf. Gibson Aramaic chart, 6th cent BCE clay tablet bet ), while line 5’s is
straight and the entire grapheme is noticeably diminutive. Noticeable are the
occurrences of both angular and rounded forms in various elements of alef, lamed, and
nun.

Meshorer, p. 162.
Meshorer, p. 125.
327 See Gershom Scholem, Origins of the Kabbalah, p. 332; Elliot R. Wolfson, ‘Letter
Symbolism and Merkavah Imagery in the Zohar,’ p. 199.
325
326
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As I pointed out in the Introduction, SH1 G1 D1’s ṣadi is a recognizable mirror
form of a few known Paleo-Hebrew styles of ṣadi. Although SH1 G1 D1’s ṣadi can
perhaps be most parsimoniously explained as a mirror Paleo-Hebrew form, for
comparison I supply a Nabataean ṣadi from the Abgar-Selaman monument, namely,
(Milik).
SH1 G1 D1’s two qofs also function as mirror resh. One is standard size, the other
is noticeably diminutive. They both have slight curved hooks of the style seen in
Nabataean qof, for which reason I posit possible Nabataean influence here, which could
reflect either unintentional interference or deliberate allusion of a playful or even
esoteric nature. I leave open various possibilities here, including mere coincidence.
Table 2*
SH1 G1 D1 Epigraphy
 אalso = mirror י

( בalso functions as
)כ

( גmirror) also =
mirror square
script ד

detached
horizontal
crossbar

slightly
detached
horizontal
crossbar

ו

tentative,
usually
functions as נ

functions as ו,
but may
literally be ב
and/or כ

also coincides
with some
forms of כ

also
coincides
with some
forms of כ

( כalso functions as
)ב

( לmirror)

מ
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נ
?
ע
צ
 קalso = mirror ר
ש
ת
*As is the case with all this volume’s epigraphy tables, since we are dealing here with largely non-

deciphered texts many of the graphemes can be only tentatively identified. Many characters can be in
mirror script and function simultaneously as more than one letter. Qof may be mirror resh and vice versa.
Bet, dalet, pe, qof and resh entries could be largely interchangeable.

SH1 G1 D1
Translations
André Lemaire interprets SH1 G1 D1 line 4’s three letters in the red box in Fig.
11 as the mirror yod, shin, and mirror resh of ‘Israel.’328

Fig. 11
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 2-5, Balance Adjusted for Clarity
Before being supplied with a copy of his 2009 report, independently of Lemaire
in late 2014 I also identified the same three letters in Fig. 11’s red box as the first three
letters of ‘Israel.’ I made this identification partially on the basis of images of clearer and
more fully transferred castings of the text, as shown in Fig. 12, where we can now
plainly see a mirror lamed after the red box’s mirror yod. This mirror lamed is not
visible in the image Lemaire was working from (shown in Fig. 11).

André Lemaire, Preliminary remarks on the lead books and sheets (March 2009).
Commissioned by Robert Feather.
328
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Fig. 12
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 2-5, Composite
I concur with Lemaire’s identification of the three letters in question as those of
‘Israel’ for two reasons not mentioned in the reports on his findings available to me.
First, if in Fig. 12’s red box we treat the letter at the left as mirror yod, but then secondly
and simultaneously as a straightforward alef, and then proceed left to the mirror lamed,
then we indeed can form the word ‘Israel’ in its entirety. The word, however, is divided
into two overlapping components, mirror yod-shin-mirror resh read left to right, and
then alef-mirror lamed read right to left.
Second, immediately to the right of the mirror resh of ‘Israel’ are the letters mem
and ayin, and immediately above the mem is a shin, and these letters form a triangular
pattern of the word šemaʿ, ‘hear.’ When joined to ‘Israel,’ this would give us Deut. 6:4’s
introductory ‘Hear, O Israel!’ One now immediately notices that above the mirror
yod/alef and shin of ‘Israel’ are the letters alef and mirror lamed; also below the mirror
yod/alef and shin of ‘Israel’ is yet another mirror lamed. Fig. 13 illustrates how we can
form ‘Hear O Israel!’ in two triangular patterns.

Fig. 13
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 2-5, Composite
Thus one could determine that the three letters in Fig. 11’s red box are the first
three letters of ‘Israel’ even without the aid of the same line’s mirror lamed adjacent to
the red box’s alef/mirror yod, given that alef-mirror lamed are also positioned above the
three letters in question, producing ‘Israel’ in a triangular pattern read from the bottom
up and left to right. The adjacent word šemaʿ is by contrast read from the top
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downwards and from right to left, a precise mirror pattern of the arrangement of the
letters of the word ‘Israel.’ This mirror arrangement quality suggests that the text’s use
of mirror letters is fully deliberate.
In a similar four-grapheme version of the word ‘Israel’ in K-S/R D6 (Fig. 14a),
where yod serves dually as mirror alef (the opposite of SH1 G1 D1’s alef that does
double duty as mirror yod), the yod/mirror alef is placed (vertically) adjacent to the
lamed, which matches the order of SH1 G1 D1’s alef/mirror yod-mirror lamed when
read right to left (Fig. 14b). Although the two sets of letters in the two designs diverge in
their overall sequences, nevertheless, the elements in which they agree are noteworthy.
As I will document later in this chapter, as SH1 G1 D1’s ‘Israel’ occurs in proximity to a
triangular pattern of the letters shin-mem-ayin (‘hear!’), so this is the case with K-S/R
D6’s ‘Israel’ as well.

a

b
Fig. 14

K-S/R D6

SH1 G1 D1, Line 4

Further supporting evidence that in SH1 G1 D1 we are indeed dealing with an
intentionally encrypted (in the mode of pattern texting) instance of the word ‘Israel’ is
that when we read the mirror resh as straightforward qof together with the adjacent
ayin (of ‘hear!’) and shin (of ‘Israel’), reading from right to left we obtain ʿ-q-š,
‘crookedness,’ which may be a play, via a folk etymology, upon the name of the biblical
patriarch Jacob, whose second name is ‘Israel.’ Throughout the Book of Proverbs ʿiqqeš
is contrasted with tam/tom, ‘perfection,’ ‘uprightness,’ a word that occurs in plene form
with waw, t-w-m, in SH1 G1 D1 at the end of line 3.329
We have a close parallel to SH1 G1 D1’s ʿ-q-š in K-S/R D6, where to the right of an
allusion to ‘Israel’ (Fig. 15b, yellow box) we have the descending letter sequence ayinshin-waw-mirror qof (Fig. 15b, red box), which produces a reference to ‘oppression’ or
‘wrong.’ However, based on the pattern of the letters of ‘Israel’ on the left, if on the right
we read the top letter first and then the bottom letter second, and continue upwards we
Incidentally, the plene form t-w-m is attested in the Dead Sea Scrolls in the neologism
אורתום, ‘perfect light’ (IQHa XII,23; XXI,14; 4QShirShabbd Frag 1 II,1).
329
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will obtain ayin-mirror qof-waw-shin, which minus the waw would parallel SH1 G1 D1’s
ʿ-q-š (Fig. 15a, red box), which overlaps with the letters of ‘Israel’ (Fig. 15a, yellow box).

a
SH1 G1 D1

b
K-S/R D6
Fig. 15
Notice in Fig. 15a that SH1 G1 D1’s ʿ-q-š is preceded by a mem, which produces
m-ʿ-q-š, a construction of ʿiqqeš, ‘crooked,’ ‘perverted.’ This adds weight to my
argumentation because it is precisely the form m-ʿ-q-š which three times in the Book of
Proverbs is contrasted with t-m, ‘perfection,’ ‘uprightness.’ 10,9: ‘He that walketh
uprightly (t-m) walketh securely; but he that perverteth (m-ʿ-q-š) his ways shall be
found out.’ 19.1: ‘Better is the poor that walketh in his integrity (t-m) than he that is
perverse (m-ʿ-q-š) in his lips and a fool at the same time.’ 28.6: ‘Better is the poor that
walketh in his integrity (t-m), than he that is perverse (m-ʿ-q-š) in his ways, though he
be rich.’ (JPS) Since SH1 G1 D1’s ʿiqqeš likely alludes to the patriarch Jacob, since it
overlaps with the shin-mirror resh of his second name ‘Israel,’ it may be that SH1 G1
D1’s tam/tom may also allude to Jacob, whom Genesis 25.27 calls איש תם, ‘a perfect man.’
I will have more to say on this subject in the comments on SH1 G1 D2.
Lemaire further interprets a mirror gimel (the report does not precisely identify
which particular one) near the word ‘Israel’ as standing for ‘saviour,’ by which I assume
he means ‘redeemer,’ Hebrew g-ʾ-l. Feather in his summary of Lemaire’s report
interprets this as ‘Saviour of Israel,’330 which I would express as ‘Redeemer of Israel,’ for

Robert Feather, Appendix in Dr Peter Northover, Analysis and Metallography of a
Lead Book: Results.
330
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although of course ‘salvation’ and ‘redemption’ overlap in meaning, the standard
English translation of g-ʾ-l is ‘redeemer,’ whereas ‘saviour’ in Hebrew is m-w-š-y-ʿ.
Feather informs us that Lemaire understood the reference to ‘the Saviour of
Israel’ to presuppose the context of the Bar Kokhba revolt. This would be congruent
with my interpretation of the mirror gimel as pertaining to the cognate abstract noun
‘redemption,’ g-ʾ-l-t, since ‘for the redemption of Israel,’ l-g-ʾ-l-t y-ś-r-ʾ-l, is a war slogan
attested on Bar Kokhba coinage, a slogan lacking on 66-70 CE Jewish War coins (see
Figs. 9-10).
The Jewish War coins have the slogans ‘for the freedom of Zion,’ with ‘freedom’
spelled ḥ-r-t and ḥ-r-w-t, and ‘for the redemption (g-ʾ-l-t) of Zion.’ By contrast, Bar
Kokhba coins never refer to Zion, but have instead ‘for the redemption of Israel,’ ‘for the
freedom of Israel’ and ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem.’
On the text Lemaire examined, near the word ‘Israel’ we do indeed find various
arrangements (mostly in scrambled sequences, but clearly recognizable enough) of the
four letters that spell ‘redemption,’ a fact which adds even more weight to Lemaire’s
suspicion of allusions to the Bar Kokhba revolt (see Fig. 18). Indeed, in a confidential
report I wrote before being supplied with a copy of Lemaire’s findings I independently
identified the words ‘Israel’ and ‘redemption’ on the same artefact Lemaire was
interpreting, and I was able to determine that the words pertained to the Bar Kokhba
Revolt on the basis of other textual and iconographic elements of the collection that I
will discuss below and in later chapters.

Fig. 16331
Fig. 17
Bar Kokhba Coin, from Levy ŠNT ʾ and LGʾLT YŚRʾL Bar Kokhba Coins, from Levy, Details

M. A. Levy, Geschichte der jüdischen Münzen (Leipzig: Nies’sche Buchdruckerei,
1862), p. 98. Here and throughout this study I have endeavoured to verify the
authenticity of the coins depicted. However, it is not at all unusual for even museums
and professional numismatists to periodically purge their collections of coins that on
the basis of new information turn out to be modern forgeries. The author would be
happy to be informed about any problematic coins that may have been inadvertently
depicted in this study, so that any future edition may be corrected.
331
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a

b

Fig. 18
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 2-5, Composite
Fig. 18a’s red and yellow boxes contain scrambled sequences of the letters of g-ʾl-t, ‘redemption.’ The white diagonal line passes through another scrambled sequence of
the same word’s letters. Fig. 18b’s yellow diagonal line connects the line 5’s mirror
ṣadi’s lower upward stroke with line 2’s nun’s lower angular upward stroke. The
trajectory passes through the letters alef, tav and nun, and just touches the tops of a
mirror lamed and a waw. The letter sequence ṣ-y-w-n (the first two letters in mirror
form) would spell ‘Zion,’ while the remaining letters, g-l-ʾ-t, give us a scramble of g-ʾ-l-t,
‘redemption.’ The two words together would seem to allude to the Jewish War coin
slogan ‘for the redemption of Zion.’
Similarly, if we now revisit SH1 G1 D1 line 4, as Fig. 19 indicates, when we read
left to right, beginning with the blue box’s mirror lamed, we see that this stands for the
initial l- of the Bar Kokhba revolt slogan l-g-ʾ-l-t y-s-r- ʾ-l, ‘for the redemption of Israel.’ In
Fig. 19’s red box the letters of g-ʾ-l-t are in scrambled sequence, and they overlap with
the yellow box’s scrambled letters of ‘Israel.’ We thus see that the text cleverly combines
the Bar Kokhba revolt slogan ‘for the redemption of Israel’ with the statement ‘Hear, O
Israel!’

Fig. 19
SH1 G1 D1, Line 4, Composite
The letters g-ʾ-l-t are found in a few additional arrangements on line 4 of SH1 G1
D1 in a variant of the design known from a single exemplar (Fig. 20), including a
possible instance of the abbreviated form g-l-t (yellow box). If we read the lower red
box in isolation one could plausibly interpret the left-to-right sequence mirror gimelmirror lamed-alef as both a scramble of גאל, ‘redeemer,’ and as a defective spelling of
גאלי, with alef now serving simultaneously as mirror yod:
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Fig. 20
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 3-4
If we horizontally flip SH1 G1 D1 line 2’s four letters in the upper red box in Fig. 18, we
obtain a mostly straightforward spelling of ‘redemption,’ with the mirror gimel and
mirror lamed now pointed in their standard directions, although the alef is now in
mirror position in the form of a straightforward yod (Fig. 21):

Fig. 21
SH1 G1 D1, Line 2, Horizontally Flipped
As I show later in the comments on SH1 G1 D6, the mirror lamed-tav of SH1 G1
D1 line 1 are a fragment of g-ʾ-l-t, and indeed below on the second line are the letters
mirror gimel-alef in a position that gives us a diagonally quadratic configuration of g-ʾ-lt, whose mirror gimel immediately follows a left-to-right reverse spelling of g-ʾ-l-t on
line 2. Also, the variant to SH1 G1 D1 line 1 in SH1 G1 D6 reverses the mem-nun
sequence, adds an ayin after the mem, and displaces the tav, so that the waw is then
joined to the nun, giving us w-n-m-ʿ (see Fig. 25a), a scramble of what we will see are
four of the five letters of the name Shimʿon (that is, Bar Kokhba), in fact in the very same
sequence as I will show is found in SH1 G1 D1 line 4. In other words, in SH1 G1 D1 line 1
the mem-nun are fragments of the name Shimʿon, just as the adjacent mirror lamed-tav
are fragments of ‘redemption.’ Notice that in SH1 G1 D1 line 1’s mem-nun have directly
below them on line 2 the letter shin, the first letter of Shimʿon, producing a triangular
pattern of the first two and last letters of the name (Fig. 22, yellow triangle).
Additionally, the letters of Fig. 22’s red diagonal box spell g-ʾ-l-t, beginning on line 2
with mirror gimel-alef (left to right) and continuing on line 1 with mirror lamed-tav
(right to left):
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Fig. 22
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 1-2
I interpret the first letters of SH1 G1 D1 line 1 (see Fig. 23) as shin-mirror gimelalef/mirror yod-waw-tav.

Fig. 23
SH1 G1 D1, Line 1, Detail
Since the letter alef can also function simultaneously as mirror yod, we could
have at the beginning of Fig. 23 the word שגיאות, šegiʾowt, ‘errors,’ found in this form in
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the Tanakh only in Psalm 19.13, a hymn that ends in verse 15 with גאלי, goʾali, ‘my
redeemer,’ which is of course cognate with the abstract noun גאלת, ‘redemption.’ SH1 G1
D1 line one thus contains the word šegiʾowt and then towards the end, the second half of
g-ʾ-l-t, which can be understood as both the ‘redemption’ found on Bar Kokhba coins,
and as a modulated allusion to Psalm 19’s ‘my redeemer.’

Fig. 24
SH1 G1 D1, Line 1, Detail
In the variant of SH1 G1 D1 line 1 found in SH1 G1 D6, towards the end of a
string of letters we have what I transcribe as mirror gimel-mirror lamed-tav-alef, a slight
scramble of ( גאלתFig. 25a yellow box). We may therefore confidently suspect in SH1 G1
D1 and SH1 G1 D6 an allusion to Psalm 19.
In Fig. 25a the letters of šegiʾowt are in the red boxes and the letters g-l-t of g-ʾ-l-t
are in the yellow box, which ends with alef, which is consequently displaced from
second to final position. This particular alef is in a style quite similar to the tav placed
before the same line’s mirror gimel in the yellow box. One suspects the line’s variant
forms of tav (of šegiʾowt) and alef (of g-ʾ-l-t) reflect some esoteric concern. In contrast to
SH1 G1 D1, where the letters of šegiʾowt are placed together, in the SH1 G1 D6 variant
the tav of šegiʾowt is displaced to after the nun-mem-ayin (from the name Shimʿon,
whose letters are in the black boxes; in the SH1 G1 D1 variant the sequence is mem-nun,
with no ayin), after which immediately follows the g-l-t of g-ʾ-l-t, with the alef after tav.

a
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b
Fig. 25
SH1 G1 D6, with Tracing
Psalm 19.15 is an important verse in Jewish liturgy, being cited at the Amidah’s
conclusion. Psalm 19 in its entirety is recited in the Morning Service on Sabbaths and
Holydays,332 where it is followed by Psalms 34, 90, 91, and others besides. Especially
relevant is Psalm 91, a text often combined with the Šemaʿ on amulets and incantation
bowls. Psalm 91 (especially its Šaddai yitlownan) also plays a notable role in the
Jordanian metal books, as we will see throughout this study.
As Basil Lourié writes, the Falasha liturgy of the Sabbath 30 (25.XI) cites from ‘Ps
19(18):13(14) and motives of atonement (“Purify me from my hidden faults and I will
be purified from any great sins”; Ps 19(18):12-13(13-14), the verses of Ps 19(18) are
rearranged.’333 Lourié continues:
The final passage of the liturgy needs some commentary. Devens
translates according to the dictionary of Leslau: ‘Reward me with the reward of
righteous. Give me the magic names of God’ (p. 193), but our text is not a magical
scroll, and so, its meaning is to be found in the realm of high theology. The final
phrase is: ‘պաիունակ’ (p. 77), literally, ‘Give me (the) names.’ Indeed, these are
sacral names of God, but they are mentioned here not for any standard magical
purpose. In the context, these names must be understood as a kind of reward of
righteous. The tradition presupposing such a reward (instead of more common
visions of God etc.) is preserved in the Hekhalot Zutarti (Synopse §§ 489-517).
The presence of this tradition in a developed form in the literature of Hekhalot by

See S. Singer, The Standard Prayer Book (New York: Bloch Publishing Company,
1915), p. 23.
333 Basil Lourié, ‘A 364-Day Calendar Encapsulated in the Liturgy of the Seventh Sabbath
of the Beta Israel of Ethiopia.’
332
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no means precludes it from being datable to the Second Temple period. Later, in
the liturgy of the Sabbath 36, these names will be enumerated.334
An allusion to Psalm 19 in SH1 G1 together with an emphasis on the trope of
redemption would be congruent with an influence from the Sabbath morning prayer
service, whose transition from the Šemaʿ to the Amidah is called ‘the Redemption,’
Geʾullah: ‘O Rock ( )צורof Israel, arise to the help of Israel, and deliver, according to thy
promise, Judah and Israel. Our Redeemer ()גאלנו, the Lord of hosts is his name, the
Holy One of Israel. Blessed art thou, O Lord, who hast redeemed Israel ()גאל ישראל.’335
The Geʾullah’s tropes of the divine rock and redeemer are compatible with Psalm
19.15’s ‘my Rock and my Redeemer.’ The parallel is even clearer in the old Palestinian
rite which concluded the Geʾullah with ‘the Rock of Israel and its Redeemer.’336
Psalm 19.13’s šegiʾowt is given an esoteric interpretation in Zohar 2.45a, which
understands it as ‘all,’ Aramaic כלא, elsewhere a term for the divine pleroma, and which
arguably here likely alludes to the Shekhinah as bride (cf. Hebrew )כלה.337 The Zohar
links Psalm 19.13’s šegiʾowt with Habakkuk 3.1’s šigyonowt,338 and associates Psalm
19.13’s ‘errors’ with the prophet Habakkuk, who according to Zohar 2:44b was born on
Rosh ha-Shanah, the day of judgement.339 As Swartz and Yahalom comment on Az be-ʾEn
Kol’s title for the prophet Habakkuk, שוגג, ‘the strayer’: ‘This epithet for Habakkuk is
based on Hab 3:1, which would seem to mean “prayer of Habakkuk, prophet of errors.”
The idea is that Habakkuk erred in questioning God’s mercy; see Midrash Tehillim
90:7.’340 I suspect that in SH1 G1 D1 šegiʾowt might bear a relation to Rosh ha-Shanah,
which may have relevance for SH1 G2 D4 as well. Additionally, I suspect SH1 G1 D1’s
šegiʾowt may on one level be understood as the all, as the bride, the Shekhinah, the
Sabbath Queen, which seems to be referred to in SH1 G1 D1. As Daniel Matt writes: ‘In
the daily Amidah recited between Rosh Hashanah and Yom Kippur, the formula “King
who loves righteousness and justice” is changed to “King of Justice.”’341 As we will soon
Ibid.
S. Singer, The Standard Prayer Book, pp. 53-54.
336 See Peter Lenhardt, ‘Geʾullah,’ in R. J. Zwi Werblowsky; Geoffrey Wigoder, eds., The
Oxford Dictionary of the Jewish Religion (New York/Oxford: Oxford University Press,
1997), p. 290.
337 For a translation, see Daniel C. Matt, The Zohar: Pritzker Edition. Volume IV (Stanford,
California: Stanford University Press, 2007), p. 208. Matt misses the possible allusion to
Shekhinah here, claiming that ‘šegiʾowt is all’ simply means Psalm 19.13’s šegiʾowt can
also be read as Habakkuk 3.1’s šigyonowt. That the Zohar’s language here is likely
technical can be illustrated with a typical example elsewhere in the Zohar, namely,
2.204a, where we read of the Sabbath: ‘All is one, and this [all] is shin-bat, in order that
all becomes one.’ On Shekhinah as bride and all, see Gershom Scholem, On the Mystical
Shape of the Godhead: Basic Concepts in the Kabbalah. Translated from the German by
Joachim Neugroschel (New York: Schocken Books, 1991), p. 172.
338 The Zohar here also brings Psalm 7.1’s šiggayown into the discussion.
339 Daniel C. Matt, The Zohar: Pritzker Edition. Volume IV, pp. 203; 207-208.
340
Michael D. Swartz, Joseph Yahalom, Avodah: An Anthology of Ancient Poems for Yom
Kippur (University Park, PA: Pennsylvania State University Press, 2005), pp. 156-157.
341 Daniel C. Matt, The Zohar: Pritzker Edition. Volume IV, p. 204.
334
335
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see, SH1 G1 D1 line 1 contains the word melek, ‘king,’ and the words yom and din could
be close by. If SH1 G1 D1 pertains somehow to Yom Kippur (see below on the
scapegoat), šegiʾowt could also make sense as an allusion to sins that are forgiven on
that day.
Shekhinah can be associated with ‘errors’ because kabbalah, arguably based on
earlier precedents, teaches that Shekhinah is the tree of death.342 This paradigm is
congruent with ancient and later kabbalistic traditions that understand Proverbs’ Lady
Widsom and Lady Folly to be reflections of each other. As I will show later in this
chapter, SH1 G1 D1 contains repeated instances of the word šegal, ‘queen,’ which in
view of traditions that see Lady Wisdom and Lady Folly as alter egos of each other,
could be understood as overlapping conceptually or doctrinally with šegiʾowt.
In SH1 G1 D1 the word melek, ‘king,’ occurs above šegal, which likely indicates a
possible allusion to Psalm 45’s melek and šegal. Thus SH1 G1 D1 lines 1-2 seem to allude
both to Psalm 19 and Psalm 45. This is interesting because these two psalms are closely
linked together already in the conclusion to the Parables of Enoch. 1 Enoch 71.12, ‘And
these blessings which went forth out of my mouth were acceptable before that Head of
Days,’ alludes to Psalm 19.15,343 while 1 Enoch 71.14 alludes to Psalm 45.344
Returning to Psalm 19.15’s ‘my redeemer,’ goʾali, to which on one level SH1 G1
D1’s g-ʾ-l-t likely alludes, various scrambled versions of an abbreviated form of
‘redemption,’ namely, g-l-t (as in Fig. 27’s sequence), may also be present repeatedly in
the SH1 G1 D1 text, both in its standard version (Fig. 27) and in a variant version
attested on only a single exemplar (Fig. 26):

Fig. 26
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 3-4

Daniel C. Matt, The Zohar: Pritzker Edition. Volume IV, p. 205.
R. H. Charles version, modified. See George W. E. Nickelsburg and James C.
Vanderkam, 1 Enoch 2: A Commentary on the Book of 1 Enoch Chapters 37-82
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2012), p. 327: ‘Verse 12 may echo the wording of Ps 19:14
(Gk., Eth. 18:15): May the words of my mouth and the meditation of my heart be
acceptable in your sight (Eth. šemur qedma, as here), O YHWH, my rock and my
redeemer. A paraphrase from this Psalm of cosmic praise would be appropriate in this
context.’
344
R. H. Charles recognized an allusion to 1 Enoch 46.3 in 71.14; see R. H. Charles, APOT
Vol. II, p. 237. That 1 Enoch 46 is based on Psalm 45 is documented by Pierpaolo
Bertalotto, ‘The Enochic Son of Man, Psalm 45, and the Book of the Watchers,’ Journal for
the Study of the Pseudepigrapha 19/3 (2010): pp. 195-216.
342
343
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Fig. 27
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 2-5, Composite
Like ‘hear’ and ‘Israel,’ the word ‘redemption’ in the abbreviated form lacking
alef can also be formed in a triangular pattern by joining together letters from adjacent
lines 3-4 (Fig. 28). This brings to mind the triangular configuration of the letters shinmem-ayin on Bar Kokhba coins, an abbreviation of the name Shimʿon (Fig. 29), a name
that, as we will see (Fig. 32), is present in the text in Fig. 28:

Fig. 28
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 2-5, Composite
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Théodore Reinach, Jewish Coins, Plate VIII
Bar Kokhba Coin

E. Rogers, A Handy Guide to Jewish Coins (London: Spink & Son, 1914) Plate VI
Bar Kokhba Coins, Shimʿon Abbreviation {mf in Triangular Patterns
Fig. 29
In Fig. 30 near the g-l-t triangle we also have the full spelling of g-ʾ-l-t in the red
diagonal box (g-ʾ on the bottom, read left to right, l-t on the top, again read left to right),
and in an X-pattern in the intersecting black diagonal box (g on the top right, ʾ on the
bottom left, then l on the bottom right, and lastly t on the top left).

Fig. 30
SH1 G1 D1, Composite
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Quite conspicuously SH1 G1 D1 lacks the letters he and ḥet. If we supply he, we
could find a defective allusion to the word g-ʾ-l-h, ‘redemption,’ in a variety of ways,
almost always intersecting each other (Fig. 31a-b):

a

b
Fig. 31
SH1 G1 D1
Lemaire’s contention of an allusion to the Bar Kokhba campaign in SH1 G1 D1
can be supported if the two letters to the right of the mem of ‘hear’ are, read right to left,
waw-nun, which would give us the name Shimʿon in a triangular pattern (Fig. 32).
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Fig. 32
SH1 G1 D1
As I have already had occasion to remark, the kaf-like morphology of waw in Fig.
32’s triangular pattern of Shimʿon is paralleled by some Bar Kokhba coins that use a
different style of a kaf-like waw in the name Shimʿon (Fig. 33a-b).

a
Bar Kokhba Coin, ‘Shimʿon, Prince of Israel,’ Levy, P. 97

b
Bar Kokhba Coin, Detail, Shimʿon with Kaf-Like Waw345
Fig. 33
Of interest is the morphology of the ‘star’ at the top of Fig. 34’s helmet, a design
that occurs throughout SAH lead books and which is derived from Herodian coinage. In
Fig. 34a the letters are all in mirror position; this is how the image invariably appears in
the SAH lead books. Fig. 34b supplies the image flipped horizontally.

345

<https://www.numisbids.com>.
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a

b
Fig. 34
SAH Design

The letters in Fig. 34b are to be read as highlighted in Fig. 35: On the left, the
bottom shin is to be joined to the mem at the top, and on the right the ayin is to be
correlated with the nun at the top (yellow boxes). These give us four of the five letters of
the name Shimʿon. The remaining letters, lamed-tav (red boxes) can be recognized as
the second half of the word geʾulat, ‘redemption,’ the same fragment of geʾulat we see in
SH1 G1 D1 line 1 immediately after a fragment (mem-nun) of the name Shimʿon. (Fig.
36).

Fig. 35
SAH Design, Horizontally Flipped
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Fig. 36
SH1 G1 D1 Line 1, Detail
Where is the waw of Shimʿon in Fig. 35? It is supplied by means of the helmet’s
upper central star, which as Fig. 37 reveals bears a striking resemblance to the kaf-like
waw of Shimʿon on some Bar Kokhba coins.

a
SAH

b
Bar Kokhba Coin, Detail, Levy, P. 97
Fig. 37

In SH1 G1 D6’s variant to SH1 G1 D1 line 1, we see, as Fig. 38a shows, a scramble
of four of the letters of the name Shimʿon, waw-nun-mem-ayin. Significantly, the waw is
in a style that also coincides with a Hasmonean form of kaf. Fig. 38a’s sequence wawnun-mem-ayin is matched precisely by the parallel in SH1 G1 D1 (Fig. 38b), whose waw
is also kaf-like, although in a different style of kaf.

a
SH1 G1 D6

Fig. 38

b
SH1 G1 D1

In Fig. 38c the name Shimʿon’s waw is placed to the right of the shin-mem-ayin.
The nun seems to be placed beneath the shin, since presumably the nun to the right of
the ṣadi belongs to the latter, forming an allusion to the first and last letters of ‘Zion.’
However, it may be that the nun of Zion here functions simultaneously as a doubling of
the nun of Shimʿon, a pattern we see in K-S/R D2 (see Fig. 48). Lastly, the strangely
elongated curved hook and horizontal bar of the letter to the left of lamed and to the
right of nun matches the formal style of SH1 G1 D1’s kaf-like waw in the name Shimʿon,
so that in Fig. 38c we may be seeing a doubling not only of the nun of Shimʿon, but of its
waw as well, with the lower waw in mirror form compared to this grapheme’s parallel in
SH1 G1 D1.
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Fig. 38c
SH1 G2 D5
In Fig. 38c the letters of Shimʿon stretch across two lines of text, as in a coin text.
The variety of the letter patterns involving the name Shimʿon displayed in Fig. 38d is
comparable with what we see in the Jordanian lead books’ letter and geometric text
patterns involving the same name. Some Bar Kokhba coins place the waw to the right of
the ayin, and the nun to the latter’s left. Other Bar Kokhba coins have various other
sequences of the letters of the name Shimʿon, e.g., shin-ayin-mem-waw on the top line
and nun on the bottom between the upper shin-ayin. Another variation places the nun
on the bottom between the ayin-waw.

E. Rogers, A Handy Guide to Jewish Coins, Plate VI

Levy, Modified, Based on Meshorer Vol. II, Plate 22, 29a

Reinach Plate IX
Fig. 38d
Bar Kokhba Coins

Levy, p. 95

The same letter sequence waw-nun-mem-ayin seen in Fig. 38a-b is found in SH2
G3:2 (Fig. 39), where it is followed by what I would interpret as the resh-bet of ʾarbaʿ,
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‘four,’ an allusion to the Jewish War coinage phrase šenat ʾarbaʿ, ‘year four,’ that is, year
four of the redemption/freedom of Israel. Here this phrase is likely intended to be
applied secondarily to Bar Kokhba and his revolt. In Fig. 39 the style of waw used could
coincide to a degree with a kaf form if the waw were in mirror position (cf. Hasmonean
kaf,

).

Fig. 39
SH2 G3:2
Fig. 39’s sequence waw-nun-mem-ayin-resh is paralleled in SH1 G1 D1, where the
resh appears in mirror form (Fig. 40).

Fig. 40
SH1 G1 D1
The Herodian helmet coins that the SAH design is based on show two basic
versions of what has been described either as a helmet crest or star, as Fig. 41a-b
documents. According to Ariel and Fontanille, the object in question is indeed a star, and
it even alludes to the messianic prophecy of Numbers 24.17,346 which was later to be
applied to Bar Kokhba. Ariel and Fontanille propose that the coin type in question
actually depicts Herod’s personal helmet. I would propose that the Bar Kokhba coins
that depict waw in kaf-like form in the name Shimʿon intentionally allude to the popular
type of star that had been on Herod’s helmet, and that this may supply a clue to the
possibility that Bar Koseba may have already been Bar Kokhba, the messianic Star,
during the revolt.

a
b
Herodian Coins347

c
SAH
Fig. 41

d
Bar Kokhba Coin Waw

Donald T. Ariel, Jean-Philippe Fontanille, The Coins of Herod: A Modern Analysis and
Die Classification (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2012), pp. 108-109.
347
Images from ibid.
346
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Just as SH1 G1 D1 contains two adjacent triangles spelling ‘Shimʿon’ and ‘Israel’
(Fig. 42), so elsewhere in the collection, in SH1 G2 D2, we find these same two words in
two triangular overlapping patterns in Fig. 44 where ‘Shimʿon’ is indicated in red, and
‘Israel’ in blue.

Fig. 42
SH1 G1 D1

Fig. 43
SH1 G1 D1, Letters of Shimʿon on a Lead Book Analysed by Peter Northover
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Fig. 44
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
SH1 G1 D1’s letter sequence nun-mem-ayin is also paralleled in SH2 G2:11 (Fig.
45, red box), where these letters are placed in a letter grid box above two palm trees
similar to the style attested on Bar Kokhba coinage. The two trees flank a triadic barley
construct derived from Pontius Pilate coinage. The central upright barley stalk is
flanked by what look like two shofars, the left one being accompanied by an eightpointed star, perhaps an allusion to Bar Kokhba. The triadic barley device has been
cleverly turned into a nature-based Torah shrine containing Torah scrolls, and the
image as a whole depicts a Torah shrine.

Fig. 45
SH2 G2:11
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As Fig. 46 shows, in an alternate stamping (SH2 G2:9) we learn that above SH2
G2:11’s nun-mem-ayin are the letters shin-ayin-bet/resh-qof, which parallels SH1 G1
D1’s letter sequence ayin-qof (= mirror resh)-shin, just in a scrambled sequence and
with an interposed bet.

a
SH2 G2:9

b
SH2 G2:11

c
SH1 G1 D1, Line 4
Fig. 46
It is time to encapsulate the translation results thus far achieved, so that we may
then continue further. In SH1 G1 D1 we find the name Shimʿon and the words šemaʿ,
‘hear,’ Israel, and g-ʾ-l-t, ‘redemption.’ With the exception of the shared shin of šemaʿ and
Shimʿon, all of these terms occur on a single line of text in the sequence ‘hear,’ ‘Shimʿon,’
‘Israel,’ ‘redemption.’ As for exegetical interpretation, what we see here is a reference to
the Šemaʿ overlapping with the Bar Kokhba war slogan ‘for the redemption of Israel.’
The question now becomes, why are the two specific phrases ‘Hear, O Israel’ and
‘for the redemption of Israel’ linked in the text. Just to obverse that the shared word
‘Israel’ correlates the two sayings overlooks the question of the possible underlying
ideological or even theological concerns or motives at work here. The clue we need is in
the text’s assimilation of the name Shimʿon to the Šemaʿ’s opening word šemaʿ, which
indicates that the creator of the text saw an esoteric allusion to Shimʿon in the Šemaʿ’s
imperative šemaʿ.
Jewish tradition links the Šemaʿ’s opening line’s first word with the last word,
ʾeḥad, and joins together the ayin of šemaʿ and the dalet of ʾeḥad in order to create the
word ʿed, ‘witness.’ Given the traditional importance of the Šemaʿ’s ʾeḥad we would be
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justified in looking for traces of it in the SH1 G1 D1 text. The evidence indicates that we
need look no further than line 4, and that g-ʾ-l-t is intended as an allusion to the Šemaʿ’s
ʾeḥad.
That is, just as the creators of the text read the name Shimʿon into the Šemaʿ’s
first word šemaʿ, so they read ‘redemption’ into the Šemaʿ’s opening line’s last word
ʾeḥad. This would have been suggested and facilitated by a number of factors, the first of
which is the artefacts’ frequent interchange between Paleo-Hebrew gimel and square
script dalet. This particular interchange was prompted in part by the fact that the forms
of Paleo-Hebrew gimel and square script dalet basically coincide.
SH1 G1 D1’s consistent exclusive use of the mirror form of Paleo-Hebrew gimel
hints to the client not only to process various words in forward and reverse reading
directions, but also to read the grapheme under discussion as two different letters. Like
the grapheme that functions simultaneously straightforwardly as the qof of ʿiqqeš and
the mirror resh of ‘Israel’ in the same line 4, so the Paleo-Hebrew mirror gimel of geʾulat
functions simultaneously as mirror square script dalet.
That is, the word geʾulat, which can more or less be approximated with the
orthographic forms x ȷ Ƒ Γ, is meant on another simultaneous level to suggest דלת, that
is, the letter dalet spelled out fully. This helps explain why these artefacts often
represent geʾulat either without alef or with alef displaced to after the tav. The letters gʾ-l-t re-read (minus alef) as d-l-t then reflects and functions as an allusion to the dalet of
the Šemaʿ’s word ʾeḥad, upon whose dalet tradition focuses since it forms the word ʿed,
witness,‘ when joined to the ayin of šemaʿ.
To summarize this particular element, it reflects an esoteric interpretation of the
Šemaʿ Israel that reads šemaʿ as Shimʿon and ʾeḥad as geʾulat. This would then seem to
presuppose a theology of redemption according to which redemption, geʾulat, is
predicated upon or flows from the divine singularity and/or unity implied in the Šemaʿ’s
proclamation ‘the LORD, our God, the LORD is one (ʾeḥad).’ It would seem that this
involves a theology of redemption that is predicated upon the divine unity or oneness, a
redemption ushered in by Shimʿon who embodies or at least symbolizes the Šemaʿ’s
imperative of monotheism.
In Fig. 47 we might see what is simultaneously a defective spelling of geʾulat
(minus alef), and a full spelling of the word for the letter dalet, with a mirror gimel/dalet
interchange serving as the first letter, and for the last letter a form of Hasmonean qof
interchanging for tav, based on this particular qof’s overlapping morphology with PaleoHebrew tav, and possibly with Greek tau as well.
The three letters g-l-t are placed beneath a vertical arrangement of shin-memayin, the first word of the Šemaʿ, but also a simultaneous allusion to the name Shimʿon,
as suggested by the double nun flanking the ayin. On the same line as the dalet/gimel is
another instance of shin-mem-ayin, above which is a Greek inverted omega, a
phonetically based interchange for Hebrew waw, which is followed by nun to the left,
another allusion to Shimʿon.
Notice that in the lower allusion to Shimʿon the nun is flanked by two ayins, a
permutation of the upper instance of Shimʿon whose ayin is flanked by two nuns. We
see here two instances of the name Shimʿon joined together by a mutually shared waw
(in the form of Greek inverted omega—in Greek a Tetragrammaton letter)-nun.
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Additionally, in the long vertical string of letters traced in red, the ayin of šemaʿ is
followed by the letter dalet of the word dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange), producing
the Šemaʿ-based word ʿed, ‘witness.’ At the same time, as alreaduy explained, the three
letters also allude to geʾulat, ‘redemption.’

Fig. 47
K-S/R D1
In K-S/R D2 we find a variation of what we see in K-S/R 1. As Fig. 48 shows us, in
this instance we have what is simultaneously another defective spelling of geʾulat (again
minus alef), and a full spelling of the word for the letter dalet, with mirror gimel/dalet
interchange for the first letter, and a form of Paleo-Hebrew waw interchanging for tav
(red box), based on overlapping morphological similarities between Paleo-Hebrew
forms of waw and tav. In this instance, the letters of šemaʿ/Shimʿon are obscured
through permutation (possibly involving a doubling of nun and ayin), but are still
identifiable as such (blue boxes, top = ayin-shin-nun-ayin; middle = nun-mem; bottom =
tav). In this particular case, the Šemaʿ-based word ʿed, ‘witness’ (yellow box), is placed
to the left of what is likely the waw of Shimʿon (lower blue box).
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Fig. 48
K-S/R D2
As for other traces of the Šemaʿ’s opening line in SH1 G1 D1, the -ʾel of ‘Israel’
could function simultaneously as an abbreviated allusion to ʾeloheinu, ‘our God.’ This
would leave the two Tetragrammatons unaccounted for. We have already seen in the
Introduction the presence of the Tetragrammaton substitute ʾAdonai in SH1 G1 D1. In
Fig. 49a’s yellow and black boxes we see two overlapping instances of l-ʾ-d-n, ‘to/for the
Lord’ (with mirror lamed and Paleo-Hebrew mirror gimel now interchanging for square
script mirror dalet) intersecting geʾulat (Fig. 49b, red box). Fig. 49b’s black lines show a
diagonal arrangement of the fuller form ʾAdonai (with upper mirror yod).

a

b

Fig. 49
DAJ Lead Book = SH1 G1 D1, Lines 1-2
As Fig. 50 documents, the word geʾulat is also present in a diagonal pattern
(yellow lines) to the right of the diagonally arranged letters of ʾAdonai (red lines). Thus
both words are present in patterns that are horizontal (on a single line, line 2) and
diagonal (stretching across two lines, lines 1-2).
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Fig. 50
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 1-2
As we see in Fig. 51, in line 2 the word geʾulat (with mirror gimel and mirror
lamed) read left to right (red box) overlaps with l-ʾ-d-n, ‘to/for the Lord’ (with mirror
lamed and Paleo-Hebrew mirror gimel now interchanging for square script mirror
dalet) read right to left (black box), both of which also overlap with a triangular pattern
of l-ʾ-d-n-y, ‘to/for ʾAdonai’ (black inverted triangle, with mirror yod).

Fig. 51
DAJ Lead Book = SH1 G1 D1, Lines 1-2
As Fig. 52 next illustrates, there is a diagonal pattern of ʾAdonai that passes
through the letters of šemaʿ/Shimʿon. To the right is another apparent ʾAdonai
(involving gimel-dalet interchange) preceded by mirror lamed, ‘to/for ʾAdonai,’ in this
instance in plene form with waw:
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Fig. 52
DAJ Lead Book = SH1 G1 D1, Lines 2-5
K-S/R D4 contains a comparable diagonal arrangement of ʾadon (Fig. 52a). Notice
that adjacent to the upper mirror alef is a waw, and that adjacent to the bottom nun is a
yod; both of these adjacent letters could be used in a fuller spelling of ʾAdonai via gimeldalet interchange:

Fig. 52a
K-S/R D4
Fig. 53’s red line shows us a diagonally positioned series of four alefs, which if
read as mirror yods could give us two sets of the traditional Tetragrammaton substitute
yod-yod, which could then stand for the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening line’s two
Tetragrammatons. The black diagonal line reproduces Fig. 52’s ʾAdonai, which features
gimel-dalet interchange.
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Fig. 53
SH1 G1 D1
Each of the sets of two lower alefs/mirror yods is adjacent to a mirror lamed (Fig.
54a). In the lower instance this involves the -ʾel of ‘Israel,’ but the upper instance could
form an abbreviated allusion to the Šemaʿ’s ʾeloheinu, given that here the mirror lamed
is adjacent to a nun, and that for whatever reason the letter he seems to be intentionally
excluded from the text. There may be a second allusion to ʾeloheinu in the text to the
right (Fig. 54b) where we see the vertical sequence alef-mirror lamed with nun-waw
read left to right on the bottom. Notice that ʾAdonai (with gimel-dalet interchange)
passes through this series of letters, which could give us the the Šemaʿ’s words ʾAdonai
ʾeloheinu.

a

b
Fig. 54
SH1 G1 D1
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In SH1 G1 D1 I count nine possible arrangements of the letter sequence alefmirror lamed (Fig. 55), some of which may of course be purely random:

Fig. 55
SH1 G1 D1
The letter sequence l-h-š-m, ‘to/for ha-Šem,’ is attested in several of the Jordanian
artefacts. This is synonymous with ‘to/for ʾAdonai.’ Given the peculiar absence of he in
SH1 G1 D1 we can detect a likely instance of ‘to/for ha-Šem’ along Fig. 56’s red line,
synonymous with the two yellow boxes containing ‘to/for ʾAdonai’ (with gimel-dalet
interchange). The two black boxes read together may hint at ‘to/for ha-Šem’ as well.
Curiously, each black box has beneath it what conceivably could be the mirror dalet of
ʾAdonai (via gimel-dalet interchange).

Fig. 56
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 2-5
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Notice in Fig. 56 that the red line’s defective form (minus he) of ‘to/for ha-Šem’ in
SH1 G1 D1 intersects with the yellow line’s shin-mem-nun, in all likelihood an
abbreviation of the name Shimʿon (bar Kokhba). The name Shimʿon easily lends itself to
being linked with ha-Šem’ by virtue of their shared shin-mem sequence. In ancient
Samaritan and in medieval kabbalistic sources ha-Šem, השם, is used as an acronym for
Mošeh, that is, the name Moses, משה, and vice versa.348
That in the lead books we are dealing with the ha-Šem/Mošeh tradition is
supported by SH1 G2 D5. In Fig. 57 we see at the top two clusters of triangular
arrangements of the letter sequence he-shin-mem, which of course can be read as either
ha-Šem or as Mošeh. In itself this is ambiguous and does not tell us if we are dealing with
ha-Šem as well as Mošeh. However, it is worth noting that the upper two instances if
read in the normal right to left direction would suggest Mošeh. Reading the two lower
nearby instances in the same way then suggests ha-Šem.
The upper two instances overlap with the permuted sequence שהם, ‘onyx,’ a term
associated in the Tanakh with Eden and with the ephod. In tradition the ephod is
associated with the Tetragrammaton,349 and so the text here is arguably congruent with
the nearby allusions to ha-Šem. One clothes or vests oneself with the divine Name, and
the verb traditionally used to describe this act is לבש,350 and in Fig. 57’s blue box we find
this verb (with Hasmonean mirror bet) near allusions to the Šemaʿ Israel (yellow and
red boxes).

Fig. 57
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner

Moshe Idel Enchanted Chains: Techniques and Rituals in Jewish Mysticism (Los
Angeles: Cherub Press, 2005), pp. 87-88.
349 Jarl E. Fossum, The Name of God and the Angel of the Lord: Samaritan and Jewish
Concepts of Intermediation and the Origin of Gnosticism (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 1985),
p. 104.
350 Jarl E. Fossum, The Name of God and the Angel of the Lord, p. 104.
348
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Immediately beneath ( לבשFig. 58) we find what looks like an arrangement of the
letters of ‘to/for ʾAdonai’ (with gimel-dalet interchange), if the alef is reused as mirror
yod; if not we are left with a square pattern of ‘to/for ʾAdon.’

Fig. 58
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
Next we see in Fig. 59 that beginning with the he to the right of what seems to be
the waw of ʾAdon or ʾAdonai’ (with gimel-dalet interchange), is a diagonal series of the
letters shin-shin-mem-mem, which could be an allusion to the Šemaʿ’s two
Tetragrammatons in the circumlocutionary form ha-Šem ha-Šem.

Fig. 59
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 60 now reveals that horizontally intersecting the first of the vertically
aligned mems is the right to left statement ‘to/for ha-Šem’ (yellow box), itself
overlapping with a left to right statement, ‘to/for Mošeh.’ As we will see, this is not the
only evidence that in our artefacts the sequence he-shin-mem indeed pertains to the
equivalency of ‘the Name’ and ‘Moses.’
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Fig. 60
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
In the same area (Fig. 61) we encounter multiple patterns of letters involving l-hš-m.

Fig. 61
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
The same design contains further intriguing geometric configurations involving
the letters l-h-š-m (Fig. 62). Starting at the bottom central he, following the red lines on
the left we encounter shin-shin-shin-mem. Skipping the intervening lamed, proceeding
along the red lines to the right starting with the top shin we read shin-mem-mem-mem
and end with the bottom central he.
Notice the lamed to the he’s left, and the upper central lamed as well. The left side
can be confidently interpreted as a reference to the statement ‘to/for ha-Šem.’ It is
possible that the right side reflects the same Hebrew statement, either without the
definite article, or with it, but displaced to the bottom. Attractive is an alternative
reading in Aramaic, שמה, ‘his name’ (functionally equivalent to Hebrew )השם, or with the
lamed, ‘to/for his name,’  שמהbeing a Samaritan (and Jewish) circumlocution for the
Tetragrammaton.351

351

Jarl E. Fossum, The Name of God and the Angel of the Lord, p. 92.
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Fig. 62
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
As Fig. 63a suggests, there seem to be further allusions to ‘to/for ha-Šem’
beneath the main section in Fig. 61. Especially noteworthy is the bottom line’s right to
left shin-mem flanked by two lameds, which if read in both directions could give us
another instance of an overlapping ‘to/for ha-Šem’ and ‘to/for Mošeh,’ minus he.
However, as Fig. 63b suggests he could be integrated in a triangular pattern, with haŠem’s introductory lamed supplied from either the one adjacent to the he or from the
lower line on the right. The lower left lamed would then be that of ‘to/for Mošeh.’ In any
case, the lower line’s l-š-m-l seems to abbreviate the same design’s fuller version
elsewhere, namely, l-h-š-m-l, good evidence in the artefacts for a parallel to the
Samaritan and kabbalistic-attested ha-Šem/Mošeh equivalency.

a

b

Fig. 63
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
The ha-Šem/Mošeh traditions pertain to esoteric teachings involving Moses being
clothed with the Tetragrammaton, an act which makes him resemble the ‘angel of the
Lord’ of Exodus 23.20, ‘Behold, I send an angel before thee, to keep thee ( )לשמרךby the
way,’ and 21, ‘Take heed ( )השמרof him, and hearken ( )ושמעunto his voice . . .; for My
name ( )שמיis in him.’ (JPS) In kabbalah this angel is designated sar ha-panim, ‘prince of
the (divine) presence/face,’ which ties in terminologically rather well with Exodus
23.20’s ‘I send an angel before thee,’ that is, לפניך.
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In SH1 G2 D5 we have following the overlapping references to ha-Šem and Mošeh
what could be the letter sequence shin-he-pe (Fig. 64, green box), which might indeed
conceivably stand for sar ha-panim. This is quite intriguing, since in kabbalah the letters
of the name Mošeh are interpreted as standing for Meṭaṭron sar ha-panim.352

Fig. 64
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
The Meṭaṭron traditions are Babylonian in origin. However, these consist largely
of earlier traditions pertaining to an equivalent angelic or supra-angelic entity, such as
Michael or Yahoel, later substituted with the name Meṭaṭron. This later stage is reflected
in works like 3 Enoch, which, however, also contains earlier traditions that have been
modified. One of the older relevant layers comes from the Parables of Enoch, in which
Enoch is raised to the status of the supra-angelic Son of Man. This is the main basis of 3
Enoch’s exaltation of Enoch as the celestial Meṭaṭron, the Lesser YHWH.
Before the name Meṭaṭron became associated with the ‘angel of the Lord’ sar hapanim traditions, could the name of Moses or of Michael have been used in the same
context? That is, if SH1 G2 D5’s shin-he-pe alludes to sar ha-panim, could this angelic
entity in the text be the Moses of the same line? If so, I think we should read not only
‘to/for ha-Šem’ and ‘to/for Mošeh,’ but also then re-read the lamed before Fig. 64’s green
box together with shin-he-pe as ‘to/for the prince of the presence.’
The proliferation of initial lamed brings to mind the introductory lamed of the
Jewish War and Bar Kokhba revolt slogans found throughout the Jordanian artefacts,
including in SH1 G2 D5, which include ‘for the redemption of Zion,’ ‘for the redemption
of Israel,’ and ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem.’ However, lamed before a divine name
brings to mind tropes such as giving glory, praise or thanks ‘to the Lord,’ ליהוה, or
building an altar or sending up burnt offerings ליהוה, or speaking or singing ליהוה. 1
Chronicles 29.20 comes to mind, ‘And all the congregation blessed the LORD, the God of
their fathers, and bowed down their heads, and prostrated themselves before the LORD
()ליהוה, and before the king ()ולמלך.’
The Jordanian lead books exhibit traditions that link both Moses and Shimʿon
(bar Kokhba) to the Šemaʿ. This is facilitated by the shared shin and mem of šemaʿ and
Mošeh (in reversed sequence), and by the etymological connection between Shimʿon
and šemaʿ. Moses would certainly have been associated with the Šemaʿ before Bar
Kokhba would have been. The integration of Moses with the Šemaʿ’s Tetragrammaton
parallels the Philippians 2 hymn wherein Jesus inherits the Tetragrammaton, which is
likely related to the Exodus 23.21-based traditions about the angel of the Lord in whom
dwells the Tetragrammaton.
Moshe Idel, Ben: Sonship and Jewish Mysticism (London/New York: Continuum, 2007),
p. 157.
352
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Of interest beneath the references to ha-Šem/Mošeh in SH1 G2 D5 are the letters,
left to right, mem-lamed-kaf, melek, ‘king,’ but which could also be a defective spelling of
‘angel’ (Fig. 76, red box). The he above the lamed-kaf might conceivably be read together
with the lower three letters as a definite article, but not inconceivably as the last letter
of ‘queen.’ However, the context might suggest ‘king’ or ‘angel’ as the most likely
candidates. Elsewhere in the text we find Hasmonean coinage slogans, which arguably
makes ‘king’ the more contextually justifiable choice.

Fig. 65
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
SH1 G2 D5’s nearby and other more distant suggestions of double or multiple
forms of the Tetragrammaton bring us back to the Šemaʿ’s two Tetragrammatons, likely
also linked to Exodus 34.6, ‘And the LORD passed by before him, and proclaimed: “The
LORD, the LORD God ()יהוה יהוה אל. . . . ” What we seem to see in the Jordanian artefacts is
a tradition originally linking Moses to the Šemaʿ’s opening line being secondarily
accommodated to the name (and person) of Shimʿon (bar Kokhba).
Notice how in Fig. 66 some elements of SH1 G2 D5’s lower text parallels
elements in the upper portion, as indicated by the colour-coordinated boxes. The lower
and upper blue boxes seem to be cognate, yet the bottom blue boxes refer to Moses,
whereas the upper parallel refers to both the verb šemaʿ and the name Shimʿon, that is,
Bar Kokhba. The two kafs of Kokhba may be contained in the upper green boxes’ two
vertically aligned kafs, each of which is adjacent to a lamed, suggesting fragments of the
lower green box’s lamed-kaf (left to right) of melek.

Fig. 66
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
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The Samaritan work Memar Marqah 2.9 links Moses to the Šemaʿ: ‘The Lord our
God is one Lord (Deut. vi. 4) alone ()יהוה אלהינו יהוה אחד לבדו. There is no prophet like
Moses, His faithful one ( )נאמנוand His servant ()ועבדו.’353 This occurs in a Hebrew
passage, in contrast to the usual use of Aramaic in the text. Montgomery gives the
opening of the Samaritan confession of faith as, ‘My faith is in thee, YHWH; and in Moses
son of Amram thy servant.’354 In fact, there are at least two lead book designs that
clearly insert Moses’ title ‘servant,’ ʿebed, into the Šemaʿ. Before examining these I
should point out the structural similarity shared between Memar Marqah 2.9’s dual
confession of faith in God and his unique prophet and the Ebionite confession of faith
preserved in Clementine Homilies 7.8: ‘This is religion, to fear him [God] alone355 and to
believe only the Prophet of Truth.’356 Memar Marqah’s  נאמנcould easily express the
sematic equivalent of Greek alētheia used in the Clementine Greek text.
The structural similarity of this has been compared to Islamic professions of faith
by Schoeps357 (see e.g., ‘There is no god but God, and Muḥammad is His Messenger,’ and
Qur’an sura 4.136, ‘Believe in God and hid messenger’), who, however, did not stress
Samaritan parallels. These are important to note, however, because Qur’an sura 33.40’s
titles of the prophet of Islam—‘. . . Muḥammad . . . is the apostle of God and the seal of
the prophets’ (Muḥammadun . . . rasūlal-lāhi wa khātaman-nabiyyīn, َ—) َرسُو َل ﱠ ِ َوخَات ََم ال ﱠن ِبيِّين
are paralleled in Memar Marqah 5.3, where we read of Moses: ‘By your life, O apostle of
God ()שליחה דאלה, remain with us a little longer. By your life, O seal of the prophets ( מחתם
)נבײה, stop with us a little!’358
Of interest also is Memar Marqah 4.12: ‘The Lord our God is one Lord (Deut. vi. 4 );
the beginning and the end ()שרוה ועקבה. I, even I, am He [Deut. 32.39].’359 Cf. Isaiah
John MacDonald, Memar Marqah: The Teaching of Marqah. Volume II: The Translation
(Berlin: Verlag Alfred Töpelmann, 1963), p. 69. The Hebrew is from John MacDonald,
Memar Marqah: The Teaching of Marqah. Volume I: The Text (Berlin: Verlag Alfred
Töpelmann, 1963), p. 43.
354 James Alan Montgomery, The Samaritans: The Earliest Jewish Sect Their History,
Theology and Literature (Philadelphia: John C. Winston, 1907), p. 207.
355 The trope ‘to fear him alone’ is paralleled in Matthew 4.10, ‘You shall worship the
Lord your God and him only shall you serve.’ (RSV) This is based on Deuteronomy 6.13,
‘Thou shalt fear the LORD thy God; and Him shalt thou serve’ (JPS), arguably with the
addition of ‘alone’ inspired by Deuteronomy 6.4. Cf. the Amidah’s Temple Benediction,
which ends with ‘You alone will we worship in fear.’ See David Flusser, Judaism of the
Second Temple Period. Volume 2: The Jewish Sages and Their Literature. Translated by
Azzan Yadin (Grand Rapids, Michigan/Cambridge, U.K.: William B. Eerdmans, 2009), p.
168. Flusser here also cites Pseudo-Philo, Biblical Antiquities 23.14, ‘The Lord is our God
and Him alone (soli) do we serve,’ and Josephus, Jewish Antiquities 3.91, ‘The first word
teaches us that God is one and that He alone (μόνον) must be worshipped.’
356 Cf. 4Q375 (4QapocrMosesa) Col 1.7 ‘trustworthy prophet,’ nbyʾ nʾmn; 1 Macc 14:41
‘trustworthy prophet’ (προφήτην πιστὸν).
357 Hans Joachim Schoeps, Jewish Christianity: Factional Disputes in the Early Church.
Translated by Douglas R. A. Hare (Philadelphia: Fortress Press, 1964), p. 139.
358
John MacDonald, Memar Marqah, vol. 2, p. 201.
359 Text and translation from John MacDonald, Memar Marqah, vol. 1, p. 112 and vol 2, p.
188.
353
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48.12’s Šemaʿ-like statement: ‘Hearken unto Me, O Jacob,/ And Israel My called:/ I am
He; I am the first ()ראשון,/ I also am the last ()אחרון.’ (JPS) Since Samaritan tradition does
not rely on the Tanakh’s post-Torah prophets, Memar Marqah 4.12’s ‘the beginning and
the end’ may be based not on Isaiah, but on Genesis 1.1’s ‘in the beginning’ and Genesis
2.2’s ‘God finished.’ Perhaps Isaiah’s ‘first and last’ trope is derived from a correlation of
the same or similar creation traditions.
Both Samaritan and Jewish sources see in Genesis 1.3’s  יהיand ויהי, allusions to or
even permutations of the Tetragrammaton: ‘And God said: “Let there be ( )יהיlight.”360
And there was ( )ויהיlight.’ (JPS) There are two instances of the letter sequence waw-yodhe-waw in the Jordanian lead books. Fig. 67’s red box identifies the word ha-yehudim,
‘Jews’/‘Judeans’ (derived from Hasmonean coinage), with an extra yod oddly placed
between he and waw. This extra yod allows us to obtain in a left-to-right reading
direction waw-yod-he-yod, ‘and there was.’ Yehudim is cognate with the name Judah,
which rabbinic tradition points out consists of the Tetragrammaton’s letters with dalet
added.
That SH1 G2 D5’s yehudim is being associated with the Tetragrammaton allusion
 ויהיderived from Genesis 1.3 is supported not only by the positioning of the extra yod,
but also by a coordination of the letters of a double Tetragrammaton stretching across
lines 1 and 3. As Fig. 67’s blue circles show, the following letters are more or less
vertically aligned with each other: waw-he; yod-yod; waw-waw. Next, although not
vertically aligned, the following letters in lines 1 and 3 are placed in the same letter
positions from the right: 3rd position, waw-he; seventh position waw-waw. These letters
can be used to form one instance of the Tetragrammaton, and an additional yod-he-waw,
with an extra waw remaining but no he. I am not sure of why the second
Tetragrammaton lacks a second he, and why there is an extra waw, but that we nearly
have a double Tetragrammaton suggests that the text is meant to bring to mind the
divine name together with a permutation of it.

Fig. 67
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
In Fig. 68’s red box we find in SH1 G2 D1 the same word yehudim (derived again
from Hasmonean coinage), in reverse reading direction, but instead of with extra yod
between he and waw as in Fig. 67, it seems that in Fig. 68 the yod between dalet and
360

See Jarl E. Fossum, The Name of God and the Angel of the Lord, pp. 78-80.
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mem is displaced and put between the he and waw. This once again allows us to read
(right to left) Genesis 1.3’s waw-yod-he-yod, ‘and there was,’ that is, there was light.
As Fig. 68’s yellow box illustrates, the final mem of yehudim now becomes the
first letter of the word ‘menorah’ ()מנרה, followed by lamed. As I will show later, this is a
form of the Sefer ha-Razim’s angel name Menoriʾel, which occurs in various forms
throughout the Jordanian lead books. Basically, we may understand Menoriʾel, which I
interpret as ‘Menorah of God,’ as a personification, in angelic mode, of the menorah.
That the menorah is a symbol of light suggests that what we see in Fig. 68’s text is a
cryptic allusion to Genesis 1.3’s creation of light understood in the form of a personified,
that is, angelic, menorah, which/who is created by means of God pronouncing the
Tetragrammaton permutation yhy and/or wyhy. This angelic entity is probably meant to
recall Exodus 23.20ff.’s angel in whom dwells the divine name, the Tetragrammaton.

Fig.68
SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
This suggests that in the lead books the angel of the menorah may be the
personified light of Genesis 1.3, which would seem to connect the lead book text with
the ancient mytheme of the Man of Light based on a reading of Genesis 1.3’s φω̄ς, ‘light,’
as φώς, ‘man.’361 In other words, in the lead books, the angel of the menorah is the
primordial light, the divine personified word (deber, memra, logos). Menoriʾel is
functionally equivalent to the glorified Enoch, to figures such as Michael, Yahoʾel, the
Lesser YHWH, and the later Babylonian Meṭaṭron, all agents of creation like the Lady
Wisdom of Proverbs 8, the source of Philo’s personified Sophia and archangelic (even
supra-angelic) Logos. These can all be correlated in various ways and to different
degrees with the Torah’s ‘Angel of the LORD,’ in whom dwells the Tetragrammaton, and
whose name according to some traditions is the double Tetragrammaton, likely under
the impact of Enoch-Meṭaṭron traditions.362 The man of light is the celestial man, the
heavenly Adam. In SH1 G2 D5 the name Adam (blue box) intersects a fragment of the
word yehudim (Fig. 69).

Jarl E. Fossum, The Name of God and the Angel of the Lord, p. 280.
See Moshe Idel, Ben: Sonship and Jewish Mysticism, pp. 202, 223, 231 note 36. Idel
mentions Exodus 34.6’s double Tetragrammaton as a likely influence in this context, but
I would suggest that Šemaʿ’s opening line should also be considered. Evidence for Enoch
traditions includes R. Nehemiah, who according to Idel ‘derives the figure 52 both from
the two consonants of the name Hanokh, Kh W = 26, and from the acronym of the words
related to Enoch, and also mentions the two Tetragrammata and their gematria.’ Ibid., p.
231 note 36.
361
362
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Fig. 69
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
Perhaps the most powerful expression of this mythme in Jewish literature is
found in Wisdom 7 (based on both Proverbs 8 and Sirach 24). Its parallel in Christian
literature is the proem of John 1, suspected by many to be a reworked hymn about John
the Baptizer, appropriated by John the evangelist and re-applied to the figure of Jesus.
This gospel wants to deny that John the Baptizer was the primordial light of Genesis 1.3
(likely the proem’s original underlying teaching), and polemically correlates this with
Jesus instead.363
However, it is not usually taken sufficiently into account that the Mosaic
component of the John 1 proem could reflect Samaritan impulses as well, raising the
possibility that some in the Baptizer community had seen John as the Samaritan
‘prophet like Moses,’ the Taheb.364 Indeed, the fourth gospel could have been written for
the mission to the Samaritans by a former Samaritan or at least Samaritan-influenced
follower of John, who himself may have been inspired by Samaritan ideas to some
extent.365
While in Roman times there is no evidence that Samaritans had already
identified Moses with the primordial light of Genesis 1.3,366 this mytheme did develop
later among the Samaritans. There is no convincing proof that this Samaritan
development took place only after the advent of Islam as a polemical response to the
Islamic doctrine of the Nur Muḥammadi, the primordial Muhammadan Light. It could
just as well be that Islam appropriated the Samaritan doctrine of the primordial Mosaic
light, developed in post-Roman times (yet still before the rise of Islam), applying it
secondarily to the prophet of Islam.
See Rudolf Bultmann, The Gospel of John: A Commentary. Translated by G. R. BeasleyMurray (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1971), pp. 17-18.
364 On the Taheb, see Jarl E. Fossum, The Name of God and the Angel of the Lord, pp. 6263.
365 For this and related theories, see the references in Jarl E. Fossum, The Name of God
and the Angel of the Lord, p. 152.
366
See Jarl E. Fossum, The Name of God and the Angel of the Lord, p. 91.
363
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The Zohar depicts Shimʿon bar Yoḥai as the primordial light who, like Proverbs
8’s Lady Wisdom, had been present with God during creation. Here the Zohar seems, at
least in part, to be polemically responding to John 1’s proem, substituting Jesus with
Shimʿon bar Yoḥai.367 However, in the lead books it would seem that on the earthly
plane this role is assigned to Shimʿon bar Kokhba, since in the lead books his name is
assimilated to the Šemaʿ’s word šemaʿ, and since the redemption, geʾulat, brought by Bar
Kokhba, is correlated with the Šemaʿ’s ʾeḥad. Thus it might be that a doctrine originally
applied to Bar Kokhba was only subsequently appropriated for Bar Yoḥai; the opposite
scenario, however, may have been the case as well.
It may be that the lead books are polemically substituting Christian notions
about Jesus with the person of Bar Kokhba. Although there would be no strict identity
between Bar Kokhba and the lead books’ Menoriʾel, the two would seem to be
theologically correlated, since both are linked to the Tetragrammaton. It may be that we
can correlate Menoriʾel with the celestial mode of the divine light, while Shimʿon might
be the same light on (or descended to) the earthly plane.
Again, the lead books could be polemically responding to Christian beliefs here,
such as we see in Revelation 1 where Jesus is basically depicted as a personified
menorah. The lead books are depicting Bar Kokhba, not Jesus, as the representative of
the menorah. This is part of the significance of the letters shin-gimel, standing (on one
level at least) for ‘Shimʿon-Redemption,’ that flank the menorah in the lead books.
The same two letters can, via gimel-dalet interchange, also be understood as shindalet standing for the first and last letters of the Šemaʿ’s opening line, for although
Jewish tradition in this context links together the ayin and dalet, and not the shin and
dalet, nevertheless once the name Shimʿon had been integrated to the word šemaʿ, the
final letter at issue became nun rather than ayin, and nun + ayin forms no new
meaningful word or noticeable abbreviation. By default it would seem the lead books’
creators shifted attention to the first letter shared by both šemaʿ and Shimʿon, and
joined the first letter shin to the last letter dalet of ʾeḥad. The same two graphemes read
as shin + gimel can easily set off a train of significant associations, including bringing to
mind the divine name Šaddai, the initials for Shimʿon-geʾulat, etc. All of the above
readings are derived by a clever esoteric maneuver that reinterprets the otherwise
ordinary Jewish War coinage phrase ‘year four,’ abbreviated with shin-dalet, yet with
the latter simultaneously read as gimel via gimel-dalet interchange.
The polemical nature of the Jordanian artefacts might be suggested especially in
SH1 P1, where we see the letters shin-mirror gimel flanking the menorah. Towards the
bottom of this section we find an allusion to the menorah in the letter sequence memḥet-nun-resh-yod. The mem-nun-resh is a common abbreviation of ‘menorah’ in these
artefacts. The ḥet may have been interposed between the mem and nun in order to
create an allusion to the double ḥen, ‘grace, grace,’ of Zechariah 4’s famous menorah
vision (see verse 7). The final yod probably stands for the Tetragrammaton. Beneath the
letters alluding to the menorah and Tetragrammaton, which together may arguably
imply the angel Menoriʾel, is an isolated shin above seven stars (Fig. 70).

367

Yehuda Liebes, Studies in the Zohar, pp. 239-240.
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In Jewish tradition an isolated shin generally stands for Šaddai, the Almighty,
which is likely the meaning here in SH1 P1. However, in the lead books shin also stands
for Shimʿon, so the latter (as well as Šaddai) may be linked to the seven stars. SH1 P1’s
combination of menorah, the Almighty, and seven stars immediately brings to mind
Revelation 1.8’s Almighty, 1.12’s menorah, 1.16’s seven stars, and 1.20’s menorah and
seven stars. Far from being ‘Jewish-Christian’ artefacts, the lead books could be
polemically responding to such Jewish Jesus sect traditions.

Fig. 70
SH1P1, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
As I will document further in ch. 5, in SH1 G2 D1 the word yehudim (derived once
more from Hasmonean coinage) is found yet again in a two-line portion of text that
contains a cryptic allusion to the Tetragrammaton. Fig. 71 shows these two lines of text,
each of which contains nine letters. If we number the lines as if their respective letters
are in mirror position to each other, then we notice that in both we seem to find y-w-h-y
in positions 1, 3, 4, and 8 respectively. I qualify this with ‘seem’ because in line 1
position 4 we actually have ḥet. However, notice that the ḥet here is in an open form,
lacking the upper half of the right vertical stroke, reflective of some Hasmonean coins
on which this portion of ḥet is present in what might be called a very oblique form.
On these particular Hasmonean coins the ḥet is actually closed, but the upper half
of the right vertical stroke is anywhere from barely visible to invisible to the naked eye.
What we might call these coins’ obliquely executed ḥet is on the lead book design
intentionally executed rather boldly in an unusual open form. This confirms that the
lead book text is indeed based on the Hasmonean coinage.
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In view of the predominant mirror symmetry of the letters in positions 1, 3, 4,
and 8 it would seem that in line 1 ḥet functions cryptically also as he. In other words,
open ḥet interchanges for he in this instance. Be that as it may, what we see in Fig. 71
does seem to hint at some form of Tetragrammaton permutation in double form, similar
to Fig. 67’s doubling of Tetragrammaton letters

Fig. 71
SH1G2 D1, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
Even if we exclude the open ḥet, each line still contains the mirror sequence y-wh-y in positions 1-3-7-8 and 1-3-4-8 respectively, a scramble of the letters w-y-h-y of
Genesis 1.3. In fact, in Genesis 1.3 the gematria of y-h-y is 25, and w-y-h-y is 31
(incidentally the same as the gematria of alef-lamed, ‘God’), which together total 56. Also
incidentally, when we double 56 we obtain 112, the gematria of ‘Lord God,’ יהוה אלהים
(26+86=112).
Fig. 72 documents how in K-S/R D1 we see a diagonal alignment (yellow frame)
of the Tetragrammaton permutation yod-yod-pi(=he)-he, a doubling of the
Tetragrammaton’s first two letters, yod-he. The bottom he forms a part of a square
pattern of the letters of ha-Šem, which could also simultaneously allude to Mošeh (red
box). This overlaps with one of the two instances of šemaʿ (blue boxes). The lower blue
box’s šemaʿ overlaps with the green box’s ʿebed, ‘servant,’ with gimel as dalet
interchange.
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Fig. 72
K-S/R D1
As Fig. 73 next reveals, the pi=he has emanating from it two instances of ha-Šem
(simultaneously Mošeh when read from the outer edge inwards).

Fig. 73
K-S/R D1
We now learn in Fig. 74 that Fig. 73’s two ha-Šems’ upper and lower mems both
have further instances of šem branching off from them. The bottom instance has a
double shin (note the lamed in the blue box) connecting to the lower mem, while the
upper mem connects to a diagonally aligned double shin and double mem. Both the
middle and upper portions have lameds as well adjacent to their shins. The trait of
doubling is palpable, bringing to mind double Tetragrammaton traditions.
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Fig. 74
K-S/R D1
In Fig. 75 we see that above the double ha-Šem is a vertical pattern of shin-memyod, ‘my name’ (yellow box), and intersecting this horizontally are shin-mem-resh (red
box), both of which are relevant to the Angel of the Lord passage in Exodus 23.20ff. The
red box’s resh is similar to some forms of Samaritan waw, as in Fig. 76, where we read
on a Samaritan bronze tablet YHWH šmw, ‘YHWH (is) his name.’
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Fig. 75
K-S/R D1

Fig. 76
Samaritan Bronze Tablet Text, Montgomery, Plate 8
There is good evidence these two terms, ‘my name’ and ‘guard,’ occur
intentionally in the design. As we see in Fig. 77, they are present in mirror patterns both
branching off of the double ha-Šem (blue lines) and within the version of the Šemaʿ
Israel on the left (‘my name’ along the yellow lines, ‘guard’ along the red lines).

Fig. 77
K-S/R D1
We next turn our attention to a portion of text of K-S/R D8 shown in Fig. 78.
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Fig. 78
K-S/R D8, Contrast Adjusted for Clarity
What we find in Fig. 78’s text are two overlapping triangular patterns of shinmem-resh, ‘guard,’ (blue lines), a triangular arrangement of shin-mem-ayin, ‘hear!’
(yellow lines), and a straightforward instance of shin-mem-yod, ‘my name’ (red box), as
illustrated by Fig. 79. In Fig. 80 we see that this same region is encircled by a pattern of
two shins and three mems. In Fig. 81 we have connecting patterns consisting of allusions
to šemaʿ, ‘hear’ (reading upwards) and šomer, ‘guard’ (reading downwards), each
sharing shin.

Fig. 79
K-S/R D8 Contrast Adjusted for Clarity

Fig. 80
K-S/R D8, Contrast Adjusted for Clarity
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Fig. 81
K-S/R D8, Contrast Adjusted for Clarity
The letters preceding those of Fig. 82’s red box are bet-qof; the bet is involved in
a vertical and two triangular arrangements of ʿebed, ‘servant.’ The form of qof used here
may have been intentionally chosen to playfully allude to the form of gimel, which can
also function as dalet via gimel-dalet interchange, and if so, then we would have an
intersecting horizontal pattern of ʿebed as well, although this remains quite tentative.

a

b
Fig. 82
K-S/R D8

In the upper portion of the same text we find two triangular patterns of haŠem/Mošeh (Fig. 83a); notice the lamed adjacent to the lower mem. Fig. 83b documents
a triangular pattern of shin-mem-resh. In Fig. 83c we have starting at the middle shin
reading upwards ‘his name,’ and starting with the same shin but reading downwards we
have ‘hear!’ If Fig. 83d’s inverted omega stands in phonetically for Hebrew waw, then
we have a diamond shape constructed out of two instances of ‘his name.’
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a

b

c

d
Fig. 83
K-S/R D8

K-S/R D2 contains similar letter arrangements. Fig. 84 shows three diagonally
aligned shins, with adjacent lamed (red line and box). The blue line’s yod-pi=he-nunpi=he seems to allude to the Tetragrammaton perhaps with the nun of ʾAdonai (with
dalet in gimel form via gimel-dalet interchange) inserted substituting for the second yod.
From the upper pi=he branches off the letters shin-mem, producing ha-Šem/Mošeh
(yellow lines). The green lines trace letters that also may allude to the Tetragrammaton,
starting on the bottom right with yod-pi=he, which is mirrored on the upper left with
inverted omega(=waw)-pi=he. These four outer letters give us the Tetragrammaton, and
they are connected at the top by waw-inverted omega (=waw). The upper pi=he is
followed by a vertical arrangement of mem-nun-resh-pi=he, ‘menorah,’ with lamed
adjacent to both the mem and nun in what is perhaps an allusion to the angel Menoriʾel.
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Fig. 84
K-S/R D2
In Fig. 85 at the left we have a Tetragrammaton roundel. To the right at the top
we have the familiar Tetragrammaton permutation yod-he-yod-he. The red triangle
gives us ha-Šem/Mošeh, whose shin-mem is followed by ayin, producing šemaʿ. The shin
is preceded by the lamed of what the green X identifies as ‘Israel,’ confirming we have a
version of the Šemaʿ Israel here. The red box contains ʿebedi, Moses’ title ‘my servant,’
also applied to Israel in the Tanakh. Indeed, already bYoma 86a correlates the Šemaʿ
(specifically Deuteronomy 6.5) with Isaiah 49.3: ‘And He said unto me: “Thou art My
servant, Israel, in whom I will be glorified.’” (JPS)
The Zohar 2.160b-161a correlates the recitation of the Šemaʿ (expressed with the
rabbinic parlance of taking upon oneself the yoke of the divine kingdom) with Isaiah
49.3: ‘At the hour a person comes to receive upon himself the yoke of the Kingdom of
Heaven, the Shekhinah comes and rests ( )ושריאupon his head and establishes ()וקאים
him like a witness ()כסהיד. . . . The Shekhinah comes and rests upon his head and blesses
him with seven blessings and calls out of him ()וקרי עליה: “And He said to me, you are my
servant Israel, in whom I am glorified.”’368 The Zohar 3.61b applies Isaiah 49.3 to
Shimʿon bar Yoḥai, whose father is said to be God, and whose mother is the Shekhinah.
Isaiah 49.3’s term ‘glorified’ no doubt helped link the verse with the the Šemaʿ’s silent
second line’s ‘glory.’
Referring to the Šemaʿ as an act of unification, Moses de Leon’s Book of the
Pomegranate also links the Šemaʿ with Isaiah 49.3: ‘The one who unites must increase
overflow in order to arrange the gradations in one secret, in fear and humility—with his
heart and his mouth he should utter it, like a flame bound to a coal, and his heart like a
burning fire in the bond of his proper unity. . . . One should focus his heart, spirit, and

Cited in Ellen D. Haskell, Mystical Resistance: Understanding the Zohar’s Conversations
with Christianity (New York: Oxford University Press, 2016), p. 25.
368
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soul upon this, as we have said. This is the man of whom it is said, “You are my servant,
Israel, in whom I am glorified” (Isa. 49:3).’369
The Mosaic component of ‘my servant’ in Fig. 85 accords perfectly with the
Samaritan insertion of Moses into the Šemaʿ Israel, as well as with kabbalistic tradition
which symbolically equates the name Moses with the Tetragrammaton substitute haŠem. In Fig. 85 ‘my servant’ is followed by ʾarbaʿ, ‘four,’ with the yod of ʿebedi now being
re-read as mirror alef. The number four here no doubt hints at the letter dalet, the
fourth radical of the Hebrew alphabet, and the letter which concludes the Šemaʿ Israel’s
opening line’s last word ʾeḥad, ‘one.’
In Fig. 85 the pink line’s yod-shin-resh intersects ‘Israel’ and emphasizes its first
three letters which by themselves can mean yašar, ‘upright,’ the opposite of the yellow
box’s letters, which if we re-read its bet now as mirror qof, we can interpret as memayin-qof-shin, meʿiqqeš, a form of ‘bent’/‘crooked’ associated with ‘Israel’ in SH1 G1 D1.
Reading the blue line from the bottom up we have ʿami, ‘my people’ (a word attested in
K-S/R D5), which would refer to ‘Israel.’ Lastly the noticeably isolated mem at the
bottom in all likelihood stands for Moses.

Fig. 85
SAH D4, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
The mirror symmetry between the letters of ‘my servant’ and of ‘four’ is striking,
raising the possibility that ‘four’ here has been inspired by ‘my servant.’ Indeed, if the
dalet’s morphology in ‘my servant’ were slightly different, it could be read in reverse as
‘four,’ and the latter’s resh has a morphology that allows us to read ‘four’ backwards as
‘my servant.’

Fig. 86
SAH D4, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner

Elliot R. Wolfson, The Book of the Pomegranate: Moses de Leon’s Sefer ha-Rimmon
(Atlanta: Scholars Press, 1988), pp. 98-99.
369
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In SH1 P1 we find ʾarbaʿ, ‘four,’ again with mirror alef, in an orthography that
allows us to read the word backwards as ʿebedi, ‘my servant’ (Fig. 87). Unfortunately,
patina obscures some of the text, but the top line’s nun-yod are likely the last two letters
of ʾAdonai, to which can be added the mirror gimel if read simultaneously as dalet
interchange, which would give us the last three letters of ʾAdonai. The letters ayin-tav
beneath shin-gimel/dalet occur elsewhere in these artefacts together as a four-letter
ensemble wherein ayin is likely an interchange for alef.
In Fig. 87 the top line likely refers simultaneously to Shimʿon-Redemption and to
the Šemaʿ’s opening line’s first and last letters and to its two Tetragrammatons by
means of the reverential substitute ʾAdonai. Noteworthy is the kaf directly beneath the
bet of ʾarbaʿ, since reading left to right bet-resh could give us Aramaic bar, which
together with kaf could bring to mind Koseba or perhaps even Kokhba.
It would seem that just as the lead books link Bar Kokhba coinage’s geʿulat with
the Šemaʿ’s ʾeḥad, so they link the same coinage’s ʾarbaʿ, ‘four,’ with the Šemaʿ’s ʾeḥad,
whose dalet stands for ‘four.’ And just as the lead books link the name Shimʿon to the
Šemaʿ’s šemaʿ, so they seem to link Jewish War coinage’s šenat, ‘year,’ from the phrase
šenat ʾarbaʿ, ‘year four,’ with the Šemaʿ’s ʾeḥad. And all this is reapplied to Bar Kokhba
and hid revolt.

Fig. 87
SH1 P1, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
To revisit SH1 G2 D5, in Fig. 88 we see ʿebed (red box) proximate to the haŠem/Mošeh patterns (red lines) previously explored. The bottom red lines overlap with
the letters of šemaʿ, to which are joined the name Shimʿon, whose letters are spread
across two lines of text (blue boxes). The letters of šemaʿ are immediately followed by
the phrase šenat ʾarbaʿ, ‘year four,’ minus ʾarbaʿ’s alef. The phrase ‘year four’ is spelled
out fully on some Jewish War coins, while on others it is abbreviated with letters shindalet. The lead books see in ‘year four’ an esoteric allusion to the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening
line’s first and last words. In Fig. 88 there is indeed a reference to Israel, minus the yod,
two lines down from šenat ʾarbaʿ. Notice that the shin of šenat has two kafs vertically
aligned beneath it. Is this an allusion to Kokhba? To the left of the upper kaf there is a
Hasmonean bet (in mirror form) from the word ḥeber (derived from Hasmonean
coinage). Here it is two letters down from the ḥet of ‘John’ (Hyrcanus), beneath which is
the resh of ʾarbaʿ, producing the three-line vertical scramble of ḥeber, ḥ-r-b., which given
the context’s allusions to Moses may likely allude to Mount Horeb.
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Fig. 88
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing/Reconstruction by Samuel Zinner
According to Memar Marqah 6.11, the letter dalet, being the fourth radical, had
the honour of having established within it two divine names, which MacDonald
identifies, no doubt correctly, as  יהוהand אהיה.370 One of these two names is called ‘the
great name,’ that is, the Tetragrammaton with its four letters.
That the lead books link redemption with the Šemaʿ’s ʾeḥad is interesting in itself,
as is the Samaritan link between dalet and the Tetragrammaton. Abraham Abulafia once
interpreted (in his Sefer ha-Yašar) the second he of the Tetragrammaton as standing for
ha-goʾel, ‘the redeemer,’ in a passage that ends with šemi ʿedi, ‘my name is my
witness.’371 In Fig. 89’s blue boxes we see a regularly interrupted (one intervening space
between each relevant letter) spelling of ‘to/for the Name’ (with mirror he), while the
red boxes contain the letters of ‘my witness’ (via gimel-dalet interchange) with two
intervening letters between each relevant letter. The yellow box contains ‘my name,’
whose yod connects to the blue line’s Tetragrammaton permutation yod-yod-pi=he-he.

John MacDonald, Memar Marqah, vol. 2, p. 244.
See Harvey J. Hames, Like Angels on Jacob’s Ladder: Abraham Abulafia, the
Franciscans and Joachimism (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 2007), p. 40.
370
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Fig. 89
K-S/R D1
Song of Songs 7.6-7 is relevant for the traditional interpretation of the Šemaʿ: 6
‘Thy head upon thee is like Carmel,/ And the hair of thy head like purple;/ The king is
held captive in the tresses thereof.’ 7 ‘How fair and how pleasant art thou,/ O love, for
delights!’ (JPS) This is dealt with in Song of Songs Rabbah 7.6: ‘The lowly ( )הדליםand
poor in Israel, says God, are beloved and worthy as David,’ alluding to Zechariah 12.8:
‘In that day shall the LORD defend the inhabitants of Jerusalem;/ And he that stumbleth
among them at that day shall be as David;/ And the house of David shall be as a godlike
being,/ As the angel of the LORD before them.’ (JPS)
The Hebrew text is more bold than the JPS here, literally reading ‘the house of
David shall be like God ()כאלהים, like the angel of the LORD ( )כמלאך יהוהin front of them
()לפניהם,’ which fits well with the Exodus 23 Angel of the Lord passage, as does Isaiah
63.9: ‘In all their affliction He was afflicted,/ And the angel of His presence ()ומלאך פניו
saved them (;)הושיעם/ In His love and in His pity He redeemed them (;)גאלם/ And He
bore them, and carried them all the days of old.’ (JPS)
The Song of Songs Rabbah text continues by noting that the Shekhinah came to
rest on the locks of the patriarch Jacob. On 7.7 the same text explains, ‘“How fair,” during
prayer, “how pleasant,” during the recitation of the Šemaʿ.’ The coordination of this
passage with the Šemaʿ explains the Zohar 1.13b’s citation of Song of Songs 7.6, which is
soon followed by a citation of Deuteronomy 6.4, which is then followed in 1.14a by a
repeated citation of Song of Songs 7.6, this time with a wordplay between ‘lock (of hair)’
and ‘poor.’ The discussion in the Zohar involves an exegesis of Genesis 1.27’s creation of
humans in the image of God, which is correlated with the commandment of the tefillin, a
trope also mentioned in the Song of Songs Rabbah 7.7.
The Targum of Song of Songs on 7.6 also plays on the word dallah, associating it
with ‘poor’: ‘As for the poor among the people, who walk with bowed head, because
they are in want, these shall in time to come be clothed in purple. . . .’372 The same text
372

Gollancz, p. 68.
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interprets 7.4’s ‘two fawns’ as the ‘two redeemers,’ the messiah son of David and the
messiah son of Ephraim.
The Song of Songs Rabbah points out the etymology of 4.1’s Gilead as ‘well of
witness’ ()גל־עד. Song of Songs Rabbah earlier interprets 2.9’s ‘my beloved’ as an
allusion to Greek ΔΙΟΣ ΔΙΟΣ, which ‘the Lord of the worlds . . . said to us in the
beginning.’ Since the context leading up to this statement involves calendrical issues
(the first month is to be that of the exodus from Egypt), on one level there is an allusion
to the first Greek month, Dīos.
At the same time, this interesting interpretation of ‘my beloved’ is followed by a
reference to Psalm 82.1, in which ʾelohim sits among the ʾelohim, which occurs when
Israel recite the Šemaʿ. Verse 6 is famously used in rabbinic literature to refer to the
divine status of Israel when they were given the Torah (a tradition attested as well in
John 10). This would be congruent with the Zohar 1.13b-14a’s discussion of Song of
Songs 7.6 when correlated with Genesis 1.27. In Pesiqta Rabbati 15 the same tradition
resurfaces, where the form is that of the Greek vocative of ‘God.’ We can thus conclude
that we have in Song of Songs Rabbah on 2.9 an esoteric allusion to ‘God God’ (cf. dīos,
‘divine’; cf. Latin deus = Greek theos; and cf. Greek dios, the genitive of Zeus).
To the above I should add that the reference to the well of witness allows us to
invoke Job 16.19 (connected to Enoch, Meṭaṭron and Šaddai in tradition), whose
Hebrew and Aramaic forms of ‘witness’ are paralleled together elsewhere in the Tanakh
only in Genesis 37.14, where we also find Jacob and  גלעדcoordinated.
Šabbat and Melek: Bet-Kaf Interchange and the Kaf-Like Waw of Shimʿon Revisited
As I documented earlier in this chapter SH1 G1 D1’s waw of Shimʿon differs from
standard forms of Paleo-Hebrew waw in that it is kaf-like. There are several graphemes
in this text that can function as both bet and kaf, and in one instance also as waw. In
identifying and examining these letters, as well as others, I use the following two rules
of B. Hudson McLean, which are especially helpful when dealing with epigraphy from
times that are marked by eclecticism and mixed forms. ‘First, analysis should proceed
on the basis of overall style, not individual letter forms.’373 ‘Second, analysis should . . .
distinguish between public and private paleography.’374
SH1 G1 D1’s kaf grapheme is basically a modification of Hasmonean kaf, . As I
have already remarked, the same SH1 G1 D1 grapheme can do double duty as bet.
Fig. 90 shows a quite typical phenomenon encountered throughout the SH1 G1
D1 text, that of intersecting repetitions of a word in different patterns. Here we see two
slightly divergent graphemes functioning as the bet of šabbat, in a straightforward
instance read right to left (Fig. 90a’s red box) and in the patterns of intersecting
inverted (Fig. 90b) and upright triangles (Fig. 90c).

B. Hudson McLean, An Introduction to Greek Epigraphy of the Hellenistic and Roman
Periods from Alexander the Great down to the Reign of Constantine (323 B. C.–A. D. 337)
(Ann Arbor: University of Michigan, 2005), p. 43.
374 Ibid., p. 44.
373
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b

c
Fig. 90
SH1 G1 D1

Fig. 91
Šabbat on an SH1 G1 D1 Lead Book Examined by Peter Northover
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We have on Fig. 90a-c’s lower lines not only š-b-t but also š-b-t-n, a defective
spelling of š-b-t-w-n (from the idiom š-b-t š-b-t-w-n, Sabbath of Sabbaths, the Great
Sabbath, that is, Yom Kippur) present elsewhere in the lead books (SH1 G1 D8 in some
of its SH2 stampings and KS/R D-5). There are further intersecting instances of šabbat
in SH1 G1 D1.
In the SH1 G1 D6 variant of SH1 G1 D1’s line 1, the latter’s bet/kaf (which
functions as the kaf of melek, ‘king’) is in the SH1 G1 D5 variant placed between a shin
(the shin of šegiʾowt) and tav, producing š-b-t, šabbat, reading left to right. In effect, the
kaf of melek becomes the bet of šabbat. As I will document later in this chapter, the
letters of melek in SH1 G1 D1 line 1 are placed in the same position as the letters of
šegal, ‘queen,’ in line 2. We have here an apparent allusion to the Sabbath Queen, and
that the kaf of her contrastive celestial sex/gender coordinate, the king, becomes her
bet, would seem to presuppose some profound theology, if not esotericism.
SH1 G1 D1 seems to be preoccupied with the letter sequence b/k-d/g-l-d/g,
which in Fig. 92a occurs on line 5 twice in an intersecting pattern, in the red box left to
right and in the yellow box right to left. The same sequence occurs in line two left to
right and then starting on line 5 at the right in an ascending diagonal trajectory that
meets up with the same sequence on line 2. Parallel to this latter instance, the yellow
diagonal line has the same letters, but in a different sequence d/g-b/k-d/g-l. As further
evidence that the text is indeed interested in these letters there is the fact that they are
also the four letters of the outer edges of lines 4 and 5 (Fig. 92b).

a
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b
Fig. 92
SH1 G1 D1, Composite
The sequence b/k-d/g-l-d/g in Fig. 92 is quite ambiguous. Among some
possibilities for translation would be בדל, ‘to be divided,’ ‘to separate,’ which would be
congruent with SH1 G1 D4’s interest in the Sabbath, at whose exit ( )מוצאי שבתone recites
the הבדלה, havdalah. Cf. K-S/R D5 which refers to the entrance of the Sabbath ()מבוא שבת.
I think something pertaining to the Havdalah may be the most likely explanation for
SH1 G1 D1’s bet-dalet-lamed sequence.
 בדלis also used to describe the process of separating tin, that is, lead, בדיל, from
precious metal (see Brown-Driver-Briggs), and this of course would also be congruent
with the physical medium of the lead books. (Cf.  בדילas ‘plummet’ in Zechariah’s
menorah vision, 4.10).

Fig. 93
Budge, Amulets and Superstitions, pp. 394-395.
Also to be considered is בד/בדד, a common liturgical term, especially in the form
לבדך, ‘Thou alone/only,’ as in the Amidah. Since the SH1 G1 D1 text could be related to
the Amidah, we might have in Fig. 84’s yellow box an abbreviation of ידידיך, ‘thy beloved
ones,’ from near the Amidah’s conclusion; the red box read by itself would produce דדך,
‘thy beloved’. Of course, as Fig. 95 shows, if we read right to left we would then have דדי,
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‘my beloved.’ This may suggest the text is associating the Amidah’s beloved ones with
the Song of Songs.

Fig. 94
SH1 G1 D1

Fig. 95
SH1 G1 D1

As Fig. 96 shows, דדך, ‘thy beloved,’ and דדי, ‘my beloved,’ are also present in a
horizontal pattern, with the upper mirror yod overlapping with the lower kaf. The red
box contains ‘my beloved’ reading from the bottom up, while the yellow box has ‘thy
beloved’ from top down, then to the kaf at the right:

Fig. 96
SH1 G1 D1
‘Thy beloved’ could also be present in overlapping patterns in the form of dalet
(ד, Fig. 97, left white lines) and inverted mirror dalet ( , Fig. 97, right white lines):

Fig. 97
SH1 G1 D1
Towards the Amidah’s end we read: ‘In order that thy beloved ones ( )ידידיךmay
be delivered, O save ( )הושיעהwith thy right hand, and answer me. Let the words of my
mouth and the meditation of my heart be acceptable before thee, O Lord, my Rock and
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my Redeemer. He who maketh peace ( )עשה שלוםin his high places, may he make peace
( )יעשה שלוםfor us and for all Israel, and say ye. Amen.’375
In Fig. 98a we see a pattern of the word שלום, ‘peace,’ obtained by skipping one
intervening letter between each halves, reading the kaf of ‘thy beloved’ now as waw, as
in Shimʿon. As Fig. 98b reminds us, the word ‘Israel’ is present just to the left of the
allusions to what are possibly the Amidah’s ‘thy beloved ones,’ ‘maketh peace’ and
‘Israel.’

a

b
Fig. 98
SH1 G1 D1
Incidentally, the square configuration of šalom in Fig. 98 is repeated in a similar
mode on a single line (Fig. 99, red box) by skipping one intervening space at a time:

Fig. 99
SH1 G1 D1
In the same area we notice that a scrambled sequence of g-ʾ-l-t (Fig. 100, white
box) is present above the space beneath covered by the shin and mirror lamed of šalom.
Additionally, to the right of the scrambled g-ʾ-l-t is šabbat[o]n, whose shin connects with
the mem-ayin below to form š-m-ʿ and then š-m-ʿ y-s-r-ʾ-l:
375

S. Singer, The Standard Prayer Book, p. 66.
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Fig. 100
SH1 G1 D1
Fig. 100 returns us to SH1 G1 D1’s triangular pattern of the name Shimʿon with
its kaf-like waw. As we have already learned there are other triangular patterns
involving the name Shimʿon elsewhere in SH1. It would be helpful to examine them for
the sake of their epigraphy as well. In SH1 G1 D5 we have a large triangle that can be
formed by the letters shin-mem-ayin, which gives us the already familiar imperative
‘hear!’ If we next draw a straight line down from the shin, the line will pass between two
letters in the line below that again could function as the waw and nun of Shimʿon (Fig.
101):

Fig. 101
SH1 G1 D5, Tracing
If we similarly draw a straight line down from the shin of SH1 G1 D1’s Shimʿon, it
will have waw and nun to the right (Fig. 102).

Fig. 102
SH1 G1 D1

Fig. 103
SH1 G1 D5
SH1 G1 D1
Waw and Nun from Figs. 101 and 102
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Of relevance in Fig. 104 is the mirror waw of Shimʿon, whose letters are placed
on two lines, as on a coin, in SH1 G2 D5 (the ṣadi-nun on the bottom left gives us an
abbreviation of ‘Zion’).

Fig. 104
SH1 G2 D5
In Fig. 105b SH1 G2 D5’s waw of Shimʿon is in mirror position compared to SH1
G1 D1’s waw of Shimʿon in Fig. 105a:

a

b

c
Flipped

Fig. 105
SH1 G1 D1 SH1 G2 D5

SH1 G2 D5 contains a similar grapheme (Fig. 106a) which when flipped (Fig.
106b) almost perfectly matches SH1 G1 D1’s bet/kaf forms (Fig. 107)

a

b
Flipped
Fig. 106
SH1 G2 D5

SH1 G1 D1: 4 Bet/Kaf
Fig. 107

Flipped
SH1 G2 D5
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Fig. 108 displays the waw of Shimʿon in SH1 G1 D1 and SH1 G2 D5, the main
difference being that the latter’s horizontal bar slightly passes through to the right of
the vertical spine:

1

2
Flipped

SH1 G1 D1

SH1 G2 D5

Fig. 108
Fig. 109 shows the ṣadi-nun of Fig. 104 and the letters beneath them, which
include another mirror kaf-like waw, followed by nun, which seems to add the waw of
‘Zion’ and repeat the nun. The surrounding lameds bring to mind the slogan ‘for (l) the
redemption of Zion.’ I would hasten to add that Fig. 109’s waw is more alef-like than is
the mirror kaf-like waw in Fig. 104.

Fig. 109
SH1 G2 D5
SH1 G2 D2 contains another Shimʿon triangle as given in Fig. 110, which we
earlier examined in Fig. 44.

Fig. 110
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
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In Fig. 110 the shin above the vessel forms a triangle with the bottom outer right
mem and the outer left nun, the first two and the last letter of the name Shimʿon, whose
ayin can be supplied from the centre of the row of five centrally dotted ayins above the
bottom row of letters. The second-to-last letter, waw, is placed immediately to the right
of the final nun. The outer shin-mem-nun of SH1 G2 D2 somewhat parallels the
fragmentary allusion to Shimʿon on lines 1-2 of SH1 G1 D1 (Fig. 111):

Fig. 111
SH1 G1 D1
SH1 G2 D1 elsewhere (Fig. 112) contains yet another Shimʿon triangle.

Fig. 112
SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
In Fig. 112 the top middle shin connects with the two mems on the bottom to
form a triangle. The centrally placed ayin is then followed in descending order by a tshaped waw and at the bottom by a nun. The letters of the word ‘Zion’ (with different
styles of waw and nun than those of the Shimʿon letters), an important word on Jewish
War coinage, are placed in a square pattern to the left and right of the ayin and waw of
Shimʿon (Fig. 113, numbered circles).
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Fig. 113
SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
In Fig. 113 the waw of ‘Zion’ matches the style of the waw of Shimʿon in SH1 G2
D2. Alternatively, the waw and nun of ‘Zion’ can be used as those of Shimʿon in order to
obtain the pattern of an upright triangle with a straight horizontal line composed of the
three letters waw-ayin-nun (read left to right) passing through the middle of the triangle
(Fig. 114):

Fig. 114
SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
There is a Bar Kokhba coin design that uses two bottom mems in the name
Shimʿon (Fig. 31):

Fig. 115
Bar Kokhba Coin, Meshorer Vol. II, Plate 27, Coin 75a
We can make Fig. 115’s coin details a little clearer by modifying one of Levy’s
drawings, as I do in Fig. 116.
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Fig. 116
Levy Modified, Based on Meshorer
The letter sequence of Fig. 116’s coin, ayin-shin-mem, is paralleled on a Jordanian
metal book design, as Fig. 116a shows, although the metal book lacks the coin’s double
mem.

Fig. 116a
SH2 G2:9
We have previously documented how on several Bar Kokhba coins the name
Shimʿon is abbreviated in a triangular pattern with the irst three letters, shin-mem-ayin,
which happen to coincide with the imperative ‘hear!’ of the Šemaʿ (Fig. 117).

Théodore Reinach, Jewish Coins, Plate VIII
Fig. 117
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Some Bar Kokhba coins abbreviate ‘freedom’ with ḥ-r, and ‘Israel’ with y-ś-r, y-ś-ʾ,
y-ś-ʾ-r, y-ś-r-ʾ, and y-ś-ʾ-l, and in the scrambled forms ś-y-r-ʾ-l and y-ś-ʾ-r-l. One Bar
Kokhba coin from year 2 abbreviates ‘for the freedom’ with l-ḥ-r, and ‘for the
redemption’ simply as l-t (paralleled in SH1 G1 D1 line 1 and elsewhere in the lead
books), which Meshorer sees as a mistake,376 but I am not convinced we are not dealing
here with deliberate abbreviations. A few Bar Kokhba coins abbreviate ‘Jerusalem’ as wš-l-m.
We do not find the same degree of scrambled and abbreviated spelling forms on
Hasmonean or Jewish War coinage, which raises more than one question concerning the
reason for this marked difference with Bar Kokhba coinage. Of course, the consistency
of Hasmonean coinage texts in part reflects the stability of Hasmonean rule. By contrast,
Jewish War coins were issued during very unstable times, and perhaps on-the-ground
conditions grew even more desperate during the Bar Kokhba revolt.
However, if the SH1 texts turn out to be indeed ancient, then the question could
be posed whether they shed light on Bar Kokhba coins that abbreviate Shimʿon in a way
that coincides with the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening word. That is, do the SH1 texts suggest
that Bar Kokhba’s name Shimʿon was historically linked to the Semaʿ Israel? And
building upon this, could at least some of the other noticeable abbreviations and
scrambled spellings of other words on Bar Kokhba coins reflect esoteric
language/alphabet interests somehow cognate to those associated in later tradition
with Bar Kokhba era figures such as Rabbi Akiva and Shimʿon bar Yoḥai?
SH1’s merging of the name Shimʿon with the Semaʿ Israel brings to mind the fact
that in traditional Jewish iconography Shimʿon bar Yoḥai is depicted with the opening of
the Šemaʿ on his forehead (Fig. 118), perhaps partly as an intended allusion to the
teachings on the Šemaʿ in the Zohar, traditionally attributed to Bar Yoḥai. As Yehuda
Liebes has shown, the Zohar depicts Bar Yoḥai as a quasi-messianic figure who in some
respects parallels aspects of Jesus.377 Perhaps the messianic status of Bar Kokhba was
transferred in part early on to Bar Yoḥai, or perhaps there was a mutual influence
between the messianic traditions of these two Shimʿons.
Incidentally, Bar Yoḥai has been linked to the Sabbath in a special way that also
pertains to the menorah, which might have some remote relevance for SH1 G1 D1’s
references to the Sabbath. Aryeh Wineman explains the connection between Bar Yoḥai
and the Sabbath as follows: ‘Rabbi Simeon refers to himself and his six fellows—the
survivors—in quoting the verse from the prophet’s vision of the menorah in Zechariah
4:10: “These seven are the eyes of the Lord.” Rabbi Abba immediately recalls that six of
the lamps of the Temple menorah receive their light from the seventh, Bar Yohai
occupying the position of the seventh in the analogy. As the seventh, Bar Yohai is further

Y. Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage. Volume II, p. 267.
See Yehuda Liebes, Studies in the Zohar. Translated from the Hebrew
By Arnold Schwartz, Stephanie Nakache, Penina Peli (Albany, NY: SUNY Press, 1993),
pp. 1-84.
376
377
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referred to as “the Sabbath of us all,” the one day that blesses the other days of the week
and is uniquely holy among them (3:144b).’378

Fig. 118379
Shimʿon bar Yoḥai Depictions

Left: Printed Micrography ca. 1900
Based on Jacob Sofer, Tiberias 1887

Right: Undated

The question of why the Zohar, the quintessential text of kabbalah, was
attributed to Shimʿon bar Yoḥai, Rabbi Aqiva’s star student, has never received a
satisfying explanation. Oded Yisraeli writes of the enduring ‘riddle of the choice of this
talmudic Sage as the Zohar’s principal protagonist.’380 Even critical scholars who reject
the traditional ancient dating of the Zohar, viewing it as a medieval production, disagree
among themselves about its authorship and dating.
In my own view, Ronit Meroz might come closest to a viable historical
reconstruction, ‘positing that the book embodies the literary activity of various—at
times rival—groups over several generations through the eleventh to fourteenth
centuries. . . .’381 If some of the Zohar’s literary sources indeed date back to as early as
the 1000s CE, then it could easily preserve underlying traditions that date back not only
to Late Antiquity, but to the second temple period as well, although always in later,
modified forms.
Yisraeli thinks he has part of the answer to the zoharic choice of Bar Yoḥai: ‘[I]n
medieval kabbalistic mysticism . . . the focus of attention shifted from the visual
experience of the temple/palace, pardes, and garden in the upper realms to the secret
hidden and concealed within the Torah. This new trend helps to explain why Simeon
bar Jochai was chosen as the Zohar’s principal protagonist rather than the classical

378

Aryeh Wineman, Mystic Tales from the Zohar (Skokie, Illinois: Varda Books, 5761 /
2001), p. 7.
379 Left image: <https://new.liveauctioneers.com/item/18260448_rabbi-shimon-baryochai-printed-micrography>. Right image: < https://beneisrael.files.wordpress.com/
2012/05/rabbi-shimon-bar-yohai-photo.jpg>.
380 Oded Yisraeli, Temple Portals: Studies in Aggadah and Midrash in the Zohar.
Translated by Liat Keren (Berlin/Boston: De Gruyter/ Jerusalem: Magnes, 2016), p. 21.
381 Ibid., p. 2.
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heroes of ancient and Talmudic mysticism and hekhalot literature—R. Akiba, R. Ishmael,
R. Nechunia b. Haqana, etc.’382
While intriguing, Yisraeli’s explanation seems incomplete. Something more
fundamental seems to have been at work behind the zoharic Bar Yoḥai choice. Talmudic
literature associates with Bar Yoḥai (and other personages as well) the practice of
reading various Tanakh words backwards, with partial transposition of letters, and
other similar well-known rabbinic language techniques. This forms an integral part of
midrash, described by Yisraeli as follows:
Heinemann defines the blank aspect of the midrashic system as the eradication
of the Logos and the dissolution of sentences into single words in order to link
them in a different order—i. e., the breakdown of the biblical verse into atomic
units while stripping them of their semantic meaning, charging them with new
significance, and reassembling them. . . . Cf. Frankel: ‘The verse is in its very
essence a complex entity—i. e., it consists of different parts that are not only
juxtaposed but also constructed within one another, each influencing the other.
Even the shortest verse can be dissected into its elements to reveal their
relationship. The exposition of the verse thus generally yields a new meaning in
line with its complexity.’383
[. . . .]
Although stretched to breaking point, the midrashic method is still preserved.
Thus, for example, we find the morphological technique of the school of R. Akiba,
of which the Zohar great use, at times turning it into a broad and many-branched
‘alphabetic midrash.’ The ancient talmudic practice of heqesh (juxtaposition) and
free association—frequently constructed on the basis of syntax or assonance—
also serve the Zohar on numerous occasions.384
It seems that an underestimated clue to the mystery of the zoharic choice of Bar
Yoḥai is supplied by the bŠabbat 33b-34a story of Bar Yoḥai’s dwelling in a cave for
twelve years.385 The oddest detail of this story is Bar Yoḥai and his son burying
themselves in sand up to their necks. This is a remnant of the underlying story from
which the Bar Yoḥai cave narrative has been adapted, which is related to the legend of
the Christian myth of the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus, which itself is based on Jewish
precedent/s.
Both stories are modified death and resurrection stories, or alternatively
phrased, stories of miraculous preservation from prolonged death-like sleep during
times of persecution. We should not overlook that the story of Jesus’ death by Roman
authorities, his burial in a cave, and his subsequent resurrection overlaps with the same
basic story type. In this regard, cf. Liebes’ documentation of Jesus traditions that have

Ibid., p. 5.
Ibid., p. 8.
384 Ibid., p. 11.
385 The length of the stay was twelve years according to bŠabbat 33b; according to
Genesis Rabbah 79.6 Bar Yoḥai and his son emerged from the cave after thirteen years.
382
383
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been adapted (and of course modified in the process) and applied to Bar Yoḥai in the
Zohar.386
Liebes shows that John 1’s pre-existent logos has been transferred from Jesus to
Bar Yoḥai.387 As Liebes succinctly states: ‘The literary persona of R. Simeon b. Yohai in
the Zohar is syncretistic, combining the figure of Jesus, as well as others, with the
qualities of the historic R. Simeon b. Yohai. The fact that R. Simeon b. Yohai is described
in the Zohar as the son of God also supports this hypothesis.’388
Of interest in this connection are the enigmatic קמטים, ‘clefts,’ in Bar Yoḥai’s body
after his emergence from the cave (bŠabbat 33b). These ‘clefts’ cause R. Pinḥas to weep
as he washes Bar Yoḥai’s body. This element partly parallels the larger motif found in
stories ranging from Jesus’ body being anointed (in tears and perfume) in preparation
for his burial to Eurycleia’s recognition of Odysseus’ wounds while washing his feet, the
latter story having influenced the gospel accounts about Jesus.389
Zohar 1.11b calls Bar Yoḥai’s ‘clefts’ חלודין, which Matt renders ‘mouldy sores’
caused by prolonged dwelling in a cave.390 The Zohar here parallels the midrash on
Psalm 17.14:
Another exposition: Rendered of men who died [mĕtim, ‘men,’ is understood as
though it were vocalized metim, ‘they that were put to death’] on account of Thee,
O Lord, these words refer to the generation persecuted by Hadrian. What was
their mighty deed? They were willing to suffer death for the hallowing of the
Name and died for Thee, letting themselves be put to death because of Thee. The
following words, Of men willing to suffer death from sores (ḥeled [ḥeled may be
rendered either ‘world’ or ‘sore’]), refer to men who hid themselves from the
enemy, until their bodies were covered with sores, as, for example, R. Simeon
ben Yoḥai who with his son lived in a cave thirteen years, until their bodies were
covered with sores. And what did the Holy One, blessed be He, do? He let them
see a heavenly prince who, sitting in judgment, was passing sentence upon birds:
Some of the birds coming into his presence received their freedom and went
forth, but others received sentences of captivity. When R. Simeon ben Yoḥai saw
this, he said: ‘Without the will of heaven, even a bird may not come and go.391 If
See the chapter ‘The Messiah of the Zohar: On R. Simeon bar Yohai as a Messianic
Figure’ in Yehuda Liebes, Studies in the Zohar, pp. 1-84.
387 Ibid., pp. 239-240.
388 Ibid., p. 155. Of interest are also the following observations from Basil Lourié: ‘the
parallels between the mystical traditions related to Jesus and those related to R.
Johanan b. Zakkai are still not fully explored. As an illustration of this fact I could
mention that the famous scene of R. Johanan b. Zakkai teaching on the Maʿaseh
Merkabah (bḤagigah14b) takes place when the rabbi “sat upon a stone beneath an olive
tree.” The symbolism of the olive (olive tree) is shared by this scene with the Olivet
discourse pronounced on the “mountain of olive trees.”’ Basil Lourié, ‘The “Synoptic
Apocalypse” (Mt 24–25 Par.) and Its Jewish Source,’ Scrinium 11 (2015): p. 103.
389 See Dennis R. MacDonald, Mythologizing Jesus: From Jewish Teacher to Epic Hero
(Lanham/Boulder: Rowman & Littlefield, 2015), pp. 89-96.
390 Daniel C. Matt, The Zohar: Pritzker Edition. Volume One, p. 76.
391 Note by Samuel Zinner: Cf. Matthew 10.29-30.
386
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even birds cannot be captured without God’s knowing, shall we be captured
without God’s knowing?’ Forthwith R. Simeon ben Yoḥai came forth, [openly]
performed a ritual cleansing of the Land of Israel, and departed. The Holy One,
blessed be He, asked David: ‘Have such men really suffered any loss? Is it not true
that their portion is in life?’392
According to Jens Herzer, Abimelech’s sixty-six year sleep beneath a tree (with a
basket of figs), which is coordinated with Baruch’s dwelling in a tomb, in 4 Baruch
(Paraleipomena Jeremiou), which probably dates to the 120s CE, is based on the
tradition concerning Honi the circle drawer later preserved in yTaʿanit 3.9. Herzer also
shows that the later legend of the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus is ultimately based on 4
Baruch.393
4 Baruch’s sixty-six years has unnecessarily perplexed exegetes, since it diverges
from Jeremiah 25’s seventy year figure. However, 4 Baruch’s sixty-six is understandable
as a reference to the sixty-six years from 605 BCE, the first year of Nebuchadnezzar’s
rule, to Babylon’s fall in 539 BCE.394 After 70 CE, apocalyptically minded Jews may have
had their expectations set on 140 CE as the cut-off date for the Temple’s rebuilding, on
the paradigmatic precedent of the seventy-year exile announced in Jeremiah 25. Bar
Kokhba’s defeat in 136 CE would not have necessarily ended this expectation, because
the hope for a miraculous rebuilding could have held sway, at least among some, to the
end of 140 CE. (Compare the Jewish Masada opposition to Rome that held out until 73
CE, three years after the Temple’s destruction).
In 4 Baruch 9.14 Jeremiah foretells the coming of ‘Jesus Christ’ in 477 years, a
variation on Daniel 9.24’s 490 years. A variant among the mss reads 677 years, which
starting from 539 BCE would take us to 138 CE. This variant may reflect a secondary
reading that attempted to coordinate the text with Bar Kokhba. Some of the so-called
‘Christian’ additions to 4 Baruch might consequently be dated to just after the end of the
William G. Braude, The Midrash on Psalms. Volume 1 (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 1959), p. 218. Material in brackets is from ibid., Volume 2, p. 439.
393 Jens Herzer, 4 Baruch (Paraleipomena Jeremiou) (Atlanta, Georgia: Society of Biblical
Literature, 2005), pp. 78-79. On the dating of 4 Baruch, see ibid., pp. xxx-xxxiv. There is
what Herzer calls a ‘Christian’ redaction to the 4 Baruch text, which is probably to be
dated to just after the Bar Kokhba revolt. However, as Herzer explains, ‘This view in the
Christian redaction is not anti-Jewish but rather the redactor’s attempt to develop a
positive view of Jewish history in light of the failed rebellion.’ Ibid., p. 35. It is therefore
possible the redaction is not actually ‘Christian,’ but by a scribe of the Jewish Jesus sect,
not inconceivably one who might have formerly supported Bar Kokhba. In any case, the
interpolations are exceedingly enigmatic and may secondarily apply to Jesus some
traditions that had been previously applied to the messiah Bar Kokhba. It is not
impossible that 4 Baruch as a whole was written by a scribe of the Jewish Jesus sect, and
that the entire document postdates Bar Kokhba. However, while possible, this scenario
is not very probable.
394
See Louis E. Hartman, Alexander A. Di Lella, The Book of Daniel (Garden City, NY:
Doubleday, 1978), p. 247. Hartman and Di Lella neglect to mention 4 Baruch in this
context. 4 Baruch understood Jeremiah’s number seventy to be an approximate figure
for what turned out to be a sixty-six year period.
392
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Bar Kokhba Revolt, with the second coming of Jesus being expected before the seventy
year cut-off date of 140 CE.
The Psalm 17.13 midrash’s motif of the birds is developed in the Zohar 1.11b into
a bird who carries a note announcing the emergence of Bar Yoḥai from the cave; this
parallels 4 Baruch 6-7’s eagle who carries an epistle from Baruch to Jeremiah regarding
the end of the exile and the return to the holy land. As Herzer insightfully observes, the
end of the exile is symbolically portrayed beforehand by means of Abimelech’s deathlike sleep.395
Here there may be another important missing piece of the puzzle to the zoharic
choice of Bar Yoḥai. As Sidney Griffith documents, the Syriac-Christian traditions of the
Seven Sleepers of Ephesus associated lead tablets with the sleepers and their cave.
These lead tablets became the raqim of the cave in Qurʾān sūra 18, al-Khaf, ‘The Cave,’
which retells the Seven Sleepers of Ephesus story.396 As Hugh Nibley ably documents,
these traditions became the source of the later Islamic legends about lead tablets with
cryptic texts that only those who wrote them could decipher.397 It may be that bŠabbat
33b-34a’s story of Bar Yoḥai’s dwelling in a cave was derived in part from a legend
about righteous people in a cave who possessed esoteric, literally encrypted, writings
on lead sheets. Knowledge of this type of background legend associated with Bar Yoḥai
could have been what largely influenced the choice of Bar Yoḥai for authorship of the
Zohar, a text that in one sense is written in a cryptic manner and which indulges in
letter mysticism, although the trope of metallic writing media are of course absent from
the Zohar.
4 Baruch 4.11 says of Baruch: ‘And he remained sitting in a tomb, while angels
came and explained everything to him.’398 Similarly in bŠabbat 33b-34a we read: ‘Elijah
came and stood at the face of the cave opening’ to announce the end of the persecution.
Details like these were later to grow into legends about a righteous person (or persons)
who dwelt for many years in a cave where they were taught esoteric secrets by Elijah
and the angels, teachings committed to writing on lead plates. As far as I am aware, only
the Syriac Christian and Islamic sources about these legends speak of esoteric writings
specifically on lead sheets, a detail apparently absent from Jewish versions of the
cognate stories. In brief, it may be that a legend about Bar Yoḥai as one who in a cave
had been taught esoteric secrets by Elijah and the angels, which he committed to
writing (but not on lead sheets as in the cognate Christian and Islamic legends), may
have been a principal influence in the choice of Bar Yoḥai as author of the Zohar.
In passing, we should not overlook that SH1 G2’s term ḥeber, derived from the
John Hyrcanus coinage phrase ḥeber ha-yehudim, ‘nation/people of the Judeans/Jews,’ is
cognate with the Aramaic term used in the Zohar to describe the ideal Jews Bar Yoḥai
and his ‘companions,’ namely, ḥavrayya, חברײא. As we will learn in the next section, the
zoharic doctrine of the celestial king and queen, based to varying degrees on rabbinic,
Jens Herzer, 4 Baruch (Paraleipomena Jeremiou), pp. 78-79.
Sidney Griffith, ‘Christian Lore and the Arabic Qurʾān: The “Companions of the Cave”
in Sūrat al-Kahf and in Syriac Christian tradition,’ pp. 109-138.
397
Hugh Nibley, ‘Qumran and “The Companions of the Cave”’: pp. 177-198.
398
Jens Herzer, 4 Baruch (Paraleipomena Jeremiou), p. 13.
395
396
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esoteric, and Tanakh precedents, also has its parallels in the Jordanian lead books,
where we find a military dimension added to the mystical.
The King and Queen: As Above, So Below
To anticipate my findings in this section, in the lead books the celestial king is the
Holy One of Israel, blessed be he. His celestial counterpart is the earthly messiah, Bar
Kokhba, who, however, goes by the title ‘prince’ rather than ‘king.’ The celestial queen is
God’s Shekhinah, but in the lead books she appears in the specific modes of Lady Torah
and Lady Zion. On the earthly domain, she appears as the Torah scroll and as the land of
Israel whom Bar Kokhba sought to liberate from Roman rule.
To turn to SH1 G1 D1, it would appear that the letter sequence š-g-l (for šegal,
‘queen,’ see below for a discussion) was important to the creator/s of this text. In Fig.
119b we find these letters in line 2 reading right to left (red boxes) skipping one
intervening space between each letter. Triangular patterns of š-g-l are found by
combining elements of lines 2 and 3 (green triangle; yellow triangle; line 2’s top right
circle joined to line 3’s two white circles in the red box; line 3’s central mirror lamed in
the white circle joined to line 2’s two white circles). In line 3 š-g-l is present in reverse
order, reading left to right (red box). Lastly, the black triangle joining elements of lines 4
and 5 give us š-g-l. For comparison and reference Fig. 119a supplies a contrast-adjusted
view of the same text without the coloured frames.

a
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Fig. 119
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 2-5
The letter sequence š-g-l can also be derived in three triangular patterns by
joining together elements of lines 1-2 of the same design (Fig. 120):
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Fig. 120
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 1-2
The same sequence of letters occurs above a menorah in SH1 G1 D2, where it is
preceded by another mirror lamed, suggesting ‘for/to the queen’ (Fig. 121):

Fig. 121
SH1 G1 D2
We can more confidently determine the meaning of the letter sequence š-g-l by
first observing that in SH1 G1 D1 line 2 these letters occupy the line’s 4th, 6th and 8th
positions, starting on the left end and moving to the right. When next we examine the
upper line of text, that is, line 1, we see that in the very same positions stand the letters
m-l-k (Fig. 122a-b). We can therefore determine that the two words are in all likelihood
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melek and šegal, ‘king’ and ‘queen,’ very probably alluding to the king and queen of
Psalm 45, which uses the rarer term  שגלinstead of the more common  מלכהor  מלכתfor
‘queen.’ Fig. 122a shows a casting (with some transfer flaws in line 1) of the relevant
portion of lines 1-2 showing melek and šegal. Fig. 122b shows a numbered illustration of
lines 1-2. The casting shown in Fig. 122b is missing the nun in line 1 and the alef/mirror
yod in line 2 (both missing letters are in the seventh position); these are visible,
however, in the alternate casting shown in Fig. 123 (see the red boxes).

a

b
Fig. 122
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 1-2
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Fig. 123
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 1-2
In SH1 G1 D1 line 5 on the bottom of the text we have in the same 8th, 6th and 4th
letter positions the letters (right to left) mirror ṣadi-mirror lamed-kaf (Fig. 124; see also
Fig. 127). I suspect the ṣadi could stand for ‘righteousness’ and that mirror lamed-kaf
are the last two letters of melek, a possible allusion to Psalm 45.4’s king who rides forth
( )רכב עלfor the cause of ( צדקcf. Psalm 19’s Sun who goes out, יצא, to run a course, לרוץ
)ארח. The letters mirror ṣadi-mirror lamed-kaf could of course be read simply as ‘your
shadow,’399 perhaps an allusion to Psalm 91.1’s בצל, ‘in the shadow of the Almighty
(Šaddai) abides (yitlownan).’

Fig. 124
SH1 G1D1, Line 5

There may be some connection here with tefillin ritual, which tradition links with
Isaiah 51.16’s ‘shadow’: ‘And I have put My words in thy mouth, / And have covered
thee in the shadow of My hand, / That I may plant the heavens, / And lay the
foundations of the earth, / And say unto Zion: ‘Thou art My people.’ (JPS) See Moshe
Idel, Enchanted Chains: Techniques and Rituals in Jewish Mysticism (Los Angeles: Cherub
Press, 2005), p. 110.
399
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Perhaps the shin, mirror dalet, mirror dalet (both via gimel-dalet interchange),
mirror yod in the intervening spaces (Fig. 125, yellow boxes) could allude to Šaddai with
doubled dalet for some esoteric purpose. Indeed, as I will document in the section on
SH1 G1 D2, the mirror lamed above the kaf in Fig. 125 seems to relate to a nearby
mirror yod in a parallel to SH1 G1 D2’s verb yalown, followed by t-m,
‘perfection’/‘uprightness’ (Fig. 126, white diagonal lines), which is a form of the same
verb l-w-n that appears as yitlownan in Psalm 91.1. With line 5’s mirror ṣadi-mirror
lamed-kaf cf. also Psalm 91.3’s יצילך, ‘he will deliver you.’

Fig. 125
SH1 G1D1, Lines 4-5

Fig. 126
SH1 G1D1, Lines 4-5, Composite
There is another, perhaps complementary, possibility for understanding the
letter sequence mirror ṣadi-mirror lamed-kaf. I have already discussed the evidence for
possible allusions to the ‘beloved’ of the Song of Songs in SH1 G1 D1. Interestingly, in
Song of Songs 2.17 the ‘beloved’ is coordinated not only with ‘the shadows,’ but with the
mountains of spices ( ’)בתרas well: ‘Until the day breathe, and the shadows ( )הצלליםflee
away, / Turn, my beloved ()דודי, and be thou like a gazelle or a young ( )עפרhart / Upon
the mountains of spices ()בתר.’ (JPS) Some traditions (e.g., Song. R. 2.17)400 see in this

The reference is from Samuel Abramsky, ‘Bar Kokhba,’ Encyclopaedia Judaica. Second
Edition, Volume 3: Ba–Blo (Detroit/New York: Thomson/Gale, 2007), p. 160.
400
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verse’s  בתרan allusion to the Bethar/Beitar where the Bar Kokhba revolt was crushed
on the ninth of Av in 135 CE.401
Fig. 127 shows in red boxes all of the letters in 4th, 6th and 8th positions (left to
right) for each of SH1 G1 D1’s five lines.

Fig. 127
SH1 G1D1
We see in Fig. 127 that in line 3 we have in the 8th, 6th and 4th letter positions the
letters tav-mirror lamed-mirror gimel, a defective spelling of g-ʾ-l-t read left to right in
this instance. Note that there is an alef in the fifth letter position adjacent to the mirror
gimel. In the same 8th, 6th and 4th letter positions in line four are ayin-shin-mirror lamed.
The sequence ayin-shin could allude to the verb ‘to make.’ However, at the same time,
notice that before the mirror lamed stands alef in the fifth position, and so perhaps we
have here a hint at the name Asael (עשאל, ‘work of/made by God’; ‘God has made’). This
fits the pattern of the letters of g-ʾ-l-t in line 3, where we also have a relevant adjacent
alef that fits contextually.
Asael is an Israelite name used as an angel name in 1 Enoch 6.7 (Aramaic עסאל
=Hebrew  )עשאלfor an entity who becomes identified with the infamous Azazel, who is
See Gianni Barbiero, Song of Songs: A Close Reading. Translated by Michael Tait
(Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2011), p. 125.
401
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related to Yom Kippur’s scapegoat.402 Yom Kippur would be congruent with SH1 G1
D1's reference to šabbat šabbaton, a standard title for Yom Kippur. Azazel is of further
interest in light of zoharic traditions (Saba de-Mišpatim) that link Azazel with Jacob’s
twin brother Esau; the Zohar associates the traditional trait of Esau’s/Edom’s redness
with the scapegoat’s red blood.403 These traditions link Azazel with Esau’s angel Samael,
the latter being identified in rabbinic sources with the angel who wrestled with Jacob in
Genesis 32 (which is paralleled to various degrees in ch. 35).
The Zohar advances earlier tradition in a bold way, as Oded Yisraeli explains:
‘According to the Zohar’s exegesis of the commandment to send the scapegoat away on
the Day of Atonement, the goat serves as a bribe to persuade him not to indict Israel.’404
One senses that the underlying idea may have been that Yom Kippur’s Azazel appeases
not only for the corporate Israel’s sins, but for Jacob’s ‘primordial’ act of deception
(crookedness) against his twin brother Esau. It is as if Jacob’s wrestling with Esau’s
angel represents Jacob’s struggle within his own conscience over the trickery he
committed against Esau.
In any case, the rabbinic and kabbalistic sources in part reflect Hosea 12.3-4,
which seems to blame Jacob for his treatment of Esau in the womb, an act linked with
his later wrestling with the angel:405
3 The LORD hath also a controversy with Judah,
And will punish Jacob according to his ways,
According to his doings will He recompense him.
4 In the womb he took his brother by the heel,
And by his strength he strove with a godlike being. (JPS)
Esau’s son Edom later becomes a symbol of Israel’s enemies, including Rome, and
later Christianity. Yisraeli traces the evolution of these identifications:
[T]he first occasions on which Edom and Rome are associated occur in the
context of the political crisis of the Bar Kokhba revolt. The most striking ancient
extant source in this regard is indeed a dictum attributed to R. Judah bar Ilai in y.
Ta’an. 4, 5, 68d: ‘It was taught: R. Judah bar Ilai son of R. Ilai said: My blessed
master used to expound “the voice is the voice of Jacob but the hands are the
hands of Esau”—Jacob’s voice cries out over what the hands of Esau did at

Could then Azazel be line 5’s ṣ-l-k, understood as ‘your shadow’? Cf. Hypostasis of
Archons 22, where a primordial ‘shadow’ becomes matter.
403 See Oded Yisraeli, Temple Portals: Studies in Aggadah and Midrash in the Zohar, pp.
134-156. Consider also Orlov’s comment: ‘Hepner notices that when Jacob and Esau are
separated in Genesis 33, Esau is there depicted as leaving Canaan forever, heading to
Seir: “So Esau returned that day on his way to Seir”()שעירה. Hepner suggests that the
mysterious place of Esau’s permanent departure from Canaan “echoes the  שעיר, goat,
that is dedicated to Azazel, the scapegoat.”’ Andrei A. Orlov, The Atoning Dyad: The Two
Goats of Yom Kippur in the Apocalypse of Abraham (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2016), p. 23.
404 Oded Yisraeli, Temple Portals: Studies in Aggadah and Midrash in the Zohar, p. 153.
405 See ibid., pp. 150-155.
402
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Beitar.’ From here onward, it appears to have spread and become a self-evident
tenet in the talmudic and midrashic tradition.406
Rabbinic tradition (Genesis Rabba 2.3) goes so far as to identify Jacob and Esau as
the primordial light (of day) and darkness (of night) respectively of Genesis 1.5.407 Since
day and night are not really absolute contradictories but alternating states, it is natural
that kabbalah was able to destabilize the popular and facile portrayal of Jacob and Esau
as absolute ethical opposites. This reversal of a sort is mirrored in the grammatical
reversal in Esau’s words bekhorati, ‘(my) birthright,’ בכרתי, and birkhati, ‘(my) blessing,’
ברכתי, to which Zohar 2.111a brings attention, incidentally shortly before 2.112a’s
(usually overlooked) allusion to Psalm 19.10: ‘Thus all judgments of the Holy One are
true. . . .’408
That the evenly spaced sequence ayin-shin-lamed may not be random in SH1 G1
D1 is suggested by K-S/R D1, where we see in Fig. 128 that the three letters occur
horizontally right to left (yellow box), with the shin also forming a vertical pattern of
shin-mem-ayin, ‘hear,’ whose ayin is flanked by two nuns, suggesting a further allusion
to the name Shimʿon. Lastly, the blue box shows the letters shin-mirror dalet (via gimeldalet interchange), the first and last letters of the Šemaʿ’s opening line. The same two
letters simultaneously refer as shin-mirror gimel to Shimʿon bar Kokhba and the
redemption (geʾulat) he brought.

Fig. 128
K-S/R D1
What is more, in the line beneath the shin-mirror gimel in Fig. 128 are the letters
ayin-lamed (Fig. 129 yellow box, left), which not only allows us to detect ayin-dalet (via
gimel-dalet interchange), ‘witness,’ but also the word šegal. The red box shows shinmem-ayin, ‘hear,’ but below the mem is a nun, suggesting another allusion to the name
Ibid., p. 135.
Ibid., p. 147.
408 Translation by Daniel C. Matt, The Zohar: Pritzker Edition. Volume 5 (Stanford,
California: Stanford University Press, 2009), p. 105. Matt does not list the Psalm 19.10
allusion in this passage.
406
407
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Shimʿon, which in this instance has a single nun flanked by two ayins, the reverse of Fig.
128’s single ayin flanked by two nuns. Lastly, the yellow box contains a scramble of the
letters of šegal.

Fig. 129
K-S/R D1
Fig. 129’s scrambled sequence mirror gimel-shin-lamed is present at the top of
the same design (Fig. 130a red box) where it intersects with an evenly spaced
occurrence of šegal (yellow boxes). Notice as well yet another instance of ayin-shinlamed. Fig. 130b points out how in the same portion of text we have two instances of
shin-mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange), one instance (blue boxes) separated by
an intervening ayin, which then forms ‘witness’ together with (via gimel-dalet
interchange) the adjacent mirror dalet (red box).

a

b
Fig. 130
K-S/R D1
As Fig. 131 indicates, on line 1 in K-S/R D1 we have not only the evenly spaced
letters shin-mirror gimel-lamed, spelling šegal (red boxes), we also have the same word
in a diagonal pattern stretching across lines 1-3 (yellow left diagonal line). Additionally,
it would seem a scrambled version of melek, lamed-mem-kaf (with kaf in a Hasmonean
style similar to standard forms of Paleo-Hebrew nun), is present in a similar diagonal
pattern stretching across lines 1-3 (yellow right diagonal line), sharing the lamed with
šegal. Notice in the vertical rectangle box the same sequence of lamed-mem-kaf. That
this is an intentional permutation is indicated by the fact that both upper and lower
instances of lamed-mem-kaf are placed near repeated instances of the letter sequence
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lamed-shin-mirror gimel-ayin. Not to be overlooked is that in line 1, reading left to right
the first three letters mirror gimel-shin-lamed give us the second, first, and third letters
of šegal, which is the same pattern for the lamed-mem-kaf of melek, lamed being its
second letter, mem the third, and kaf the first.

Fig. 131
K-S/R D1
Fig. 132’s yellow lines stretching across lines 4-6 identify a triangular pattern of
the same sequence lamed-mem-kaf. Further, lines 1-3 exhibit some interesting textual
properties; the upper two yellow boxes highlight two letters of šegal, while the
corresponding two lower boxes contain letters of melek. The first letter of šegal, shin, is
present twice in a diagonal pattern across lines 1-2, while the first letter of melek, mem,
is similarly repeated in a diagonal pattern across lines 2-3. In line 1’s red box we might
have an overlapping combination of elements of šegal and melek.
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Fig. 132
K-S/R D1
With K-S/R D1’s triangular pattern of lamed-mem-kaf, compare K-S/R D2’s
triangular pattern of lamed-shin-mirror gimel, which shares the lamed of melek in an
intersecting triangular pattern (Fig. 133).

Fig. 133
K-S/R D2
It is perhaps worth pointing out that because in SH1 G1 D1 the same grapheme
can via interchange function as dalet and gimel, the lead sheet’s form of Paleo-Hebrew
YGF, Šaddai (the standard form would be YDF), the divine name used in Psalm 91.1,
could be reversed to obtain Psalm 91.7’s FGY, ‘it shall come near,’ referring to the death
(‘fall’) of thousands and of ten thousand that shall not come near the one abiding
in/beneath the shadow of the Almighty.
Thus in SH1 G1 D1 the same group of three graphemes could express the positive
term Šaddai and the negative yigaš. Similarly, in SH1 G1 D1 YGF (standard YDF) could
be simultaneously read both as Šaddai and as the first three letters of šegiʾowt, ‘errors.’
Given the dalet-gimel interchange of SH1 G1 D1’s grapheme Γ (cf. the Würzburg and
Martin Schøyen copper plates’ xi-eta and omicron-theta interchanges),409 it is possible
that the sequence shin-mirror dalet-mirror yod, Šaddai, ‘Almighty,’ simultaneously plays
upon שגיא, saggiy, ‘mighty,’ especially since a single grapheme can be read twice

409

See Roger D. Woodard, The Textualization of the Greek Alphabet, p. 120.
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simultaneously as mirror yod and straightforward alef. Job 37.23 actually describes
Šaddai as שגיא.
In an article that partly discusses the Amidah, David Flusser points out that
Sirach 3.21-22, ‘Seek not what is too difficult for you, nor investigate what is beyond
your power. Reflect upon what has been assigned to you, for you do not need what is
hidden,’ (RSV) is based on a reading of Psalm 19.13 that understands  שגיאותas
‘great/wondrous/marvellous deeds,’ which is congruent with the word ‘( שגיאgreat’), of
Job 26.36 and 37.23.410 Flusser remarks that ‘( שגיאהPs 19:13) and ( משגהGen 43:12),
both of which mean “error” today, are biblical hapax legomena. . . .’411 It bears pointing
out that the second term is spoken by Israel, that is, Jacob, in Genesis 43.12.
Kabbalistic traditions see in Job 16.19’s ‘my witness’ an allusion to Enoch as
Meṭaṭron, which in turn is associated with the divine name Šaddai.412 As Fig. 134
highlights, in K-S/R D2 we see a triangular pattern of Šaddai (yellow triangle)
intersecting with ‘my witness’ (red box) beneath an apparent instance of ‘hear’ (blue
box) if the middle letter is indeed mem (limescale patina has obscured the upper
portion of the letter; however, directly beneath this letter is one that may more likely be
a mem, given its wider upper curve, although again patina obscures the letter’s upper
portion). Given the prominence of both  שמעand  שדיin the Jordanian metal books it is
worth pointing out the rabbinic acrostic  שמעfor שדי מלך עולם, ‘Almighty king of the
world.’413 Ezra Brand in an important paper on the 14th cent. Italian kabbalistic sefirot
commentary He-Yeriah Ha-Gedolah, has identified a further  שמעacronym associated
with שדי מלך עולם, namely, שר מטטרון ענני, ‘Prince Meṭaṭron, answer me.’414
Since  שדיis related to these Meṭaṭron traditions, it is interesting to read in Job
31.35, ‘Oh that I had one to hear ( )שמעme!— Lo, here is my signature ()תוי, let the
Almighty answer me (( ’)שדי יענניJPS) The Hebrew here for ‘my signature,’ תוי, means
literally ‘my tav,’ that is, ‘my (signatory) mark.’ Yeriah Gedolah also contains the further
David Flusser, ‘“But Who Can Detect Their Errors?” (Ps 19:13): On Some Biblical
Readings in the Second Temple Period,’ in David Flusser, Judaism of the Second Temple
Period. Volume 2: The Jewish Sages and Their Literature. Translated by Azzan Yadin
(Grand Rapids, Michigan/Cambridge, U.K.: William B. Eerdmans, 2009), p. 163 (pp. 162171). See also Uri Ehrlich, ‘“In the Last Benedictions He Resembles a Servant Who Has
Received a Largess from His Master and Takes His Leave” (B. Ber 34a),’ in Debra Reed
Blank, ed., The Experience of Jewish Liturgy: Studies Dedicated to Menahem Schmelzer, p.
58. Ehrlich refers to the Hebrew version “‘Shegi’ot mi yavin’ [Ps 19:13]: Al kamah
nusḥa’ot miqra’iyot bi-y’mei bayit sheni,” Meḥq’rei Talmud 2 (1993): 405–409.”
411
David Flusser, Judaism of the Second Temple Period. Volume 2: The Jewish Sages and
Their Literature. Translated by Azzan Yadin, p. 162.
412 See Elliot R. Wolfson, Abraham Abulafia—Kabbalist and Prophet, throughout.
413 See Robert Young, Rabbinical Vocabulary with List of Abbreviations, and an Analysis of
the Grammar: Adapted Expressly for the Mishna, and the Perushim, p. 86.
414Ezra Brand, ‘The Yeriah Gedolah: An Allusive Rendering of the Sefirot,’ pp. 11-12.
<https://www.academia.edu/12760434/The_Yeriah_Gedolah_An_Allusive_Rendering_o
f_the_Sefirot>. Brand translates  שר מטטרון ענניas ‘Please answer me Metatron,’ but I think
it is important to include ‘prince’ ( )שרin the translation.
410
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related  שמעacronym, שאו מרום עיניכם, ‘Lift up your eyes on high,’ which is of interest in
view of its מרום, which occurs also in Job 16.19, a central verse in Meṭaṭron-Šaddai
traditions: ‘Even now, behold, my Witness ( )עדיis in heaven, and He that testifieth of me
is on high ()במרמים.’ The phrase  שאו מרום עיניכםis derived from Isaiah 40.26, which has a
close variation in Isaiah 53.6 where  שמיםreplaces מרום: שאו לשמים עיניכם.

Fig. 134
K-S/R D2
When we look at the next line down, we see that we can form a triangular pattern
of ‘my witness’ that shares the mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange)-yod of the
upper Šaddai triangle (Fig. 135).

Fig. 135
K-S/R D2
Because of the attested acronym mem-shin-he for Meṭaṭron sar ha-panim415
(there is a related acronym for mem-shin-he, namely, Michael sar ha-gadol),416 it is of
interest that in K-S/R D1 we have allusions to שמע, ( עדvia gimel-dalet interchange), and
 משהin close proximity to each other, as indicated in Fig. 136:

On this kabbalistic acronym see Ezra Brand, ‘The Yeriah Gedolah: An Allusive
Rendering of the Sefirot,’ p. 11; Moshe Idel, Messianic Mystics, pp. 304-422.
416
Ezra Brand, ‘The Yeriah Gedolah: An Allusive Rendering of the Sefirot.’
415
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Fig. 136
K-S/R D1
As Fig. 137 shows, in SH1 G2 D5 lines 1-4 we find a similar constellation of forms
of ( שמעred box), ( משהgreen lines, green triangles) and (via gimel-dalet interchange) שדי
(red triangle).

Fig. 137
SH1 G2 D5, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Interestingly, in Fig. 127 the three letters in the red triangle read as shin-mirror
dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange)-yod, שדי, become yet more intriguing in light of the
second to the last line’s (line 10) three final letters (Fig. 138). The first two letters are
clear enough, shin-he. The third grapheme can be interpreted more than one way, given
the context of the Jordanian lead books and the ambiguity of relevant Paleo-Hebrew
forms.
First, the third grapheme can be identified as either Paleo-Hebrew gimel or pe.
But additionally, given the lead books’ frequent dalet-gimel interchange, we could also
read the third letter as (square script) dalet. If we read the last letter as dalet, then we
have a parallel to Job 16.19’s שהד, the Aramaic form for ‘witness’ equivalent to the
Hebrew form for ‘witness’ reflected in Job 16.19’s עדי, ‘my witness,’ the latter being
associated in tradition with both  שדיand Meṭaṭron. If we read the third letter as pe, then
we could also understand the three letters as an allusion to the shin, he and pe of
Meṭaṭron’s title sar ha-panim, ‘prince of the (divine) face/presence.’
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Fig. 138
SH1 G2 D5, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 139 shows how a portion of text in K-S/R D4 may contain two overlapping
triangular configurations of Šaddai (yellow triangle) and ʿedi, ‘my witness’ (blue
triangle), both via gimel-dalet interchange.

Fig. 139
K-S/R D4
Fig. 140’s yellow boxes identify in K-S/R D3 a possible left-to-right evenly spaced
interrupted spelling (via gimel-dalet interchange) of ʿedi, ‘my witness’ (two skipped
spaces between each relevant letter).

Fig. 140
K-S/R D3
SH1 P1 contains an intriguing mixture of shin-mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange) with a series of ayins beneath, together with an ayin at the upper left,
beneath which are two yods and a nun. There may be intended here allusions not only to
shin-dalet, but to ‘witness’ and ‘my witness’ as well (all via gimel-dalet interchange). Of
the latter there would seem to be three possible triangular patterns.

Fig. 141
SH1 P1, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Regarding SH1 G1 D1’s word šegal, it is present elsewhere in K-S/R D2 in the
same right to left pattern formed by skipping one intervening letter at a time (Fig.
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141a), and the word melek in a triangular pattern may overlap with šegal by sharing the
latter’s lamed if the nun-like letter is read as kaf (Fig. 141b), as on Hasmonean coinage:
417:

a

b
Fig. 141
K-S/R D2

Fig. 142 documents how in K-S/R D2 the word šegal is present in two adjacent
triangular patterns (yellow and red boxes); notice that the two patterns are mirror
images of each other. Additionally, the upper shin is adjacent to an inverted omega on its
left, while the lower shin is adjacent to a waw (phonetically omega = waw) on its right.
Moreover, both sets of mirror gimels and lameds are vertically aligned with each other.
What at first seems haphazard is actually quite structured. Lastly, note in the blue boxes
how the first two letters of line 1 (left to right) are the first two letters of šegal, ‘queen,’
whereas the first two letters of the bottom line (again, left to right) are the first two
letters of melek, ‘king.’

417

Richard Plant, A Numismatic Journey through the Bible, p. 39.
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Fig. 142
K-S/R D2
As Fig. 143 illustrates, there are at least three configurations of šegal in K-S/R D1
lines 1-3, including an evenly spaced interrupted instance reading left to right (yellow
boxes). In addition to the diagonal pattern along the yellow line and the intersecting
triangular pattern indicated by the blue frame, one notices that line 1’s first three letters
are a scramble of the letters of šegal. Moreover, re-reading line 1’s mirror gimel via
gimel-dalet interchange as mirror dalet then allows us to detect a right-to-left shin-dalet
(the first and last letters of the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening line) and an overlapping left-toright ayin-dalet (forming the Šemaʿ-derived word ʿed, ‘witness,’ again via gimel-dalet
interchange):

Fig. 143
K-S/R D1
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Interestingly, starting with the shin of šegal in Fig. 144 there is a series of three
shins moving upward along a diagonal line (Fig. 57c 5), which is also the case with KS/R D4 (see Fig. 145):

Fig. 144
K-S/R D1

Fig. 145
K-S/R D4
These diagonal sets of three shins may conceivably stand for Šaddai Šaddai
Šaddai or perhaps for the three terminal shins of Isaiah 6.3’s קדוש קדוש קדוש, ‘holy, holy,
holy,’ since there are a number of ways q-d-š (קדש, minus waw) might be present if qof
appears in mirror form, and if (left to right) we read the mirror gimel via gimel-dalet
interchange as mirror dalet in the instances indicated in Fig. 146:
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Fig. 146
K-S/R D4
A similar pattern of three diagonally aligned shins seems to be present in SH1 G1
D1 as well (Fig. 147, yellow line), which has a parallel line of four mirror yods (bringing
to mind two double yod Tetragrammaton substitutes) running to the left (Fig. 148, red
line; in this instance line 1’s mirror yod was deformed in the transfer process, making it
appear like a qof or mirror resh, but all other transfers clearly show this is an
alef/mirror yod):

Fig. 147
SH1 G1 D1

Fig. 148
SH1 G1 D1

SH1 G1 D8 may also contain a similar series of three diagonally aligned shins, if
the top grapheme in Fig. 149 is an incompletely transferred shin:
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Fig. 149
SH1 G1 D8
To return to K-S/R D2, next we see in the same portion of text (Fig. 150) that the
letters of the blue triangle pattern indicating m-l-k, melek, whose lamed overlaps with
that of šegal (yellow boxes), are permuted on the bottom right portion of the text (blue
box).

Fig. 150
K-S/R D2
Further evidence may suggest that in K-S/R D2 the mirror gimel of šegal may
simultaneously function (via gimel-dalet interchange) as a mirror dalet. In the same
portion of text notice in Fig. 151’s yellow boxes the letters ayin-shin-nun-ayin, and
beneath the nun a mem (the mem of permuted melek).
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Fig. 151
K-S/R D2
Fig. 151’s section of K-S/R D2 text seems itself to be a permutation of another
text in K-S/R D1, shown in Fig. 152, where the mem now appears on the upper line, and
the nun (in a form that could also function as kaf) below, in the place of Fig. 151’s lower
mem.

Fig. 152
K-S/R D1
The letters in the yellow boxes in Figs. 151-152 are obviously permutations of
the same text. The version in K-S/R D1 in fact gives us the clues to decipher the text’s
meaning. Fig. 153 shows that in the K-S/R D1 text, to the left of the portion in the yellow
boxes we have a similar sequence, namely, shin-mem-ayin (in the white rectangle), and
the ayin is flanked by two nuns, again in possible kaf-like style. To the right of the upper
shin is ayin. In Fig. 153 what we are seeing are permutations of the name Shimʿon
(minus its waw), introduced with ayin. In the yellow rectangle the straight line sequence
ayin-shin-mem matches the form of the name Shimʿon on the Bar Kokhba coin shown
previously in Fig. 115 (Meshorer, vol. 2, Plate 27, Coin 75a), which has a double mem at
the bottom. In Fig. 152’s white boxes we have the name Shimʿon with doubled nun at
the bottom (this matches the form of the name Shimʿon with doubled bottom nun in SH2
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G2:9 and SH2 G2:11, discussed at length in ch. 8). In the white boxes we also have the
shin-mem-ayin introduced with another ayin at the top to the right of shin. Notice in both
configurations in the yellow and white boxes that the nun is placed at the bottom, as on
Bar Kokhba coins where the name Shimʿon’s letters are often distributed across two
lines of text, often with the concluding waw-nun placed on the bottom.

Fig. 153
K-S/R D1
Next notice in Fig. 154 in the same text, that in both instances of the name
Shimʿon we have two occurrences of an overlapping pattern involving the letters ayinmirror gimel (red boxes).

Fig. 154
K-S/R D2
When we expand our view of the same text, as in Fig. 155, we see that both
instances of the overlapping patterns of ayin-mirror gimel (red boxes) also have
overlapping patterns of shin-mirror gimel (yellow boxes). Again, these are all quite
clearly very structured permutations we are witnessing.
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Fig. 155
K-S/R D1
What remains to be pointed out in Fig. 155 is that in these instances the mirror
gimel likely is now actually functioning (via gimel-dalet interchange) as mirror dalet. It
seems that what we are seeing here is not only the name Shimʿon, but the text is hinting
that this name is rooted in the Šemaʿ’s opening word, whose letters are shin-mem-ayin,
which coincide with the first three letters of the name Shimʿon.
Further, the text in Fig. 155 is hinting at the traditional interest in the Šemaʿ’s
opening line’s ayin, which is the last letter of its first word šemaʿ, and in the dalet which
is the last letter of the same line’s last word ʾeḥad, ‘one.’ Tradition joins together these
two letters, ayin-dalet, to form the word ʿed, ‘witness,’ a letter pair that can stand for or
hint at the Šemaʿ’s opening line as a whole (pars pro toto), ‘Hear (šemaʿ; shin-mem-ayin),
O Israel, the LORD our God, the LORD is one (ʾeḥad; alef-ḥet-dalet).’ In the K-S/R D1 text
(and other Jordanian lead books texts) this ayin-dalet pair seems to be paralleled by the
letter pair shin-dalet as well. Ayin-dalet are the last letters of the first and last words
respectively of the Šemaʿ’s opening line, while shin-dalet are the first and last letters
respectively of the Šemaʿ’s opening line’s irst and last words.
The first element of the basis of the shin-dalet pair in the lead books is the
integration of the name Shimʿon into the word šemaʿ. Once šemaʿ has been transformed
through assimilation into the name Shimʿon, the inal letter being dealt with is no longer
ayin, but nun. Since there are no obviously relevant symbolic associations with the letter
pair nun-dalet, a shift seems to have been made to the first away from the last letter,
that is, to shin away from ayin. The choice could have been facilitated by the natural
possibility of using shin to stand for the name Shimʿon and by the added in luence of the
word šenat in both its mundane chronological denotations (important for Bar Kokhba
administrative use and coinage) and theological connotations, the latter of which
included the notion of Shimʿon as messianic redeemer bringing to ful ilment Isaiah 61’s
‘year of favour.’
The second element of the lead books’ basis of the shin-dalet pair may consist of
considerations relating to the dalet, and these could take on a more esoteric complexion
involving morphologically based letter play, that is, the interchange between dalet and
gimel. When vΓ or Γv (both sequences surface throughout the metal books) is read as
shin-gimel, perhaps relevant here might be Qumran Cryptic Script A’s nun, which is
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expressed with what is essentially Paleo-Hebrew mirror gimel, which happens to
coincide with the form of Greek gamma. Γv could then possibly be decrypted to read as
shin-nun, the first and last letters of the name Shimʿon.
However, the principal impulse here would seem to relate to the interchange
between dalet and gimel, and once again this involves the Bar Kokhba coinage, namely
its use of geʾulat, ‘redemption.’ What would seem to be presupposed in the letter pair
Γv is a simultaneous allusion to šemaʿ = Shimʿon on the one hand, and Γ = the (mirror)
dalet of ʾeḥad and the (mirror) gimel of geʾulat on the other hand. Again, in part, the
association with geʾulat is facilitated and supported by the square script mirror dalet’s
morphology coinciding with the form of Greek gamma.
On one level, therefore, Γv is used to refer to the shin and dalet of the Šemaʿ’s
šemaʿ and ʾeḥad, while on another simultaneous plane Γv stands for ‘Shimʿonredemption,’ with the abstract ‘redemption’ suggesting a personal form, that is, a
redeemer. This in turn suggests that the Šemaʿ’s šemaʿ and ʾeḥad, are being correlated
with (or esoterically read as) the name Shimʿon and the word ‘redemption’ respectively.
The trope of eschatological (messianic) redemption being predicated upon the
divine unity would be entirely natural in Jewish thought. As one example, the Jewish
liturgy (Sabbath morning service) coordinates the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening line with
Zechariah 14.9, ‘In that day shall the LORD be One, and His name one.’ (JPS)
Additionally, at the conclusion to the Šemaʿ the divine singularity is coordinated with
redemption: ‘there is none beside him. . . . It is he who redeemed us ()הגואלנו.’418
With regard to the letter pairs ayin-dalet and shin-dalet we are dealing with two
different variations of symmetry in these cases; each in its own way hints at the idea of
the first and the last. While ayin-dalet represent the last of the first (last letter of the
first word šemaʿ) and the last of the last (the last letter of the last word ʾeḥad), shin-dalet
represent the first of the first (the first letter of the first word šemaʿ) and the last of the
last (the last letter of the last word ʾeḥad).
Both configurations are symmetrical, but in different modes: last-first/last-last
(ayin-dalet) on the one hand, and first-first/last-last (shin-dalet) on the other hand. It
would seem that the shin-dalet pair is the more symmetrical of the two letter groupings.
Perhaps this has something to do with the Jordanian artefacts’ apparent use of shindalet as frequent substitute for ayin-dalet, although as Fig. 155 shows, at times both
letter pairs accompany each other.
In any case, what we should not overlook here is the relevance of the above
considerations for Isaiah 48.12’s allusion to the Šemaʿ: ‘Hearken unto Me, O Jacob,/ And
Israel My called:/ I am He; I am the first,/ I also am the last.’419 (JPS) It may be that the

S. Singer, The Standard Prayer Book, pp. 163-164.
The Yemenite Midrash ha-Ḥefeṣ correlates the Šemaʿ with Isaiah 44.6. This midrash
explains that the dalet of ʾeḥad is prolonged to the length of the Šemaʿ’s six words, which
represent the four directions plus heaven and earth. The Šemaʿ is a proclamation of
God’s kingdom, which spans the four directions plus the heavens and the earth. The
dalet is the last of the six words, and therefore ‘This is the [meaning of] the verse I am
first, and I am last, and other than me there is no god [Is. 44.6].’ Y. Tzvi Langermann,
418
419
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divine names the First and the Last420 arose in the context of an ancient tradition that
joined together elements of ‘the first’ and ‘the last’ words the Šemaʿ’s opening line. Note
well, the last word, ‘one,’ would already by itself bring to mind ‘first.’ Not to be
overlooked is that shortly before this Isaiah verse, in verse 8, is the Tanakh’s only
instance of the verb  עשהin the precise form עשם, a letter sequence used to abbreviate
the name Shimʿon on a Bar Kokhba coin (Meshorer, vol. 2, Plate 27, Coin 75a).
Isaiah 43.9-10 contains a classic Tanakh passage on the trope of ‘witness,’ of
which 43.9 is particularly relevant: ‘Who among them can declare this,/ And announce
to us ( )ישמיענוformer things (?)וראשנות/ Let them bring their witnesses ()עדיהם, that they
may be justified;/ And let them hear ()וישמעו, and say: ‘It is truth ()אמת.’ (JPS) The
constellation of hearing, witness, and truth is congruent with the Šemaʿ, and ‘former
things,’ or more literally, ‘first things,’ parallels the divine name the First.
Isaiah 43.10 also contains allusions to the divine names the First and the Last:
‘Before Me there was no God formed,/ Neither shall any be after Me ()ואחרי.’ According
to 43.12, it is because of (understanding waw consequentially) the divine oneness that
Israel are the divine witnesses: ‘And I have announced ()והשמעתי,/ And there was no
strange god among you;/ Therefore ye are ( )ואתםMy witnesses ()עדי.’ (JPS) Not to be
overlooked is the fact that the Šemaʿ’s second concluding paragraph opens with ‘For the
first ( )הראשוניםand for the last ( )האחרוניםyour word is good and endures forever and
ever.’
Note that Isaiah 41.4’s allusion to the divine names the First and the Last are
soon followed in 41.14 with ‘thy Redeemer,’ and 44.6 contains both tropes together,
‘Thus saith the LORD, the King of Israel,/ And his Redeemer the LORD of hosts:/ I am
the first, and I am the last,/And beside Me there is no God.’ (JPS) This correlation
between the first and the last on the one hand and redemption on the other hand may
have played a role in the lead book’s esoteric understanding of the Šemaʿ’s ‘one’ as
‘redemption.’
Finally, tradition explains that in the Šemaʿ, the dalet of ‘one’ is written large and
prolonged in prayer in order that there be no confusion with resh, so that  אחדis not
confused with אחר, ‘another,’ which could suggest there being more than one god.
However, neither can one overlook the similarity between  אחרand the legitimate (even
etymologically cognate) divine name ‘the Last,’ אחרון.
That we are dealing with allusions to the Šemaʿ in the K-S/R texts is supported by
what we see in Fig. 156’s yellow boxes. In the top configuration, if we repeat the upper
he, then the letters in the yellow boxes read as ayin-lamed-he-waw-[repeat he]-mirror
dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange) would give us the last letters of each word in the
Šemaʿ’s opening line, (1) š-m-ʿ (2) y-s-r-ʾ-l (3) y-h-w-h (4) ʾ-l-h-y-n-w (5) y-h-w-h (6) ʾ-ḥYemenite Midrash: Philosophical Commentaries on the Torah (New York: HarperCollins,
1996), p. 117.
420
The phrase ‘first and last’ refers to the first and last letters of the alphabet; the phrase
‘beginning and end’ refers to the first and last numbers, that is, the smallest and greatest
numbers, which in Jewish texts would be one and ten-thousand. See W.C. van Unnik,
‘The Divine Predicate,’ in Cilliers Breytenbach and Pieter W. van der Horst, eds., Sparsa
Collecta: The Collected Essays of W.C. van Unnik. Part Four: Neotestamentica – Flavius
Josephus – Patristica (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2014), pp. 158-235.
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d. In the lower configuration’s yellow box and red diagonal line we have the same
letters, with the differences that waw is here replaced with its Greek phonetic
equivalent omega (inverted) and the he is enigmatically now in mirror form.

Fig. 156
K-S/R D1
We also find an allusion to the Šemaʿ in K-S/R D6. The design contains text
flanking what could be either a palm frond or a lulab, and in either case could be related
to Sukkot (Fig. 157).

Fig. 157
K-S/R D6
In Fig. 158, the red triangle gives us the letters for ‘hear!’ (shin and ayin on the
bottom outer edges, mem at the top) while the yellow box contains the letters needed
for ‘Israel,’ if we read the top right letter first as yod and then secondly as mirror alef,
the reverse of the situation in SH1 G1 D1, where the corresponding letter is pointed in
the direction of alef, which would correspond to a mirror yod.
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Fig. 158
K-S/R D6
A ‘hear’ triangle can be formed alternatively in a pattern that passes over into the
left side of the design’s text (Fig. 159). In Fig. 159 I include two separate enlarged
images of the mem, sharpened for clarity, since the letter is a bit unclear and might
otherwise be confused by some with nun.

Fig. 159
K-S/R D6
The imperative ‘Hear O Israel’ occurs in an alternative arrangement in K-S/R D6,
as Fig. 160 illustrates. Here both words form triangular patterns, and again the yod also
serves as mirror alef. Incidentally, if we were to reproduce Fig. 160’s white triangle in
mirror position, it would connect the letters shin-mem-inverted omega, which if we
interpret the last letter as phonetic equivalent to Hebrew waw would give us the
Tetragrammaton substitute שמו, ‘his name.’

Fig. 160
K-S/R D6
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There is an intriguing tradition ascribed to R. Ḥama b. R. Ḥanina regarding the
Šemaʿ in bBerakhot 15b: ‘Whoever precisely recites the Šemaʿ’s several letters distinctly,
they cool Gehinnom, for it is said ()כל הקורא קײש ומדקדק באותיותיה מצננין לו גיהנם שנאמר
(Psalm 68.15): ‘When the Almighty ( )שדיscattereth kings therein ()בפרש שדי מלכים בה,/ it
snoweth in Zalmon ( ;’)תשלג בצלמוןread not befares [when he scatters] but befareš [when
he recites distinctly/separately], and read not beṣalmon [in Zalmon] but beṣalmaweth
[in darkness/the shadow of death].’ The verse is contrasting brightness (whiteness of
snow) and darkness. Rashi offers the following commentary on the Psalm verse:
15a WHEN THE ALMIGHTY SPREAD OUT.
[I.e.], when the Holy One Blessed be He will have spread out before them [THE
KINGS] his Torah
15b THROUGH WHICH THE KINGS are made snowy white.
[An equally plausible interpretation of v. 15b is the following]:
THEREIN [i.e.], in a “land of deepest gloom” (Job. 10:21b).421
Mayer Gruber comments: ‘Here Rashi suggests that ZALMON is an abstract noun
meaning ‘blackness,’ derived from the root ṣlm ‘be black,’ from which, according to
Rashi, is derived ṣalmāwet ‘blackness’ in Job. 10:21b and elsewhere. . . .’422
What is important not to miss in bBerakhot 15b is that it would seem to
presuppose an understanding of Psalm 68.15 something possibly like the following, to
paraphrase: ‘When a person separates (or separately pronounces) ( )בפרשthe Šemaʿ’s
letters שדי, letters which are the kings ()מלכים423 in the Šemaʿ ()בה, then this
brightens/cools ( )תשלגthe dark heat of Gehinnom ()בצלמות.’
I suspect that bBerakhot 15b may reflect a tradition that understood the Šemaʿ’s
opening line’s first and last letters, shin-dalet, as an allusion to Šaddai. The term befareš
could describe the process of reading separate letters in the Šemaʿ and then
coordinating them with each other. In Psalm 68.15, LXX renders  בפרשwith diastellein:
‘When the Heavenly One sets apart kings over it, they will be snow-covered in Selmon.’
(NETS) Again, the tradition behind bBerakhot 15b seems to presuppose in part a hyperliteral reading of Psalm 68.15, along the lines of: ‘When he separates (the Šemaʿ’s
letters) shin-dalet-yod (=Šaddai), (which are) the kings in it (in the Šemaʿ), snows cool
Gehinnom.’
Interestingly, in a portion of text in SH1 G2 D5 that repeats the word ‘Israel’ in an
intersecting pattern within a possible allusion to the Šemaʿ we have what looks like the
Mayer I. Gruber, Rashi’s Commentary on Psalms (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2004), p. 447.
Ibid., p. 445.
423 Cf. the Mandaean notion of letters as crowns of kings: ‘Every letter of the alphabet is
a “crown”: “And he said ‘The 24 letters of the ABGD are twenty-four crowns worn by 24
kings who were formed of light.’”: Diwan Malkuta ’laita, line 621.’ E. S. Drower, The
Secret Adam: A Study of Nasoraean Gnosis (London: Oxford University Press, 1960), p.
20. The Jewish Sefer Raziel calls letters ‘angels,’ which in Hebrew is of course quite
similar in spelling to ‘kings.’ See Elliot R. Wolfson ‘Letter Symbolism and Merkavah
Imagery in the Zohar,’ in Moshe Ḥallamish, ed., ‘Alei Shefer: Studies in the Literature of
Jewish Thought Presented to Rabbi Dr. Alexandre Safran (: Bar Ilan University Press,
1990), p. 199.
421
422
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letter sequence pe-resh-shin (Fig. 161), a possible reference to the same verb used in
bBerakhot 15b, פרש. As I show in ch. 6, in the text directly above there are two
intersecting Tetragrammatons and another allusion to ‘Israel,’ perhaps an allusion to
the Šemaʿ’s opening line’s two Tetragrammatons; above on the far left is an instance of
Šaddai.

Fig. 161
SH1 G2 D5, with Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
It is worth noting that the creator/s of SH1 G1 D1’s text could have associated
Psalm 68.15’s ( שלגšalag) ‘to snow’ (the noun is šeleg) with ( שגלšegal), ‘queen,’ which
might then be coordinated with the same verse’s ‘kings.’ There does indeed appear to be
one instance of the letter sequence shin-lamed-gimel in SH1 G1 D1 in a similar pattern
as attested for one of the instances of shin-mirror gimel-mirror lamed.
In Fig. 162 the upper red boxes show the evenly distributed letters shin-mirror
gimel-mirror lamed (one intervening space between each letter), reading right to left.
The bottom red box shows the same letter sequence (left to right, uninterrupted,
without intervening spaces between the letters) intersecting the left to right letter
sequence shin-mirror lamed-mirror gimel, again, with one intervening space between
each letter.

Fig. 162
SH1 G1 D1, Variant Version
The ‘separation’ of the Šemaʿ’s letters as mentioned in bBerakhot 15b may be
relevant for the Šemaʿ’s second line as well, the whispered barukh šem kevod malkhuto
leʿolam waʿed, ‘Blessed be the name of the glory of his kingdom forever and ever.’424
With reference to Psalm 82.6, Numbers Rabbah 16.24 and Avodah Zarah 5a Janowitz
writes of the Šemaʿ’s second line’s annual recitation aloud (on all other days of the year
424
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Abraham Abulafia in his ʾOṣar ʿEden Ganuz points out that that each of the last letters,
read left to right, namely, d-m-w-d-m-k, spell ‘his blood, your blood.’ Similarly, with
regard to each of the first letters, namely, b-š-k-m-l-w, when one abstracts the b-k-l by
reading left to right and skipping one letter at a time, this produces ‘with all.’ Then by
following the same pattern, the remaining letters produce ‘š-m-w,’ ‘his name,’ which
read all together says ‘with all his name,’ which Abulafia takes as evidence to conclude
that ‘therefore, “His Blood, Your Blood” is His name.’425
In Abulafia’s ‘his blood, your blood,’ it does not seem implausible to suggest the
possible influence of some Jewish Jesus sect tradition pertaining to the blood of
martyrdom, a trope found throughout Revelation.426 However, the notion of the blood of
martyrdom could easily naturally occur of itself in Jewish thought without needing the
impulse of non-Jewish sources. In any case, we should not overlook that b-k-l, bakol, is a
traditional kabbalistic designation of Shekhinah, whose identification with the tenth
sefirah, Malkhut, ‘Kingdom,’ facilitates the application of the Šemaʿ’s second line to
Shekhinah.
The Zohar preserves some intriguing cognate traditions; 2.134a sees in the
Šemaʿ’s second line’s waʿed, ‘and ever,’ a cryptic allusion to line 1’s ʿeḥad, ‘one,’ via a
substitution of alef with waw and of ḥet with ayin. One can also compare ʿed, ‘witness,’
derived from line 1’s ‘hear’ and ‘one,’ with line 2’s waʿed. The same passage interprets
the Šemaʿ’s second line’s ‘his kingdom’ as Shekhinah, adding, ‘because she is our
witness,’ which thus identifies Shekhinah as the Šemaʿ’s irst line’s ʿed, ‘witness,’ derived
from line 1’s ‘hear’ and ‘one,’ and also thus understands line 2’s waʿed as pertaining to
Shekhinah as witness.
Zohar 2.160b divides  שמעinto שמ ע, interpreted as ‘name, ayin (seventy),’ that is,
God’s name is ayin or ‘seventy,’ which alludes to the tradition of God’s seventy names.
That the Šemaʿ’s second line consists of six words is taken by kabbalistic sources as an
allusion to Shekhinah’s six attending angels who represent the four directions and the
cosmic coordinates above and below.427
this line is whispered silently): ‘Paralleling Sinai, on the Day of Atonement the divine
status of Jews is revealed, since at that moment they recite the formula “Blessed is the
name of his glorious kingdom.’ Naomi Janowitz, ‘“You Are Gods”: Multiple Divine Beings
in Late Antique Jewish Theology,’ in Daphna V. Arbel; Andrei A. Orlov, eds., With Letters
of Light באותיות של אור: Studies in the Dead Sea Scrolls, Early Jewish Apocalypticism, Magic,
and Mysticism in Honor of Rachel Elior ( רחל אליאורBerlin/New York: DeGruyter, 2011), p.
356.
425 See Robert J. Sagerman, The Serpent Kills or the Serpent Gives Life: The Kabbalist
Abraham Abulafia’s Response to Christianity (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2011), p. 181.
426 Cf. especially Revelation 12.10-11’s constellation of ‘kingdom,’ ‘blood’ and
‘testimony,’ that is, ‘witness.’ See also 17.6’s ‘blood of the martyrs,’ i.e., ‘witnesses.’
427 See Daniel C. Matt, The Zohar: Pritzker Edition. Volume Two (Stanford, California:
Stanford University Press, 2004), p. 325. The Yemenite Midrash ha-Ḥefeṣ identifies the
Šemaʿ’s six words as the four directions plus heaven and earth, citing Zechariah 6.5 as a
prooftext: ‘These [four] chariots go forth to the four winds of heaven, after presenting
themselves before the Lord of all the earth.’ The midrash doubtless alludes to 6.1’s two
mountains from which the four chariots emerge, which added together would produce
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This is ultimately inspired, as far as the Tanakh goes, by Ezekiel 9.2’s angels
described as ‘six men’ who attend ‘a man’ who is a scribe who marks Jerusalem’s
inhabitants’ foreheads with the letter tav. A closer parallel, however, is found in
Shepherd of Hermas Visions 9-10 (III.1-2) where angels described as ‘six young men’
attend the celestial Lady Ecclesia.428 Significantly, Hermas Visions 4 (1.4) divides the six
angelic men into two subgroups of four and two. (As in more than one case, we find the
earliest parallel to a medieval kabbalistic tradition in ancient ‘Christian’ sources).429 The
Hermas text, too, is inspired by Ezekiel 9.2ff. Essentially Lady Ecclesia parallels, mutatis
mutandis, the Zohar’s Shekhinah as Assembly (of Israel).
While Lady Ecclesia’s sex is different (at least on one level) from Ezekiel 9’s male
scribe, Lady Ecclesia is associated in a few ways with scribal themes. First she speaks of
the repentant being ‘recorded . . . in the books of the living,’ Visions 3 (I.3).2, a statement
she curiously introduces with a comparison between speech and the work of a
metalworker, ‘For as the coppersmith hammers his work to master the material as he
wants, so also the upright word spoken every day masters all evil.’430 Lady Ecclesia then
reads to Hermas words for the ‘upright.’ Then Hermas sees Lady Ecclesia ‘walking and
reading a little book,’ Visions 5 (II.1).3, which Hermas copies down letter by letter, since
he cannot figure out how to distinguish between the syllables, which implies a
continuous text. After fasting and praying, the interpretation of the text is given to
Hermas.
Although there seems to be no direct literary connection between the two texts,
the Hermas passage is very similar to 4 Ezra 14 where the Tanakh’s twenty-four books
and an additional seventy esoteric books are restored by an Ezra full of miraculous
the figure six. Y. Tzvi Langermann, Yemenite Midrash: Philosophical Commentaries on the
Torah (New York: HarperCollins, 1996), p. 117. Curiously, the two mountains are of
bronze/brass. This connects chapter 6 with chapter 5.7’s piece of lead, of which Forbes
writes: ‘The lead tablet mentioned in Zach. 5:7 is probably inscribed with figures of
demons.’ R. J. Forbes, Metallurgy in Antiquity (Leiden: E. J. Brill, 1950), p. 178. See the
commentary on Zechariah ch. 5 in Carol L. Meyers, Eric M. Meyers, Haggai, Zechariah 18 (Garden City, NY: Doubleday, 1988). That the four chariots go through all the earth
and report to ‘the Lord of all the earth’ allows us to correlate them with 4.10’s
menorah’s seven ‘eyes of the LORD, that run to and fro through the whole earth,’ as well
as with 4.14’s ‘two anointed ones, that stand by the Lord of the whole earth.’
428 Interestingly, Lady Ecclesia is described in terms inspired by Daniel 7.9-10’s vision of
the God sitting on a throne with opened books as the Ancient of Days with garments
‘white as snow’ and ‘hair . . . like pure wool’: ‘I saw across from me a large white chair,
made of wool, white as snow. And an elderly woman came, dressed in radiant clothes
and holding a book in her hands.’ Visions 2 (I.2).2. Translation in Bart Ehrman, The
Apostolic Fathers: Volume II (Cambridge, Massachusetts/London: Harvard University
Press, 2003), p. 179. Famously, Daniel 7.13 then introduces ‘one like a son of man’ into
the Ancient of Days’ presence, which has parallels in the Parables of Enoch.
429 I qualify ‘Christian’ here because the word ‘Christ’ (‘messiah’) never occurs in
Hermas. As an example, the medieval kabbalistic reading of ‘son’ into Genesis 1.1 occurs
first in ancient Christian sources, most notably in Irenaeus Proof of the Apostolic
Preaching 43.
430 Bart Ehrman, The Apostolic Fathers: Volume II, p. 181.
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understanding who dictates to five scribes who write in letters they do not understand.
This brings to mind a further parallel, namely, the one between Hermas’ Lady Ecclesia
and 4 Ezra 9-10’s Mother Jerusalem.
Especially noteworthy is Hermas Visions 23 (IV.2)’s description of Lady Ecclesia
‘clothed as if coming from a bridal chamber’ as she passes an apocalyptic beast431 that
probably symbolizes Roman persecution, which in view of the immediately preceding
Vision 3’s building of the tower, would seem to imply the Roman destruction of the
temple. This parallels 4 Ezra 9-10’s Mother Jerusalem whose son died in his wedding
chamber; the death symbolizes the destruction of Jerusalem and its temple. Hermas
Vision 3 would seem to reflect hopes for the rebuilding of the temple sometime between
70 CE and the Bar Kokhba revolt.
The similarities between the two texts are so striking that one suspects that
Hermas and ‘Ezra’ were both familiar with some common underlying traditions. The
parallelism between the two texts implies that whereas the uncomprehending Hermas
corresponds to Ezra’s five scribes, more intriguingly on one level to some extent Ezra
corresponds to Hermas’ Lady Ecclesia, which by further implication suggests a symbolic
link of some sort between Ezra and Mother Jerusalem.
In Hermas Parables 83 (IX.6).1-2 the six angelic men now flank an immensely tall
man; this is obviously again inspired by Ezekiel 9. We therefore have in Hermas six
angels who attend both a female and a male entity. A clue to understanding this imagery
is in Visions 3 (1.3).4 where we learn that from the book Lady Ecclesia reads that when
God created the heavens and the earth, he ‘by his unique wisdom and foreknowledge
created his holy church, which he also blessed. . . .’432 Lady Ecclesia is reading about her
own creation.
Hermas’ ‘church’ which God ‘blessed’ at the time of creation alludes to Genesis
1.28’s ‘And God blessed them,’ referring to Genesis 1.27’s ‘male and female’ created in
God’s image. This male and female pair corresponds to Hermas’ tall angelic man, who is
God’s son (in Parable IX), and Lady Ecclesia in Vision 1. That Genesis says these two
were created in God’s image perhaps explains how Hermas can describe Lady Ecclesia
with the imagery of the Ancient of Days—she was created in the latter’s image.
This exegesis is supported by 2 Clement 14.2,433 which cites Genesis 1.27 and
explains that the male is Christ and the female is Ecclesia, both of whom existed ‘from
Harris early on pointed out that Hermas’ apocalyptic beast is inspired by the lions in
the story of Daniel in the lion’s den (Daniel 6). Hermas’ angel sent to shut the beast’s
mouth is, as Harris also showed, derived from Daniel 6.23, ‘My God hath sent His angel,
and hath shut ( )וסגרthe lions’ mouths’ (JPS), with  סגרno doubt being the source of
Hermas’ angel name Thegri, who shuts the beast’s mouth, theta and sigma being
frequently confused with each other in uncial script. (This of course implies knowledge
of Daniel’s Semitic text rather than reliance on the LXX). See J. Rendel Harris, Hermas in
Arcadia and Other Essays (London: Cambridge University Press), pp. 21-22.
432
Bart Ehrman, The Apostolic Fathers: Volume II, p. 183.
433 As is well-known, Hermas and 2 Clement are somehow cognate with each other. Each
quotes from the lost apocryphon ascribed to Eldad and Modat, and Hermas Vision 8
(II.4) mentions the presbyter (?) Clement. Of ancient texts, besides 2 Clement (and of
course the Letter of James) the one that is most clearly cognate somehow to Hermas is
431
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the beginning.’ 2 Clement refers to ‘the church of life’ and ‘the living church,’ allusions to
Genesis 2.7’s ‘breath of life’ and ‘living soul,’ as well as to 3.20, ‘And the man called his
wife’s name Eve; because she was the mother of all living.’ (JPS)
All of this suggests that there is a correlation between Hermas’ six angels and the
six days of creation (which suggests the pair of the male and female may represent the
seventh day). This brings to mind the kabbalistic traditions that link the six words of the
Šemaʿ’s second line (which are understood to allude to Shekhinah’s six angels) with the
six days of creation (see Zohar 1.12a). Moreover, kabbalah views the Šemaʿ’s irst line as
Genesis 1.27’s ‘male’ who is united with the Šemaʿ’s second line, which is Genesis 1.27’s
‘female.’
Hermas Visions 3 (1.3).4’s ‘blessed’ trope accords with the Šemaʿ’s second line’s
barukh. The same Hermas verse speaks of God’s ‘glorious will’ (Ehrman translates this
as ‘glorious plan’) and ‘unique wisdom’ (Lightfoot, ‘own wisdom’) and ‘great glory,’
which may be compared to the Šemaʿ’s second line’s kevod and the first line’s Lord who
is ʾeḥad. Moreover, in the preceding Hermas verse these statements are introduced by
Lady Ecclesia’s exhortation: ‘Be a hearer and hear the glories of God,’ which might bring
to mind the Šemaʿ’s ‘hear!’ and ‘glory.’
In Hermas Visions 10 (III.2) we learn that martyrs who have suffered for the
name are granted to sit on Lady Ecclesia’s right side; later in Visions 11 (III.3) reference
is made to God’s ‘glorious name.’ This is congruent with the traditional correlation of
martyrdom with the recitation of the Šemaʿ, whose irst line contains God’s name and
whose second line blesses ‘the name of the glory,’ which can be alternatively rendered
‘the glorious name.’
We then read in Visions 12 (III.4).3, ‘But that the name of God may be glorified . . .
Tell them that all these things are true, that none of them is outside the truth, but that
everything is firm and certain and established.’434 This corresponds to the Šemaʿ’s
conclusion, ‘True and firm, established and enduring, . . . is this thy word. . . .’
Furthermore, the Šemaʿ’s commandment to love God (=Deuteronomy 6.5) may be
reflected in the  אversion of Hermas Visions 3 (1.3).4, which reads, ‘Lo, the God of the
powers, whom I love . . .,’435 in contrast to Ehrman’s rendering: ‘Behold, the powerful
God, who with his invisible power, might, and great understanding created the
world.’436 E is congruent in tone with א, reading ‘in his pity and in his love.’437
Joseph and Aseneth. The latter two texts are related especially in their emphasis on
repentance. Joseph and Aseneth’s ‘repentance’ has to do with becoming a proselyte to
Judaism, and this might help shed light on Hermas’ meaning of repentance, or at least its
background. Famously, Hermas Visions 6 (II.2).5 proclaims ‘the days of repentance for
all the saints are complete. But the outsiders will be able to repent until the final day’
(Bart Ehrman, The Apostolic Fathers: Volume II, p.189), which is usually compared to
Hebrews 10.26. Hermas’ ‘repentance’ is to be understood as the repentance of
proselytes. Proselytes who publicly renounce the faith are to be excommunicated
definitively and never readmitted. New proselytes are, however, not to be rejected.
434 Bart Ehrman, The Apostolic Fathers: Volume II, p. 205.
435 Kirsopp Lake, The Apostolic Fathers II (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press /London: William Heinemann, 1913), pp. 14-15.
436
Bart Ehrman, The Apostolic Fathers: Volume II, p. 183.
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The tropes of the righteous and of the upright appear throughout Hermas, and in
Commandments 35 (VI.1).2 we read, ‘For the just has a straight (orthēn) path, but the
unjust a crooked one (streblēn). Proceed along the straight and level path, and avoid the
crooked.’438 This accords with the Tanakh contrast between tam/tom (tamim) and
ʿiqqeš (see Proverbs 19.1, LXX, aplotēti/streblos) that we see reflected in SH1 G1 D1. Cf.
the vocabulary of Isaiah 40.3-4, ‘Make plain (ישרו, make straight), in the desert/ A
highway for our God. . . . And the rugged ( )העקבshall be made level ()למישור,/ And the
rough places a plain ()לבקעה.’ (JPS) Cf. Isaiah 59.8, ‘crooked ( )עקשוpaths.’ Not to be
overlooked is Wisdom 10.10, where we read of Jacob that Wisdom ‘guided him on
straight paths,’ whose ‘straight’ in Hebrew could play on Jacob’s names ‘Israel’ and
‘Yešurun.’
Before leaving the K-S/R designs and returning to SH1 G1 D1, it will be helpful to
examine a portion of K-S/R D9. What we see in Fig. 163a is an intersecting pattern of the
letter pairs ayin-dalet and shin-dalet (both via gimel-dalet interchange). Fig. 163b gives
us in an X-pattern stretched across four lines of text the letters of g-ʾ-l-t, ‘redemption,’ a
word congruent with SH1 G1 D1’s contents.

a
Fig. 163
K-S/R D2

b

We know that Fig. 163’s alef is simultaneously mirror yod because as Fig. 164
shows, the upper three letters on the right, alef(=mirror yod)-resh-inverted omega
(=Hebrew waw) constitute text that is continued on the left side of the sheet, where the
letters shin-mirror lamed-mem can be read in faint traces, confirmed by a better
preserved transfer of the same left-side portion. The two triangle patterns spell
‘Jerusalem,’ with the lamed on the right perhaps meaning on one level ‘for Jerusalem,’ as
in the Bar Kokhba war slogan ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem.’ It would seem that the yod
is given in mirror form to make the text’s overlapping allusion to g-ʾ-l-t, ‘redemption,’

Kirsopp Lake, The Apostolic Fathers II, p. 14.
Bart Ehrman, The Apostolic Fathers: Volume II, p. 261.

437
438
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more apparent. The two sections of text imply a variant war slogan, ‘for the redemption
of Jerusalem.’

Fig. 164
K-S/R D9

A reference in SH1 G1 D1 to šegal is congruent with the following considerations.
SH1 G1 D1 line 2 has š-g-l when read left to right. If we start with the same shin and read
in the opposite direction, right to left, if the next letter is a Paleo-Hebrew open bet, then
we would have šabbat (Fig. 58), and the two words together would give us ‘sabbath
queen,’ bringing to mind the šabbat ha-malka of Jewish tradition.

Fig. 165
SH1 G1 D1
Regarding šabbat and šegal sharing a letter and being written in opposite
reading sequences in SH1 G1 D1 (similar also to the two parts of the word ‘Israel’ in the
same text), Charles Häberl explained in his comments: ‘In antiquity, the first line of
composition could readily stand for the whole, “pars pro toto,” and the use of
abbreviations in cramped quarters was de rigueur. There are obvious physical
restrictions on space for writing here that necessitate the use of abbreviations and
such.’
On the one hand what we see in SH1 G1 D1 is necessitated by the scribe’s
limitation of physical space, which results in phenomena such as mirror letters enabling
some letters to function simultaneously as two letters (sometimes even more), two
words sharing one or more letters, one or more letters having to be read more than
once, words being read in opposite directions, and abbreviations.
However, all of this works in tandem with the additional scribal strategy of
encryption in the service of figure texting which manifests itself in such practices as
skipping intervening spaces between letters, reading not only horizontally but also
vertically and diagonally, modifying letter forms (e.g., changing curved hooks into
angular ones to indicate an encrypted word to be read along a diagonal trajectory
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stretching across two or more lines of text), and as we will see in SH1 G2 D5 the
formation of words in iconic patterns, etc.
The word šabbat is present in various triangular and other patterns elsewhere in
SH1 G1 D1 (Fig. 166).

Fig. 166
SH1 G1 D1
As Fig. 167a-b shows, the word šabbat can also be formed along a diagonal line
that cuts through the various triangle patterns shown in Fig. 166.
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b
Fig. 167
SH1 G1 D1

Fig. 168
SH1 G1 D1
Lead Book Examined by Peter Northover
Top line: šegal, šabbat[o]n; Bottom Line: šemaʿ/Shimʿon, mirror y-š-r of ‘Israel’
André Lemaire in his report reads nun where I read bet in Fig. 169, and
translates the three letters under discussion as š-n-t, ‘year,’ an allusion to the word š-n-t
on Jewish War and Bar Kokhba coins. Lemaire’s reading is entirely plausible; the fact
that the letter he identifies as nun diverges from the style of every other nun in the text
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is no good reason to reject his translation in this instance. Comparable letter
divergences are seen elsewhere in the text. However, that we are probably dealing in
this instance with šabbat may be supported by the following. If we interpret the letter
that follows tav as nun, then we would have a defective spelling of šabbaton, minus waw.
This would be congruent with the same defective spelling of šabbaton found elsewhere
in the collection. In K-S/R D5 š-b-t-[w]-n appears in mirror letters which are read more
easily when horizontally fipped (Fig. 169a-b):

a

b
Flipped Horizontally
Fig. 169
K-S/R D5, Šabbat[o]n

The same defective spelling of šabbaton (with open bet as in SH1 G1 D1) occurs
in SH1 G1 D8, where it appears backwards, that is, read from left to right (Fig. 170).

Fig. 170
SH1 G1 D8
In the line directly above the one in Fig. 170 there is a rather prominent shin
placed above the central bet and tav of the lower line’s šabbat[o]n, which allows us to
discern a triangular pattern of the word šabbat stretching across the two lines (Fig.
171), a pattern that also appears in SH1 G1 D1 (Fig. 172). Notice that there is a
horizontal line of beads separating the respective sets of two lines in each text.

Fig. 171
SH1 G1 D8

Fig. 172
SH1 G1 D1

I wonder whether the triangular distribution of the letters of šabbat into shin and
bet-tav might have something to do with kabbalistic traditions that make a similar
division in order to create an allusion to bat, ‘daughter,’ that is, the Shekhinah, while the
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shin is interpreted as the three patriarchs.439 In the words of Zohar 2.204a on the
Sabbath: ‘When the point ascends and the light shines, she is crowned by the patriarchs.
When she is crowned by the patriarchs, she is joined and united with them to become
one, and she is called shabbat. Shabbat: shin bat.’440
Related to these traditions is the designation of the sefirah Binah as the ‘Great
Sabbath,’ šabbat ha-gadol.441 Could the concept of the Great Sabbath be related in some
way to the Jordanian lead books’ allusions to the šabbat šabbaton, the Sabbath of
Sabbaths, that is, the Greatest Sabbath (Yom Kippur)? In any case, SH1 G1 D1’s and SH1
G1 D8’s triangular patterning with an upper shin allows us to read šabbat first and then
secondly šabbat[o]n on each of the lower lines, producing the full phrase šabbat
šabbaton.
The trope of the Sabbath of Sabbaths applied to the Sabbath Queen and
Shekhinah is a traditional feature of Jewish thought that endures into modern times, as
E. M. Lilien’s Sabbath der Sabbathe illustrates in iconographic form (Fig. 173).

Fig. 173
E. M. Lilien’s Sabbath der Sabbathe
SH1 G1 D8 contains another instance of šabbat read left to right; unfortunately
the letter immediately after the tav is not preserved:
On these kabbalistic traditions, see Elliot R. Wolfson, ‘Coronation of the Sabbath
Bride: Kabbalistic Myth and the Ritual of Androgynisation,’ The Journal of Jewish
Thought and Philosophy 6 (1997): pp. 313-315.
440 Cited in ibid., p. 316.
441 See ibid., p. 315.
439
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Fig. 174
SH1 G1 D8
A similar triangular pattern, this time inverted, produces the same word, šabbat,
stretching across the same two relevant lines of SH1 G1 D1 (Fig. 175). Given that now
the bet is read on top, it may perhaps be helpful to cite Elliot Wolfson: ‘The shin, which
has three branches, is the masculine potency that is united with the bat, the daughter or
the Shekhinah. The union of the shin and the bat to form shabbat transforms the bat into
the crown of the shin.’442

Fig. 175
SH1 G1 D1
SH1 G1 D6 contains a string of letters that is a variant of SH1 G1 D1 line 1. Both
versions contain allusions to Psalm 19’s šegiʾowt and goʾali (‘errors’ and ‘my redeemer’),
but in slightly varying sequential letter arrangements. Whereas SH1 G1 D1 line 1 begins
with shin-mirror gimel-alef/mirror yod-waw-tav, SH1 G1 D6’s variant adds before the
shin the letter ayin, then a letter that looks like kaf, then a tav; this is the only kaf in SH1
G1 D6’s version (see Fig. 176a). Fig. 176b shows a close-up of the kaf, since in Fig. 176a
its vertical spine’s upper portion is not very clear. In SH1 G1 D1’s version there is also
only one kaf, the kaf of melek, whose kaf is preceded by a tav (see Fig. 177b), exactly as
kaf is preceded by tav in SH1 G1 D6’s version (see Fig. 177a).

Elliot R. Wolfson, ‘Coronation of the Sabbath Bride: Kabbalistic Myth and the Ritual
of Androgynisation,’ p. 340.
442
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a

b

Fig. 176
SH1 G1 D6, Contrast Adjusted for Clarity, Detail

a
SH1 G1 D6, Tracing

b
SH1 G1 D1, Line 1, Composite
Fig. 177
A comparison between SH1 G1 D1 and SH1 G1 D6 indicates that the latter’s kaf is
the kaf of SH1 G1 D1’s melek, ‘king,’ but displaced along with tav to before shin—but this
then produces šabbat with the kaf being a simultaneous open form of bet. This may
explain one reason why SH1’s kaf may be ‘non-standard’; one of the two standard
horizontal arms of Paleo-Hebrew kaf’s head has been deleted so that the grapheme can
also function simultaneously as a Paleo-Hebrew open form of bet.
Just as SH1 G1 D1 line 2 contains the word šegal reading left to right, sharing the
same shin with šabbat reading right to left (Fig. 178), so SH1 G1 D6’s variant of SH1 G1
D1’s line 1 reverses these sequences, containing the shin-mirror gimel of šegal reading
right to left, sharing the same shin with šabbat reading left to right (Fig. 179).

Fig. 178
SH1 G1 D1

Fig. 179
SH1 G1 D6

A theological significance of SH1’s bet-kaf equivalency would be that the bet of
the Sabbath Queen (šabbat, šegal) is simultaneously the kaf of melek. Not only that, but
these overlappings suggest that SH1’s creators associated Psalm 19 with Psalm 45, since
in SH1 Psalm 19’s šegiʾowt overlaps with Psalm 45’s šegal, and the latter becomes the
Sabbath Queen, whose bet is at once the kaf of Psalm 45’s melek.
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Moreover, Psalm 45’s Israelite king and queen function on a higher level as
symbols or earthly counterparts of the divine masculine and feminine coordinates, that
is, of the Holy One of Israel, blessed be he, and his Shekhinah, the feminine divine
presence. These latter two correspond to Psalm 19’s solar Lord (or Sun as symbol of the
Lord) and his bride the personified Lady Torah whose praises are offered in the same
psalm’s second half.
The Jordanian lead books’ Sabbath Queen can be understood on one level as the
celestial counterpart of the earthly land Bar Kokhba fought to liberate from Roman
domination. On Bar Kokhba coinage this land is called Jerusalem and Israel.
The city of Jerusalem being coordinated with the Sabbath brings to mind the
spatial aspect involved in the Samaritan understanding of the Sabbath as a place and
city, as in Memar Marqah 2.7: ‘Sabbath is a city. . . . Sabbath is a place, wholly sacred!’443
In a commentary on Deuteronomy 32.3, Memar Marqah 4.2 coordinates this
same spatial understanding of Sabbath with the Šemaʿ: ‘When he said GODEL
(GREATNESS) he sought to strengthen the words by holiness. When Creation and
Sabbath were gathered to him, he magnified its holiness with G. and D. and sealed with
L. This is a city wholly great, at the entrance to which is written The Lord our God is one
Lord (Deut. vi. 4; Targ.). Happy are they who dwell in it! He makes them all to be
possessed of the Favour.’444
As I have previously documented, in various K-S/R designs it would seem as if
šegal is combined in various ways with one or more of the letters of melek (see Fig.
180), sometimes in an intersecting pattern perhaps mirroring the idea inherent in SH1’s
interchange of šabbat’s bet and melek’s kaf.

Fig. 180
K-S/R D2
SH1 G1 D9 places the text that refers to Psalm 19’s ‘errors’ and ‘redeemer’ (the
latter in the abstract form ‘redemption’) and Psalm 45’s ‘king’ and ‘queen’ beneath the
image of a nymph with Helios-like hair, an image inspired by Greek coinage. The image
of the nymph face is damaged on the front and back cover versions, which has obscured
the sex of the image, giving rise to mistaken identifications of the face as that of Jesus or
Helios. Contextually viewed, this nymph functions as a representation of Psalm 19’s
Lady Torah and of Psalm 45’s queen, and of course of SH1 G1 D1’s Sabbath Queen. Fig.
181 highlights the words melek and šegal in the upper and lower white boxes
respectively:

John MacDonald, Memar Marqah: The Teaching of Marqah. Volume II: The Translation,
p. 56.
444 Ibid., p. 140.
443
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Fig. 181
SH1 G1 D9, Front Cover
All of the above is not to imply that the word š-n-t, ‘year,’ detected by Lemaire
where I read bet instead of nun, does not appear elsewhere in SH1. It indeed does
appear in SH1 G2 D5 (Fig. 182, red box) immediately after the letters shin-mem-ayin
(Fig. 182, yellow box), an attested abbreviation of the name Shimʿon on Bar Kokhba
coins. That in Fig. 182 we are dealing with š-n-t rather than š-b-t in this instance is
indicated by the resh-bet-ayin that follow the tav, which represents a defective spelling
(minus alef) of ʾarbaʿ, ‘four,’ which alludes to the Jewish War coinage phrase ‘šenat
ʾarbaʿ, ‘year four,’ which is spelled out fully on some coins and abbreviated with shindalet on others. The defective form creates a further allusion to the phrase רבע השקל,
‘quarter of a shekel’ found on year four (69 CE) Jewish War coins.
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Fig. 182
SH1 G2 D5, With Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
It is of course possible, perhaps even probable, that Fig. 182’s š-n-t, ‘year,’ is
meant to simultaneously bring to mind š-b-t, ‘sabbath,’ given that both are calendrical
terms in their own ways, sometimes even in an overlapping mode. I refer to the
sabbatical year and jubilee, which in time came to acquire messianic overtones.
We should not overlook that while Jewish War coins’ respective years of issue
are given explicitly on the coins, Bar Kokhba coins were dated only during the first two
years of the revolt. Meshorer speculates that on Bar Kokhba coins ‘year three’ and ‘year
four’ were deliberately left out on the basis of the widespread ‘superstition’ that
counting can lead to bad luck.445 Perhaps as the revolt’s years dragged on, Bar Kokhba
may have increasingly thought of the failed Jewish War and its dated coinage, and in this
way the superstition Meshorer posits could have entered in.
Whatever the case, it is clear that SH1 G2 D5 combines elements of the Bar
Kokhba coins (the name Shimʿon) with aspects of the Jewish War coins, including ‘year,’
‘quarter (of)’ (functioning simultaneously as a defective form for ‘four’) and ‘Zion’ (here
with the abbreviation ṣadi-nun; Bar Kokhba coins mention ‘Israel’ and ‘Jerusalem,’ never
‘Zion’).
Our investigation up to this point can now enable us to understand what SH1 G2
D5’s ‘Shimʿon year four’ means theologically. In contrast to what these terms mean
straightforwardly on the relevant ancient Jewish coins, in Fig. 182 what we see reflects
the Jordanian metal books’ importation of the name Shimʿon into the Šemaʿ Israel’s irst
word, šemaʿ, whose sixth word, ʾeḥad, is coordinated with the noun geʾulat from Bar
Kokhba coinage.
‘Shimʿon-geʾulat’ is abbreviated with graphemes that are simultaneously shingimel and shin-dalet, given the artefacts’ frequent gimel-dalet interchange. A key reason
behind this interchange was the desire to correlate Bar Kokhba’s ‘redemption,’ geʾulat,
with the Šemaʿ’s ʾeḥad, whose terminal dalet represents the fourth letter of the Hebrew
alphabet. In this web of theological, even esoteric, ideas, the relatively straightforward
coinage phrase ‘year four’ was applied secondarily as a cipher simultaneously for both
Shimʿon-geʾulat and šemaʿ-ʾeḥad.
445

Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage. Vol. II, pp. 153-154.
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CHAPTER ONE
PHOTO CREDITS
Robert Feather: 1; 3b-e; 3g-i; 5-7; 11; 21; 22 top; 23; 25b; 36; 38a,c; 43; 46c; 56; 90a-b; 91;
101; 103-105b-c; 107; 108:2; 109; 111; 120-121; 122a; 123; 167-168; 172; 175-176; 177b;
179; 181.
Matthew Hood: 14a; 15b; 52a; 82-83; 145; 157; 159-160.
Roger Murray-Leach: 3; 7-8; 13; 14b; 15a; 18-20; 22 bottom left; 26-28; 30-32; 38b; 40; 42;
50; 54-55; 92; 94-100; 102-103; 107; 119; 124-126; 162; 165; 178.
John Stuart Reid: 2; 3a,f,j; 9-10; 22 bottom right; 24; 25a; 36; 49; 51-53; 90c; 103; 105a;
107-108:1; 122b; 127; 147-148; 166-167; 177a.
Hassan Saida: 39; 45; 46a-b; 116a; 149; 170-171; 174.
Ilan Shibli: 34-35.
Archives of the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books: 47-48; 68; 72-75; 77-81;
84; 89; 112-114; 128-136; 138; 140-144; 146; 150-156.
Nos. 106-107; 161; 182 : <http://www.archaeology.land/forums/viewtopic.php?t=30656>.
Nos. 158; 163; 164 top: <http://www.mstaml.com>.
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CHAPTER TWO
Saida Hoard 1 Group 1 (SH1 G1)
A Classification of SH1 Groups and Designs
Part Two
SH1 G1 D2-SH1 G1 D4
SH1 G1 D2
SH1 G1 D2 (Fig. 1) consists most noticeably of a central menorah with unusually
elongated arms, a characteristic more or less matched by a number of the ancient and
medieval menorah images collected by Rachel Hachlili.446

Fig. 1
SH1 G1 D2

Fig. 2
Menorah Detail from SH1 G1 D2, Lead Book Examined by Peter Northover
Lemaire identifies the six letters beneath SH1 G1 D2’s menorah (Fig. 3) as
‘MTNWLY.’447 He does not state why he identifies the first letter as (mirror) yod rather

Rachel Hachlili, The Menorah, the Ancient Seven-armed Candelabrum. Origin, Form
and Significance.
446
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than as straightforward alef. Perhaps this was based on what he elsewhere in SH1 G1
D1 had identified as the mirror yod of ‘Israel,’ and by the grapheme’s curved spine,
indicative of many Paleo-Hebrew forms of yod, in contrast to the typically straight spine
of Paleo-Hebrew alef. Neither is it clear to me in which direction Lemaire reads the six
letters, right to left or in reverse sequence left to right.
In any case, independently of Lemaire I transcribed the six letters beneath SH1
G1 D2’s menorah as mirror yod-mirror lamed-waw-nun-tav-mem. As in SH1 G1 D1, so in
SH1 G1 D2 there are no instances of straightforward yod, and all lameds are in mirror
position. I read the six letters under discussion in the standard right to left direction and
interpret them as yalown tom, ‘perfection will endure/abide.’448 A form of the same verb
is famously used in Psalm 91.1, which refers to one who ‘abides’ (yitlownan) beneath
Šaddai’s shadow.

Fig. 3
SH1 G1 D2
SH1 G1 D2’s t-m, ‘perfection’/‘uprightness,’ is relevant to SH1 G1 D1’s m-ʿ-q-š, a
construction of ʿiqqeš, ‘crooked,’ ‘perverted,’ which occurs three times in the Book of
447

1.

André Lemaire, Preliminary Remarks on the Lead Books and Sheets (March 2009), p.

Cf. the variant reading of Genesis 6:3 ילון רוחי, ‘my spirit shall [not] abide’; Job 41:22,
ילין עז, ‘strength remains/abides.’ As Robert Gordon pointed out in his comments on this
study, many authorities believe the root dwr (ydwr) lies behind ‘abide’ in LXX Gen. 6:3.
448
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Proverbs, where it is contrasted each time with t-m, ‘perfection,’ ‘uprightness.’ 10,9: ‘He
that walketh uprightly (t-m; LXX aplōs) walketh securely; but he that perverteth (m-ʿ-qš) his ways shall be found out.’ 19.1: ‘Better is the poor that walketh in his integrity (t-m;
LXX aplotēti) than he that is perverse (m-ʿ-q-š) in his lips and a fool at the same time.’
28.6: ‘Better is the poor that walketh in his integrity (t-m; LXX alētheia), than he that is
perverse (m-ʿ-q-š) in his ways, though he be rich.’ (JPS)
Doubtless Proverbs’ trope of walking ( )הולךin perfection ( )בתמוcontributed to
the suggested translation ‘( אלך בתםI walk in uprightness’) for SH1 G1 D2 disseminated
widely in 2011 reportage. I have already shown that in the Jordanian metal books waw
(especially of the name Shimʿon) can be kaf-like. Moreover, SH1 G1 D1’s kaf also
functions simultaneously as bet.
These rather plastic epigraphical features certainly allow a simultaneous reading
of SH1 G1 D2’s first three letters as alef-mirror lamed-kaf. Moreover, SH1 G1 D2’s fourth
letter beneath the menorah, the nun, is in a style similar to the bet of SH1 G1 D1’s (and
SH1 G1 D8’s) šabbat. Given SH1 G1 D1’s terms meʿiqqeš and tom, an allusion to
Proverbs’ trope of walking in perfection (an important Qumran trope) in SH1 G1 D2 is
entirely plausible.
The Qumranites were preoccupied with the trope of ‘walking in perfection,’
including in an eschatological or apocalyptic valence. The Qumran Community Rule
(1QS) Col. IX. 6 uses the phraseology ‘those who walk in perfection’ ( )ההולכים בתמיםas a
terminus technicus for the members of the yaḥad. See also Col. I.8 (ולהתהלך לפניו תמים
‘and walk in perfection’), III. 9 (‘ להלכת תמיםto walk with perfection’), VIII.10 (‘ בתמים דרךin
perfect behaviour’), VIII.18 (‘ להלך בתמים דרךwalking in perfect behaviour’), VIII. 21 (דרך
‘ ההולכים בתמיםthose walking in perfect behaviour’), IX.8 (‘ ההולכים בתמיםwho walk in
perfection’). The same terminology occurs in 1Q28b (1QSb) 1QRule of Benedictions Col.
V.22 (‘ ולהתהלך לפניו תמיםto walk in perfection’), Damascus Document (C-D-A) Col. I.20-21
(‘ הולכי תמיםthose who walk in perfection’), and 4Q525 (4QBéat) 4QBeatitudes Frag. 5.11
(‘ הולכי תמיםThose who walk in perfection’).449
The Qumran terminology of walking in perfection is derived from Psalm 84.12’s
‘ הלכים בתמיםthose who walk in perfection.’
I should also refer to 1QS VIII, which associates the trope of ‘those who walk in
perfection’ with the Aaronic holy place. This could be quite significant a parallel if
Margaret Barker’s identification of the branches that flank SH1 G1 D2’s menorah as
Aaron’s budding staff is correct.450
However, as I will show, evidence from elsewhere in the metal texts indicates
that the third and fourth letters beneath SH1 G1 D2’s menorah are on a primary level
waw-nun. At the same time, that the waw here may function as kaf on a secondary level
contextually suggests that the text alludes in some way to Bar Kokhba.
Since SH1 G1 D1’s ʿiqqeš alludes to the patriarch Jacob, it may be that SH1 G1
D2’s tam/tom may as well, at least on one level. Jewish tradition attaches great
importance to Genesis 25.27’s trope of Jacob as איש תם, ‘a perfect man,’ who ‘dwelt’ (ישב,
All references and citations to the Dead Sea Scrolls are from Florentino García
Martínez, Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, eds., Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition (Leiden: Brill, 1999).
450
<http://www.margaretbarker.com/Papers/TheJordanCodices.pdf>.
449
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a synonym of  )לוןin tents. In the anonymous Avodah piyyut ‘Atah Konanta ʿOlam MeRoš’ we read of Isaac and Jacob: ‘From his root / a perfect man you brought forth
/sealed in Your covenant/ when from the womb he was taken.’ 451
Swartz and Yahalom comment on this stanza: ‘The Hebrew word tam, applied to
Jacob in Gen 25:27, can mean “simple” or “perfect.” . . . . Alluding to a legend that Jacob
was born circumcised and therefore complete (“perfect”). See Avot de-Rabbi Natan A ch.
2 (ed. Schechter, p. 12); cf. the other sources cited in Ginzberg, Legends, 5:273 n. 26.’452
In the poem’s Hebrew text תם, ‘perfect,’ subtly anticipates חתם, ‘sealed,’ which facilitates
the doctrinal connection between ‘perfection’ and ‘circumcision’ as seal ( )חתםof the
covenant.
Also relevant to this discussion is the fact that just as part of SH1 G1 D1’s PaleoHebrew positive word ‘Israel’ can be read in an opposite direction to obtain the negative
word ‘crooked’ (ʿiqqeš), so SH1 G1 D1’s positive word t-w-m, ‘perfection,’ can be read in
the opposite direction to obtain the negative word m-w-t, ‘death’ (mawet). Similarly, in
SH1 G1 D1 not only does the word iqqeš, ‘crooked,’ ‘bent,’ which via a folk etymology
plays on the meaning of the name Jacob, intersect the mirror yod-shin-resh of Jacob’s
second name ‘Israel,’ but the three letters yod-shin-resh by themselves can also be
interpreted as yašar, ‘upright,’ a synonym of tam/tom. Jacob’s additional name, Yešurun,
is indeed cognate with yašar. It is even possible that originally the name ‘Israel’ had the
same basic meaning as Yešurun.453
In Jewish esoteric thought there is no absolute contradiction between
uprightness and crookedness. These two poles are resolved on one level in a sort of
coincidentia oppositorum that esoteric traditions find quite plausible. Even in prekabbalistic rabbinic literature Jacob’s righteousness and crookedness are reconciled
and justified. In bMeg. 13b Rachel asks Jacob: ‘Is it permitted to the righteous to indulge
in trickery? He replied. Yes: with the pure thou dost show thyself pure and with the
crooked thou dost show thyself subtle.’454 The citation is from Psalm 18.27, from a
psalm of David also preserved in 2 Samuel 22.27. The contrastive vocabulary in verses
24-26 is of interest:
24 And I was single-hearted ()תמים455 toward Him,
And I kept myself from mine iniquity.
25 Therefore hath the LORD recompensed me according to my righteousness
()כצדקי,
According to my cleanness ( )כברin His eyes.
My translation from the Hebrew text in Michael D. Swartz, Joseph Yahalom, Avodah:
An Anthology of Ancient Poems for Yom Kippur, p. 73.
452 Ibid., pp. 72-73.
453 See Yisraeli’s comments: ‘In the Sages’ eyes, Jacob remains pure and upright,
rightfully owning the name Yeshurun. . . . For Yeshurun, see Encyclopedia Biblica 3:937–
938. The name Israel may also reflect the same meaning.’ Oded Yisraeli, Temple Portals:
Studies in Aggadah and Midrash in the Zohar, p. 142.
454 Quoted in ibid., p. 143.
455 In this instance, JPS2’s rendering of  תמיםas ‘blameless’ (in agreement with RSV and
NRSV) is preferable. Cf. KJV’s ‘upright.’ There is no reason why here  תמיםcould not be
rendered ‘perfect,’ as is usually done in the nearby Psalm 19.8.
451
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26 With the merciful ( )חסידThou dost show
Thyself merciful ()תתחסד,
With the upright ( )תמיםman Thou dost show
Thyself upright ()תתמם,
27 With the pure ( )נברThou dost show Thyself pure (;)תתברר
And with the crooked ( )עקשThou dost show
Thyself subtle ()תתפתל. (JPS)
According to bŠabbat 104a the ‘bent’ and ‘straight’ ṣadi (initial/medial  צand
terminal  )ץrepresent the bent and straight Righteous One (usually understood as
implying bent in this life, straight in the life to come). Cf. the Martin Schøyen Greek
alphabet copper plaques’ description of alphabetic engraving as a weaving process by
employing the ‘archaic subjunctive λυζη formed from the root seen in λύγ-ος (lug-os)
‘withe,’ descended from a widely attested Proto-Indo-European verb root meaning ‘to
bend.’’456 Woodard describes this as involving ‘the warp and weft of writing.’457
Robert J. Sagerman explores the trope ‘warp and weft/woof,’ šeti wa-ʿerev, in
Jewish sources relating to the celestial Teli (Tanin, crooked, bent serpent) as axis
mundi.458 As Sagerman discusses, Abraham Abulafia divides the four letters of the
Tetragrammaton into the two aspects of warp and woof, šeti wa-ʿerev, in a cruciform
shape; šeti wa-ʿerev can also designate a Christian cross as part of the idolatrous
‘covenant of Esau,’ as Abulafia labels Christianity.459 As Sagerman writes: ‘It is clear that
Abulafia seeks to assume for Judaism proprietorship of the cross as a representation of
a complete, messianic covenant, one which lies beyond the purview of Christendom.’460
It may be, however, that Abulafia is influenced here by an early Jewish Jesus sect
tradition later preserved among kabbalists.
Sefer Yeṣirah, which contains important traditions about Teli, may polemically
preserve (and respond to) what Ronit Meroz calls ‘Judaeo-Christian’ themes. Of §61 in
ms. Parma 2784.14 (De Rossi 1390), Meroz writes:
Abraham’s depiction as seated in God’s lap suggests he was perceived as a
messianic figure who replaced Wisdom as God’s partner in the creation of the
world. He will later on be joined by Moses and the Messiah as is hinted in SY by
the enigmatic Hebrew letters A-M-SH ( ;)אמשA for Abraham, M for Moses, and the
SH for the Messiah.
A further suggestion is to read SY as a polemic against Christianity (or
possibly against Judeo-Christianity or Islam). Controversy with Paulinian ideas is
very conspicuous, for example in the special emphasis on the double meaning of
the covenant, its physical aspect alongside its spiritual aspect, and their

See Roger D. Woodard, The Textualization of the Greek Alphabet, p. 223.
Ibid., p. 227.
458 See Robert J. Sagerman, The Serpent Kills or the Serpent Gives Life: The Kabbalist
Abraham Abulafia’s Response to Christianity, pp. 255-356.
459 See ibid., p. 264.
460 Ibid., p. 275.
456
457
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dependence on belief. Even more so is the role of the beloved son who rises to
heaven, and enjoys the gift of the Holy Spirit in the form of glossolalia.461
This brings to mind the noticeable textual variant in Shem-Tob’s Hebrew version
of Matthew 3.9 which makes Abraham God’s son: ‘Do not say in your heart: Abraham is
our father. Truly I say to you that God is able to raise up his son Abraham from these
stones.’462 However, if the Abulafia šeti wa-ʿerev Tetragrammaton tradition is ultimately
of Jewish Jesus sect provenance, its cruciform aspect would have alluded not to Jesus’
cross but to the Paleo-Hebrew tav (X) of Ezekiel 9 (which morphologically coincides
with Greek chi), as an allusion in part to the (double) Tetragrammaton of the Šemaʿ’s
opening line.
As Sagerman details, Abulafia repeatedly associates Ezekiel’s four living
creatures with his Tetragrammaton doctrines. The most obvious reason for this is that
the four creatures could represent the Tetragrammaton’s four letters. Now, the
Christian tradition of depicting the four canonical gospels as Ezekiel’s four living
creatures (to which Sagerman also brings attention) cannot originate from the Jewish
Jesus sect, since all four of these gospels are non-Jewish (Matthew, Mark and Luke are
Pauline-Hellenistic, and John has gone its own way).
However, in this instance the Great Church may very well have co-opted for its
own ends a Jewish Jesus sect tradition that had some other application originally,
perhaps to the Torah, after all, the stone tablets of the Torah are actually four in number
when we count the first pair that were destroyed after Moses’ initial descent from the
mountain.463 Abulafia coordinates Ezekiel’s ʾofanim with the ‘back’ and the ḥayyot with
the ‘front,’464 which may hint at an allusion to the Torah as described in bŠabbat, as we
will soon see.
To return to the previously discussed Talmudic passage in bŠabbat 104a
supplies alphabetic mnemonic devices such as alef-bet = ‘learn understanding’ (alef
binah), gimel dalet = ‘show kindness to the poor ones’ (gemol dallim). There we are
informed that the open and closed mem represent exoteric and esoteric teaching
respectively. Interestingly this is preceded by a discussion of words that can be read in
reverse, the reference being to the two stone tablets of Moses: ‘The writing on the
tablets could be read from within and without ()נקרא מבפנים ונקרא מבחוץ,’ that is, the
writing went through the stone so that it could be read from the front (within) and from

See R. Meroz, ‘Inter-Religious Polemics, Messianism and Revelation in the Short
Version of Sefer Yezirah’ (Hebrew), Daat 81 (2016): pp. 1-37.
462 George Howard, Hebrew Gospel of Matthew (Macon, Georgia: Mercer University
Press, 1995), pp. 10-11.
463 It would appear tradition held that all four tablets’ celestial archetypes still exist, and
that their letters were used in the act of creation; on the trope of ‘four tablets’ in
Abraham Abulafia, see Robert J. Sagerman, The Serpent Kills or the Serpent Gives Life:
The Kabbalist Abraham Abulafia’s Response to Christianity, pp. 214-215; 306. Abulafia
identifies these tablets as the ‘stones’ of Sefer Yeṣirah §40; see ibid., p. 215.
464 See ibid., p. 205.
461
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the back (outside). When read from the outside, the text would of course appear in
reverse,465 and some of the words could still make sense.
R. Ḥisda then gives examples of words (not from the two stone tablets) that can
be read forwards and backwards, e.g., נבוב בובן, בהר רהב, סרו ורס. While נבוב, בהר, and סרו,
make sense as ‘hollow,’ ‘in the mountain,’ and ‘they left/departed,’ it is not clear what
these three words were supposed to mean when read backwards;  רהבmakes sense as
the monster Rahab or its related verb and noun cognates, but the other two reversed
words are more enigmatic.
Ezekiel 2.9-10 is of relevance in this context: ‘And when I looked, behold, a hand
was put forth unto me; and, lo, a roll of a book was therein; and He spread it before me,
and it was written within and without ()פנים ואחור. . . .’ This is the background of
Revelation 5.1: ‘Then I saw in the right hand of the one seated on the throne a scroll
written on the inside and on the back, sealed with seven seals.’ (NRSV)466
The same harmonistic rabbinic paradigm that pertains to uprightness and
crookedness is also applied by kabbalists to the dyad ‘truth’ (emet) and ‘death’ (mawet).
It is, after all, in the Burial Service that we proclaim, ‘Blessed be the true ( )האמתjudge, all
( )שכלwhose judgments ( )משפטיוare righteous and true ()ואמת.’467 It is usually
overlooked that this is just a rephrasing of Psalm 19.10: ‘The ordinances ( )משפטיof the
LORD are true ()אמת, they are righteous altogether ()צדק יחדו.’ (JPS) This comes just after
verse 8’s ‘The law of the LORD is perfect ( ’)תמימהand verse 13’s ‘errors.’
It has also been overlooked, at least to my knowledge, that the Burial Service’s
rephrasing of Psalm 19.10, which is preceded with a reference to the lamb of the
Aqedah, is rephrased in Revelation 15.3’s ‘song of the lamb,’ ‘Just and true are your
ways,’ (NRSV) followed in 15.4 with a reference to God’s ‘judgements.’ It is quoted more
directly in Revelation 16.7, where it is applied in an apocalyptic setting, ‘Yes, O Lord
God, the Almighty, your judgments are true and just!’ and in 19.2, ‘for his judgments are
true and just.’ (NRSV)468
It is pertinent that in Jewish tradition ʾemet and mawet are correlated with each
other on the basis of the tav forehead mark of Ezekiel 9.4. (Cf. SH1 G1 D6’s string of
tavs). Rabbinic sources designate tav as the seal of truth, ʾemet, since ʾemet’s final letter

The same effect of course occurs when hammering imagery or text from a mould
onto a metal sheet.
466 Cf. Abraham Abulafia, Sitrei Torah: ‘And there is no doubt on our part that one of the
ways of the matters called “front and back” is that their secret is “spirit of the ʾofanim,”
as is written (Ez. 1:20), “Because the spirit of the ḥayyah was in the ʾofanim;” it revolves
the Torah, that is, the revolution of the twenty-two letters, and weighs them and
exchanges them and permutes them in the first two hundred and thirty-one gates, in
pairs of letters, as is written in Sefer Yeṣirah . . . And regarding this it says there, “Return
the revolution front and back.’” Cited in Robert J. Sagerman, The Serpent Kills or the
Serpent Gives Life: The Kabbalist Abraham Abulafia’s Response to Christianity, p. 193.
467 S. Singer, The Standard Prayer Book, p. 459.
468 On this subject, see Samuel Zinner, ‘Psalms 19, 45 in 1 Enoch, the Jewish Liturgy and
the Book of Revelation,’ at: <https://un-lincoln.academia.edu/samuelzinner>.
465
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is tav. The Zohar 1.2b points out, however, that tav is also the ‘seal of death,’ hotama demawet, since tav is mawet’s final letter as well.469
Apropos of this, Elliot R. Wolfson cites Moses de León: ‘Know that the secret of
the attribute of truth [sod middat emet] is the one that incites and overflows to the place
of death [meqom ha-mawet], for life motivates death.’470 The same Semitic wordplay is
reflected in Jesus’ saying, ‘Whatever is born of truth does not die,’ in the Nag Hammadi
Dialogue of the Saviour 140 (59). Note well that the same Dialogue section (60-63) also
refers to ‘the place’ where ‘truth is absent.’ As is often the case, an early ancient ‘gnostic’
text exhibits surprising parallels to later medieval kabbalah. In view of its marked
similarity to de León’s teaching, the entire Dialogue pericope should be cited:
(56) [Matthew] said, ‘Tell me, Lord, how the dead die [and] how
the living live.’ 140
(57) The [Lord] said, ‘[You have] asked me about a saying [ . . .]
which eye has not seen, [nor] have I heard it except from you. But I
say 5 to you that when what invigorates a man is removed, he will be
called “dead.” And when what is alive leaves what is dead, what is
alive will be called upon.’
(58) Judas said, 10 ‘Why else, for the sake of truth, do they <die>
and live?’
(59) The Lord said, ‘Whatever is born of truth does not die.
Whatever is born of woman dies.’
(60) Mary said, 15 ‘Tell me, Lord, why I have come to this place to
profit or to forfeit.’
(61) The Lord said, ‘You make clear the abundance of the revealer!’
(62) Mary said to him, 20 ‘Lord, is there then a place which is . . . ,
or lacking truth?’
(63) The Lord said, ‘The place where I am not!’471
In the Gemara at bŠabbat 55a we read with reference to Ezekiel 9.4’s tav mark
that ‘God’s seal is truth (ʾemet),’ and Midrash Song of Songs Rabba 1.9, ySanhedrin 1.1
and bŠabbat 104a point out that ʾemet’s alef is the alphabet’s first letter, its mem is the
alphabet’s middle letter and its tav is the alphabet’s last letter, which is supported with
a citation of Isaiah 44.6: ‘I am the first, and I am the last, and beside me there is no
See the translation and a deft discussion in Elliot R. Wolfson, Alef, Mem, Tau:
Kabbalistic Musings on Time, Truth, and Death (Berkeley/Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 2006), pp.156ff.
470 Ibid., p. 172. As Wolfson points out, ʾemet is associated with the tree of life, while
mawet is seen as the tree of the knowledge of good and evil, the latter tree being
identified by kabbalah as the sefirah Malkhut and Shekhinah.
471 Stephen Emmel translation in James M. Robinson, ed., The Nag Hammadi Library
(New York: HarperCollins, 1990), p. 252. 59’s ‘Whatever is born of woman dies’ reflects
in part traditional Tanakh tropes; cf. Job 14.1-2: ‘Man that is born of a woman / Is of few
days, and full of trouble. 2He cometh forth like a flower, and withereth; / He fleeth also
as a shadow, and continueth not.’ (JPS) See also Sirach 25.24: ‘From a woman sin had its
beginning, and because of her we all die.’ (NRSV)
469
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God.’472 As Yehuda Liebes points out, this is the basis of Revelation 1.8’s divine names
‘the Alpha and the Omega,’ the Greek equivalents of Isaiah 44.6’s Alef and Tav.473
However, these ʾemet and tav traditions are also related to the Šemaʿ. As Oskar
Skarsaune documents, early Jewish Jesus sect members associated Ezekiel 9.4’s tav
(understood as a symbol of ‘perfection’ according to Origen) with the Šemaʿ.474 (Not to
be forgotten is the role Ezekiel 9.4’s tav plays in Revelation 7.2-3 where it is called ‘the
seal of the living God,’ which in 14.1 and 22.4 becomes the divine name, the
Tetragrammaton).475 What Skarsaune overlooks is that these traditions probably were
also based on the fact that it is standardly considered that the Šemaʿ’s inal word is the
ʾemet of the ʾemet wa-ʾemunah paragraph that follows the Šemaʿ’s third Torah passage
(Numbers 15.37-41).
In fact, as Fig. 4a shows, in SH1 G1 D1 a triangular pattern of ʾemet intersects
with tam/tom (mawet when read in reverse), sharing its mem and tav. Notice in Fig. 4b
how the upper alef’s bottom angular hook’s trajectory leads to the tav below, and the
alef’s vertical stroke’s trajectory leads to the mem below:

See Yehuda Liebes, Studies in the Zohar, p. 236.
Ibid., pp. 236-237.
474 See Oskar Skarsaune, ‘Fragments of Jewish Christian Literature Quoted in Some
Greek and Latin Fathers,’ Oskar Skarsaune, Reidar Hvalvik, eds., Jewish Believers in Jesus:
The Early Centuries (Peabody, Massachusetts: Hendrickson Publishers, 2007), pp. 363366. See my further discussion in Appendix I.
475 I suspect that in ancient Jewish thought the three different letters of the
Tetragrammaton, yod, he, waw, were associated with the temporal coordinates of
present, past and future. The repetition of the he at the end of the Tetragrammaton may
have been seen as hinting at the inescapable loop or circle of eternity. On the
Tetragrammaton and time, see Elliot R. Wolfson, Alef, Mem, Tau: Kabbalistic Musings on
Time, Truth, and Death, pp. 163ff. Consider especially Wolfson’s following observations:
‘[T]he trinitarian nature of time is ontologically grounded in the truthfulness of God’s
seal, YHWH, the ineffable name that intones that God was, is, and shall be. The
possibility of such an interpretation is enhanced by Isaac ben Jacob Joseph Halevi in his
commentary Hadrat Qodesh on the words emet hotamo, “truth is his seal,” in the
liturgical poem we-amkha telu’im bi-teshuvah, which is included in the traditional
prayerbook (mahzor) for Rosh ha-Shanah: “Alef is the first of the letters of the alphabet,
mem in the middle, and tau at the end, to indicate that he was, is, and will be.” By
heeding the philosophical understanding of the name we gain insight into the nature of
time, that is, the connection established between the name and God’s being in the past,
present, and future indicates that temporality is an expression of the eternality of the
divine essence.’ Ibid., p.165.
472
473
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a

b
Fig. 4
SH1 G1 D1

Fig. 5 shows how the two words ʾemet and tam/tom/mawet are also present in
the form of two adjacent or even intersecting triangle patterns. Not to be overlooked is
that here the alef of ʾemet is also the alef of ʾadon (cf. ʾAdonai, a traditional
Tetragrammaton substitute):

Fig. 5
SH1 G1 D1
Additionally, in SH1 G1 D1 line 1, notice that when we join the tav of šegiʾowt to
what I suggest is the mem of Shimʿon, we obtain the more common shorter spelling of
tom, preceded, note well in Fig. 6, by waw in the same kaf-like style of the letter waw in
line 3’s plene form t-w-m (see Fig. 4), suggesting an esoteric link between Shimʿon bar
Kokhba and ‘perfection’ (as well as ‘death’):

Fig. 6
SH1 G1 D1
Notice in Fig. 7 that directly above the waw of SH1 G1 D1’s Shimʿon is a mirror
lamed, and both to the latter’s right and above this mirror lamed are instances of the
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same grapheme that functions simultaneously as the mirror yod and alef of ‘Israel.’ Thus
in two ways we can form the verb y-l-w-n, ‘shall endure,’ ‘shall abide,’ and since this
verb’s waw-nun intersect with the name Shimʿon, we might have here the statement
‘Shimʿon shall endure.’

Fig. 7
SH1 G1 D1
This brings to mind the phrase ‘perfection shall endure,’ y-l-w-n t-m, beneath the
menorah in SH1 G1 D2. The parallelism may suggest that for the creator/s of the metal
books the person of Shimʿon coincided theologically with ‘perfection’ or ‘uprightness.’
Given SH1 G1 D1’s interest in Psalm 19, t-m could be related to Psalm 19.8’s praise of
Lady Torah’s perfection: ‘The law of the LORD is perfect ()תמימה.’ (JPS) That Shimʿon
abides like t-w-m, ‘perfection,’ may also hint, when read in reverse, at Shimʿon’s death,
m-w-t, since death can be understood as a perfection in the sense of a completion.
In the same SH1 G1 D1 design there is another parallel to SH2 G1 D2; first we
note the diagonally descending mirror yod-mirror lamed and then the similarly
ascending tav-mem in Fig. 8:

Fig. 8
SH1 G1 D1
Next we note that in the same section (Fig. 9), the plene spelling of t-w-m is
present in two ways, both of which intersect with the non-plene form, namely, an
inverted triangular pattern (yellow frame) and straightforwardly (red box).
Additionally, y-l-w-n is present beginning either with the mirror yod already indicated in
Fig. 8 or with the mirror yod to the right of the mirror lamed (Fig. 9), terminating with
the upper left’s idiosyncratic grapheme that seems to function as nun:
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Fig. 9
SH1 G1 D1
There is a stamping of what at first sight seems to be a random, chaotic mixture
of elements of SH1 G1 D1 and SH1 G1 D2 (Fig. 10):

Fig. 10
SH1 G1 D1 with SH1 G1 D2
Upon closer inspection, the mixed designs in Fig. 10 do seem to make some
sense. First, as the red box in Fig. 11 shows, the mirror yod of the SH2 G1 D1 line 2 is
placed just to the right of the mirror lamed in the SH1 G1 D2 design, producing the same
reading as the fuller SH1 G1 D2 text y-w-l-n-t-m. The yellow box shows how the men-nun
of SH1 G1 D1 line 1 are placed just to the right of SH1 G1 D2’s upper ayin, giving us the
same three letters in a slightly different sequence as found in the SH1 G1 D6 variant of
SH1 G1 D1 line 1 (Fig. 12). Also, in the two mixed designs, the upper line begins with
shin-mirror gimel and ends with a similar shin-mirror gimel-mirror lamed, that is, šegal.
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Fig. 11
SH1 G1 D1 with SH1 G1 D2

Fig. 12
SH1 G1 D6
If we restore the SH1 G1 D1 text of lines 3-4, then we see that there would be a
close proximity between SH1 G1 D2’s t-m and SH1 G1 D1’s plene version of the same,
namely, t-w-m (Fig. 13):
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Fig. 13
SH1 G1 D1 with SH1 G1 D2, Composite
In fact, we see in Fig. 14 that if we restore the upper mirror yod to SH1 G1 D2,
then its first and last two letters respectively appear in the same diagonal alignments in
which the same four letters are positioned in SH1 G1 D1:

Fig. 14
SH1 G1 D1 with SH1 G1 D2, Composite
Finally, if we were to restore the missing portion of SH1 G1 D1 line 2, its
distinctive waw/nun grapheme would be in the same position as the waw of SH1 G1
D2’s y-w-l-n-t-m (Fig. 15), perhaps an indication that this grapheme indeed can function
upon occasion as waw:
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Fig. 15
SH1 G1 D1 with SH1 G1 D2, Composite
Flanking the bottom of the menorah stand in SH1 G1 D2 are two curious letters
that look like waw and lamed (Fig. 16), but other possibilities remain (see the discussion
later in this chapter). The second grapheme also agrees with a Jewish War form of nun,
which here would give us waw-nun, a repetition of the two letters directly above them
beneath the menorah branches.

Fig. 16
SH1 G1 D2
SH1 G1 D2’s menorah stand is flanked by two branch-like constructs (Fig. 17). In
his report Lemaire calls them palm fronds, a plausible enough identification. Yet each is
topped with a prominent eight-pointed star. The combination of staff and star
immediately brings to mind Numbers 24.17’s star and sceptre. I therefore suspect the
imagery here in SH1 G1 D2 alludes to Bar Kokhba.

Fig. 17
SH1 G1 D2
Moving inward, we encounter two smaller versions of the same branch motif.
These are accompanied by circular patterns of eight dots with a central ninth dot, as at
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the top of SH1 G1 D5 (Fig. 19). Above each branch is a triangular pattern of three stars
(Fig. 18). Again, the combination brings to mind Numbers 24.17’s sceptre and star, and
thus Bar Kokhba.

Fig. 18
SH1 G1 D2

Fig. 19
SH1 G1 D5
SH1 G1 D2’s and D5’s branch and stellar rosette combination is a later
modulation of a quite early motif that appears in ancient cylinder seals depicting the
tree of life and the seven stars of the Pleiades (Fig. 20). In the Jordanian metal books the
seven stars of the Pleiades have been increased to nine.

Fig. 20
Pleaides, Sun, Tree of Life, Moon476
The curved wreath beneath the menorah branches somewhat reminds me of the
curved branches at the top of the right and left palm trees in SH1 G1 D5 (Fig. 21).

Detail from Hansen & Rink, ‘Die Zahlenkombination 32/33 als Indikator für einen
plejadengeschalteten Lunisolarkalender,’ p. 410, from Wiseman/Forman 1958, Nr. 54.
476
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Fig. 21
SH1 G1 D5
At the bottom of SH1 G1 D2 is a long horizontal bar, which forms a kind
connecting thematic motif with the shorter horizontal bar passing through the menorah
stand and at its base (Fig. 23). These two bars in turn relate formally to the two long
horizontal bars at the top with twelve letters between them (Fig. 22), beneath which is a
horizontal series of precisely twenty dots. 20+12 = 32, a Pleiades-relevant figure,477
perhaps a ‘fossil’ idea here.

Fig. 22
SH1 G1 D2

Fig. 23
SH1 G1 D2
Some of the letters at the top of the design (see Fig. 24) are ambiguous.

See Hansen & Rink, ‘Die Zahlenkombination 32/33 als Indikator für einen
plejadengeschalteten Lunisolarkalender.’
477
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Fig. 24
Three Exemplars of Top Letters of SH1 G1 D2
The last three letters in Fig. 24 clearly give us šegal, ‘queen,’ a word we
encounter prominently in SH1 G1 D1, which I believe is a reference to the queen of
Psalm 45. Here ‘queen’ is preceded by mirror lamed, which suggests ‘for/to the queen.’
The letter I identify as tav is disfigured as the result of a flaw in the mould. It resembles
a similarly disfigured tav in SH2 G1:3 that on an alternate stamping in SH2 G1:4 is
clearly revealed as a tav (Fig. 25):

Fig. 25
SH1 G1 D2
Tav, Flawed

SH2 G1:3
Tav, flawed

SH2 G1:4
Tav

Fig. 26 shows two additional flawed transfers of a tav in SH1:

Fig. 26
SH1 G1 D1
As Fig. 24 shows, in SH1 G1 D2 l-šegal is preceded by alef-tav (these could
simultaneously allude to the divine names Alef and Tav and together with the lamed be
a scrambled fragment of geʾulat, ‘redemption’), a sequence encountered in SH1 G1 D5.
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Fig. 27
SH1 G1 D2
Preceding alef-tav are what I would identify as the lamed-kaf of melek (Fig. 27).
The upper line’s third and fourth letters I would identify as the waw-nun of the name
Shimʿon. The first letter, ayin would be that of šemaʿ as well as of Shimʿon. The tav may
be a fragment of šabbat. The translational identifications of these fragments are based
on a study of the comparative evidence found elsewhere in the collections, especially of
the strings of letters shown in Figs. 28-31, each of which receives commentary in this
study.

Fig. 28
SH1 G1 D5, Composite

Fig. 29
SAH D2, Tracing

Fig. 30
SH1 G1 D6, Tracing

Fig. 31
SH1 G1 D1, Line 1, Composite
One should not overlook that the style of waw in SH1 G1 D2 (Fig. 27) coincides
with that of the waw of šegiʾowt in SH1 G1 D1 line 1 (Fig. 31). This waw of SH1 G1 D2
also coincides with the style found in the word tom in SH1 G1 D1 line 3. This raises the
further possibility that SH1 G1 D2’s 2nd-4th letters might involve some further
compounded esoteric allusions wherein the nun might function simultaneously as mem,
based on the fact that in Paleo-Hebrew some forms of mem basically coincide with the
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form of nun. This means that the string of three letters under discussion could also be
decoded as t-w-m, tom, ‘perfection.’ If we have mem in a nun style here, then the lamedkaf that follows could then be joined to mem and produce a full spelling of melek, which
would then share the mem of tom.
SH1 G1 D2’s opening four-grapheme sequence ayin-tav-waw-nun/bet/mem is
paralleled in reverse by SH1 G1 D5’s closing sequence waw-nun-tav-ayin (Fig. 28),
which seems to transpose SH1 G1 D2’s ayin-tav. SAH D2’s bottom string of letters opens
with ayin-tav-nun-waw, followed by mem-lamed, the latter two being a recognizable
fragment of melek (Fig. 29).
Dorothy King argues that the Jordanian metal books are fakes because their
menorah is not shaped like what she believes the Second Temple menorah actually
looked like. King argues that the Jordanian lead books have copied the menorah from
the historically inaccurate Arch of Titus, and distorted even that, ‘taking the mistake on
the Arch of Titus a step further in it’s [sic] development’ by making the branches ‘wider
than they are high’ while ‘solid, genuine ancient evidence’ shows that the real menorah
had vertical arms.478
King is committing an error of method here. Historically viewed, the Jordanian
artefacts’ older or more recent time of manufacture cannot be determined by their
menorah shapes compared to the Temple menorah’s actual shape, about which there
will probably always be some debate, although my personal view is that King is correct
in her opinion about the historical Temple menorah’s shape. The more relevant
question would be whether comparable menorah shapes as found on the Jordanian
metal books are attested in antiquity and in medieval times, and of course they are.
Admittedly, in part King is doubtless responding to the sensationalist claim that
the Jordanian metal books date from the first century, from potential eyewitnesses of
the actual Temple menorah. If, however, we date the artefacts later to after the Bar
Kokhba revolt, then we are not necessarily dealing with the work of eyewitnesses to the
Temple. The fact is that there are several different menorah depictions in the Jordanian
metal books (see Fig. 32), just as there are several different shape representations of the
menorah from antiquity and medieval times (see Fig. 33).479 The style of the menorah,
therefore, in no way proves the Jordanian metal books are either modern fakes or
ancient relics.

Dorothy King, ‘What the Temple Menorah Looked Like.’ 9 04 2011. Blog site Dorothy
King’s PhDiva. <http://phdiva.blogspot.it/2011/09/what-temple-menorah-lookedlike.html>.
479 Rachel Hachlili, The Menorah: The Ancient Seven-armed Candelabrum. Origin, Form &
Significance (Leiden: Brill, 2001).
478
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Fig. 32
Menorah Depictions in Jordanian Lead and Gold Books

Fig. 33
Menorah Depictions from R. Hachlili, The Menorah: The Ancient Seven-armed Candelabrum

With regard to SH1 G1 D2’s central stand with its horizontal and circular
ornaments, the closest parallels are found in menorah depictions in medieval Jewish
artistic representations of the Temple objects and implements.480 K-S/R D4’s menorah
has what looks like a sprouting three-step base. Two-step menorah bases are attested in
ancient depictions. However, a three-step base immediately brings to mind medieval
For parallels, see Katrin Kogman-Appel, Jewish Book Art between Islam and
Christianity: The Decoration of Hebrew Bibles in Medieval Spain (Leiden/Boston: Brill,
2004), Figs. 30, 86, 100, 101, 104, 106, 110, 116.
480
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Jewish depictions of the temple’s large menorah flanked by stairs with three steps used
to reach the seven lamps when lighting them.481
I have already mentioned the plene form t-w-m as attested in the Dead Sea
Scrolls in the neologism אורתום, ‘perfect light.’ In SH1 G1 D2 the image of a menorah with
the word tam/tom, ‘perfection,’ beneath it would seem congruent with the ʾortom
meme. Intriguingly, we find a close coordination of the tropes of ‘perfection’ and ‘light’
in four passages of the Syrian Odes of Solomon, which is comparable with SH1 G1 D2’s
combination of the light of the menorah with the word ‘perfection’ (t-m):
7.13-14: For towards knowledge He has set His way, he has widened it and
lengthened it and brought it to complete perfection. And has set over it the traces
of His light, and it proceeded from the beginning until the end.
18.5-6: Nor, for the sake of their works, withhold Your perfection from me. Let
not light be conquered by darkness, nor let truth flee from falsehood.
36.2-3: And [the Spirit of the Lord] caused me to stand on my feet in the Lord’s
high place, before His perfection and His glory, where I continued glorifying Him
by the composition of His Odes. The Spirit brought me forth before the Lord’s
face, and because I was the Son of Man, I was named the Light, the Son of God.
41.13-14: The Son of the Most High appeared in the perfection of His Father. And
light dawned from the Word that was before time in Him.482
The Odes also associate together the tropes of ‘cloud’ and ‘perfection,’ and
because this cloud could imply some sort of allusion to the bright clouds of glory or light
that led the children of Israel in the wilderness and which appeared at Jesus’
transfiguration, this combination could functionally match the previously cited verses
on light and perfection:
35.1, 6: The gentle showers of the Lord overshadowed me with serenity, and
they caused a cloud of peace to rise over my head; . . . And I was enriched by His
favour, and rested in His perfection.
36.6-7: And He anointed me with His perfection; and I became one of those who
are near Him. And my mouth was opened like a cloud of dew.
In Ode 1.3 the fruits of the Lord’s blossoms are ‘full and complete; they are full of
Your salvation.’ Fullness and completion are synonymous with perfection, so that
coordinated talk of fruit and light in the Odes may also be related to the perfection-light
binary (see Odes 8.2; 10.1-2, 11-12, 16, 19; 12.2-3).
Possible Cryptic Nabataean Elements in SH1 G1 D2 and SH1 G1 D5
As I have already documented, SH1 G1 D2 (Fig. 34) exhibits several parallels
with SH1 G1 D5 (Fig. 35).

481
482

See ibid., Figs. 30, 86, 91.
James H. Charlesworth translation.
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Fig. 34
SH1 G1 D2

Fig. 35
SH1 G1 D5, Composite, Detail
Fig. 36 points out some of the main image correspondences between SH1 G1 D2
and SH1 G1 D5, which include 1) a long string of letters associated with a horizontal
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rectangular device (identified with the white rectangles at the top of both designs); 2)
large eight-pointed stars (see the pink circles and lines); 3) a circular pattern of eight
dots with a ninth interior dot (see the green circles and lines); 4) upright four-stemmed
branches (indicated with white circles); 5) menorah (in the red boxes); 6) long staffs (in
the yellow boxes):

Fig. 36
SH1 G1 D2 (Left) SH1 G1 D5 (Right), Composite
As Fig. 37 demonstrates, the correspondences between the two designs extend
even to some of the central arrangements of the letters. In both designs, if we draw an
imaginary plumb line from the centre top letter, at the bottom in both designs there will
be to the right of the plumb line a waw and to the left of the line there will be a nun:

SH1 G1 D2

Fig. 37
SH1 G1 D5, Composite

As Fig. 38 shows, in SH1 G1 D5, the shin at the top joined to the mem and ayin on
the outer edges of the string of letters beneath forms a triangle of the word “hear!”
which then joined with the central waw-nun gives us the name Shimʿon:
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Fig. 38
SH1 G1 D5
In SH1 G1 D2 (Fig. 39) we see that below the upper string of letters there is a
series of twenty dots, with the central menorah candlestick placed more or less below
the upper central two dots, each constituting the tenth dot counting inward from both
edges. The plumb line following the menorah stand actually is a bit closer to the right
tenth dot and to the letter alef above it, which often functions in the lead books as
mirror yod:

Fig. 39
SH1 G1 D2
What is especially intriguing about the three letters highlighted in black at the
top of Fig. 39, namely, the more or less centrally placed alef/yod, and outer ayin and
mirror lamed, is that if we secondarily re-read the alef as cryptic Nabataean shin and the
mirror lamed as Nabataean nun, then the three letters give us the first, middle, and last
letters of the name Shimʿon. Can we confirm that this is not mere coincidence? Fig. 40
shows us that indeed we can:
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Fig. 40
SH1 G1 D2
In Fig. 40 we first notice that the upper alef (= Nabataean shin; see Fig. 41) is
more perfectly aligned in the visual centre exactly above the central candlestick below.

Fig. 41
Nabataean Shin, from Enno Littmann483
Next, we see in Fig. 40 that the letters in curved formation below the menorah,
which read straightforwardly in Paleo-Hebrew, declares y(mirror)-l-w-n t-m, which
begins with same upper central alef=shin grapheme. The corresponding letter on the left
is mem. The inner letters flanking the stand are waw-nun, which joined with the upper
two letters give us shin-mem-waw-nun, the name Shimʿon minus the ayin. Where is this
missing ayin? It is first at the top far right in the long string of letters; secondly the ayin
is present in Nabataean form in the yellow square directly beneath the Paleo-Hebrew
lamed. Now notice that the letter in the yellow box beneath the Paleo-Hebrew nun
agrees with the form of Nabataean nun. Of the letters in curved array beneath the
menorah in Fig. 40, only two remain, namely, Paleo-Hebrew mirror lamed and tav, two
letters that we saw in chapter 1 function in the lead books as a fragment of geʾulat,
‘redemption,’ derived from Bar Kokhba coinage.
We are left now with the two bottom letters in SH1 G1 D2 (Fig. 42), which in
Paleo-Hebrew would be waw-nun. However, the first letter is by comparison to other
similar SH1 G1 D2 graphemes somewhat unusually rotated. As Fig. 43 documents, these
Enno Littmann, ‘Semitic Inscriptions,’ in Syria: Publications of the Princeton
Archaeological Expeditions to Syria (Leyden: E. J. Brill, 1914), pp. 2, 8, 12, 15, 34, 38, 49,
57, 74, 84.
483
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two letters are similar to letters that occur together in Nabataean monument
inscriptions, and may be either Nabataean ayin-bet or ayin-nun. In either case, notice the
similar rotation of the first letter in Fig. 42 and of the Nabataean ayins in Fig. 43.

Fig. 42
SH1 G1 D2

בעל

בענ

עב

Two Nabataean Ayins, Horizontally Rotated and Normal Vertical Placements
Fig. 43
Nabataean Letters from Enno Littmann484
As Fig. 44 highlights, Fig. 42’s two letters are similar to two Nabataean letters
that occur together in the Nabataean portion of the Abgar-Selaman stele, from which
SH1 G1 D5 cites a line of its Greek portion. The two letters are either Nabataean ayinlamed from line 1 of Fig. 44’s Nabataean text, or alternatively ayin-bet from line 2.
dʾ mqbrtʾ wnpšʾ dy ʿlʾ

This is the grave and the stele

mnh dy ʿbd ʾbgr mtqrʾ
made by Abgar, called
Fig. 44485
Abgar Monument, Lines 1-2, from Milik 1958
Transliteration and Translation Added by Samuel Zinner

I suspect that SH1 G1 D2 alludes in part to the Abgar-Selaman grave monument
text. If we interpret SH1 G1 D5’s citation from the Greek portion of the Abgar-Selaman
stele as evidence for a modern fake, then a possible allusion to the same monument in
SH1 G1 D2 could be seen as additional evidence of a hoax. Alternatively, if we interpret
the lead books’ knowledge of the Abgar-Selaman monument text as evidence for
Enno Littmann, ‘Semitic Inscriptions,’ in Syria: Publications of the Princeton
Archaeological Expeditions to Syria, pp. 2, 8, 12, 15, 34, 38, 49, 57, 74, 84.
485 Detail from J. T. Milik, ‘Nouvelles inscriptions nabatéennes,’ p. 244, fig. 2.
484
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Nabataean support for Bar Kokhba, then SH1 G1 D2 would augment SH1 G1 D5’s
evidence for such support.
As previously mentioned, in Fig. 40, the two letters mirror lamed and tav in the
yellow circles beneath the menorah branches, more than once accompany the name
Shimʿon in the lead books as a fragment of geʾulat, ‘redemption,’ derived from Bar
Kokhba coinage. In Fig. 45, notice that the letters lamed-tav have the letters of the name
Shimʿon distributed above and below them. Notice further that the placement of these
two letters match the placement of the same two letters in Fig. 46, increasing the
suspicion of a concealed allusion to Shimʿon in the letters beneath Fig. 46’s menorah
branches.

Fig. 45
SAH Design

Fig. 46
SH1 G1 D2

Now notice the letters at the bottom of Fig. 47:

Fig. 47
SH1 G1 D6
In Fig. 47 in straightforward Paleo-Hebrew we have four of the five letters of the
name Shimʿon, waw-nun-mem-ayin (white rectangle) placed between the shin-mirror
gimel (in yellow) and tav (in tau form, red box) of the word š-g-y-ʾ-w-t of Psalm 19.13; at
the end of the line in Fig. 47 are the letters mirror gimel-mirror lamed-tav, three of the
four letters of geʾulat.
But notice that in Fig. 47 immediately before the waw of the Shimʿon letters in
the white rectangle we have Paleo-Hebrew alef/mirror yod, which, however, also
corresponds to the form of Nabataean shin. We thus have all the letters of the name
Shimʿon in the white rectangle bunched together in the sequence shin-waw-nun-memayin, which is basically the name Shimʿon with the waw-nun displaced to between the
first two letters of the name, that is, the shin and mem.
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Fig. 48
SH1 G1 D2
In Fig. 48 the left red triangle is formed of Paleo-Hebrew shin-mem and
Nabataean nun, an abbreviation of the name Shimʿon. The right red triangle starts on
the bottom with Nabataean shin, proceeds up rightwards to Paleo-Hebrew ayin and
ends on the left with Paleo-Hebrew mirror lamed (left green circle), with Paleo-Hebrew
waw- nun in the intervening yellow box; left over is the tav in the right green box. This
gives us the name Shimʿon minus mem, and tav-mirror lamed perhaps alluding to
redemption.
Fig. 49 presents yet another possible abbreviation of the name Shimʿon, minus
waw, involving a mixture of Paleo-Hebrew and Nabataean Aramaic letters: Nabataean
shin in the bottom white circle, Paleo-Hebrew mem in the white circle to the left; PaleoHebrew ayin in the upper right circle; Nabataean nun in the upper left white circle.

Fig. 49
SH1 G1 D2
In conclusion, I have documented here a possibly comparable but different multilayered encryption method than the one I discuss in the commentary on SH1 G2 D1 in
ch. 5. In both cases, the need for disguising politically seditious sentiments led to
complex encryption methods arguably designed to make textual decryption doubly
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difficult for even ancient readers of Paleo-Hebrew to unlock. This probably worked
hand in hand with esoteric, mystical concerns built into the textual encryption methods
as well.
SH1 G1 D3
SH1 G1 D3 consists of a beaded rectangular border that contains five vertical bars (Fig.
50). The first three bars on the right seem to decrease in height as one moves from right
to left.

Fig. 50
SH1 G1 D3
The third bar seems to be formed of two shorter bars (but this may just be a flaw
in the mould), the bottom one slightly longer than the upper one (see Fig. 51).

Fig. 51
SH1 G1 D3
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Various groupings of dots are placed within the design. It is difficult to determine
precisely how many dots there actually are, but there seem to be nine in between the
second and third bars, and there are probably nine dots in the same circle-like
formation between the third and fourth bars as well. There appear to be three dots
aligned vertically next to the first and last bars. A clearer transfer of the design’s inner
dots occurs on a copper sheet (Fig. 52a-b):

a

b, Detail
Fig. 52
SH2 G2:3
The central bar is flanked by letters I identify first as simultaneously mirror
square script dalet/mirror Paleo-Hebrew gimel (via gimel-dalet interchange) and then
second is shin. If we flip these horizontally we obtain shin-gimel/dalet (Fig. 53),
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supporting evidence for my interpretation of the four letters flanking the middle palm
tree in SH1 G1 D5 as being reversed in sequence (see the discussion in ch. 3).

Fig. 53
SH1 G1 D3: Horizontally Rotated
I identify these letters contextually first as shin-gimel standing for ShimʿonRedemption, and second (via gimel-dalet interchange) as shin-dalet standing for the
Šemaʿ’s opening line’s first and last letters.
SH1 G1 D3’s dots, as elsewhere in the collection, could represent stars, angels, or
perhaps just function as ornamental decoration. If my counting of dots is accurate, we
might have on each side of the design 9+3 dots, that is, twelve dots, a possible allusion
to the zodiac, though this is just a suggestion.
There is a parallel to SH1 G1 D3 elsewhere in the collection where we encounter
the image of a menorah flanked by the letters shin-mirror gimel or mirror dalet (via
gimel-dalet interchange), with five horizontal lines above the menorah in decreasing
lengths, with two more horizontal lines of different lengths set at different angles at the
top. In this instance the seven horizontal lines agree with the number of the menorah’s
lamps (Fig. 54).

Fig. 54
SH1 P1, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Given the pervasive influence of ancient coinage on the Jordanian lead books, my
best guess as to the meaning of SH1 G1 D3’s five lines is that they may be a stylized
representation of the table of the showbread in the Temple of Jerusalem as depicted, for
example, on a famous Antigonus coin that also features the menorah (Fig. 55).
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Fig. 55
Antigonus Showbread Table Coin486
The main difference from the Antigonus coin would be that in SH1 G1 D3 the top
horizontal line forming the table top has been displaced in the lead book design and
aligned together with the four vertical lines that represent the table’s four legs. Perhaps
this might help explain the horizontal variant above the menorah in SH1 P1, where the
stacking of the shorter horizontal lines could conceivably depict a stack of bread loaves,
although the angled position of the upper lines is admittedly unnatural for a stack of
bread loaves.

Fig. 56
DAJ Lead Book = SH1 G1 D3

Donald T. Ariel, Jean-Philippe Fontanille, The Coins of Herod: A Modern Analysis and
Die Classification, p. 82.
486
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Fig. 57
SH1 G1 D3 in a Lead Book Examined by Peter Northover
SH1 G1 D4
SH1 G1 D4 (Figs. 58-63) contains a central menorah flanked prominently two eightpointed stars, the right star lacking in some casting transfers (Figs. 60-61). Not to be
overlooked is the presence of a short diagonal line in the upper left corner of SH1 G1
D4; there may be another in the upper right corner as well, but I have not been able to
establish this.

Fig. 58
SH1 G1 D4
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In some exemplars, the right star seems positioned slightly higher than the left
one (Fig. 59), perhaps as if to suggest a star rising, in which case biblical passages such
as Numb. 24.17 (‘there shall step forth a star out of Jacob, and a sceptre shall rise out of
Israel’) and 2 Pet. 1.19 (‘And we have the prophetic word made more sure. You will do
well to pay attention to this as to a lamp shining in a dark place, until the day dawns and
the morning star rises in your hearts’) would spring to mind.

Fig. 59
SH1 G1 D4
In Fig. 60 I am not sure of the significance of the object to the right of the
menorah stand.

Fig. 60
SH1 G1 D4
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Fig. 61
SH1 G1 D4
SH1 G1 D4’s menorah is flanked by the Paleo-Hebrew letters mem-tav, which
contextually viewed could be just a reversed sequence of the tav-mem beneath the
menorah in SH1 G1 D2. Thus in SH1 G1 D4 we would have the word ‘perfection’ beneath
a menorah, just as we do in SH1 G1 D2. Yet it would seem likely that the two letters are
built out of allusions to the mem of Shimʿon and the tav of geʾluat, so that mem-tav
signifies at once Bar Kokhba as the redeemer and as the symbol of uprightness and
perfection.
There are some possible further clues in the alignment of the mem-tav with the
top letters (line 1) of SH1 G1 D1, as shown in Fig. 62, where we see SH1 G1 D4’s mem is
aligned with SH1 G1 D1 line 1’s sequence tav-mem, which are the tav of šegiʾowt and the
mem of Shimʿon respectively, and SH1 G1 D4’s tav is aligned with SH1 G1 D1 line 1’s
sequence tav-bet/kaf, the tav being that of both geʾluat and šabbat, the latter to which
belongs the bet, which also interchanges for the kaf of melek.
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Fig. 62
SH1 G1 D4 with SH1 G1 D1
As Fig. 63 highlights, SH1 G1 D4’s mem has a trajectory that passes through SH1
G1 D1 line 2-3’s letters of šabbat, as well as line 4’s ayin of Shimʿon/šemaʿ, while the
trajectory of SH1 G1 D4’s tav passes through letters of geʾluat in SH1 G1 D1. Although
SH1 G1 D1 line 4-5’s two mirror reshes and lamed seem somewhat extraneous, the rest
of the evidence seems to suggest a good strategy for interpreting SH1 G1 D4’s mem-tav
would be to correlate them with SH1 G1 D1’s allusions to Shimʿon, redemption and
Sabbath.
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Fig. 63
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 2-5, Composite
This would be preferable to letting fancy run riot in the interpretation of SH1 G1
D4’s mem-tav. It would be unwise to ignore the cribs and controls supplied by the
iconography and the more lucid portions of text in the lead books themselves. In favour
of this interpretation is the congruence between mem-tav alluding to ShimʿonRedemption and SH1 G1 D5’s letter pair shin-gimel, which would also likely stand for
Shimʿon-Redemption, as I will discuss in the next chapter.
However, we would also have here in both letter pairs simultaneous allusions to
the shin and dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange) of the Šemaʿ Israel’s words šemaʿ and
ʾeḥad. An allusion to the Šemaʿ Israel would now bestow sense upon SH1 G1 D1 line 45’s two mirror reshes and lamed which above were noted as seemingly extraneous.
Moreover, the additional reference to šabbat seemingly introduced into the
allusion to the Šemaʿ Israel here might shed light on the word ʿebed/ ʿebedi introduced
in K-S/R and SAH into the Šemaʿ Israel. It could represent not only the trope of ‘my
servant, Israel’ (and ‘my servant, Moses’), but also the Šemaʿ-based word ʿed, ‘witness,’
with the bet of šabbat added.
Additional exemplars sometimes arrange SH1 G1 D4’s mem-tav in ways that
might suggest an association between the mem of šemaʿ/ Shimʿon and the tav of geʾluat,
which again could be congruent with a cryptic allusion to the first and last words of the
Šemaʿ.
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Fig. 64
DAJ Lead Book = SH1 G1 D4

Fig. 65
DAJ Lead Book = SH1 G1 D4
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CHAPTER TWO
PHOTO CREDITS
Owen Chesnut: 32.
Robert Feather: 1-2; 3 bottom; 6; 10-17; 18 right; 19; 21-28; 31-32; 34-40; 42; 46-50; 57-61;
62 bottom; 63 bottom.
Nader Jedan: 32.
Roger Murray-Leach: 4-5; 7-9; 62 top; 63 top.
John Stuart Reid: 3 top; 18 left; 30; 51; 53.
Hassan Saida: 32; 52.
Archives of the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books: 29; 56; 64-65.
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CHAPTER THREE
Saida Hoard 1 Group 1 (SH1 G1)
A Classification of SH1 Groups and Designs
Part Three
SH1 G1 D5
Fig. 1 supplies a composite overview of a typical example of SH1 G1 D5’s top and
middle sections.

Fig. 1
SH1 G1 D5, Composite
Fig. 2 offers an image of SH1 G1 D5 with a more complete transfer containing the
rectangular bottom wall-like grid.
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Fig. 2
SH1 G1 D5
By means of a composite image, Fig. 3 reconstructs the main components of SH1
G1 D5’s top, middle and bottom portions, especially the standard vertical alignment of
the letters in each of the three sections, which includes the bottom line of text derived
from an ancient Nabataean grave stele with Nabataean Aramaic and Greek portions of
text.
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Fig. 3
SH1 G1 D5, Composite
SH1 G1 D5 Top Section
I will begin at the top of SH1 G1 D5 and work down to the bottom, examining its
details as we proceed. The top portion of SH1 G1 D5 can be fully reconstructed as in Fig.
4:
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Fig. 4
SH1 G1 D5, Composite
In SH1 G1 D5’s four top corners are four anchors (Fig. 5).

Fig. 5
SH1 G1 D5, Top Section
On the far right of SH1 G1 D5’s top section there are what look like three bells or
pomegranates, while on the far left is a device that looks like a lily (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6
SH1 G1 D5, Top Section
The anchor and lily are an attested image pair from Jewish coinage (Fig. 7).
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E. Rogers, A Handy Guide to Jewish Coins, Plate I

Levy, P 61 Alexander Jannaeus Coin
Fig. 7
Above SH1 G1 D5’s central fillet is a vessel flanked by curved lines, which
terminate at the top in a way that might suggest the lines are serpents, but one cannot
be sure of this. At the vessel’s top is a shin (Fig. 8). This calls to mind the shin as
abbreviation of ‘year’ above a vessel on Jewish War coinage (Fig. 11). The vessel and
curved lines are flanked by two groups of eight dots in a circle pattern with a ninth dot
in the centre of each. On each side of these circular arrangements of nine dots are three
branch-like constructs that appear elsewhere in SH1 G1 D2 (Fig. 9). The rims on the
vessel show that it is not a chalice for drinking; as on Jewish War coins, this vessel is
probably the vessel of the omer.487 This vessel appears on Jewish War (66-70 CE) coins,
not on Bar Kokhba revolt coins.

Fig. 8
SH1 G1 D5

See Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage, Volume II, pp. 106-108. An alternative theory
involving the pot of manna is far less likely.
487
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Fig. 9
SH1 D1 G2
SH1 G1 D5’s six objects that flank the upper vessel in two groups of three each
and their parallels in SH1 G1 D2, together with their accompanying circular patterns
consisting of nine stars each have an interesting parallel in an ancient cylinder seal
dated after 1,500 BCE.

Cylinder Seal, Ca. 1,500 BCE, Pleaides, Sun, Tree of Life, Moon488
Fig. 10
As Fig. 11 documents, a vessel together with a triadic arrangement of
pomegranates (the latter has also been interpreted as Aaron’s budding staff) on Jewish
War coinage helps contextualize SH1 G1 D5’s vessel and three pomegranates.

E. Rogers, A Handy Guide to Jewish Coins, Plate I
Fig. 11
Beneath SH1 G1 D5’s vessel is a fillet with four volutes (Fig. 12).

Detail from Hansen & Rink, ‘Die Zahlenkombination 32/33 als Indikator für einen
plejadengeschalteten Lunisolarkalender,’ p. 410, from Wiseman/Forman 1958, Nr. 54.
488
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Fig. 12
SH1 G1 D5
A careful examination of all available images confirms that the fillet has exactly
thirty-six horizontal lines, with eighteen to the right of the vessel’s central handle
(actually one of them is directly aligned beneath the handle), and precisely eighteen to
the left of the upper vessel’s central handle. Since the spacing between the horizontal
lines varies quite significantly, it is evident that the number of lines employed is
deliberate. Some sort of significance is probably therefore implied in the number thirtysix in this context.

Fig. 13
SH1 G1 D5, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Contextually viewed there can be no doubt that SH1 G1 D1’s fillet is a detached
helmet rim, which becomes obvious by means of a comparison with SAH’s helmet
design shown in Fig. 14, which is surrounded by the scrambled letters of the name
Shimʿon (bar Kokhba).

Fig. 14
SAH Design
As Fig. 15 documents, in SAH the helmet rim is also used in a detached form,
precisely as in SH1 G1 D5.
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Fig. 15
SAH Design
The Jordanian metal books’ helmet and autonomous helmet rim designs are
derived from a Herod the Great coinage type that depicts what is likely his personal
helmet (see below). Hasmonean coinage (Fig. 17) offered Herod a precedent in this
regard.

E. Rogers, Plate II

Levy, P 70
Fig. 16
Herod the Great Coins

E. Rogers, Plate I
Fig. 17
The Herodian helmet has inspired a variant design in the metal books, one in
which the helmet rim is depicted without volutes.

Fig. 18
SH2 G2:11
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At the bottom of the same design shown in Fig. 18 an elongated detached helmet
rim appears (Fig. 19).

Fig. 19
SH2 G2:11
Elsewhere in the collection helmet rims without volutes appear as well, placed
above menorah images (Fig. 20).

a
SH2

b
SH2 G1:3 = SH1 G1 D8
Fig. 20
To identify the source of the construct in the imagery of the Herodian helmet in
the lead books is not necessarily the same as identifying its exact symbolic function in
the context of the Jordanian artefacts. I have heard suggestions such as a table, a ladder,
a fence, a wall. I think we can exclude the idea of a ladder, which would seem to require
a vertical placement. The horizontal placement makes me think of a bridge, whose
symbolism admittedly overlaps with that of a ladder, given that both connect two
separated spatial areas. Just as a mythic ladder can connect heaven and earth (Jacob’s
ladder, for example, which is, however, not a ladder but ziggurat steps), so heaven and
earth can be joined by a bridge. However, in view of the fact that the construct under
discussion does at times occur in the artefacts as part of a Herodian helmet requires us
to see a military aspect even in the detached, autonomous forms.
Ariel and Fontanille think the Herodian helmet strap could depict a couch that
may have been in the Temple of Jerusalem: ‘Indirect support for the idea that the helmet
was real comes from Schwentzel’s suggestion that the couch-element under the helmet
was an object from the Jerusalem Temple and that the helmet on its couch was
ostentatiously displayed in the Temple (Schwentzel 2007:591). After Herod’s victory
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over Antigonus, his personal helmet may likewise have been displayed on a couch.’489
Based on this precedent, may one not suspect that the helmet imagery in the lead books
is meant to depict Bar Kokhba’s personal helmet, if even only in a stylized mode?
In SAH D4 we find a variant to SH1 G1 D5’s vessel with shin resting atop the
detached Herodian helmet rim. In SAH D4 the helmet rim has been displaced to the
right of the vessel rather than being centred beneath it. Further, SH1 G1 D5’s shin above
the vessel is paralleled in SAH D4 by two (or possibly three?) letters within the image of
the vessel rather than on top of it. The two tiny letters in the SAH vessel cannot be read
with any confidence, although the one on the left does look like a nun, the final letter of
the name Shimʿon.

Fig. 21
SAH D4 (Bottom image deleted by request of owner, 6 26 2017)
Beneath SH1 G1 D5’s helmet rim with volutes is a horizontal string of eighteen
letters (Fig. 22), which is congruent with the thirty-six (18x2=36) horizontal lines above
the letters.

Fig. 22
SH1 G1 D5, Composite
The entire upper portion of the design is enframed by eight-pointed stars. The
exact number of stars is difficult to determine with absolute confidence, given both the
incomplete and flawed transfers, but I count six stars on each of the sides, eighteen on
top, with two star devices flanking the vessel, and twenty on the bottom, so a total of
Donald T. Ariel, Jean-Philippe Fontanille, The Coins of Herod: A Modern Analysis and
Die Classification, p. 109. The reference is to C.-G. Schwentzel, ‘L’image officielle
d’Herode le Grande,’ Revue Biblique 114 (2007): pp. 565–593.
489
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fifty-two stars in all. The bottom and two sides give us thirty-two stars, a Pleiadesrelevant figure.490 The total of fifty-two is both a doubling of the gematria value of the
Tetragrammton as well as the number of weeks in an Enoch-type solar calendar.491

Fig. 23
SH1 G1 D5
SH1 G2 D1 similarly has a proliferation of stars in its top section. There are ten
stars at the top, six on the left side, and ten on the bottom, with an additional two stars
beneath the twenty-sixth star, almost as if an afterthought. The number of letters in the
top of the design total 56, double the number of the stars. 28 and 56 in the Jordanian
artefacts refer to the importance of a seven-day week, congruent with an Enoch type
solar calendar; 28 is a simplification for the seven day week and fits well with the Enoch
pattern.492

Rahlf Hansen, Christine Rink, ‘Die Zahlenkombination 32 / 33 als Indikator für einen
plejadengeschalteten Lunisolarkalender,’ in Gudrun Wolfschmidt, ed., Der Himmel über
Tübingen: Barocksternwarten – Landesvermessung – Hochenergieastrophysik (Hamburg:
tredition 2014), pp. 401-431.
491 I thank Hansen/Rink for pointing out to me and Bernhard Lang the Enoch calendar
congruency in the number fifty-two.
492 Again, I thank Hansen/Rink for these observations.
490
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Fig. 24
SH1 G2 D1, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The Jordanian copper dish SH1 P1, ca. 30 cm in diameter, has a total of fifty-two
perforations along its perimeter (Fig. 25). Again, this represents an allusion to the solar
year of the Enoch-type with its fifty-two weeks in a year,493 as well as a doubling of the
Tetragrammaton’s gematria value. SH1 P1’s text is extensively preoccupied with the
Tetragrammaton and its permutations. The double Tetragrammaton is one of the names
of Meṭaṭron, and perhaps of his predecessors such as Yohoel and the Lesser YHWH as
well. SH1 P1’s text consequently likely pertains to the angel of the menorah as the
instantiation of the primordial light of Genesis 1.3.

493

Once again, I thank Hansen/Rink for this observation.
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Fig. 25
SH1 P1, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Other Jordanian metal artefacts that may contain similar relevant number
components include the K-S/R palm tree design with thirty-two letters, a Pleiades
number according to Hansen/Rink. The K-S/R large menorah design has thirty-four
letters and 104 dots. 104 is a doubling of fifty-two, so that there may be a relevance to
both the Enoch-type solar calendar and the Tetragrammaton. The thirty-four letters are
a doubling of the number of SH1 P1’s inner perforations, where we see sixteen
perforations in a circle, with a seventeenth in the centre.
On SH1 P1 we can count with some confidence 35 yods and 12 waws in
Tetragrammaton permutations, a total of 47 letters. However, there are another three
yods that probably stand for the Tetragrammaton, and there are two (inverted) alefs in
a Tetragrammaton permutation (y-ʾ-w-ʾ, gematria = 18), which would bring the number
of Tetragrammaton letters to fifty-two. SH1 G1 D6 contains a string of seventeen letters
plus a string of nine tavs, a total of twenty-six letters, the gematria value of the
Tetragrammaton and half the weeks of an Enoch-type solar year.
As for a detailed examination and interpretation of SH1 G1 D5’s top section, I will
begin at its vessel with shin. There is no reason whatsoever to doubt that this construct
is derived from the model found on Jewish War coinage, on which shin is followed by an
alef, bet, etc. to identify the year (shin = šenat) of issue. Such coinage frequently refers to
the ‘freedom’ or ‘redemption’ of Zion, Israel, or Jerusalem.
However, because the lead books often feature the shin alone (in SH1 G1 D1, SH1
G1 D2, SH1 P1) without a number-letter accompanying it to denote a year of issue
(however, the letter pair shin-dalet –with the latter in gimel form via gimel-dalet
interchange— appears very frequently on the Jordanian artefacts, including towards the
bottom of SH1 G1 D1), it might be natural to suspect that the image’s creator/s in this
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way wished to invite the viewers to ponder on possible deeper significances of the word
‘year’ in coordination with a vessel. On the other hand, arguably even on a Jewish
revolutionary coin the word ‘year’ (denoted by shin) followed by references to
‘redemption’ and ‘freedom’ would bring to mind deeply held religious beliefs in ancient
Jewish minds and hearts, evoking more than one famous Tanakh passage.
As tradition developed, the word ‘year’ by itself acquired messianic, and
therefore, revolutionary, connotations by virtue of passages such as Isaiah 61:
1 The spirit of the LORD God is upon me;
Because the LORD hath anointed me
To bring good tidings unto the humble;
He hath sent me to bind up the broken-hearted,
To proclaim liberty ( )דרורto the captives,
And the opening of the eyes to them that are bound;
2 To proclaim the year ( )שנתof the Lord’s good pleasure ()רצון,
And the day of vengeance of our God;
To comfort all that mourn;
3 To appoint unto them that mourn in Zion,
To give unto them a garland for ashes,
The oil of joy for mourning,
The mantle of praise for the spirit of heaviness;
That they might be called terebinths of righteousness,
The planting of the LORD, wherein He might glory. (JPS)
According to the gospels (Luke 4), these Isaiah verses were famously read aloud
in a synagogue by Jesus. The Qumran Melchizedek fragment interprets Isaiah 61
messianically. It is quite natural to assume that the same prophetic passage would have
been in the minds of those who designed the Jewish War coinage with a shin for ‘year.’
Isaiah 61 is alluded to in the Qumran hymns, which are usually held to have been
composed by the Teacher of Righteousness, the founder of the Essene sect. My own
view is that the hymns were not written by the Teacher himself, but by his followers
who wanted to present an idealised theological portrait of their beloved and departed
master. In any case, in the following passage from 1QHa Col. XXIII, Isaiah 61 is applied to
the Teacher of Righteousness, either by himself or by his followers:
13 You open a foun[tain ]in order to reprove a vessel of clay with respect to his
way and the guilt of the one born
14 of woman according to his deeds, and (you) open the f[oun]tain of your truth
to the (human) vessel whom you have sustained by your strength
15 in order to [rai]se up the herald of good news according to your truth, [and to
tel]l of your goodness, to proclaim good news to the poor according to the
abundance of your compassion,
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16 [and to s]atisfy from the fountain of kn[owledge all the contr]ite in spirit and
those who mourn (that they may have) eternal joy.494
In Col. XXIII the Teacher of Righteousness appears to be messianic, and in Col.
XXVI he turns out to be even divine.
Isaiah 61’s phrase שנת רצון, ‘year of grace/favour,’ is found in another previously
mentioned Dead Sea Scroll, namely, 11QMelchizedek.495 In this extraordinary document,
it is the celestial god Melchizedek who fulfils the role of Isaiah 61’s messenger, raising
the possibility that the Teacher of Righteousness was thought of as a divine Melchizedek
figure. The fragment opens with a reference to the ‘year ( )שנתof jubilee.’ Of the people
of Melchizedek the fragment says, ‘And liberty ( )דרורwill be proclaimed for them,’ an
allusion to Isaiah 61.1.
The fragment says later, ‘for 9 it is the time for the “year of grace” ( )שנת הרצוןof
Melchizedek,’ another allusion to Isaiah 61, this time, to verse 2. Continuing on, the
fragment declares, ‘Melchizedek will carry out the vengeance of Go[d’s] judgments,’ yet
another allusion to Isaiah 61.2. Later the fragment reads, ‘To comfo[rt] the [afflicted,’
which takes us back to Isaiah 61.2.
The Qumran fragment also applies Isaiah 52.7 to Melchizedek: ‘How beautiful
upon the mountains are the feet of the messenger of good tidings, that announceth
peace, the harbinger of good tidings, that announceth salvation; that saith unto Zion:
“Thy God reigneth!”’ (JPS)
This same verse, together with a reference to Isaiah 61.3, is alluded to by the
Teacher of Righteousness in 1QHa X,7-8: ‘and those who announce joy for [my]
sor[rowful] mourning, 8. [a messenger of ]peace for all the disasters reported [to
me].’496 In 1QHa X,10-12 the Teacher is made to apply to himself allusions inspired by
Isaiah 53 that present the servant of the Lord as suffering and as bringing healing.
Back to the Qumran Melchizedek fragment, it identifies Isaiah 52.7’s ‘messenger’
as Daniel 9.25’s anointed one or messiah: ‘18 And the messenger i[s] the anointed of the
spir[it] as Dan[iel] said [about him: “Until an anointed, a prince, it is seven weeks.”’ It
may be that Melchizedek is but a cipher for the Teacher of Righteousness, who would
therefore also be considered the messiah of Daniel 9.25.
Given that Essenes were not confined to Qumran, but lived throughout the
villages of Israel, I see no reason not to suspect that there would have been
Eileen M. Schuller, Carol A. Newsom, The Hodayot (Thanksgiving Psalms): A Study
Edition of 1QHa (Atlanta, Georgia: Society of Biblical Literature, 2012), p. 71.
495 Translation in Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition
(Leiden/New York/Köln: Brill, 1999).
496 Eileen M. Schuller, Carol A. Newsom, The Hodayot (Thanksgiving Psalms): A Study
Edition of 1QHa, p. 33. Here it seems that the Teacher’s community constitutes a
collective messianic messenger, just as in 1QHa Col. XI the Teacher of Righteousness
gives birth to a messianic community, and not to a single messiah. The Teacher is
therefore not just messianic, he is a divine being (as in 1QHa XXVI) who gives birth to
the (collective) messiah. It seems as if in 1QHa XIV the Teacher is somehow the source
or at least keeper of the cosmic tree of life and of the salvific rivers of paradise. It is no
wonder then that in 1QHa XV,15 the Teacher is the entity by which God eschatologically
distinguishes the righteous and the wicked.
494
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revolutionary Jews both during the 66-70 CE war and the later Bar Kokhba revolt who
would have understood such conflicts through the prism of ideas found in texts such as
1QM, the famous Qumran War Scroll, or the Scroll of the War of the Sons of Light against
the Sons of Darkness. Col. XI quotes the famous Numbers 24.17 star prophecy, which
would later be applied to Bar Kokhba: ‘There shall step forth a star out of Jacob, / And a
sceptre shall rise out of Israel.’497 (JPS) Col. XII,3 refers to ‘the covenant of your peace
you engraved ( )חרתהfor them with the chisel of life ()חיים,’ whose ‘engraved,’ חרתה, likely
is meant to evoke ‘freedom,’ חרות, a word used on Jewish revolutionary coins.
1QM Col. XIV probably alludes to the recitation of the Šemaʿ in the context of the
apocalyptic military conflict: ‘we will extol [your] spl[endour, at every] moment and at
the times indicated by your eternal edicts, at the on[se]t of day and at night 14 at the fall
of evening and at dawn.’
In 2 Corinthians 3.7 and 17 Paul is influenced by the wordplay between
‘engraved’ and ‘freedom,’ but inverts it in order to slur the Torah as a bringer of death
rather than life, writing of ‘the ministry of death, chiselled in letters on stone tablets’
and ‘where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is freedom’ (NRSV). In stark contrast, rabbinic
literature stresses the engraved Torah as source of life, a trope which should not be
seen just as a response to Paul, since the link between  חרתהand  חייםis pre-Pauline.
Oddly, the Jewish Annotated New Testament (Oxford University Press, 2011) in its 2
Corinthians 3 commentary fails to refer to this exegetical background and wordplay.
We now move on, to the string of letters beneath SH1 G1 D5’s detached helmet
rim. Fig. 27 presents these eighteen letters in their standard form.

Fig. 27
SH1 G1 D5, Composite
Fig. 27’s composite image is based on a collation of Fig. 28’s two images, the
second of which (Fig. 28b) allows us to fill in the unclearly transferred letters in Fig.
28a.

a

b
Fig. 28
SH1 G1 D5
497

Translation in Martínez and Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition.
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In one transfer this string of letters appears in a variant form as in Fig. 82, which
represents either a flawed transfer or an intentional modification. On the right side, the
letter alef (= mirror yod) to the left of the tav has been transferred twice, once very
faintly, and on the left side between the ayin and mirror lamed the horizontal waw is
similarly transferred twice. In all the other SH1 G1 books the string of letters is as in Fig.
27.

Fig. 29
SH1 G1 D5
Some of SH1 G1 D5’s upper string of letters are ambiguous. The first three
letters, mem-nun-mirror resh, are likely an abbreviation of ‘menorah.’ Letters on the
Jordanian lead books are often reversed, rotated, inverted, or appear in mirror writing.
This makes the interpretation of several characters difficult, but not always impossible.
For instance, although we often see the sequence of what looks like mem-nun-qof
in Paleo-Hebrew letters on many of the lead sheets (Fig. 30), we also see mem-nun-resh
(Fig. 31), which suggests that the qof in the first sequence may actually be a mirror resh,
since this would give us the first three letters of one of various forms of the Hebrew
words for ‘menorah’ (e.g. )מנרה, one of the most distinctive objects depicted on the
Jordanian lead books.

Fig. 30

SH1 G1 D5
Mem-Nun-Qof =Mirror Resh

Fig. 31

SH1 P1
Mem-Nun-Resh, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

The letters in Fig. 31 occur below the image of a menorah, support for the theory
they operate as an abbreviation for ‘menorah.’ This is a good example of being guided by
artefactual cribs rather than unbridled fancy. Notice that the resh on SH1 P1 resembles
the form of what looks like the first qof in SH1 G1 D5, only in mirror form.
Below the upper menorah on SH1 G1 D8 are the letters mem-nun-waw-ayin-qofmirror lamed (Fig. 44). However, if what looks like qof is instead a mirror resh, then we
would have mem-nun-waw-ayin-mirror resh-mirror lamed. The letters mem, nun, waw,
resh in close proximity to each other below the image of a menorah would most
naturally allude to the Hebrew word מנורה, ‘menorah.’
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Fig. 32
SH2 G1:4
In SH1 G1 D8 the two letters that follow the introductory mem-nun-mirror resh
can be identified as ayin-mirror bet. This can be deduced from a comparison with
evidence in SH1 P1, as I will show below.

Fig. 33
SH1 G1 D5
SH1 P1’s line containing mem-nun-resh below the image of a menorah features a
second grapheme similar to the resh, but with the curved hook pointing toward rather
than away from the spine. This grapheme that follows resh is a bet (Fig. 34). These two
forms appear elsewhere on the same artefact (Fig. 35).

Fig. 34
Fig. 35
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
When we horizontally flip SH1 G1 D5’s two letters pointed in the direction of qof
(Fig. 36), they match the basic forms of the two similar letters found twice on SH1 P1
(Figs. 34-35 and Fig. 37), which again I identify as resh-bet:

Fig. 36
SH1 G1 D5, Flipped
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Fig. 37
SH1 P1, Resh-Bet, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The left image in Fig. 37 is taken from the following longer sequence in SH1 P1:

Fig. 38
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In Fig. 38 the proximity to each other of the letters ayin-tav-waw-yod-resh-betayin clearly parallel much of the first part of SH1 G1 D5’s upper string of letters,
especially after the introductory mem-nun (Fig. 39).

Fig. 39
SH1 G1 D5
Fig. 40 supplies the clue we need to identify Fig. 39’s second qof-like letter as a
mirror bet, because when in Fig. 40 we read the lower red box’s first letter as mirror
alef, we obtain the word ʾarbaʿ, ‘four,’ which on the basis of the top line’s shin-mirror
gimel we can determine is an allusion to the Jewish War coinage phrase šenat ʾarbaʿ,
‘year four,’ that is, year four of the redemption and freedom of Zion/Jerusalem.

Fig. 40
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
However, while in Fig. 40 line 1 contains the abbreviation for ‘year three,’ that is,
shin-mirror gimel, line 2 refers to year ‘four,’ not year ‘three.’ The answer to this oddity
is the lead books’ frequent gimel-dalet interchange, which means that here in line 1
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what looks like Paleo-Hebrew gimel actually stands simultaneously for square script
dalet, the fourth radical of the Hebrew alphabet.
We can thus determine that in Fig. 41 the letters of ʾarbaʿ, ‘four,’ appear in the
scrambled sequence mirror resh-ayin-mirror bet-alef, with a tav interposed between the
mirror bet and alef. Not to be overlooked is that in this scheme, the resh of ʾarbaʿ
overlaps with the resh of the ‘menorah’ abbreviation mem-nun-mirror resh.

Fig. 41
SH1 G1 D5
Whereas the alef of ʾarbaʿ appears straightforwardly in SH1 G1 D5 (Fig. 41), in
SH1 P1 it is in mirror form (Fig. 40), a form matched in another instance of ʾarbaʿ in SAH
D4 (Fig. 42). In SAH D4 we learn why ʾarbaʿ (see Fig. 42 red box) has a mirror alef in
SH1 P1, namely, so that it can function in an overlapping way as the yod of ʿebedi, ‘my
servant.’ In Fig. 42 line 3 the first four letters spell ʿebedi, whose yod then secondly
functions as mirror alef to create the overlapping word ʾarbaʿ, ‘four.’ The epigraphical
traits of resh with curved hook turned outward away from the head and bet with curved
hook turned inward beneath the rounded head remain constant in SH1 G1 D5, SH1 P1,
and SAH D4. (For some reason, likely esoteric, this pattern is reversed in SH1 G2 D5; see
Fig. 43, red box).

Fig. 42
SAH D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The question naturally arises, what is the function of ‘four’ in Fig. 42. As the blue
box’s šemaʿ indicates, we have here an allusion to the Šemaʿ Israel. According to a
standard Tanakh trope God calls Israel ‘my servant,’ which is also Moses’ title (see the
isolated mem on line 4 in Fig. 42). What we see here in šemaʿ with ʾarbaʿ beneath it is an
allusion to the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening line’s irst and last words, šemaʿ (‘hear!’) and ʾeḥad
(‘one’). The dalet of ʾeḥad plays a major role in rabbinic and esoteric traditions, and in
Fig. 42 this dalet is esoterically hinted at with the number four, since dalet is the fourth
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letter of the Hebrew alphabet and as such is used as the number four in letter form.
Rabbinic tradition joins the ayin of šemaʿ to the dalet of ʾeḥad in order to form the word
ʿed, ‘witness,’ both of whose letters are included in Fig. 42’s ʿebedi.
As Fig. 43 highlights, in SH1 G2 D5 we find šemaʿ (black box), which when joined
to the waw-nun beneath its shin forms the name Shimʿon (bar Kokhba—consider the
kaf-like waw beneath the shin of šemaʿ, and the kaf beneath the shin in the blue box).
Next in the blue box we have šenat, ‘year,’ followed in the red box by resh-bet-ayin,
literally ‘quarter of,’ from Jewish War coinage’s phrase ‘quarter of a Shekel,’ but here
obviously also functioning as a defective form (minus alef) of ʾarbaʿ, ‘four,’ giving us
another allusion to the phrase ‘year four.’

Fig. 43
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
To make sense of the text in Fig. 43 we must recall that in the lead books šenat
ʾarbaʿ, ‘year four,’ is code for both shin-gimel standing for Shimʿon-Redemption, and via
gimel-dalet interchange shin-dalet standing for šemaʿ ʾeḥad. Both word pairs are merged
ideologically in the lead books to indicate that the redemption which Shimʿon brings is
predicated upon the divine unity attested by the Šemaʿ Israel’s word ʾeḥad, a unity
which is symbolized by the person of Shimʿon (bar Kokhba) whose name is
etymologically rooted in the Šemaʿ Israel’s first word, the imperative šemaʿ, ‘hear!’
To return to SH1 G1 D5’s upper string of letters, we can now determine why in
its scrambled sequence of the letters of ʾarbaʿ, ‘four,’ a tav is interposed between the
mirror bet and alef (Fig. 44). This produces, left to right, the letter pair alef-tav, two
letters from the word geʾulat, ‘redemption,’ which when brought into coordination with
each other simultaneously forms an allusion to the divine names Alef and Tav, First and
Last, as well as to the first and last letters of the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening line, namely,
shin-dalet, with the latter understood also as gimel via gimel-dalet interchange. It is for
these reasons that SH1 G1 D5’s middle section contains the left-to-right letter sequences
shin-gimel/dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange) and alef-tav.

Fig. 44
SH1 G1 D5
After Fig. 44’s alef-tav, an allusion to Shimʿon (bar Kokhba) follows in the same
string of letters in a mode that, as I will next demonstrate, integrates the name Shimʿon
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within the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening imperative šemaʿ, ‘hear!’ Taken together I believe the
evidence indicates a rather bold identification of Bar Kokhba as the Alef and the Tav, in
what may be a polemical response to claims about Jesus such as we see in Revelation
22.13 where Jesus proclaims himself the Alpha and the Omega, titles reserved for God
elsewhere in the same text (1.8; 21.6).
Fig. 45a shows us again SH1 G1 D5’s upper central vessel with shin above it.
Beneath this comes the string of eighteen letters beneath the fillet, the detached helmet
rim. The first letter, on the right outer edge, is mem, while the last letter, on the left
outer edge, is ayin. The mem and ayin appear more clearly in Fig. 45b.

a, Composite

b
Fig. 45
SH1 G1 D5
Although the mem and ayin appear more clearly in Fig. 45b, a binding ring
obscures the shin of the upper vessel. Fig. 46 therefore imports a clearer image of the
vessel and its shin into the relevant region of the design. As the blue lines indicate, when
we join the upper central shin to the lower outer right’s mem and outer left’s ayin, we
obtain šemaʿ, ‘hear!’
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Fig. 46
SH1 G1 D5, Composite
Next, as see in Fig. 46, in which I have traced in the shadow of the upper vessel
and its shin, when we draw a line descending straight from the shin, it passes through
what look like waw-nun, the eighth and ninth of the eighteen letters. These two letters
added to the outer triangle of shin-mem-ayin now produce the name Shimʿon. In some
transfers the line from the shin would pass between the first two nuns that follow the
waw (see Fig. 53), but a collation of all available images seems to indicate the alignment
in Fig. 47 is the standard one.

Fig. 47
SH1 G1 D5, Partial Tracing
Precedent elsewhere in the lead books (e.g., in SH1 G1 D1; SH1 G2 D2) indicates
that in SH1 G1 D5 we should expect to find a nearby triangular-patterned reference to
‘Israel’ in order to complete the allusion to the Šemaʿ Israel, into which Shimʿon is to be
integrated. Surprisingly, the triangular allusion to Israel may occur lower down in the
SH1 G1 D5 design, by joining elements of the middle section’s alef and shin with various
evenly spaced Greek letters in the snippet citation from the Abgar-Selaman stele
inscription text.
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a
SH1 G1 D5, SH2 G2:7, Composite

b
SH2 G2:12
Fig. 48
What we learn from Fig. 48a is that there are two possible Israel triangles, one
upright (like the top portion’s upright Šemaʿ-Shimʿon triangle), one inverted (like the
middle section’s two inverted ziggurat-like constructs). Regarding the upright Israel
triangle, as the red oval frames indicate, it begins on the bottom right with the iota of
kai, proceeds up to the Paleo-Hebrew shin, descends straight to the lower rho of Abgar,
and concludes on the lower left with the alpha (without crossbar) of Abgar, which
functions simultaneously as alpha and lambda. That the eta of - ʾel is sometimes
rendered with alpha is not unattested for amulets and magical papyri. We now learn
why the lead book creator/s left out the crossbar on this particular alpha, namely, so
that it can function as two different letters simultaneously, precisely as we see
throughout these artefacts, where beginning in SH1 G1 D1 a single grapheme functions
as both the yod and alef of ‘Israel’ in the text of the Šemaʿ Israel. The three letters in the
bottom line’s red ovals are all evenly spaced apart, three letters are skipped at a time.
Fig. 48a’s inverted Israel triangle overlaps with the adjacent upright one. As the
green lines and frames indicate, the inverted Israel triangle begins appropriately not at
the bottom but with the upper Paleo-Hebrew alef, which like the alef of ‘Israel’ in SH1
G1 D1 also functions as mirror yod. The pattern then proceeds to the Paleo-Hebrew shin
to the right, then descends to the bottom rho. At two spaces from each direction of the
rho we find two graphemes with lambda morphology, that is, alpha without crossbar.
Again, this allows the overlapping alpha of Abgar to function as lambda, while the alpha
(without crossbar) in the left green square frame functions as eta equivalent in - ʾel, just
as in the adjacent upright triangle.
Evidence is given in Fig. 48b that the creator/s of the lead books were not
ignorant about Greek letter forms, and that in SH1 G1 D5 the cross-stroke of alpha was
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deliberately omitted, likely for the purpose of an encryption wherein such a form would
enable the grapheme to function simultaneously as lambda. As Fig. 48b shows, in SH2
G2:12 the fragmentary alpha of chaire clearly has a cross-stroke, in contrast to the
version in SH1 G1 D5.
The triangular word patterns of the Šemaʿ Israel’s first two words in SH1 G1 D5
bring to mind the same design’s palpable and striking interplay between triadic and
quadratic themes. For example, the design has a triangular word pattern at the top
(formed of the letters shin-mem-ayin), beneath which are two inverted triangular
ziggurat-like devices, which produces three triangles towards the top of the design.
There are three trees in the design. The upper vessel is flanked on each side by three
small branches, each set being aligned more or less above the two inverted triangle
constructs below. Curiously there is one menorah, two pyramids, and three trees. There
are also three stars interspersed among the three trees.
There are four anchors in the top portion’s corners. Next we can discern two
quaternities in the middle portion. There are a total of four letters (mirror gimel-shin
and alef-tav), and there are four objects that flank the three trees, namely, three stars
and a menorah. The four letters are divided into two groups, which correspond to the
figure of two inverted pyramids above.
The Šemaʿ Israel simultaneously possesses triadic and quadratic dimensions on
account of the three letters of its first word, the opening line’s three divine names, and
the four letters that make up each instance of the two Tetragrammatons of the first
sentence. This probably explains SH1 G1 D5’s emphasis on the numbers three and four.
We might thus correlate SH1 G1 D5’s three date palm trees with the Šemaʿ’s three
divine names. Additionally, each of the two inverted triangles could allude to the same
three divine names, but being two in number they simultaneously would also allude
more specifically to the two Tetragrammatons of the Šemaʿ’s opening line. Additionally,
the top six small branches might represent the six words of the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening
line.
An additional observation lies at hand. The two inverted triangular constructs
may hint at the perennial notion of the mundus inversus or mirror world. One
ethnographic manifestation of this is the idea that a reversed world lies beneath water,
since when one gazes into the water everything appears reversed upon its surface. It
may be that SH1 G1 D5’s line with the lower row of stars marks the dividing point
between the divine and created spheres, and that this division manifests itself below the
line in a mirror position with regard to what is above the line, hence the inverted
triangles. In other words, the inversion marks the transition from the divine to the
created worlds, and reflects as in a mirror the upper divine upright triangle constituted
by the three letters shin-mem-ayin, connoting the triadic divine unity implied by the
Šemaʿ’s opening line’s yhwh-eloheinu-yhwh.
As we will see, the top left portion of SH1 G2 D2 parallels in many respects the
triadic and quadratic proclivities of SH1 G1 D5. SH1 G2 D2 also has an upper central
vessel with shin above it, flanked by two very unusual three-pointed stars, in contrast to
the usual form showing eight rays. Below these unusual triadic stars and vessel are
three further triadic devices, what look like two sets of clovers with three leaves each
and a differently styled device with three leaves.
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Fig. 49 shows how SH1 G1 D5’s top, middle and bottom images and letters are
aligned with each other. We also learn at the bottom that the first three letters of the
name Eision are adjacent to the iota of ‘Israel,’ apparently forming an allusion to Greek
heis, ‘one,’ the final word of the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening line.

Fig. 49
SH1 G1 D5, SH2 G2:7, Composite
From Fig. 50’s blue line we learn that the shin above the upper vessel is directly
aligned with the gamma of Abgar at the bottom of the same design.
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Fig. 50
SH1 G1 D5, SH2 G2:7, Composite
To return to SH1 G1 D5’s upper string of eighteen letters, we can summarize at
this point that in addition to their first and last letters mem and ayin forming a triangle
spelling šemaʿ, the line begins with an abbreviation of ‘menorah,’ continues with an
overlapping scrambled version of ʾarbaʿ, ‘four’ (an allusion to the dalet of the Šemaʿ
Israel’s ʾeḥad), continues with a fragment of geʾulat, ‘redemption’ (which the lead books
understand as being implied in the Šemaʿ Israel’s ʾeḥad) which coincides with the divine
names Alef and Tav, which is then followed by the waw and nun of Shimʿon, which
completes the šemaʿ triangle. This takes us through the first nine of the eighteen letters
(Fig. 51). Everything here is lucidly congruent with the Šemaʿ Israel and Bar Kokhba’s
theological/messianic connection to it, with the exception of the allusion to the
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menorah. The role of the menorah in this context will become clearer as we work our
way through the final nine letters of SH1 G1 D5’s string of text.

Fig. 51
SH1 G1 D5
Fig. 52a supplies three transfers of the final nine letters of SH1 G1 D5; because
the mirror lamed and waw are not clear, I supply alternate transfers in Fig. 52b-c.

a

b

c
Fig. 52
SH1 G1 D5
In Fig. 52 the letter sequence ayin-waw (in the 12th and 13th positions) is a
noticeable fragment of the name Shimʿon, which is hinted at not only by the horizontal
rotation of the waw (quite typical for Bar Kokhba coinage), but also by the adjacent nun
(in the 11th position), the last letter of Shimʿon. We therefore have a proliferation of the
letters of Shimʿon concentrated towards the centre of the text, with the shin above the
upper vessel, and with waw-nun-nun-nun-ayin-waw beneath the fillet in the 8th-13th
positions (Fig. 53).
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Fig. 53
SH1 G1 D5
In SH1 G1 D8 we encounter a noticeable parallel to SH1 G1 D5’s three
consecutive nuns. In Fig. 54 we have a rather prominent shin accompanied by three
nuns. Preceding the first nun is a grapheme that looks like a mirror version of the
grapheme that in SH1 G1 D1 functions as bet/kaf as well as the kaf-like waw of Shimʿon.
In one exemplar (Fig. 54c) this grapheme lacks the curved hook, resembling an inverted
alpha, but this is almost certainly the result of a transfer flaw. We can confidently
identify this grapheme as the kaf-like waw of Shimʿon. It is preceded by an alef/mirror
yod, which in turn is preceded by ayin-nun-mem, three letters of the name Shimʿon. With
the exception of the alef, the string of letters contains what we may call a proliferation
of the letters of the name Shimʿon.

a

b

c
Fig. 54
SH1 G1 D8, Line 2
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SAH D2 also contains a triple nun, in this instance preceded by mem, which
suggests a possible coordination between Shimʿon and the menorah, especially since
two lines above this we encounter the sequence mem-nun-resh-shin-tav, an abbreviation
of ‘menorah’ followed by what is likely the shin of Shimʿon and perhaps the tav of
geʾulat.

a

b
Fig. 55
SAH D2
This brings us back to SH1 G1 D5’s eighteen letters that begin with an
abbreviation of ‘menorah,’ soon followed by a fragment of geʾulat, then a proliferation of
the letters of Shimʿon, followed then by an unusually elongated mirror lamed (Fig. 56).

Fig. 56
SH1 G1 D5
A clue to interpreting Fig. 56’s elongated mirror lamed is supplied in Fig. 57
where we encounter a similarly elongated mirror lamed with a horizontally inclined
rotation. This is the lamed of the angel name Menoriʾel, known from Sefer ha-Razim. A
similar elongated mirror lamed surfaces in SH1 P1 beneath the ayin of ʾarbaʿ (with
mirror alef), which is preceded by a waw in the style of Fig. 57’s waw, but in mirror form
compared to the latter (Fig. 58)

Fig. 57
SH2 G1:4=SH1 G1 D8

Fig. 58
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
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This leaves the final four letters of SH1 G1 D5’s upper string of letters in need of
comment. As Fig. 59 shows, waw-nun follow the elongated mirror lamed. This is once
again the waw-nun of Shimʿon. This can be confirmed by a parallel in SAH D2 (Fig. 60a).

Fig. 59
SH1 G1 D5
A series of fourteen letters at the bottom of SAH D2 (Fig. 60a) is obviously
cognate with SH1 G1 D5’s eighteen letters (Fig. 60a). SH1 G1 D5’s first two letters, memnun, are placed in transposed order last in SAH D2, while SH1 G1 D5’s final four letters,
waw-nun-tav-ayin, are placed in reverse sequence at the beginning of SAH D2,
suggesting a degree of ‘mirror’ placement.
A crucial clue to the interpretation of SH1 G1 D5’s waw-nun in this instance is
supplied by the SAH D2 parallel where we find the bottom of the waw’s spine curving
slightly to the left, which is a kaf trait. We can therefore determine that this is intended
as a kaf-like waw of Shimʿon, a proclivity that manifests itself in various kaf epigraphy
styles throughout the collection beginning with the kaf-like waw of Shimʿon in SH1 G1
D1. Not to be overlooked is that the waw under discussion in SH1 G1 D5 has an archaic
form that almost brings to mind a chalice or vessel, perhaps in order to generate an
association with the upper vessel with shin above it.

a
SAH D2, Tracing

b
SH1 G1 D5, Composite
Fig. 60
We can reasonably deduce that Fig. 60b’s tav in 18th position is the tav of geʾulat.
As I have already shown, the final ayin is simultaneously that of šemaʿ and of Shimʿon.
SH1 G1 D5’s upper vessel with shin together with the eighteen letters beneath it
contain a triangular allusion to the šemaʿ of the Šemaʿ Israel, with the triangular allusion
to ‘Israel’ being placed at the bottom of the design. By contrast, SAH D4’s cognate
bottom string of fourteen letters contain within it allusions to both words šemaʿ and
‘Israel.’
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Fig. 60c’s final mem and initial ayin (the reverse of the parallel in SH1 G1 D5)
belong to the allusion to šemaʿ. The allusion to ‘Israel’ is highlighted by Fig. 60c’s white
box, whose yod-resh-yod-mirror lamed is to be read as yod-resh-mirror alef-mirror
lamed, the letters of ‘Israel’ minus shin. The reason shin is omitted can be worked out by
considering the yellow box’s overlapping contents, which are to be read as mirror alefmirror lamed-tav, the final three letters of geʾulat.

Fig. 60c
SAH D2, Tracing
Once again the question arises, why the omission of a letter, here the gimel of
geʾulat. The answer is that the two omitted characters form the letter pair shin-gimel (=
shin-dalet via gimel-dalet interchange), a multilayered and richly polyvalent meme that
occurs throughout all the Jordanian metal books collections.
Before Fig. 60’s white box we see another mirror lamed and tav (in 6th and 2nd
positions), fragments of geʾulat, interspersed among the scrambled letters of Shimʿon,
namely, ayin-nun-(kaf-like)waw-mem. After the yellow box the double nun is a play on
SH1 G1 D5’s triple nun.
Incidentally, SH1 G1 D5’s introductory abbreviation of ‘menorah,’ mem-nunmirror resh, appears to be distributed in SAH D2 in the form of the latter’s final two
letters nun-mem, with the resh being displaced towards the middle of the text in order
to form a possible allusion to ‘Israel.’
The inclusion of the menorah in SH1 G1 D5’s and SAH D2’s respective texts that
pertain to Shimʿon’s integration within the Šemaʿ Israel via the etymological link
between the name Shimʿon and the verb šemaʿ, as well via the interpretation of the
Šemaʿ’s ʾeḥad in a redemptive sense (geʾulat), returns us to the question of precisely
why the menorah is assimilated into this mix.
First I will note that the correlation between Shimʿon and the menorah is found
throughout the various groups of lead books. Fig. 61 supplies a notable example, where
we find a pattern of the letters of the name Shimʿon, with a top shin and bottom double
mem in a triangle (red triangle, blue circles), and the ayin-waw-nun descending from the
middle to bottom (red line inside the red triangle).
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Fig. 61
SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
Fig. 61’s upper left black box highlights the upper shin and a kaf directly beneath
it, a vertical letter pair present horizontally at the bottom of the design (see the bottom
black box with connecting curved black line). I take the kaf as standing for either Koseba
or Kokhba, perhaps both simultaneously. Incidentally, the bottom black box is preceded
by he, which I suspect may stand for ha-nasiʾ, ‘the prince.’ Further, notice that the upper
vertical sequence shin-kaf-lamed is duplicated horizontally in the bottom line of text,
where lamed similarly follows the shin-kaf of the black box. The bottom line’s lamed
here can therefore be interpreted as a fragmentary duplication of the upper portion’s ḥl-l-n, an allusion to the ‘fallen’ fighters of the Bar Kokhba revolt.
As the bottom blue box highlights, at the end of the same line of text is a left-toright instance of m-n-r-h-l, an allusion to Sefer ha-Razim’s angel Menoriʾel. This is
congruent with the image of a menorah at the top centre of the design. Thus at the top
there is a textual allusion to Shimʿon bar Kokhba with an image of a menorah to the
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right, and on the bottom there is another textual hint at Shimʿon bar Kokhba (shin-kaf)
with the word ‘menorah’ (+l) to the right.
I have previously pointed out that in this design the first letter of m-n-r-h-l (Fig.
62, blue box) is simultaneously the last letter of yehudim (red box), and that in this
instance the spelling of the latter word has been intentionally modified. The yod that
should be between dalet and mem has been displaced to between the he and waw.
This produces the left-to-right sequence yod-he-yod and the right-to-left
sequence waw-yod-he-yod, intentional allusions to Genesis 1.3’s yehi and wayhi: ‘And
God said, Let there be ( )יהיlight; and there was ( )ויהיlight.’ Genesis 1.3’s  יהיand  ויהיare
understood in Samaritan and kabbalistic sources to be esoteric forms of the
Tetragrammaton.

Fig. 62
G2 D1, Tracing
The text in Fig. 62 appears to identify the primordial light of Genesis 1.3 as the
angel of the menorah, the Sefer ha-Razim’s Menoriʾel. A natural interpretation of Fig. 6162’s contents would be that the stellar light of the earthly Shimʿon bar Kokhba, that is,
Shimʿon the Star, coincides with, or reflects, the light of the celestial menorah in
personified angelic form, whose creation is narrated in Genesis 1.3.
In short, Shimʿon bar Kokhba is the earthly counterpart of the celestial angel
Menoriʾel who, like the angel of the Lord in Exodus 23.20-21, embodies the
Tetragrammaton, especially the double Tetragrammaton of the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening
line. For the lead books’ creator/s not Jesus, but Shimʿon bar Kokhba, was the
primordial light of life (cf. the John 1 proem), and not Jesus, but Bar Kokhba had
inherited the Tetragrammaton (cf. the Philippians 2 Christological hymn).
This is not to exclude the historical possibility that there could have been Jewish
followers of Jesus who may have supported Bar Kokhba. I find no evidence in the lead
books, however, to support the notion that such Jewish followers of Jesus had anything
to do with the creation of the lead books.
There is another significant link that joins the menorah together with the Šemaʿ
Israel’s opening imperative šema and the name Shimʿon. Zechariah 4’s menorah vision
calls the menorah’s seven lamps the seven ‘eyes’ of the Lord. These eyes could be
represented graphically in the form of seven centrally dotted ayins, a letter that
originally represented the eye with the central pupil. This is in fact what we find in SH1
P1, that is, a series of seven dotted ayins beneath the depiction of a menorah. This
repetition of ayin functionally parallels traditional Torah scrolls’ enlargement of ayin in
the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening word, šema, which the lead books associate with the name
Shimʿon. The menorah’s implicit symbolic link with the letter ayin parallels the
imperative šema’s literal relation to the letter ayin. By virtue of the etymological link
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between the Šemaʿ’s first word and the name Shimʿon, the integration in SH1 G1 D5’s
upper eighteen letters of the menorah, with its sevenfold ayin dimension, becomes
intelligible.
SH1 G1 D5 Middle Section
Before beginning with a detailed description and interpretation of SH1 G1 D5’s
middle section’s contents I will note that there is one version that places the bottom
wall-like grid immediately beneath the top portion of the design (Fig. 63).

Fig. 63
SH1 G1 D5, Composite
SH1 G1 D5’s middle portion has in each of its top two corners an anchor (of the
same type in the top portion’s four corners) accompanied by a curved branch (Fig. 64).

Fig. 64
SH1 G1 D5
Two inverted ziggarut-like devices are suspended at the top between the
anchors and curved branches (Fig. 65a). It seems as if the inverted triangle is formed
out of a series of horizontally placed ladders (Fig. 65b), each one resembling the ladderlike construct above the upper menorah in the Jordan Torah shrine design of SH1 G1 D8
(Fig. 65c).
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a

b
SH1 G1 D5

c
SH2 G1:4 = SH1 G1 D8
Fig. 65

The ladder-like construct above the menorah in Fig. 65c is a detached Herodian
helmet rim, with volutes and straps removed. Fig. 65’s inverted triangular structures
are consequently constructed out of a layered series of helmet straps of decreasing
lengths. That there are two of them brings to mind the two straps of the helmet rim on
Herod the Great coinage, which appears in a detached mode as SH1 G1 D5’s top
section’s horizontal fillet. We should probably symbolically link SH1 G1 D5’s two
inverted triangular objects with the horizontal fillet (detached helmet rim), which is,
after all, placed directly above them. In brief, the coins’ helmet straps have inspired SH1
G1 D5’s two inverted triangle devices.
The anchors, curved branches, and inverted triangular devices enframe the tops
of three date palm trees (Fig. 66).

Fig. 66
SH1 G1 D5
The middle tree is flanked by two eight-pointed stars and four Paleo-Hebrew
letters in two sets of two letters each (Fig. 67).
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Fig. 67
SH1 G1 D5
The tree on the right has an eight-pointed star to its right (Fig. 68b), while the
tree on the left has a menorah to its left (Fig. 68a). The configuration indicates not only
that the creator/s of the design recognized the menorah’s ultimate arboreal origins, but
that the design implies a stellar component to the menorah as well.
As Fig. 68c suggests, there may be a correlation between the top left lily and the
lower right star, and between the upper right triad of pomegranates and the lower left
menorah. Fig. 68d highlights a possible similar correlation between the upper right
three letters mem-nun-mirror resh (an abbreviation of ‘menorah’) with the lower left
image of a menorah, and between the upper left letters nun-tav-ayin and the lower right
image of a star. I have identified this nun-tav-ayin as fragments of the name Shimʿon and
of the redemption, geʾulat, he brought. The star in the black box would certainly be
congruent with Bar Kokhba, the Star.
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a

b

c

d
Fig. 68
SH1 G1 D5

Regarding the symbolism of the lily, its appearance is often likened to a star. The
lily is also associated with the etrog, since the mishnah calls the etrog’s knob a lily, as we
read in the “Lily” entry in the 1906 Jewish Encyclopedia, which also records the Zohar’s
interpretation of this flower: ‘The lilies among which the beloved feeds (Cant. ii. 16) are
the morning and evening Shemaʿ; the five leaves of the rose are the first five words of
the Shemaʿ;498 and the thirteen leaves of the lily the numerical equivalent of “eḥad,” the

498

Note by Samuel Zinner: Cf. the five trees of Gospel of Thomas logion 19; could they
have something to do with the Šemaʿ Israel? The five trees are preceded by the trope of
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last word.’ There is also Revelation 22.16’s combination of branch and star to consider,
an allusion to Numbers 24.17, a prophecy which becomes a star and ‘flower’ (derived
from Isaiah 11.1) in Christian authors such as Justin.
The overall design with three palm trees (Fig. 69) is reminiscent of some
versions of an afterlife scene in the Egyptian Book of the Dead, a further indication that
the Jordanian artefacts are grave objects containing information helpful to the deceased.

Fig. 69
SH1 G1 D5
As can be seen in the best transfers, SH1 G1 D5’s palm trees have eight branches
on each side (see Fig. 70). Because the tree on the left has a menorah to its left suggests
the tree is related symbolically to the menorah. Although the menorah in the design has
seven branches total, the tree’s eight branches on each side could allude on its own level
to the Hanukkah menorah with a total of eight side branches.

Fig. 70
SH1 G1 D5
hearing, swtM, Jesus’ words, ¥aje; cf. the Bohairic of Dt. 6:4, ‘Hear, O Israel!’ swtm
pisrahl, and Dt. 6:6, ‘these words (saji = Sahidic ¥aje).’
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A group of three trees located in the Light World is attested in Mandaean texts
(Book of John 6,1-7,1; Right Ginza 377; Canonical Prayerbook 1 and 378).499 These three
trees are literally called vines,500 but they have a theological connection with the
Mandaean date palm tree,501 the masculine cosmic principle, whose partner is the Well
Spring, the feminine cosmic principle.
In Mandaean texts vines/trees can be identified with the Jordan’s waters of
502
life, so that it is perhaps possible for the vine/tree image by itself to encompass
and/or imply the Well Spring. The Light World vines/trees are the source of the priestly
staff.503 This reminds us of a staff placed horizontally beneath the image of a vine and
two clusters of grapes, with the letters alef, mem, lamed, lamed between them (alef-mem
would spell ‘mother’) in SH1 G2 D2.
One of the three Light World trees is named Astarwan, apparently meaning ‘star
tree.’504 Compare SH1 G1 D5’s palm trees flanked by stars. The point here is not to argue
for a Mandaean connection to the Jordanian lead books, although it is curious that the
Mandaeans are known for their production of lead books. Rather, given the Judaic
complexion of so many Mandaean motifs,505 it may be that Mandaean texts have
preserved certain Jewish esoteric tropes that are reflected independently in the
Jordanian artefacts. Or perhaps there might be some closer connection between the
Jordanian lead books and the Mandaeans.
There is another aspect of the collection that might bring to mind Mandaean
tradition. As Margaret Barker points out to me, the Shobak-Karak gold books oddly start
on the front cover with the image upright, then the next page is placed upside down,
followed by another upright page, and so on accordingly. Can this be compared to the
Right and Left Ginza, the latter being placed (as a whole) upside down in relation to the
former?
Further, I wonder whether the lead books’ penchant for enigmatically inserting
ayins where we would expect alef might be comparable with some kind of Mandaean
motivations. Mandaeans tend to insert ayins into Arabic loanwords, for instance.506 On
the basis of the combined evidence in the Jordanian lead books, Charles Häberl
comments: ‘I must say, the juxtaposition of the Ayn and the palm trees [of SH1 G1 D5]
reminds me of the Well-Spring and the Date Palm in Mandaic. Drower interprets this as
499

For further references and discussion, see Jon Olav Ryen, The Tree in the Lightworld:
A Study in the Manadaean Vine Motif (Oslo: Unipub forlag, 2006), pp. 102, 203-204, 221,
251.
500 Ibid., p. 221.
501 See ibid., pp. 203-204.
502 See ibid., p. 221.
503 Ibid. p. 251.
504 Ibid., p. 102.
505 Cf. Nathaniel Deutsch, Guardians of the Gate: Angelic Vice Regency in Late Antiquity
(Leiden/Boston: Brill, 1999).
506 Mandaeans are known for replacing glottal stops and other letters with ʿayins in
Arabic loanwords; see C. G. Häberl, ‘The Origin and Meaning of Mandaic עותרא,’ Journal
of Semitic Studies LXII/1 (Spring 2017): p. 88.
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the illustration of the female and male principles in the Haran Gawaita and Baptism of
Hibil Ziwa. In illustrated scrolls, the former is usually represented by a halqa, which is
graphically identical to Ayn anyway, and is the first letter in the Mandaic word Aina.’507
Mandaic halqa, א, as the Mandaic alef is called considered as a vowel sign, shares the
basic morphology of Paleo-Hebrew ayin, [; both are represented by a circular
grapheme. Additionally, the Mandaic interchange between  אand ( עayin) is a wellknown trait.
As previously noted, SH1 G1 D5’s central tree is flanked by Paleo-Hebrew letters
(Fig. 72). The theme of a palm tree flanked by letters is attested on ancient coinage (Fig.
71).

Scamandria, 4th. Cent. BCE, Troas Etc. Plate XIV
Fig. 71508
In Fig. 72, flanking the middle tree are the letters gimel(also by interchange
dalet)-shin on the right, while on the left we have tav followed by alef, which in these
artefacts frequently functions as mirror yod.

Fig. 72
SH1 G1 D5
These four letters are found in a reversed sequence and in a separated
arrangement in SH1 G1 D1 line 2, as Fig. 73 shows with its red boxes (shin-mirror gimel)
and yellow boxes (alef-tav):

Fig. 73
SH1 G1 D1
Private communication, 22 October 2016.
Warwick Wroth, A Catalogue of the Greek Coins in the British Museum: Troas, Aeolis,
and Lesbos (London: British Museum, 1894):
507
508
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As Fig. 74 documents, SH1 G1 D5’s middle section’s four letters are aligned in
interesting ways with the top section’s string of letters. The middle section’s gimel-shin
are in fact aligned directly beneath the top section’s letters tav-alef, the same two letters
to the left of the middle section’s gimel-shin. The middle section’s tav-alef are aligned
directly beneath the top section’s nun-tav.

Fig. 74
SH1 G1 D5
On the basis of several other designs of these artefacts we can confidently
surmise that the four letters in Fig. 72 appear in reversed sequence on each side, and so
can be re-read in the order shin-gimel (or as dalet via gimel-dalet interchange) on the
right, and alef/mirror yod-tav on the left. What leaves no doubt in the matter is the fact
that the two letters gimel-shin are derived from coins issued in year three of the Jewish
War, on which we see a vessel with shin-gimel, ‘year three’ (of the uprising), above a
vessel, the origin also of SH1 G1 D5’s vessel with shin above it. Fig. 75 show coins with
alef standing for ‘(year) one,’ shin-bet for ‘year two,’ shin-gimel for year three, and and
shin-he for ‘year five.’ In the next century, during the second year of the Bar Kokhba
revolt, the date was identified on coins in the same manner, but without the depiction of
a vessel. (Year one Bar Kokhba coins spell out the date fully).

Fig. 75
Jewish War Coins509

G. F. Hill, The Medallic Portraits of Christ, the False Shekels, the Thirty Pieces of Silver
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1920), p. 79, and Historia Numorum, p. 681
509
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We can therefore restore the more natural sequence of SH1 G1 D5’s middle
section’s letters as in Fig. 76.

Fig. 76
SH1 G1 D5: Letters in Flipped Sequence
There are four other designs where we encounter the two letters gimel-shin
flanking an object, in SH1 G1 D3, K-S/R D3, K-S/R D4 where the gimel is in mirror form
in all three instances, and in SH1 G1 D8 where the gimel is in normal position. When we
horizontally flip these designs, the more natural sequence shin-gimel is restored (Figs.
77-80). This results in a mirror gimel only in the one instance shown in Fig. 78.

Flipped Horizontally
Fig. 77
SH1 G1 D3

Flipped Horizontally
Fig. 78
SH2 G1:4=SH1 G1 D8

Flipped Horizontally
Fig. 79
K-S/R D3
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Flipped Horizontally
Fig. 80
K-S/R D4
In SH1 P1 and SH1 P2 shin-gimel appears in the sequence found on Jewish War
coinage, but with mirror gimel in both instances.

Fig. 81
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

Fig. 82
SH1 P2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The four letters in SH1 G1 D5’s middle section are multivalent. As shin-gimel, the
first two letters stand for Shimʿon-Redemption, an esoteric modulation of Jewish War
coinage’s abbreviation for ‘year four.’ The same two letters via gimel-dalet interchange
can be re-read as shin-dalet, standing for the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening line’s irst and last
letters, ‘Hear ( )שמעO Israel, the Lord our God, the Lord is one ()אחד.’
The alef and tav are the first and last letters of the Šemaʿs inal word, emet ()אמת,
‘truth.’ Because alef and tav are the Hebrew alphabet’s first and last letters, SH1 G1 D5’s
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alef-tav may also function on one level as a clue to the shin and dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange) being the first and last letters of the Šemaʿs opening line. Alef and Tav may
here allude to the divine names that in Greek would be Alpha and Omega. While in
Revelation these are appropriated by Jesus, in the lead books they are linked to Bar
Kokhba instead.
Re-reading the alef as mirror yod now produces some intriguing results,
especially when we repeat the mirror yod. This produces an allusion to Psalm 91.1’s
unique letter sequence shin-dalet-yod yod-tav, from שדי יתלונן, ‘Almighty, will abide’ (Fig.
83).

Fig. 83
SH1 G1 D5: Duplicated Alef/Mirror Yod, Flipped
Next, if we read the third letter first as the mirror yod of Šaddai, then re-read it as
straightforward alef, combing the two would give us, ‘the Almighty, alef, tav,’ bringing to
mind Rev. 1.8’s divine names ‘the Alpha and the Omega’ and ‘the Almighty’ (Fig. 84):

Fig. 84
SH1 G1 D5, Mirror Yod, Flipped
In Rev. 1.12 John sees a menorah and in 1.16 seven stars, which is congruent
with SH1 G1 D5’s images of a menorah and stars. However, while these tropes are
associated with Jesus in Revelation, in SH1 G1 D5 they are correlated with the messiah
Bar Kokhba instead.
The image of the menorah on SH1 P1 with the lines of letters beneath down to
the mem-nun-resh abbreviation for ‘menorah’ is relevant here (Fig. 85):
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Fig. 85
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Below the menorah in Fig. 85 is a rectangular device, beneath which is a line of
what on the basis of SH1 G2’s evidence can be identified as ayins with dots in their
centres. There are seven of these circles, and according to a private communication
from Margaret Barker, I believe they represent the menorah’s seven candlesticks
interpreted as the eyes of the Lord in Zechariah’s great vision of the menorah. Next
follow two rows of yods, with the second row rotated downwards, doubtless an allusion
to the Tetragrammaton. The sequence ayin-yod-yod likely alludes to the Šemaʿ Israel’s
first word’s ayin, which is enlarged on traditional Torah scrolls, followed by the double
yod which substitutes for the Tetragrammaton: שמע ישראל ײ.
The letters shin-mirror gimel (or dalet via gimel-dalet interchange) are closely
positioned in various ways in SH1 G1 D1. Especially noteworthy is line 1, where we
start with shin, proceed to the right skipping one intervening space to arrive at mirror
gimel. Continuing this procedure gives us (via gimel-dalet interchange) ʿed, ‘witness’
read right to left. Similarly, starting at the same shin, skipping one intervening space
proceeding to the left gives us shin-gimel as well. Incidentally, by skipping four letters to
the left of line 4’s ayin one arrives at a mirror gimel in the fifth position, and if we skip
four letters to the right of the same ayin, and proceed to the first letter on the left side of
line 5, we encounter another such mirror gimel in the fifth position, even though on
separate lines (Fig. 86):
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Fig. 86
SH1 G1 D1
All of these instances of shin-gimel (or dalet via gimel-dalet interchange) in Fig.
86 can also be associated with nearby alefs, and if read as mirror yod, then these can be
read as references to Šaddai, likely that of Psalm 91.1, to which other Jordanian metal
books designs seem to allude.

Fig. 87
SH1 G1 D1
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On line three (Fig. 87) perhaps the letters shin-mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange)-mirror lamed-alef refer to ʾEl-Šaddai, ‘God almighty.’ The same four letters
occur in a square pattern formed of elements from lines 4 and 5.
There is some possible supporting evidence of a suggestive nature within the
Jordanian metal books for the validity of reading SH1 G1 D5s middle section’s alef as
simultaneous mirror yod. SH2 G2:9 contains two palm trees with letters. In this instance
there are two groups of three letters each which rather than flanking a tree are placed
atop two trees. There is some recognizeable overlap between SH2 G2:9’s two sets of
letters and SH1 G1 D5’s four letters under discussion. SH1 G1 D5’s gimel-shin shares a
shin with SH2 G2:9’s ayin-shin-mem over the right tree, and SH1 G1 D5’s tav-alef is
paralleled by SH2 G2:9’s first letter over the left tree, which is tav-like, but also
coincides with a form of alef (as well as waw). Next follows a yod with angular hook,
basically the mirror of SH1 G1 D5’s alef. The yod is followed by an angular lamed.

Fig. 88
SH2 G2:9
The letters atop Fig. 88’s left tree are enigmatic in significance, but the letters
over the right tree are clearly a scramble of šemaʿ, and their sequence ayin-shin-mem is
matched by a version of the name Shimʿon beneath a palm tree on a Bar Kokhba coin
(the latter with double mem). The letters over the left tree could conceivably be wawyod-lamed, a possible fragment of ‘for the redemption of Zion,’ but more likely they are
three scrambled letters of geʾulat, tav-mirror alef-lamed, this would, after all, match the
sequence of the 3-1-2 reading sequence hidden in ayin-shin-mem to the right.
This latter suggestion is congruent with a reading of SH1 G1 D5’s central letters
as standing for Shimʿon (abbreviated with shin)- geʾulat (abbreviated with gimel-aleftav, minus the lamed). In this scenario, SH2 G2:9 supplies two more of the letters of
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Shimʿon than are present in the SH1 G1 D5 abbreviation (shin alone) and the lamed of
geʾulat missing from SH1 D1 G5’s mirror gimel tav-alef. In fact, a comparison between
Fig. 89 and 90 supports this contention.

Fig. 89
SH2 G2:9

Flipped Horizontally
Fig. 90
SH1 G1 D1
Moreover, in SH1 G1 D1 the shin of Shimʿon (Fig. 91, red triangle) occurs adjacent
to a fragment of geʾulat (yellow box) whose letters are scrambled in a way that
intentionally produces the sequence shin-mirror gimel-lamed, that is, šegal, ‘queen.’

SH1 G1 D1
Fig. 91
Just as in Fig. 91 the two words ‘redemption’ and ‘queen’ are made to overlap, so
SH1 G1 D5’s middle section’s four letters also overlap with SH1 G1 D1 line 1’s šegiʾowt
(Fig. 92), whose tav is in the same basic style as the tav in Fig. 89. This all suggests a
prodigiously intricate web of overlapping allusions stretching across several designs
embracing the words šegiʾowt, Shimʿon, geʾulat, šegal, Šaddai, ʾAdonai, etc.

a
SH1 G1 D5: Letters in Flipped Sequence
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b
SH1 G1 D1, Line 1
Fig. 92
Alef-Ayin Interchange
In order to make the investigation of SH1 G1 D5’s middle section’s four letters
more comprehensive, the artefacts’ alef-ayin interchange needs to be explored in some
depth. As Fig. 93 illustrates, some of the artefacts change SH1 G1 D5’s middle section’s
tav-alef to tav-ayin.

Fig. 93
SH1 P2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

K-S/R D9

Fig. 94 supplies four further examples that may exhibit an alef-ayin interchange:

a

b

SH1 G1 D5

SH1 G1 D5/SH2 G1:4

c
SH2 G1:4/SH1 G1 D8

d
K-S/R D9

Fig. 94
In Fig. 94a’s mem-nun-mirror resh-ayin-mirror bet-tav-alef, we see an ayin
introduced into what might otherwise be, if not also for the adjacent mirror bet,
Aramaic מנרתא, ‘menorah,’ reading the mirror yod in this case as straightforward alef.
(However, cf. Hebrew )מנרת.
In Fig. 94b we have a text that brings to mind the Hebrew angel name Mnwryʾl,
510
מנוריאל, known from the Sefer ha-Razim, but here with the insertion of ayin before the

It may be that Zechariah 4.1’s ‘angel’ could be correlated with the angel of the
menorah; Deraš ha-Mazhir identifies Zechariah 4.1’s angel as the ‘official in charge of the
world,’ that is, Meṭaṭron, who bears his Lord’s name Šaddai, whose shin appears alone
on the outside of the tefillin. See Y. Tzvi Langermann, Yemenite Midrash: Philosophical
Commentaries on the Torah, pp. 238, 242. In line with tradition, the same Yemenite text
sees in Zechariah 4.2’s ‘bowl’ (gullah) atop the menorah an allusion to ‘the redeemer of
510
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mirror resh (cf. Fig. 94a’s ayin between mirror resh and mirror bet): mem-nun-wawayin-mirror resh-mirror lamed.
In Fig. 94c we see what seems to be a combination and scramble of elements in
Fig. 94a-b, giving us what seems to be allusions both to  מנוריאלand to Aramaic מנרתא:
ayin-mem-nun-mirror resh-tav-lamed. (Again, let us not overlook Hebrew )מנרת. In Fig.
94c’s m-n-mirror r-t-l we would seem to have an allusion to an Aramaic form (or a
variant Hebrew form,  )מנרתof Fig. 94b’s own allusion to the Hebrew form מנוריאל.
In Fig. 94d we seem to have ayin inserted before the nun of Hebrew Penuel, פנואל:
Greek pi (=Hebrew pe)-ayin-nun-waw-lamed.
There seems to be a pattern becoming apparent of dropping the alef immediately
before the lamed in -ʾel, that is, ‘(of) God’ in angel names. With the exception of Fig. 94a
in Fig. 94 the pattern seems to be that when the alef of -ʾel is dropped, then ayin is
inserted somewhere earlier in the word. Thus it could be that the ayin in these instances
actually functions as alef by replacing it, either on symbolic or dialect grounds; the
position of the ayin=alef in the word is then shifted to a different position.
There is another relevant sequence of letters in the collection (Fig. 95), which I
transcribe as mem-resh-yod-lamed-waw-nun. As I will discuss later, the yod in this
instance also functions as mirror alef. What is significant here is that the string of letters
contains what could be a scramble of the angel name Mnwryʾl.
As Fig. 96 shows, the sequencing of letters in this case has a noticeable pattern;
the first two letters are located on the outer right (1=mem) and left edges (2=nun); the
third and fourth letters are located respectively in the second-to-last (3=waw) and
second (4=resh) positions; while characters 5 and 6 represent the final three letters yodmirror alef-lamed.

Fig. 95
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

Fig. 96
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

We should not overlook the lower line of letters in SH1 P2 (Fig. 97), namely, ayinmem-nun-mirror lamed-waw-waw-yod-resh. The exact significance of the double waw
eludes me (the second letter is ambiguous, and so may not be waw after all), but the
letters as a whole are clearly cognate to the sets in Figs. 94a-c and 96.
Note especially Fig. 97’s top four letters, which read left to right are ayin-tav and
mirror gimel (or dalet via gimel-dalet interchange)-shin. These parallel SH1 G1 D5’s
middle section’s four letters that flank the central palm tree, namely, alef-tav and shingimel (again, read left to right). The differences between the two include that SH1 P2
places the shin after the gimel, and SH1 G1 D5’s gimel is in normal rather than mirror
position.
Not to be overlooked is the final difference, namely, whereas SH1 G1 D5 has alef,
SH1 P2 has ayin. This agrees with the trend we see in Fig. 94, that is, substitution of alef
Israel’; ibid., p. 239. SH1 G1 D1’s ‘redemption’ might therefore be related on some level
to Zechariah 4’s menorah vision.
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with ayin. As I documented in the Introduction, the Deraš ha-Mazhir’s comments on
Zechariah 4’s menorah vision includes the observation that alef, ḥet, he, and ayin ‘are
interchangeable, because they are gutturals.’511 SH1 P2’s substitution of alef with ayin
allows one to form ayin-dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange), ‘witness,’ by skipping the
intervening tav.

Fig. 97
SH1 P2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
We find a parallel to SH1 P2’s four top letters in K-S/R D9, where on the bottom
in Hebrew Penuel, פנואל, the alef is substituted with ayin (which is then displaced).
Above the menorah on the right is a vertical arrangement of the letters ayin-tav and
shin-dalet/gimel. The vertical arrangement produces a diagonal pattern of ayin-dalet,
‘witness’ (Fig. 98):

Fig. 98
K-S/R D 9
By reading more of the text of K-S/R D9 we discover an X-pattern of the letters of
g-ʾ-l-t, ‘redemption.’ In this instance the alef is not substituted with ayin because the alef
of ‘redemption’ serves simultaneously as the mirror yod of ‘Jerusalem,’ which here is
formed by two triangular arrangements of letters in which the yod and lamed are in
mirror form, and waw is represented with an inverted form of Greek omega. We have
here a mixture of elements of the war slogans ‘for the redemption of Zion/Israel’ and
‘for the freedom of Jerusalem.’

See Y. Tzvi Langermann, Yemenite Midrash: Philosophical Commentaries on the Torah,
p. 239.
511
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Fig. 99
K-S/R D9
Next, in Fig. 99 the last letter of ’Jerusalem,’ mem, serves simultaneously as the
first letter of m-b-w-ʾ, ‘entrance,’ a word found elsewhere in K-S/R D5 (Fig. 100), where
it accompanies a reference to the Sabbath. In both instances of m-b-w-ʾ, Greek inverted
omega stands in for Hebrew waw, but while in K-S/R D5 alef is used, in K-S/R D9 it is
interchanged with ayin.

Fig. 100
K-S/R D5
That in Fig. 99 ‘entrance’ overlaps with ‘Jerusalem’ perhaps suggests the
entrance of the Sabbath Queen into Jerusalem. Given the parallels between K-S/R D-5
and D9 it is likely that K-S/R D9’s right text alludes to the Sabbath. Indeed, there is a
triangle pattern of what could be shin-bet-tav, and between the bet and tav is ayin,
which could form an additional allusion to ‘seven,’ the basic component out of which
‘Sabbath’ is constructed. The reference to ‘seven’ indicates another reason for the ayin
interchanging for alef here. Notice that ‘nine’ (tav-shin-ayin) and ‘ten’ (ayin-shin-resh)
are also present in triangular patterns in the same area of text.
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In SH1 P1 we have a variation of K-S/R D9’s square pattern of shin-gimel/dalet
(the single relevant grapheme can function as both via gimel-dalet interchange) and
ayin-tav, namely, shin-mirror gimel/dalet with ayin-tav beneath. Notice that above this
square pattern are the letters mirror gimel/dalet-ayin-nun, whose ayin-mirror
gimel/dalet can be read as ‘witness.’ Similarly, after the shin-mirror gimel/dalet there is
a nun. Although the reading directions of ‘witness’ and the shin-mirror gimel/dalet pair
are not the same, the grouping of these letter pairs is nevertheless noteworthy (Fig.
101).

Fig. 101
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Elsewhere on SH1 P1 (Fig. 102) shin-mirror gimel/dalet (again via gimel-dalet
interchange) and yod-tav are aligned diagonally; if the yod is read as mirror alef, we
would then obtain shin-gimel/dalet and alef-tav. Notice that to the left of the upper
mirror gimel/dalet is a nun, and on the line beneath to the right of the mirror
gimel/dalet is another nun, calling to mind the repeating nun pattern in Fig. 101.

Fig. 102
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 103 highlights how yet again in SH1 P1 we find (in an area heavily obscured
by patina) a diagonal alignment of shin-mirror gimel/dalet (right to left) and ayin-tav
(left to right). Once more, notice the nun after the mirror gimel/dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange):
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Fig. 103
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
There is a vertical pattern of the letter sequence shin-mirror gimel/dalet (via
gimel-dalet interchange)-nun-yod in SAH D3; to the left of this is a different arrangement
of the letters shin-mirror gimel/dalet and ayin-tav (Fig. 104).

Fig. 104
SAH D3
A closer view of the relevant SAH D3 section reveals various repeating patterns.
As Fig. 105 highlights, in the left section, the lower mirror gimel/dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange)-shin letter pair has an ayin-tav pair not only to its right (the yellow
horizontal box), but also directly above it as well (left vertical yellow box), and
intersecting it in the white horizontal box is alef-tav. In the right section, the shin-mirror
gimel/dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange) in the right vertical red box has on the same
two lines to the left a yod-tav (bottom to top), which is suggestive, given that yod could
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function as mirror alef. Incidentally, adjacent to the yod-tav box is the letter sequence
alef-ḥet-mirror gimel/dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange), which could be read as ʾeḥad,
‘one.’

Fig. 105
SAH D3
A collation of available stampings reveals further intersecting yod-tav and ayintav letter pairs in the same right section (Fig. 106).

Fig. 106
SAH D3, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The letter pair ayin-tav might also be correlated with the rabbinic abbreviation
for ענין אחד, ‘a single matter/thing,’512 which in an esoteric context such as the Jordanian
metal books’ texts might be used with a sense synonymous with the Zohar’s frequent
(Aramaic) phrase ‘all is one.’
See Robert Young, Rabbinical Vocabulary with List of Abbreviations, and an Analysis of
the Grammar: Adapted Expressly for the Mishna, and the Perushim (Edinburgh: Robert
Young, [1853]), p. 80.
512
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Despite the lack of a tav prefix, in light of the importance of Psalm 19.13’s rare
Tanakh form  שגיאותin SH1 G1, I suspect an allusion, at least on one level, in SH1 P1 and
SAH D3 to Psalm 119.10’s equally rare form ‘( תשגניO let me not err from Thy
commandments’), which occurs nowhere else in the Tanakh except in this Psalm. In
favour of this suspicion is the fact that Psalms 19 and 119 (together with Psalm 1) are
cognate in several respects. Psalms 1, 19 and 119 form the Psalter’s heights of praise of
the divine Torah and each of the three hymns appears to have been intentionally
composed with the others in mind.
However, another section of SH1 P1 may supply vital cues for interpreting the
sequence shin-gimel/dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange)-nun-yod. In Fig. 106a (=Fig. 85,
see the comments there) the sequence in question contains a double yod at the end,
bringing to mind the Tetragrammaton. If the initial shin-mirror gimel/dalet (via gimeldalet interchange) stands for the Šemaʿ’s opening line, then the double yod would likely
represent the traditional Tetragrammaton substitute yod-yod. Beneath this are two
rows of yods, again congruent with not only the traditional Tetragrammaton substitute
yod-yod, but also with the fact that the Šemaʿ’s opening line contains two instances of
the Tetragrammaton. The string of seven ayins brings to mind the Šemaʿ’s opening
word’s ayin which is written large on Torah scrolls. Here, instead of being written large
for emphasis, it may be that repetition serves the same purpose.

Fig. 106a
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
SH1 P1’s double yod may supply a further clue, since if we read Fig. 107’s upper
yod as a mirror alef and proceed down to the mirror gimel/dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange) and continue reading to the left, we would obtain another traditional
Tetragrammaton substitute, ʾAdonai, which is a prominent component of SH1 G1 D1.
The upper ayin could then form another triangle with the lower outer mirror
gimel/dalet (again via gimel-dalet interchange) and yod, giving us ‘my witness,’ which in
tradition is linked with the divine name Šaddai.
The evidence in SH1 P1 may consequently suggest that the sequence of letters
under discussion can be read not only as an allusion to Psalm 119’s verb ‘err,’ but
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simultaneously (via gimel-dalet interchange) also as an apotropaic combination of
Šaddai and ʾAdonai.

Fig. 107
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
We can now recognize a possible instance of ʾadon (via gimel-dalet interchange)
elsewhere in the previously examined SH1 P1 section in Fig. 108 (red box):

Fig. 108
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In view of the previously encountered interchange between alef and ayin, it may
be that in SAH D2 (Fig. 109) we could have an allusion to ʾadon, or even to ʾAdonai (via
gimel-dalet interchange) if the alef following nun is playfully meant to be understood as
yod. Then follows alef-mem-tav, ʾemet. (The two alefs could also function as waw).
The final three letters appear to be shin-waw-gimel or dalet via gimel-dalet
interchange (although we could have two different styles of gimel/dalet here, so shingimel/dalet-gimel/dalet; the final letter may alternatively be pe—a good example of the
ambiguities and difficulties involved in the Jordanian metal books’ texts), which could
be an allusion to demons or destruction, which would make sense in an apotropaic
context, or perhaps to ‘error’ (congruent with Psalm 19.13’s ‘errors’).
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Fig. 109
SAH 2
Medieval Ashkenazi kabbalists interpreted Job 16.19’s  עדיand  שהדיas cryptic
allusions to Enoch. The verse can be translated literally as: ‘Even now, look, in heaven is
my witness, and my witness is in the heights’ ()גם עתה הנה בשמים עדי ושהדי במרומים. While עד
is rendered in English as the noun ‘witness,’ English translations standardly render Job
16.19’s  שהדwith some second term such as ‘defender’ (JB) or in a verb form such as
‘testifieth’ (JPS) or ‘vouches’ (NRSV). Some scholars render this verse’s  שהדיas ‘my
testimony.’
The fact is that sahad is merely the Aramaic equivalent of Hebrew ʿed, and the
only reason both are not translated as ‘my witness’ in English versions of Job 16.19 is
that this would fail to reproduce the intentional poetic variation of the Hebrew text.
There is certainly some connection between Job 16.19 and Genesis 31.47, the only other
Tanakh verse that contains the Aramaic loanword  שהדand which also uses it together
with Hebrew עד: ‘And Laban called it Jegar-sahadutha ( ;)יגר שהדותאbut Jacob called it
Galeed ()גלעד.’ (JPS)
Both the Aramaic and Hebrew here mean ‘heap of witness,’ referring to the heap
or pile of stones erected as a covenant witness between Laban and Jacob concerning
Laban’s daughters and their relationship to Jacob. The story is the immediate prelude
leading up to Genesis 32’s story of Jacob’s angelic wrestling during which he receives his
second name, ‘Israel,’ at a place Jacob renames Peniel/Penuel.
Ashkenazi authors point out that in gematria Job 16.19’s  עדיequals 84, just as
does the name ‘Enoch’ in Hebrew, and that the gematria value of  ושהדיagrees with that
of ‘he (is) Meṭaṭron’; the same sources point out that the gematria of Šaddai agrees with
that of Meṭaṭron.513
Idel points out that 3 Enoch 4’s account of Enoch’s glorification as Meṭaṭron and
Job 16.19 share the three words ‘heaven,’ ‘witness’ and ‘height.’514 Idel leaves open the
possibility that ‘this is a coincidence,’515 but in my view I think we can confidently
On these traditions see Elliot R. Wolfson, Abraham Abulafia—Kabbalist and Prophet;
Hermeneutics, Theosophy and Theurgy (Los Angeles: Cherub Press, 2000); Robert J.
Sagerman, The Serpent Kills or the Serpent Gives Life: The Kabbalist Abraham Abulafia’s
Response to Christianity (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2011); Moshe Idel, Ben: Sonship and
Jewish Mysticism (London/New York: Continuum, 2007).
514 Moshe Idel, Ben: Sonship and Jewish Mysticism, p. 216.
515 Ibid.
513
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conclude 3 Enoch is alluding to Job 16.19, assimilating it to Sirach 44.16. There can thus
be little doubt that the medieval Ashkenazi Enochic interpretations of Job 16.19 at least
in part have ancient origins. The Šiʿur Qoma’s Meṭaṭron title Sara Rabba di-Sahaduta,
‘the Great Prince of Testimony,’516 is very likely based on Job 16.19.
As Flusser argues, Sirach 44.16 has read Genesis 5.24s’ את, ‘with,’ as אות, ‘sign’
(‘And Enoch walked with God, and he was not; for God took him,’ JPS), therefore, ‘Enoch
walked as a sign of God.’517 Fusser refers to the Hebrew of Sirach 44.16 which speaks of
Enoch as a ‘sign of knowledge.’ Flusser then refers to Milik’s claim that Sirach 44.16’s
‘knowledge’ refers mainly (but ‘not . . . exclusively’) to astronomical knowledge,518 but
Flusser does not supply a satisfying explanation of ‘sign of knowledge,’ nor of how or
why Sirach got from the Genesis-based ‘sign of God’ to ‘sign of knowledge.’
In any case, this knowledge would most naturally allude to the allcomprehensive knowledge possessed by Enoch in works such as 1 and 2 Enoch, which
would also include esoteric and even theosophic knowledge similar to what we see at
Qumran.519 Job 16.19 in the LXX reads: ‘Even now, look, my witness (μάρτυς) is above
(ἐν οὐρανοῖς), and my corroborator (συνίστωρ) is on high (ἐν ὑψίστοις).’520 (NETS) The
core meaning of συνίστωρ is derived from ‘understanding,’ ‘knowledge,’ the idea being
that a witness is one who has knowledge of what is testified to. This overlaps to an
extent with the earliest Greek reading of Sirach 44.16, dianoias, ‘mind,’ ‘understanding.’
Skehan renders Sirach 44.16 as: ‘ENOCH walked with the LORD and was taken
up, a sign for the knowledge of future generations.’521 The Hebrew reads אות דעת,522
literally ‘a sign (of) knowledge,’ and I would render the Hebrew more literally than
Skehan does, namely, ‘a sign of knowledge to/for future generations.’523
With Sirach’s combination of ‘knowledge’ and a temporal referent
(‘generations’), compare Hosea 10.12’s ועת, ‘and time,’ which the LXX understands as
לדעת, that is, gnōseōs. In view of the Parables of Enoch’s designation of Enoch as the Son
of Man, Sirach may shed light on the gospel terminology of ‘the sign of the Son of Man.’
As Flusser notes, ‘sign’ in prophetic texts connotes ‘witness’ or ‘testimony.’ Jubilees
4.23-24 describes Enoch as a ‘sign’ who will ‘testify’ against sins. The cognate tradition

See Hugo Odeberg, 3 ENOCH or The Hebrew Book of Enoch (London: Cambridge
University Press, 1928), p. 104.
517 David Flusser, Judaism and the Origins of Christianity (Jerusalem: Magnes Press,
1988), pp. 528-533.
518 Ibid., p. 528.
519 See Elliot R. Wolfson, ‘Seven Mysteries of Knowledge: Qumran E/sotericism
Revisited’ in James L. Kugel, Hindy Najman, Judith Hood Newman, eds., The Idea of
Biblical Interpretation: Essays in Honor of James L. Kugel (Leiden: Brill, 2004), pp. 173213.
520 Greek from Alfred Rahlfs, Septuaginta (Stuttgart: Deutsche Bibelgsellschaft, 1979).
521 Patrick W. Skehan, The Wisdom of Ben Sira (New York: Doubleday, 1987), p. 498.
522 Hebrew text in Pancratius C. Beentjes, The Book of Ben Sira in Hebrew (Leiden/New
York: E. J. Brill, 1997), p. 78.
523
Notice that the first two letters of ‘knowledge,’ דעת, when read backwards, produces
‘witness.’
516
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in 2 Enoch describes Enoch not as a sign but as a ‘witness,’ precisely as in 3 Enoch.524
However, Jubilees’ ‘to testify’ already semantically connects the text with ‘witness.’
The relevant verses from 3 Enoch depicting Enoch as ‘a witness’ or ‘my witness’
begin first with 4.3: ‘the Holy One, blessed be he, took me from their midst to be a
witness against them in the heavenly height to all who should come into the world.’525 P.
Alexander lists Job 21.14 as a parallel, overlooking 16.19.526 As Alexander notes, ‘“All
who should come into the world” or “all the inhabitants of the world”: Heb. bāʾ ê
hāʿôlām.’527 (Cf. John 1.9; Testament of Levi 14.4).
3 Enoch 4.5: ‘Therefore the Holy One, blessed be he, brought me up in their
lifetime, before their very eyes, to the heavenly height, to be a witness against them to
future generations. And the Holy One, blessed be he, appointed me in the height as a
prince and a ruler among the ministering angels.’528
Although not listed by Alexander, this is a clear parallel to Sirach 44.16: ‘Enoch
pleased the Lord and was taken up, an example of repentance to all generations.’529
(NRSV) Moreover, 3 Enoch 4.5’s ‘brought me up in their lifetime’ is based on 1 Enoch
70.1’s ‘while he was living.’ The 3 Enoch form ‘their lifetime’ should be brought more
clearly into the discussion of the textual variations in 1 Enoch 70.1.530
Lastly, 3 Enoch 48C.2: ‘Lamed: “I took him”—Enoch the son of Jared, from their
midst, and brought him up with the sound of the trumpet and with shouting to the
height, to be my witness, together with the four creatures of the chariot, to the world to
come.’531 The allusion is to Psalm 47.6, ‘God is gone up amidst shouting, / The LORD
amidst the sound of the horn.’ (JPS) However, 3 Enoch 48C.2’s ‘to the height’ is not based
on Psalm 47.6, where the word ‘height’ is lacking, but on Job 16.19 and perhaps
secondarily on Psalm 68.19’s עלית למרום:
18 The chariots of God are myriads, even thousands upon thousands;
The Lord is among them, as in Sinai, in holiness.
19 Thou hast ascended on high, Thou hast led captivity captive;
Thou hast received gifts among men,
Yea, among the rebellious also, that the LORD God might dwell there. (JPS)
The Targum on Job 16:19 translates the Hebrew ‘witness’, ʿed, ‘witness,’ with
Aramaic mesahda (LXX, martus), which semantically overlaps with the Greek loan word

See David Flusser, Judaism and the Origins of Christianity, p. 530.
P. Alexander in James H. Charlesworth, ed., OTP, Vol. 1, p. 258.
526 Ibid.
527 Ibid.
528 Ibid.
529 The Greek originally read dianoias, which later was changed to metanoias; see David
Flusser, Judaism and the Origins of Christianity, p. 528. Oddly, the NRSV ignores the
Hebrew.
530 For an overview of the textual variations in 1 Enoch 70.1, see George W. Nickelsburg,
James VanderKam, 1 Enoch 2: A Commentary on the Book of 1 Enoch Chapters 37-82
(Minneapolis: Fortress Press, 2012), pp. 315-317.
531 P. Alexander in James H. Charlesworth, ed., OTP, Vol. 1, p. 311.
524
525
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peraqlêta in the Aramaic Targum on Job in 16:20 and 33:23.532 Cf. John 15.26-27: ‘When
the Advocate (Paraclete) comes, whom I will send to you from the Father, the Spirit of
truth who comes from the Father, he will testify (μαρτυρησει) on my behalf. You also
are to testify (μαρτυρειτε) because you have been with me from the beginning.’ (NRSV)
In John 14-17 the themes of unity/oneness and love, both with regard to God and
believers, are clearly based on the Šemaʿ’s tropes of the divine unity and commandment
to love God. The commandment to love one’s neighbour, associated with the Šemaʿ in
Jesus’ teaching (borrowed by the gospel authors from Hillel and probably from Akiba as
well) explains John 14-17’s love of brethren trope.
It is therefore arguably probable that John’s idea of the Father and the Son being
one is derived from speculations on the two Tetragrammatons of the Šemaʿ’s opening
line. Further, the Spirit as Paraclete-Witness is probably based on the Šemaʿ’s implicit
‘witness,’ and the Spirit may be linked to the Šemaʿ’s other divine name, ʾEloheinu,
reflecting the sequence Father, Mother, Son.
There is the further possibility that John 14-17’s tropes of name and glory may
allude to the Šemaʿ’s second (whispered) line. John 17 is based in part on the Our
Father, and so although John 17 does not mention the ‘kingdom,’ it is implicit (cf. 17.1,
‘Father, the hour has come,’ with ‘thy kingdom come,’ and 17.2, ‘thou hast given him
power over all flesh,’ with ‘for thine is the kingdom and the power’). The Our Father
parallels both the Amidah and Qaddish, which share themes with the Šemaʿ’s second
line.
In Johannine texts the Šemaʿ’s implicit ‘witness’ is on one level then linked to the
explicit ‘witness’ of Deuteronomy 30.19, ‘I call heaven and earth to witness against you
this day,’ which in verse 20 is followed by a reference to love, ‘to love the LORD thy God,
to hearken to His voice, and to cleave unto Him.’ (JPS) This is preceded by verses 11-14,
where in verse 13 we read of the divine ‘commandment,’ that it ‘is not too hard for you,’
to which John 16.12 (‘I still have many things to say to you, but you cannot bear them
now’) and 1 John 5.3 (‘And his commandments are not burdensome’ NRSV) allude, and
then verse 14, ‘it [the word] is in . . . your heart,’ which explains John 14-17’s trope of
mutual indwelling.
1 John 5.3’s allusion to Deuteronomy 30.13 is followed in 1 John 5.7-9 by
allusions to Deuteronomy 30.11-14’s witness of heaven and earth dyad. The author of
the (in)famous interpolation to 1 John 5.7-8 recognized 1 John’s allusion to
Deuteronomy 30.19, referring in the interpolation to the Word (of Deuteronomy 30.14)
rather than to the Son: ‘There are three who give witnesses in heaven, the Father, the
Word and the Holy Spirit, and these three are one. And there are three who give witness
on earth. . . .’
We should not overlook Psalm 19.8: ‘The testimony ( ;עדותLXX marturia) of the
LORD is sure ( ;נאמנהLXX pistē, faithful, trustworthy, reliable), making wise the simple

See Jarl Fossum, ‘Jewish-Christian Christology and Jewish Mysticism,’ Vigiliae
Christianae 37 (1983): pp. 260-287.
532
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(LXX nēpia, infants).’533 It is possible to correlate Psalm 19.8’s ‘testimony’ and ‘sure’
with the Šemaʿ’s implicit ʿed and explicit concluding word ʾemet.
Since Revelation alludes to Psalm 19.10 more than once (Revelation 16.7; 19.2),
it may be that Psalm 19.8 may lie in the background in Revelation’s trope of faithful
witness, 1.5 ‘the faithful witness’; 2.13, ‘my witness, my faithful one’; 3.14, ‘The words of
the Amen, the faithful and true witness,’ which in part may allude to Jeremiah 42.5, ‘The
LORD be a true and faithful witness . . . ()עד אמת ונאמן.’ (JPS) Cf. the Šemaʿ’s concluding
‘true and . . . faithful (first paragraph). . . . / true and trustworthy (second paragraph).’
Cf. Revelation 19.11 and 19.13 which respectively list the two names of the leader of the
apocalyptic war as ‘Faithful and True’ and ‘The Word of God,’ which together form an
allusion to the trope of God’s word/s that is/are faithful and true. With Revelation 11.3’s
‘my two witnesses,’ cf. Job 16.19’s ‘my witness.’
K-S/R D6’s shin-dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange)-ayin may give us a shortened
version of SH1 P2’s and K-S/R D9’s ayin-tav-gimel/dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange)shin (or shin-dalet). The sequence shin-gimel/dalet-ayin may also be read in both
directions, first right to left producing shin-dalet (representing the shin of ‘hear’ and the
dalet of ‘one’ in the Šemaʿ’s opening line), then left to right producing via gimel-dalet
interchange ayin-dalet (representing the ayin of ‘hear’ and the dalet of ‘one’ in the
Šemaʿ’s opening line, forming ‘witness’). Simultaneously, the letter sequence ayin-daletshin could allude to the rabbinic abbreviation עדש, for על דרך שלום, ‘on the path of
peace.’534 The same texts can be interpreted as referring to Shimʿon and his messianic
redemption, geʾulat.

K-S/R D6

K-S/R D1

K-S/R D8
Fig. 110
I should also mention SH1 G2 D3’s vertical alignment of tav and what looks like
an open ayin. On the right side of the same design are the letters shin-mem-ayin, ‘hear!’

Cf. Matthew 11.25, ‘you have hidden these things from the wise and the intelligent
and have revealed them to infants’ (NRSV).
534 See Robert Young, Rabbinical Vocabulary with List of Abbreviations, and an Analysis of
the Grammar: Adapted Expressly for the Mishna, and the Perushim, p. 81.
533
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Fig. 111
SH1 G2 D3, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
SH1 G1 D5; Bottom Section
The Abgar-Selaman Inscription
Most SH1 G1 D5 exemplars have at their bottom two horizontal rows of
rectangles. Although these bring to mind a wall, it could just as easily represent an
interior floor pavement, an outer court pavement or even stairs. In any case, these
horizontal rectangles structurally and thematically connect the bottom of the design to
the two inverted triangular devices at the top of the design’s middle section, given that
both objects consist of what at least at first sight looks like horizontally placed
rectangular brick work.
In most of the SH1 books, these bottom two rows finish the G1 D5 contents.
However, in about a half-dozen of the SH1 books, below the second row appears a line
of text from the Greek portion of an inscription found on a 108/109 CE Madaba
bilingual (Nabataean-Greek) grave monument, which I refer to as the Abgar-Selaman
inscription. Abgar was the father of his deceased son Seleman, for whom Abgar built the
stele in question.
Because of the controversy the Abgar-Selaman inscription provoked in the press
in 2011, I will address it here at some length. First, I supply a fresh transcription and
translation of the Nabataean and then the Greek portions of the grave stele, based on
Milik’s drawing of the artefact (Fig. 112):535

This inscription is transcribed and discussed in a number of scholarly sources
including J. T. Milik, ‘Nouvelles inscriptions nabatéennes,’ Syria, vol. 35 (1958), pp. 243246 [pp. 227-251]; Pierre-Louis Gatier, Inscriptions grecques et latines de Syrie, vol. XXI:
Inscriptions de la Jordanie, 2: Région central (Amman, Hesban, Madaba, Main, Dhiban)
(Paris, 1986), No.118; Ursula Hackl, Hanna Jenni, Christoph Schneider, eds., Quellen zur
Geschichte der Nabatäer: Textsammlung mit Übersetzung und Kommentar (Freiburg:
Universitätsverlag Freiburg, 2003), p. 212; Augusto Spijkerman, The Coins of the
535
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dʾ mqbrtʾ wnpšʾ dy ʿlʾ

This is the grave and the stele

mnh dy ʿbd ʾbgr mtqrʾ

made by Abgar, called

ʾyšywn br mnʿt dy mn

Aišion, son of Munʿat, of

ʾl ʿmrt lšlmn brh

the tribe of the ʿAmrat, for Šalman his son,

bšnt tlt lhprk bṣrʾ

in year three of the Boṣra eparchy.

selaman chrēste kai

Selaman, brave and

alupe chaire. abgar o kai eisiōn

griefless, hail! Abgar, also (called) Eision,

monoathou uios, uiō temiō to mnēma

son of Monoathos, this memorial monument

epoiēsen, etous tritou eparcheias.

made, in the third year of the eparchy.

Fig. 112536
Abgar-Selaman Monument, from Milik 1958
I will note in passing that the name Aišion/Eision may mean ‘belonging to Isis.’537
Also, one cannot help but notice the reference to ‘year three,’ bringing to mind the
Jordanian metal books’ frequent letter pair GF/ΓF, abbreviating ‘year three,’ although
the latter can also mean ‘year four’ via gimel-dalet interchange. As I have already
indicated, I suspect SH1 G1 D2 rather allusively incorporates a few aspects of the
Nabataean portion of the Abgar-Selaman stele text.
Peter Thonemann of Oxford made media splashes in 2011 when he claimed that
Greek alphas without cross-bars on a Jordanian copper book proved the artefact must
be a modern hoax. The pertinent line of text is given in Fig. 113. Thonemann correctly
identified it as part of an early 2nd-cent. CE bilingual Nabataean-Greek Madaba funerary
stele inscription erected by a Nabataean named Abgar for his deceased son Selaman.

Decapolis and Provincia Arabia (Franciscan Printing Press, 1978), p. 38 (Plate 6, Figure
24).
536 Detail from J. T. Milik, ‘Nouvelles inscriptions nabatéennes,’ p. 244, fig. 2.
537 See Ursula Hackl, Hanna Jenni, Christoph Schneider, eds., Quellen zur Geschichte der
Nabatäer, p. 212.
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Fig. 113
SH2 G2:7
Thonemann’s transcription of Fig. 113’s Greek text is partially incorrect, for he
claimed all of the alphas lacked cross-bars. The first alpha on the left is worn on the
codex, and no cross-bar is visible, although it is visible on different transfers, images of
which were not made available to Thonemann. However, as Thonemann himself
realized, this very same alpha appears in mirror writing on the right end of the same
string of letters, yet there the alpha clearly shows traces of a cross-bar (see Fig. 114),
and therefore was not confused with a lambda by the copper book’s creator, as
Thonemann supposed.
This alpha is further distinguished from the adjacent lambda by its noticeably
rounded apex (see Fig. 114), in contrast to the adjacent lambda’s standard pointed apex,
another feature left uncommented by Thonemann.

Left

Right
Fig. 114
SH2 G2:7

Moreover, on the bottom of the same copper book sheet are three alphas, all with
rounded apexes and all with cross-bars (Fig. 115), a feature which should have helped
Thonemann identify the two upper alphas with cross-bars.

Fig. 115
SH2 G2:7
Bottom of ‘Crocodile Codex’
Alphas with Cross-Bars and Rounded Apexes
Thonemann overlooks the elementary fact that in some early 2nd century CE (the
same era incidentally as the Madaba Abgar inscription) Greek manuscripts alpha
without cross-bar can occur together on the same line as alpha with cross-bar (Fig.
116).
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Fig. 116
Alphas with and without Cross-Stroke.
Early 2nd-Cent. CE Homer Iliad Ms.

E. M. Thompson, An Introduction to Greek and Latin Palaeography
(Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1912), p. 129
Many ancient Greek coins also use alpha both with and without cross-bar (Fig.
117):538

Fig. 117
Demetrius III Coin, Reverse

Frank L. Holt writes that Bactrian coins 250-130 BCE show ‘mistakes, from
simple one-stroke errors (e.g., failure to add the crossbar to letter A) to multiple and
more complex blunders (e.g., missing or intrusive letters).’539 Holt’s Table 2 on his page
178 shows twelve different blunders for the genitive ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ (‘king’), such as
ΒΑΣΙΛΕΕΩ, ΒΑΣΙΙΛΕΩΣ and ΒΑΙΛΛΕΩΣ (!), with a total of five containing alpha without
cross-bar.540
Figs. 118-119 supply an example of the types of spelling flaws discussed by Holt:

Fig. 118541
Ptolemaic Coin
Frank L. Holt, Lost World of the Golden King: In Search of Ancient Afghanistan
(Berkeley/Los Angeles: University of California Press, 2012), pp. 176-178.
539 Ibid., p. 176.
540 Ibid., p. 178.
541 <http://www.cngcoins.com/Coin.aspx?CoinID=138558>.
538
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Fig. 119
Ptolemaic Coin
Fig. 120 gives us yet another example of an ancient depiction of alpha without
cross-bar:

Fig. 120
Enno Littmann, Sabäische, Griechische und Altabessinische Inschriften
(Berlin: Georg Reimer, 1913), p. 8
Fig. 121 yet again confirms that in the ancient world the letter alpha could be
executed without cross-bar:

Fig. 121
Roy Kotansky, Greek Magical Amulets: The Inscribed Gold, Silver, Copper, and Bronze
Lamellae. Part I: Published Texts of Known Provenance
(Wiesbaden: Springer, 1994), pp. 91-92. Composite.
Thonemann interpreted the presence of a quotation from the ancient Nabataean
grave monument on display at a Jordan museum as slam-dunk proof of a hoax,
overlooking the possibility that the text could have been copied already in ancient
times, perhaps by a relative of the deceased and buried. Epitaphs were commonly
inscribed on metal and buried with the dead; would it be so strange for a surviving
relative to remember an epitaph on metal (perhaps for ritual purposes) later?
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Regardless of the metal books’ chronological origins, whether they be premodern or from recent decades, Thonemann’s argumentation is not as decisive as it
first sounds. That the monument in question had been on display in a Jordan museum
does not prove that the copper book’s creator must have copied the text at the museum
in modern times. Countless ancient Nabataean grave monuments were excavated and
went on display in modern times. This makes it statistically not implausible to suggest
the possibility that already in ancient times an Abgar family member who had
supported the Bar Kokhba revolt may have been responsible for the metal books’
citation from the Abgar-Selaman stele, and that the stele was then excavated and put on
display in the modern era.
In this scenario, that the lead books contain a snippet (which possibly suggests
an apotropaic motive) from a grave text reveals an important clue as to just what these
artefacts may be. They are not books of secret teachings, even though they may allude to
esoteric ideas. They are apotropaic grave amulets like the better-known Orphic gold
plates. The further deduction lies at hand that if at least a core group of these artefacts is
indeed ancient, then they could be identified as amulets designed for Jews and
Nabataeans who had fallen in the Bar Kokhba revolt.
I have examined images of several lead books in Hassan Saida’s collection that
contain the Abgar-Selaman inscription, images that reveal microscopic details surely
congruent with antiquity. Unfortunately, I have not been granted permission to use
images from the best photographs. However, one version I am able to use (Fig. 122)
does reveal the type of very convincing erosion of raised text seen in the other
exemplars.
The main difference is that the exemplar shown in Fig. 122 has had most of its
patina cleaned off from the surface. This has produced mixed results, for while it does
allow us to see more clearly the advanced degree of surface erosion, it also denies us the
opportunity to scientifically examine the metal’s patination (accretion, concretion,
crystallization, etc.). Fortunately, the patination remains intact on the other exemplars
referred to, which contain the Abgar-Selaman inscription. A thorough scientific
examination of the still patinated exemplars would be most helpful.

Fig. 122
SH2 G2:15=SH1 G1 D5, Abgar-Selaman Inscription, Lead Version
Fig. 123a-c supplies close-up images of some of the erosion and heavy pitting
details from the Fig. 122 image. While leaving open the possibility of a modern hoax, the
degree of erosion we see in Fig. 123a-c would not usually be associated with modern
lead produced in the last few decades, as Thonemann would have it.
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a

b

c
Fig. 123
SH2 G2:15=SH1 G1 D5, Abgar-Selaman Inscription, Details
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Not as helpful, because not as clear, is the image of the Abgar-Selaman
inscription on a copper book in Fig. 124a-c. This particular copper book and its patina
may be old or recent, or it may be an old copper book with a recent artificial sand
patination. Only a physical examination could determine this.
One of the previously mentioned lead books with the Abgar-Selaman inscription
has a very convincing patina consisting of quite thick and variegated layers of accretion
of tightly compacted sand and minerals starkly different in appearance from standard
results created by modern artificial sand patination techniques. What we see in Fig. 124
may be a recent attempt at imitating the sand/mineral accretion on this particular very
convincing lead book. Alternatively, Fig. 124’s patina may be genuine; notice what looks
like possible crystallization in Fig. 124b-c’s black boxes. Again, a physical examination is
needed to determine what these physical features might actually be, as well as their age.
With this particular artefact I am both open-minded and suspicious.

a
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b

c
Fig. 124
SH2 Exemplar=SH1 G1 D5, Abgar-Selaman Inscription, Details, Copper
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Fig. 125
Close-Up of Fig. 6c Detail
In Fig. 124b and Fig. 125 the tiny portion of exposed copper surface does look
fairly oxidized from age, although this could perhaps be the result of artificial heating, a
blow torch for example?
While Thonemann has brought attention to the Jordanian metal books’ citation
of the stele’s second line of Greek text, here I will show that one unbound lead sheet
with what is probably red ochre patination, the one already featured in Figs. 123-124,
also contains the final word of the fourth line of Greek text, eparcheias, ‘of the eparchy.’
The top of the sheet contains a portion of line 2, specifically, ‘grief[less], hail! Abgar,
a[lso],’ shown in Fig. 122.
At the bottom left of SH2 G2:15 additional lines of Greek text appear; these are
rotated vertically. Fig. 126 rotates them horizontally in order to facilitate commentary.

Fig. 126
SH2 G2:15
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In Fig. 126 the first letter of each of the top two lines has been displaced beneath
the letters that follow them. The first line clearly starts with an epsilon, followed by
what looks like a very worn pi. The third letter could be a pi, but it would make more
sense as an alpha, since it is followed by rho, chi, epsilon, then by what I reconstruct as a
very damaged iota, which is followed by alpha.
The final letter looks like Greek omega (Fig. 127b), but in fact it renders the
stele’s final lunate sigma followed by an artistic concluding flourish (see Fig. 127a). It is
of course possible that the lunate sigma and flourish were read together by the
creator/s of the Jordanian metal books and through ignorance of Greek misinterpreted
as omega. This would have no impact on the question of modern hoaxing, since illiterate
inscribers were not at all a rarity in the ancient world.

a
Abgar-Selaman Inscription, from Milik

b
Fig. 127
SH2 G2:15
The above examination gives us for SH2 G2:15 line 1 the word eparcheias
followed by a terminal flourish (Fig. 128):

Fig. 128
SH2 G2:15, Tracing
The second line in Fig. 128 clearly forms the Greek name Komodos, that is, the
Latin Commodus. That this is a reference to the emperor Commodus (180-192 CE), son
of Marcus Aurelius, is supported by the next line where we find after a nu and lambda
(or alpha without crossbar?) the letters sigma, epsilon, pi, tau, gamma, then beneath the
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gamma we can make out what looks like the upper portion of an epsilon, then more
clearly and completely a final tau.
SEPTG is in fact an attested abbreviation of Publius Septimius Geta in a Greek
inscription of 198/199 CE on an Upper Galilean Qazion portal lintel for a structure
Rachel Hachlili identifies as ‘Jewish cultic space and community centre erected by
priestly families, after their relocation in the Galilee following the Jewish (and Bar
Kokhba) revolts against Rome.’542 The inscription is a dedication in honour of, among
others, Publius Septimius Geta and his mother Julia Domna Augusta.543 Publius
Septimius Geta’s father was Septimius Severus, whom Commodus had appointed
governor of Pannonia Superior.
In Fig. 129 the lambda with rounded apex (alternatively a rounded alpha without
cross-bar?) before SEPTGET may stand for Lucius, another name by which Publius
Septimius Geta was known.544

Fig. 129
SH2 G2:15, Tracing

Fig. 130
Reinach, Emperor Septimius Severus Coin, Plate XI

Rachel Hachlili, Ancient Synagogues—Archaeology and Art: New Discoveries and
Current Research (Leiden: Brill, 2013), p. 617.
543 For photos and discussion, see ibid., pp. 661-667.
544 Cf. Barbara Levick’s explanation: ‘Geta’s forename of Publius was to be changed to
Lucius, recalling, as B. Bleckmann suggests, the name of Lucius Verus, Marcus Aurelius’
co-ruler and fellow Augustus, when Caracalla assumed the full nomenclature of Marcus
Aurelius.’ Barbara Levick, Julia Domna: Syrian Empress (London/New York: Routledge,
2007), p. 32.
542
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Fig. 131
Commodus Coin
W. B., A Manual of Roman Coins
(London: W. H. Johnston, MDCCCLXV), Plate XIII

Fig. 132
Severus Coin, Saulcy, Planche I
This is all congruent with SH2 G3:6, which bears an image of Julia Domna, and
with the fact that in a 2011 BBC interview Robert Feather showed a bronze/copper
book loaned to him by Hassan Saida with what I have been able to identify as an image
of Julia Domna.545 Qazion (see Fig. 133) is only approximately fifty or so kilometres
(roughly 30/31 miles) from the general area in Jordan where Jordanian authorities
believed, at least in 2011, Hassan Saida’s metal books had originated (indicated in Fig.
133 by a red circle). The present DAJ administration is more sceptical, as they should be,
at least in my trained view.

545

See the discussion in ch. 7 of the present monograph.
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Fig. 133546
Adapted from Hachlili 2013, Modified
There is some supporting evidence for a reference to Septimius Geta on SH2
G2:15 from SH2 G2:12 (Fig. 134).

Fig. 134
SH2 G2:12
Fig. 134 line 1 reads ΑΛΥΠΕΧΑ, which is a fragment from the Madaba Abgar
inscription, namely, alupe cha[ire]. Notice that the alpha of cha[ire] here clearly has a
cross-bar. Line 2 reads ΕΛΑΕΠ, while line 3 has ΝΛССΠ. Line 3 is simply a variant of SH2
G2:15’s ΝΛΣΕΠ, whose SEP abbreviates Septimius (see Fig. 135). In Fig. 134, line 2’s
ΕΛΑΕΠ may be an intentional variation of line 1’s ΑΛΥΠΕ.

Fig. 135
SH2 G2:15, Tracing

Adapted from Rachel Hachlili, Ancient Synagogues—Archaeology and Art: New
Discoveries and Current Research, p. 618.
546
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A fuller version of the text on SH2 G2:12 is found on SH2 G2:13 (Fig. 136), which
has an additional line of text, namely, ΕΤΛΝΥ or ΕΤΑΝΥ. Clearly this is a continuation of
SH2 G2:15’s ΓΕΤ, and ΕΤΑΝΥ supplies the confirmatory alpha needed after the tau of
Geta.

Fig. 136
SH2 G2:13
By collation and comparison we can reconstruct the design’s four lines of text, as
in Fig. 137:

Fig. 137
SH2 G2:12, 13, 15, Composite, Tracing
Fig. 137’s constellation of the Madaba Abgar-Selaman inscription and references
to Commodus and (Publius) Septimius Geta may possibly reflect on the part of the metal
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books’ maker/s living traditions or memories going back about seventy years to the
time when the family of Abgar may have participated in the Bar Kokhba revolt.
Alternatively, we may be seeing the work of a modern faker combining texts and
allusions pertaining to disparate time periods. If the latter scenario is the case, this still
would by no means require us to exclude the possibility that at least a core group of the
artefacts might be pre-modern, since anyone can create modern copies of older
artefacts and get sloppy in the hoax. None of the lead books which have been
scientifically tested and shown to be congruent with antiquity mixes the Abgar
inscription with references to later personages or events.
However, we should keep in mind that Nabataeans did not quickly forget their
dead, but remembered them after interment in various ritual ways, including holding
memorial meals in the vicinity of tombs.547 As Lucy Wadeson informs us, ‘the tombs
would have been re-opened for burials over a number of generations’ and ‘the interior
space was used for a fair amount of ritual activity in burying the dead and
commemorating them subsequently.’548
Might it be that Abgar and his monument for his son Selaman could have been
remembered about a century after its erection on account of some aspect of Nabataean
grave cults? May the lead books’ Abgar inscription represent some sort of ritual
fragmentary citation from a tomb monument as part of some kind of incantation or
prayer pertaining to Nabataean (or other) cults of the dead? Did an Abgar family
member from Madaba relocate to the north and use the Abgar monument epitaph
snippet as a ritual reminder of his/her origins? Could this family member have been
Abgar himself, who may have participated in the Bar Kokhba Revolt, distinguishing
himself locally thereby? Could such participation in the revolt have had something to do
with such a relocation?549
As just remarked, while the lead books’ Abgar inscription may raise the
possibility that Abgar was remembered until at least near the end of the 2nd cent. CE,
alternatively the co-existence on a single codex sheet of a citation from the early firstcentury CE Abgar inscription and a reference to the much later Emperor Commodus
could represent the rank ignorance of clumsy modern forgery. While the latter is a
possibility, it is not a necessary conclusion, since other explanations are plausible in
varying degrees, not to mention the strong physical evidence of some of the artefacts’
On Nabatean ritual and religion, see John F. Healey, The Religion of the Nabataeans: A
Conspectus (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2001). Charles Häberl added here in his comments:
‘Preserved to the present date by the Mandæan tradition of lofani, commemorative
meals eaten for the dead. See Drower’s Mandaeans of Iraq and Iran, especially Ch. XII.’
548 Lucy Wadeson, ‘Nabataean Tomb Complexes at Petra: New Insights in the Light of
Recent Fieldwork,’ Australian Society for Classical Studies: Selected Proceedings 32
(2011). < http://www.ascs.org.au/news/ascs32/Wadeson.pdf >.
549 Even though the Madaba Abgar would have been unrelated Abgar VII, could the
Jordanian lead books’ interest in the name Abgar conceivably have had something to do
with the fame of the Syrian Abgar dynasty, especially since Abgar VII had joined an antiRoman rebellion in the time of Trajan, shortly before the Bar Kokhba revolt under
Trajan’s successor Hadrian?
547
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convincing patinas and supporting results from abundant metallurgical and
metallographic scientific tests in general.
Although the Abgar inscription’s portion of mirror writing does not include
either of the names ‘Selaman’ or ‘Abgar,’ nevertheless the phenomenon of mirror
writing in an epitaph calls to mind the following observations from Joseph Nave about
the mirror writing of names in ancient funerary contexts:
Reversed writing was also used in funerary inscriptions: on an ossuary from
Jerusalem the name ΙΟΥΔΑΝ appears in mirror writing, and on another ossuary
from Jerusalem the name מולש, i.e.,  שלוםbackwards, appears. In a funerary
inscription four lines long on a marble slab only the name of the deceased is
reversed: instead of  יוסףit is inscribed פסוי. Discussing this way of writing in an
early Christian sepulchral inscription, Blau commented: ‘When we consider . . .
that magical powers were ascribed to the inverted script, we will perceive in this
peculiar method of writing a protective measure, the purpose of which was to
keep demons away from the dead.’550
Alice Bij de Vaate has authored an important contribution on the subject of
ancient funerary apotropaic alphabet-inscriptions with parts of their text in mirror
writing, likely left in burial cave complexes to protect the dead from demons.551 Some of
these were ‘probably written only some time after the reburial of the bones in the
ossuary had taken place,’552 which of course would presuppose continued remembrance
of the dead long after their interment.
A 1st cent. BCE Murabbaʿat ostracon contains the Hebrew alphabet accompanied
by some personal names.553 De Vaate cites from more than one ancient amuletic text
designed for protection in battle that instruct a client to write down the names of his
parents together with the alphabet.554 On a Herodion ostracon (roughly ca. 70-130 CE)
we find the Hebrew alphabet together with a list of names that allude to the yod and he
of the Tetragrammaton.555
In antiquity epitaphs were certainly used in amuletic contexts. Roy Kotansky
writes of ‘fixed funeral slogans that have been adapted for an amuletic – and then postmortem - application. One is immediately reminded not only of the “Orphic-Dionysiac”
gold lamellae, but especially of the late Hellenistic gold leaves carrying the engraved
funerary adage, ϴάρσει (ὁ δεναῖ) οὐδεὶς ἀθάνατος; (“Take courage, NN, nobody's
immortal”). . . .’556

Joseph Naveh, ‘Lamp Inscriptions and Inverted Writing,’ Israel Exploration Journal
Vol. 38, No. 1/2 (1988): p. 42. [pp. 36-43.]
551 Alice Bij de Vaate, ‘Alphabet-Inscriptions from Jewish Graves,’ in Jan Willem van
Henten, Peter W. van der Horst, eds., Studies in Early Jewish Epigraphy (Leiden/New
York: E. J. Brill, 1994), pp. 148-161.
552 Ibid., p. 151.
553 See ibid., p. 153.
554 Ibid., pp. 155-156.
555 Ibid., pp. 153, 160.
556 Roy Kotansky, Greek Magical Amulets: The Inscribed Gold, Silver, Copper,
550
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Kotansky writes of one instance: ‘A surviving family member, in engraving an
epitaph for his deceased kin, seems to envision his own mortality in claiming the
monument for his own future burial. . . .’557
J. A. Scurlock informs us that ‘[i]n ancient Mesopotamia, the happiness of the
dead in the Netherworld was dependent upon a continuous series of funerary offerings
provided by their surviving relatives. Moreover, ghosts periodically left their homes in
the world below to come back for visits during the course of which they expected to
receive entertainment from the living. . . . The roads between the worlds being opened
to receive the returning dead, what better opportunity could one find to rid oneself of
one’s illnesses or other personal problems?’558
Scurlock also writes: ‘We have so far only spoken of ghosts as convenient
vehicles for getting rid of evils. However, there was in ancient Mesopotamia also a
strong tradition of consultations of the dead for the purpose of divining the future.’559
In light of the above data, could we view the lead books’ use of the Abgar
inscription simultaneously as involving remembrance of the dead and an apotropaic
strategy to obtain some benefit for the living as well?
The similar practices and beliefs discussed above stretch across many ancient
cultures. The Jordanian copper book that includes the Abgar inscription together with
images of Herakles, Apollo, a crocodile etc., could be interpreted as being congruent
with traditional Nabataean eclecticism (a trait shared by perhaps all nearby cultures of
the time), in large part influenced by trading activities. Petra, for example, combines
architectural styles and motifs from Assyria, Greece, Rome, Egypt and India.560
Regarding Nabataean support for Bar Kokhba, Hannah Cotton argues that the
Naḥal Ḥever Nabataean documents were ‘deposited there by refugees from the province
of Arabia during the Bar Kokhba revolt (132-6 CE).’561 Although Michael O. Wise
contests some of Cotton’s specific evidence, in the end he does agree that Nabataeans
participated in the revolt: ‘But if this interpretation is persuasive, then Cotton’s
Nabataean allies obviously vanish. Here, I suggest, P.Hever 30: as her Nabataeans exit
through the front door, another group files in through the rear entrance. The
Nabataeans are back—and with them, new written evidence for the ‘maximalist’ view

and Bronze Lamellae. Part I: Published Texts of Known Provenance (Wiesbaden: Springer,
1994), p. 12.
557 Ibid., p. 11.
558 J. A. Scurlock, ‘Magical Uses of Ancient Mesopotamian Festivals of the Dead,’ in
Marvin Meyer, Paul Mirecki, eds., Ancient Magic and Ritual Power (Boston/Leiden: Brill,
2001), p. 93. [pp. 93-107]
559 Ibid., p. 106
560 See Jane Taylor, Petra and the Lost Kingdom of the Nabataeans (London/New York: I.
B. Tauris, 2002), p. 82.
561 Hannah M. Cotton, ‘Continuity of Nabataean law in the Petra papyri,’ in Hannah M.
Cotton, Robert G. Hoyland, Jonathan J. Price, David J. Wasserstein, eds., From Hellenism
to Islam: Cultural and Linguistic Change in the Roman Near East (Cambridge/New York:
Cambridge University Press, 2009), p. 155.
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that the Second Revolt was indeed widespread, spilling over the borders of Judaea and
absorbing Gentile revolutionaries in addition to the Jews.’562
Interestingly, the Bar Kokhba Revolt began as the seventy year mark was
arriving after the 70 CE destruction of the Temple, which probably reflected an
apocalyptic belief that the Temple would be restored within seventy years of its
destruction, based on the Tanakh precedent of the seventy year Babylonian exile.
Could seventy years after Bar Kokhba’s demise have revived such an apocalyptic
hope? Severus’ reign, after all, was marked by a time of turbulent civil war. Possibly
relevant here is a device on SH2 G2:12 (Fig. 138), which may be either a lulab (however,
the upper portion’s T-shaped design would seem incompatible with a lulab), or more
likely a sword or perhaps a military standard.

Fig. 138
SH2 G2:12
Could Fig. 138’s object depict the Draco Roman military standard (cf. Fig. 139)?

Fig. 139563
Roman Military Standard
Before continuing, I will present Hachlili’s summary and interpretation of the
Qazion structure:

Michael O. Wise, ‘Papyrus Hever 30 and the Bar Kokhba Revolt,’ in Kipp Davis, ed.,
The War Scroll, Violence, War and Peace in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature:
Essays in Honour of Martin G. Abegg on the Occasion of His 65th Birthday
(Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2016), p. 388. [pp. 364-389]
563 ‘Dacian Draco Capitolini Museum IMG 6304’ by CristianChirita - Own work. Licensed
under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Commons <https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Dacian_Draco_Capitolini_Museum_IMG_63
04.jpg#/media/File:Dacian_Draco_Capitolini_Museum_IMG_6304.jpg>.
562
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Within the larger context, the Qazion structure is contemporary with the
process of change that occurred throughout the Levant during the 2nd and 3rd
centuries CE, as a result of the rise of Septimius Severus (193–211 CE) to power
and a series of external and civil wars. Severus, who was born in Lepcis Magna in
Tripolitania, came from a prominent local family and married Julia Domna of
Emesa. During the years 197–198 Severus campaigned in Syria, travelling
through Syria and Palestina to Egypt, and then returning to Syria. His contacts
with the region were complex. . . .
The Qazion dedicatory inscription represents a second-century Jewish
community in the Upper Galilee, whose northernmost borders were highly
developed and wealthy. The relations between the Jews and the emperor
Septimus Severus are familiar to us from historical data. In keeping with his
family and cultural background, Severus was sympathetic towards the Jews, as
were the Roman authorities, and the Qazion lintel inscription reinforces the
assumption of this improved environment. . . . A decree by Septimius Severus
and Caracalla allowed the Jews to serve as city functionaries and to perform
some liturgies. . . .564
Hachliili notes that ‘in the Byzantine period’ there was ‘extensive interest in the
Hasmoneans.’565 She continues on the subject as follows:
The presence of the priests in the Galilee perhaps fashioned a different concept
of Jewish worship during the late 2nd–3rd centuries CE, which included
gatherings of the countryside communities of the eastern Upper Galilee at this
impressive structure. It was not meant to replace or imitate the Jerusalem
Temple, nor did it emulate a Roman temple. It did, however, offer an ambience
for the performance and preservation of some of the temple rituals and
ceremonies originally carried out by the priests. It is possible that the Priestly
Courses list was a memorial to an earlier period in which priests—either those
who already lived in the Galilee or those who moved there from Judean centers
after the revolts and, together with others who immigrated from the Diaspora,
worshiped in a special structure (at Qazion) that may have been built for that
specific purpose—the practice and preservation of various priestly customs and
rituals, such as the burning of incense on the altar found in the Western
Structure, after the destruction of the Temple. The existence of such a complex
could have supported the dream of a possible future restoration of the
priesthood to its former position of control and influence. . . .
It is possible that the Qazion pools also played a significant role in the
ceremony related to the Feast of Tabernacles (Sukkoth).566 . . . .
[I]t was an imposing temple-like structure, in particular when being
approached from the north and west towards the impressive facades and their
Rachel Hachlili, Ancient Synagogues—Archaeology and Art: New Discoveries and
Current Research, p. 668.
565 Ibid., p. 671.
566 Ibid., p. 672.
564
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reflections in the pools. The pools also support the postulation of the Qazion
structure as a cultic space, serving as places of purification prior to participation
in sacred rituals and also for the water ceremony of Sukkoth. The uniconic
ornamentation of the architectural parts and the undecorated altar also imply a
Jewish site rather than a pagan temple. In addition, the Western Structure with
the horned altar (of libation or incense) might suggest some ritual conducted at
the place.567
In short, according to Hachlili, the Qazion structure ‘was the forerunner of the
later Galilean synagogues, influencing their building plan concept and some of their
architectural ornamentation.’568
To return to the Jordanian lead books, to the right of SH2 G2:15’s reference to
Commodus and L[ucius, if the letter is not instead alpha] Sept[imius] Geta is an image of
a structure with a star and the letters IERA (Fig. 140), which could be a form of the
adjective ‘sacred,’ or a plural form of ‘shrine,’ ‘sanctuary,’ or ‘offerings,’ ‘sacrifices,’ in the
general sense of ‘sacred things or rites, Lat. sacra’ (Liddell-Scott).

Fig. 140
SH2 G2:15
A similar design as the one in Fig. 141 also appears on the bottom of the
infamous crocodile codex, an image of which Thonemann examined (Fig. 142), which
even if modern (although this should not be simply assumed; see the survey of SH2)
may nevertheless preserve some older designs, especially at the top (the Abgar-Selaman
inscription) and bottom portions. Interestingly, just as SH2 G2:15 features a
combination of horizontal and vertical designs, so does the bottom of the copper
crocodile codex.

567
568

Ibid., p. 673.
Ibid.
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Fig. 141
SH2 G2:15

Fig. 142
SH2 G2:7
On the far left portion of Fig. 142 we can clearly read the letters ERAO suspended
above a structure. The omicron is in superscript-like form, and is thus substantially
smaller than the first four letters, an attested form of omicron in ancient Greek
epigraphy. The omicron is followed by a large star. On the far right of Fig. 142 is a
rotated structure with letters above it. If we rotate the image as in Fig. 143 we can more
easily read the letters above the structure.
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Fig. 143
SH2 G2:7
The letters in Fig. 143 are IERA, which supplies the iota lacking in Fig. 142.
In Fig. 142 we can read the letters ERAO, which are the same as over the vertical
structure, minus the initial iota, which can be supplied from the far right as in Fig. 143.
Then comes in Fig. 142 a star followed by ABEIA. This is an attested Greek spelling of
the name Ḥabaiah in the Codex Sinaiticus, the head of a priestly family listed in Ezra 2.61
and Nehemiah 7.63 (cf. 1 Esdras 5.38 where versions have Obbia, Obbeia, Obdia) which
was unable to prove its priestly credentials and were thus ejected from the priesthood.
However, ƿ1 reads Αβεια for Αβια in Mat. 1.7, so that the ABEIA of SH2 G2:7 may refer to
the priestly course of Abijah (see 1 Chr. 24.10; Lk. 1.5). Combining the available
exemplars we can reconstruct the text above the wall-like structure as IERAO ABEIA.
This could be divided as IERA O ABEIA, perhaps meaning ‘sacred rites, Abeia,’ with the
omicron functioning as the definite article of the name Abeia, thus Iera ho Abeia.
The star over the structure in Fig. 142 reminds one of Roman coinage showing
the legionary camp gate (Fig. 130). This brings to mind Bar Kokhba coins that depict a
Torah shrine as a holy of holies with a star or rosette at the top (Fig. 145).

Fig. 144569
Constantine the Great Coin

<http://www.ancientresource.com/images/roman/romancoins/coins-4thcentury/constantine-the-great/constantine-cr2336.jpg>.
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Fig. 145
Reinach, Jewish Coins, Plate VIII
The same basic image seen in Fig. 144 was traditionally incorporated on Roman
military standards (see Fig. 146).

Fig. 146570
Roman Military Standard
What we see in Fig. 146 is very similar to the smaller structure on SH2 G2:12
which is situated near what may be a military standard (Fig. 147):

A. MacGeorge, Flags: Some Account of their History and Uses (London/Glasgow:
Blackie & Son, 1881), Fig. 16.
570
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Fig. 147
SH2 G2:12, Composite
Interestingly, just as the Bar Kokhba coin in Fig. 145 imports a star between the
letters of the name Šimʿon, ŠM*ʿWN, so on the crocodile codex (Fig. 149) there is a star
between the two groups of letters [I]ERAO*ABEIA.
A clearer exemplar of the coin type in Fig. 144 shows that the structure has two
turrets (Fig. 148), which agrees with the smaller structure on SH2 G2:7 in Fig. 149.

Fig. 148571
Constantine I Coin

Fig. 149
SH2 G2:7

By collating available exemplars we can reconstruct the larger design as in Fig.
150, admittedly a bit unsightly, but which adequately conveys the needed data:

<http://www.beastcoins.com/RomanImperial/VII/Thessalonica/ConstantineIRICVII-153-SMTSA_dot-6-adtop.jpg>.
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Fig. 150
SH2 G2:12, 13, Composite
The design in Fig. 150 indeed looks like a map. At the top we have what looks like
the front of a city entrance or structure with entrance gates on each side. The small
square structure beneath this could conceivably be a tomb, but it could be many other
types of structures as well. Below it is a horizontal path with a vertical device with bulbs
at each end, which I suspect is a bridge. Below this are the four lines of text that refer to
Abgar and Publius/Lucius Septimius Geta. Below the text are three additional path-like
motifs of varying dimensions. Various esoteric symbols ornament the right and left
sides of the sheet’s design (Fig. 151):
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a

b

c
Fig. 151
SH2 G2:12

d

Two of the motifs in Fig. 151 are similar in that one (a) consists of a circular
pattern of small circles containing a rectangle, while the other (b) is a square containing
a circle. The other two devices (c, d) are both placed horizontally and consist in various
ways of straight lines and more circular motifs. Given its similarity to what is probably a
bridge on the lead plate, c may also be a bridge, but we cannot be certain.
A fragment of Fig. 151b appears on SH2 G2:15, where from its right side a pathor ladder-like construct emerges, which, however, ends with volutes, bringing to mind
the volutes of the Herodian-style helmet rim found elsewhere in SH1 and SH2. It
appears possible that this construct has been accidentally transferred twice on SH2
G2:15. What the object at the upper left of Fig. 152 is, I do not know. In a private
communication with the author, Margaret Barker wondered whether it might not be a
lily.

Fig. 152
SH2 G2:15
The ladder-like construct above SH2 G2:15’s lines referring to Abgar and
Commodus should, like the lines of text, probably be rotated to a horizontal position,
which would give us the image in Fig. 153.

Fig. 153
SH2 G2:15
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The only other similar design to Fig. 153’s is found on an object in the shape of a
lead weight (Fig. 154), beneath which is the image of a menorah and a reference to
Jewish War and Bar Kokhba war slogans, which I will discuss elsewhere. This design is a
detached helmet rim without volutes functioning as an autonomous symbol of some
sort.

Fig. 154
SH2 G2:16
The motif from SH2 G2:12 in Fig. 155 interestingly shows twelve dots to the left
of the curved vertical line and at the top a series of twelve short vertical lines in a
curved pattern. This calls to mind the twelve dots, twelve short vertical lines and long
curved horizontal line at the top of SH1 G2 D4’s cornucopia (Fig. 156).

Fig. 155

SH2 G2:12

Fig. 156

SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

Fig. 157 presents comparative images of the cognate sheets that contain the
map-like design under discussion:
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Fig. 157
SH2 G2:7, 12, 13, 15, Composite
Let us recall the Herodion ostracon referenced lately, on which we find the
Hebrew alphabet together with a list of names that allude to the yod and he of the
Tetragrammaton. Perhaps it is comparable that the Jordanian lead books’ AbgarSelaman Greek inscription is physically placed in conjunction with Hebrew letters that
read together seem to form coded allusions to the divine unity as expressed in the
Šemaʿ, whose opening line of course includes two instances of the Tetragrammaton.
(This would raise the possibility that someone in the Abgar family may have converted
to Judaism).
SH1 G1 D5’s four Hebrew letters (left to right), shin-gimel (or dalet via gimeldalet interchange) and alef-tav (simultaneous allusions to the Šemaʿ Israel and to Bar
Kokhba and the redemption he brought), are placed above the Greek Abgar-Selaman
inscription (Fig. 158).
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SH2 G2:10
Fig. 158
SH1 G1 D5, SH2 G2:7, Composite
I have already documented that the word ‘Israel’ can be formed in two adjacent,
overlapping triangular patterns across these two lines with Hebrew –ʾel given with
alpha rather than eta, an attested variant. These bottom Israel triangles complement the
design’s upper triangle forming the Šemaʿ’s first word as well as the name Shimʿon.

Fig. 159
SH1 G1 D5, SH2 G2:7, Composite
The overall design is too large to appear on any single lead sheet, so that we have
to piece together at least three lead sheets in order to reconstruct the larger design. We
can do this by aligning the lower part of the palm tree trunk on the section with the four
letters alef/mirror yod-tav, shin-mirror gimel/dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange), with
the middle portion of the palm tree on a second lead sheet. Lastly, we align the middle
portion of the tree with its top portion on the third lead sheet, the one that contains the
šemaʿ triangle at the top of the design.
We can then see how the upper šemaʿ triangle (upper dark green triangle) is
aligned with the lower Israel triangles (bright green inverted triangle and upright blue
triangle). The length of the top šemaʿ triangle is just about the length of the combined
two ‘Israel’ triangles on the bottom together with the Greek e-i-s (see Fig. 143e), from
the byname Eision, but apparently appropriated by the artefact’s designer as an allusion
to the Šemaʿ’s eḥad/heis:
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Fig. 160
SH1 G1 D5, SH2 G2:7, Composite
In Fig. 161 the upper left alef and tav can be coordinated with the lower chi and
alpha at a quite similar angle as exhibited by the upper shin and dalet/gimel in relation
to the lower gamma and alpha without cross-bar, which allows it to function as lambda.
The Paleo-Hebrew alef connects with the bottom line’s Greek chi, which happens to
share the morphology of Paleo-Hebrew tav, so that we could have here a clever
diagonally vertical reproduction of the upper horizontal Paleo-Hebrew pair alef-tav. The
connections between the two Paleo-Hebrew letters on the upper right with the gamma
and lambda-like alpha on the bottom line allow us to form various triangular patterns of
šegal, ‘queen,’ as in Fig. 162.
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Fig. 161
SH1 G1 D5, SH2 G2:7, Composite

Fig. 162
SH1 G1 D5, SH2 G2:7, Composite
Fig. 162’s patterms are quite similar to configurations of šegal that are adjacent
to each other in SH1 G1 D1 (Fig. 163):
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Fig. 163
SH1 G1 D1, Lines 1-2
Immediately below the SH1 G1 D1 portion depicted in Fig. 163, we can form the
same word, šegal, in adjacent triangular positions (Fig. 164).

Fig. 164
SH1 G1 D1
The evidence in Figs. 159-164 indicates that SH1 G1 D5’s placement of the Abgar
inscription beneath an upper set of Paleo-Hebrew letters is not haphazard, but serves
the purpose of encryption via the combination with each other of letters from both
lines. Also, just as SH1 G1 D5’s encrypted words are formed by combining Greek with
Hebrew letters, so this is also the case with the Greek and Hebrew letters of SH1 G2 D4,
as I attempt to document in the chapters on SH1 G2.
As I have suggested, it would seem that the Abgar grave inscription may have
been incorporated into SH1 G1 D5 out of apotropaic motives. Such an apotropaic grave
inscription esoterically adapted to the Šemaʿ brings to mind a 4th cent. CE grave
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monument that uses the menorah and the Šemaʿ-inspired slogan ‘God is one’ in an
apotropaic fashion.

Fig. 165572
Ludwig Berger comments on Fig. 165 by mentioning ‘the mixing-up of Greek H
and E (kindly pointed out by Bruno W. Hauptli),’ and ‘[t]he iotacism as well as the
spelling with ε instead of with α . . . and with ω instead of o,’ which ‘are common
features of Koine. . . .’573
Berger adds: ‘What is remarkable is that not only a menorah was rendered for
each person, but that the exclamation εἷς θεώς was inscribed in what strongly evokes a
ritual repetition for each member of the family. One can hardly refrain from reading the
repetitions of the menorah and the εἷς θεώς as an apotropaic intention to protect the
tomb from desecration and demons, thereby following Eric Peterson. The exclamation
εἷς θεώς, God is One – some translate this as “God is unique” – is traceable to the
Deuteronomy, chap. 6, v. 4. With it ends the first sentence of the Sh’ma-Israel (Hark
Israel), the central prayer of Judaism.’574
Ludwig Berger, Der Menora-Ring von Kaiseraugst: Judische Zeugnisse romischer Zeit
zwischen Britannien und Pannonien. The Kaiseraugst Menorah Ring: Jewish Evidence from
the Roman Period in the Northern Provinces (Augst, Switzerland: Römermuseum Augst,
2005), p. 108.
573 Ibid.
574 Ibid.
572
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The bottom of the actual monument has a Latin text in a square framed by a
crawling vine which brings to mind K-S/R D2:

4th

575

Fig. 166575
Cent. CE Grave Monument

Ibid.
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Fig. 167
K-S/R D2
Regarding heis theos, in Fig. 165’s inscription heis theôs in unusual spelling,
Bernhard Lang refers to Erik Peterson & Christoph Markschies, Heis Theos:
Epigraphische, formgeschichtliche und religionsgeschichtliche Untersuchungen
zur antiken “Ein-Gott”-Akklamation (Würzburg: Echter, 2012):
On pp. 277-82 (reprint part of the book, i.e. in the original 1926
edn.), Peterson lists a tombstone of Pannonia (Hungary) = CIL III, no.
10611, which has the heis theôs (this spelling!) and three menorahs.
The commentary explains that the menorah symbol has apotropaic
function (which is affirmed in the Markschies-section, pp. 574-75). In his section
on ‘Jewish examples’ of heis-theos epigraphy (pp. 276-95), Peterson lists only
three Jewish examples -- which is a rather small number, given the many, many
Christian inscriptions that he has collected. The Markschies appendix has a few
more Jewish heis-theos inscriptions (pp. 412-86) in a section entitled ‘the heistheos formula in Jewish and Christian epigraphy of Palestine,’ though most of
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the items are clearly Christian rather than Jewish. There are also a couple of
cases where it is difficult to decide about the Jewish or Christian context.576
Notice that SH1 G1 D5’s top Šemaʿ triangle accords with the shape of the top
triangle of the grave monument in Fig. 165, which brings to mind attested symbolic
representations of ancient temples. SH1 G1 D5 and Fig. 165’s grave monument also
share an interest in the menorah and the Šemaʿ, and of course the Abgar inscription is
itself from a grave stele. This again raises the question as to whether Abgar or one of his
relatives may have converted to Judaism around the time of the Bar Kokhba revolt, if a
core group of the metal books is indeed pre-modern.

CHAPTER THREE
PHOTO CREDITS
Robert Feather: 1-2; 3 top: 4-9; 12; 22-23; 27-30; 33; 36; 39; 41; 44-47; 48 top; 49 top; 50
top; 51-53; 56; 59; 60b; 63-64; 65a-b; 66-70; 72; 74; 76; 83-84; 86-87; 90; 92; 94a; 158 top;
159 top; 160 top; 161 top; 162 top; 163-164.
Roger Murray-Leach: 73.
John Stuart Reid: 77; 91.
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576

Private communication.
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CHAPTER FOUR
Saida Hoard 1 Group 1 (SH1 G1)
A Classification of SH1 Groups and Designs
Part Four
SH1 G1 D6-SH1 G1 D9
SH1 G1 D6

Fig. 1
SH1 G1 D6
SH1 G1 D6 first consists of a series of tavs in a horizontal line. In the various
exemplars there are, if we begin on the left and work towards the right, consistently
seven tavs are grouped together with an eighth slightly separated in distance from them
and raised noticeably higher than the other tavs (Fig. 3).
In a few transfers the eighth tav is lightly and partially doubly transferred (Fig.
2), raising the possibility of a deliberate attempt to produce a total of nine tavs. This is
intriguing since nine tavs plus the seventeen letters that follow beneath (see Fig. 5)
would produce a total of twenty-six, the gematria value of the Tetragrammaton.
However, it must be stressed that a total of eight tavs is the usual form contained in the
lead books.

a
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b
Fig. 2
SH1 G1 G6

Fig. 3
SH1 G1 G6
The ancient symbolism of seven being completed by an eighth to produce an
ogdoad as the beginning of a second hebdomad is well attested, for Jewish esotericism
and rabbinic theology (perfection of creation; the day of circumcision), apocalypticism
(symbol of the millennium) and Gnosticism (the place of repose). Of course, if we
proceed from right to left, this will result in a different number symbolism involving 1+7
rather than 7+1.
However, the lead books’ texts frequently work in both reading directions, and
because the 7+1 pattern is so well attested in Jewish and Gnostic sources (after all, lead
books seem to be a proclivity of Gnostics—cf. the Mandaeans and their lead books, and
the Gnostic lead book in the National Museum in Rome) I find this the more natural way
of interpreting the eight tavs.
Given that the Jordanian lead books are grave objects, the apocalyptic and
Gnostic associations of the ogdoad are the most relevant for the interpretation of SH1
G1 D6’s 7+1 tavs. However, the tav can also relate to the Šemaʿ Israel by virtue of the tav
of its concluding word emet, which Jewish tradition considers the ‘seal’ of God, and
which is associated with Ezekiel 9’s tav mark.577

See Yehuda Liebes, Studies in the Zohar. Translated from the Hebrew by Arnold
Schwartz, Stephanie Nakache, Penina Peli (Albany, NY: State University of New York,
1993), p. 236.
577
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Fig. 4
SH1 G1 D6 Tavs in a Lead Book Examined by Peter Northover
In SH1 G1 D6 next comes a string of seventeen letters, a variant of the letters in
SH1 G1 D1 line 1. Fig. 5a’s transfer of SH1 G1 D6’s letters can be traced for clarity as in
Fig. 5b on the basis of a collation of available incomplete but clearer transfers supplied
in Fig. 6.

a, Colours Inverted for Clarity

b, Tracing
Fig. 5
SH1 G1 D6
Fig. 6a has one of the clearest transfers of the first several letters of the line of
text. Fig. 6b has a transfer flaw between the ayin and mirror gimel; Fig. 6c shows a
correct transfer of this area. Fig. 6e shows one of the clearest transfers of the last
several letters of the line of text.

a

b
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c

d

e
Fig. 6
SH1 G1 D6
I transcribe Fig. 5’s letters as: ayin-tav-bet/kaf-shin-mirror gimel-alef/mirror
yod-waw-nun-mem-ayin-tav-mirror gimel-mirror lamed-tav-alef-nun-mirror lamed. This
differs from the variant in SH1 G1 D1 line 1 as follows (see Fig. 7): First, there are three
new introductory letters, ayin-tav-bet/kaf. Second, the tav of šegiʾowt is displaced to
after the letters nun-mem-ayin. Third, mirror gimel-mirror lamed-tav-alef give us a full
spelling, albeit scrambled, of ‘redemption,’ which in SH1 G1 D1line 1 has only the
fragmentary portion mirror lamed-tav. Fourth, SH1 G1 D1 line 1’s mirror lamed-nun
(from the concluding sequence bet/kaf-mirror lamed-nun-alef/mirror yod) is in SH1 G1
D6 transposed to nun-lamed.

a
SH1 G1 D1, Line 1, Composite

b
SH1 G1 D6, Tracing
Fig. 7
The SH1 G1 D1 string of letters varies somewhat in its various exemplars. This
may be indicative of orality, for as Charles Häberl notes, ‘variation’ of an incantation
formula on several different objects ‘is the signature of oral composition.’578
578

Charles G. Häberl, ‘Aramaic Incantation Texts between Orality and Textuality,’ p. 378.
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Alternatively, the variations on the lead sheets may represent accidents in the transfer
process.
In any case, SH1 G1 D1 line 1 and SH1 G1 D6 contain various forms of the word
שגיאות, ‘errors,’ with alef doing double duty as mirror yod, and of גאלת, ‘redemption.’ In
between these two words both texts allude to the name Shimʿon in varying ways. SH1
G1 D6’s introductory ayin doubtless is that of both šemaʿ and Shimʿon.
The next three letters, read left to right, give us šabbat, whose shin overlaps with
that of šegiʾowt which then follows in the opposite reading direction (Fig. 8a). This
produces an interesting parallel to SH1 G1 D1’s right-to-left instance of šabbat, whose
shin overlaps with that of šegal, ‘queen,’ which reads in the opposite direction, left to
right (producing an allusion to the Sabbath Queen).
A case might be made that these two portions of text taken together could offer
some support for the possibility (mentioned in my comments on SH1 G1 D1) that here
šegiʾowt may allude to the feminine Shekhinah, basically equivalent to the celestial
‘queen,’ šegal.

a
SH1 G1 D6, Tracing

b
SH1 G1 D1, Line 3
Fig. 8

Fig. 9 documents how SH1 G1 D6’s first three letters are cognate with SH1 G1
D5’s final letters and with SAH D2’s opening letters. First, note that SH1 G1 D5’s final
letters waw-nun-tav-ayin are the same letters, only in reverse sequence, of SAH D2’s
opening letters ayin-tav-nun-waw.
However, notice that in SAH D2 the waw takes on a kaf-like style, which creates
an esoteric allusion to the kaf-like waw of the name Shimʿon found throughout these
artefacts beginning in SH1 G1 D1, where it also coincides with the grapheme used as bet.
This in turn suggests that with regard to SH1 G1 D6, in the kaf-like bet of šabbat there
inheres a subtle allusion to Bar Kokhba as well.

SH1 G1 D6, First Three Letters

SH1 G1 D5, Last Four Letters SAH D2, First Four Letters
Fig. 9
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At this point I have interpreted all of SH1 G1 D6 string of letters with the
exception of the final two, the nun-mirror lamed. As Fig. 10 documents, these two letters
pertain to geʾulat. In Fig. 10a we see SH1 G2 D1’s version of the Jewish War coinage
slogan ‘for the redemption of Zion,’ in a form that presents the first (seditious) part, ligeʾulat, in cipher, and the second part, ‘Zion,’ straightforwardly.
In my commentary on SH1 G2 D1 I will explain the cipher used here, but for now
it will suffice to point out that in Fig. 10b, SH1 G1 D6’s nun is cipher for the lamed of
geʾulat, while the mirror lamed that ends the line of text is the straightforward lamed of
‘for’ that introduces the slogan ‘for (li-) the redemption (geʾulat) of Zion.’
SH1 G1 D6’s final six letters therefore first spell out geʾulat in the scrambled
sequence mirror gimel-mirror lamed-tav-alef, then repeat the lamed of geʾulat with a
cipher lamed in the form of nun, and end with the mirror lamed that begins the slogan
‘for the redemption of Zion.’

a
SH1 G2 D1, Tracing

b
SH1 G1 D6, Tracing
Fig. 10

Before moving on to the final, bottom contents of SH1 G1 D6, I should point out
that in these artefacts an odd-numbered string of letters (such as seventeen) is
somewhat unusual. SH1 G1 D5 has a string of eighteen letters; SH1 G1 D1 has a string of
twelve letters; SH1 G2 D1 has a string of eighteen letters. SAH D2 has a string of
fourteen letters.
However, SH1 G1 D6’s variant in SH1 G1 D1, line 1 is also somewhat unusual in
having an odd number of total letters, namely, thirteen, which is incidentally half the
gematria of the Tetragrammaton. As tradition points out, thirteen is the gematria of
ʾeḥad, ‘one,’ which happens to be the final (sixth) word of the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening
line.
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As I have previously explained, the lead books’ texts equate (perhaps in a causal
sense) the Šemaʿ Israel’s word ʾeḥad with the redemption, geʾulat, brought by Bar
Kokhba. That SH1 G1 D1, line 1 (like SH1 G1 D6’s variant line) contains an allusion to
geʾulat therefore suggests that the choice of precisely thirteen letters was deliberate.
To conclude the description of SH1 G1 D6, the design ends at the bottom with the
construct featured in Fig. 11.

Fig. 11
SH1 G1 G6
This component contains an anchor device in the centre, the same as the four
anchors in the four corners of SH1 G1 D5’s top section. The central anchor here is
flanked by two almost half circle curved lines with dots in the centre, perhaps
suggestive of Paleo-Hebrew ayin and/or Greek theta, which may be relevant for the
interpretation of SH1 G2 D2 and SH1 G2 D4. There seems to be a horizontal line of three
dots (or possibly star points or rays?) between each of two centrally dotted broken
circles, similar to a feature in SH1 G1 D3.
In view of SH1 G1 D6’s and SH1 G1 D5’s shared anchor devices, it would be
logical to correlate the former’s nearly half circle curved lines with SH1 G1 D5’s serpentlike curved lines that flank a vessel (Fig. 12).

Fig. 12
SH1 G1 D5, Composite
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On one of the artefacts, the bottom portion of SH1 G1 D6 imports some of the
consecutive tavs from the top portion of the same design to the right and left of the
central anchor (Fig. 13). To the right of the anchor are several tavs, while to the anchor’s
left we see two tavs then a curved line pointed to the right followed by a curved line
pointed to the left. This rearrangement may be purely ornamental or it may imply some
kind of symbolism.

Fig. 13
SH1 G1 D6
The imagery in the design’s bottom portion may be purely ornamental, or some
symbolism, even of an esoteric nature, may inhere within it. The combination of anchor
and tav, which coincides with Greek chi’s morphology, brings to mind early Christian
patristic authors like Justin who saw an allusion to Jesus’ cross in everything from ship
sails to digging tools. Barnabas even earlier saw the cross in uplifted human arms.
However, in the metal books whenever the anchor is placed upright at 90o, its
‘arms’ are always pointed downwards, never upwards. Whenever the anchor’s ‘arms’
are pointing upwards, the vertical element is never at 90o, but tilted at an angle.
Doubtless the symbolism of the anchor in the lead books overlaps with the
anchor’s significance in Jewish coinage, that is, it suggests stability and strength. This is
not to exclude a polemical aspect to the anchor in the lead books; it would not be out of
character for the Bar Kokhba movement, which is what we see reflected in the lead
books, to polemically respond to Pauline Christianity’s doctrine of the cross.
If SH1 G1 D6 anticipates traditions found in later kabbalah, it would be possible
to correlate its bottom portion’s dots within open circles with kabbalistic notions that
represent the union of the celestial queen, Shekhinah (whose symbol is the dot) with
the celestial king (the circle) on the Sabbath.579
This united symbolic constellation can be coordinated with the event known as
ṣimṣum, the primordial contraction of the infinite light or infinity as such (ein-sof) into a
point that leads to a circle of space enveloping the point of contraction.580 At the risk of
over-interpretation, in Fig. 13’s variant version, perhaps the circular constructs could
stand principally for the queen, while the tavs might then be correlated somehow with
the king, so that this particular rearrangement would hint at the union of the two royal
coordinates.
The difference between both kabbalistic tropes and this section of SH1 G1 D6
would be that here the circle is open at the top and bottom. If we view the circular
On this kabbalistic theme, see Elliot R. Wolfson, Pathwings: Philosophic & Poetic
Reflections on the Hermeneutics of Time & Language (Barrytown, NY: Barrytown/Station
Hill Press, 2004), p. 165.
580 On this particular correlation, see ibid., pp. 164-165.
579
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objects as instances of, or at least allusions to, the letter ayin, then we would have a
peculiar form of an open ayin. This would then bring to mind the role that the contrast
between open and closed square script mem plays in rabbinic and kabbalistic traditions
which interpret the strange medial closed mem in Isaiah 9:6’s lǝmarbeh in traditional
rabbinic scrolls.
As the matter is summarized by Liebes, in bŠabbat 104a we are told the open and
closed mem stand for a revealed and a concealed word or statement respectively. Rashi
interprets this as the contrast between public teaching and esoteric lore (such as
merkabah mysticism).581 Closed mem according to bSanhedrin 94a refers to the
unknown time of the end of the world, which is the basis of the Zohar 3.156b’s teaching
that the mem of Isaiah 9.6’s lǝmarbeh ‘was closed at the time of the destruction of the
Temple and will only be reopened at the time of Redemption.’582
The Zohar contains even more recondite speculations on the open and closed
mem. Both the Bahir and the Zohar correlate these two forms of mem with the fruitful
and barren womb. As Liebes words it, ‘the idea of the Messiah who splits open the
closed womb of the Shekhina, signified by the closed letter mem, developed in later
Kabbalistic thinking—an idea which had its beginnings in the Zohar in which midrashic,
Kabbalistic, and Christological speculations were combined.’583
Liebes cites Zohar 1.3b and 2.178b and explains that these passages interpret
Genesis 1.1’s berešit bara, ‘in the beginning created,’ as an example of a
closed/concealed and open/revealed word. Concealment is then coordinated with a
complete word (berešit) and revelation with half a word, that is bara, of which one
might say that it equals the first half of berešit, which is to say bara reveals that berešit
in its first half conceals an allusion to bara, which is equivalent to half of the complete
word berešit.
According to the two zoharic passages under consideration the words berešit and
bara represent the (concealed) father and (revealed) son respectively.584 As Liebes
remarks, these traditions are based on understanding the Hebrew bara, ‘created,’ as an
esoteric allusion to the Aramaic word bar, ‘son.’585
Although Liebes claims the kabbalistic interpretation of Genesis 1.1’s bara as
‘son’ is ultimately based on medieval Christian sources (preserved in Pugio Fidei and the
writings of the apostate Paul of Heredia), he overlooks that already the ancient Christian
author Irenaeus in his Proof of the Apostolic Preaching 43 cites a tradition of the ‘elders’
(Jewish followers of Jesus in Asia originally from Israel) that read the word ‘son’ into
Genesis 1.1: ‘In the son God created the heavens and the earth.’ This might also be
rendered: ‘A son in the beginning God created; then heaven and earth.’586
See Yehuda Liebes, Studies in the Zohar, p. 148.
Ibid., p. 149.
583 Ibid.
584 Ibid., pp. 147-148.
585 Ibid.
586 See Bogdan C. Bucur, ‘Foreordained from All Eternity: The Mystery of the Incarnation
According to Some Early Christian and Byzantine Writers,’ Dumbarton Oaks Papers, 62
(2008): p. 214.
581
582
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Because this midrashic approach potentially understands berešit bara as
implying a ‘created’ status for the bar, ‘son,’ it is understandable that later patristic
authors polemicized against it. Tertullian587 and Jerome588 attack it, as does Hilary of
Poitiers in his commentary on Psalm 2.589
In view of the antiquity of the Christian tradition that reads ‘son’ into Genesis 1.1,
and taking into account various logos and ‘son’ traditions such as we see already in
Philo, it is arguably plausible to suggest that the tradition Irenaeus cites may reflect a
pre-Christian interpretation of Genesis 1.1. Already deutero-Paul in Colossians 1.18
plays on Genesis 1.1’s rešit, interpreting it christologically both as ‘the beginning’ and
‘the head.’
SH1 G1 D7
SH1 G1 D7 consists of a square shaped beaded outline (Fig. 14a), a date palm tree with
fruit and two eight-pointed stars with dots between the rays (Fig. 14a-b). There is no
text in the design.

a

Against Praxeas 5.1: ‘Some claim that even Genesis begins as follows in Hebrew: “In
the beginning God made a son for himself.’”
588 See C. T. R. Hayward, Saint Jerome’s Questions on Genesis (Oxford: Clarendon, 1995),
pp. 30, 100-101.
589 See Adam Kamesar, ‘Hilary of Poitiers, Judeo-Christianity, and the Origins of the LXX:
A Translation of “Tractatus Super Psalmos” 2.2-3 with Introduction and Commentary,’
Vigiliae Christianae, 59/3 (Aug., 2005): pp. 271-272.
587
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Fig. 14
SH1 G1 D7
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Fig. 15
DAJ Lead Book = SH1 G1 D7
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Fig. 16
SH1 G1 D7 in a Lead Book Analysed by Peter Northover
SH1 G1 D7’s palm tree differs from the style of the three palm trees in SH1 G1 D5,
in that the latter are much taller and have eight branches on each side (Fig. 17a). The
palm trees in the two designs are similar in that each has date clusters, and in SH1 G1
D5 the middle and right trees are flanked by two prominent eight-pointed stars (Fig.
17b).
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a

b
Fig. 17
SH1 G1 D5

SH1 G1 D7’s palm tree is similar to such trees on ancient Greco-Roman coinage.
On ancient Jewish coinage the palm tree usually represents Judea and her
fruitfulness.590 In SH1 G1 D7 there may be an allusion on at least one level (a polemical
one) to Lady Judea as depicted on Judea Capta coinage (Fig. 163).

Fig. 18591
Judea Capta Coin, 71 CE
There is a unique variant of SH1 G1 D5 in SH2 G2:10, which replaces the former’s
three trees with three instances of SH1 G1 D7’s palm tree (Fig. 19). SH2 G2:10 places
one tree at the bottom, two above it, forming an inverted triangular pattern, and each of
Ya‘akov Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage. Volume II: Herod the Great through Bar
Cochba.
591 ‘Sestertius - Vespasiano - Iudaea Capta-RIC 0424’ by Classical Numismatic Group, Inc.
<http://www.cngcoins.com. Licensed under CC BY-SA 3.0 via Commons https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sestertius_-_Vespasiano_-_Iudaea_CaptaRIC_0424.jpg#/media/File:Sestertius_-_Vespasiano_-_Iudaea_Capta-RIC_0424.jpg>.
590
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the three trees is flanked by two eight-pointed stars. The bottom tree is flanked by the
triadic pomegranates construct found at the upper right of SH1 G1 D5’s top section.

Fig. 19
SH2 G2:10, Adjusted for Clarity
SH1 G1 D8
SH1 G1 D8 depicts a Torah shrine. This is congruent with Bar Kokhba coins that
feature a Torah shrine (Figs. 20-21), often misconstrued by modern interpreters as the
Jerusalem Temple and its ark of the covenant. Of course, just as every synagogue Torah
shrine ultimately implies the Jerusalem Temple, so the Torah shrine on Bar Kokhba
coins would as well. Nevertheless, a Torah shrine in a synagogue or on a coin should not
be confused with the Temple itself and its ark of the covenant.

Fig. 20
Bar Kokhba Torah Shrine Coin
Reinach, Plate VIII
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Fig. 21
Bar Kokhba Torah Shrine/Lulab Coins, Graetz592
SH1 G1 D8 appears only in one SH1 book. It is also present in the DAJ collection.
It offers us, like SH1 G1 D5, a rather complex and ornate design. Fuller transfers of SH1
G1 D8’s details are found in SH2 G1:3 (lead), SH2 G1:4 (copper) and SH2 G1:5 (copper).
A close-up and contrast adjustment of a portion of SH2 G1:3 reveals that the lead sheet
the SH1 G1 D8 design is stamped on exhibits several features indicative of a pre-modern
origin. These include pitting, porosity, wasting (especially in the binding rings), and
fracturing and cracking from age brittleness.

592

Dr. Graetz, On the Jewish ‘Lulab’ and ‘Portal’ Coins (London 1888).
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Fig. 22
SH2 G1:3 = SH1 G1 D8
The copper version SH2 G1:4 also exhibits what looks like pitting and wear to the
artistic and textual designs. A physical examination would be quite desirable.

Fig. 23
SH2 G1:4 = SH1 G1 D8
The heavily patinated SH2 G1:5 (Fig. 24) is too obscured to make confident
judgements, but there are regions where the underlying metal can be seen to have
variegated patination hues, which indicate an authentic patina rather than an artificial
one. However, on its own this doesn’t tell us much about age. On the other hand, when
assessed together with the clearer evidence from SH2 G1:3 and SH2 G1:4, as well as the
evidence of another lead version in SH1 that shows heaving pitting and cracking, we can
say that the evidence from SH2 G1:5 is congruent with a pre-modern origin of the
stamping and its designs.
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Fig. 24
SH2 G1:5 = SH1 G1 D8
SH2 G1:4 and SH2 G1:5 reveal the presence of two large pillars flanking the table
at the bottom of SH1 G1 D8 (Fig. 25):
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Fig. 25
SH2 G1:4 = SH1 G1 D8
The top of SH2 G1:4 reveals three lines of Paleo-Hebrew text at the top of the
design with a handful of Greek letters at the end (or is it the beginning?) of line 3 (Fig.
26):
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Fig. 26
SH2 G1:4
Many of the letters cannot be identified or reconstructed on account of the
photograph’s low resolution and the copper sheet’s patina, as well as its often
incomplete transfer of letters from the mould. Some letters, however, can be identified,
especially on the basis of SH2 G1:3 (Fig. 27):

Fig. 27
SH2 G1:3
I interpret the lines as follows, with several of the identifications being very, very
tentative in Figs. 28-30. I present hue/contrast modified composite images at the top
and then a partial tracing on the bottom of each.
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Line 1:

Fig. 28
SH2 G1:4, Line 1, Composite, Tracing
Line 1’s initial ayin-mem-nun-mirror resh-tav-lamed-shin reminds one of
elements of the top string of letters in SH1 G1 D5, especially the latter’s initial mem-nunmirror resh, which I interpret as an abbreviation of ‘menorah.’
Line 2:

Fig. 29
SH2 G1:4, Line 2, Composite, Tracing
Line 3:

Fig. 30
SH2 G1:4, Line 3, Composite, Tracing

Fig. 31
SH2 G1:4, Lines 1-3, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The centre of the three lines of text, that is, the middle of the inner line (the
second line from the top) is a conspicuously large shin:
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Fig. 32
SH2 G1:4, Lines 1-3
As Fig. 33 shows, Fig. 32’s prominent shin is part of a triangular pattern of the
word šabbat (yellow triangle), which intersects with a defective spelling (minus waw, as
in SH1 G1 D1) of šabbat[o]n (lower red box). There is another instance of šabbat to the
left (upper red box), which, however, might alternatively be šenat in this particular case:

Fig. 33
SH2 G1:3
The three upper lines of text contain allusions to the name Shimʿon. The letter
sequence mem-nun-ayin-alef-mirror (kaf-like) waw-nun-nun-nun-shin can be
reconstructed in line 2 on the basis of a collation of two stampings (Fig. 34a-b). With the
exception of alef, these are all letters of the name Shimʿon, and the kaf-like waw of
Shimʿon is paralleled in SH1 G1 D1 (Fig. 34c). The sequence waw-nun-nun-nun is
noticeably paralleled in SH1 G1 D5, where the first two letters, waw-nun, are those of
the name Shimʿon (Fig. 34d).

a
SH2 G1:4
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b
SH2 G1:5

c
SH1 G1 D1

d
SH1 G1 D5
Fig. 34
In SH1 G1 D8 there in fact seems to be a shin above line 2’s mem, just as there is
in SH1 G1 D1 (Fig. 35).

SH2 G1:4

SH1 G1 D1
Fig. 35

Perhaps the alef in Fig. 34b SH1 G1 D8 is simultaneously the mirror yod and alef
of ‘Israel,’ as in SH1 G1 D1. Notice as well that in SH1 G1 D8 the letters of Shimʿon, which
begin with mem, are preceded by a tav, which produces tav-mem (Fig. 36), which could
be tam/tom, ‘perfection,’ a term that occurs in SH1 G1 D1 as well.

Fig. 36
SH2 G1:4
Additionally, there may be an allusion to Shimʿon bar Kokhba’s title n-s-y- ʾ,
‘prince,’ in line 2, if we first read the alef after shin as mirror yod and then as alef.
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Fig. 37
SH2 G1:3
The likelihood of an allusion here to ‘prince’ is increased by the fact that it
overlaps with the shin of Shimʿon (Fig. 38).

Fig. 38
SH2 G1:4
At the top of SH2 G1:5 we see SH1 G1 D8’s ladder-like construct flanked by palm
fronds repeated (Fig. 39). We cannot know whether or not this feature comes from the
master mould or is simply an intentional modification for the sole purpose of adding a
unique flare to SH2 G1:5.

Fig. 39
SH2 G1:5
In the bottom roundel, flanking the stem of a triadic device are the familiar
letters gimel-shin (Fig. 40), derived from Jewish War coinage (‘year three’). The letters
are in reverse sequence, and should thus be read left to right as shin-gimel.

Fig. 40
SH2 G1:4
Fig. 40’s letters are from Fig. 41a’s triadic object, which is only partially
transferred, making a secure identification of the device impossible. However, the object
may be the same as the smaller triad of pomegranates (or alternatively bells) to the left
on a pillar (Fig. 41b):
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a

Fig. 41
SH2 G1:4

b

A similar triadic construct appears on ancient Jewish War coinage and is usually
interpreted as pomegranates, although Naḥmanides interpreted it as Aaron’s staff, with
whom Robert Deutsch concurs.593 On all known exemplars of the roundel, the triadic
design is only partially transferred, indicating that the mould itself possessed this flaw.
This might suggest the mould had been worn through use or age. Why it was not
corrected is a mystery. Perhaps the moulds were already old and viewed as relics of a
sort, as I have suggested previously.
The upper roundel’s letters beneath a menorah’s branches (Fig. 42) I transcribe
as mem-nun-waw-ayin-mirror resh-mirror lamed. The letters mem, nun, waw, resh would
be those of ‘menorah,’ while the terminal lamed is that of ʾel, ‘God,’ whose alef has been
interchanged with ayin and displaced to before the mirror resh.
The function of the ayin inserted between the waw and resh fits a previously
documented trait of substituting alef with ayin and then displacing it to a different
position in the word. As I have had occasion to mention, Jewish tradition (Sefer haRazim) knows of an angel whose name means ‘Menorah of ʾEl,’594 and this is apparently
what we see here in SH1 G1 D8.

Fig. 42
SH2 G1:4
In SH1 G2 D1 we encounter the letter sequence mem-nun-resh-he-lamed, which
we may similarly interpret confidently as an allusion to the angel Menoriʾel.
Robert Deutsch, ‘Coinage of the First Jewish Revolt against Rome: Iconography,
Minting Authority, Metallurgy,’ in Mladen Popović, ed., The Jewish Revolt against Rome:
Interdisciplinary Perspectives (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2011), pp. 361-371.
594 As Charles Häberl commented here, this phenomenon may involve personification:
‘The Mandaeans know of many personified objects that include the ending -(e)il,
including a personified vessel (taneil), lightning (barqeil), a rudder-oar (harbeil), a seal
(hatmeil), and so forth. . . .’
593
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Fig. 43
SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
Sefer ha-Razim’s angel Menoriʾel is placed by the text in the fourth firmament
wherein ‘is the lovely bridal chamber of the sun,’595 a clear allusion to Ps. 19.5-6: ‘In
them hath He set a tent for the sun, which is as a bridegroom coming out of his
chamber.’596 (JPS) As I have shown, both SH1 G1 D1 and SH1 G1 D6 contain references
to Ps. 19, and the SH1 G1 D1 version of this appears beneath a Helios-like image of a
nymph in SH1 G1 D8.
Sefer ha-Razim contains prayers to Helios, and Menoriʾl is an angel who leads the
sun during the day,597 and the same Menoriʾel is one of the angels who must be invoked
by name if a human should ‘wish to view the sun during the day, seated in his chariot
and ascending,’598 a common depiction in ancient and medieval synagogue art. It is in
the same chapter of Sefer ha-Razim concerning the fourth firmament where Menoriʾel
dwells that we encounter a prayer addressed to this Menoriʾel and to the other angels of
the same firmament wherein the client beseeches these angels to ‘remove the radiance
of the sun so I may see him face to face as he is in his bridal chamber.’599
The Sefer ha-Razim also instructs its readers to inscribe various of its ritual
formulae on metal, including on lead.600 That SH1 G1 D9 features an image of a Helioslike nymph on lead tablets with references to Ps. 19, and that the letters m-n-w-ʿ(mirror)r-l appear on SH1 G1 D8, this all connects the Jordanian artefacts to traditions
preserved in Sefer ha-Razim.
As for the iconic interpretation of SH1 G1 D8, I identify the pyramid-like stone
structure beneath the table as the Temple’s altar of burnt offerings (Fig. 44b), with the
two top protrusions representing the horns of the altar (see Fig. 44a). Each of these
bears a device that could conceivably be an Aramaic yod, but there is no way to confirm
this. In the middle of the horns is what I interpret as a stylized menorah that probably
intimates a branch as source of the altar’s fire. Again, we cannot be sure of this.

a

See Michael A. Morgan, Sepher Ha-Razim: The Book of the Mysteries (Chico, California:
Scholars Press, 1983), pp. 67-68.
596 Surprisingly, Morgan nowhere mentions the allusion to Ps. 19 in his comments on
Sefer ha-Razim.
597 Michael A. Morgan, Sepher Ha-Razim: The Book of the Mysteries, p. 68.
598 Ibid., p. 69.
599 Ibid.
600 Lead is to be used in connection with the second firmament; see ibid., p. 49.
595
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b
Fig. 44
SH2 G1:4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The table is the table of the bread of the presence. Ex. 25.29 and 37.16 indicate
the table had several vessels set upon it, which would explain the vessels on the table in
SH1 G1 D8 (Fig. 45).

Fig. 45
SH2 G1:4

Fig. 46
SH2 G1:5, Adjusted for Clarity

SH1 G1 D8

In Fig. 45 the bowl on the far left is filled with figs. In between the fig bowl and
the vessel to its right is an upright rectangular object to its left, which is probably a fig
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loaf; this rectangular object is barely visible in Fig. 45, but it is clearer in the SH1 G1 D8
stamping in Fig. 46 (right detail); its outline is still visible in the heavily patinated SH2
G1:5 (Fig. 46, left, in the red box).
It is difficult to know for sure, but it does not seem that there is any small object
lying on the table to the right of the vessel on the far right; we should probably not
expect anything to be there anyway, since there is nothing placed on the table’s far left
either. If this is so, then the middle and right vessels share the small chalice situated
between them.
Just as the small upright rectangle probably represents one of the forms into
which figs can be transformed (a fig loaf), so the small chalice probably contains the
fruit of the vine, so that grapes are probably depicted in the middle and right vessels.
This would give us figs and grapes on the table, which brings to mind Zech. 3.10’s vine
and fig tree as symbols of the messianic era, which immediately precedes Zech. 4’s great
vision of the menorah (cf. Micah 4.4; 1 Macc. 14.12). In fact, Zech. 3.9’s stone with seven
‘eyes’ ( )עיניםanticipates Zech. 4.10’s depiction of the menorah as the seven eyes of the
Lord.
There is a similar scene in SH2 G2:11, which is another Torah shrine design.
Unfortunately, much of the imagery is obscured by patina. However, there are clearly
two vessels at the right end, with an upright rectangular construct to the left of the
larger vessel. The rectangle has a vertical line in the centre bringing to mind the PaleoHebrew letter ḥet. The same construct is present in SH1 G1 D8 where it is placed
horizontally in a position (see Fig. 48) that leads one to suspect it depicts an incense
shovel, an object depicted on various ancient Torah shrine representations. However, in
SH2 G2:11 it is placed on a table, like SH1 G1 D8’s vertical rectangle (fig loaf) on a table.

Fig. 47
SH2 G2:11, Adjusted for Clarity

Fig. 48
SH2 G1:3 = SH1 G1 D8
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In Fig. 47 there seems to be a third smaller vessel to the left of the upright
rectangular object. Above the third vessel is a square-like device with an object inside it,
which seems to be inspired by the upper four squares containing what is probably
barley (Fig. 49), which have been added to the larger three-barley sheaves design
derived from Pontius Pilate coinage. However, here the barley sheaves construct has
been adapted to symbolize a Torah shrine, suggesting the four interior objects
represent Torah scrolls.
This in turn suggests that the square-like device above the third vessel on the
table in Fig. 47 is somehow symbolically connected to the Torah. Moreover, the third
vessel is likely the vessel of the omer, since it was filled with barley. Another indication
of an allusion to the Torah are the apparently five pomegranates to the left of the third
vessel, which could stand for the five books of the Torah. The image’s barley, fig loaf and
pomegranates indicate an allusion to the time leading up to Shavuot.

Fig. 49
SH2 G2:11, Adjusted for Clarity
Although we cannot be confident, it does appear as if the letter shin might be
present on the larger vessel (Fig. 50). This would be congruent with the vessel with shin
above it in SH1 G1 D5 and SH1 G2 D2. The shin is inspired by the abbreviation for ‘year’
on Jewish War coinage, but here has the deeper meanings of Shimʿon (bar Kokhba) and
the Šemaʿ Israel.
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Fig. 50
SH2 G2:11, Adjusted for Clarity
I interpret the two pillars of SH1 G1 D8 as two of the four inner pillars of the
Temple’s holy place, leading to the holy of holies. They are not the two famous outer
pillars of the Solomonic temple. SH1 G1 D8 calls to mind Bar Kokhba coins that depict a
synagogue Torah shrine flanked by the four inner pillars leading to the holy of holies,
the inspiration for Torah arks. (The common assumption of these coins depicting four
outer pillars is quite unsound).
SH1 G1 D8’s menorah roundel is probably meant to depict the Torah ark itself.
The horizontal rectangle to the left of the menorah reminds one of the incense shovels
in Torah shrine designs in ancient and medieval synagogues. However, here there is an
inner horizontal line that suggests the Paleo-Hebrew letter ḥet, which may allude to the
double ‘grace, grace’ of Zechariah’s great menorah vision. The upper portion of the
roundel is flanked by two groups of dots, eight in a circular pattern, with a ninth dot in
the centre, a stellar device found throughout these artefacts.
SH1 G1 D8’s cluster of grapes parallels the similar motif at the bottom of the
Khirbet Susiya Torah shrine depiction (Fig. 51):

Fig. 51
SH2 G1:4
Khirbet Susiya
To the left of the grape cluster is another object that contains within it a
configuration of dots as found to the right of the menorah roundel on the upper half of
the design:
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Fig. 52
SH2 G1:4
Could the object in Fig. 53b be a temple censer? Aviam identifies a similar motif
that appears on the Migdal Torah shrine stone as a censer (Fig. 53a).601

Fig. 53
a
Migdal Stone, Temple Censer

b
SH2 G1:4

Although the SH1 G1 D8 object in Fig. 53b would not be in the normally expected
upper position, it could alternatively depict the ner tamid (Fig. 54).

Fig. 54
Beth Alfa, Torah Shrine Depiction, Ner Tamid602
Other elements of the Beth Alfa Torah shrine offer parallels to components of
SH1 G1 D8.

Mordechai Aviam, ‘The Decorated Stone from the Synagogue at Migdal: A Holistic
Interpretation and a Glimpse into the Life of Galilean Jews at the Time of Jesus,’ Novum
Testamentum 55 (2013): pp. 212-213.
602 <http://www.neveshalom.org/html/mosaic.html>.
601
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Fig. 55
Beth Alfa, Torah Shrine Depiction603
Benedict Thomas Viviano interprets the Beth Alfa Torah shrine as follows:
On the right side we see the curtain drawn. (The curtain veiled the synagogue
ark that contained the Torah scroll, the word of God for believers. . . .) In the
center stands the Torah ark. Its doors are shut. Three cups stand on top of three
pillars from which hang the ark doors or curtains. Above the ark is a roof from
which hangs the ner tamid, or eternal lamp. To either side of the ark are a series
of Jewish religious symbols: two menorahs (seven-branched) candelabras, the
oldest symbol of Judaism), the lion (of Judah?), the shofar or ram’s horn, the lulab
with ethrog (linked with the great feast of Sukkah or Tabernacles), the incense
shovel, and the tree. Only the tree is not a cult instrument in Judaism. The tree
represents life, the bird in the tree represents hope of life in heaven.604
However, what about the two larger birds climbing the steps of the pyramid-like
summit of the Torah ark? They might be a specialization of the angels that ascend and
descend Jacob’s ladder, which would not be a stepladder but stairs as on a ziggurat.
Fig. 56 supplies further parallels between SH1 G1 D8 and the Beth Alfa Torah
Shrine Depiction.

Tendril
<http://www.neveshalom.org/html/mosaic.html>.
Benedict Thomas Viviano, ‘Synagogues and Spirituality: The Case of Beth Alfa,’ in
James Charlesworth, ed., Jesus and Archaeology (Grand Rapids, Michigan: William B.
Eerdmans, 2006), p. 229.
603
604
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Incense Shovel

Three Vessels

Two Shofars

Two Lulabim Flanking the Ark

Tendril, Shofar, Incense Shovel
Fig. 56
SH2 G1:4 and Beth Alfa Torah Shrine Depiction
Quite enigmatic is the wavy line to the right of the lower table; it bifurcates into
two sections at its top (Fig. 57).
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Fig. 57
SH2 G1:4
I suspect Fig. 57’s wavy line might represent an olive branch or a specialized
olive tree in an allusion to Zechariah’s menorah vision. Notice that the three vessels
motif above a menorah is also present in the Cervera Bible’s illustration (1299-1300 CE)
of Zechariah’s menorah vision, Biblioteca Nacional de Portugal, Lisbon (BNP, IL.72),
which has olive trees flanking three vessels (Fig. 58). The only difference is that SH1 G1
D8 has but one tree, yet arguably could contain a subtle hint at two by means of the
bifurcating branch:

Fig. 58
Cervera

Bible605

SH2 G1:4

An interesting aspect of SH1 G1 D8 is the imagery involved in the top of the two
pillars (Fig. 59), especially the pillar on the right. If the object on top of the right pillar is
depicted as emitting the smoke of incense, then combined with the small menorah
depicted on the pillar these might produce an allusion to Exodus 13’s pillar of cloud and
pillar of fire, the latter of which Wisdom 10.17 interprets as ‘a flame of stars.’ This might
605

<http://blog.metmuseum.org/cloistersgardens/?attachment_id=8499>.
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then be coordinated with the stellar interpretation (Philo, Josephus, Revelation 1) of the
menorah. Isaiah 4.5 rewords Exodus 13’s language as ‘a cloud and smoke by day, and
the shining of a flaming fire by night.’ (JPS)

Fig. 59
SH1 G1 D8
SH1 G1 D8 is of especial importance for determining the Jewish provenance of
the Jordanian metal artefacts. This is because, as Jodi Magness has persuasively argued,
ancient and early medieval synagogue art (whose spiritual summit so to speak consists
of Torah shrine decorative motifs such as we see in SH1 G1 D8) was created in the
context of a polemical competition between Christian and Jewish sacred art and religion
in general.606
Torah shrine art is consequently not only Jewish, but also specifically antiecclesial in a sense as to origin, deployment and development. In light of the polemical
origins of Torah shrine art, that the Jordanian artefacts contain a depiction of a Torah
shrine is quite telling. Additionally, the presence of a Torah shrine depiction also proves
helpful in the interpretation of various related iconographic devices on other specimens
of the Jordanian artefacts.
For example, on a number of the SH2 and SAH designs we encounter either a full
Herodian helmet as depicted on Herodian coinage,607 or a detached Herodian helmet
rim or fillet, sometimes with, sometimes without the volutes seen on the relevant
Herodian coin types.
This helmet and detached helmet rim would seem to function as a substitute (or
precursor if this particular Jordanian design is actually old) for the standard motif of the
Torah crown on Torah shrines. Towards the top of the Jordanian Torah shrine design of
SH1 G1 D8 we see an example of the detached helmet rim without volutes that may
function as a precursor to the Torah crown (Fig. 60), endowing it with a militaristic
dimension congruent with the Bar Kokhba campaign.

Jodi Magness, ‘Heaven on Earth: Helios and the Zodiac Cycle in Ancient Palestinian
Synagogues,’ Dumbarton Oaks Papers, vol. 59 (2005): pp. 1-52.
607 See Donald T. Ariel, Jean-Philippe Fontanille, The Coins of Herod: A Modern Analysis
and Die Classification (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2012).
606
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Fig. 60
SH2 G1:4
Detached Herodian Helmet Rim without Volutes
Fig. 60 is paralleled in Fig. 61’s detached Herodian helmet rim with volutes from
SH1 G1 D5.

Fig. 61
SH1 G1 D5
Detached Herodian Helmet Rim with Volutes
Another, more stylized depiction of a detached Herodian helmet rim with volutes
appears in SH2 G2:9, as Fig. 62 presents:

Fig. 62
SH2 G2:9
Detached Herodian Helmet Rim with Volutes
Fig. 63 gives us the image of a Herodian helmet with rim without volutes:

Fig. 63
SH2 G2:11
Herodian Helmet with Rim without Volutes
Although Torah crown imagery dates back only to the 15th century,608 the
literary and theological trope of the Torah crown is rooted in the Tanakh and in early
See Ilia Rodov, ‘The King of the King of Kings: Images of Rulership in Late Medieval
and Early Modern Christian Art and Synagogue Design,’ in Marcel Poorthuis, Joshua
608
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rabbinic literature, where the Torah crown is coordinated with the Lady Wisdom of
Prov. 8 (see verse 16 where she proclaims, ‘by me princes rule’),609 who will later be
identified with the Torah scroll in Bar. 3-4 and Sir. 24.
If old, the Herodian helmet as Torah crown in the Jordanian lead artefacts could
suggest that the creators of the lead books used this imagery to bestow a
militaristic/nationalistic component to what would then be a precursor to the later,
much more elaborate synagogual Torah crowns.
In Fig. 64 we see a Jordanian lead book of the SAH type featuring four Herodian
helmets that surround a central menorah, the latter derived from SAH D2.

Fig. 64

Shibli D1 Featuring Herodian Helmets with Rims with Volutes and Straps

Schwartz, Joseph Turner, eds., Interaction between Judaism and Christianity in History,
Religion, Art, and Literature (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2009), pp. 463-464.
609 See ibid., pp. 466-467.
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The contents of Fig. 64 remind me of the configuration of multiple Torah crowns
surrounding a menorah that one encounters elsewhere in Jewish art pieces throughout
the centuries. For example, compare Fig. 65’s Bavarian German Torah ark curtain and
valance by Jacob Koppel Gans (G[old]s[ticker]?) from 1772 or 1773 with the Jordanian
lead book image in Fig. 64:

Fig. 65610
The Jewish Museum, New York
One should not overlook that helmets appear on earlier Jewish coinage; a double
prutah of John Hyrcanus is especially interesting (Fig. 66), since its reverse side bears
the image of a double cornucopia flanked by tiny grape clusters and fillets somewhat
similar to the cornucopia design in SH1 G2 D4.

Fig. 66611
John Hyrcanus Coin

<http://thejewishmuseum.org/collection/6274-torah-ark-curtain-and-valance>.
Accessed 21 Jan. 2015. Public Domain image.
611 <http://www.catawiki.com/catalog/coins/countries/israel/4197533-judea-aedouble-prutah-135-104-bc-john-hyrcanus-i-samaria>.
610
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Fig. 67 depicts a Torah shrine’s veil that could easily be compared to the
Jordanian lead books’ Herodian helmet with straps.

Fig. 67
‘Shiviti, The Jewish Museum, New York
Prussia, 1803/04 (date of inscription)
Brass: repoussé and gilt; ink on parchment.’612
The Shiviti lamp’s helmet-like canopy above the Torah shrine might shed light on
the use of a Herodian military helmet in several of the Jordanian lead artefacts. The
design is in fact ancient, as Fig. 68 demonstrates.

2nd

Fig. 68
cent. CE Roman Glass613

In a private communication with the author, Margaret Barker suggested the
possibility that the lead books’ Herodian helmet, in Hebrew k-w-b-ʿ, might be an allusion
to Shimʿon bar Kokhba, by means of a play on k-w-k-b-ʾ, ‘star.’ I am personally very
inclined to accept this suggestion, since it is entirely congruent with what we see

612
613

<http://thejewishmuseum.org/collection/5940-shiviti>.
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gold_glass>.
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throughout the artefacts. Is. 59.17’s divine ‘helmet of salvation,’ k-w-b-ʿ y-š-w-ʿ-h, might
be relevant as well.
SH1 G1 D9
SH1 G1 D9 consists of a single book. Its bound sheets contain sequences of letters
that occur in SH1 G1 D1. One of SH1 G1 D9’s inside pages contains an image of a palm
tree known from SH G1 D7. Other than this, SH1 G1 D9’s unique features consist of four
different depictions of a face, which, however, are actually just one image which has
been distorted in various ways in the transfers and through wear on the front and back
covers. In short, SH1 G1 D9 consists entirely of other SH1 G1 designs, with an image of a
face added. I label these SH1 G1 D9 Front Cover (Fig. 69), SH1 G1 D9 Back Cover (Fig.
70), SH1 G1 D9a (first inside image, Fig. 71a) and SH1 G1 D9b (second inside image, Fig.
71b).

Fig. 69
SH1 G1 D9, Front Cover

Fig. 70
SH1 G1 D9, Back Cover
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a

b
Fig. 71
SH1 G3 D3, Inside Pages a-b

This face has been interpreted as that of Jesus,614 a view I have never accepted.
On the basis especially of the back cover image I previously identified the face as that of
Helios, which I considered congruent with the allusion to Psalm 19 beneath the face on
the front cover. However, a closer study of the interior sheets revealed that the source
of both covers’ facial images is a coin or medallion with a beaded border showing a face
with the hair bound by an ampyx (Fig. 72). This means that the face in SH1 G1 D9 must
be that of a female.

Fig. 72
SH1 G1 D9a

Larissa, Thessaly, Drachm, ca. 380-365 BCE 615

SH1 G1 D9b

As Figs. 73-74 show, by comparing the inside pages with the covers we can
confirm the traces of the ampyx on both covers of SH1 G1 D9.

See Nick Pryer, ‘Is this the first ever portrait of Jesus? The incredible story of 70
ancient books hidden in a cave for nearly 2,000 years.’ Daily Mail. 2 April 2011.
<http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-1372741/Hidden-cave-First-portrait-Jesus1-70-ancient-books.html>.
615 <https://www.pinterest.com/pin/248542473158551239/>.
614
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Inside Page

Front Cover

Fig. 73
SH1 G1 D9, Details

Inside Page

Back Cover

Fig. 74
SH1 G1 D9, Details
That SH1 G1 D9’s cover pages’ face images were produced by the same coin or
medallion that was used to create the images on the inside pages SH1 G1 D9a and SH1
G1 D9b can be more clearly demonstrated by horizontally flipping SH1 G1 D9 Front
Cover and placing it side by side with SH1 G1 D9a, as in Figs. 75-76, and then by
comparing SH1 G1 D9a with both covers’ faces (Fig. 77).

Fig. 75
SH1 G1 D9 Front Cover

SH1 G1 D9a Flipped
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Fig. 76
SH1 G1 D9 Back Cover

SH1 G1 D9a Flipped

Fig. 77 documents the many details shared between the facial image of the inner
pages on the one hand and the face on the front and back covers on the other hand,
indicating that a single image (the one seen most clearly on the inner pages) produced
the front and back cover images.

a
SH1 G1 D9 Back Cover

Fig. 77
b
SH1 G1 D9 Front Cover

c
SH1 G1 D9a Flipped

In Fig. 77a and b we see the same crushing in the nose area, and the large nose
style of both a and b generally matches c’s nose. All three show the ampyx (red boxes) in
varying degrees of clarity in the same position. All three show the same bulge over the
right eye (yellow circles). All three exhibit a similar vertical feature under the nose
(yellow boxes); a has this a little further to the left than b’s and c’s version, but this is
easily explained as the effect of a variation caused by the transfer process.
The same prominent lower right hair lock is visible in both Fig. 77a and c
(diagonal white boxes). The same noticeable lower left hair lock ends are visible in all
three (lower left white boxes). Both b and c exhibit the same upright thin hair lock
above the ampyx (upper white boxes). All three show traces of the same hair locks in
the pink boxes. All three feature a similar pattern above the left eye (green boxes).
The closest matches for the facial image in SH1 G1 D9 are found on ancient coins
of the nymphs Larissa and Arethusa with beaded borders from the 400s to 300s BCE.
The Larissa coins were later the models of Arethusa coins. These coins show a nymph
facing three-quarters. Her forehead displays an ampyx, and she wears a beaded
necklace. Dolphins generally flank her neck, with a dolphin head swimming out of her
hair. The image in SH1 G1 D9 mostly seems to match certain Larissa coins (see Figs. 78Original text copyright ©2017 by Samuel Zinner. Internet images used according to Fair Use doctrine for commentary purposes.
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79), but some features overlap with the Arethusa coins as well, making it difficult to
determine which nymph is depicted in the Jordanian lead book. It may be that coins of
both these nymphs have inspired the lead codex image.

Fig. 78616

Fig. 79617

Thessaly, Larissa, 400-380 BCE

Thessaly, Larissa. Drachm Late 4th Cent. BCE

The basic archetype of these coin types spread widely through time and regions
(Fig. 80).

a618

b619

c620

d621

e622

f623
Fig. 80
Ancient Coins with Nymph Style Designs

<http://www.baldwin.co.uk/media/cms/auction-archive/auction75/BALDWINS%20Auction%2075%20-%2009%20-%20ANCIENT%20Coins.pdf>.
617 <https://www.cointalk.com/threads/ancient-i-own-a-new-ionia-send-inklazomenai.233290/page-2>.
618 Frank Sherman Benson, Ancient Greek Coins Vol 2 (Private Printing, 1901-1902).
619 L. Anson, Numismata Graeca: Greek Coin Types Classified for Immediate
Identification: Part III (Macon, France: Protat Brothers, 1911), Plate XIII.
620 Barclay V. Head, Historia Numorum: A Manual of Greek Numismatics (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1887), Arethusa, p. 155.
621 Reginald Stuart Poole, A Catalogue of the Greek Coins in the British Museum: Italy
(London: British Museum, 1873), Hera, p. 128.
622 Ibid., Hera, p. 92.
623 Ibid., water nymph or Seiren Parthenope, p. 94.
616
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Figs. 81-88 show ancient nymph coins on the left and compare these to the
clearest stamping (SH1 G1 D9a) of the face in the inner pages of the Jordanian lead
book:

Larissa

Fig. 81624

Thessaly, drachm, ca. 380-365 BCE.

Larissa

Fig. 82625

Thessaly, drachm, ca. 400-380 BC.

Fig. 83626

Larissa
Thessaly, drachm, 400-334 BCE

SH1 G1 D9a

SH1 G1 D9a

SH1 G1 D9a

<https://www.pinterest.com/pin/248542473158551239/>.
<http://www.kimoncoins.com/likekimon.html>.
626 <http://akropoliscoins.com/page2.html>.
624
625
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Fig. 84627
Larissa

SH1 G1 D9a

Fig. 85628
Arethusa

SH1 G1 D9a

Syracuse, silver tetradrachm, ca. 410 BCE.

Fig. 86629
Arethusa

SH1 G1 D9a

<http://www.allposters.com/-sp/Silver-Tetradrachm-Depicting-Gorgon-fromSyracuse-Ancient-Greek-Coins-5th-Century-BC-Posters_i12002222_.htm>.
628 <http://www.britannica.com/topic/coin>. British Museum.
629 <http://www.bestofsicily.com/mag/art82.htm>.
627
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Fig. 87630
Arethusa

SH1 G1 D9a

Syracuse, tetradrachm, ca. 406-400 BCE

Similar to the Larissa and Arethusa coins are Egesta coins.

Fig. 88631
Egesta, Flipped
Tetradrachm, ca. 405-400 BCE

SH1 G1 D9a

Fig. 89
Typical Helios Coin Design632
That the SH1 G1 D9’s face is not Helios does not mean that the allusion to Psalm
19 is not fitting (see Fig. 90), because this is a hymn in praise not only of the Lord under
the symbol of the sun (Helios in Greek), but of his bride as well, the personified Lady
Torah who is celebrated in the second part of the psalm.

<http://www.icollector.com/Greek-coins-Syracuse-Tetradrachm-ca-406-400-AR17-37g_i9257723>.
631 <http://www.kimoncoins.com/likekimon.html>.
632
Barclay V. Head, Historia Numorum: A Manual of Greek Numismatics (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1887), p. 540.
630
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Moreover, SH1 G1 D9’s nymph’s hair locks are depicted in the traditional style of
Helios’ hair locks (Fig. 89). What we have here in SH1 G1 D9 is consequently a nymph
image intended to depict Ps. 19’s bride of the solar Lord, that is, the divine Sun.
Therefore one might say that Helios is still present in SH1 G1 D9, but only
indirectly, implicitly, which is congruent with the tradition of depicting Helios (and his
feminine counterpart the moon) in ancient and medieval synagogues. In the context of
SH1 the face of SH1 G1 D9 depicts the celestial Lady Zion, whose earthly counterpart,
the land of Israel, Bar Kokhba fought to liberate from Rome. Lady Zion and Lady Torah
are, after all, but different modalities or specializations of Lady Wisdom.

Fig. 90
SH1 G1 D9 Front Cover
Nymph Face with Ps. 19 Allusion Beneath
In conclusion, SH1 G1 D9’s face is not, as the fancy of some have imagined, Jesus
as the man of suffering. The only suffering involved here is the damage that the lead
book’s covers have experienced.
One blogger who thought the image of another face in the metal books (Fig. 91)
had been created by an American Civil War medallion assumed that on the metal book
the face was supposed to depict Jesus, even though the scrambled letters of Shimʿon
occur beneath, to the side, and above the face. As if only Jesus could have a beard. As I
will document later, Fig. 91’s face is certainly not derived from any Civil War medallion,
but has ample ancient coinage precedents.
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Fig. 91
SH2 G3:15
I suppose that if the face of Commodus (Fig. 92) had been stamped on one of the
lead books it, too, would have been mistaken for that of Jesus.

Fig. 92
Commodus Coin
W. B., A Manual of Roman Coins (London: W. H. Johnston, MDCCCLXV), Plate XII
As for SH1 G1 D9’s physical characteristics, the covers as well as inside pages
contain bubble-shaped crystals indicative of great age. There is also frequent cracking
from age brittleness which in some cases has resulted in the loss of metal (Fig. 93).
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Front cover cracks and crystals
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Back cover

Inside Pages, Age Cracks and Crystals
Fig. 93
SH1 G1 D9
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CHAPTER FOUR
PHOTO CREDITS
Robert Feather: 3-4; 6a-c; 7a; 9b-c; 11 bottom; 12; 14; 16-17; 33d; 61; 69-77; 81-88; 90; 93.
John Stuart Reid: 1; 2; 5; 6d, e; 7b; 8; 9a; 11 top; 13; 33c; 35 right.
Hassan Saida: 19; 22; 24-33; 34b; 35 left; 36-42; 44a; 45-53; 56-60; 62-63; 91.
Ilan Shibli: 64.
Archives of the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books: 9d; 10; 15; 43.
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CHAPTER FIVE
Saida Hoard 1 Group 2 (SH1 G2)
A Classification of SH1 Groups and Designs
Part 5
SH1 G2 D1-SH1 G2 D4
Saida Hoard 1 Group 2 (SH1 G2)
G2 designs occur in about a dozen SH1 books whose contents consist entirely of eight
designs, freely excerpted and combined variously. Two of the designs (D7, D8) occur in only
one book, while another (D6) is found in only a few of the specimens.
SH1 G2 artefacts exhibit all the physical features that make SH1 G1 books’ metal
congruent with antiquity. Several of the SH1 G2 lead books have an aspect to their patination
that takes on the appearance of sand in some photos, but which is in fact not sand but firmly
adhering limescale concretion (see e.g., Fig. 1). This is accompanied by frequent age cracking
(which has often caused portions of metal to break off), crystal corrosion, pitting, wasting,
and other signs that indicate we are surely dealing with pre-modern, indeed, even ancient,
lead in these instances.
Although a 2011 BBC piece cast doubt on a SH1 G2 codex, apparently with a portion
of SH1 G2 D1 on its front cover, as probably a modern artefact,633 the DAJ has
metallurgically tested its SH1 G2 codices, and the results do not indicate modern
manufacture.634
The question of when the iconographic and textual contents were created and added to
the metal is a separate yet related matter which I have discussed previously. In brief, the
raised contents would have to have been added to the metal at the time of its production,
when it was still malleable. The simple fact is that there is no known technique whereby one
in the modern era could add raised designs to ancient corroded lead with the two results that
(1) the raised contents would be as crisp and clear as the ones we see in the Jordanian metal
books and (2) the genuine ancient corrosion/patination would be retained.
Perhaps fakers know something the rest of us, including metal workers and scientists,
do not. In view of the current state of scientific knowledge, the burden of proof consequently
lies with those who would claim the texts are a recent addition to the metal.
Since, like Lemaire, I maintain the possibility of a sophisticated (not ‘obvious’) fake, I
must confess that I am not able to produce evidence to support my claim of a possible hoax.
Because I have consulted professional metallurgists, I cannot simply brush everything aside
by quipping that the issue lies outside my own training and leave it at that.
All I can say is that my training in museum and archival work, which has given me an
acquaintance with everything from ancient clay tablets, medieval manuscripts, to modern
botanical specimens, leads me to be suspicious of undocumented, non-provenanced artefacts.
And even if these artefacts’ authenticity could be proven definitively, remaining
undocumented in provenance, they would still leave a bad taste in my mouth, so to speak.
With regard to SH1 G2, their texts are mainly Paleo-Hebrew, but D4 contains a Greek
text derived from Antiochus Epiphanes coinage. The Hebrew texts consist principally of
633

See the video uploaded by Malcom Prior at <https://vimeo.com/57590819>.
I refer to the relevant metallurgical tests conducted at the Atomic Energy Commission,
Amman, Jordan (2011-2013) and at the Royal Scientific Society, Amman, Jordan (2011). On
the latter tests, see Taylor Luck, ‘Tests support ‘Jordan texts’ authenticity.’ The Jordan
Times. 15 June 2011.
634
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freely mixed (and modified) Hasmonean, Jewish War and Bar Kokhba epigraphic styles with
some graphemes that are more difficult to categorise.
SH1 G2 D1
SH1 G1 D1 consists of various sections of Paleo-Hebrew text enframing a prominent
upper central menorah flanked by two amphorae and four eight-pointed stars. The texts that
surround the menorah are themselves surrounded by a series of additional prominent eightpointed stars.

Fig. 1
SAH, with SH1 G2 D1
By collating the various exemplars, we can reconstruct SH1 G2 D1’s letters as shown
in Fig. 2:
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Fig. 2
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
In SH1 G2 D1’s right and left outer edges we find a combination of straightforward
and encrypted text arranged in two vertical columns of letters, as indicated and traced in Fig.
3a-b:
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a, Tracing

b
Fig. 3
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, with Tracing
I identify the letters in the right and left vertical columns as shown in Fig. 4:
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Fig. 4
SAH = SH1 G1 D2, Tracing
As already remarked, SH1 G2’s epigraphy is principally a mixture of Hasmonean,
Jewish War and Bar Kokhba forms. In interpreting SH1 G2’s texts it would be helpful to
keep in mind the following ambiguous characters (from Lidzbarski), a situation further
complicated by the Jordanian lead books’ penchant for mirror letters: alef (Maccabean):
; waw: (Maccabean): (Hasmonean): ; kaf (Hasmonean): ; tav (Hasmonean): .
The top six letters on the right of Fig. 4 clearly spell ‘Jerusalem.’ The bottom five
letters make no straightforward sense. With regard to the bottom letter of the right column,
this resembles various forms of Aramaic yod.635 It also to a certain extent brings to mind
Qumran Cryptic Script A’s yod (in mirror position), which, however, lacks the curves of the
lead book’s grapheme under consideration.
If we are dealing with a yod here, if we then go backwards in the alphabet, skipping
one intervening letter, we will arrive at ḥet, which if joined to the column’s r-w-t would give
us ḥ-r-w-t, ‘freedom.’ If we then move the lamed to the bottom, read together with the upper
letters this would produce the Bar Kokhba coin slogan ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem.’ (By
contrast, Jewish War coins have the slogan ‘for the freedom of Zion’).
The top four letters of the left column in Fig. 4 straightforwardly spell ‘Zion,’ while
the bottom five letters make no straightforward sense. The bottom letter resembles one of the
forms of Hasmonean alef. Next comes a lamed (this agrees with the placement of lamed in
the right column as well), then another alef, nun, tav.
First we place the lamed at the bottom (as we did in the column on the right). Next we
use the pattern we learned from the right column as a clue, that is, yod as cipher for ḥet
involves skipping one intervening letter (going backwards) in the alphabet. Here in the left
column we have alef, and if we skip one letter (bet), this time going forward in the alphabet,
we obtain gimel, which we now join to the alef above lamed. This second alef we will retain
as a straightforward alef rather than as a cipher. Next we treat the nun as a cipher letter, and
this time we go backwards in the alphabet skipping one intervening letter (mem) and arrive at
lamed. This procedure gives us l-g-ʾ-l-t, which when joined to the upper word ‘Zion’
produces the lucid reading ‘for the redemption of Zion,’ a coin slogan from the First Jewish
War.

635

See Gibson vol. 2 table, Ash. Ostr., Adon, Cowl. xxx 12f., Pap Lupar.
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SH1 G2 D1’s two war slogans are matched identically on Jewish War (‘for the
redemption of Zion’) and Bar Kokhba revolt (‘for the freedom of Jerusalem’) coins
respectively. While these slogans bring to mind Luke 2.25’s παράκλησιν τοῦ Ἰσραήλ (‘for
the consolation/defence of Israel’),636 2.38’s λύτρωσιν Ἰερουσαλήμ (‘for the redemption of
Jerusalem’), and 24.21’s λυτροῦσθαι τὸν Ἰσραήλ (‘redeem/free Israel’), none of these Lukan
phraseologies is matched by SH1 G2 D1’s two war slogans. Jewish War coins mention the
redemption and freedom of Zion, not of Jerusalem or of Israel as in Luke.
It would be pure delusion to deny that the lead book’s two war slogans are derived
from ancient Jewish coinage. Because the epigraphy of the war slogans in the lead book
design match features of the Jewish coins’ identical slogans, it would be just as delusional to
claim the lead book’s two war slogans are derived from pre-Jewish War oral tradition rather
than from the written texts on the coins under discussion.
Although the above results represent a completely successful decryption of the two
columns’ texts, the left column’s bottom letters deserve a closer look.
In Fig. 5 it is noteworthy that the bottom alef is in a tav-like form, which produces a
notable degree of symmetry with the tav at the top.
Qumran Cryptic Script A’s nun is written with a grapheme that basically resembles
Greek gamma, but whose form can be explained as being based on an intentional mirror form
of Paleo-Hebrew gimel.637 If we interpret Fig. 5’s nun as implying a cryptic gimel (which in a
majority of cases in SH1 designs appears in mirror form, and thus in agreement with the basic
morphology of Qumran Cryptic Script A’s nun), and then read the next four letters in
descending order as alef-lamed-tav, then we would have the word g-ʾ-l-t, ‘redemption.’
While in Qumran Cryptic Script A a grapheme that resembles gimel represents nun,
Fig. 5 would involve the reverse scenario in which nun could represent gimel.
That Fig. 5’s vertically placed letters could be read (via decryption) both upwards and
downwards parallels various horizontally placed words in these artefacts that can be read
both forwards and backwards, e.g., SH1 G1 D1’s overlapping ‘Israel’ and ʿiqqeš,
‘bent’/‘crooked,’ and the same text’s t-w-m, ‘perfection,’ which read in reverse means
‘death.’

636

Note well, spoken by a man named Simeon, a name of prominent revolutionaries in both
the Jewish War and the Bar Kokhba revolt. Also, Luke’s three allusions to war slogans are
loosely paralleled by some elements on Bar Kokhba coins, not on earlier Jewish War coins,
which mention only the redemption and freedom of Zion, not of Jerusalem or Israel.
637
Pfann has emphasized that to a large degree Qumran esoteric scripts are evolved forms of
Paleo-Hebrew. See Stephen Pfann, ‘The Use of Cryptographic and Esoteric Scripts in Second
Temple Judaism and the Surrounding Cultures,’ in Gabriele Boccaccini; Jason M. Zurawski
(editors), Interpreting 4 Ezra and 2 Baruch (London/New York: T&T Clark, 2014), pp. 173196.
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Fig. 5
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
However we decipher its left column’s bottom letters, SH1 G2 D1’s two vertical
columns consist of a mixture of straightforward text, with the seditious words ‘freedom’ and
‘redemption’ scrambled in sequence and partially in cipher. The cipher may be a slight
variant of the atbash cipher (one of the three traditional Temurah ciphers), but instead of the
latter’s alef = tav, here we have alef = shin, but also in a forward direction alef = gimel.
Wolfson refers to ‘the ancient technique of letter permutation, , i.e., the
correspondence of each letter of the alphabet with the subsequent letter. . . .’638 SH1 G2 D1
seems to use a system with somewhat similar ideological underpinnings as this, only
involving a skipping of one intervening letter, sometimes moving forward and sometimes
backward in the alphabet. Thus in the slogan ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem,’ yod = ḥet, and
in ‘for the redemption of Zion,’ alef = gimel, and nun = lamed.
This need for encrypting seditious content could also explain the columns’ odd
mixture of historical period scripts, namely, two styles of yod on the right (one cryptic), and
up to three styles of waw between right and left. The mixture of epigraphy together with the
ciphers functions here as a double encryption method, making the decipherment of seditious
content difficult even for readers of Paleo-Hebrew script.
We can obtain further clues about how the texts of the Jordanian metal artefacts are
constructed by recognizing how letter sequences from SH1 G2 D1’s two war slogans are
distributed elsewhere on the same design in fragmented and scrambled rearrangements, as
illustrated by Fig. 6.

638

See Elliot R. Wolfson, ‘Letter Symbolism and Merkavah Imagery in the Zohar,’ p. 205.
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Fig. 6
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
These traits of scrambled and fragmented redistribution are seen again when we
compare SH1 G2 D1 with SH2 G2:16 (Fig. 7).

Fig. 7
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing, and SH2 G2:16, Composite
In Fig. 7 we see that both SH1 G2 D1 (right and left vertical columns) and SH2 G2:16
(central image of menorah encircled by letters) share a straightforward instance of ‘Zion’ (left
and middle red boxes). SH2 G2:16 contains a further fragment of ‘Zion’ in the red box on the
right, where we find ṣadi-yod. I trace the yod for clarity, which is difficult to see in the image
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used for Fig. 7, but which can be restored on the basis of collation with other images of the
same design.
Fig. 7’s yellow boxes show the shared sequence (right to left proceeding upwards) of
alef-nun-tav, letters of SH1 G2 D1’s encrypted g-ʾ-l-t, from ‘for the redemption’ (of Zion’).
But notice that SH2 G2:16 has introduced a kaf-like component to the tav, which is in fact an
importation of the kaf style used to allude to Koseba/Kokhba in SH1 G2 D1.
Fig. 7’s blue lines highlight first SH2 G2:16’s yod, which is identical to SH1 G2 D1’s
yod= ḥet cipher in the word ḥerut, ‘freedom,’ and second the adjacent tav, which together
represent the first and last letters of ḥerut.
This leaves remaining in SH2 G2:16 the upper letters shin-yod-kaf, and the letters
shin-mem on the left. Yod, shin and mem are of course letters of ‘Jerusalem,’ but the kaf
suggests the letters shin and mem also allude to the name Shimʿon bar Koseba/Kokhba. This
can be supported by a comparison with other text portions of SH1 G1 D1 (Fig. 8).

Fig. 8
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing, and SH2 G2:16. Composite
Fig. 8’s outer right and left portions give a textual section from SH1 G2 D1 where we
have the name Shimʿon with doubled mem in a triangular pattern. The upper shin is joined to
the two lower mems as indicated by the red triangle, with the ayin-waw-nun in the centre in a
descending line (red line inside the red triangle).
Beneath the upper shin is a kaf, which I take as an allusion to Koseba/Kokhba. The
shin-kaf is paralleled in SH2 G2:16 as shown by Fig. 8’s blue boxes. The black lines point
out the two designs’ mems, while the green lines coordinate their parallel nuns, all letters of
the name Shimʿon.
As Fig. 8’s right section shows in its four black circles, overlapping the triangular
pattern of the name Shimʿon are the four letters of ‘Zion’ in a square pattern, which are
correlated with the word ‘Zion’ in SH2 G2:16 by means of the pink lines.
Next, as Fig. 9 points out, SH2 G2:16 contains an allusion to Shimʿon in the black
box, which contains four of the five letters of Shimʿon (minus ayin), sharing the waw-nun of
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‘Zion,’ a very similar technique to what we see in SH1 G2 D1. As the white box indicates,
the kaf of Koseba/Kokhba is immediately beneath the shin, again as in SH1 G2 D1.

Fig. 9
SH2 G2:16
Some of the individual pieces of data we obtain from Fig. 7 may help us elsewhere in
the texts of the Jordanian metal artefacts. For instance, its abbreviation ḥet-tav for ḥ-r-w-t,
‘freedom,’ shows us that these two letters elsewhere in the collection arguably also abbreviate
ḥerut. Similarly, on the basis of this paradigm we can deduce that SH1 G2 D5’s frequent
letter pair ṣadi-nun abbreviates ‘Zion,’ in an allusion to the slogan ‘for the redemption of
Zion.’
Fig. 10 shows how a portion of SH1 G2 D1’s cipher for ‘redemption’ are excerpted in
SH1 G1 D6.

Fig. 10
a
b
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing SH1 G1 D6, Tracing
Regarding SH1 G2 D1’s straightforward instance of ‘Jerusalem,’ its lucidity supplies
us with a crib that justifies a search for encrypted forms of the same word elsewhere in the
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artefacts. The word ‘Jerusalem’ occurs clearly enough, if not straightforwardly, in K-S/R D9
in the form of two triangular groupings of letters (Fig. 11a). The yod is in mirror form, the
waw is represented by an inverted Greek omega, and the lamed is in mirror form.
K-S/R D9’s letters of ‘Jerusalem’ are redistributed in K-S/R D7 to the left of a
menorah where we find the letters shin-lamed-mem grouped together in a triangular pattern
(white triangle), but the letters yod-resh-waw are distributed to the top and bottom of the
shin-lamed-mem yellow triangle (Fig. 11b). Together the six letters now form a vertical
rectangle. Although less elegant than K-S/R D9’s two triangles construct, K-S/R D7’s
‘Jerusalem’ is in fact still composed of two triangles, only they intersect each other rather
than being adjacent to each other. This gives us a good example of how what look like
random, senseless strings of letters in the artefacts are at least in some instances artfully
shuffled or scrambled forms of what is elsewhere more straightforwardly present in the same
artefacts.

Fig. 11
a
K-S/R D9, Tracing

b
K-S/R D7, Tracing

On the basis of the crib supplied in Fig. 11a, and its modulation in Fig. 11b, we can
now clearly identity two encrypted allusions to ‘Jerusalem’ in the cognate K-S/R D1. In Fig.
12 we can now recognize that all the letters in the right column (yellow box) are scrambled
and repeated letters of ‘Jerusalem,’ with inverted omega for waw, as in K-S/R D9. Also, Fig.
12’s red lines show how ‘Jerusalem’ is encrypted again in the pattern of a diagonal line
terminating in a triangular pattern, the latter being paralleled again in K-S/R D9. In this KS/R D1 instance, the yod of ‘Jerusalem’ is expressed via interchange with a he. Without the
crib supplied in Fig. 11a, we would have no justification nor ability for identifying
‘Jerusalem’ as in Fig. 12.
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Fig. 12
K-S/R D1
SH1 G2 D1’s war slogans involving the terms ‘redemption,’ g-ʾ-l-t, and ‘freedom,’ ḥr-w-t, bring to mind Meshorer’s implication that on Jewish War coinage the word ‘freedom’
is a political term while ‘redemption’ is religious.639 That Meshorer is creating a false
dichotomy is indicated by the use of the term ḥ-r-w-t in the Amidah, where it is at once
political and religious. ‘Sound the great horn ( )בשופרfor our freedom ()לחרותנו. . . . [R]eign
thou over us, Lord, thou alone. . . .’640
Even though the current text of the Amidah postdates the 70 CE destruction of the
temple, this portion of the prayer almost certainly reflects the type of thinking and sentiments
underpinning the ancient slogan ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem.’ Soon after the Amidah’s
reference to the shofar of freedom, Jerusalem in fact becomes the object of prayer: ‘And to
Jerusalem, thy city, return in mercy, and dwell therein as thou hast spoken; rebuild it soon in
our days as an everlasting building, and speedily set up therein the throne of David. Blessed
art thou, O Lord, who rebuildest Jerusalem.’641
Moving inward from the two outer sides’ war slogans, I will now focus attention on
the upper central portion SH1 G2 D1’s middle section which contains a central menorah
flanked by two amphorae, four eight-pointed stars, and two Paleo-Hebrew letters:

639

Ya’akov Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage, Volume II, p. 122.
S. Singer, The Standard Prayer Book (New York: Bloch Publishing Company,
5719/1958), p. 58. In an Ashkenazi version we read  ;לחירותינוThe Tephilloth or Daily Form
of Prayers, in Hebrew and English, According to the Order of the German and Polish Jews
(London: Samuel Solomon, n.d.), p. 31.
641
S. Singer, The Standard Prayer Book, p. 59.
640
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Fig. 13
SAH = SH1 G2 D1
As is often the case with these artefacts, the two Paleo-Hebrew letters in Fig. 13 are
ambiguous. They could be two different styles of nun, or they could be waw-nun, or the first
letter could playfully be meant to suggest both waw and nun at once, given that its
orthography can be understood as a modulation of some forms of nun on Bar Kokhba coinage
(Fig. 14) that has precedents on some Jewish War coins in the form .642

Fig. 14
E. Rogers, A Handy Guide to Jewish Coins, Plate VI
A clue to Fig. 13’s two letters is supplied by Fig. 15, where we see in SH1 G1 D2 two
letters flanking the very bottom of a menorah stand, with two additional letters further up
flanking the same central stand. The upper two letters are waw-nun, which supplies a clue to
the two bottom letters, which are likely a repetition of the same two letters, but in different
epigraphy styles.

Fig. 15
SH1 G1 D2
642

Ya‘akov Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage, Volume II, p. 163.
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As I explained in my commentary on SH1 G1 D2, the two bottom letters in Fig. 15
are the waw-nun of the name Shimʿon, with the waw in a style that coincides with square
script ayin, in order to allude to another letter of Shimʿon. In both cases of SH1 G2 D1 and
SH1 G1 D2 the two letters that flank the central menorah stand are the waw-nun of Shimʿon
(Fig. 16).

a

b
Fig. 16

SH1 G2 D1

SH1 G1 D2

As previously observed, the first letter in Fig. 16a, the waw (of Shimʿon), also has the
form of some styles of nun. Indeed, in SH1 G2 D1 the same form of waw is used also as nun
in the word ‘Zion,’ which as Fig. 17a-b shows, is present in both triangular and square
patterns that intersect and overlap with a larger triangular pattern of the name Shimʿon. The
evidence therefore suggests that the Shimʿon hinted at in the two letters beneath SH1 G2
D1’s menorah possesses an intimate connection with Zion.

a

b
Fig. 17
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing

c

Closely examining how the larger groups of letters to the right of and beneath the
menorah are aligned with each other and paying attention to their varying individual sizes, we
can determine that they form two independent units, which I colour code in order to make the
distinctions clearer:
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Fig. 18
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
The reasons for grouping the letters separately as indicated in Fig. 18 are as follows:
1: When this is done, there are nine letters in each of the two lines in green.
2: None of the red letters y, m, or d towards the bottom right line up with either of the
two green lines.
3: The red letters are not the same size as the letters in the green lines, especially not
the adjacent ones.
4: The division shown in Fig. 18 has an additional result, shown in Fig. 19, namely,
the letters in the right group number seventeen total; the letters in the bottom central
group total eighteen; the letters on the left portion of the design total nineteen. The
sequence seventeen-eighteen-nineteen surely is not the result of chance.

Fig. 19
SH1 G2 D1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
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For the record, it was about four years after I had worked out the division of SH1 G2
D1’s upper portion of text shown in Fig. 18 that I decided to count the number of letters in
each of the three main groupings. This revealed that from right to left the three sections
consist of seventeen, eighteen, and nineteen letters respectively.
When we add to these fifty-four letters the two additional letters that flank the
menorah stand, we arrive at a total of fifty-six letters, exactly double the number of the
twenty-eight stars in the design’s upper section, as detailed in Fig. 19 (on the bottom, one of
the stars is partially double stamped, between stars 18 and 19).
Curiously, the final two stars on the bottom right are placed below the main lower
string of stars in what almost looks like an afterthought. (Perhaps we might compare these
two ‘stray’ stars to the two isolated letters that flank the menorah). If we abstract these two
bottom stars, this leaves us with 26, the gematria value of the Tetragrammaton.
There are ten stars at the top of SH1 G2 D1, a row of ten stars on the bottom, with a
further two below these, and six stars on the left side which are placed to the left of the
adjacent letters to their right. Ten and six are Tetragrammaton numbers, yod and waw, but the
significance of the two additional stars on the very bottom is less clear. This brings the
bottom total number of stars to twelve, a significant enough number in Jewish tradition. And
twelve is a doubling of the left side’s six stars.
However, if we add star 16 to the bottom row of stars, then we would have a total of
thirteen stars, the number of letters on the bottom of the text (1+9+3 letters, right to left). At
the top, the ten stars are actually divided between six stars above and four stars flanking the
menorah below. Perhaps the four lower stars represent the four letters of the Tetragrammaton.
The remaining six could refer to waw, to the six words of the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening line, or
perhaps to the six letters of the Šemaʿ’s אלהינו, ‘our God.’
Fig. 20 identifies some of the structural patterns we see in the right portion of text.
There are similar graphemes at the top right and bottom left (white frames). At the top right is
the vertical sequence resh-mem-yod; this parallels in a scrambled sequence the three bottom
letters on the far left, alef (which can also be read as mirror yod)-dalet (in resh style)-mem.

Fig. 20
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
As for text content, I have already documented how Fig. 20 contains scrambled letters
from the war slogan ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem’ from the outer right edge’s vertical
column of text. As I will explain in my comments on SH1 G2 D4, as Fig. 20 suggests it
would seem that SH1 G2 D1’s right group’s letters contain allusions to yom ha-din, that is,
Rosh ha-Shanah.
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In Fig. 21’s upper blue box we have yom, to its left in the white box is he, the definite
article that belongs to din, which then occurs in the red box (with mirror yod) where it is,
however, spelled from the bottom up rather than from the top down. While it is odd to have
din’s letters arranged in this manner, it at least agrees with the bottom-up arrangement of the
yod-mem in the adjacent blue box. The lower blue boxes and line indicates that yom occurs
additionally in several overlapping patterns.

Fig. 21
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
Before examining the central bottom’s two horizontally placed lines of text beneath
the menorah, I will first offer some comments on the vertically arranged text to the left of the
menorah.
As I have already documented, this portion of the SH1 G2 D1 text contains different
arrangements of overlapping allusions to Shimʿon and Zion (Fig. 22). Again, the name has a
doubled mem at the bottom, as attested on a Bar Kokhba coin.643

Fig. 22
a

b
Shimʿon
Double Mem

c
Zion (Blue)

SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing

643

See Ya‘akov Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage. Volume II, plate 27, coin 75a. For the
image, see ch. 1 of the present monograph.
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The name Shimʿon with double mem at the bottom of a design is similar to other
instances of the same name in the Jordanian artefacts where we find the variation of two
bottom nuns, as in Fig. 23a, where a nun is placed beneath both the shin and ayin of Shimʿon,
with a ṣadi interposed between the two nuns, which produces an abbreviation of ‘Zion’ in
both directions. As the larger portion of this text shown in Fig. 23b reveals, the waw is placed
before the shin, but a second waw, in mirror kaf-like form (as used in the name Shimʿon in
SH1 G1 D1), is also present beneath the shin, adjacent to the nun to the left.

a

b
Fig. 23
SH1 G2 D5

In a K-S/R D1 allusion to Shimʿon (Fig. 24) we have a similar double bottom nun
with a letter interposed between them (ayin in this instance).

Fig. 24
K-S/R D1

Fig. 25
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
Some further comments on the text in Fig. 25 are in order. First, as we will learn on
the basis of the two horizontal lines of text beneath the menorah, in Fig. 25’s inner, that is,
right column of letters, beginning with yod and ending with nun at the top, spell the name
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John, minus the he, which is a reference to John Hyrcanus. This reveals that the waw of John
is simultaneously what we have seen is the nun of Zion.
We can now appreciate why the letters that flank the menorah in Fig. 26, waw-nun,
can both be read as nun, since this produces the double nun of John, which is preceded to the
left by ḥet, the letter that precedes the double nun of John. To the right of these three letters
there is a triangular pattern of the first three letters of John, yod-he-waw. In the vicinity is yet
another nun, on the fourth line of text, and on the same line on the far right there is a waw,
another letter of John.

Fig. 26
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
Fig. 25’s bottom three lines of text all pertain to Bar Kokhba, John Hyrcanus, and
Zion. This leaves the top three lines of text in need of further commentary. I have already
pointed out that the top shin-kaf stand for Shimʿon bar Koseba/Kokhba. I am not aware of
any special significance in line 1’s sequence nun-shin-lamed. Line 2’s nun-kaf-lamed,
however, understood as the verb נכל, ‘to be deceitful,’ makes very good sense in the context
of Bar Kokhba, given the slur that developed as a play on Koseba, namely, Kozibah, ‘a lie.’ I
find it difficult to avoid the conclusion that SH1 G2 D1’s line  נכלindicates awareness of this
slur.
Reading left to right line 2’s kaf-nun would seem to allude to John Hyrcanus as high
priest (ha-kohen ha-gadol), since as I will point out, the two bottom lines of horizontally
placed text beneath the menorah deal exclusively with John Hyrcanus, and while they contain
the word gadol, kohen is missing. The latter has been concealed elsewhere, namely, in the
vertically placed section of text to the left of the menorah, by means of placing the kaf of Bar
Kokhba next to the nun of John in order to form a defective spelling of ‘priest.’
Given the central role of the high priest on Yom Kippur, and the line of continuity
that links Yom Kippur and Rosh ha-Shanah, we can perhaps now make sense of SH1 G2
D1’s allusion to yom ha-din.
The third line of text, ḥet-lamed-lamed-nun, strikes one as unusual, given that this is
the only line in this portion of text with four rather than three letters. However, this is surely a
deliberate element, since it brings the total number of letters in this section to nineteen,
continuing the pattern of the other two sections’ seventeen and eighteen total letters
respectively.
Line 3’s חללן, as an evocation of some form of the verb חלל, ‘to slay,’ perhaps in a
passive sense, ‘to fall,’ would make very good sense in the context of Bar Kokhba and his
fate. However, there is another way to interpret this line’s four letters which involves the
name of John (Hyrcanus).
It is possible that Fig. 27a’s blue box contains a play on the Paleo-Hebrew letters ḥetnun-nun, the last three letters of John, on Hasmonean coinage (Fig. 27b, red box), where the
style of Paleo-Hebrew nun could bring to mind square script lamed, ל. That this may be the
case here could be hinted at in the inclusion of Paleo-Hebrew nun after the double lamed in
Fig. 27a’s blue box.
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Notice as well the vertically aligned double lamed directly above the blue box’s nun
in Fig. 27a, which mirrors the vertical double nun of ‘John’ to right, at the top of the red box.
In short, in Fig. 27a’s top three lines, there could be four instances of lamed as cryptic nun.

a
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing

b
Hasmonean Coin644
Fig. 27

I will now examine SH1 G2 D1’s two lines of text placed horizontally beneath the
menorah. As I have documented, each of these two lines consists of nine letters. These two
lines are derived from John Hyrcanus Hasmonean coinage text as shown in Figs. 28-29.

Fig. 28645
Prutah 130 BCE

Fig. 29
‘John, the high priest and the nation/people of the Jews/Judeans’
Rogers, P. 6, No. 11
By means of colour-coded frames and lines, Fig, 30 correlates the contents of the
Hyrcanus coinage text under discussion with its parallels in SH1 G2 D1.

644

< https://artstor.wordpress.com/2012/12/10/happy-hanukkah/>.
<http://cojs.org/first_jewish_coin_from_jerusalem-_130_bce/>.

645
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Fig. 30
SH1 G2 D1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner, with Hasmonean Prutah
Fig. 30’s vertical black box contains the name ‘John’ (Hyrcanus) minus he, while the
lower black box’s yod is likely the first letter of ‘John,’ since it is the first letter of the upper
line of text consisting of nine letters. The bottom yellow frame contains the letters of gadol,
‘great,’ with qof as mirror dalet; The adjacent yellow box repeats the lamed of gadol, while
yellow frame at the end of line 2 contains what can be interpreted simultaneously as the
Paleo-Hebrew mirror gimel of gadol and the square script mirror dalet of the same word, or
even simultaneously as the mirror dalet of yehudim. The red boxes contain the waw and the
noun ḥeber to which it is joined. The blue frames are letters of yehudim. The letters of
yehudim occur in the three left blue frames. In the right blue frames yehudim’s final three
letters are repeated, with the dalet and yod on the bottom, which are the first two letters of the
lower line’s nine-letter text. The separate text to the right places a diminutive mem (right side
blue box, line 1) above the yod, possibly in order to form a clearer allusion to the word
yehudim.
As just remarked, the mirror gimel may simultaneously function as interchange for
mirror dalet, and then it could be both the dalet of gadol and of yehudim. In fact, it might be
preferable to interpret the grapheme as the dalet of yehudim, but inspired by (and therefore
cryptically alluding to) the gimel of gadol. After all, the yod-mirror gimel have beneath them
dalet-yod, which, if the upper mirror gimel is actually mirror dalet, would be a mirror
sequence of the same two letters. Add to this that the last two letters of line 1 read as yodmirror dalet would then be repeated in transposed sequence by the first two letters of line 2,
which starts with dalet-yod.
For the sake of those readers who may not know Hebrew, Fig. 31 correlates each of
the coin’s letters with each of their corresponding parallels in the SH1 G2 D1 text.
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Fig. 31
SH1 G2 D1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner, with Hasmonean Prutah
The Jordanian lead books’ quotation from a John Hyrcanus prutah (‘mite’) was
viewed in 2011 by blogger Steve Caruso as proof of what he called ‘forgery’ (Fig. 32).
However, the obvious question that immediately arises in the face of such a claim is why
could no ancients quote theological or political phrases from popular coinage. We know that
coin collecting (even of Hasmonean coins) is a hobby that stretches back to antiquity.646 Coin
art and texts were an integral element of ancient Jewish culture, with coin imagery appearing
also on lead coffins and alluded to in literary texts. Daniel and 1 Enoch describe Antiochus
Epiphanes as a horn, which brings to mind the cornucopia of this Seleucid ruler’s coinage.
John 1.16’s ‘fullness’ in part alludes to ancient cornucopia coinage imagery as well.647
Luke 2.25’s παράκλησιν τοῦ Ἰσραήλ (‘for the consolation/defence of Israel’) and
24.21’s λυτροῦσθαι τὸν Ἰσραήλ (‘redeem/free Israel’) are in some respects paralleled by the
Bar Kokhba coin slogans ‘for the redemption of Israel,’ ‘for the freedom of Israel,’ while
Luke 2.38’s λύτρωσιν Ἰερουσαλήμ (‘for the redemption of Jerusalem’) is paralleled by the
Bar Kokhba coin slogan ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem.’ Already 1 Maccabees 15.7 speaks of
the freedom of Jerusalem won by the Maccabean revolt: ‘I permit you to mint your own
coinage as money for your country, and I grant freedom to Jerusalem and the sanctuary.’
(NRSV)
That an ancient individual or group possessed a collection of Israeli and GrecoRoman coins whose imagery and texts could be used as inspiration for some of the Jordanian
lead books’ contents would thus not be incredible at all.

646

See Nir Hasson, ‘Archaeologists Find Ancient Collector’s Hoard of Hasmonean Coins,’
Haaretz, 10 June 2016: <http://www.haaretz.com/jewish/archaeology/1.723643>.
647
See Max Küchler, ‘Aus seiner Fülle haben wir alle empfangen: Joh 1,16a als literarisches
Pendant zum antiken Bildmotiv des überfließenden Füllhorns,’ in Andreas Dettwiler et al.,
eds., Studien zu Matthäus und Johannes: Festschrift für Jean Zumstein, pp. 135-155.
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Fig. 32
<http://aramaicnt.org/2011/08/27/lead-codices-sequence-lifted-from-john-hyrcanus-i-prutah/>

In Fig. 33 Caruso highlights the letters ḥet, bet, resh, and he, which he correctly
identifies as the Hasmonean coin text’s ḥeber ha-:

Fig. 33
Excerpted from
<http://aramaicnt.org/2011/08/27/lead-codices-sequence-lifted-from-john-hyrcanus-i-prutah/>

Regarding Fig. 33, Caruso informs us that he has ‘outlined’ the letters. However, a
comparison with the original untouched image reveals he has done more than just outlined
the text, he has actually inserted a portion of a vertical bar to the upper right side of the ḥet,
whereas the original lacks this, as illustrated by Fig. 34, an untouched version of the same
lead book section of text.
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Fig. 34
Lead Book with SH1 G2 D1
In SH1 G2 D1, ḥeber’s bet has a round head while the resh has a triangular head. The
forms of these two letters vary on Hasmonean coinage, as we see in Fig. 35a-b. On some
coins (Fig. 35b) it is the bet that has a triangular head, while the resh has a round head.
Unaware of this, I at first thought the lead book version deliberately transposed the two
letters, and that Caruso had missed this feature. As Fig. 35a reveals, some of the same coin
types have both bet and resh with triangular head.

a648

b649

Fig. 35
Hasmonean Prutahs
Admittedly, it is very difficult for any scholar to work with poor images of text on
very corroded ancient metal. However, in Fig. 35 not only does Caruso indulge in the liberty
of adding an element not present in the original image, even after correctly identifying the
letters ḥet, bet, resh, and he of the text ‘people/nation (ḥ-b-r)650 of the (h),’ he misses the
fragment of yehudim (he-waw-dalet) on the line beneath ḥ-b-r-h. Fig. 35 supplies Caruso’s
648

<http://www.ancientcoinage.org/persian-hasmonean--tyrian-coin-types.html>.
Richard Plant, A Numismatic Journey through the Bible (London: Rotographic
International, 2007), p. 40.
650
Concerning ḥeber ha-yehudim meaning ‘people/nation of the Judeans,’ see David
Goodblatt, Elements of Ancient Jewish Nationalism (Cambridge/New York: Cambridge
University Press, 2006), p. 150, where Goodblatt explains that in this instance the meaning of
Hebrew ḥeber is equivalent to Greek ethnos.
649
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image with his red box identifying the letters ḥ-b-r-h. In Fig. 36 I reproduce this, but add a
yellow box showing the letters he-waw-dalet of the same prutah’s word yehudim, y-h-w-d-ym.

Fig. 35
Fig. 35 excerpted from
<http://aramaicnt.org/2011/08/27/lead-codicessequence-lifted-from-john-hyrcanus-i-prutah/>

Fig. 36
Fig. 35 modified by Samuel Zinner

Once one has identified Fig. 35’s red box’s contents as being from the coin text
identified by Caruso (and independently by myself), then the fragment of the same coin text
immediately below the red box should be apparent to an expert. One does not need further
text to identify this fragment of yehudim, but it is in fact confirmed by a contrast adjustment
of the lead book image which brings into relief the outlines of a yod and mem (Fig. 37) and
other transfers of the same lead book text in which the same yod and mem are more clearly
visible (Fig. 38).

Fig. 37
Lead Book with SH1 G2 D1, Contrast Adjusted for Clarity

a

b
Fig. 38
Lead Book with SH1 G2 D1

On the basis of Fig. 38a-b we can reconstruct this portion of the lead book text as in
Fig. 39, whose black box contains ḥever, while the yellow boxes contain the letters of hayehudim distributed onto two lines of text.
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Fig. 39
SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
On the basis of his inability to identify the yehudim fragment, Caruso constructed
unnecessary and fallacious claims about the he and dalet of yehudim possibly being Coptic
fai and laula (Fig. 40).

Fig. 40
Excerpted from <http://aramaicnt.org/2011/04/29/the-lead-codices-coptic-characters/>
Fig. 41a reproduces the three letters highlighted in Fig. 40’s right side, and a
comparison with Fig. 41b reveals that the three letters are from the same lead book section of
text under discussion.

a

b
Fig. 41

Excerpted from
<http://aramaicnt.org/2011/
08/27/lead-codices-sequence-liftedfrom-john-hyrcanus-i-prutah/>

Excerpted from <http://aramaicnt.org/2011/04/29/the-lead-codicescoptic-characters/>

Note that whereas in Fig. 32 Caruso adds a portion to a vertical line to what he
correctly identifies as ḥet, in Fig. 41 for the very same letter he oddly leaves out this added
element in order now to suggest a Coptic qima. As I have shown, this is not, however, Coptic
qima, but an ‘open’ form of Hasmonean ḥet paralleled on some Hasmonean coins with a very
oblique to almost absent upper half in the right vertical line (Fig. 42).
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651

a

Fig. 42

652

b

c653

The photograph used for Fig. 42a’s ḥet is unfortunately of low resolution, and
consequently its ḥet might be described as possessing a normal upper right vertical stroke that
is merely mostly obscured by the patina. However, there do not seem to be any other
instances of a similar obscuration on the coin. It is more probable therefore that what we have
here is a thin upper half portion of the right vertical stroke that can be described as oblique.
The same might be said of the much clearer image in Fig. 42b where we have what can more
confidently be defined as an oblique stroke. In Fig. 42c’s equally clear image the same
oblique vertical stroke is almost absent and clearly does not reach to the upper horizontal bar,
which incidentally is also separated from the left vertical stroke. All three of these instances
appear to exhibit a slightly elongated upper horizontal bar, congruent with the corresponding
letter form in SH1 G2 D1.
The same letter that Caruso presents in Fig. 41 as a candidate for Coptic fai he
elsewhere (Fig. 43) suggests may be a Nabataean/Palmyrene monument script letter.

651

< https://artstor.wordpress.com/2012/12/10/happy-hanukkah/>.
<https://www.cointalk.com/threads/another-pretty-paleo-hebrew-prutah-john-hyrcanusi.263916/>.
653
<http://picclick.ca/Bronze-Yehudah-judah-Aristobulus-I-Ancient-Hasmonean-Prutah122071886203.html#&gid=1&pid=1 >.
652
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Fig. 43
Excerpted from <http://aramaicnt.org/2011/04/11/the-lead-codices-on-livescience-and-my-interview/>

A casual search for alternate exemplars of John Hyrcanus prutahs would have shown
Caruso that Hasmonean hes also occur in a rounded fashion as on the Jordanian lead book in
question, as documented in Fig. 44, courtesy of the Center for Online Judaic Studies
(<http://cojs.org/>).

Fig. 44
Hasmonean Prutah654
In Fig. 45 I repeat the image of Fig. 44’s prutah and identify in red boxes several
rounded hes, in accord with the rounded he of the Jordanian lead book under consideration.

654

<http://cojs.org/first_jewish_coin_from_jerusalem-_130_bce/>.
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a
Hasmonean Prutah
Fig. 45

b
SH1 G2 D1

In Fig. 46 I have imported in yellow boxes the letters of ‘the Judeans’ from the coin in
Figs. 44 and 45 and placed them above and below their corresponding letters on the lead
book.

Fig. 46
SH1 G2 D1
Even without a simple contrast/hue adjustment (Fig. 47) of the unclear image
available to him, with his knowledge of the Hasmonean coinage parallel, Caruso should have
been able to correctly identify the letters he thought were potential Coptic fai and laula as the
he and dalet of yehudim, for not only is the waw of yehudim quite clear on the image Caruso
used, but the yod’s lower right angular hook and the two upper left bars that follow dalet are
also sufficiently visible for an identification of the word yehudim.
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a

b
Fig. 47
SH1 G2 D1, Contrast/Hue Adjusted for Clarity
The irony is that in itself, the influence of Nabataean Aramaic or even of Coptic forms
would not be surprising in an authentic ritual artefact’s text, and would certainly not in itself
prove a modern hoax.
Lastly, Caruso did not at all take into account the physical state of the lead book’s
metal upon whose text he commented. To be fair, Caruso apparently was working from
Internet images rather than from high resolution photographs. The latter are quite revealing
from the perspective of metallurgy and archaeology. Personally, in all my archives/museum
work, I have rarely seen as convincing an ancient metallic artefact as the lead book in
question. It exhibits many signs of congruence with great antiquity. Of course, the artefact’s
authenticity could be established only by physical examination. However, it is worth noting
that lead books with the same Hasmonean coinage text have been tested by Jordanian
authorities with results indicative of congruency with antiquity.
Even a close inspection of the lower resolution image available on the Internet on
several blogging sites in 2011 (Fig. 48) is sufficient to suggest congruency with pre-modern
lead. What we see in Figs. 48-58 include signs of age cracking, impurities expulsion, heavy
oxidation, heavy and consistent pitting, variegated and solidly adhering patination layers,
porosity, wasting and other signs congruent with authenticity. Admittedly, the question of the
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lead’s age and of the text’s age are separate (yet related) matters. However, this would not
justify ignoring the issue of the lead’s physical appearance in any examination of the
artefact’s authenticity.

Fig. 48
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Fig. 49
Age Cracking, Impurities Expulsion, Detail of Fig. 48

Fig. 50
Age Cracking, Detail of Fig. 48
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a
b
Age Cracking, Detail of Fig. 48
Fig. 51

a
b
Age Cracking, Detail of Fig. 48
Fig. 52

a

b
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c
d
Oxidiation, Cracking, Wasting, Detail of Fig. 48
Fig. 53

Fig. 55
Binding Ring, Oxidation, Age Cracking, Detail of Fig. 48

Fig. 56
Binding Ring, Oxidation, Limescale Encrustation, Detail of Fig. 48
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Fig. 57
Binding Ring, Oxidation, Age Cracking, Porosity, Wasting, Detail of Fig. 48

Fig. 58
Binding Ring, Oxidation, Age Cracking, Porosity, Impurities Expulsion, Detail of Fig. 48
To return now to an examination of SH1 G2 D1’s text, when we closely examine its
two central lines (Figs. 22-23), some quite interesting features become apparent.

Fig. 59
SAH = SH1 G2 D1: y-l-w-ḥ-b-r-h-y-d/g, Tracing

Fig. 60
SAH = SH1 G2 D1: d-y-g-q (=mirror dalet)-l-h-w-d-y, Tracing
An initial view of the two lines reveals the following noticeable patterns: First, line 1
begins with yod and ends with mirror dalet (in mirror gimel form via gimel-dalet
interchange), which is the reverse sequence of line 2’s initial dalet and final yod. Also, line 1
ends with yod-mirror dalet, the same two letters that in transposed sequence begin line 2.
If we assign numbers to line 1’s letters from right to left, and to line 2’s letters from
left to right (Fig. 61), we can then compare each line in mirror position to the other.
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1
y
y

2
l
d

3
w
w

4
ḥ
h

5
6
7
8
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r
h
y
q=mirror d g
l
y
Fig. 61
SH1 G2 D1, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner

9
d
d

We see in Fig. 61 that there are a number of ‘mirror’ correspondences between the
letters of the two lines. The two most notable pairs of exceptions are the lamed and dalet in
position 2, and the he and gimel in position 7 in Fig. 61’s bottom table. There is a subtle
correspondence between the letters in position 6, because line 2’s qof functions cryptically as
mirror dalet, whose straightforward form would largely coincide with standard forms of resh
with rounded head, even though the resh in line 1 has a triangular head. There may even be a
cryptic correspondence between position 5’s bet and lamed, since if we were to place the
lamed in mirror position, it would then basically coincide with some forms of Aramaic bet.
Next (Fig. 62), interestingly, in line 1 the letter in the top fourth position is the
Hasmonean open/oblique ḥet, while the letter in the bottom fourth position is he. If the open
ḥet is meant to function simultaneously as a cryptic he by somehow hinting at the latter, then
we would have the following double sequence on both lines in mirror position to each other:
yod-waw-he-yod. These would all be letters of the Tetragrammaton, the difference being that
here we have a double yod rather than double he. What we have here may be an esoteric
permutation of the Tetragrammaton, which in Jewish textual praxis is traditionally substituted
with a double yod. In line 1, if we count the open/oblique ḥet as he,655 then the line would
have two instances of he (in the fourth and seventh positions). The fact that we might have
here an interpenetration of the Tetragrammaton with the word yehudim would be congruent
with bSotah 10b’s observation that the name Judah is composed of the three letters that
constitute the Tetragrammaton with a dalet added, y-h-w-d-h.

655

Cf. various Samaritan forms of open ḥet. Lloyd D. Graham writes that ‘on modern silver
Kabbalah pendants’ Paleo-Hebrew ḥet appear as ‘a non-standard two-pronged “ladder” . . .
rather than the canonical three-pronged form. . . .’ Lloyd D. Graham, ‘The Seven Seals of
Judeo-Islamic Magic: Possible Origins of the Symbols,’ p. 8. <https://www.academia.
edu/1509428/The_Seven_Seals_of_JudeoIslamic_Magic_Possible_Origins_of_the_Symbols>.
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Fig. 62
SH1 G2 D1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Even if we leave out the open ḥet in Fig. 62, it remains striking that each line contains
a mirror sequence of yod-waw-he-yod, in positions 1, 3, 7, 8 and 1, 3, 4, 8 respectively (Fig.
63). These in fact would match a scrambled sequence of the letters of  יהיand  ויהיof Genesis
1.3: ‘And God said, Let there be ( )יהיlight, and there was ( )ויהיlight.’ We will soon again
encounter this Tanakh verse’s  יהיand ויהי, which both Samaritan and Jewish esoteric
traditions understand as Tetragrammaton permutations. The gematria value of  יהיis 25; the
gematria value of  ויהיis 31, and 25+31= 56, the total number of letters in the upper portion of
SH1 G2 D1.

Fig. 63
SH1 G2 D1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Besides the fifty-six letters in the upper central portion of SH1 G2 D1 contained
within the stars frame, there are an additional eleven letters on the right edge, nine letters on
the left edge, and eighteen letters on the bottom, that is, an additional thirty-eight letters (Fig.
64). In all there are therefore ninety-four letters in the design.
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Fig. 64
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
Next I will examine the bottom string of eighteen letters in SH1 G2 D1, which can be
reconstructed as in Fig. 65.

Fig. 65
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
Fig. 66 documents how various upper textual portions of SH1 G2 D1’s are
redistributed in the bottom line of eighteen letters.
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Fig. 66
SAH = SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
As Fig. 66 details, proceeding left to right, in the first black box’s shin-kaf-lamed we
have a duplication of the upper vertical version of the same three letters, whose shin-kaf stand
for ‘Shimʿon’ and ‘Koseba’ or ‘Kokhba.’ The lamed is probably a cryptic nun from the name
John (Hyrcanus). The initial letter, he, occurs in a style different from all other instances of
he in the upper portions, in the name ‘John,’ in ha-yehudim. On the bottom, the initial he is
likely that of ‘John,’ so that two letters of John, he and lamed as cryptic nun, might enframe
the shin-kaf allusion to Bar Kokhba. Alternatively (or perhaps complementarily), since the
bottom line’s he precedes shin-kaf, it may stand for ha-nasiʾ, ‘the prince.’ The next letter,
lamed, could also be a fragment of gadol, if it is not a cryptic nun. The next two letters might
be the bet-resh of ḥever.
The rest of the text is more straightforward. Fig. 66’s second black box contains the
alef and nun cipher for gimel from the upper text’s Jewish War slogan ‘for the redemption’
(g-ʾ-l-t) of Zion.’ The red box contains a slight scramble of the word yehudim from the
Hyrcanus coinage text of the upper central text. In the red box version, the second yod is
moved from between the dalet and mem, and is placed after the he. This results in a left-toright sequence of y-h-y, ‘let there be!’ and a right-to-left sequence of w-y-h-y, ‘and there
was,’ an allusion to Genesis 1.3’s account of the creation of the primordial light. This is
fittingly followed in the black box by a reference to the menorah, a source of light. Here the
final mem of yehudim is simultaneously the first letter of ‘menorah,’ m-n-r-h, which here is
concluded with a lamed. As I have previously documented, this is an allusion to Sefer haRazim’s angel Mnwryʾl, that is, Menoriʾel, the angel of the menorah. It would seem the SH1
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G2 D1 text here hints at an esoteric doctrine according to which the angel of the menorah is
the personified primordial light, a logos-like agent of creation whose earthly counterpart is
Bar Kokhba, the Star, another modality of light and illumination.
Before closing my comments on SH1 G2 D1, in Fig. 67 I offer a very rough drawing
that represents the framing devices of this design. The number of beads in Fig. 67 is by no
means meant to be exact; I am not even sure their precise number can be reconstructed from
the extant exemplars.
From the interior proceeding outwards, the rough drawing’s inner rectangle is the
space of the design’s stars, menorah and upper and middle-section texts. All of these are
contained within a beaded rectangle, which is closed by lines on the sides and bottom,
apparently lacking at the top, but this is not certain. Next come a series of short lines that
follows the three lines of closure. Again, I am not certain that these short repeating lines do
not continue over the top of the design.
Then comes another series of beads, followed by the text of the two war slogans, of
which Fig. 67 gives only the first three letters of each. Then comes a series of beads and then
a line, each of which continues from the top to the beginning of each war slogan, at which
bottom point there is a more or less circular grape cluster motif.

Fig. 67
SH1 G2 D1, Reconstruction, Rough Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In the centre towards the bottom the lower line of text (eighteen letters horizontally
placed) is flanked by the two grape clusters. Beneath the letters are two lines of beads,
beneath which comes a straight line with another series of beads beneath it.
At the design’s bottom, proceeding from the outer edges inwards, on each side is a
curved brief series of beads accompanied by a curved line. Next comes on each side a slightly
longer series of beads accompanied by a curved line that terminates in a circle. The bottom
half of the line has another grape cluster motif beneath it. The two bottom circles are joined
by a slightly curved horizontal line.
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Fig. 68
Lead Book with SH1 G2 D2
SH1 G2 D2
SH1 G2 D2 can be reconstructed fully via collation of the available exemplars as in
Fig. 69.
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Fig. 69
SH1 G2 D2, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The number of border beads is only approximate in Fig. 69, since their precise
number cannot be determined from the extant exemplars. SH1 G2 D2’s motifs of grapes and
vines are congruent with Bar Kokhba coinage themes (Fig. 70).

Fig. 70
Reinach Plate VIII, Plate IX
SH1 G2 D2 is obviously multifaceted; in this it resembles SH1 G1 D5 and SH1 G1
D8. Starting at the top left we have triadic constructs of leaves and clovers and a vessel at the
top with a shin above it (Fig. 71), as in SH1 G1 D5’s top portion as well. The vessel and shin
here are flanked by two three-pointed stars, which is congruent with the triadic elements that
dominate this section of the design (even the letter shin is triadic). Beneath the triad of
bottom leaves, there are five circles with dots, which on the basis of the commentary on SH1
G2 D4 I interpret as simultaneously Paleo-Hebrew ayin (whose repetition here may on one
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level symbolically and functionally equal traditional Torah scrolls’ emphasis via enlargement
of the ayin of the Šemaʿ’s opening word) and Greek theta, alluding to the word theos, ‘God.’

Fig. 71
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

Fig. 72
Lead Book with SH1 G2 D2
In light of the image of the menorah above a row of circles in Pentateuch of 929 (Fig.
78) it is conceivable that in SH1 G2 D2 the menorah is implied by the leaves and clovers.
Rephrased, we could say that SH1 G2 D2’s leaves and clovers could possibly function as
symbols of the menorah.
Certainly the leaves and clovers here represent on one level plants, but simultaneously
they might be understood as allusions to weapons as well, namely, to pikes and clubs,
symbolism that was eventually to make it into European card suits. In light of this I am
reminded of Pesiqta Rabbati 2’s tradition that on re-entering the desecrated Temple the
Maccabees found the menorah missing, and so used some of the Syrian pikes to construct a
menorah.
The upper left section of SH1 G2 D2 consists of a combination of elements that at an
early stage in my research I thought were subtle kabbalistic traditions and images derived
from western playing card suits. We see here what look like two three-leaf clovers (in card
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suits these would be clubs) and below these are what look like three pikes (piques), that is,
spades, a configuration attested in older suits. For example, consider the following 1588
German card detail in Fig. 73:

Fig. 73656
Card Suit, Detail
Although SH1 G2 D2’s upper vessel with shin is inspired by Jewish War coinage, in
an early stage of my research it also brought to my mind the cups in Spanish and Italian card
suits or even the chalices in tarot decks. The five circular Paleo-Hebrew ayins at one point
made me think of either the bells of some card suits or the five circles portrayed on some
bells and some heraldic shields on various German and Swiss suits.
Kabbalistically, SH1 G2 D2’s chalice-like vessel and three triadic symbols once made
me think of a possible configuration of the ten sefirot, and the five dotted circles of the five
parṣufim of the Adam Qadmon of Lurianic kabbalah. Such a mixture of perceived kabbalah
and card/tarot suits previously brought to my mind western esotericism’s syncretism of
kabbalah and tarot card symbolism,657 which I once interpreted as an indication of the
Jordanian artefacts’ modern origins en toto. Subsequently, I was able to trace the images
under discussion all the way back to the close of the first millennium CE and then to the
Antioch mosaics of Antiquity (ca. 3rd cent. CE), as illustrated by Fig. 74.

Fig. 74658
Antioch Mosaic, Detail
In the next millennium, the card suits-like imagery of the Antioch mosaics surfaces in
an illuminated manuscript I had researched during the time of my graduate studies, dated to
656

William Andrew Chatto, Facts and Speculations on the Origin and History of Playing
Cards (London: John Russell Smith, 1848), p. 239.
657
See Helen Farley, A Cultural History of Tarot: From Entertainment to Esotericism
(London: I. B. Tauris, 2009).
658
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Antioch_mosaics>.
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the early 1300s of La Qête du Saint Graal et la Mort d’Arthus, de ‘Gautier Map’ at the
Bibliothèque nationale de France (Fig. 75). While it plainly contains images of chalices or
vessels, a closer look reveals some additional intriguing parallels to images in SH1 G2 D2.

Fig. 75
La Qête du Saint Graal et la Mort d’Arthus, de ‘Gautier Map’

a

b
c
Fig. 76
La Qête du Saint Graal et la Mort d’Arthus, de ‘Gautier Map’
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Fig. 77
La Qête du Saint Graal et la Mort d’Arthus, de ‘Gautier Map’
The clothing of the three characters in Fig. 76a-c detailed from Fig. 75 feature what
correspond to the later three of clubs, the three of spades, and eyes, the latter which could be
correlated with the eye-like ayins of SH1 G2 D2.
As remarked, my interest in this image from the Gautier Map Saint Graal manuscript
goes back to my graduate school days when I researched various theories of possible Jewish
influences in the Grail legends. An important article on Parzival by Georg Mayer mentions
that Veselovskiy abandoned his earlier Manichaean-Gnostic hypothesis of the Grail legends’
origins in favour of a Syro-Palestinian/Ethiopian ‘Jewish-Christian’ provenance.659 However,
now that we know Mani came from a ‘Jewish-Christian’ background, both of Veselosvkiy’s
Grail theories might prove more relevant, if qualified in light of more recent scholarship.660
Mayer’s and Veselosvkiy’s ‘Jewish-Christian’ Grail theories may also be considered
in light of the noticeable role zwîvel plays in Wolfram’s Parzival, which has been traced to
influence from the Letter of James.661 The Letter of James is perhaps the most Judaic writing
in the New Testament, and there is always the possibility that what Wolfram is reflecting
with regard to zwîvel may in part reflect Jewish Jesus sect (‘Jewish-Christian’) traditions not
always necessarily directly dependent on canonical James.
According to Basil Lourié: ‘The transformation of the propitiatory into a chalice is
one of the liturgical trends within the Second Temple Judaism provoked by disappearance of
Georg Mayer, ‘Parzival und der Hl. Varipsava. Zur Vorgeschichte der mittelalterlichen
Gralsdichtungen,’ in Maximilian Braun and Erwin Koschmieder, eds., Slawistische Studien
zum V. Internationalen Slawistenkongreß in Sofia. Opera slavica, 4. (Göttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1963), pp. 319-341. See A. N. Wesselofsky, ‘Zur Frage über die
Heimath der Legende vom heiligen Gral,’ Archiv für slavische Philogie 23 (1901): pp. 321385. Among Veselosvkiy’s proposals are Galaad being derived from Gilead (p. 350); the
ending of Sarracinte, Saraquite from Syriac kīntā, ‘the upright’ (p. 381); Seraphe (var.
Serasphe) from Syriac srāphē (p. 382); Nascien from neṣārā (Syriac naṣrānyyun, plur.
naṣāray) (p. 382).
660
I made this point in a 2015 academia.edu session on a draft version of Basil Lourié’s essay
‘John II of Jerusalem’s Homily on the Encaenia of St. Sion and Its Calendrical Background,’
which refers to Mayer’s article.
661
See David Duckworth, ‘The Influence of Biblical Terminology and Thought on
Wolfram’s “Parzival” (with special reference to the epistle of St. James and the concept
of zwîvel),’ in Zeitschrift für deutsche Philologie 101 (1982): pp. 140-142.
659
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the Ark of the Covenant.’662 Early ‘Jewish-Christian’ tradition as reconstructed by Lourié
refers to ‘a chalice made from a semiprecious stone (theoretically representing the sapphire
from the visions of Ezekiel). . . .’663 Elsewhere Lourié explains that ‘the stony chalicepropitiatory was identified with the Eben Shatya (“the cornerstone”) that replaced the Ark of
the Covenant in the Holy of Holies according to some Second Temple traditions. I think
therefore that this “stone” is another name for the same propitiatory.’664 Wolfram’s holy grail
is an enigmatic stone. Other Arthurian traditions speak of it as a platter, which for some
scholars conceivably could reflect a partial influence of the Jewish Passover seder platter.665
Could the vessel (likely that of the omer) on ancient Jewish War coinage somehow
allude to the ark of the covenant, as a sort of symbolic stand-in or replacement, given the
spiritual void created by the absence of the ark in the Second Temple?666
I had already made an association back in November 2014 between Fig. 76’s clothing
motifs and SH1 G1 D2’s clovers, leaves and ayins, which led me to suspect at the time that
SH1 G1 D2 reflected medieval imagery, later discovering that the imagery reaches even
further back to ancient times. As previously remarked, from my graduate school days I
wondered whether some Arthurian Grail legends might have been influenced by Jewish
traditions relating to the vessel of the omer. I now wonder whether the vessel (most likely of
the omer) and other images we see in SH1 G2 D2 might overlap (perhaps polemically?) with
ancient ‘Jewish-Christian’ traditions of the sort that Mayer and Veselosvkiy posited as
inspirations behind the Arthurian Grail legends, which may in turn overlap in some way with
the ‘Jewish-Christian’ traditions on the stone chalice which Lourié has so deftly researched.
We find additional parallels to some of SH1 G2 D2’s distinctive constructs a little
earlier towards the close of the first millennium CE, specifically, in the Pentateuch of 929 at
the Russian National Library. Notice Fig. 78’s Temple menorah flanked by vessels, with five
(the number of circular ayins in SH1 G2 D2) prominent circular constructs beneath and six
smaller circles in a rectangular construct above.

662

Basil Lourié, ‘John II of Jerusalem’s Homily on the Encaenia of St. Sion and Its
Calendrical Background.’
663
Ibid.
664
Ibid.
665
For a Jewish theory of the Grail, see Eugene J. Weintraub, Chrétien's Jewish Grail: A New
Investigation of the Imagery and Significance of Chrétien de Troyes's Grail Episode Based
upon Medieval Hebraic Sources (Chapel Hill: University of North Carolina Press, 1976).
666
This is another issue I raised in the 2015 academia.edu session on the draft version of
Basil Lourié’s essay ‘John II of Jerusalem’s Homily on the Encaenia of St. Sion and Its
Calendrical Background.’
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Fig. 78667
Pentateuch of 929
The constellation of a menorah, a rectangular construct, and circles calls to mind a
section of SH1 P1 in Fig. 79:

Fig. 79
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
A detail from another portion of Pentateuch of 929 is also relevant in this context.
Notice Fig. 80’s ark of the covenant (merged with details of a synagogual Torah shrine)
flanked by large wing-like leaves with peacock-like eyes, alluding to the wings of the two
cherubim atop the ark of the covenant, and supported by a long rectangular construct with
circles with interior dots.

667

<http://www.nlr.ru/eng/coll/manuscripts/eastscripts.html>.
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Fig. 80668
Pentateuch of 929, Detail
Fig. 80’s ark of the covenant with features of a Torah shrine (note the dots portraying
the ends of Torah scrolls in the two interior rectangles) can be compared to what is likely a
depiction of the ark of the covenant on SH1 P1 in Fig. 81.

Fig. 81
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
On SH1 P1, there seems to be a connection or correspondence of some sort between
the image of the menorah (Fig. 79) and the image of what is likely the ark of the covenant
(Fig. 81), since these two objects are placed in corresponding positions on opposite sides of
the circular artefact. Similarly, the same two objects appear together in the Pentateuch of 929
(see Fig. 80).
What could ideologically or theologically connect the menorah and the ark of the
covenant? Fig. 81’s six curved lines between the two palm fronds could bring to mind the six
side branches of the menorah. The menorah was understood by Josephus and Philo as an

668

<http://expositions.nlr.ru/eng/ex_manus/firkovich/sobr_second.php>.
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astronomical (‘planetary’) symbol. Could Fig. 81’s curved lines allude to ‘planetary’ orbits or
heavenly spheres?
In a previously cited essay, Basil Lourié identifies possible Judaic elements (perhaps
transmitted via Arian channels) in John II of Jerusalem’s homily on the Encaenia of St.
Sion.669 The homily is preserved in Armenian and contains the enigmatic word պաիունակ,
which Lourié convincingly argues likely means a cosmological ‘sphere.’ In the homily there
are, according to Lourié, ‘eight concentric spheres having the Propitiatory as their common
centre,’ with the Propitiatory standing for the ark of the covenant, which had in time been
replaced by a stone chalice in Lourié’s reconstruction. In the seventh sphere dwells the
chalice of wisdom (based on Proverbs 9.1), and the eighth sphere coincides with the holy of
holies.
Fig. 83’s two large leaves that function as cherubim wings can also be compared with
SH1 G1 D8, more fully transferred in SH2 G1:4, where we see the menorah flanked by two
large palm fronds, detailed in Fig. 82:

Fig. 82
SH2 G1:4

Fig. 83
Pentateuch of 929

In passing I might also point out the triadic constructs above the candlesticks in Fig.
83, enlarged in Fig. 84, which might be correlated with SH1 G2 D2’s three of clubs-like
devices:

Fig. 84
Pentateuch of 929, Detail of Candlestick

Basil Lourié, ‘John II of Jerusalem’s Homily on the Encaenia of St. Sion and Its
Calendrical Background.’
669
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Fig. 83 is a detail from a larger design which is itself fragmentary (see Fig. 85), but
offers several helpful parallels to the imagery found in SH1 G2 D2 and its accompanying
designs.

Fig. 85670
Pentateuch of 929
We might compare Pentateuch of 929’s foliage (Fig. 87) with that which abounds in
SH1 G2 D2 (Fig. 86):

Fig. 86
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
670

<http://expositions.nlr.ru/eng/ex_manus/firkovich/sobr_second.php>.
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Fig. 87
Pentateuch of 929, Detail
Pentateuch of 929’s depiction of Aaron’s budding staff (Fig. 88) brings to mind the
horizontally placed device on the bottom right of SH1 G2 D2 (Fig. 89):

Fig. 88
Pentateuch of 929, Detail

Fig. 89, Detail
SH1 G2 D2, Artist’s Rendering

Compare as well Pentateuch of 929’s bottom concentration of triangular and triadic
devices (Fig. 90) that are comparable to the leaves and clovers of SH1 G2 D2:

Fig. 90
Pentateuch of 929, Detail
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An illuminated manuscript of the 1200s (Fig. 91) is also comparable to some of the
distinctive features incorporated in SH1 G2 D2.

Fig. 91671
‘Menorah (Temple Candelabrum) flanked by foliate scrolls inhabited by animals and hybrids.
Italy (Rome or Bologna?) (British Library Harley MS 5710, f.136r)
Italian 1200s’

a

b

c

Fig. 92
British Library Harley MS 5710, f.136r, Details
In Fig. 92a we see the menorah stand flanked by leaves in triadic configurations
resembling a three of clubs. At the top of Fig. 92c we see what reminds us of a three of
671

<http://britishlibrary.typepad.co.uk/asian-and-african/2014/11/digital-hebrew-treasuresfrom-the-british-library-collections.html>.
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spades, here in the form of what look like acorns, an image found in early card suits. Note as
well the abundant circles (containing rosettes and tav/tau-like constructs) in Fig. 91, as well
as the interlocking triangles within the menorah arms.
Although in SH1 G2 D2 we are not seeing an allusion to the ten sefirot (I at one time
thought we could correlate the design’s three triadic objects with a traditional division of the
first nine sefirot into three groups of three each, labelled the ‘intellectual,’ ‘psychic,’ and
‘natural’),672 nevertheless, the sheet’s emphasis on triads might be understandable in light of
Zohar 3.43b’s teaching that the three divine names of the Šemaʿ (‘Hear, O Israel, YHWH
Elohenu YHWH is one’) are three yet one through the unification of the holy spirit.
This zoharic passage is doubtless in polemical dialogue with the Christian doctrine of
the Trinity, but here the Zohar could integrate Jewish mystical teachings far older than the
Christian notion of the Trinity, especially as crystallized in the later ecclesiastical councils. In
Catholic legend Saint Patrick explained the Trinity as three yet one by means of the symbol
of the three-leaf clover, which appears twice in SH1 G2 D2.
It is natural to suspect here that the SH1 G2 D2’s use of two three-leaf clovers and a
further similar triadic device might polemically allude to the Saint Patrick legend, but this is
not necessary, for the usage in the design of three triads topped with a vessel could be entirely
Jewish and perhaps even proto-sefirotic. However, while being entirely Jewish SH1 G2 D2
may, like Zohar 3.43b’s teaching, polemically allude to Christian claims. Of course, if SH1
G2 D2’s contents are medieval rather than ancient, we indeed could be seeing here allusions
to the sefirot.
As previously remarked, ten sefirot could conceivably be present in various ways in
SH1 G2 D2, including the two following possible arrays in Fig. 93:

a

b
Fig. 93
SH1 G2 D2

Zohar 3.43b in fact teaches that the truth of the triadic unity of God based on the three
names of the Šemaʿ is to be seen by the hidden eye. SH1 G2 D2’s five ayins may hint at what
underlies this kabbalistic doctrine, since the Paleo-Hebrew letter ayin derives from the image
of an eye. Moreover, just as the Šemaʿ’s opening ayin is emphasized through unusual
enlargement on traditional Torah scrolls, so the lead sheet similarly emphasizes ayin through
repetition.
In fact, if in SH1 G2 D2 we start at the top shin, then move down to the first letter of
the series beneath the five ayins, we encounter a mem; if we return to the ayins, we then have
672

See Gershom Scholem, Kabbalah (New York/Scarborough, Ontario: Meridian, 1978), p.
107.
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the word š-m-ʿ, ‘hear!’ in a triangular pattern (Fig. 94a). Overlapping Fig. 94a’s red Šemaʿ
triangle is a second triangle consisting of the word ‘Israel,’ with the yod doing double duty as
mirror alef, confirming the allusion to the Šemaʿ Israel (Fig. 94b).

a

b
Fig. 94
SH1 G2 D2

But there is more, for we now see that beneath the string of ayins, the only letters
remaining are the final two, waw-nun (Fig. 95a, green box and left lower circle), which if
added to the red triangle forming šemaʿ, produces the name Shimʿon.673 Fig. 95b shows the
overall results, namely, an outer šemaʿ/Shimʿon red triangle and in inner blue Israel triangle.

a

b
Fig. 95
SH2 G2 D2

673

The name Shimʿon occurs in a variety of letter sequences in the Jordanian metal artefacts,
even in the three-letter form ayin-shin-mem. In his reactions to this section Charles Häberl
remarks on these odd variations in spelling and sequencing that we should bear in mind that
the creators of amulets are not always literate, although ‘that doesn't tell us anything about
their intentions (nor is it a smoking gun for “forgery” as some might suggest).’
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The results obtained in Fig. 95b are paralleled in SH1 G1 D5, whose upper vessel
with shin parallels the same combined two elements at the top of SH1 G2 D2 (Fig. 96a).
Beneath SH1 G1 D5’s upper vessel and shin is a string of letters that begins with mem and
ends with ayin, which when joined to the upper shin creates a triangular pattern of the word
šemaʿ. When a straight line is drawn descending from the upper shin, in most transfers of the
design the line will pass between the lower waw-nun, which when added to the triangle’s
letters then produces the name Shimʿon. As I explain in the commentary on SH1 G1 D5, in
that case the accompanying Israel triangle occurs at the bottom of the design in a separate
string of letters.

a

b
Fig. 96
SH1 G1 D5

In SH1 G2 D2 I at times wonder whether the vessel could represent yod, the two clubs
two hes, and the three spades a waw, giving us YHWH, the third word of the Šemaʿ Israel.

Fig. 97
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

Below the triad of leaves in SH1 G2 D2 are familiar letters: mem-resh-yod-lamedwaw-nun, all the letters we need, if unscrambled (in accord with the regularly alternating
patterns indicated by the number sequences in Fig. 97, which proceed first from right to left,
continue left to right, and then conclude right to left) and if reading yod as simultaneous
mirror alef, for Menoriʾel, the angel of the menorah known from the Sefer ha-Razim. Fig.
97’s letters give us a scrambled and variant version of SH1 G1 D8’s m-n-w-ʿ-r-l and SH1 G2
D1’s m-n-r-h-l. In SH1 G2 D2 the second-to-last letter agrees with attested forms of both
waw and alef, so that it can be joined to the lamed adjacent to the right in order to form -ʾel,
but re-reading the yod as mirror alef seems preferable here.
The letters in Fig. 97 are actually the first of six short rows of letters, the first row
separated from the lower five lines by a row of dots (see Fig. 98). The six rows are thus
divided into two separate units of one and five lines respectively. If we view the lower five
lines separately, it is interesting to note that they would consist of a total of twenty-six letters,
an apparent allusion to the Tetragrammaton.
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Fig. 98
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Many of the six lines’ letters in Fig. 98 are admittedly ambiguous. Following line 1’s
six letters, I tentatively transcribe each line as follows:
Line 2: lamed-kaf-lamed-yod-waw-gimel-lamed (7 letters)
Line 3: he-nun-resh-bet-kaf-he (6 letters)
Line 4: lamed-alef-ṣadi-mem-yod (5 letters)
Line 5: nun-tav-yod-alef-alef (4 letters)
Line 6: alef-nun-shin-bet (4 letters)
Overlapping the end of both lines 5 and 6 in SH1 G2 D2 is a curious device (Fig.
99b), a clue to whose identification comes from the star wheel elsewhere in the same
design—it is a star wheel spoke as seen on the same Hasmonean coinage (Fig. 99a) that
inspired SH1 G2 D2’s star wheel with letters (Fig. 100b).

a
b
Hasmonean Coin,
SH1 G2 D2, Detail
Star Wheel
Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 99674
While SH1 G2 D2’s two bottom lines each has four letters, proceeding upwards line 4
increases to five, line 3 to six, line 2 to seven, while line 1 has six. Especially intriguing is
line 3. The final four letters might be resh-bet-kaf-he, which conceivably could be a
scrambled abbreviation of בר כוסבה, Bar Kozevah, with the bet-resh transposed. The line’s
first two letters he-nun could then stand for ha-nasiʾ, ‘the prince.’ Line 2’s yod could be a
674

<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Jannaeus#/media/File:JanaeusCoinPhoto.jpg>.
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mirror alef, since then the last four letters would give us a scramble of גואל, ‘redeemer,’
which would be relevant to the term גאלת, ‘redemption,’ on Bar Kokhba coinage.
Line 4’s ṣadi raises the possibility that the preceding letter might instead be the waw
of ‘Zion.’ In any case, the yod directly beneath the ṣadi indicates an allusion to Zion. Line 4’s
sequence ṣadi-mem-yod makes sense as a form of the verb צמח, an important verb in the
Amidah. Lines 5 and 6 contain various forms of the letters of nasiʾ. In Fig. 100a the yellow
lines identify a scrambled sequence of nasiʾ, namely, alef (in the same style as Fig. 100b’s
alef)-nun-shin- yod. The additional nun and alef (Fig. 100a, red boxes) are the first and last
letters of nasiʾ. The final bet in Fig. 100a is in the same position as the bet in 100b, and
probably stands for the b-g-[ʾ]-l-h, ‘with/in redemption’ (again, bottom line in Fig. 100b).

a

b

Fig. 100
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In Fig. 101 we see further similarities between the same two portions of SH21 G2 D2.
Fig. 100b’s (left to right) bet-gimel-lamed-he are present in Fig. 100a’s first and second lines,
with the he in the same style and same position. Congruent with Fig. 100b’s bet-gimel-lamedhe are also Fig. 101a’s lamed on the top right and the he on the far left on the second line,
which means the far left’s vertical lamed-he is duplicated by the far right’s vertical lamed-he
in different styles. If we read the kaf in Fig. 101c as mirror alef, then we would have g-ʾ-l-h,
‘redemption,’ in a square pattern.

,
a

b
Fig. 101
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

c

Fig. 102’s red box indicates a vertical pattern of mem-lamed-kaf-he, malkah, ‘queen.’
The yellow lines identify a possible scrambled version of the same word.
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Fig. 102
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
SH1 G2 D2 may also contain a parallel to SH1 G2 D1’s ‘for the redemption of Zion,’
in which nun may function as cryptic gimel. Fig. 103b presents the encrypted ‘for the
redemption’ of SH1 G2 D1, with matching coloured boxes for the corresponding letters in
Fig. 103a. The latter’s blue box then contains the first two letters of ‘Zion.’

a
Fig. 103
SH1 G2 D2
Drawing by Samuel Zinner

b
SH1 G2 D1
Tracing

There is some overlap between SH1 G2 D2’s six lines and SH1 G2 D1’s bottom long
horizontal string of letters (Fig. 104). First, line 1, among other things, contains an allusion to
the angel of the menorah, which SH1 G2 D1 gives with the letters m-n-r-h-l, left to right.
Other noticeable parallels in SH1 G2 D1 are what look like the letter pair resh-bet (perhaps of
ḥever), then after an intervening lamed follows a kaf, then after shin comes he. These may
parallel SH1 G2 D2’s possibly transposed bet-resh for bar followed by kaf-he, perhaps for
Kozevah. SH1 G2 D1’s resh-bet is preceded by nun-alef, the first and last letters of nasiʾ.

Fig. 104
SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
The right and left halves of SH1 G2 D2 are divided by a vine-like motif constructed
out of what look like Paleo-Hebrew and square script forms of waw. I cannot be certain, but
there appear to be twelve of the allusions to Paleo-Hebrew waw in the dividing motif, which
would be congruent with waw, since it is the sixth letter of the alphabet, and 6 x 2 =12. A
bead or dot is placed between each of the square script like-waws, the number of which I
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cannot ascertain with any confidence. Could these dots be suggestive of the
Tetragrammaton’s yod?

Fig. 105
SH1 G2 D1, Contrast Adjusted for Clarity
At the top right of SH1 G2 D2 is a square device that contains a star wheel whose
spokes are interspersed with letters (Fig. 106b), inspired by Hasmonean coinage (Fig. 106a).

a

b
Fig. 106

Alexander Jannaeus Coin675

SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

In Fig. 106b, read left to right, bottom to top, the upper four letters, nun-shin-yod-alef,
clearly spell n-s-y-ʾ, ‘prince.’ Read in the same direction but from top to bottom, the lower
four letters, which I transcribe as beth-gimel-lamed-he, most likely give us a slightly
defective spelling of b-g-ʾ-l-h, ‘in/with redemption.’ This astral wheel’s symbolism would of
course be congruent with Bar Kokhba (‘the Star’), the prince.

675

<http://cojs.org/wp-content/uploads/First_Bilingual_Jewish_Coin_-_Reverse.jpg>.
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Fig. 107
Bar Kokhba Coin, ‘Shimʿon, Prince of Israel’
Levy, P. 97
To the left of the circle of letters (Fig. 106b) is an upright branch consisting of six
twigs on each side and a central one at the top (Fig. 108). This may connect the image to the
menorah (by duplication of the figure seven). Alternatively, or complementarily, we may
have here a lulab as well.

Fig. 108
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Immediately beneath the square with star wheel is a branch motif, with, as best as I
can determine, four leaves (Fig. 109).

Fig. 109
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Near the right section’s centre is a vine that seems to have a star-like object on the left
end (Fig. 110), but this feature varies in the different stampings, so that the star shape may in
part reflect a flaw or accident in the transfer. In any case the device’s lower half contains
what look like alternating plays on Paleo-Hebrew and square script forms of waw, combining
on one side what the long vertical dividing motif in Fig. 105 distributes onto one side each.
The allusion to waw in Fig. 110 is supported by the fact that there are six instances of each
allusion on the bottom half, congruent with waw’s sixth position in the Hebrew alphabet.
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Fig. 110
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Towards the bottom are two grape clusters beneath three large leaves (this is
congruent with several other triadic motifs in SH1 G2 D2) with descending letters, the first of
which is ambiguous and could be alef, waw, or even tav. If the first letter is alef, then it could
be joined to the mem beneath it, giving us ʾem, ‘mother.’ Beneath the mem are two lameds
placed beside each other (Fig. 111).

Fig. 111
Lead Book with SH1 G2 D2

SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

A key to more confidently identifying the letters beneath the two grape clusters is
gained, to a degree at least, by recognizing that they resemble letters in SH1 G2 D1, as Fig.
112a’s boxes indicate. In Fig. 112b the top letter seems to correspond to what is
simultaneously the waw of SH1 G2 D1’s ‘Zion’ and Shimʿon. Fig. 112b’s middle mem then
would correspond to the second letter of Shimʿon, which is doubled in Fig. 112a. Fig. 112b’s
double lamed matches the same feature in Fig. 112a, where it seems to be cipher for the
double nun of ‘John’ (Hyrcanus).
However, the letters ḥ-l-l-n in Fig. 112a could simultaneously allude to some form of
the verb ‘fall.’ The message in any case is profoundly enigmatic. Perhaps the fallen Bar
Kokhba is hinted at, or his fallen soldiers. Or maybe there is a hint at the mother of the fallen,
their mother being Lady Zion. However, given the ambiguities of Fig. 112b’s rather terse text
we should not overlook the alternative possibility of an allusion to the fallen Lady Zion.
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a

b
Fig. 112

SH1 G2 D1, Tracing

Lead Book with SH1 G2 D2

I have already referred to the bottom right device (Fig. 113) that looks like medieval
depictions of Aaron’s budding rod, a precursor to the temple menorah. It also corresponds to
very ancient middle eastern depictions of the tree of life. The object clearly has a stand on the
right end; it is placed horizontally, as if fallen, which is congruent with the double lamed as
an allusion to the verb ‘fall.’ Although a different verb is employed, cf. Amos 9.11: ‘In that
day will I raise up / The tabernacle of David that is fallen ()הנפלת, / And close up the breaches
thereof, / And I will raise up his ruins, / And I will build it as in the days of old.’ (JPS) The
following concluding Amos 9 verses are quite congruent with the imagery we see in SH1 G2
D2:
13 Behold, the days come, saith the LORD,
That the plowman shall overtake the reaper,
And the treader of grapes him that soweth seed;
And the mountains shall drop sweet wine,
And all the hills shall melt.
14 And I will turn the captivity of My people Israel,
And they shall build the waste cities, and inhabit them;
And they shall plant vineyards, and drink the wine thereof;
They shall also make gardens, and eat the fruit of them.
15 And I will plant them upon their land,
And they shall no more be plucked up
Out of their land which I have given them,
Saith the LORD thy God. (JPS)
What we see in SH1 G2 D2’s grapes, vines and branches could be allusions to the
Amidah prayer’s ‘branch ( )צמחof David’ whose horn branches out ( )מצמיחor flourishes:
‘Speedily cause the offspring of David, thy servant, to flourish, and let his horn be exalted by
thy salvation, because we wait for thy salvation all the day. Blessed art thou, O Lord, who
causest the horn of salvation to flourish.’676 Especially Fig. 113 may depict the Amidah’s
‘branch of David.’

676

S. Singer, The Standard Prayer Book p. 60.
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Fig. 113
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
SH1 G2 D4 may on one level depict the Amidah’s flourishing (which could relate to
SH1 G1 D2’s ṣadi-mem-yod) ‘horn of salvation,’ a veritable cornucopia, which is linked to
the hope of the resurrection in an earlier portion of the Amidah. There is one transfer (heavily
pitted and with several lead crystals that have emerged onto the metal’s surface) of SH1 G2
D4 that superimposes upon it (upside down) some of the text of SH1 G1 D2, including the
ṣadi and yod of ṣadi-mem-yod. If we flip the image vertically we can recognize the text more
easily (Fig. 114):

Fig. 114
SH1 G2 D2 and SH1 G1 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Similarly, on one transfer that bears the same horn of salvation cornucopia design,
part of the SH1 G2 D1 text that contains the ḥ-l-l-n line is superimposed on the horn; in this
instance, the superimposed text is not upside down (Fig. 115). In both cases of Figs. 114 and
115 there arguably seems to have been a possible awareness on the part of the metal worker
that the superimposed texts pertained in part to the notion of the resurrection of the dead.
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Fig. 115
Lead Book with SH1 G2 D4 and SH1 G2 D1, Detail, Contrast Adjusted for Clarity
SH1 G2 D3
SH1 G2 D3 features a central Hanukkah-style menorah with nine lamps flanked by two grape
clusters, with a prominent eight-pointed star beneath the central menorah stand. The design is
peppered with letters of varying sizes from top to bottom.

Fig. 116
SH1 G2 D3
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SH1 G2 D3 transfers are always marred by the same prominent scratches, indicating a
flawed mould that for some reason was never corrected or re-created. There are a number of
letters in this design, which on the basis of a collation of available images can be more or less
confidently identified as in Fig. 117.

Fig. 117
SH1 G2 D3, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In Fig. 117, at the top right we read shin-mem-ayin, ‘hear!’ This is the first word of
the Šemaʿ Israel. The two letters beneath shin-mem-ayin look like shin-nun, the first and last
letters of the name Shimʿon. The two groups of letters thus parallel what we encounter
frequently in the collection, namely, an integration of Shimʿon into the Šemaʿ’s first word.
The yod and resh (this could also be a dalet) that follow shin-mem-ayin are letters of
‘Israel,’ which would be congruent with an allusion to the Šemaʿ as well. Perhaps the tav
alludes to the Šemaʿ’s concluding emet, ‘truth,’ ‘true.’ Beneath the tav is what looks like an
open form of ayin.
In Fig. 118, the letters beneath the large lower mem would seem to be nun-lamed-he,
and beneath these, to the right of the star could be resh or dalet (?)-alef/waw/tav-lamed. The
letters to the star’s left are scratched out, but in some exemplars a fragment of what seems to
be an alef remains.
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Fig. 118677
Courtesy Owen Chestnut
SH1 G2 D3
An allusion to Hanukkah in SH1 G2 D3 would be congruent with SH1 G2’s other
allusions to the Maccabean/Hasmonean era. This family line is of course mentioned in the
Amidah during Hanukkah. SH1 G2 D2’s grapes associated with letters parallel what we will
next see in SH1 G2 D4, which depicts a cornucopia flanked by grape clusters.
SH1 G2’s branches and ivy-like devices are also relevant for Hanukkah, since
according to 2 Maccabees 10.6-7, the festival was celebrated in the manner of Sukkot, with
‘wands wreathed with leaves, and fair boughs, and palms’: ‘And they kept eight days with
gladness in the manner (of the feast) of tabernacles, remembering how that not long afore,
during the feast of tabernacles, they were wandering in the mountains and in the caves after
the manner of wild beasts. Wherefore bearing wands wreathed with leaves, and fair boughs,
and palms also, they offered up hymns of thanksgiving to him that had prosperously brought
to pass the cleansing of his own place.’ (RSV)
Thus, SH1 G1’s Sukkot imagery is congruent with SH1 G2’s Hanukkah imagery, and
what links both groups together is the prominence of Hanukkah’s quintessential symbol, the
menorah (and its angel), in each one (SH1 G1 D8, SH1 G2 D1). Although absent from Bar
Kokhba coinage (although it may be subtly alluded to by Bar Kokhba coins’ palm tree with
seven branches), the idea of the menorah would also have functioned as the quintessential
symbol of hope for the Temple’s rebuilding.
SH1 G2 D3’s top letters are comparable in some respects to a portion of K-S/R D3’s
text. In Fig. 119 we see a triangular pattern of shin-mem-ayin, as well as yod-resh-ayin, the
latter three similar to SH1 G2 D3’s upper yod-resh with what looks like an open ayin beneath
tav.

Fig. 119
K-S/R D3
In summary, apart from a recognizable allusion to the Šemaʿ Israel and the name
Shimʿon, most of SH1 G2 D3’s letters remain opaque in meaning.
677

Image from <http://ochesnut.wordpress.com/2011/06/27/lead-codices-redux/>.
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SH1 G2 D4
SH1 G2 D4’s chief features include a cornucopia flanked by two columns of Paleo-Hebrew
letters on the right and two columns Greek letters on the left. On the basis of a collation of
available images the design can be reconstructed as in Fig. 120.

Fig. 120
SH1 G2 D4, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
SH1 G2 D4
Imagery
SH1 G2 D4’s cornucopia design is paralleled to a large extent by designs on
Ptolemaic coinage (Fig. 121), whose fillets flanking cornucopias the SH1 G2 D4 design
cleverly transforms into grape tendrils terminating in devices resembling Paleo-Hebrew waws
in a frequent Bar Kokhba style.

Reginald Stuart Poole, A Catalogue of the Greek Coins in the British Museum: The
Ptolemies, Kings of Egypt (London: British Museum, 1883), Lagidae XII

Historia Numorum, Pp. 646, 714, 715
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L. Anson, Numismata Graeca: Greek Coin Types Classified for Immediate Identification:
Part IV (Macon, France: Protat Brothers, 1911), Plate VI
Fig. 121
Ptolemaic Coins with Cornucopia
SH1 G2 D4’s series of short vertical lines and large horizontal curved line arrayed
above the horn’s opening are to my knowledge paralleled only on Ptolemaic coinage.
Roman coins that feature cornucopias usually have the top portion similarly flanked
by small grape clusters, and some flank the horn with similar fillets (Fig. 122) as those seen
in Fig. 121.

Fig. 122678
Mauritania, Denarius. Ca 16-17 CE
A double cornucopia flanked by small grape clusters and fillets similar to some
Ptolemaic coin designs appears on a John Hyrcanus double prutah design (Fig. 123):

a679

b680

Fig. 123
Hyrcanus Prutah Design
Although we are dealing with a very widespread popular artistic motif, SH1 G2 D4
clearly depends on the Ptolemaic coinage versions.
The first general impression one notices in this design’s imagery is its flourishing
quality. SH1 G2 D4’s horn surrounded by flourishing fruit and tendrils is likely meant to
depict the Amidah’s request that God would make ‘flourish’ (maṣmiaḥ) the ‘horn of
salvation’ (qeren yeshuʿah).
678

<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/mauretania/kings/juba_II/SNGCop_593.jpg>.
<http://www.amuseum.org/book/page5.html>.
680
<http://www.catawiki.com/catalog/coins/countries/israel/4197533-judea-ae-doubleprutah-135-104-bc-john-hyrcanus-i-samaria>.
679
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As Fig. 124 shows, at the top of the cornucopia we find eight short vertical lines, each
with a corresponding bead or dot at the top. This is topped by a long curved line at the top of
which are placed twelve beads or dots. The eight vertical lines would seem to suggest the
horn is being blown. While I am not sure why there would be specifically eight blows, the
twelve upper beads bring to mind the zodiac and the twelve months of the year. The long
curved line could then represent the arch of the heavens. The twenty-eight components of this
particular constructs’ beads and vertical lines (12+8 beads + eight vertical lines) are
congruent with the Enoch-type calendar’s months that consist of twenty-eight days each.681

Fig. 124
Lead Book with SH1 G2 D4, with Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In SH1 G2 D4 there is an interesting series of seven curved lines of varying lengths
located to the right of the right grape cluster and just beneath the upper right corner’s waw or
chi/tav (Fig. 125). I suspect these may represent the seven heavens of ancient Jewish
cosmology, and the seven curved lines are certainly a play on the large curved line above the
cornucopia.

Fig. 125
Lead Book with SH1 G2 D4, with Tracing
Fig. 125’s seven curved lines are paralleled in SH1 P1 by what looks like a series of
six horizontal curved lines flanked by two palm fronds (Fig. 126a) and a separate series of
seven main curved lines in what looks like a palm frond (Fig. 126b). I suspect Fig. 126a may
be an astronomical or cosmic symbol.

681

This deduction was worked out after Hansen/Rink pointed out to me the significance of
the number twenty-eight for the Enoch-type calendar.
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a

b

Fig. 126
SH1 P1, Details, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In SAH D4 there is a series of six curved lines with a bead or bulb at top centre (Fig.
126), perhaps suggesting the menorah as an astronomical symbol.

Contrast Adjusted

Reconstruction

Fig. 127
SAH D4, Detail
The bottom point of the cornucopia is placed into a construct that almost brings to
mind Greek M. What we see in Fig. 128 is a variation of the corresponding element on
Ptolemaic coinage.

Fig. 128
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
SH1 G2 D4
Letters
Next, one notices that the cornucopia is flanked by letters, specifically by two
columns of Paleo-Hebrew letters on the right and two columns of Greek letters on the left. In
addition to the main ensemble of Paleo-Hebrew letters in Fig. 129’s red frame on the right
(which I will show have been imported from SH1 G2 D1, specifically from the latter’s letter
sequences that contain references to the ‘people’ or ‘nation,’ ḥeber,682 of the
‘Jews’/‘Judeans,’ yehudim, inspired by the text of Hasmonean coinage), there are what I
identify as two waws in the lower yellow boxes. The four blue circles may contain further
allusions to (or even forms of) waw, or these may be Greek chi or Paleo-Hebrew tav (see the
discussion below). Lastly, there may be two further clever allusions to waw in the red circles.
682

For ḥeber, usually meaning ‘council,’ ‘community,’ as ‘people,’ ‘nation,’ see David
Goodblatt, Elements of Ancient Jewish Nationalism, p. 150.
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Fig. 129
SH2 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
As we see in Fig. 129, in the middle of the cornucopia there are two tendrils that
terminate with three small leaves configured in the shape of a Bar Kokhba style waw. This
feature is paralleled in SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11 (see Fig. 130), where two date palm fruit
clusters have the shape of Bar Kokhba style waws, and in fact, these date clusters actually
function as the letter waw in the name Shimʿon.

a
SH1 G2 D4, Detail

Fig. 130
b
SH2 G2:9

c
K-S/R D3

We should not overlook Fig. 130b’s horn-like object. Fig. 130 suggests a family
relationship between the two sets of artefacts and their designs (SH1 and SH2 respectively).
However, we cannot know whether one design inspired the other or if both arose
independently as variations on a common theme (going back to the archetype of the ancient
cornucopia coinages with flowing horizontal side fillets). We can, though, be confident that
there is a definite family relationship also between the artefacts in Fig. 130b-c, since both
palm trees use the same quite clever waw-like construct to depict the date clusters.
At the bottom of SH1 G2 D4 the two upright waws flank an enigmatic construct that
consists of an upper and lower series of seven beads or dots, between which are six short
diagonal lines (Fig. 131). Since waw is the sixth letter of the Hebrew alphabet, the six
diagonal lines could represent instances of or at least allusions to square script waw. The
alternation between six and seven is suggestive, as is the total number of twenty-two
elements in the construct, namely, two upright waws, fourteen beads, and six diagonal lines. I
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wonder if the beads represent square script yods, which could be congruent with a recondite
allusion to the Tetragrammaton.

Fig. 131
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
To the left of SH1 G2 D4’s cornucopia are two vertical strings of Greek letters. These
begin with an alpha with an interior dot rather than the standard cross-bar, a common
convention in ancient Greek coinage.
Ν
Τ
O
Χ
O
Y

Τ
ʘ
Υ
ʘ
Σ

AΝΤΟΧΟY is simply a defective genitive form of the name Antiochus, minus the
iota, and here the letters descend vertically as do the letters ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟY on the reverse side
of Antiochus Epiphanes coins (Fig. 132b), with the difference that the coins’ letters are
arranged so as to be read by flipping the coin to the left (Fig. 132a). The Greek letters in SH1
G2 D4 are therefore congruent with the Hasmonean letters to their right, producing an overall
allusion to the Maccabean/Hasmonean era. Because Bar Kokhba’s nemesis Hadrian was
considered to be Antiochus redivivus,683 we can also interpret SH1 G2 D4 as implying an
allusion to the Bar Kokhba revolt. As Fig. 132c shows, in later times Antiochus XI issued
coinage with the text ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ ΑΝΤΙΟΧΟΥ ΕΠΙΦΑΝΟΥΣ accompanying a double
cornucopia image.

a

683

See Roland Deines, ‘How Long? God’s Revealed Schedule for Salvation and the Outbreak
of the Bar Kokhba Revolt,’ in Armin Lange et al, Judaism and Crisis: Crisis as a Catalyst in
Jewish Cultural History (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2011), pp. 201-234; see
especially p. 222.
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b684

c
Garner, Seleucidae Plate XXVI
Fig. 132
Antiochus Epiphanes IV (a-b) and XI (c) Coins
SH1 G2 D4’s right column of Greek letters, TʘΥʘΣ (with mirror sigma), can be
understood as follows. The tau and upsilon repeat two letters of Antiochus from the left
column’s text. The two thetas are from the word ΘΕΟΣ, ‘God,’ which appears in the genitive
form ΘΕΟΥ on Antiochus Epiphanes coins (Fig. 134), referring to Antiochus’ claim to be a
manifestation or epiphany of God. Lastly, the sigma is from ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ, ‘kingdom,’ placed
adjacent to (above) AΝΤIΟΧΟY on the coinage under discussion.
We cannot, however, overlook SH1 G2 D4’s duplication of the coin’s theta, nor the
lead book’s sequence here of theta-upsilon. As Fig. 134 explains, the right column’s
sequence theta-upsilon is a cryptic duplication of the left column’s bottom omicron-upsilon.
The right column’s second theta cryptically alludes back to the left column’s first omicron.
This means that on a secondary level, the right column’s first four letters, tau-theta-upsilontheta, all allude to letters of the name Antiochus, which in the left column is given in the
genitive. This suggests that the right column’s final letter, (mirror) sigma, even though
derived from the two sigmas of the coinage’s ΒΑΣΙΛΕΑΣ, is a simultaneous allusion to the
final letter of Antiochus in the nominative case.
684

Théodore Reinach, Jewish Coins (London: Lawrence & Bullen, 1903), Plate I.
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Fig. 133
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

Fig. 134
Antiochus Epiphanes Coin, Detail
SH1 G2 D4’s dotted theta forms immediately bring to mind the five dotted circles of
SH1 G2 D2 where they function as Paleo-Hebrew ayin, including the ayin of the name
Shimʿon which is encrypted in triangular form beneath triadic clovers and leaves (Fig. 135a).
The same grapheme appears in SH1 P1 (Fig. 135b), where it appears in the form of seven
ayins representing the seven eyes of the Lord from Zechariah 4’s menorah vision (I owe this
interpretation to Margaret Barker).

a

b
Fig. 135

SH1 G2 D2
SH1 P1
Drawing by Samuel Zinner
SH1 G2 D4’s Paleo-Hebrew epigraphy is largely Hasmonean. However, the design’s
Greek mirror sigma, which as I will show may also function cryptically as Paleo-Hebrew
shin, agrees with a proto-Canaanite form of shin (Fig. 136), which, however, also agrees with
some archaic Greek forms of sigma. Notice Fig. 136’s dalet in yellow, pointed to the right;
cf. the Jordanian lead books’ mirror gimel that interchanges for dalet. The ayins have dots in
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the centre, and the shin resembles a Greek mirror sigma. All three of these forms are
paralleled in SH1 G2 D4, as Fig. 137 identifies:

Fig. 136685
 אשבעל בן בדעKhirbet Qeyafa
Dalet (Yellow), Shin (Red), Ayin (White)

Fig. 137
SH1 G2 D4
As I explained in my comments on SH1 G2 D2, in that design the name Shimʿon is
built out of the imperative verb š-m-ʿ, ‘hear,’ of the Šemaʿ Israel, as if to suggest that the
person of Shimʿon, by virtue of the first three letters of his name coinciding with the three
letters that open the Šemaʿ, somehow embodies or symbolizes the divine unity the Šemaʿ
proclaims. As a parallel, one might invoke Phil. 2.9’s reference to Jesus’ reception of the
Tetragrammaton: ‘Therefore God has highly exalted him and bestowed on him the name
which is above every name.’
In SH1 G2 D2 this particular dotted ayin construct could arguably allude to the divine
nature of Shimʿon bar Kokhba, inasmuch as he embodies the double Tetragrammaton and
ʾeloheinu of the Šemaʿ. Taking into account SH1 G2 D4’s allusion via theta (whose
morphology coincides with dotted ayin) to Antiochus Epiphanes’ claim to divinity, what we
see in SH1 G2 D2 may be a polemical implication that Bar Kokhba, not Antiochus
685

Ishbaʿl Inscription, Khirbet Qeiyafa, courtesy Tal Rogovsky.
<http://www.antiquities.org.il/article_eng.aspx?sec_id=25&subj_id=240&id=4122>.
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Epiphanes, is the appearance of the divine light. Such a divine understanding of Bar Kokhba
would not be any more theologically brazen than is the Qumranic understanding of
Melchizedek as divine, on the basis of a quotation of Psalm 82.1 (11Q13).
It may be instructive to note that the Tanakh contains only two instances of the
singular form of the noun for ‘star,’ כוכב. The first is the famous Numbers 24.17 prophecy of
the star that will arise out of Jacob, and a sceptre out of Israel, applied to Bar Kokhba either
during or after his revolt according to the various diverging views of scholars. CD-A VII.1820 interprets the star as ‘the interpreter of the Torah,’ and the sceptre as ‘the prince (nasiʾ) of
the whole congregation.’ I think it unwise to downplay the significance of this text’s
relevance for the later identification of Shimʿon bar Koseva as ‘bar Kokhba,’ the Star, whose
coinage proclaims him the nasiʾ of Israel. The Qumran text shows us that long before Bar
Kokhba the Numbers 24.17 prophecy of a star was associated with the title ‘prince,’ which
does not appear in the Numbers 24 prophecy itself.
The Tanakh’s second instance of the singular form of the noun ‘star’ is Amos 5.26,
which CD-A VII not surprisingly therefore correlates with Numbers 24.17. The CD-A VII
interpretation of Amos 5.26 is profoundly surprising. The verse reads: ‘So shall ye take up
Siccuth your king and Chiun your images, the star of your god ()כוכב אלהיכמ, which ye made
to yourselves.’ (JPS) Oddly, CD-A does not cite the second part of the verse referring to the
star. CD-A interprets Siccuth as David’s Sukkat, ‘tabernacle,’ of Amos 9.11, and ‘Chiun your
images’ is interpreted as ‘the books of the prophets.’ CD-A thus astoundingly reinterprets the
polytheistic gods Siccuth (Sakkuth) and Chiun (Kaiwan, that is, Saturn)686 into positive
entities compatible with Jewish monotheism.
CD-A enigmatically leaves unstated the correlation between Amos 5.26’s ‘star’ and
the one in Numbers 24.17, but it is certainly presupposed in the text that Amos 5.26’s ‘star of
your God’ is equivalent to Numbers 24.17’s ‘star’ out of Jacob. Amos 5.26’s Hebrew phrase
 כוכב אלהיכמcan be rendered literally as ‘your star-god,’ as in the NRSV (cf. ‘your astral
deity,’ JPS2). If the Qumranites read  כוכב אלהיכמin this way, then they could have understood
Numbers 24.17’s ‘star,’ like Amos 5.26’s, to be divine, that is, ʾelohim, like the divine
Melchizedek of 11Q13.
The name Shimʿon may appear cryptically at the bottom of SH1 G2 D4’s cornucopia
in a combination of Greek and Paleo-Hebrew letters, with the Greek omicron-theta
functioning as Paleo-Hebrew ayin, as Fig. 136 suggests. Shimʿon here could be at once both
Bar Kokhba (principally) and the high priest (219-196 BCE) Shimʿon II, son of Onias,
harking back to the decades just before the Maccabean revolt. In Fig. 138, one starts with the
mirror sigma, proceeds to the mem, then to the omicron/theta read as ayin, which produces a
triangular pattern of šemaʿ.
In view of other triangular patterns of the same word elsewhere in the collection (e.g.,
SH1 G1 D5; SH1 G2 D2), I find it very likely that we have in Fig. 138 a deliberately
encrypted instance of šemaʿ. To the right of the mem are a nearby waw and nun, which would
then form the name Shimʿon, again according with a pattern of šemaʿ + waw-nun = Shimʿon
found throughout the artefacts. Note that the waw-nun here are aligned with each other, while
the intervening yod is placed slightly to the left, though still overlapping.

686

See the note in the NRSV. Cf.: ‘NRSV’s “Sakkuth” assumes an Akkadian astral deity
perhaps associated with Saturn (Borger 1988; Paul 1991:195); “Kaiwan” is better attested as
Saturn; both names require us to repoint MT.’ John Batron, John Muddiman, eds., The
Oxford Bible Commentary (Oxford/New York: Oxford University Press, 2007), p. 586.
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Fig. 138
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
We should not overlook the fact that in the Amidah the very next word after מצמיח קרן
‘( ישועהthe horn of salvation to flourish’) is שמע, ‘hear!’ In this instance the word šemaʿ is
addressed to God by Israel rather than to Israel by God (as in the Šemaʿ): ‘Hear our voice, O
Lord our God; spare us and have mercy upon us, and accept our prayer in mercy and favour;
for thou art a God who hearkenest unto prayers and supplications from thy presence. . . .’687
Interestingly, as Fig. 139 illustrates, along the yellow lines we encounter the letters mš-ḥ-y, which can be slightly rearranged to obtain the Hebrew word m-š-y-ḥ, ‘messiah.’ When
we repeat the same lines in a similar mirror pattern, with the last line’s trajectory slightly
higher than its mirror counterpart on the right, we see that the red line passes through the
letters mirror sigma (=shin)-mem-omicron/theta (=ayin)-nu, which gives us a mixture of
Greek and Hebrew forms of the name Shimʿon. Notice that on the right side the tendril in the
form of waw reaches down to the level of the omicron/ayin adjacent to the nu, which would
then give us the waw needed for the complete Hebrew spelling of Shimʿon. Also, to the right
of the mem, the yod is the phonetic equivalent of the iota of Greek Σίμων. If we close the
yellow and red lines, both would form triangular patterns.

Fig. 139
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
At this point, the devices found in SH1 G2 D4’s four corners may be relevant. Fig.
140 reproduces all available stampings of these characters.

687

S. Singer, The Standard Prayer Book, pp. 60-61.
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a
b
Top Left Corner

c
d
Top Right Corner

e
f
g
Bottom Left Corner
Bottom Right Corner
Fig. 140
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The characters in Fig. 140 bring to mind the waw-like devices used to construct the
vines in SH1 G2 D2 (Fig. 141), which are present in both vertical and horizontal positions.

Fig. 141
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In one stamping of the SH1 G2 D4 design we find beneath in close proximity the top
of SH1 G2 D2’s vertical vine device (Fig. 142):

Fig. 142
Top= SH1 G2 D4 Bottom=SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
What we see in Fig. 140 is that apparently the character in question seems to have
only three bulbs, which gives it a waw-like appearance. The pattern of the absent terminal
bulb might also be explained by the fact that the chi in the first vertical line of letters (in the
name Ant[i]ochou) sometimes seems to lack one or more terminal bulbs (see Fig. 143). For
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whatever reason, this feature may have been duplicated in the four corners of the design,
making a likely identification of the grapheme in question Greek chi. However, we cannot
rule out the possibility of waw, and it may even be that both waw and chi/tav were intended
to be evoked by the designer. Four waws might indicate a Tetragrammaton permutation
and/or substitute. Could chi allude to christos, that is, Bar Kokhba the messiah? And could
this be in part a polemical response to Christian claims for Jesus?

Fig. 143
Chi of Ant[i]ochou, SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In a recent study, Max Küchler offers a convincing rebuttal to previous scholarly
claims that the star or rosette on Bar Kokhba coinage bears no messianic implications,
documenting that the coin’s star-rosette is an ideological symbol, and not a mere artistic or
architectural flourish.688

Fig. 144
Bar Kokhba Coins
Dr. Graetz, On the Jewish ‘Lulab’ and ‘Portal’ Coins (London 1888).
Perhaps the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn in 134 CE created or intensified a belief
in Bar Kokhba’s messianic status. Perhaps before the conjunction belief in Bar Kokhba’s
messianic status had been limited to small circles. Kocku von Stuckrad writes: ‘If it is right to
say that the great conjunctions of Jupiter and Saturn had an impact on politics and religious
identities, then one can assume that the next great conjunction of the two planets would raise
old questions anew. This was the case in the year 134 CE, during the Bar Kokhba revolt;
again, astrological interpretation sheds light on the difficult psychological and historical
circumstances of the Jewish rebellion.’689 Von Stuckrad writes on the subject of Bar Kokhba
coinage:
688

Max Küchler, ‘Jesus von Nazaret und Schimeʿon ben Kosiba: Zwei “Könige der Juden”
und ihre Sterne in Texten und auf Münzen,’ in: Petra von Gemünden et al., eds., Jesus –
Gestalt und Gestaltungen: Festschrift für Gerd Theissen (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck &
Ruprecht, 2013), pp. 317-345. I owe the reference to a private communication from Bernhard
Lang.
689
Kocku von Stuckrad, ‘Stars and Powers: Astrological Thinking in Imperial Politics from
the Hasmoneans to Bar Kokhba,’ in Peter Barthel, George van Kooten, eds., The Star of
Bethlehem and the Magi: Interdisciplinary Perspectives from Experts on the Ancient Near
East, the Greco-Roman World, and Modern Astronomy (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2015), p. 395.
[pp. 387-398]
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During the revolt, several coins were minted with a star as a symbol above the temple
front. In some cases, the motif resembled a rosette or a small wave, so that no final
decision is possible about its meaning. But the fact that the Jews fashioned their most
valuable coins, the silver tetradrachms, with a star-rosette in a marked position calls
for explanation. The temple—and even more so the new temple—was not a mere
decoration, but represented a program and propaganda. Its interpretation as a star fits
the discourses of the day very well, and these discourses were shared by Romans and
Jews. What is more, the conjunction of Jupiter and Saturn was observable all the time,
which enabled those Jews who were not familiar with astronomical calculations to
make up their own minds about the quality of time.690
The star-rosette first appeared on the coins in year two of the revolt, 133-134 CE, and
in the final year of the revolt, 134-135 CE, in its place appears an enigmatic wavy line (Fig.
145). Could the earlier coinage’s star-rosette be in part a representation of the Jupiter-Saturn
conjunction, and the latter wavy line somehow reflect the fact that the conjunction had
passed?

Fig. 145
E. Rogers, A Handy Guide to Jewish Coins (London: Spink & Son, 1914), Plate VI
I should also record the following from Hillel I. Newman: ‘What, if anything, do we
know of such phenomena at the time of the Bar Kokhba Revolt? The most precise records of
astronomical observations from that period come from the Far East. We have, it turns out,
reliable evidence in Chinese records for the appearance of a suitable comet in January of 132,
that is to say, coinciding roughly with the outbreak of the revolt.’691
Michael O. Wise writes the following on Papyrus Hever 30, which also supports a
messianic status for Bar Kokhba:
To address Simon ben Kosiba as ‘my beloved father’ is an atypical military address,
in the ancient world no less than in the modern. . . . The suspicion arises nevertheless
that the relationship between author and addressee is charismatic in the sense made
famous by Max Weber. This almost worshipful submission is, of course, not reflected
in any of the letters sent by ben Kosiba or his high officers to subordinates. The
significance of the charismatic element is that it has been a matter of controversy
among modern historians of the revolt whether or not Bar Kokhba was really
considered a ‘messiah,’ as his appellation ‘Son of the Star’ seems to imply on its face.

690

Ibid., pp. 395-396.
Hillel I. Newman, “Stars of the Messiah,” in Menahem Kister et al., eds. Tradition,
Transmission, and Transformation from Second Temple Literature through Judaism and
Christianity in Late Antiquity (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2015), p.
691
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The language of P.Hever 30 can be read as supporting the idea that he was, indeed, so
conceived by at least some Jewish followers.692
As Brook W. R. Pearson writes: ‘Of course, the strongest evidence that Bar Kokhba
was seen as the messiah is the very fact that he is denigrated as a false messiah after the
revolt. As Adele Reinhartz puts it, “The denunciation of Bar Kosiba as a false messiah . . . is
irrefutable proof of the popularity of the identification of Bar Kosiba as the true Messiah.”’693
Peter Schäfer reconstructs the various stages of the Bar Yoḥai tradition on Bar
Kokhba’s messiahship as proclaimed by Rabbi Aqiva as follows. At first the identification
was advanced ‘by an unknown author’ that was rejected ‘by the otherwise unknown Yohanan
b. Torta. This tradition must have originated during the Bar Kokhba revolt.’694 After the
revolt’s failure, Yehuda ha-Nasi ‘reinterpreted negatively’ the messianic reading of Numbers
24.17, and next, when ‘“Rabbi” was understood to be not a proper name but a title, R.
Yehuda’s reinterpretation provoked the secondary attribution of the original positive dictum
to Shimon b. Yohai and his teacher Aqiva.’695 Later the tradition was amplified with an
Aramaic addition accentuating Bar Kokhba as the messiah.696
Oskar Skarsaune assesses Schäfer’s reconstruction as follows: ‘I am not convinced by
the attempt of P. Schäfer to remove Akiba from the well-known passage in y. Ta’an. 4.8, in
which Akiba is said to have proclaimed Bar Kokhba as the Star of Num. 24.17. Schäfer's
argument is based on rather complicated and speculative redactional criticism of the passage.
I fail to understand why later rabbis should attribute a great mistake concerning Bar Kokhba
to one of their greatest heroes, if in fact he did not make it.’697
As I document in a later chapter, whatever one may think of Schäfer’s reconstruction,
the attribution to Aqiva of Bar Kokhba’s messiahship originated as a midrashic tradition
created by understanding Numbers 24.17’s star out of Jacob prophecy as literally ‘the
proclamation of the star’s (Bar Kokhba’s) messiahship will come from Aqiva,’ ‘Aqiva’ being
just an Aramaic form of the Hebrew name ‘Jacob.’ As I show, there is abundant and clear
support for a midrashic basis to the role of Aqiva in Bar Kokhba’s messianic promotion.
Before continuing it would be helpful to briefly document the source of SH1 G2 D4’s
Paleo-Hebrew letters in SH1 G2 D1. Fig. 146’s colour-coded boxes and connecting lines
reveal the following details. SH1 G2 D4’s open form of ḥet (blue box) is from SH1 G2 D1’s
ḥever, ‘nation/people,’ from Hasmonean coinage issued by John Hyrcanus that bears the text
‘John, high priest, and the nation/people of the Jews/Judeans.’ SH1 G2 D4’s bottom black
box’s yod-mem are the last two letters of yehudim, ‘Jews/Judeans,’ from the same coinage
text cited in SH1 G2 D1. SH1 G2 D4’s upper black box’s yod-mirror dalet (this reflects the
artefacts’ dalet-gimel interchange) are the first and fourth letters of yehudim, ‘Jews/Judeans,’
Michael O. Wise, ‘Papyrus Hever 30 and the Bar Kokhba Revolt,’ in Kipp Davis, ed., The
War Scroll, Violence, War and Peace in the Dead Sea Scrolls and Related Literature:
Essays in Honour of Martin G. Abegg on the Occasion of His 65th Birthday (Leiden/Boston:
Brill, 2016), p. 379. [pp. 364-389.]
693
Brook W. R. Pearson, ‘The Book of the Twelve, Aqiba’s Messianic Interpretations, and
the Refuge Caves of the Second Jewish War,’ in Stanley E. Porter, Craig A. Evans, eds., The
Scrolls and the Scriptures: Qumran Fifty Years After (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
1997), pp. 238-239. [pp. 221-239]
694
Peter Schäfer, The Bar Kokhba War Reconsidered, p. 4.
695
Ibid.
696
Ibid.
697
Oskar Skarsaune, ‘Jews and Christians in the Holy Land, 135-325 C. E.,’ in Markus
Bockmuehl, James Carleton Paget, eds., Redemption and Resistance: The Messianic Hopes of
Jews and Christians in Antiquity (London/New York: T&T Clark, 2007), p. 160.
692
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from the same Hasmonean coin text given in SH1 G2 D1. SH1 G2 D4’s lower red box’s
horizontally placed nun-he are imported from SH1 G2 D4’s vertically positioned he and nun,
which there are letters of the name John (Hyrcanus).

SH1 G2 D1
Tracing
Fig. 146

SH1 G2 D4
Drawing by Samuel Zinner

This leaves SH1 G2 D4’s upper three letters, waw-waw-yod. SH1 G2 D4’s upper
horizontally positioned waw is from SH1 G2 D1, but its meaning is difficult to determine.
SH1 G2 D4’s upper waw in upright form comes from SH1 G2 D1 where it could come from
either the word ‘Jerusalem’ (as part of the Bar Kokhba revolt slogan ‘for the freedom of
Jerusalem’) or from the Hasmonean coin text’s wa-ḥever, ‘and the nation/people.’ Lastly, the
yod in SH1 G2 D4’s upper red box comes from SH1 G2 D1 where it seems to function both
as the second to last letter of yehudim and as the yod of yom ha-din. Indeed, as Margaret
Barker pointed out to me, in Fig. 146, SH1 G2 D4’s bottom black box, the red box on its top,
and the black box on its top contain letters that spell yom ha-din in an oval-like pattern.
In brief, SH1 G2 D4’s letters basically pertain to John Hyrcanus as high priest of the
Jewish nation, with an added emphasis on yom ha-din, a traditional designation of Rosh haShanah, which soon follows Yom Kippur, the most important day of the year for the high
priest.
The integration of Bar Kokhba into the design suggests that it portrays him as a
successor to the Maccabees, which would not mean that the designers would not have
admitted some important discontinuities between Bar Kokhba and the Hasmoneans, the main
one being that whereas the Hasmoneans combined the offices of prince and high priest in one
person, these were divided between two individuals during the Bar Kokhba revolt. While Bar
Kokhba bore the title prince, a priest named Eleazar appears on early Bar Kokhba coinage.
Although he is not named a high priest on the coinage, nevertheless, the separation of
royal/military and religious offices during the revolt would seem to contrast with the
consolidation of the two roles of prince and high priest under the Hasmoneans.
It is not sufficient merely to recognize that SH1 G2 D4’s Paleo-Hebrew letters are
derived from SH1 G2 D1. This in itself does not explain the reasons for the particular
rearrangements of the letters in SH1 G2 D4. A clue to their rearrangement may be found if
we interpret the odd open ḥet functionally as a simultaneous he (which I suggested in the
commentary on SH1 G2 D1). In this way SH1 G2 D4 would contain the letters of the
Tetragrammaton towards the bottom right in a pattern that could produce two intersecting
instances of the divine name. In Fig. 147 the white and blue numbers indicate how two
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Tetragrammatons can be present here in an intersecting pattern. This would be congruent
with the double Tetragrammaton of the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening line.

Fig. 147
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
There are in fact several ways the Tetragrammaton could be present in SH1 G2 D4,
given the proliferation of its component letters (Fig. 148):

Fig. 148
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In Fig. 148 we see that the top w, y, h(ḥ) are in mirror position to the bottom h, y, w.
Notice that all of the yods are placed to the right of the two hes (that is, h and ḥ), although
there is some overlap between the lower he and the bottom yod, but the latter still extends
slightly to the right beyond the he. With the exception of the rather large waw that forms part
of the cornucopia’s verdure, all the waws are placed to the right of the two hes (that is, h and
ḥ).
Additionally, the two hes (that is, h and ḥ) are placed together (in a descending
pattern) and are surrounded by yods at their top, bottom and right side. All of the waws are
then separated from the yods and hes (that is, h and ḥ) by being placed at the bottom and top
portions of the letters as a whole. Lastly, with the exception of the rather large waw that
forms part of the cornucopia’s verdure, the two top letters are two waws, and the two bottom
letters are two waws (one on the right at the bottom of the Paleo-Hebrew letters, and one on
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the left below the Greek mirror sigma). All of this makes it likely that the Tetragrammaton is
intentionally encrypted here.
None of the letters are placed haphazardly. There is nothing crude or random about
the selection and placement of the letters. The entire arrangement of the letters is quite artful
and engaging. All of the letters of the word yehudim are also present, with various of its
letters intersecting with the letters of the Tetragrammaton and of the name Shimʿon. In fact,
the only Paleo-Hebrew letters on the design that are not Tetragrammaton letters are a single
shin, mem, nun (letters of the name Shimʿon), and dalet respectively (which comes from a
reference to yehudim in SH1 G2 D1); of course there is the ḥet to mention, which, however,
seems to function as he, at least in some instances.
The above suggests that letters of the name Shimʿon and the word ‘Jews’/‘Judeans’
are interspersed among the letters of the Tetragrammaton, which would likely imply some
interesting theological notions.
To take into account now the Greek letters as well, a comparison of their numerical
aspects with those of the Paleo-Hebrew letters to their right offers some intriguing patterns.
As Fig. 149 documents, the main two ensembles of letters consist of twelve Greek letters and
ten Paleo-Hebrew letters, which produces a total of twenty-two, the number of letters in the
Hebrew alphabet.

Fig. 149
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Intriguingly, in SH1 G2 D4 the name Shimʿon is constructed by combining some of
the Paleo-Hebrew letters on the right with a Greek letter pertaining to Antiochus Epiphanes
on the left. Does the design suggest a theological overlap of some sort between Bar Kokhba
and Hadrian/Antiochus? Could it hint at the cosmic poles of good and evil that according to
later kabbalah interpenetrate, even in the four letters of the Tetragrammaton? One also thinks
of the rabbinic (bBerakhot 58a) and kabbalistic doctrine that the cosmos was created by
various combinations of the letters of the Hebrew alphabet. Perhaps this may be relevant to
SH1 G2 D4’s cornucopia possibly being cosmic, or at least astronomical. According to the
already referenced bBerakhot 58a, the universe was created by means of ten letters, which
later become the ten sefirot of kabbalah, five positive (the right, masculine side of the
sefirotic tree), five negative (the left, feminine side).
As Fig. 149 shows, in addition to the two main ensembles of letters, left over are the
two waws at the bottom of the design which flank the series of diagonal lines and dots (which
also consist of twenty-two elements). The Hebrew waw on the left clearly does not belong to
either string of Greek letters.
The Hebrew waw on the bottom right is admittedly aligned with the first column of
Hebrew letters, and it also mirrors the position of the waw at the top of the first column. On
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the other hand, it seems to be set apart from the two vertical columns not only by its more
prominent size, but also by virtue of its function of flanking the separate bottom construct of
diagonal lines and dots.
The two bottom waws seem therefore to be an independent letter unit, which has an
interesting consequence, since if we take the provisional sum of twenty-two, the number of
letters in the Hebrew alphabet, and add two to this, we obtain twenty-four, the number of
letters in the Greek alphabet.
I exclude the two waw-shaped tendril terminations, since they do not stand as
individual and separate letters, but are part of tendril icons. This, however, does not detract
from their significance as paralleling the two bottom waws. I would imagine that four waws
might be some kind of esoteric Tetragrammaton permutation.
One theological idea involved here might entail the previously discussed phenomenon
of how SH1 G2 D4 forms the name Shimʿon by combining Paleo-Hebrew letters involving
the Tetragrammaton with a Greek letter belonging to the evil Antiochus Epiphanes. This
could suggest that Shimʿon is simultaneously positive, by virtue of his theological connection
with the right side’s Hebrew letters of the Tetragrammaton of the Šemaʿ, and negative, by
virtue of his link with the Greek letters of Antiochus on the left, a side traditionally associated
with evil, including in the kabbalah.
Perhaps the idea here is that Shimʿon represents a sort of cosmic coincidentia
oppositorum. In this model, the negative aspects of Shimʿon would not necessarily contradict,
let alone cancel out, his possible divine aspects derived from his association with the
Tetragrammaton of the Šemaʿ.
Such a recognition of a certain negative aspect to Shimʿon may be viewed as evidence
that the oldest of the Jordanian metal books’ designs were created some time after the demise
of the Bar Kokhba revolt, when his followers were confronted by the bitterness of their
leader’s failure, but before the full triumph of the later rabbinic transformation of Bar Koseba
into Bar Koziba, ‘Son of the Lie,’ a Semitism meaning simply ‘the Liar.’
A paradigm of coexisting positive divine and all-too-human negative dimensions of
Bar Kokhba might also be implied in SH1 G1 D1 (see Figs. 150-151). His divine aspect
could be suggested by the integration of the name Shimʿon (Fig. 150’s white triangle, both
halves) into the ‘hear’ of the Šemaʿ (white triangle, left half). To the left of the ayin of ‘hear’
(and of Shimʿon) we have left to right the mirror yod-shin-mirror resh of ‘Israel,’ from Deut
6.4’s ‘Hear, O Israel.’ Next, the mirror yod is read straightforwardly in the opposite direction,
which takes us to mirror lamed, giving us the last two letters of ‘Israel.’ By virtue of Shimʿon
being anchored in the Šemaʿ’s ‘hear,’ he endures, which is indicated twice by the two
intersecting red and yellow boxes. The first (red boxes) starts at the top mirror yod, which has
mirror lamed directly beneath it on the next line, followed by nun, to the left of which is the
final nun, giving us the verb y-l-w-n, ‘shall endure/abide,’ while the second instance of the
same verb (yellow boxes) starts with line 3’s initial mirror yod, proceeds to the left to mirror
lamed, then directly down to waw, to the left of which is nun. Joined to Shimʿon, this
produces ‘Shimʿon shall endure/abide.’ This ties in with SH1 G1 D2’s menorah declaration yl-w-n t-m, ‘perfection shall endure.’ Notice that the final three letters of line 3 in Fig. 150 give
us the plene spelling of ‘perfection,’ t-w-m, attested at Qumran (in the neologism owrtwm).
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Fig. 150
SH1 G1 D1, Composite
Perplexingly, if we again start with the mem and ayin of Shimʿon and continue right to
left and read the next letter as straightforward qof rather than the mirror resh of ‘Israel,’ then
finish with the shin, this gives us m-ʿ-q-š, a construction of ʿiqqeš, ‘crooked,’ ‘perverted,’ that
occurs three times in the Book of Proverbs, where it is contrasted each time with tom,
‘perfection,’ ‘uprightness.’ In Proverbs 10.9 we read: ‘He that walketh uprightly (t-m; LXX
aplōs) walketh securely; but he that perverteth (m-ʿ-q-š) his ways shall be found out.’ 19.1:
‘Better is the poor that walketh in his integrity (t-m; LXX aplotēti) than he that is perverse
(m-ʿ-q-š) in his lips and a fool at the same time.’ 28.6: ‘Better is the poor that walketh in his
integrity (t-m; LXX alētheia), than he that is perverse (m-ʿ-q-š) in his ways, though he be
rich.’
Lastly, in Fig. 151, when we connect SH1 G1 D1 line 1’s mem-nun to the shin
directly beneath on line 2, we have another triangular allusion to the name Shimʿon, as I
explain in my comments on SH1 G1 D6. Directly to the right of line 1’s mem-nun of Shimʿon
is the word ‘errors,’ from Ps. 19.13’s introductory šegiʾowt. The implication would seem to
be that the creator/s of the Jordanian metal books recognized Shimʿon’s errors, his human
failings, and this is admitted at the very top of the design, which does not prevent the lower
portion representing the same Shimʿon as possessing a simultaneously divine dimension
linked to (or literally rooted in) the Šemaʿ.

Fig. 151
SH1 G1 D1
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CHAPTER FIVE
PHOTO CREDITS
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CHAPTER SIX
Saida Hoard 1 Group 2 (SH1 G2)
A Classification of SH1 Groups and Designs
Part 6
SH1 G2 D5
SH1 G2 D5
SH1 G2 D5 (Fig. 1) consists of eleven lines of text within a square pattern of beads. The first
three lines of text are set off from the lower eight by a line of beads. Some of the design’s
letters (in scattered places in the bottom four lines) cannot be reconstructed with confidence,
some not at all, despite a careful collation of images of all available exemplars.

Fig. 1
Confiscated Egyptian Lead Sheet with SH1 G2 D5
Despite a collation of all available stampings of SH1 G2 D5, I have not been able to
reconstruct several letters that go to make up the design’s eleven lines; Fig. 2 presents what
can be filled in. In Fig. 2, line 7 letter 8, and line 10 letter 2 represent fragmentary drawings
only. Moreover, on account of poorly preserved transfers on the extant exemplars, there are
some uncertainties in the reconstruction of about the first third of the text in lines 7-8.
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Fig. 2
SH1 G2 D5, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
There are three entirely new graphemes in SH1 G2 D5 not encountered previously in
the collection. They are more or less closely grouped together in lines 4-6. The first,
occurring once each in lines 5 and 6 (Fig. 3a), may be pe; the second, found once in line 6
(Fig. 3b), certainly functions as the resh of ‘Israel’ (which here lacks the initial yod), and
intriguingly resembles Qumran Cryptic Script A’s resh.

a

b
Fig. 3
Lead Book with SH1 G2 D5
The third new grapheme, occurring once each in lines 4 and 5, can be identified with
certainty as a mirror form of a Hasmonean bet as used in the word חבר, ‘nation,’ ‘people.’ We
can see this when we horizontally flip the two letters from SH1 G2 D5, line 4, letters 10-11
(Fig. 4a-b). Notice that on the coin the ḥet (Fig. 4, yellow box) appears open and with a
slightly elongated upper horizontal bar, which matches several instances of open ḥet in SH1
G2:
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a

b

Fig. 4
Hasmonean Prutah698

Flipped Horizontally

SH1 G2 D5

SH1 G2 D5 contains the following number of letters in each line:
1: 22
2: 22
3: 21
4: 22
5: 23
6: 21
7: 22
8: 22
9: 22
10: 21
11: 16 re-constructible; likely 6 more were in the design.
If my surmise about six missing letters in line 11 is correct, the design would consist
of a total of 240 letters. With the exception of line 5’s twenty-three letters, all the other lines
seem to consist of either twenty-one (three lines total, = 63) or twenty-two (seven lines total,
= 154) letters each. Lines 1-3 are set off by a line of beads and so can be reckoned separately;
they contain a total of sixty-five letters, the gematria of ʾAdonai, which seems in this instance
to have been deliberately achieved by line 3’s obvious departure from line 1-2’s precedent of
twenty-two letters each. The remaining lines 4-11 would then contain a total of 175 letters, a
figure whose significance (if there is one) I do not recognize. Of these, we could obtain
further sets of 65 letters each in lines 6-8 (21+22+22) and lines 9-11 (22+21+22). That would
leave remaining lines 4-5s’ 22+23=45, whose significance (if any) eludes me.
The eleven-lines text would seem to be mostly encrypted, but there are several
recognizable contents, especially those that parallel elements of SH1 G2 D1. By means of
colour-coded frames Fig. 5 details the parallels between SH1 G2 D1’s text derived from the
Hasmonean coin text ‘John (Yoḥanan), high (gadol) priest, and the nation/people (ḥeber) of
the Jews/Judeans (yehudim).’

<http://picclick.ca/Bronze-Yehudah-judah-Aristobulus-I-Ancient-Hasmonean-Prutah122071886203.html#&gid=1&pid=1>.
698
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Fig. 5
SH1 G2 D1 (Top) and SH1 G2 D5 (Bottom), Tracing
In the lower portion of Fig. 5, blue frames indicate allusions to ḥeber; yellow boxes
identify allusions to yehudim; the white box contains the name Yoḥanan, with he missing the
bottom horizontal stroke, as if a second yod; the red box contains yod-mirror gimel, but here
through interchange, yod-mirror dalet, another fragment of yehudim, whose mirror grapheme,
however, might conceivably also simultaneously allude to gadol.
Fig. 6 next identifies parallels between SH1 G2 D1 and SH1 G2 D5 relating to
Shimʿon bar Kokhba. In Fig. 6a the two upper red boxes and line indicate the letters of the
name Shimʿon as well as a kaf that I posit stands for Koseva or Kokhba. The top red box’s
vertically arranged shin-kaf (standing for Shimʿon bar Koseva/Kokhba) is reproduced
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horizontally in the bottom red box. The four white boxes identify the four letters of ‘Zion’
adjacent to the ayin-waw of Shimʿon.

a

b
Fig. 6

SH1 G2 D1, Tracing

SH1 G2 D5, Tracing

In Fig. 6b Shimʿon is alluded to in the upper horizontal red box containing shin-memayin, which is preceded by a horizontally placed waw, typical for Bar Kokhba coinage
epigraphy. Beneath the waw and shin are mirror waw (in kaf-like style; cf. the different style
of kaf-like waw of Shimʿon on Bar Kokhba coins declaring him ‘prince of Israel’), then nunṣadi-nun. Either one of these nuns could be the nun of Shimʿon, which would leave the ṣadi
and a nun as an abbreviation of ‘Zion.’
Notice next in Fig. 6b that following the shin-mem-ayin of Shimʿon is the word šenat,
‘year,’ a term from Bar Kokhba and earlier Jewish War coins. Note well how the shin here
has beneath it two kafs aligned vertically, patterned on the two kafs associated with shin in
Fig. 6a, one of which is aligned vertically beneath shin. In Fig. 6b, the lower kaf has to its left
a shin, and these two letters reproduce Fig. 6a’s bottom horizontal sequence shin-kaf (left to
right). In Fig. 6b this lower shin-kaf has following shin the sequence resh-alef-lamed, an
obvious reference to ‘Israel’ minus the initial yod.
Next, Fig. 7 documents parallels between SH1 G2 D1 and SH1 G2 D5 relating to the
former’s right vertical text ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem’ (top, yellow box) and the left
vertical text ‘for the redemption of Zion’ (top, white box).
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Fig. 7
SH1 G2 D1 (Top) and SH1 G2 D5 (Bottom), Tracing
In Fig. 7’s bottom half, the white boxes in lines 1-2 contain allusions to the slogan l-ḥr-w-t y-r-w-š-l-m, ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem,’ while the yellow boxes contain elements of
the slogan l-g-ʾ-l-t ṣ-y-w-n, ‘for the redemption of Zion.’
Fig. 8, augmenting the data in Fig. 7, shows in two red boxes abbreviations of ‘Zion’
(ṣ-n) and in a blue box ‘for the freedom (of),’ l-ḥ-r-w-t in the scrambled sequence ḥ-w-r-l-t;
interestingly the waw seems to be in mirror form, so that it appears as a kaf, with the tail
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pointed to the left. In these artefacts waw in kaf or kaf-like style usually hints at Shimʿon bar
Kokhba.

Fig. 8
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 9b indicates in yellow and blue boxes the slogan l-ḥ-r-w-t y-r-w-š-l-m, ‘for the
freedom of Jerusalem,’ while the red frames contain the letters of ‘Zion’ together with a
lamed, elements of the slogan l-g-ʾ-l-t ṣ-y-w-n, ‘for the redemption of Zion.’ Fig. 9a shows
how overlapping portions of these two slogans in lines 1 and 3 the letters indicated by red
boxes and a line almost give us a doubling of the letters of the Tetragrammaton.

a

b
Fig. 9
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

The two yods in Fig. 9a are vertically aligned. The two waws are each positioned
away from the upper yod with one intervening space on each side. On line 3 the yod is
flanked by two hes of the same basic style, while adjacent to the he on the right is a third he
in a different style. Although a fourth he is missing, nevertheless it is intriguing that to the
left of the he on the left is what looks like a mirror alef, which could be converted to he with
the addition of only a single short horizontal stroke on the bottom. I should interject that
while on the right the waw and he in the boxes are vertically aligned with each other, at the
same time line 1’s third letter (waw in the box) can also be associated with line 3’s first he
outside the box, since it is also the third letter of the line.
As Fig. 10a illustrates, in the same section of SH1 G2 D5 line 3 we have an instance
of the word yehudim, ‘Jews’/‘Judeans’ derived from a Hasmonean coinage text. Here an extra
yod has been inserted between the he and waw, which creates the right-to-left sequence y-h-y
and the left-to-right sequence w-y-h-y, clever allusions to Genesis 1.3’s ‘Let there be’ and
‘and there was’: ‘And God said, “Let there be light,” and there was light.’ Samaritan and
kabbalistic sources understand these two verbs from Genesis 1.3 as two permuted forms of
the Tetragrammaton, which is congruent with what look like two concealed instances of the
Tetragrammaton in Fig. 9a, the lower of which overlaps with Fig. 10a’s modified version of
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yehudim. Incidentally, yehudim is based ultimately on the name Judah, in which rabbinic
sources see an allusion to the Tetragrammaton’s letters with dalet added.

a

b
Fig. 10

SH1 G2 D5
Drawing by Samuel Zinner

SH1 G2 D1
Tracing

As Fig. 10b documents, the same word yehudim occurs (left to right) in SH1 G2 D1
where it is also modified, but in this instance not by the insertion of an extra yod as in SH1
G2 D5, but by moving the yod between the dalet and mem to between the earlier he and waw.
This creates the same two allusions to Genesis 1.3 as contained in SH1 G2 D5 line 3. As I
have had occasion to remark previously, in Fig. 10b yehudim’s final letter mem
simultaneously functions as the first letter of the overlapping word ‘menorah,’ m-n-r-h, which
concludes with a lamed, creating an allusion to Sefer ha-Razim’s angel of the menorah,
Menoriʾel. The implication seems to be that Menoriʾel is Genesis 1.3’s primordial light.
In SH1 G2 D5 line 1, after the s-l-m of ‘Jerusalem’ there follows the sequence ayinbet-resh-ṣadi-nun. The ṣadi-nun give us an abbreviation of ‘Zion.’ The quite noticeable
morphological variations exhibited by SH1 G2 D5’s instances of the letter ṣadi (
) are quite congruent with the Martin Schøyen/Würzburg ancient Greek alphabet copper
plaques’ fluctuating forms of the orthographically similar nu,
.699
The sequence ayin-bet-resh is the reverse of line 4’s resh-bet-ayin, which we can
determine with confidence is a simultaneous allusion to Jewish War coinage’s ʾarbaʿ (lacking
alef), ‘four,’ from the phrase ‘year four,’ and rebaʿ, ‘one quarter,’ from the coinage phrase
‘quarter shekel.’ In Fig. 11’s upper red box we therefore would seem to have a reversed and
fragmentary allusion to the phrase ‘year four.’

699

Roger D. Woodard, The Textualization of the Greek Alphabet, p. 80.
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Fig.11
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In SH1 G2 D5 there are (rather fittingly) four allusions to the number ‘four’ and
‘quarter,’ the top and bottom instances are in reverse sequence and are adjacent to a ‘Zion’
abbreviation. The two middle instances occur in the normal right-to-left reading direction and
are both adjacent to šenat, ‘year,’ although the lower instance of šenat reads left to right and
has a waw or kaf interposed between the nun and tav. All four instances of ‘four’ lack alef.
In the intricate web of theological associations out of which the Jordanian texts are
constructed, šenat ʾarbaʿ, ‘year four,’ esoterically alludes to the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening line’s
first and last words, šemaʿ (‘hear!’) and ʾeḥad (‘one’), which in turn are integrated to the
name Shimʿon and to the redemption, geʾulat, which he brought to Israel. In this complex
theological network of correlations, ʾarbaʿ, ‘four,’ hints at the Hebrew alphabet’s fourth
letter, dalet, which is the last letter of the Šemaʿ Israel’s ʾeḥad, ‘one.’
Dalet spelled out as a word shares the same final two letters as geʾulat, lamed-tav, and
given the lead books’ gimel-dalet interchange, in these texts the first letter of dalet and the
first letter of geʾulat can be spelled with a single grapheme that happens to coincide with the
form both of Paleo-Hebrew gimel and of square script dalet. In the lead books’ sophisticated
interweaving of letterplay and wordplay, the ‘redemption,’ geʾulat, brought by Bar Kokhba,
is founded on the divine unity implied in the Šemaʿ Israel’s ʾeḥad (‘one’).
Moving further left in the same SH1 G2 D5 text, as Fig. 12b shows, there may be a
triangular pattern of Šaddai in the area where we find a portion of the Hasmonean coinage
text ḥeber ha-yehudim, whose ḥeber is contained in an interrupted form in Fig. 12a’s red
boxes. The blue boxes contain the definite article ha- and the first and fourth letters (yod and
mirror dalet, via gimel-dalet interchange) of yehudim. The yellow box alludes to ‘John’
(Hyrcanus).
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a

b

Fig. 12
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 13 identifies various portions of SH1 G2 D5 line 4 as being reflective of Bar
Kokhba coinage epigraphy. The coin on the left has a horizontally placed waw in the name
Shimʿon, which is paralleled in the lead book text’s waw placed immediately before the shinmem-ayin of the name Shimʿon. The coin in the middle, whose text is somewhat chaotic (like
the lead books’ texts), uses inverted alef in Shimʿon’s title nasiʾ, ‘prince.’ Notice that the
inverted alef parallel in the lead book text is placed adjacent to the waw, shin, mem and ayin
of the name Shimʿon. The coin on the right shows the yod-alef of Shimʿon’s title nasiʾ,
‘prince’ with epigraphy very similar to the parallel in the lead book text. The lead book text’s
line begins with lamed-yod-lamed-yod, which should be interpreted as lamed-mirror aleflamed-mirror alef, a left-to-right repetition of the -ʾel of ‘Israel,’ of whom Shimʿon’s is the
nasiʾ.

Bar Kokhba Coins, Levy
Fig. 13
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
As Fig. 14 indicates, the word ‘Israel’ is hinted at in the same areas of text examined
in Fig. 13. In the left portion of text the word ‘Israel’ is present, minus the initial yod.
However, the he above the shin is suggestive, since elsewhere in the artefacts he interchanges
upon occasion for yod (cf. K-S/R D1 where he interchanges for yod in ‘Jerusalem’).
Moreover, the left-to-right shin-mirror bet-lamed adjacent to the he could be an added
allusion to the shin, resh and lamed of ‘Israel,’ with the mirror bet functioning simultaneously
as mirror resh. In the portion of text on the right, lines 4-6 show a proliferation of the letters
of ‘Israel,’ with alef being expressed in mirror form via yod.
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Fig. 14
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 15 documents how the word ‘Israel’ is present in at least four intersecting
patterns in a single area of SH1 G2 D5 text. As in SH1 G1 D1, a single grapheme functions
as the yod and alef of ‘Israel’:

Fig. 15
Lead Book with SH1 G2 D5, Tracing
Not to be overlooked is a fragment of ‘Jerusalem’ that overlaps the proliferation of the
letters of ‘Israel,’ as highlighted in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In the same portion of text, near an interrupted spelling of ḥeber derived from
Hasmonean coinage (red boxes, with ḥet in an ‘open’ or oblique style and bet-resh in mirror
form), there is a possible allusion to the Maccabees in Fig. 17’s blue box’s letters mem-qof
followed by what could be a mirror bet in the style of bet/waw/kaf found in SH1 G1 D1.
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Fig. 17
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In the same section of Figs.15-17 is a noticeable and unusual pattern of shins and
mems (see Fig. 18). On the right top side we start with a shin, then descending to the right is a
mem, down to the left is another mem, and descending right is a third mem. The opposite and
mirror pattern of this occurs on the left, where at the top is a mem, and then with three shins
in the same but mirror descending pattern.

Fig. 18
SH1 G2 D5
What we see in Fig. 18 seems cognate to contents found both earlier and later in the
same text that appear preoccupied with the equivalency between m-š-h and h-š-m, that is,
Moses and ha-Šem, the latter a Tetragrammaton substitute. Since in a previous chapter I
documented this meme of the SH1 G2 D5 text, I will rehearse only the most salient features
here. First, Fig. 19b highlights the clearest clue that we are dealing here with allusions to both
Moses and ha-Šem. Throughout the artefacts the three letters involved are frequently
introduced with a lamed, implying ‘to’/‘for,’ which brings to mind not only liturgical
conventions but the introductory formula used in the war slogans ‘for the redemption of Zion’
and ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem.’ In Fig. 19b the red box contains (right to left) ‘to/for haŠem,’ while the overlapping blue box reads in the opposite direction ‘to/for Moses.’
Incidentally, the shin that follows the blue box’s lamed produces a fragmentary allusion to
‘Jerusalem,’ namely, shin-lamed-mem (left to right).
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a

b
Fig. 19
SH1 G2 D5

In Fig. 19a the blue diagonal line identifies a permutation of ha-Šem with a doubling
of both shin and mem, perhaps a recondite allusion to the two Tetragrammatons of the Šemaʿ
Israel’s opening line; cf. also Exodus 34.6: ‘And the LORD passed by before him, and
proclaimed: “The LORD, the LORD, God. . . .’” (JPS) As Fig. 19a’s red lines document, the
text contains various overlapping instances of ha-Šem/Moses, with introductory lamed. After
the allusion to Moses in Fig. 19b’s blue box, as Fig. 19a’s red box indicates, there follow the
letters shin-he and what could be either gimel or pe. Perhaps both are hinted at, which would
not be incongruent with these artefacts’ proclivities. If there is a suggestion of gimel here,
then the grapheme could also allude to dalet, given these texts’ gimel-dalet interchange.
These considerations open up a few intriguing possibilities. Reading the three letters
as shin-he-pe could be interpreted as an allusion to sar ha-panim, ‘prince of the (divine)
face/presence.’ Reading, or re-reading, the pe as dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange), could
suggest an allusion to Job 16.19’s Aramaic form of ‘witness,’ sahad, ‘Even now, behold, my
witness (ʿedi) is in heaven, and my witness (sahadi) is on high.’ This verse’s Hebrew term for
‘witness,’ ʿed, relates the verse to the Šemaʿ Israel, given that tradition derives from its
opening line’s ayin and dalet the word ʿed, ‘witness.’ Since rabbinic tradition understands the
Šemaʿ’s ‘Israel’ to be the patriarch Jacob, it is significant that, although usually overlooked in
the commentaries, Job 16.19 is paralleled by, perhaps even based on, Genesis 31.47’s
Hebrew and Aramaic forms of ‘witness’ used by Jacob and Laban respectively.
Tradition correlates Job 16.19’s two forms of ‘my witness’ with Šaddai, Enoch and
Meṭaṭron, the latter of whom is assigned the title sar ha-panim, with the full phrase Meṭaṭron
sar ha-panim being expressed esoterically with the letter sequence mem-shin-he, in order to
create a simultaneous allusion to Moses and to ha-Šem.
If the SH1 G2 D5 text’s mem-shin-he refers to Meṭaṭron, then the text could hardly
date to just after the Bar Kokhba revolt, Meṭaṭron being a later Babylonian rabbinic tradition.
However, SH1 G2 D5’s sar ha-panim whose name would begin with mem could be Moses
himself, or possibly the angel Menoriʾel, both of whom conceivably could be theologically
merged as earthly and celestial expressions of Exodus 23.21’s angel in whom dwells ‘my
name,’ that is, the Tetragrammaton. In turn, in the Jordanian texts, Bar Kokhba seems to be
aligned with Moses and Menoriʾel.
The word melek occurs at the bottom of SH1 G2 D5 in reverse sequence (Fig. 20, red
box). This is followed by nun and then nun-resh-he (blue box), cf. nerah, ‘lamp,’ and cf. as
well the Mandaic liturgical trope malka d-nhura, ‘king of light.’
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Fig. 20
SH1 G2 D5
In Fig. 21 we discover that above m-l-k there is a possible reference to ‘the lamp of
the Lord,’ ha-nir ha-Šem. It is possible that the bottom line’s right-to-left sequence yod-heresh-nun may be a scrambled version of ha-nir. The yellow box highlights a vertical instance
of nir, while the blue boxes might suggest the shorter form of nir, נר.

Fig. 21
SH1 G2 D5
Finally, it remains to point out an intriguing parallel between a passage of magic sigils
in Gollancz’ edition of Sepher Maphteaḥ Shelomo and the left portions of SH1 G2 D5 lines
1-2. In the latter’s line 2, the sequence bet-resh-yod-mirror gimel has striking similarities
with the Key of Solomon’s four sigils shown in the left side of Fig. 22, in the adjacent bottom
blue and red boxes.

Fig. 22
Gollancz, Sepher Maphteaḥ Shelomo

SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

As I observe in Fig. 23, the magic sigils indicated by the red line are both yod-like,
while those joined by the blue line are both ṣadi-like. There is an interesting parallel between
the Key of Solomon’s two sigils in the red box, which are reminiscent of Paleo-Hebrew ṣadi
and mirror gimel, and SH1 G1 D1’s sequence mirror ṣadi-mirror gimel.
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Fig. 23
Gollancz, Sepher Maphteaḥ Shelomo
SH1 G2 D5
SH1 G2 D6
SH1 G2 D6’s top bar is never fully transferred; apparently it had the same pattern as
the lower bar, namely, a straight line with a bulb in the middle, which somewhat reminds one
of the horizontal lines in SH1 G1 D2 and the vertical lines of SH1 G1 D3. The box-like
construct contains three letters and six bulbs in the surrounding frame.

Fig. 24
SH1 G2 D6, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
At first in an early stage of research I identified SH1 G2 D6’s letters (Fig. 24) as the
three Latin letters M-E-D, but upon further reflection I began to wonder if this design could
be left to right Paleo-Hebrew inverted shin-mirror he-dalet, perhaps sahad, ‘witness.’ This
design is often placed near a serpent; could there be a polemical allusion to John 3.14’s talk
of Moses’ ‘serpent’ being lifted up in the wilderness and the trope of ‘witness’ that precedes
and soon follows (3.11 μαρτυροῦμεν, μαρτυρίαν; 26 μεμαρτύρηκας; 28 μαρτυρεῖτε; 32
μαρτυρεῖ, μαρτυρίαν; 33 μαρτυρίαν)? In any case, sahad, ‘witness,’ likely from Job 16.19, as
an equivalent of ʿed can be related to the artefacts’ interest in the Šemaʿ Israel. Perhaps SH1
G2 D6 might imply Bar Kokhba (in contrast to Jesus) is the messianic witness of
monotheism.
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SH1 G2 D7
SH1 G2 D7 (Fig. 25) occurs only on what could be called the ‘serpent’ books of G2.
Presumably this is a palm tree, but since it lacks date clusters, we cannot be absolutely sure,
although we can be reasonably confident that it is a palm tree. It is rather crudely drawn, in
contrast to most of the other SH1 G2 designs. It largely resembles the style of the palm tree in
SAH D5 (Fig. 26).

Fig. 25
SH1 G2 D7, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

Fig. 26
SAH D5
SH1 G2 D8

Fig. 27
SH1 G2 D8, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Often at the tongue of SH1 G2 D8’s serpent there is a circular impression. This has
made me wonder if this serpent might therefore be the world or cosmic serpent.
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SH1 G2 Epigraphy
The epigraphy of SH1 G2 is largely Hasmomean Paleo-Hebrew, with a mixture of
other styles, especially Jewish War and Bar Kokhba. Many graphemes can be described as
eccentric, which in some cases may be deliberate and even serve as esoteric hints relating to
the text’s meanings.
Table 3*
SH1 G2 D5 Epigraphy Table
א

inverted

ב
mirror

mirror

ג

possible פ

mirror

ד

ה
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Some may be ז

ו

possible כ

possible כ

mirror kaf-like waw

possible כ

mirror kaf-like waw

mirror kaf-like waw
Some letters in the  הentry
could be ז

ז
ח

י

Functions as ה
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Some could be
mirror א

כ

mirror,
functions as ו

mirror,
functions as ו

mirror,
functions as ו

mirror,
functions as ו
ל

mirror  לor
possibly כ
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מ

נ

Possible  כor מ
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Some of these נlike graphemes
could be כ

ע

פ

possible ג

צ

ק

ר

mirror
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ש

ת

Ambiguous Letters:
possibly ב, ד, ה, פ,
mirror ק, ר

*As is the case with all this volume’s epigraphy tables, since we are dealing here with largely non-deciphered
texts many of the graphemes can be only tentatively identified. Many characters can be in mirror script and
function simultaneously as more than one letter. Qof may be mirror resh and vice versa. Bet, dalet, pe, qof and
resh entries could be largely interchangeable.
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Two SH1 Rolled Lead Lamellae
SH1 contains a number of additional stray items, including what might be called six
tablets without binding ring holes. These tablets’ designs can be assigned to SH1 G1 (Tablets
2, 3, 4, 6) and SH1 G2 (Tablets 1, 5). SH1 also has two small rolled sheets or lamellae (Fig.
28), which I have labelled SH1 L1 and SH1 L2, both of which consist of G1 designs. Lastly,
there are two copper plates, a round one (SH1 P1) which could be old metal with a recent
addition of incised text, or whose metal and text could both be old, and a more square-shaped
one (SH1 P2) that could be modern or at least mostly modern (see the comments below).

Fig. 28
SH1 L1 or SH1 L2
As Fig. 29 suggests, if this lamella artefact is old, its storage conditions would have
been very favourable, which would be congruent with storage above ground and in a
relatively dry environment, or below ground in an air-tight container (some type of jar or
chest). Fig. 32 indicates that SH1 L2 has been more poorly preserved, with more cracking
and more advanced oxidation of metal than is the case with SH1 L1.
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Fig. 29
SH1 L1
SH1 L1’s reverse side is empty except for the images of two menorahs on the bottom
(Fig. 30). These are derived from SH1 G1 D4, in which the menorah is flanked by the letters
mem-tav. Might it be that the creators of SH1 L1 intended the two menorahs to function as
‘seals’ in an allusion to Zechariah 4’s two ‘anointed ones,’ whom Revelation transforms into
two menorahs?
May similar impulses lie behind Revelation 5’s vision of the Lamb who is worthy to
open a ‘scroll,’ with writing on the front (inside, because rolled shut) and back, an allusion to
Ezekiel 2.9-10? The vision of the scroll continues in Ezekiel 3.1-3, which inspired another of
Revelation’s bitter ‘little scroll’ passage, 10.9-11, which is soon followed by Revelation 11’s
two witnesses/menorahs narrative. I wonder whether SH1 L1 could allude (polemically) to
Revelation, or whether we may be dealing with an influence from pre-Christian Jewish
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traditions that could have informed both the author of Revelation and the creators of the
Jordanian lead books, which would not be incompatible with an added polemical motivation.
The web of textual interconnections becomes denser when we add the fact that
Revelation 5 also alludes to the menorah, specifically in verse 6’s description of the Lamb
‘with seven eyes, which are the seven spirits of God sent out into all the earth,’ (RSV) an
allusion to Zechariah’s menorah vision in ch. 4.10, ‘these seven, which are the eyes of the
LORD, that run to and fro through the whole earth.’ (JPS) The same verse is alluded to in
Revelation 11.4, ‘These are the two olive trees and the two lampstands which stand before
the Lord of the earth,’ (RSV) which is inspired by Zechariah 4.3’s two olive trees by the
menorah and 4.11’s ‘the Lord . . . the whole earth.’ (JPS)

Fig. 30
SH1 L1, Reverse, Bottom
On SH1 L2 (Fig. 31), between lines of the SH1 G1 D1 text there is an object depicted
nowhere else in the collection; it looks like a square-shaped menorah consisting, however, of
only two lamps, and oddly, to its right, are two isolated etrogim from SH1 G1 D1 (Fig. 31).
Could these be further allusions to Zechariah 4’s two ‘sons of oil,’ the source of Revelation
11’s two menorahs/witnesses? According to Thomas Witulski, Revelation 11’s two witnesses
were originally Bar Kokhba and the priest Eleazar, the latter being mentioned on some early
Bar Kokhba coinage.700

Fig. 31
SH1 L2

700

Thomas Witulski, Apk 11 und der Bar Kokhba-Aufstand: Eine zeitgeschichtliche
Interpretation (Tübingen: Mohr-Siebeck, 2012).
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Fig. 32
SH1 L2
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SH1 P1
SH1 P1 (Fig. 33) is the most enigmatically decorated object among the Jordanian
metal artefacts. Like SH1 P2, its designs are incised rather than raised. Its palaeography
exhibits similarities to both SH1 G1 and SH1 G2.

Fig. 33
SH1 P1, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
There are fifty-two perforations along SH1 P1’s periphery, and there are sixteen
perforations in a circular pattern in the middle of the artefact, and these have a seventeenth
perforation in the very centre (Fig. 34).
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Fig. 34
SH1 P1, Perforations, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
While examining SH1 P1, I noticed a group of parallels with the Nebra Bronze Sky
Disc (Fig. 35). First, both artefacts are round metallic objects. Second, the metal is of similar
composition, copper and bronze respectively. Third, both objects have a series of perforations
along their perimeter. Fourth, both objects depict a group of seven stars.
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Fig. 35701
Nebra Bronze Sky Disc
On the Nebra disc the seven stars have been successfully identified as a representation
of the Pleiades. Based on the Nebra disc’s parallel, I identified the seven stars on SH1 P1 as
the Pleiades. If we rotate this portion of SH1 P1 as in Fig. 36 then the similarities with the
Nebra disc’s Pleiades representation become apparent. Based on this and the other parallels, I
concluded that SH1 P1 was likely an astronomical or astrological device.

Fig. 36
Nebra Sky Disc, Pleiades

SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

After informing Bernhard Lang of my observations on the parallels between SH1 P1
and the Nebra Sky Disc, we consulted Hamburg astronomer Rahlf Hansen, who famously
701

<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nebra_Scheibe.jpg>.
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decoded the Nebra Sky Disc’s function as a device for reconciling the solar and lunar
calendars, and Christine Rink. Hansen/Rink immediately pointed out a correlation between
SH1 P1’s fifty-two perimeter perforations and the fifty-two weeks of the Enoch-type solar
calendar. Hansen/Rink further pointed out SH1 P1’s similarities to ancient Zodiac wheels.
This observation seemed to me compatible in an overlapping way with one of the earliest
parallels I drew between SH P1 and the star-wheel of Hasmonean coinage, which in turn
inspired a design in SH1 G2 D2, as Fig. 37 documents.

Star-Wheel, Hasmonean Coin702

Fig. 37
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

Once Hansen/Rink had pointed out the zodiac wheel parallelism, I immediately
thought of the Beit Alfa synagogue zodiac wheel.

Fig. 38703
Beit Alfa Synagogue, Zodiac Wheel, 6th Cent. CE

702
703

<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Alexander_Jannaeus>.
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Beit_Alfa#/media/File:Beit_alfa01.jpg>.
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Some of the six bars that separate the various zodiac signs in Fig. 38 (see Fig. 39’s
details) are quite similar to the horizontal bar-like devices on SH1 P1 (Fig. 40), some of
which are similar to known themes on incantation bowls and kabbalistic amulets.

Fig. 39
Beit Alfa Synagogue, Zodiac Wheel, Details

Fig. 40
SJ1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
These dividing bars also call to mind aspects of the enigmatic Celtic coin design in
Fig. 41, which is described as follows: ‘Celticized profile eye with pupil represented by star
within circle, two stars & globule in front, above upper lid a row of pellets, herringbone
pattern, & solid line above which three stars, beneath lower lid a twisted line, solid line &
zigzag. . . .’704

Fig. 41
‘Gaul, Treviri Celtic coin, ca 60–30/25 BC’705
Fig. 41’s coin seems comparable in more than one respect to a portion of SH1 P1 that
depicts a menorah (Fig. 42).

704

<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/celtic/gaul/treviri/i.html>.
<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/celtic/gaul/treviri/i.html>.
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Fig. 42
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
On the Nebra Sky Disc, the object beneath the sun has been identified as the solar
ship which the sun rides according to ancient Egyptian and other mythologies. There are at
least three designs on SH1 P1 that may be some kind of celestial ships. The first has waterlike wavy lines within a rectangular structure (a), while the second has a series of similar
wavy lines above it (b). The third has wavy lines above it, and further upwards are four small
stars with a larger star, presumably (though not certainly) the sun, which is entirely
enwreathed. In c, the rectangle beneath the large star is perhaps the sun ship, with possibly
another celestial ship beneath the lower wavy lines. I suspect the wavy lines depict water,
perhaps in an allusion to Aquarius.

a

b
Fig. 43
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

c

As for textual content, most noticeable is SH1 P1’s interest in the Tetragrammaton
and the menorah. In Fig. 44 we see a line of eleven waws, and below it a line of eight yods.
The letters yod and waw are two letters of the Tetragrammaton which occur only once, which
are not doubled as is the case with the Tetragrammaton’s two hes. The profuse repetition of
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the Tetragrammaton’s letters is an attested trait on amulets; for example, a Jewish fever
amulet contains in a circle: EL YYYYYYY HHHHHHH WWWWWWW HHHHHHH YHWH.706

Fig. 44
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Traditionally, out of respect for the sacred Tetragrammaton it is substituted with
either ʾAdonai or with two yods; other substitutes are well attested. In Fig. 45 we see a
menorah with seven dotted ayins beneath it. As Margaret Barker has observed to the author,
these seven ayins must be the menorah’s seven lamps which are called ‘the eyes of the Lord’
in Zechariah’s great vision of the menorah.

Fig. 45
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The menorah in Fig. 45 is flanked by a common letter pair in the artefacts, shin-mirror
gimel (the latter can also be read as mirror dalet via gimel-dalet interchange), followed by
nun-yod, with another yod above the nun. These two yods are in different styles and rotation
positions, which is comparable to what we see further down in the yellow box. Beneath the
706

See Roy Kotansky, Greek Magical Amulets: The Inscribed Gold, Silver, Copper, and
Bronze Lamellae. Part I: Published Texts of Known Provenance (Wiesbaden: Springer
Fachmedien, 1994), p. 314.
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seven ayins there are two lines of yods (yellow box) in different positions and which
represent the Tetragrammaton. Each line consists of five yods, which could cryptically allude
to the two hes of the Tetragrammaton, since he is the fifth letter of the Hebrew alphabet.
However, the total of ten yods would also allude to yod as the tenth letter of the Hebrew
alphabet. Two lines further down we encounter a Tetragrammaton permutation (blue box),
written in reverse, from left to right, with the two hes represented with inverted alefs. The
black boxes seem to allude to the angel of the menorah (the Sefer ha-Razim’s Menoriʾel); in
the right black box we have m-n-r, to the left are w-l, which together could be a scramble of
m-n-w-r-l, which would be very similar to SH1 G2 D1’s allusion to Menoriʾel in the form mn-r-h-l.
In Fig. 46 we have a possible iconographic representation of the Tetragrammaton.
Starting from the bottom up, the five yods (restored with blue tracing in Fig. 46) in the
rectangle could represent not only the yod of the Tetragrammaton, but its first he as well,
since he is the fifth letter of the Hebrew alphabet. Next, the line of six palm fronds could refer
to the Tetragrammaton’s waw, since waw is the sixth letter of the Hebrew alphabet. Finally,
at the top, the five fronds could refer to the Tetragrammaton’s second he, again, the fifth
letter of the Hebrew alphabet.

Fig. 46
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Further down on SH1 P1 we encounter a construct that reminds one of the ark of the
covenant in the Pentateuch of 929 (where it is placed above a menorah), whose top was
flanked by wings of cherubim, represented in Fig. 47’s left illustration by means of palm
fronds. Notice that the two inner, smaller palm fronds flank a series of six curved lines. Could
we have another representation of the Tetragrammaton here? Proceeding left to right, it might
be that the large palm frond stands for the Tetragrammaton’s yod, the two inner fronds for its
two hes, and the six curved lines for the waw, the sixth letter of the Hebrew alphabet. We
thus might interpret from left to right: yod, he, waw, he.
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Fig. 47
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Ark of the Covenant, Pentateuch of 929707
Notice in Fig. 47 that the long left palm frond on the left appears to have twelve
branches if we include the top curved line as a branch. The two smaller fronds each has seven
branches, and 12+14=26, the gematria of YHWH.
SH1 P1’s preoccupation with the Tetragrammaton, whose gematria is twenty-six, is
intriguing in light of the copper dish’s fifty-two perimeter perforations that represent the
weeks of the Enoch-type calendar. Fifty-two is a doubling of twenty-six. This raises the
tantalizing question as to whether the copper dish’s correlation between the calendar and the
Tetragrammaton’s gematria value could have previous historical precedent. In other words,
could the Tetragrammaton have played a role in the Enoch-type calendar?
The section in Fig. 48 is positioned not far below a drawing of a menorah, and here
we see what could be an abbreviation of the word ‘menorah,’ mem, nun, resh, with a ḥet
between the mem and nun, which would produce the word ḥen, ‘grace,’ a word in fact found
repeated in Zechariah’s great vision of the menorah, where we read of ‘shouts of grace,
grace.’ The line on the copper bowl ends with a yod, probably representing the
Tetragrammaton. Next we see an isolated shin, which in Jewish iconography usually stands
for Šaddai, the Almighty, and then we see seven stars. The combination of menorah, the
Almighty, and seven stars gives us an uncanny parallel to Revelation chapter 1’s vision of the
Almighty, the menorah and seven stars. There is probably both a polemical intent behind
what we see in Fig. 48, which would insist that Bar Kokhba (the shin standing for both
Šaddai and Shimʿon), not Jesus, is the earthly messianic representative of the divine angel of
the menorah, and the influence of pre-Christian Jewish traditions that independently inspired
both SH1 P1 and the author of Revelation. I interject here that these comments are based on
the theoretical assumption that SH1 P1’s text is pre-modern, which cannot be established
until the artefact is examined physically in a lab.

707

<http://expositions.nlr.ru/eng/ex_manus/firkovich/sobr_second.php>.
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Fig. 48
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
We should not overlook another star ensemble, which is heavily obscured by patina,
but that can be reconstructed as in Fig. 49. The scene has four upper eight-pointed stars with
a larger circular wreathed eight-pointed star below in the centre. Since the other star scene
(Fig. 48) seems to parallel Revelation 1, perhaps Fig. 49 parallels the tradition that underpins
Revelation 7.1’s ‘four angels’ who are accompanied in 7.2 by ‘another angel’: ‘Then I saw
another angel ascend from the rising of the sun, with the seal of the living God.’ (RSV) In
verse 3 the angel commands ‘the four angels’ : ‘Do not harm the earth or the sea or the trees,
till we have sealed the servants of our God upon their foreheads.’ This refers to the seal of the
letter tav of Ezekiel 9, where six men appear together with a seventh man, which later
traditions understand as seven angels, with the seventh being more prominent than the others.
In the Shepherd of Hermas, for instance, the seventh angel is the son of God, who is literally
taller than the other six. Compatible with the above is the possibility that the larger star in
Fig. 49 represents the sun.

Fig. 49
SH1P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 50 shows three styles of what could be lulabim, Sukkot bundles; these could also
be stylized trees of life, similar to some of the constructs we encounter in SH1 G2 D2.
Perhaps we could have here as well symbols of harvest time.
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Fig. 50
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
SH1 P2
In contrast to SH1 P1, I suspect SH1 P2’s iconographic contents are largely modern.
However, that would not make it by definition a forgery or a hoax. Like the Saida collection’s
eighty-year old leather book, SH1 P2 could be a modern Bedouin amuletic device. However,
there are some signs of age on SH1 P2, which raises the possibility that a genuinely old
object may have had images added (incised/indented, not raised) to it in the modern era, say,
sometime within the last century. The reverse shows what looks like significant cuprite,
which seems to be mixed in with malachite. There is some porosity as well.
As for content, the most interesting portion of SH1 P2 is the top (Fig. 51).

Fig. 51
SH1 P2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Unusual is the eight-pointed star with two central dots rather than one. The epigraphy
is quite similar to what we find throughout the collection. One can clearly see in the star’s
rays and in the top portion of the lamp (probably of a menorah) what look like marks from a
graver rather than from a Dremel rotary tool. I do not see this trait anywhere else on the
artefact, not even in the letters beneath the lamp. My guess is that the star ray by the crack
was added before the crack developed. I do not imply that the graver caused the crack, only
that the graver’s activity may have long preceded the crack. Thus it may be that the top
portion could be older than the bottom designs, which are of a building structure (probably
meant to be the Jerusalem Temple) and various plant and tree motifs. The bottom is a very
odd mixture of more or less carefully executed plant and tree motifs on the right portion (Fig.
52) and a very sloppily drawn building structure on the left section (Fig. 53).
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Fig. 52
SH1 P2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
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Fig. 53
SH1 P2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The sloppiness we see in Fig. 53 could conceivably be explained by Craddock’s
following comment: ‘If the graver is not carefully held, it can skid across the surface giving a
scribbled effect.’708 SH1 P2’s sloppiness seems to me to indicate rapid drawing associated
708

Paul Craddock, Scientific Investigation of Copies, Fakes and Forgeries, p. 173.
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with ritual activity, such as Häberl has posited for ancient incantation bowls.709 Even though
sloppiness on metal can be caused by a scribe who is not experienced in writing into metal,
because half of SH1 P2 is executed carefully, the sloppiness would seem to have been
intentional. Thus I invoke here Häberl’s explanation about incantation bowl texts being
written rapidly to impress clients.710
In conclusion, I suspect SH1 P2 is a very old piece of copper with potentially old text
and imagery at the top, with the bottom imagery being probably modern, although I will not
make a definitive conclusion without physical inspection and lab tests.
I suspect the artefact was used in modern times as an amuletic device, and was not
created as a nefarious forgery or hoax. No one is going to get rich off such an unattractive
object; that does not seem to have been the intention behind its creation. The top text seems
to indicate an understanding of the genuinely old texts of the SH1 lead books, which would
seem to be possibly indicative of a living tradition or an indication that the top portion is old.
SH1 P1 and SH 1 P2
Physical Features
Matthew Hood writes of SH1 P1 and SH1 P2: ‘The copper platters, on the other hand,
are inscribed in a manner that does indicate that they may have been decorated with a rotating
tool. There are variations in thickness and depth in the lettering and images, and light reflects
strongly from the designs in a manner that shows irregular movement, and varying pressure
was applied while the tool rotated.’711 Here I would respectfully point out that I do not see
any evidence for a rotating tool on SH1 P1.
By contrast, SH1 P2’s bottom portion admittedly does look like the work of a rotating
tool, but its appearance is starkly different from that of SH1 P1, which is in an entire category
of its own with respect both to appearance and content. Also to be considered is the fact that
the bottom of SH1 P1 exhibits the very same type of patina as some of the lead books with
heavy limescale encrustation with soils and quartz grains naturally cemented onto the surface.
Hood further writes of SH1 P1 and SH1 P2: ‘They show signs of different hand
writing and may not be from the same original source, although they have probably been
inspired by it. These may be modern, as indicated by the rotating tool marks in the lettering
(however, rotating tools have been used for many centuries, and we know they were used as
long ago as ancient Egyptian and Roman times); the other two copper objects may therefore
be very old—but one or both could also be modern.’712 Again, pace Hood, I cannot agree that
SH1 P1 and SH1 P2 ‘show signs of different hand writing,’ that is, different from what we
see in the SH1 G1 and SH1 G2 lead books.
Some of the unevenness we see in the writing and iconography of SH1 P1
(represented in Fig. 54 via a colour drawing) can be explained by the varying degrees to
which the accumulations of malachite and or azurite have been removed from the surface by
the Bedouin.

709

See Charles G. Häberl, ‘Aramaic Incantation Texts between Orality and Textuality.’
See Charles G. Häberl, ‘Aramaic Incantation Texts between Orality and Textuality.’
711
Matthew Hood, ‘Summary of Technical Analysis of the Jordan Codices.’
712
Ibid.
710
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Fig. 54
SH1 P1, Colour Drawing by Samuel Zinner
We see comparable letter unevenness caused by patina accumulations in the Schøyen
copper plaque 1:

Fig. 55
Schøyen Copper Plaque 1713
Again, some of the unevenness we see in the iconography of SH1 P1 (Fig. 54) can be
explained by varying degrees of patina obscuration and removal. However, some of the
variation may be intentional in the iconograohy.
Regarding Hood’s assertion that in contrast to the lead books, ‘There are variations in
thickness and depth in the lettering and images’ on SH1 P1 and SH1 P2, pace Hood this in
fact must also be said of the SH1 lead books, where we find some quite noticeable
unevenness in text and iconography, as in Fig. 56. Much of this unevenness can be explained
by the different degrees of pressure applied by the scribe when creating the designs.

Fig. 56
SH1 G1 D1, Lead Sheet
In Figs. 56-57, not only are the respective series of lines uneven both on the copper
dish and on the lead sheet, but on the lead sheet (Fig. 56) the shin is significantly thicker than
713

Roger D. Woodard, The Textualization of the Greek Alphabet.
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the mirror gimel to its right. The same is true of the same two letters on the copper plate,
where they appear beneath a series of bars and a menorah (Fig. 57):

Fig. 57
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
A lead book menorah design shows comparable variation in line thickness as well,
and this comes from the mould, since the unevenness is present in all transfers (Fig. 58).

Fig. 58
SH1 G1 D2, Lead Sheet
There is significant unevenness in SH1 lead books lettering as well, as Fig. 59 shows us.

Fig. 59
SH1 G1 D1, Lead Sheet
In all transfers of the text shown in Fig. 59 the three letters nun, mirror resh, and
mirror lamed are always written significantly thicker than the other letters.
The unevenness we see in the lead books’ texts is quite similar to what we see on SH1
P1, with the proviso that much of what looks like unevenness on SH1 P1 is in fact far from it,
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resulting in many cases from uneven amounts of patination remaining after vigorous
cleaning, and in other cases of uneven patination build-up in the text and image indentions.
CHAPTER SIX
PHOTO CREDITS
Robert Feather: 4a-b; 13 top left; 23 bottom; 28-32; 57; 59-60.
Archives of the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books: 5 top; 6 top; 7 top; 10b;
26.
Nos. 1; 3 ; 4a-b; 5 bottom; 6 bottom; 7 bottom; 13 top right; 15; 18:
<http://www.archaeology.land/forums/viewtopic.php?t=30656>.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
Further Hoards
Part I
Saida Hoard 2 (SH2)
Saida Hoard 2 (SH2)
SH2 consists of three groups. SH2 G1 contains six items, all of which entirely parallel
SH1 G1 designs. SH2 G2 has sixteen items that to various degrees mix SH1 G1 designs with
designs absent from SH1. Finally, fifteen items make up SH2 G3, which exhibits no parallels
to SH1 items.
In contrast to my classification system for SH1, I catalogue and sort SH2 not by
individual books but by individual sheets, so that at times different plates of a single SH2
lead or copper artefact is assigned respectively to different groups. As an example, if an SH2
book’s front cover matches fully or in part any of the SH1 designs, I have assigned it to either
SH2 G1 or SH2 G2. If the same book’s back cover, for example, shows no overlap at all with
any SH1 designs, I have assigned it to SH2 G3.
To my knowledge, no SH2 item has been tested metallurgically. In general, though
not in all instances, SH2 types of patina differ noticeably from those of SH1. Most SH2 items
feature different designs and many were created by different manufacturing techniques than
those that typify SH1. Moreover, there are several copper books in SH2, while SH1 has no
copper books, only two copper ‘platters.’
For all we know, SH2 may consist of a mixture of old and recent metal books. Any
recent exemplars could have been produced in part by adding to recently produced metal
sheets old designs lifted off of SH1 or SH1-like items. By contrast, some SH2 items may be
quite old but with new repatination added later in recent times. It is wisest to judge each item
individually rather than to make sweeping generalizations about the whole lot that is SH2.
The only truly general statement that one can make here is that in contrast to the
extremely high-resolution images available of SH1 items, it is very difficult to speak
confidently about SH2 because only low-to-medium resolution quality images are available
for this particular set of artefacts.
It would make my task so much easier were I simply to dismiss all of SH2 as ‘modern
fakes,’ but this would be simply an evasion of the scholarly ethic (mine at least) of being sure
of nothing at the outset and testing all possibilities.
Rather than beginning with an overview of SH2 G1, this survey will instead begin
with the most famous, or infamous, SH2 item, a copper codex, SH2 G2:7, whose most
conspicuous image is that of a crocodile.
In April 2011 Tom Berby published identifications by Kjetil Kvist of four of this
book’s images.714 At the top centre Kvist identifies a Lysimachos issue featuring the deified
Alexander the Great715 bearing the horns of Ammon (Fig. 2). Compared to ancient coin
parallels (Figs. 1, 3), the codex image is rotated slightly backwards to the left. The deified
Alexander image is about an inch or so in diameter, and could have been inspired by ancient
714

Tom Berby, ‘Bøkene er tidligst fra år 70 e.Kr,’ VG Nett 6 April 2011.
<http://www.vg.no/nyheter/utenriks/historie-og-arkeologi/boekene-er-tidligst-fra-aar-70-ekr/a/10091757/>.
715
Charles Häberl reminded me here that Alexander the Great is among the subjects of the 5th
c. synagogue mosaic from Huqoq, on which Jodi Magness is currently working.
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coinage, or it could have been created by directly pressing a coin or medallion into the
casting mould. Alternatively, it could be an independent modern creation inspired by one or
more ancient and/or fake modern coins. It might also have been created by using a preexisting modern fake medallion. I cannot answer the question confidently, since various parts
of the image have not been transferred clearly enough for comprehensive comparisons. In any
case, an image of Alexander the Great would be thematically congruent with the crocodile
image beneath his profile, since crocodiles play a part in ancient and medieval Alexander
romances.

Fig. 1716
Deified Alexander the Great
Lysimachos Issue

Fig. 2
SH2 G2:7

Fig. 3717
Deified Alexander the Great
Lysimachos Gold Stater

The figure on the centre right of the copper codex is clearly the god Herakles wearing
the legendary Nemean lion skin (Fig. 4). While there is no proof that Herakles on Alexander
the Great coinage was originally intended to portray Alexander, in later times the
identification was certainly promoted.718 Consequently, we can conclude that the codex
intends to suggest Alexander the Great by means of Herakles’ image. The use of Alexander
coins would be congruent with the Byzantine era when Christians, and no doubt other groups
as well, considered such coins potent when used as amulets or talismans.719 Jewish tradition
respected Alexander and associated him with the Jerusalem temple and wisdom.720 Alexander
would later continue to play a spiritual role in Islam beginning with his story in Qurʾan surah
18, which calls him Dhul Qarnayn, ‘Two-Horned.’721 As such Alexander resembles the
(luminously) horned Moses of Jewish tradition, which is congruent with the story of Moses
and his servant that precedes surah 18’s Alexander pericope.

716

<http://wildwinds.com/coins/greece/thrace/kings/lysimachos/Tresors_1-51.jpg>.
<http://archaicwonder.tumblr.com/post/67808676105/gold-stater-of-king-lysimachus-ofthrace>.
718
See Martin Jessop Price, The Coinage in the Name of Alexander the Great and Philip
Arrhideaeus: A British Museum Catalogue. Vol. 1 (London: The British Museum / Zurich:
Swiss Numismatic Society, 1991), p. 33.
719
See Tewfik Canaan, ‘The Decipherment of Arabic Talismans,’ Berytus, vol. IV (1937): p.
70.
720
See Shamma Boyarin, ‘Hebrew Alexander Romance and Astrological Questions:
Alexander, Aristotle, and the Medieval Jewish Audience,’ in Markus Stock, ed., Alexander
the Great in the Middle Ages: Transcultural Perspectives (Toronto/Buffalo: University of
Toronto Press, 2016), pp. 88-103.
721
See Su Fang Ng, ‘The Alexander Romance in Southeast Asia: Wonder, Islam, and the
Knowledge of the World,’ in ibid., pp. 104-122.
717
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Fig. 4
SH2 G2:7
Herakles with Nemean Lion Skin
In 2011 Dan McClellan claimed (without reference or documentation) that Fig. 4’s
image of Herakles was created by a fake coin similar to the fake coin shown in Fig. 5. In Fig.
5, the far-left image reproduces the image in Fig. 4, and the remaining three images of Fig. 5
show a modern forged coin superimposed with decreasing levels of transparency over the farleft image.

Fig. 5722
Dan McClellan Blog Image
McClellan offers no commentary at all on the comparisons, and simply expects the
reader to agree with him that Fig. 5 proves the object in Fig. 2 must be a modern fake like the
modern fake coin. It is of little use, however, simply to compare a very unclear image such as
the one in Fig. 4 with a fake coin. First, we are not told whether the coin is an ancient or a
modern fake, and if so, what is the reference in the relevant literature? Second, we are not
informed about what particular details on the coin serve to determine that it is a fake. In what
ways does it agree with authentic ancient coins, and in what specific features does it diverge
from authentic coins? Most (though certainly not all) fake coins will, after all, mostly
correspond with the details of authentic coins in order to increase the chances of deception
and financial gain.
Above all, I have serious reservations about the soundness of a methodology that
simply declares an image that is as unclear to the degree as is the one in Fig. 4 to be
unquestionably the same as the very clear image on the fake coin. The question immediately
arises, would superimposing a different and authentic Herakles coin (Fig. 6) over Fig. 4’s
image (= Fig. 7 far left [hue modified for clarity] and far right) predispose a person to see
such an authentic coin instead of Fig. 5’s fake coin as being basically the same as Fig. 4’s
image?

722

<https://danielomcclellan.wordpress.com/2011/08/30/steve-caruso-beats-me-to-the-punchand-more/>.
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Fig. 6723
Cf. Müller 1530
Herakles Coin

SH2 G:7

Fig. 7
Cf. Müller 1530
Herakles Coin

SH2 G:7

Fig. 7a supplies a variety of comparator images of authentic Alexander coins.

G. F. Hill, Historical Greek Coins (London: Archibald Constable, 1906), Plate VII, No. 59

723

<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/macedonia/kings/alexander_III/Muller_1530.jpg

>.
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Frank Sherman Benson, Ancient Greek Coins Vol 1 (Private Printing, 1900-1901), Plate III

L. Anson, Numismata Graeca: Greek Coin Types Classified for Immediate Identification.
Part I (Macon, France: Protat Brothers, 1911), Plate XXIV

L. Anson, Numismata Graeca: Greek Coin Types Classified for Immediate Identification.
Part II (Macon, France: Protat Brothers, 1911), Plate VI

Barclay V. Head, A Catalogue of the Greek Coins in the British Museum: Greek Coins of
Ionia (London: British Museum, 1892), Plate XV

P. 6
P. 13
P. 101
P. 172
Barclay V. Head, A Catalogue of the Greek Coins in the British Museum: Macedonia, Etc.
(London: British Museum, 1879)
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Seleucidae I

Seleucidae III

Percy Garner, A Catalogue of the Greek Coins in the British Museum: The Seleucid Kings of Syria (London:
British Museum, 1878)

Fig. 7a
Let us eliminate Fig. 5’s two middle overlays and directly compare Fig. 4 with that of
Fig. 5’s fake coin. In Fig. 8, the coin on the left is the same modern forgery seen on the far
right of Fig. 5, while Fig. 8’s right image is the same as in Fig. 4 and in Fig. 5’s far left.

Fig. 8
Fake Herakles Coin

SH2 G2:7

Even though Fig. 8’s image on the right is not of the best clarity, it is clear enough to
discern that there is more than one notable difference between it and the fake coin to the left.
First, Fig. 4 has only two strands at the bottom emerging from the clasp, and they are both
curved, whereas the fake coin has three strands, the top one being straight, the second curved
downward and the third mostly straight but slightly curved upwards towards the end. Second,
the fake coin’s clasp is large and rounded and touches Herakles’ jaw, whereas Fig. 4’s is
noticeably smaller and more rectangular and does not touch Herakles’ jaw. Third, on the fake
coin the lion’s jaw is smooth and continuous from the bottom to the top where it meets
Herakles’s hair. By contrast, Fig. 4’s lion’s jaw is discontinuous, in agreement with an
attested feature of many authentic Herakles coins that accentuate the ridges along the lion’s
mouth (see Fig. 9). Fourth, on the fake coin the lion’s ear is almost a perfectly rounded half
circle, whereas the corresponding feature in Fig. 4 is less round, somewhat resembling the
basic mirror shape of a question mark, and the ear seems thicker and larger (see Fig. 10).

Fig. 9a724
Fig. 9b725
Fig. 9c726
Authentic Herakles Coins: Non-Smooth Lion Jaw

724

<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/macedonia/kings/alexander_III/Price_3976a.jpg>.
<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/macedonia/kings/alexander_III/Price_3976.1.jpg>.
726
<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/macedonia/kings/alexander_III/Price_3971.3.jpg>.
725
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Fig. 10
SH2 G2:7 Lion Ear

SH2 G2:7 Lion Ear

Fake Coin Lion Ear

Admittedly, some of the above-listed divergences between Fig. 4 and the fake coin
image might theoretically be the result of Fig. 4’s imperfect transfer. However, what is
doubtless the very same Herakles design as the one in Fig. 4 elsewhere appears more clearly
transferred in the same collection of artefacts, and the clearer image, shown in Fig. 11,
confirms the divergences listed above. Whether or not the remaining similar features shared
between Fig. 4 and the fake coin qualify as diagnostically decisive for Fig. 4’s modern
origins is another question. As Frank Holt asks regarding the case of a disputed Alexander the
Great medallion, ‘which discrete elements of the design are to be deemed diagnostic and
which are not? Choosing some at the expense of others does not prove the medallion is
false.’727 Also, even were the copper codex modern, ‘modern’ does not necessitate the
diagnosis of ‘forgery,’ since the codex could simply be a modern spiritual plaque or ritual
device.

Fig. 11
SH2 G3:8
Some of Fig. 4’s divergences from Fig. 5’s fake coin are in fact matched on a
different Herakles coin in Fig. 12, which itself shows some divergence from Fig. 4’s Herakles
image. I suspect this coin may be a modern forgery as well (professional numismatists would
be the only ones qualified to decide this), but it serves to show that Fig. 5’s fake coin is not
the closest parallel to the design that appears in Fig. 4.

Fig. 12728
Herakles Coin
727

Frank Holt, Osmund Bopearachchi, The Alexander Medallion: Exploring the Origins of a
Unique Artefact, p. 27.
728
<http://www.antiquesnavigator.com/d-1391229/alexander-iii-the-great--tetradrachm-336323-bc-silver-greek-coin.html>.
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In agreement with Fig. 4, Fig. 13a’s Herakles image shows what look like only two
strands emerging from the bottom clasp, and the clasp does not touch Herakles’ jaw.
Additionally, as Fig. 13c illustrates, on the fake coin the two clumps of lion hair in the black
box both show curving, the one on the right curves to the left towards the top and less so at
the bottom, while the one on the left curves to the right in the upper half. By contrast, the
corresponding two clumps of lion hair on Fig. 13b (=Fig. 4) seem straight, more in agreement
with the alternative Herakles coin of Fig. 13a which shows less curvature than the fake coin
of Fig. 13c, although some of this may be explained by the latter coin’s obscuring patina.

a

b

c

Fig. 13
Fig. 1 Detail
SH2 G2:7

Fake Herakles Coin

If the reader so wishes, further comparisons besides those in Fig. 7a can be made with
the additional authentic Herakles coin images in Figs. 14-18.

Fig. 14729

Fig. 16731

Fig. 15730

Fig. 17732
Herakles Coins

Fig. 18733

729

<http://www.biblicalarchaeology.org/daily/ancient-cultures/ancient-israel/cache-ofjewelry-coins-of-alexander-the-great-israel/>.
730
<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/seleucia/seleukos_I//SC_204@1a.jpg>.
731
<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/seleucia/seleukos_I//SC_202@11d.jpg>.
732
<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/macedonia/kings/alexander_III/Price_3912.jpg>.
733
<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/macedonia/kings/alexander_III/Price_3813.jpg>.
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The figure on the centre left of SH2 G2:7 is more difficult to identify, but this is
clearly a Roman emperor portrait (Fig. 19). The image may be inspired by the coins of more
than one emperor. Although the image transfer is not the clearest, nevertheless one can
discern similarities to Vespasian coinage, as Kvist has suggested. The coinage of Vespasian’s
sons Titus and Domitian are quite similar to those of Vespasian’s, so his sons are candidates
here as well.

Fig. 19
SH2 G2:7
Vespasian?
To the right of Herakles is an image of Apollo (Fig. 20) not commented upon by
Berby and Kvist.

Fig. 20
SH2 G2:7
Apollo
Fig. 20’s Apollo image is inspired by or copied from a design found on ancient Sicily
coins (Figs. 20a-25). Since Sicily Apollo coins often have a quadriga design on the reverse,
this might shed some light on the quadriga scene to the left of the codex’s Alexander the
Great portrait.

Fig. 20a734
Apollo Coin, Sicily

Barclay V. Head, Historia Numorum: A Manual of Greek Numismatics (Oxford: Oxford
University Press, 1887), p. 116.
734
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Fig. 21
Katane, Sicily. Tetradrachm, 405-404 BCE735

Fig. 22
Katane, Sicily, AR tetradrachm, 405-404 BC736

Fig. 23737
Apollo, Katane

Fig. 24
Apollo, Katane, Sicily Ca 405-403/2 BCE738

735

<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/sicily/katane/i.html>.
<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/sicily/katane/SNGANS_1258.jpg>.
737
<http://tjbuggey.ancients.info/images/katapoll.jpg>.
738
<http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2715633/US-officials-returning-ancient-Greekcoins.html>.
736
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Fig. 25
Apollo, 410-403 BCE, Sicily739
The image of Apollo on SH2 G2:7 is thematically congruent with the presence of
Alexander the Great, since Philip II coinage’s Apollo was really intended to suggest
Alexander.

Fig. 26
SH2 G2:7
Below SH2 G2:7’s Alexander the Great image is a crocodile motif (Fig. 26).
Crocodiles are mentioned in Alexander romances, and the crocodile is of course a symbol of
Egypt, a kingdom conquered by Alexander.
One blogging scholar, William Hamblin, states that he knows of no ‘ancient object
that would create this impression,’ and he is suspicious of its ‘strongly articulated scales.’740
However, all an ancient designer would have needed to create such an image is a simple clay
mould of a crocodile made by a small stone or metal sculpture. As I will show below, the
copper codex’s crocodile was actually made with an object congruent with an ancient Roman
bronze crocodile brooch.
The ancients were quite skilled at realistically depicting animals as well as plants with
very articulate miniature details (see Figs. 27-29a). Some ancient crocodile sculptures are in
739

<http://blogs.getty.edu/iris/ancient-sicilian-coins-miniature-masterpieces-full-scalechallenges/>.
740
‘Jordan metal plates 4: Crocodile?’ Hamblin of Jerusalem. (William Hamblin) 4 April
2011. <https://hamblinofjerusalem.wordpress.com/2011/04/04/jordan-metal-plates-4crocodile/>. After my discovery of the codex’s crocodile parallel in an ancient Roman
crocodile brooch, Hamblin deleted his web site. Hamblin’s article was referenced by Mark
Goodacre: <http://ntweblog. blogspot.com/2011/04/jordan-metal-plates-and-plastic.html>.
James McGrath referenced the Hamblin post here: < http://www.patheos.
com/blogs/religionprof/2011/04/soft-lead-plates-meet-hard-plastic-crocodile.html>.
Elsewhere on 1 April 2011 Bill Hamblin posted the following: ‘I hate to say it, but that
crocodile looks like one of those little plastic toys my grandsons like to play with. It really
does. Remember these plates are supposedly credit card size, so these would have to be small
things to make the impressions on clay.’ <http://www.mormondialogue.org /profile/1026bill-hamblin/?do=content&page=61>. James Davila’s following similar statement was widely
quoted online: ‘The crocodile has a suspicious resemblance to a plastic toy.’ See e.g.:
<http://michaelsheiser.com/PaleoBabble/tag/jordan/>.
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fact far more articulate than the one on the codex. The idea of a crocodile on the codex could
have been inspired not only by Alexander Romances that tell of crocodiles, but also by
various ancient coins that depict a crocodile, such as Nemausus coins from roughly the turn
of the Common Era and the Aegypto Capta coins.

Fig. 27741
Lesbos, Mytilene EL Hekte. Circa 521-478 BC

Fig. 28742

Fig. 29743

Athens, Ca. 480-420 BCE. Bee, Thessaly, 4th Cent. BCE

Fig. 29a
Italy
Barclay V. Head, Historia Numorum: A Manual of Greek Numismatics
(Oxford: Oxford University Press, 1887), P. 62.
SH2 G2:7’s crocodile scales are no more articulate than are the details of Fig. 28’s
owl breast. On the contrary, the coin’s breast details are even smaller than the codex’s
741

<http://www.coinweek.com/ancient-coins/ancient-coins-strength-unity-empire/>.
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Owl_of_Athena>.
743
<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/thessaly/melitaia/SNGCop_173.jpg>.
742
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crocodile’s scales. Figs. 30-32 illustrate how ancient crocodile likenesses could be quite
articulate.

Fig. 30744
Sobek, 12th Dynasty.
Staatliches Museum Ägyptischer Kunst, Munich. Photo: Einsamer Schütze

Fig. 31745
Sobek and/or Re, ca. 400–250 BCE Walters Art Museum, Baltimore

Fig. 32
Alternate View of Fig. 31 Artefact746
On 20 December 2015 a dealer who traffics in Jordanian lead and gold books, who
might be described as eccentric and certainly as theatrical, put up for sale a small crocodile
figurine (Fig. 33) that closely parallels the crocodile on the copper codex.
744

<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sobek#/media/File:Krokodilsstatue.jpg>.
<https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/d/d2/Egyptian__Statue_of_a_Crocodile_with_the_Head_of_a_Falcon_-_Walters_22347_-_Right.jpg>.
746
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/mharrsch/4119863681/in/photostream/>.
745
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Fig. 33747
Rotated Horizontally and Vertically for Comparison

Fig. 34
SH2 G2:7

Roman Style Crocodile Brooch

The number of rows of scales on the metal crocodile matches those on the codex, with
the exception that the scales reduce to a single scale quite early on the tail on the codex,
which is not the case with the metal crocodile (see Fig. 34). Furthermore, the metal crocodile
head is narrower than the same feature on the codex, and the metal tail is significantly longer
than the codex’s. At most, I will say the metal crocodile is intriguingly similar in many
respects to the codex’s crocodile, including being about the same length. I have no way of
knowing if the metal crocodile is old (and if so, how old) or modern. It would certainly be
possible that whoever made the metal crocodile could have made a similar one that was then
used to produce the codex image.
The question is, can we identify the general origins of the metal crocodile in Fig. 33?
It is in fact either a genuine exemplar or replica of an ancient Roman bronze crocodile fibula
(brooch). Fig. 35 shows an exemplar from Timeline Auctions, a respected and qualified
establishment, whose auction items are authenticated by an impressive array of scholars and
specialists.748

747

<https://twitter.com/JedanNader>.
For a list of Timeline Auctions specialists see <http://www.timelineauctions.com/ourspecialists/>.
748
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Fig. 35749
Roman Bronze Crocodile Brooch, Ca. 2nd-3rd Cent. CE. 64.5 mm.

Fig. 36
SH2 G2:7
Again, the Roman brooch crocodile’s head (Fig. 35) is narrower than the one on the
codex (Fig. 36), but almost all other details match. It is therefore entirely possible that the
codex’s crocodile image could have been made in ancient times. Hamblin’s reactionary
response to the codex’s crocodile image, which he dismisses by suggesting it was made by a
plastic toy, is a typical example of how blogs are not always particularly conducive for
carrying out careful, painstaking scholarly research. Additionally, once the meme of the
modern plastic crocodile toy had been propagated, any scholarly search for alternative
explanations had the door of public perception closed on them, opening up any scholar still
interested in the question to ridicule.
As I observed at the beginning of this chapter, it is rather easy to dismiss something
out of hand, for it saves a scholar from having to do painstaking scientific research. It took
me more than a year to solve the question of what would have been used to create the codex’s
crocodile image. Some blogging authors usually seem to gain readers by appearing to be
certain at the outset and by using derision and humour to dismiss any divergent opinions.

749

<http://www.timelineauctions.com/lot/bronze-crocodile-brooch/8317/>.
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Fig. 37
SH2 G2:7
SH2 G2:7’s quadriga design (Fig. 37) to the left of the deified Alexander the Great is
of particular interest. I am aware of no literature on the subject of the modern Turkish fake
Lucius Verus coin (Figs. 38-39) that Robert Deutsch and I independently of each other
identified as a parallel to the SH2 G2:7 quadriga design.

Fig. 38750
Fake Lucius Verus Coin, Struck Version

Fig. 39751
Fake Lucius Verus Coin, Cast Version
The coin quadriga design in Figs. 38-39 was inspired by one or more quadriga designs
on ancient Sicily coins. The influence of the Syracuse quadriga coins on the fake Lucius
Verus coin design is suggested by a pin version purportedly from the 1960s which has a
winged Nike suspended above the quadriga as on ancient authentic Syracuse coins (Fig. 40):
750

<http://coinsite.com/replica-of-a-165-ad-rome-lucius-verus-sestertius/>. For struck and
cast samples see <http://coinquest.com/cgi-bin/cq/coins?main_coin=15273>.
751
<http://www.forumancientcoins.com/board/index.php?action=printpage;topic=52649.0>.
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Fig. 40752
Fake Lucius Verus Coin Design
On almost all relevant Sicily coins the quadriga’s driver’s head and upper body half
are placed behind the horses, whereas on Fig. 37 and on the fake coins in Figs. 38-39 these
features of the driver are placed somewhere above the first horse’s back. However, there are a
few relevant authentic coins that do place the driver’s head and upper body bent over the first
horse. The closest parallels to Fig. 37’s quadriga on SH2 G2:7 and that of the fake Lucius
Verus coin I have been able to locate are the tetradrachm designs of Figs. 41-42.

Fig. 41753
Fig. 42754
Siculo-Punic Tetradrachms ca. 340-330 BCE
Fig. 41 agrees with the fake coin (Figs. 38-39) in that the horses’ front legs are raised
in motion. By contrast, Fig. 42’s horses’ front legs are all on the ground, agreeing with Fig.
37’s quadriga design on SH2 G2:7. A third coin (Fig. 43) that places the driver’s upper body
portion bent over the first horse nevertheless otherwise diverges noticeably from Fig. 37 and
the fake coin (Figs. 38-39) in that the horses’ heads are not aligned and there is a noticeable
gap between the two sets of rear and front horses’ legs.

752

<https://www.etsy.com/listing/110203122/roman-coin-fantasy-brooch-pendant-mans>.
Baldwin’s / Auction 83 / 24 September 2013:
<https://www.sixbid.com/browse.html?auction=914&category=18795&lot=869545>.
754
<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/sicily/punic/Jenkins_019.jpg>.
753
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Fig. 43755
Sicily Quadriga Coin
A few other ancient Sicily quadriga coins that depict the driver’s head and top body
section over the first horse’s back (Figs. 44-46) contain even more marked divergences from
Fig. 37 and the fake coin (Figs. 38-39). In such exemplars the horses are depicted with
features that significantly diverge from Fig. 37’s depiction of the copper codex’s four horses.
Even in Fig. 46, where the horses are quite similarly depicted as in Fig. 37, the driver is a
female rather than a male figure.

Fig. 44756

Fig. 45757

Arkagas Coin
Ca. 409-406 BCE

Nike and Quadriga, Arkagas
415-406 BCE

Fig. 46758
Syracuse, Sicily, Agathocles, Tetradrachm
Ca. 310-305 BCE

As I have already remarked, in contrast to the exemplars in Figs. 41-46, almost all
Syracuse quadriga coins position the driver’s head near the beginning of the first horse’s tail,
a trait also usually found on Philip II biga coins, but there are exceptions. On some Philip II
coins the driver’s head and top body section are placed bent over the first horse’s back, rather
than behind it by the tail, and the kentron is positioned more horizontally straight over the
two horses, as on the Syracuse and Turkish quadriga coins, and as on the codex in Fig. 37.

755

<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/sicily/punic/Jenkins_070.jpg>.
<http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-2715633/US-officials-returning-ancient-Greekcoins.html>.
757
<http://blogs.getty.edu/iris/ancient-sicilian-coins-miniature-masterpieces-full-scalechallenges/>.
758
<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/sicily/syracuse/agathokles/BMC_350.jpg>.
756
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Fig. 47759

Fig. 48760

Fig. 49761

Syracuse Silver Decadrachm (425-406 BCE)

Philip II Gold Stater (ca. 340-328 BCE)

Philip II Coin, Flipped for Comparison

Fig. 49a supplies images of a number of authentic comparator quadriga coins.

Hill, Plate IV

Benson Vol. 2, Plate VI

Benson Vol. 1, Plate III

Benson Vol. 2, Plate VI

Benson Vol. 2, Plate VI

Benson Vol. 2, Plate VI

759

<https://quadriformisratio.wordpress.com/2013/07/01/a-conveyance-for-heroes-andgods/>.
760
<http://www.the-saleroom.com/en-us/auction-catalogues/baldwins/catalogue-idsrbal10022/lot-988de1da-8f8c-4b79-9021-a455010d63e2>.
761
<http://www.macedoniantruth.org/forum/showthread.php?t=4064>.
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Benson Vol. 2, Plate VI

Benson Vol. 2, Plate VII

Benson Vol. 2, Plate IX

Benson Vol. 3, Plate XIII

Benson Vol. 2, Plate VII

Benson Vol. 2, Plate VII

Benson Vol. 2, Plate VII

Benson Vol. 2, Plate VIII

Benson Vol. 3, Plate XI

Benson Vol. 3, Plate XII

Benson Vol. 3, Plate XIII

Benson Vol. 3, Plate XIV
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Benson Vol. 3, Plate XIV

Head, Historia Numorum, p. 105

Syracuse

Sicily
Head, Historia Numorum, p. 116 Head, Historia Numorum, p. 153

Head, Historia Numorum, p. 112

Head, Historia Numorum, p. 154

Sicily
Head, Historia Numorum, p. 154 Head, Historia Numorum, p. 158

Head, Historia Numorum, p. 160

Head, Historia Numorum, p. 161
Fig. 49a
SH2 G2:7’s quadriga in Fig. 37 compared to that of the fake Lucius Verus coin design
is slightly rotated downwards to the right, so that the four horses’ legs are positioned more or
less level on the ground, whereas on the fake coin their front legs are lifted up as in running
motion (both positions are attested on various authentic ancient coins). Notice also that Fig.
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37 (reproduced in Fig. 51) and the fake coin in Fig. 50 both feature a similar large and
somewhat inverted triangular-shaped driver’s head.

Fig. 50
Fake Lucius Verus Coin

Fig. 51 = Fig. 37
SH2 G2:7

Fig. 52 on the left reproduces Fig. 37’s four horses’ heads of the codex, which in the
blue box seem grouped more closely together and at a sharper right angle than is the case
with those in the corresponding blue box on the Turkish fake coin. The top rein on the
Turkish coin seems higher than the corresponding rein in Fig. 37’s codex. The two yellow
lines show the trajectory of the reins in Fig. 37’s codex, while the white line above the top
rein shows the approximate position of where the coin’s upper rein would be found. The
coin’s kentron seems placed more highly than the one in the codex of Fig. 37 (= Fig. 52 left).

Fig. 52
SH2 G2:7

Fake Quadriga Coin

On the Turkish fake coin the rider’s right arm almost touches the head of the first
horse, and his kentron extends to the head of the fourth horse. Although Fig. 52’s codex
image (= Fig. 52 left) is not as clear as one would wish, nevertheless, it does seem to share
these two noteworthy features with the Turkish fake coin. However, these same particular
features are attested on some of the authentic Syracuse quadriga coins, as in Fig. 53.

Fig. 53762
Syracuse Quadriga Coins, Flipped for Comparison
Authentic relevant Sicily coins show variations in the alignment and positioning of
the four horses’ heads. Of interest are the exemplars that more or less tend to align the four
heads (Figs. 54-55). This feature is found on a later Hicetas coin as well (Fig. 56).

762

<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/sg/sg0891.html>.
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Fig. 54763

Fig. 55764

Fig. 56765

Syracuse, 400-380 BCE Syracuse, 400-370 BCE Hicetas, 288-279 BCE
Quadriga Coin Designs: Horses’ Heads Aligned

The Katana and Arkagas Sicily coins usually portray the horses positioned mostly
horizontally straight on the ground. This is in contrast to the Syracuse, Philip II (biga) and
Turkish fake coins, which all show the back legs on the ground, but the front legs raised in
running motion. Fig. 37’s codex’s portrayal of the back and front legs show that they are
more or less basically aligned horizontally, as if planted on the ground. To my knowledge,
the only authentic coins that share this detail are the non-Syracuse Sicily coins. Of course,
Fig. 37’s codex quadriga could have been rotated downwards on a secondary design level,
perhaps under the influence of ancient precedents.
The distinctive inverted triangular-shaped heads of SH2 G2:7 on Fig. 37 (see Fig. 57
right) and the fake Lucius Verus coin are matched to a degree on a Kimon-signed nymph
Arethusa coin (see Fig. 57’s left portion), which in many respects is quite similar to the SH2
G2:7 Fig. 37 design, with the crucial exception that the Kimon coin’s driver’s head is not
positioned bent over the first horse’s back but near its tail. Alexander the Great coins were
considered talismanic in Byzantine times, and if the codex of Fig. 37 were from that era and
its maker used a Sicily quadriga coin as a model, the driver’s head easily already could have
been worn to the point of taking on the basic appearance of a smooth, inverted triangular
shape as in Fig. 57 (left).

Fig. 57766
Authentic Quadriga Coin, Detail

SH2 G2:7

It would seem that the fake Lucius Verus coin and SH2 G2:7 in Fig. 37 share the
basic design of the Arethusa coin’s quadriga, but move the driver forward, a change
influenced by other (authentic) Sicily quadriga coins. Also the third and fourth horses are
more closely and uniformly positioned on both the fake Lucius Verus coin and SH2 G2:7 in
Fig. 37.
There would seem to be sufficient strong combined similarities between the fake
Lucius Verus coin and Fig. 37’s SH2 G2:7 quadriga that are not attested together elsewhere,
at least not to my knowledge, that indicate that at least some elements of the two designs are
763

<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/pdfs/Syracuse_Boehringer_and_Tudeer.pdf>.
Kelly Swet, A Study of the Syracusan Coins from the Ottilia Buerger Collection.
Lawrence University Honors Projects. Paper 68. 1993, Plate no. 6.
<http://lux.lawrence.edu/luhp/68>.
765
<http://www.forumancientcoins.com/numiswiki/view.asp?key=syracuse>.
766
<https://www.ngccoin.com/news/viewarticle.aspx?NewsletterNewsArticleID=1662>.
764
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somehow cognate. Fig. 37’s copper codex and the fake Lucius Verus coin seem to select and
exclude some of the same elements from different ancient coin depictions of quadrigae. Yet
there are also some noteworthy divergences between the two designs that clearly demonstrate
the Fig. 37 codex design is not a direct copy of the fake coin image, that is, it was not made
by pressing the fake coin into a mould. It would be more careful to argue that if the fake coin
is involved here, it has inspired the Fig. 37 codex quadriga design. It is not impossible that
both the codex in Fig. 37 and the Turkish coin have been independently influenced by an
older archetype, and I do find it most interesting that in moving the driver forward the
Turkish coin has been influenced by a comparatively very rare Sicily design that diverges
from probably well over 90% or even more of the Sicily quadriga designs that I have been
able to locate.
Two compelling agreements remain quite apparent between the fake coin and Fig.
37’s copper codex, namely the strikingly similar driver’s head and the nearly perfectly
aligned horses’ heads. By contrast, the Siculo-Punic design’s horses are not in as uniform an
alignment, with various heads turned in slightly different positions for dramatic effect.

Fig. 58

Fig. 59767

Fig. 60

Fake Lucius Verus Coin Siculo-Punic Quadriga Coin

SH2 G2:7

However, when we adjust the hue and saturation of both Fig. 37’s codex and the fake
coin image in order to make their details clearer, the differences between the two designs
become even more apparent. In the left portions of Figs. 61-63, I leave the quadriga
positioned exactly as in Fig. 37’s codex image, and I rotate the authentic coin in the right
portion of Fig. 61 and the fake coin images in the right portions of Figs. 62 (struck)-63 (cast)
to the point that the kentron is horizontally straight as in Fig. 1’s corresponding codex
kentron.

Fig. 61
SH2 G2:7

Authentic Quadriga Coin

767

Baldwin’s / Auction 83 / 24 September 2013:
<https://www.sixbid.com/browse.html?auction=914&category=18795&lot=869545>.
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Fig. 62
SH2 G2:7

Fake Quadriga Coin Design

Fig. 63
SH2 G2:7

Fake Quadriga Coin Design

One immediately notices that in Fig. 38 (= left portion of Figs. 61-63) the driver looks
as though he were closer to the first horse and dominates the scene more than is the case with
the driver on the fake coin design, and this in a manner that somewhat resembles the
authentic coin in Fig. 61 (right portion). The reins are considerably shorter in Fig. 37 (= left
portion of Figs. 61-63) than on the fake coin. In fact, on the fake coin the top rein’s end is
directly below the driver’s upper outstretched arm’s hand, whereas in Fig. 37 the end of the
top rein is positioned below what would seem to be the midpoint of the driver’s upper
outstretched arm. Also, Fig. 37’s reins are consolidated into a single thick design, resembling
the authentic coin’s reins (Fig. 61, right) which become a large blob as they reach the horses;
however, a similar tendency can be seen on the fake (cast) coin in Fig. 63 (right). The horses
appear rather small in Fig. 37, in contrast to the larger looking horses on the fake coin design.
Further, in Fig. 37 the first two horses’ heads are pointed straight downward, whereas on the
fake coin they are pointed upward. The fake coin’s bent horses’ legs are realistically depicted
with straight bends, whereas Fig. 37’s horses’ legs are bent in a more curved, unnatural style.
In agreement with the authentic coin, less of the second wheel on Fig. 37 shows than is the
case on the fake coins.
If we copy and paste the drivers’ heads onto the first wheel, we can see that Fig. 37’s
head (Fig. 64a), which is more elongated than the corresponding one on the fake coin (Fig.
64b), is substantially larger proportionally than is the fake coin’s head.
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a

b
Fig. 64

SH2 G2:7, Composite

Fake Quadriga Coin Design, Composite

On the fake coin, the bent arm and head follow a nice smooth slightly curved but
mostly straight trajectory, while in Fig. 37 the bent arm and the head follow two different
trajectories (Fig. 65), in agreement with the authentic coin’s head and arm in Fig. 65c.

a
SH2 G2:7= Fig. 1

b
Fake Coin
Fig. 65769

c768
Authentic Coin

Is it really careful scholarship to exclude from the outset in a reactionary way the
possibility that Fig. 37’s codex and the fake coin quadrigae could be independent
modifications of authentic ancient Sicily quadriga coin designs? The question here is, which
similarities and divergences are diagnostically decisive for the question of authenticity or
modern production with regard to Fig. 37? Not being a professional numismatist, I am not
qualified to pronounce the copper codex modern, because I cannot pontificate on whether or
not the fake Lucius Verus coin has inspired the codex’s quadriga design. As a scholar I would
say that I am not sure of anything, and so I test all hypotheses. What I can do is offer critical
analysis of various bloggers’ claims and supply some details that they may have overlooked
or to which they did not have access.
Important to observe here is that SH2 G2:7 is the front cover of a codex whose back
cover is SH2 G1:4, whose patina and what looks like significant corrosion would not
normally be indicative of recent origin (see the discussion below). SH2 G1:4’s Torah shrine
design (= SH1 G1 D8) also occurs on SH2 G1:5 (the back cover of SH2 G2:10), a copper
codex whose patina also at the very least seems convincingly natural rather than artificial. Of
course, natural patina can be recent.
Naturally it is entirely possible that SH2 G2:7 is modern and that SH2 G1:4 is quite
old, and that the two sheets have been wired together into a single codex format only quite
recently. On the other hand, the double stranded wire used for binding here does not always
give the impression of being perfect modern machine-made wire, and some looks hand
stranded (e.g., Fig. 66, numbers 5, 6, 10, 12), while one doesn’t even look double stranded
but hand twisted (Fig. 66, number 1).

768
769

<https://www.ngccoin.com/news/viewarticle.aspx?NewsletterNewsArticleID=1662>.
<https://www.ngccoin.com/news/viewarticle.aspx?NewsletterNewsArticleID=1662>.
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5
c

a

12

6
d

b

Fig. 66
Double Stranded/Twisted Copper Wire
SH2 G1:4
SH2 G2:7
Unfortunately, the photos of the codex’s wire are not of high enough resolution to
determine the exact mode of production. At minimum, though, we can detect some
irregularity in at least some of the wire, a trait congruent with pre-modern wire.770 However,
as Paul Craddock writes:
The adoption of the correct technique by the forger once it has been published is as
widespread as it is inevitable. For example, following the publication in the 1970s of
the methods by which gold and silver wire was made in antiquity (see Chapter 15, p.
376) most forgers adopted the correct ancient method, or at least imitated the spiral
grooves on the wires (Figures 15.5–15.11), such that the presence of strip twisted or

770

On the seams and irregularity of strip drawn wire see Paul Craddock, The Scientific
Investigation of Copies, Fakes and Forgeries (Amsterdam/Boston: Butterworth-Heinemann,
2009), pp. 379, 384.
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swaged wire is no longer taken as a significant indicator of antiquity unless the piece
is known to pre-date the 1970s.771
Some of the SH2 metal books clearly have perfect modern double stranded wire. The
most natural interpretation of this arguably is that there is no intent to deceive. It seems to be
assumed by the artefacts’ owners or creators that anyone and everyone who sees the wire will
know it is modern. It thus seems largely utilitarian. Pre-modern wire may once have bound
these particular metal (copper) books. Perhaps their wire corroded to the extent that it was
later replaced with sturdier modern wire. Once again I invoke my point that even if some of
the metal books are modern, they would not necessarily be forgeries for that reason alone. In
any case, the presence of modern copper wire does not prove the copper sheets they bind
together are also modern. The presence of modern wire proves only that the wire may have
been added at some recent point in time.772
I do not know how early the fake Lucius Verus coins can be traced, but it would seem
they have been around since sometime in the first half of the twentieth century. If so, then it
could be possible (although how probable or improbable is difficult to determine) that the
crocodile codex belonged to Hassan Saida’s grandfather or great-grandfather (the story’s
version varies). In this scenario, the codex could be a real antique, in the technical sense of
approximately a century old.
Again, the presence on it of an image so similar to a fake coin’s quadriga design
would not automatically make the crocodile codex a ‘fake,’ it could just be an early or midtwentieth-century spiritual plaque or ritual object. If the object is indeed from the early
twentieth century, it may be that its quadriga design arose in the same or similar circles in
which the Turkish tourist coin design originated. Thus, the codex and fake coin designs might
share a common or overlapping milieu, yet still be individually independent of each other.
One should not overlook that old and modern might overlap in some ways. Even if the
crocodile codex is modern, for instance, I do not think its Abgar inscription would have been
copied at a Jordan museum, as Thonemann presupposes.773 It could have been easily lifted off
of older SH1-like artefacts, for example.
As Fig. 67 shows, both the front and back covers of the crocodile codex seem to show
signs of noticeable corrosion, including in the quadriga region, where we see what looks like
pitting; alternatively, this could just be unevenness in the metal, yet it does seem that
patination is at least to an extent involved here. A comparison with the same codex’s back
cover, by contrast more clearly exhibits what looks like significant pitting.

Fig. 67
SH2 G2:7

SH2 G1:4
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Ibid., p. 18.
I owe this observation to Matthew Hood.
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See <https://danielomcclellan.wordpress.com/2011/03/31/peter-thonemann-on-the-leadcodices/>.
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Similarly, despite the crocodile’s noticeably articulate scales, some of them may have
eroded away to various degrees (Fig. 68). Given the generally good transfer of the crocodile
image, erosion is probably a better explanation than incomplete transfer for what we see in
Fig. 68, although it is always possible the object used to make the design had some worn
scales already. Alternatively, what we see in Fig. 68 could be areas of thicker patination
obscuring some of the scales.

Fig. 68
SH2 G2:7
There is a noticeable patina differential on SH2 G2:7 in that dark, even black, patina
is confined to the outer borders, with the exception of a portion around the crocodile’s tail
(Fig. 69). This could be explained by less vigorous cleaning of the outer areas.

Fig. 69
SH2 G2:7
The dark patina in Fig. 69 looks naturally rather than artificially produced, especially
on the lower right portion of the plate where it is accompanied by greenish patina near the
two bottom wire bindings, neither of which looks like modern machine-made wire, and
neither of which really looks like double stranded wire, and the bottom wire actually appears
partially embedded in the patina.
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One cannot hazard a guess at the age of an artefact such as the crocodile codex solely
on the basis of patina appearance. Some ancient copper artefacts look positively modern,
while some modern copper objects can develop advanced corrosion quite rapidly,
comparatively speaking. Much in the way of patina and corrosion will depend on how an
object has been stored over historical time.
We should not overlook the fact that, as previously remarked, the same copper book’s
back cover is of a design made by the same mould that produced SH1 G1 D8, an object
belonging to a group of artefacts which have been tested repeatedly in several prestigious
university and government labs and found to be consistent with antiquity. This may increase
Fig. 37’s crocodile plate’s chances of being old, even though admittedly an old and a recent
artefact could have been bound together only recently.
On the other hand, as lately mentioned some of the binding wire of the object detailed
in the copper codex of Fig. 37 seems embedded, which would indicate that the binding was
probably not very recent. All in all, the copper crocodile codex exhibits some aging features
that look convincing, making it look old in manner that is much more convincing than any of
the fake Turkish coins I have examined, all of which have instantly recognizable fake patinas.
This might mean that Fig. 37’s copper codex is older than any of the fake Lucius Verus coins,
so that the question of influence in this case might have to be reversed or better, even
replaced by a third scenario. The fake coins may have been influenced by a previously
existing modification of the ancient Sicily quadriga coin designs, a modification preserved
independently on the artefact detailed in Fig. 37’s SH2 G2:7 copper book, an independent
modification perhaps executed long before the fake coins in question began circulating.
The reader will doubtless notice that I am non-committed when it comes to the
crocodile codex, and that I offer a wide range of possibilities, which I leave open-ended. This
is necessary because of my basic methodology, which is to raise and explore all possibilities,
and to the extent that an object has not been tested or examined in a lab, I treat the
possibilities, pro and con, all the more tentatively.
Frank Holt remarks in the context of a disputed Alexander the Great medallion: ‘The
old maxim that “if you have to imagine a peculiar set of circumstances for the coin to be real,
it probably isn’t” has an important corollary: if you must imagine a peculiar set of
circumstances for the coin to be false, it probably isn’t.’774 Each reader will have to decide
which proposition best fits the copper crocodile sheet. My own suspicion is that both
propositions could be made to fit it, which at minimum would call for caution in making a
pronouncement regarding either quite significant age, an antique of about a century or so, or a
modern production. The question cannot be resolved satisfactorily without physical access to
the artefact itself.
A renowned antiquities expert and numismatist who wishes to remain anonymous was
consulted about the copper book’s Herakles and quadriga designs and confidentially shared
the following observations:
Without seeing the artifact for a start and looking carefully at the coins you
presume to be wrong [the Herakles and quadriga designs claimed to be forgeries by
the bloggers] I cannot even start to comment. Alexander struck coins with the
Herakles head on it at mints covering most of the eastern half of the ancient world
from Macedon to Persia via Egypt to Phoenicia and on his death these coins continued
to be struck with the same image and with his titles for up to another couple of
centuries. On top of this other civilizations copy these coins from the Celts of the
Danube to the peoples of Arabia. All these coins were struck locally and there are
774
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hundreds of variants. Images made from casts of coins appear on Roman lamps from
North Africa who use casts made from gold solidi of Theodosius II (402-450 AD).
Concerning the chariot, this image appears on coins from the 5th Century BC
to the 5th century AD throughout the Greek and Roman world. Unless you are lucky,
it will be difficult to pin down as to where the original comes from. Nor do I see
whether it matters if the coin used is real, a barbarous copy or a posthumous
issue. I’ve not come across coins being used to enhance a modern fake or added to an
ancient piece but the villains out there will try anything.775
To sum up, the central question is: Does a comparison between Fig. 37 on the one
hand and the fake coins in Figs. 38-39 prove that Fig. 37 must have been based on the fake
coin design in Figs. 38-39? My opinion is no, this has not been proven, because it is not a
necessary interpretation of the comparative evidence. Other explanations are possible, such
as independently yet similarly executed modifications of an ancient archetype. The copper
book could be recent or pre-modern.
In conclusion one should ask what all of the images on the crocodile codex mean.
What purpose or function does a constellation of images of Alexander the Great, a quadriga,
Apollo, a crocodile, Vespasian (or one of his sons?) and Herakles serve? Alexander the Great
is celebrated in the Talmud as a supporter of the Jerusalem temple. The codex’s images of
Apollo and Herakles can be understood as allusions to Alexander as well. The crocodile as
symbol of Egypt could also allude to Alexander by virtue of his campaigns there. The
quadriga could conceivably allude to Alexander’s father, Philip II, who once won the
Olympic quadriga race.
This leaves the image of Vespasian or one of his sons. Vespasian and his sons played
a central role in the destruction of the Jerusalem Temple in 70 CE. We might therefore have
here a contrast being made between Alexander as patron of the temple and Vespasian as
destroyer of the same. On the codex a palm tree is positioned beneath Vespasian (or one of
his sons), which may bring to mind Vespasian’s Judaea Capta coins that depict Lady Judea
weeping beneath a palm tree.
The next SH2 item I will comment upon is SH2 G3:5, which seems to be lead with
red ochre added776 for aesthetic enhancement (Fig. 71). It bears an image of a Lucius Verus
coin portrait which is very similar to, but also in noticeable ways different from, the obverse
of the Turkish tourist coin discussed previously.

Fig. 70777
Authentic Lucius Verus Coin

Fig. 71
SH2 G3:5

Fig. 72
Fake Lucius Verus Coin (Image Flipped)
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Private communication.
I owe this suggestion to Richard Barker.
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As Fig. 72a intimates, the Lucius Verus coin portrait conforms to a basic traditional
archetype used by several emperors.

Fig. 72a
Reinach, Plate XI Emperor Septimius Severus

W. B., A Manual of Roman Coins
(London: W. H. Johnston, MDCCCLXV)
Plate XIII Commodus

Severus, Saulcy, Planche I

First, SH2 G3:5 (Fig. 71) bears the same coin inscription as does the fake Lucius
Verus coin (Fig. 72). The folds in the fake coin’s tunic are similar but not identical to the
corresponding features on SH2 G3:5. The bow knots on the back hair on the fake coin consist
of an upper double bow and a lower double bow, whereas SH2 G3:5 has what seems to be
three bows. On the fake coin the front tunic clasp resembles a long bow, whereas this element
on the codex is square, if actually present at all. The overall front portion of the codex face is
quite flat, whereas on the fake coin it is more rounded. One thing is certain, the image on the
codex was not produced by applying to it an exemplar of the fake Lucius Verus coin. It
would be safer to argue that the fake coin may have inspired the codex image, but I will leave
that question to the numismatists. I will only quote, for a new yet related context, the
observation previously quoted from an anonymous numismatist: ‘Unless you are lucky, it
will be difficult to pin down as to where the original comes from.’
The Paleo-Hebrew letters elsewhere on the same sheet are raised impressions,
whereas the coin image has been pressed into the surface, an odd combination of production
techniques. This could have been accomplished by hammering the coin or medallion into the
surface of the codex (while still recently produced and therefore still malleable) with a
mallet.778
There is another SH2 item that has the same series of raised Paleo-Hebrew letters
without any coin image, and this particular exemplar, SH2 G3:1 and SH2 G2:2, is covered
with heavy yellow-whitish patina that resembles calcification, which could be indicative of
great age (Fig. 73), but which of course could be recent and artificial.
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I owe this observation to Richard Barker.
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Fig. 73
SH2 G3:2
Apparent Calcification
Incidentally, of interest is the letter sequence in Fig. 73a, which shows two different
transfers of the same text that begins with waw-nun-mem-ayin, and then what might be a bet
followed by resh in a Hasmonean style. Another bet-like letter follows, and then ayin-tav.
Yet another transfer of the same text is found in SH2 G3:4 (Fig. 73b). It can also be found in
SH2 G3:3, which is the back cover of SH2 G2:9, the latter of which bears a face identified as
Shimʿon (in scrambled sequence). This text brings to mind the SH1 G1 D1 sequence wawnun-mem-ayin-mirror resh (Fig. 73c), letters that belong to the name Shimʿon and ‘Israel.’ In
SH2 G3:2 the bet-resh may conceivably refer to Shimʿon bar Kokhba, or perhaps it might be
a fragment of the Hasmonean coin term ḥeber, ‘people’/‘nation.’ A third possibility is an
allusion to ʾarbaʿ, ‘four,’ from the Jewish War coinage phrase ‘year four.’ This particular
SH2 text is found not only together with an image of Lucius Verus in SH2 G3:5, but there is
also a copper book in SH2 with the same text accompanied by an image of Julia Domna. If
ancient, SH2’s Shimʿon face books would therefore have to be at the earliest from the early
200s CE. However, some of the text and designs could have been produced later using
moulds or stamps made earlier around the time of the Bar Kokhba Revolt. Only lab analysis
could tell us if these artefacts are pre-modern.

Fig. 73a
SH2 G3:2
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Fig. 73b
SH2 G3:4

Fig. 73c
SH1 G1 D1
SH2 G3:5 exhibits various types of wear and aging, which are quite visible in Fig. 74.

Fig. 74
SH2 G3:5
Apparent Pitting, Erosion, Cracking
The text we see in Fig. 75 to the left of the binding ring, y-r-w, is likely a fragment of
‘Jerusalem.’ On the line above this is what could be a fragment of ‘Israel,’ ś-r-ʾ.

Fig. 75
SH2 G3:5
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The epigraphy of the text found on SH2 G:3 and its SH2 cognates is mostly similar in
style to that of the Jewish War and Bar Kokhba revolt, but with a number of noticeable
exceptions, the most obvious being that of an Aramaic ḥet (Fig. 75a, black boxes), which is
rather conspicuous, given the co-presence of Paleo-Hebrew ḥet (Fig. 75a, red box).

Fig. 75a
SH2 G3:1
Other exceptions are the graphemes in Fig. 75b. I suspect the first is a ṣadi, since it
seems to function as such elsewhere in SAH D1. One possibility for the second grapheme
might be a nun. The third could be an alternative form of ṣadi.

Fig. 75b
SH2 G3:5

SH2 G3:4

I next turn to an examination of SH2’s Torah shrine design artefacts. The first to
comment on is SH2 G1:4, which shows different layers of patina along its left edge (Fig. 76).

Fig. 76
SH2 G1:4
SH2 G1:4 also exhibits what looks like extensive pitting in several areas, which Fig.
77 documents:
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a

b

c

d

e
Fig. 77
SH2 G1:4

Another copper exemplar of the Torah shrine design, SH2 G1:5, exhibits mixed types
of patina (Fig. 78).
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Fig. 78
SH2 G1:5
Close inspection of the image reveals several layers of different types of patina (Fig.
79), which would be very difficult to create artificially or rapidly. I am referring primarily to
the various tones and hues of the corroded metal beneath what looks like malachite, the latter
of which, by contrast, can be developed within a few weeks.

a

b

c
Fig. 79
SH2 G1:5
In SH2 G1:5’s centre we see darker types of corrosion (Fig. 79c), with blue patina on
the outer areas (Fig. 79a,b). It would seem that the object might once have been covered more
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completely with this type of blue patina, and that it had been cleaned off at some point in
order to expose more of the design underneath.
Matthew Hood has described SH2 G1:5’s dark patina as possible evidence of modern
scorching, in contrast to the absence of this feature in SH1 materials.779 However, even were
what we see in Fig. 79 modern scorching, this would not prove the artefact itself is modern.
Old artefacts are often given new patinations, the belief of some being that an artefact might
not sell unless its appearance meets certain non-expert expectations. If we are dealing with
scorching, the possibility of natural scorching in a fire in antiquity or thereafter should not be
a priori excluded. The fact is that in both SH1 G1 and SH1 G2 there are items that appear
scorched, which may be actual damage from fire or perhaps some disease attacking the metal,
which may be the case with the SH2 dark copper books as well. Only a physical examination
of all the various exemplars could settle this issue. Hood could be correct.
With regard to the Torah shrine plate SH2 G1:3, which seems to be lead with red
ochre added, various differences indicate that it was not made by lifting images off of the
SH1 lead or SH2 copper parallels, but was similarly made independently from a very worn
master mould. SH2 G1:3 shows pitting and what looks like significant age cracking (Fig. 80).

a

b

d

c

e
Fig. 80
SH2 G1:3
Age Cracks, Pitting, Erosion

See Matthew Hood, ‘Summary of Technical Analysis of the Jordan Codices,’ in Margaret
Barker et al., What Are the Jordan Codices? The Mystery of the Sealed Lead Books.
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Very similar in appearance to SH2 G1:3 is another lead piece with possible red ochre,
SH2 G1:2 (partly consisting of parallels to SH1 G1 D2 and D4), which shows a lesser degree
of pitting and cracking from possible age hardening. The letters beneath the menorah show
possible extreme erosion (Fig. 81). It is possible the edges have been trimmed at a later stage
in the artefact’s existence.

Fig. 81
SH2 G1:2
Similar to SH2 G1:2’s possible age signs are those of SH2 G2:12, another lead piece
with possible red ochre applied. Philip R. Davies interpreted this codex as a possible
crucifixion scene. However, when one joins the photograph of the sheet’s lower portion with
that of the top, it is revealed that what Davies interpreted as a cross is actually more likely
something resembling a bridge. Fig. 82 shows where the photograph of the top portion cuts
off, while Fig. 83 shows how it continues on the photograph of the lower section.

Fig. 82

Fig. 83
SH2 G2:12
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The plate is singularly unimpressive aesthetically, giving the impression that its
function is more for data conveyance, like a map, than for art. It contains some of the designs
that are probably older which are found on the crocodile sheet’s lower portion. A different
transcription of the Madaba Abgar inscription appears at the bottom of SH2 G2:12. The top
portion shows what looks like some erosion suggestive of possible significant age (Fig. 84),
which may have been caused either by impurities in the lead that caused rusting, or from
pitting. Rather than depicting Jesus’ crucifixion, the Abgar inscription at the bottom makes
some kind of an iconographic allusion to the Abgar funeral monument more probable.

Fig. 84
SH2 G2:12
SH2 G2:12 has a parallel in the obverse and reverse images of SH2 G2:13 (obverse)
and SH2 G2:14 (reverse). These are heavily patinated, but the photographs are not of high
enough resolution to determine whether or not the patina is modern spray sand or old
calcification, or perhaps a combination of both (Figs. 85-86).
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Fig. 85
SH2 G2:13

Fig. 86
SH2 G2:14
However, the patina we see in Figs. 85-86 is quite similar to that found on SH2 G3:6
and SH2 G3:7, an item that bears a suspect (though not a verified fake by any means) image
of Lucius Verus. The latter two items have indentions on the back of the copper sheets, with
corresponding raised images on the obverse (see Fig. 95). SH2 G13 and SH2 G2:14 have
indentions on the back of the copper sheets, with corresponding raised images on the obverse.
It may be that the sheet is a recent copy of the design on what is probably an old version in
SH2 G2:12. One wonders, though, why anyone would go to the trouble of patinating an
object with such unattractive and largely uninteresting content (see Fig. 87). I cannot imagine
how any significant financial gain could be expected by any Bedouin or anyone else from
such an unattractive object. The same applies to another sheet, possibly copper, SH2 G1:6
(the design is that of SH1 G1 D5), in the same codex that is so completely patinated that it is
hard to envision any possible sale of the piece. On the other hand, failed experiments in
artificial patination could offer a clue in these contexts.
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Fig. 87
SH2 G1:6
The same Abgar inscription of SH2 G2:12-14 appears at the top of SH2 G2:15 (Fig.
88a), a lead object that shows extreme pitting and erosion. Much of the bottom portion of
SH2 G2:15 also shows comparable extreme pitting and erosion (Fig. 88b). Organic materials
may have been present on the surface and over historical time have corroded away portions
of the surface.780

a

b
Fig. 88
SH2 G2:15
SH2 G2:15 is unusually rounded at the top and bottom, which may reflect a modern
modification of an older object, though one should not jump to such a conclusion in any
780
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reactionary way. Interesting as well are the border areas that are more grey looking than the
surface’s primarily reddish tinge, which is probably red ochre. Ancient objects were often
painted or patinated in order to improve their aesthetic appeal. It might be that a modern
modification to the artefact’s edges has shaken loose much of the red ochre, exposing the
underlying surface’s more lead-coloured appearance. We may therefore have yet another
example here of an SH2 artefact that may be old but which possibly has been recently
modified in some way.
Some of the designs on SH2 G2:15 also appear at the bottom of the crocodile codex,
SH2 G2:7, and in turn, the latter’s Herakles coin-like image (Fig. 89b) has a parallel on SH2
G3:9 (Fig. 89a), a heavily patinated copper codex.

a

b
Fig. 89

SH2 G3:9

SH2 G2:7

SH2 G3:8 has an image of a coin (Fig. 90a) paralleling the Alexander the Great image
on SH2 G2:7 (Fig. 90b).

a

b
Fig. 90

SH2 G3:8

SH2 G2:7

Both SH2 G3:8 and SH2 G3:9, the front and back covers respectively of a single
codex, share the same basic type of patina, which at first sight looks suspiciously like typical
modern desert sand patina applied with a spray can. Unfortunately, the photographs are not of
high enough resolution to be confident about this, because upon enlargement some of the
patina begins to look like possible calcification, which could indicate longer historical
processes at work. The resolution, however, is too low to decide one way or the other. The
codex in question is bound with what at first looks like modern double stranded copper wire,
but which upon closer inspection looks like hand-twisted wire (see Figs. 91-92).
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Fig. 91
SH2 G3:8

Fig. 92
SH2 G3:9
The clearest images of this wire indicate that it is not modern wire made
mechanically, but likely older wire stranded or twisted by hand. The combination of patina,
corrosion and embedding suggest the possibility of significant age.781 Perhaps SH2 G3:8 and
SH2 G3:9 are then old, and what looks like sand might be only a more recent sand patination
applied over authentic old calcification, or perhaps there is little to no sand and we have
mostly advanced calcification. Or there may be nothing but recent sand patina in this

781
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instance. Unfortunately, the images are of too low resolution to be confident in either
direction.

Fig. 93782
Gold Bead with Strip-Twisted Wire, Sweden, First Century BCE/CE
Almost all other double stranded copper wire in SH2 items lacks any significant
embedding and patina, and seems to be too perfect not to be modern machine wire. This does
not mean that the sheets bound with such wire are modern as well, only that at some point
older wire may have been replaced with new wire, or new or old wire may have been added
where there might have been none before. But as Fig. 93 suggests, ancient wire can be quite
finely twisted to the point of making non-experts think of modern wire. Caution is therefore
in order with regard to SH2’s copper wires.
Fig. 93a shows two copper books featuring images of the horned Alexander (1) and
Herakles wearing the Nemean lion skin (2), the latter being in the Saida collection.

1

2
Fig. 93a

Another Alexander the Great coin image appears in SH2 G3:10 (Fig. 94).
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Fig. 94
SH2 G3:10
Fig. 94’s coin image, unlike the usual parallels, has lettering on the obverse (one can
make out the ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔ of ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡ or perhaps of ΑΛΕΞΑΝΔΡΟΥ), a feature which I
have yet to match up with an ancient precedent, which usually reserves such writing for the
reverse. The patina looks like typical bluish copper corrosion (see Fig. 94, left). The same
copper book contains inner pages with Greek text. I have been able to partially reconstruct
three rows of letters flanking what look like doors, either to a building or perhaps to a Torah
shrine:

Fig. 94a
SH2 G3:11-14, Composite, Hue Modified for Clarity, Letter Tracing
From left to right the letters in Fig. 94a are: Line 1: Ε, Η, Ι, Ο, Υ, Ε, Σ, Π, Α or Λ;
Line 2: Ο, Ι, Α or Λ, Ν, Ο [perhaps up to four unreadable letters]; 3: Α, Ρ, Ω, Δ, Σ, Ρ, Α.
The same design below the doors in Fig. 94a is filled with scattered Greek text of a
fragmentary and seemingly chaotic nature. I can decipher only a few words.
In Fig. 94b, the yellow boxes contain the word ΚΑΙΣΑΡ (both alphas without
crossbar, as in the intermediate alphas of the Abgar inscription on SH2 G2:7); the red boxes
contain the word ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΕ (the stampings are not complete enough to determine whether
the alpha has a crossbar; the lambda clearly has an unusual rounded apex, as in the first and
last alphas of the Abgar inscription on SH2 G2:7). ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΕ is a non-standard spelling (an
incorrect spelling strictly speaking) for the genitive ΒΑΣΙΛΕΩΣ (‘king’), which on some
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coins is attested in the form ΒΑΣΙΛΕΕΩ. In both incorrect forms it would seem the second Ε
is supposed to represent Σ.783 To continue, in the white boxes we have the letter sequence Α,
Γ, Ρ, Ι, Π, Π, Ι, seemingly followed by lambda or alpha without crossbar. This seems to be a
reference to either Agrippa or Agrippina (perhaps an abbreviation of Agrippina, lacking only
the penultimate nu). In one instance it seems to be preceded by ΒΑΣ (alpha without
crossbar), an abbreviation for ‘kingdom,’ ‘queen,’ or ‘king.’

Fig. 94b
SH2 G3:14, Hue Modified for Clarity

783

See Frank L. Holt, Lost World of the Golden King: In Search of Ancient Afghanistan, p.
178.
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Fig. 94c
SH2 G3:14, Hue Modified for Clarity
Fig. 94c contains my best attempt to determine the letters that follow the word
ΚΑΙΣΑΡ in Fig. 94b. The white boxes indicate letters too unclear to read, but they might be Τ
and Π Τ respectively. The first and sixth letters may be alpha without crossbar or lambda: Α
or Λ, Κ, Σ, <>, Ν, Κ, Α or Λ, <><>, Ο, Ν; there may be a letter after Ν that I cannot identify.
There may also be a letter between Ν and Κ, but the apparent letter fragment here does not
appear in the alternate stamping.
Unfortunately, the text of SH2 G3:11-14 is not very enlightening historically or
theologically, as far as I can tell. However, the upper portion of the design contains some
quite interesting elements. On the left side there is a long vertical palm frond or wreath-like
device that then bends horizontally at the top left. Beneath the upper frond are what look like
the Greek letters ROO, then descending further an eight-pointed star, then what looks like a
horizontal ladder (Fig. 94d 1), but which is in fact a detached Herodian helmet with volutes in
a style found throughout most of the lead books collections. Beneath this are the letters
ΛΛΕΑ. Further down is a square esoteric symbol with an interior spiral-like device (Fig. 94d
2).

1

2
Fig. 94d
SH2 G2:14

Directly to the right of the horizontal detached helmet rim is a vertical ladder on the
side of a mountain (Fig. 94e). Horizontal lines ornament the mountain, and interestingly these
lines are of the same style as the five vertical lines found in SH1 G1 D3.
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Fig. 94e
SH2 G3:14
Although not very clear, one can still confidently identify to the right of the mountain
a triad of pomegranates and a vessel underneath (Fig. 94f 1), which recalls a symbol
combination from Jewish War coins. Beneath the vessel to the right is an object I cannot
identify; only its right portion seems to be visible (Fig. 94f 2).

1

2
Hue Modified for Clarity
Fig. 94f
SH2 G3:14

Beneath the mountain is a structure with several towers and a central dome or perhaps
a crown (Fig. 94g).
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Fig. 94g
SH2 G3:14
Directly beneath the dome one can read the Greek letters ΕΦΙΛΟ, preceded by other
unclear letters. To the right of the dome one can make out the beginning of what looks like
another detached helmet rim with volutes (Fig. 94h).

Fig. 94h
SH2 G2:14
The ideological symbolism, like the imagery, seems to be profound, but its precise
meaning is unclear. Certainly at least the idea of an ascent is quite concretized by the ladder,
or better, steps, on the mountainside. The symbol in Fig. 94d 2 (a comparable one is present
in SH2 G2:12-14) is similar to esoteric images seen on ancient incantation bowls. At one
point I wondered whether the scene as a whole depicted the famous Petra complex. I now
wonder whether we might have here a representation of the Jerusalem Temple and Mount
Zion or even Mount Sinai. Is this the temple Bar Kokhba sought to rebuild? Is the eightpointed star his sign? We may perhaps never understand the symbolism, but the fact that in
SH2 G3:15 the face of Shimʿon is superimposed on the same building structure and mountain
design of SH2 G3:11-14 may indicate that there is some ideological relation intended
between the two designs. This ‘Greek’ codex could be old or recent.
SH2 G3:6 and SH2 G3:7 is a heavily patinated object that contains six coin or coininspired images (Fig. 95). In this instance the reverse side (SH2 G3:7) of the sheet reveals
indented images, corresponding to the raised images on the obverse (SH2 G3:6). The
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manufacture method is therefore quite different from the method used to produce most of the
other Jordanian metal books, e.g., SH1 G1 and SH1 G2.

Fig. 95
SH2 G3:6, Obverse

SH2 G3:7 Reverse

On the obverse, an area below the third image on the upper right reveals that the
underlying metal is copper of the same hue as that of the crocodile codex. The photograph is
of too low a resolution to decide whether the thick patina is some kind of modern sand or
older calcification. However, the top middle image is the most intriguing (Figs. 96, 98). This
seems to be the same basic Lucius Verus coin image type seen in SH2 G3:5 (Fig. 97), though
with some differences in detail.

Fig. 96
SH2 G3:6 Obverse

Fig. 97
SH2 G3:5

Fig. 98
SH2 G3:7 Reverse

SH2 G3:6’s top left image is not too clear (see Fig. 95), but it may be the same
Alexander the Great or Herakles image on the crocodile codex. SH2 G3:6’s bottom left
image might be the same Roman emperor image as we see on the crocodile codex, but it is
not clear enough to make a determination. The image on the top far right (Figs. 99, 101) is
the same or a similar image of Apollo as appears on the crocodile codex (Fig. 100).
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Fig. 99
SH2 G3:6 Obverse

Fig. 100
SH2 G2:7

Fig. 101
SH2 G3:7 Reverse

The bottom centre image shows a head wearing a radiate crown, and is thus probably
an emperor (see Fig. 95). The image on the bottom far right is almost certainly that of
Empress Julia Domna (Fig. 102).

Fig. 102
SH2 G3:6 Obverse

SH2 G3:7 Reverse

In a 2011 BBC interview, Robert Feather showed what he called a ‘bronze’ codex
loaned to him by Hassan Saida (Figs. 103, 105). It clearly bears the same or a similar image
of Julia Domna as on SH2 G3:6 and SH2 G3:7 (Fig. 102). Even the Latin text is legible on
the bronze codex (Fig. 105) and can be matched with the text of known coinage (Fig. 104).
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Fig. 103
Hassan Saida Bronze Book
(BBC Robert Feather Interview)

Fig. 104
Julia Domna Coin

Fig. 105
Hassan Saida Bronze Book, Detail
(BBC Robert Feather Interview)
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In the BBC interview Feather expressed doubts about the authenticity of the bronze
codex. Its patina is certainly very different from that of SH2 G3:6 and SH2 G3:7. Without
metallurgical analysis I would not exclude the possibility that the Julia Domna codex could
be pre-modern. It could also be modern, as Feather suspects. The top and sides of SH2 G3:6
and SH2 G3:7 are decorated with stars, and the bottom has at least two rows of stars
Moving on to a different set of metal artefacts, SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6 consist of six
copper sheets that contain the same square script text, peppered, however, with some PaleoHebrew characters, with varying iconography placed within centrally positioned roundels
superimposed over the background text. The design starts at the top with a row of perhaps
twenty-four dotted ayins, beneath which is a line of several archaic and other style
graphemes, some of which are difficult to identify and several of which are not encountered
elsewhere in the various collections and groups (Fig. 106).

Fig. 106
SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6, Top Line, with Tracing
Next follow seven lines of text, of which only the first four lines are complete; the
remaining three have their middle portions obscured with various superimposed roundel
designs. Line 2 starts with two series of Paleo script letters, the first of which ends with three
consecutive mems (Fig. 107).
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Fig. 107
SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6
Below the upper seven lines are another seven lines, which by collation can be
reconstructed as follows in the composites in Figs. 108ff. They consist of a mixture of PaleoHebrew and square script graphemes.
Line 1:

Fig. 108
SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6, Composite
Line 2:

Fig. 109
SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6, Composite
Line 3; cf. what might be (I stress might be) three consecutive nuns with the three nuns of
SH1 G1 D5:

Fig. 110
SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6, Composite
Line 4:

Fig. 111
SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6, Composite
Line 5:

Fig. 112
SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6, Composite
Line 6; the beginning of line 6 is less certain, and there might be another set of three nuns:
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Fig. 113
SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6, Composite
Line 7; again, some of line 7’s reconstruction is problematic and uncertain:

Fig. 114
SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6, Composite
Without scientific metal tests it is very difficult to estimate the age of this series of
copper sheets, especially if, as would not be surprising, they have been cleaned recently. It
would not be surprising if at least some of them are pre-modern. Several of them of them
show signs congruent with crystals or some type of minerals that have migrated to the metal’s
surface (see Fig. 115a-c), which would indicate possible significant age, but a physical
examination would be necessary to confirm this.

a

b
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c
Fig. 115
SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6
The same set of six sheets exhibit possible fracturing caused by age brittleness in the
same areas detailed in Fig. 115a-c (see Fig. 116a-b).
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a
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b
Fig. 116
SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6
Fig. 117a-b documents cracking in the same set of artefacts, another possible sign of
brittleness congruent with potentially significant age. Only a physical examination could
settle the issue.
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a

b
Fig. 117
SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6

A few SAH exemplars (Figs. 118-119) that bear the same designs and text as SH2
G2:1-SH2 G2:6 may give us an idea of what these SH2 copper sheets may have looked like
before cleaning.
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Fig. 118
SAH Exemplar with SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6 Content
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Fig. 119
SAH Exemplar with SH2 G2:1-SH2 G2:6 Content
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There is one design in SH2 that at first caused me to suspect the typical bubble defects
associated with electroplating or casting.784 On the crocodile codex’s Alexander the Great
image there are two circles on the upper cheek and one above the nose (Fig. 120). The latter
resembles the bubbles of electroplating or casting, while the other two look oddly indented
rather than raised. Great caution, though, is in order here, since it is very difficult to
impossible to distinguish between indented and raised content in photographs, especially
given the distorting effects of various lighting angles.
The very same bubble-like features are seen on SH2 G2:10, where the same
Alexander coin or medallion has been used to create the image. This shows that these defects
were on the coin being used.
What possibly tells against electroplating is the fact that there are no other comparable
signs of bubbles elsewhere on SH2 G2:7 nor elsewhere on the artefacts in general apart from
SH2 G2:10. Moreover, as Wayne G. Sayles writes: ‘Normal corrosion can leave pit marks
that look very much like casting bubbles.’785 A physical examination might or might not be
able to identify the nature of the bubble-like features in Fig. 120.

Fig. 120
SH2 G2:7

SH2 G2:10

To sum up thus far, SH2 contains some items that are cognate with SH1 exemplars.
SH1 G1 D8, for instance, a Torah shrine design, is paralleled in SH2, and in fact the latter
contains a fuller casting of the design than is present in SH1. Five or six SH1 books contain
portions of the Madaba Greek Abgar-Selaman inscription that also occurs on more than one
of the SH2 items, such as the ‘crocodile codex,’ which belongs to the same series as SH2’s
copper Torah shrine sheets.
There is, however, no basis for making generalized statements about SH2’s
relationship to SH1. Each SH2 item has to be evaluated individually, a process I will continue
in the next chapter. Within SH2 there are several different independent groups.
As a whole, it would seem probable that SH2 reflects a mixture of old and recent
artefacts, with convincing and dubious patinations respectively, both of which, however,
might appear together on some exemplars.
Additionally, SH2 may contain both some old artefacts recently modified partially
and some recent objects to which have been added some genuinely old designs.
784

Cf. the following from Craddock: ‘From the 1840s all of the traditional plating methods
were rapidly displaced by the introduction of electroplating. . . . Thus, the presence of
electroplating is an indication that the plating is post-1840, though not necessarily that the
whole piece is modern.’ Paul Craddock, Scientific Investigation of Copies, Fakes and
Forgeries, p. 176.
785
Wayne G. Sayles, Ancient Coin Collecting: 2nd Edition (Iola, WI: Krause Publications,
2003), p. 235.
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CHAPTER SEVEN
PHOTO CREDITS
Other than the exceptions listed below, all unidentified photos of Jordanian metal books in
Chapter Seven are courtesy Hassan Saida.
Robert Feather: 93a 2.
Roger Murray-Leach: 73c.
Archives of the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books: 118-119.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
Further Hoards
Part 2
Saida Hoard 2 (SH2)
Shimʿon Bar Kokhba in SH2
In this chapter I discuss a set of SH2 artefacts that pertain to the figure of Shimʿon
Bar Kokhba. On a portion of one of these metal books, SH2 G2:11, which might be made of
bronze or copper, there is present what could be interpreted as evidence of pitting or rusting
from age, but the photograph is too low in resolution to know for sure (Fig. 1).

Fig. 1
SH2 G2:11
Compare Fig. 1’s dark brown and black patina to the dark patina of the 15th or 16th
century bronze artefact in Fig. 2. Fig. 1’s metal appears older than that of Fig. 2’s object, but
regarding degrees of oxidation much of course depends on an object’s storage conditions.
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Fig. 2786
‘15th or 16th century cast, after an ancient model
Diomedes and the Palladium
Bronze/dark brown patina, 5.1 x 4.1 cm (2 x 1 5/8 in.)
National Gallery of Art, Washington, DC, Samuel H. Kress Collection
Image courtesy of the Board of Trustees, National Gallery of Art’
Fig. 3’s goatee beard has led some bloggers to suggest this face may be based on a
Civil War Confederate medal, and that there may be a collar beneath the left jaw.787

Fig. 3
SH2 G3:15

786

<http://italianrenaissanceresources.com/units/unit-7/images/>.
<https://danielomcclellan.wordpress.com/2011/08/30/steve-caruso-beats-me-to-the-punchand-more/>.
787
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However, what has been mistaken for a collar in Fig. 3 is actually a fragment of a
separate design (see Fig. 4) over which the face has been added through superimposition (Fig.
5).

Fig. 4
SH2 G3:10-14

Fig. 5
SH2 G3:15
Moreover, a goatee in itself does not prove modern origins, since goatees and a
number of goatee-like styles are attested in various ancient cultures, as Figs. 6-13 document:

Fig. 6788
Egyptian Third Dynasty, Libyan Goatee Beard and Middle Eastern Full Beard

788

<http://www.almendron.com/artehistoria/arte/culturas/egyptian-art-in-age-of-thepyramids/catalogue-third-dynasty/>.
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Fig. 7789
‘Head Showing Beard of a Judean from Egypt’

Fig. 8790
Dacian Goatee, Vatican Museum

Fig. 9791
Head of Captive Gaul with Goatee

789

<http://www.jewishencyclopedia.com/articles/2690-beard>.
<https://it.pinterest.com/pin/502503270894730793/>.
791
<https://www.google.com/search?q=head+of+captive+gaul+coin&rlz=1C1KMZB_enIT55
0IT558&espv=2&biw=1366&bih=599&source=lnms&tbm=isch&sa=X&ved=0ahUKEwil5
ML-183KAhXDyRQKHRbpBUwQ_AUIBygC#imgdii=MH16PXnaRjJ0qM%3A%3B
MH16PXnaRjJ0qM%3A%3Bl2F6RX_ea6H4WM%3A&imgrc=MH16PXnaRjJ0qM%3A>.
790
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Fig. 10792
Vadfradad I

Fig. 12
Parthian Head794

Fig. 11793
Justinian II Coin

Fig. 13
Roman Goatee795

We must also bear in mind that the particular image in Fig. 3 is only one of many
different transfers of the same design, and each has various divergences owing to the transfer
process. Of particular interest is a Karak gold exemplar (Fig. 14) and that of SH2 G:8, a lead
codex (Fig. 15).

792

<https://it.pinterest.com/pin/307722587013236977/>.
<https://it.pinterest.com/pin/524669425316054139/>.
794
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parthian_Empire>.
795
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Parthian_Empire#/media/File:ParthianInChains.jpg>.
793
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Fig. 14
Karak Codex

Fig. 15
SH2 G2:8

The dramatic and dynamic feel of the face in Figs. 14-15 brings to mind similar
features in ancient Sicily coinage, such as the full face portrayal of the nymph Larissa found
in SH1 G3. Also comparable are two Sicily coin portraits of Pericles (Figs. 16-17).

Fig. 16

Sicily Coins of Pericles796

Fig. 17

796

I have misplaced the urls for these two images; I hope to rectify this in a future revised
edition. Comparable images can be viewed at
<https://www.numisbids.com/n.php?p=lot&sid=1668&lot=1111> and
<www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/lycia/dynasts/perikle/i.html>, both accessed 18 June 2017.
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In SH2 G2:8 there are apparent signs of a wreath similar to the one in Sicily Pericles
coinage (see Figs. 18-19). Some of these parallels are likely coincidental, but a few seem
quite suggestive.

Fig. 18
SH2 G2:8

Sicily Pericles Coin

Fig. 19
SH2 G2:8

Sicily Pericles Coin

On SH2 G2:8 two trees flank the face (Fig. 20a) that also appears at the top of SH2
G2:9, a face, as we will see, that is identified on the latter piece as Shimʿon. I have heard
more than one non-expert in art history describe this face at first sight as Renaissance style,
but in fact its dramatic quality is comparable in various ways to many faces on ancient GrecoRoman coins and other objects, such as Fig. 20b’s Greek depiction of Herakles (intimating
Alexander the Great), ca. 3rd cent. BCE-1st cent. CE.
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b797

a
Fig. 20
SH2 G2:8

Alexander/Herakles

In SH2 G2:8 and its cognates the letters above the right tree, ayin-shin-mem (Fig. 21),
are paralleled on a Bar Kokhba coin design (Fig. 22), and happen to match a form of the verb
ʿasah, ‘to do,’ which in this precise form, ʿasam, as I have mentioned in previous chapters,
occurs in the Tanakh only in one verse, namely, Is. 48.5, which assails the idols of
polytheists: ‘Therefore I have declared it to thee from of old; before it came to pass I
announced it to thee; lest thou shouldest say: “Mine idol hath done them ()עשם, and my
graven image, and my molten image, hath commanded them.”’ (JPS) This is followed in
verse 12 by a parallel to the Šemaʿ, Judaism’s quintessential affirmation of monotheism:
‘Hearken ( )שמעunto Me, O Jacob, and Israel My called: I am He; I am the first, I also am the
last.’ (JPS)

Fig. 21
SH2 G2:9

797

<607px-Met,_greek_hellenistic,_silver_gilt_roundel_with_a_bust_of_herakles,_03rd_BC01 _AD_ca.>.
st
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Just as the name Shimʿon intersects with the word šemaʿ of ‘Hear, O Israel’ in SH1
G1 D1, so in SH2 G2:8, 9 and 11 the first three letters of the name Shimʿon are apparently
reordered to create an allusion to a Tanakh passage that itself alludes to or parallels the
Šemaʿ.
The three letters at the top of the lead sheet’s date palm tree in Fig. 21 are ayin-shinmem, in Paleo-Hebrew ~v[, which are placed just to the left of a star with four curved rays.
This exact sequence of letters appears as an abbreviated and re-ordered form of the name
Shimʿon in at least one exemplar of Bar Kokhba coinage (Fig. 22). The particular coin in
question has doubled mem in the name Shimʿon, almost doubtless for the sake of aesthetic
symmetry.

Bar Kokhba Coin798
Fig. 22
There are no good grounds to suspect coincidence in the shared sequence ayin-shinmem in SH2 G2:9 and on Fig. 22’s Bar Kokhba coin. I suspect both artefacts intentionally
allude simultaneously to both Isaiah 48 and to the name of Shimʿon (bar Kokhba).
A careful look at the middle of the palm tree in Fig. 21 will reveal that the two fruit
clusters beneath the branches on the right and left sides coincide with a frequently attested
form of the letter waw on Bar Kokhba coinage, and indeed, on many such coins this form of
waw is placed near a triadic cluster of dates hanging from the left bottom branch (Figs. 2324):

Fig. 23
Bar Kokhba Coin, Levy, P. 95800

Fig. 24799
Bar Kokhba Coin, Levy, P. 95

At the base of SH2 G2:9’s palm tree are two devices that could basically match some
forms of the letter nun on Bar Kokhba coinage, especially the form ,801 with one of them

798

See Ya‘akov Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage. Volume II: Herod the Great through Bar
Cochba, plate 27, coin 75a.
799
<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/judaea/Hendin_678a-cf.jpg>. Main page:
<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/judaea/i.html>.
800
For similar examples, see Ya‘akov Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage. Volume II, Plate
27, coin 74a.
801
See Ya‘akov Meshorer, Ancient Jewish Coinage. Volume II, p. 163.
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being flipped on SH2 G2:9 for the sake of artistic symmetry. A similar nun-form is featured
in Fig. 25’s Bar Kokhba coin.

Fig. 25
E. Rogers, A Handy Guide to Jewish Coins, Plate VI
When one assembles SH2 G2:9’s three upper letters together with one of the wawshaped fruit and one of the nun-shaped devices flanking the tree’s base, proceeding from top
to bottom the result shown in Fig. 26 is obtained.

n

w

m
Fig. 26
SH2 G2:9

ʿ

š

Slightly reordered this gives us š-m-ʿ-w-n, that is, the name Shimʿon (Fig. 27).

n

w

ʿ
Fig. 27
SH2 G2:9

m

š

There is a second palm tree to the left of the one in Fig. 21; an alternate transfer from
SH2 G2:11 preserves some of the tree’s features that are either worn away or less fully
transferred than is the case in SH2 G2:9 (Fig. 28):
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Fig. 28
SH2 G2:9

SH2 G2:11

At the top of the tree in Fig. 28 are three letters, the first of which is ambiguous; it
could be alef, waw, tav or even mirror kaf. It could simultaneously function as more than one
letter. If we read it as tav, then the yod-lamed that follow could be interpreted as a scrambled
fragment of geʾulat, ‘redemption,’ reading the yod as mirror alef. I suspect there is an
intended allusion to ‘redemption’ here. However, simultaneously there may be an additional
allusion.
Based on the precedent of the scrambled sequence of the letters shin-mem-ayin in the
order ayin-shin-mem at the top of the right palm tree in Fig. 21, one may justifiably suspect a
slight scrambling of the top left letters tav-yod-lamed.
The tree on the left, like the one on the right, has fruit clusters in the shape of Bar
Kokhba waws. Finally, one can see the same nun-like devices at the left palm tree’s base as in
the right tree’s depiction. Fig. 29 (top) shows the result of joining these various letters
together. Taking into account the phenomenon of letter sequence rearrangement and doubling
of graphemes at least in part for aesthetic purposes, one could rearrange the letters as in Fig.
29 (bottom) and decipher the following from the letters that surround and even partially
constitute the left palm tree: יתלונן, ‘he (namely, the Shimʿon of the right palm tree) will
endure/abide.’ In this instance it would seem that both instances of nun at the left palm tree’s
base are intended to be used grammatically and are thus present for more than just aesthetic
reasons of symmetry. Intriguingly, this reading gives us another form of the same verb found
beneath SH1 G1 D2’s menorah at whose bottom we read ילון תם, ‘perfection will
abide/endure.’

nun

nun

waw

lamed yod tav
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nun

nun

waw
lamed tav
Fig. 29
SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11

yod

When one reads the reordered letters from the right and left palm trees in Figs. 21 and
28 one can obtain the statement שמעון יתלונן, ‘Shimʿon shall endure/abide.’
The nuns at the bases of the two trees seem to suggest the image of a serpent,
especially given their somewhat triangular-shaped top terminations (Fig. 30), which, if
realistically considered, would suggest a poisonous snake. This may relate not only to
Genesis’ Eden story, but also to the viper that according to tradition apparently killed Bar
Kokhba (see Midrash Rabbah Lamentations 2,2,4). A serpent in the shape of the letter nun
would make sense, given the Hebrew word נחש, naḥaš, ‘serpent,’ which brings to mind the
Hebrew word for ‘copper,’ נחשה, neḥušah (cf. ‘copper’ in Aramaic, נחש, neḥaš). Let us not
forget we are dealing here with copper books. Also, Numbers 16’s story of the copper serpent
( )נחש נחשתmade ( )ויעשby Moses springs to mind. The copper serpent represented the ‘fiery
serpents,’ literally, seraphim serpents, sent to afflict the Israelites in the desert. Famously,
John 3.14 compares Jesus to Moses’ copper serpent: ‘And just as Moses lifted up the serpent
in the wilderness, so must the Son of Man be lifted up.’ (NRSV)

Fig. 30
SH2 G2:9
SH1 G1 D5 may similarly depict two serpents flanking the upper vessel and shin (Fig.
31). In this instance we may be dealing with a depiction of celestial angelic seraphim
serpents.

Fig. 31
SH1 G1 D5
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There are at least two SH1 G2 books that contain images of serpents, and there is one
SH1 G2 tablet (without binding ring holes) that depicts an upper and lower serpent framing a
scene consisting of a palm tree and menorah.802
It may be that the key to the SH2 imagery of what might be flanking serpents
associated with two palm trees lies in recognizing that, as I will show below, the larger design
they are embedded in is actually a Torah shrine depiction. This implies that the two palm
trees with their apparent serpents might represent the angels that flank the throne atop the ark
of the covenant. This in turn suggests that in SH1 G1 D5 the two serpent-like devices that
flank the vessel with shin could again allude to the two angels atop the ark of the covenant,
which further suggests that the vessel (most probably of the omer) could represent the throne
atop the ark.
This could supply us with an important clue to the symbolism of the detached
Herodian helmet rim with volutes beneath the vessel with shin in SH1 G1 D5, namely, it
might symbolically stand in for the ark of the covenant. While the angels of the ark are
usually understood to be cherubim (as in the Tanakh accounts of the ark’s construction and in
Ezekiel 1’s vision of the celestial version), Isaiah 6:1-2’s vision of the divine throne flanked
by seraphim could explain the Jordanian metal books’ seraphim serpents.
Thus the SH2 palm trees and possible serpents may allude to Genesis’ Eden story, but
with the palm trees representing the tree of life, not the tree of the knowledge of good and
evil. This would imply that the copper books’ serpents (if that is what they are) would not
allude to the serpent that seduced Eve, but would represent Genesis 3.24’s angels who guard
the tree of life: ‘So He drove out the man; and He placed at the east of the garden of Eden the
cherubim, and the flaming sword803 which turned every way, to keep the way to the tree of
life.’ (JPS) Here, although the angels are not fiery seraphim, their sword’s flames certainly
might lead one to think of the seraphim.
I suspect the image in Fig. 32, from SH1 P1, depicts the ark of the covenant, with the
two inner, smaller palm fronds representing the two angels that flank the throne.

Fig. 32
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

The menorah and olive trees go together in Zechariah 4. On the dyad of tree and menorah,
see Morton Smith, Studies in the Cult of Yahweh: Volume One: Historical Method, Ancient
Israel, Ancient Judaism (Leiden/New York: E. J. Brill, 1996), pp. 136-149. Cf. the menorah
and palm trees in SH1 G1 D5 and Tyche with a menorah on her head, all flanked by two
palm trees, in SH1 G2:8.
803
Just as Numbers 16 contains a Hebrew wordplay between ‘serpent’ and ‘copper,’ so here
there is a wordplay between ‘cherub’ and ‘sword,’ ḥereb.
802
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Similarly, in the Jordanian Torah shrine design (SH1 G1 D8, with SH2 cognates) two
broad palm fronds flank an upper menorah and detached Herodian helmet rim (without
volutes), the latter probably representing the throne (as is likely the case with the detached
Herodian helmet rim with volutes in SH1 G1 D5), while the roundel containing the menorah
could be the Torah ark’s main body. There are two small stylized trees of life, each with six
curved circular branches flanking the roundel as well.

Fig. 33
SH2 G2:4
The imagery between the two date palm trees on SH2 G2 D9 (Fig. 34) features a
design paralleled on a Pontius Pilate prutah (Fig. 35).

Fig. 34
SH2 G2 D9

Fig. 35804
Pontius Pilate Prutah

What we have on the Pontius Pilate coin are two barley stalks bent downwards, with a
central upright barley stalk above them, all bound together by a lower square device divided
in two by a vertical line. SH2 G2:9 shares most of these basic features, but adds a horizontal
line in the lower square, which produces four boxes, each with a small device inside it.
Additionally, the middle barley stalk is flanked by two shofars with a star to the left of
the middle barley stalk. The left shofar is placed further away from the stalk than is the right
shofar, suggesting that there was only one star on the mould, rather than two. Consequently,
we should probably not suspect that another star failed to transfer on the right.
From a clearer transfer of the design in SH2 G2:4 we can see that on the bottom upper
side of each shofar is a short descending curved fillet, reminding us of the long cornucopia
804

F. de Saulcy, Numismatique de La Terre Sainte (Paris: J. Rothschild, 1874), Planche IV.
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fillets of Ptolemaic coinage. This design is flanked by two broad palm fronds in SH2 G2:4,
reminding us of the Torah shrine of SH1 G1 D8.
Consequently, one can deduce that the design in SH2 G2:8 is intended to depict a
Torah shrine, and that the barley structure is actually meant to be a Torah ark, with the four
small devices in the quadratic construct likely representing Torah scrolls, even though the
four small devices might have been inspired by the design’s barley stalks.
SH2 G2:4 adds a second star, but at the bottom right, outside the roundel (Fig. 36).
Barley is of particular relevance for the vessel of the omer, since according to rabbinic
precedent, only barley was brought for the wave offering on Nisan 16. Of course, Pontius
Pilate wasn’t thinking of the omer when he designed his coin, but the creators of the
Jordanian metal books likely would have used the image as an allusion to something Jewish
like the omer.

Fig. 36
SH2 G2:4
The design in question parallels Bar Kokhba coinage that shows the four inner pillars
of the interior holy place with the separating veil absent, leaving an open Torah ark exposed,
a symbol of the ark of the covenant (Fig. 37). The Torah scrolls are here depicted by small
dots. At the bottom is a ladder-like construct, just as on SH2 G2:4, which is a fragment of a
longer object transferred more completely on SH2 G2:9 (Fig. 38, bottom) and SH2 G2:11.

Fig. 37
Bar Kokhba Coin805

Fig. 38
SH2 G2:9

SH2 G2:11’s vessels (the two on the right seem to have the letter shin on them) and
upright rectangular object (see Fig. 39) parallel elements found in the Torah shrine depiction
in SH1 G1 D8.

805

Théodore Reinach, Jewish Coins, Plate VIII.
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Fig. 39
SH2 G2:11, Contrast Adjusted for Clarity
Whereas in SH1 G1 D8 a ladder-like device is placed at the top, in SH2 G2:9 and
SH2 G2:11 it occurs towards the bottom (Figs. 38-39). However, there is another ladder-like
device at the top of SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11, where it appears as the rim without volutes of
a Herodian style helmet. In the middle of the lead sheet are five rows of letters (Fig. 40).

Fig. 40
SH2 G2:11
The two shofars in SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11 (Fig. 41) remind me of a feature in the
Beth Alpha Torah shrine (Fig. 42).

Fig. 41
SH2 G2:11, Contrast Adjusted for Clarity
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Fig. 42
Beth Alpha Torah Shrine
In SH2 G2:9 the two anchor devices in the upper corners (Fig. 43) match the four
devices at the top of SH1 G1 D5 (Fig. 44).

Fig. 43
SH2 G2:9, Contrast Adjusted for Clarity

Fig. 44
SH1 G1 D5
SH1 G1 D5’s long ladder-like device with volutes with a vessel with shin above it at
the design’s top (Fig. 46) is paralleled by the similar device at the bottom of SH2 G2:9 and
SH2 G2:11, which seems to have below the fillet two vessels inscribed with shin (Fig. 45).
This makes one wonder if SH1 G1 D5’s vessel above the ladder-like device might somehow
allude to the ark of the covenant and Torah ark, as I have previously posited.806

806

Basil Lourié has suggested that a chalice came to symbolize the cover (propitiatory) of the
missing ark of the covenant in the second temple. See Basil Lourié, ‘Propitiatorium in the
Apocalypse of Abraham,’ Lorenzo DiTommaso, Christfried Böttrich, eds., The Old Testament
Apocrypha in the Slavonic Tradition: Continuity and Diversity (Mohr Siebeck, 2011), p. 275
[pp. 267-277]
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Fig. 45
SH2 G2:11, with Tracing

Fig. 46
SH1 G1 D5
SH2 G2:11’s top portion exhibits a menorah image, to the right of which is a cluster
of grapes flanked by three vertically descending letters to the right and three parallel
descending letters to the left (Fig. 47). On the cognate piece SH2 G2:9, a face is
superimposed over the menorah, with the six letters to the right (Fig. 48).

Fig. 47
SH2 G2:11

Fig. 48
SH2 G2:9

By adjusting the contrast for clarity and by collating both exemplars we can
reconstruct the letters as mem-nun-shin on the right (Fig. 50) and ayin-lamed-waw on the left
(Fig. 49), which together give us the letters of the name Shimʿon plus a lamed, which is in all
likelihood a fragment of geʾulat, ‘redemption.’
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Fig. 67

Fig. 49
SH2 G2:11

Fig. 50
SH2 G2:9

The name Shimʿon is not embedded in this configuration haphazardly. It is formed by
starting at the bottom right (see Fig. 51), proceeding to the top right, then by going directly to
the left top, then proceeding downwards to the left bottom. A rectangle is thus formed.
Finally, one proceeds from the bottom left and returns to the right, to the only letter
remaining on the right side, namely, the nun in the middle. Then one proceeds directly to the
middle left where one finds the final and sixth letter, namely, lamed, which contextually
viewed may be the lamed of geʾulat.
←

↓

3 { M 2
6 L ← N 5
4 w ↗ v 1

↑
Fig. 51
Letters of Figs. 49-50
The letters that form the name Shimʿon in Figs. 49-50 flank a cluster of grapes, a
well-known messianic symbol, which is congruent with Bar Kokhba coinage and with the
traditions concerning Bar Kokhba’s messianic status. There are two grape clusters on the
bottom right of SH1 G2 D2. The top left of the same design is of interest as well (Fig. 52).

Fig. 52
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
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SH1 G2 D2 may contain an allusion to the name Shimʿon (Fig. 52) by selecting the
following letters which are arranged as shown in Fig. 53, which give us a triangular pattern of
letters topped by a shin.

V
{
N

M
Fig. 53

It is interesting that if we trace out this sequence of shin, ayin, mem, nun in the pattern
of the six letters of Figs. 49-50, we see that it will also result in a similar triangular pattern
(Fig. 54):

2{
L
w

M 3
N 4
v 1

Fig. 54
Letters in Fig. 51

{

M

↖ —→↓
∖
∖

N
v

Fig. 55
Letters 1-4 in Fig. 54 Abstracted
In Shibli D1 and SAH to the right of a Herodian helmet are the letters mem-tav-shin,
and to its left are nun-lamed-ayin, all in mirror script, which in a reordered configuration give
us the name Shimʿon. At first it seems the waw is lacking, but it is in fact supplied by the
helmet’s star-like plume/crest (see Fig. 58), which functions as a kaf-like waw, a trait found
throughout these artefacts for the waw of Shimʿon (Fig. 56). As pointed out earlier in this
study, the design is inspired by a Herod the Great coinage type (Fig. 57).

Fig. 56
Shibli D1

Fig. 57
Théodore Reinach, Jewish Coins, Plate III

Of interest is the morphology of the previously mentioned ‘star’ at the top of Fig. 56’s
helmet, which brings to mind the kaf-like waw in the name Shimʿon on some Bar Kokhba
coins (Fig. 58b), which now supplies the missing waw of Shimʿon to Fig. 56’s helmet design.
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Shibli D1
a

Levy, P. 97
b
Fig. 58

The tav and lamed in Fig. 56, reproduced and horizontally flipped in Fig. 59, would
again likely be the last two letters of g-ʾ-l-t, ‘redemption,’ an abbreviation of ‘redemption’
found in SH1 G1 D1 line 1 as well as on some Bar Kokhba coins.

4 NM 2
6 LT 5
3 {v1
Fig. 59
The design’s mem-tav (Fig. 60) might be related to the SH1 G1 D4 design with the
letters mem-tav (Fig. 61).

Fig. 60
Shibli D1

Fig. 61
SH1 G1 D4

On SH2 G2:9 there are six letters at the very top, placed above the central face
identified in scrambled sequence as Shimʿon (Fig. 62).

Fig. 62
SH2 G2:9, Contrast Adjusted for Clarity
If we reorder five of the six letters in Fig. 62 we again obtain the name Shimʿon. The
remaining letter is a gimel, which contextually viewed stands for ‘redemption’ or ‘redeemer.’
The fact that here the gimel is placed adjacent to the shin immediately brings to mind the
Jordanian metal artefacts’ frequent letter pair shin-gimel, especially in SH1 G1 D5 where
gimel-shin together with the letters tav-alef flank a central palm tree.
As Fig. 63 documents, further to the left of Fig. 62’s scrambled allusion to Shimʿon
and his messianic redemption, there are three additional letters. Unfortunately, only the first
character, a tav, can be read.

Fig. 63
SH2 G2:9, Contrast Adjusted for Clarity
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Fig. 64 supplies what may be a fragment of either at least six lines of horizontally
arranged text or a text consisting just of six vertically aligned letters. The first two letters look
the same, although we cannot be certain given the second letter’s less clear features. The
letter in question could be alef, waw or tav. The third letter could be a rounded lamed. Next is
a tav. The fifth character is unclear; my best guesses are a he or a mirror waw-like kaf
reminiscent of SH1 G1 D1. The bottom letter could be either gimel or pe. The top four letters
could be a cipher for geʾulat, with the gimel expressed as alef, as in SH1 G2 D1’s cipher
version of the Jewish War slogan ‘for the redemption of Zion.’

Fig. 64
SH2 G2:9, Contrast Adjusted for Clarity
On SH2 G2:8 the enigmatic and dramatic face is placed above a menorah (Fig. 66).
The design has an intriguing parallel in a 1971 Jewish art piece designed by a Brazilian artist
named Loeffer, if I have read the signature correctly (Fig. 65). In the Brazilian piece the face
above a menorah is that of Moses.
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Fig. 65
Studio Jucho, San Paulo807

Fig. 66
SH2 G2:8

There is no reason at all to suspect that the Middle Eastern creators of the Jordanian
artefacts were aware of the Brazilian piece in Fig. 65. The quite striking similarities shared
between the objects in Figs. 65 and 66 are instead most naturally explained by recognizing
that the creators of both objects stood independently in a common stream of lived (or even
‘revived’) tradition. Each was influenced by the same general heritage of Jewish artistic
precedents and patterns, a situation that resulted in the creation of two surprisingly similar but
entirely independent works of art.
The producers of the Jordanian metal books were creative artists in their own right,
yet their work was understandably and quite naturally informed by venerable pre-existing
artistic traditions. One can therefore judge their art as reflective of a living, or perhaps
revived, tradition rooted in long-established motifs and conventions. Thus the artists involved
in the creation of these artefacts would have creatively transformed ancient synagogue art,
Jewish funerary designs, and other cognate forms of religious decoration.
SH2 G2:8’s enigmatic and dramatic face is flanked by the same two date palm trees
of SH2 G2:9 (Fig. 67).

807

<https://www.etsy.com/listing/123819943/vintage-jewish-art-1971-menorahmogan?ref=market>. Accessed 21 Jan. 2015.
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Fig. 67
SH2 G2:8
In Fig. 67 we curiously see a rotated lamed present to the left of the face’s beard. This
particular lamed’s peculiarly rotated position brings to mind the mirror lamed in the series of
letters m-n-w-ʿ-r-l beneath the upper menorah on SH1 G1 G8 (Fig. 68), which is more clearly
transferred on SH2 G2:4 (Fig. 69).

Fig. 68

Fig. 69

Rotated Lamed
SH1 G1 G8

Rotated Lamed
SH2 G2:4

Above SH2 G2:8’s face of Shimʿon there is an image of a standing female figure with
a menorah atop her head (Fig. 70). This bears a striking resemblance to a remarkable figure at
the Beth Sheʿarim necropolis (Fig. 71).808 I interpret this as additional evidence that the
Jordanian artefacts are most likely objects designed as grave artefacts.

808

On the Beth Sheʿarim design, see Rachel Hachlili, The Menorah: The Ancient Sevenarmed Candelabrum. Origin, Form & Significance, p. 86.
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Fig. 70
SH2 G2:8

Fig. 71
Beth Sheʿarim

Flanking the menorah stand above the woman’s head on SH2 G2:8 (Fig. 72) are the
vessel and pomegranates that much more clearly flank the menorah on SH2 G2:9 (Fig. 73).

Fig. 72
SH2 G2:8

Fig. 73
SH2 G2:9
SH2 G2:9’s vessel and pomegranates are paralleled on the obverse and reverse sides
respectively of Jewish War coinage (Fig. 74).
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Fig. 74
Théodore Reinach, Jewish Coins, Plate II
Jewish War Coins
On SH2 G2:9 Shimʿon’s face similarly is superimposed over the same menorah
flanked by a vessel and pomegranates (Fig. 75). Although the pomegranates cannot be seen,
the vessel is clearly visible, as are some of the large menorah’s arms.

Fig. 75
SH2 G2:9
There are two available stampings (Figs. 76-77) of the rectangle letter grid box below
the face in Fig. 75.

Fig. 76
SH2 G2:9
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Fig. 77
SH2 G2:11
We can create a composite that combines each stamping’s clearest letter images:

Fig. 78
SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11, Composite
Next, for further clarity we can attempt in Fig. 78 to trace the more legible characters.

Fig. 79
SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11, Composite, with Tracing
Unfortunately, some of the letters cannot be reconstructed, either because of
obscuring patina and/or erosion of some of the raised designs. On the top in line 1, the letter
to the left of qof may be ayin or tav, but both are uncertain. The other remaining untraced
letters of line 1 cannot be read. In line 2 there is only one uncertain grapheme, to the right of
the final ayin. It may be he, but a top horizontal bar may or may not be present; if lacking,
then the grapheme could be a mirror kaf in the style of SH1G1 D1. Lastly, in line 3 the ṣadi
on the left is quite clear, but the one on the right is less clear and therefore uncertain. The
grapheme to the right of the final ayin may be a mirror lamed, but this is very uncertain.
There is a lead version of this design that helps us (Fig. 80a), but unfortunately only a
little, even after contrast adjustment (Fig. 80b).
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a

b
Fig. 80809
Lead Version = SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11 Cognate
Even though the lead version supplies further details of two more of the letters, their
identification still remains inconclusive. The upper grapheme could be a rotated gimel, lamed
or pe, or a fragment of a rotated yod or ṣadi. The lower grapheme resembles a style of nun,
but seems rather small for such in comparison to the surrounding letters, although that is by
no means a decisive argument.
That the letter grid alludes to Shimʿon bar Kokhba is suggested by more than one
factor. First is the noticeable letter sequence nun-mem-ayin shared with SH1 G1 D1, where
they form part of the name Shimʿon. There are a number of further points of contact between
the two texts, as Fig. 81a-b documents. Both use a qof in the same style, both feature a ṣadi
with a very similar distinctive morphology. In both texts alef in a form that can also function
as mirror yod is proximate to the other letters in the ensemble, although the letter grid
version’s alefs lack SH1 G1 D1’s alefs’curved hook trait. These shared features suggest that
in the letter grid the triangular pattern of alef-shin-qof (Fig. 81b, right black, blue, white
boxes) could stand for the mirror yod-shin-mirror resh of ‘Israel.’

809

<http://www.imgrum.net/media/1321352617884658812_1761407389>.
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a
SH1 G1 D1

b
Fig. 81
SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11, Composite

Fig. 82
SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11, Composite
The same alef/mirror yod of ‘Israel’ in the letter grid (Fig. 82) also seems to function
as the mirror yod of ‘Zion’ (Fig. 83), a word also encountered in SH1 G1 D1:

Fig. 83
SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11, Composite
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Additionally, the distinctive alef at the beginning of line 2 (Fig. 84) is used elsewhere
in the collection only in SH1 G2 D2 where it is the alef of the word nasiʾ, ‘prince,’ Shimʿon
bar Kokhba’s title (Fig. 85a). The word nasiʾ is permuted elsewhere in SH1 G2 D2, where
the same distinctive alef is retained (Fig. 85b).

Fig. 84
SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11, Composite

Fig. 85
a
b
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
This suggests that in the letter grid (Fig. 86), the alef to the right of nun may be the
mirror yod of nasiʾ, and the nearby shin may also be part of the same word; the nun of
Shimʿon in the nun-mem-ayin sequence may be simultaneously the nun of nasiʾ.

Fig. 86
SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11, Composite
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In the letter grid, the ṣadi-tav could allude to the Jewish War slogan ‘for the
redemption of Zion,’ with the tav being the final letter of g-ʾ-l-t, ‘redemption.’ Additionally,
we could read the bottom tav in conjunction with the upper mem (Fig. 87, white line) to form
tom, ‘perfection,’ a term encountered in SH1 G1 D1 and SH1 G1 D2. In SH1 G1 D1 the
word tom intersects with ʾemet, and this could be the case in the letter grid as well (Fig. 87,
red triangle). Perhaps the mirror he to the right of alef is the definite article for ʾemet and/or
tom.

Fig. 87
SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11, Composite
Beyond these proffered interpretations of the letter grid I can venture no further; its
contents are too enigmatic and too many letters are uncertain or unidentifiable. What is
important is to recognize the general relevance of the text for Bar Kokhba and its congruence
with SH1 G1 D1.
To return to SH2 G2:8’s standing female figure, I should point out that she is flanked
by palm trees (Fig. 88, left) of the same design as found in SH1 G1 D7 (Fig. 88, right).

Fig. 88
SH2 G2:8

SH1 G1 D7

SH2 G2:8’s standing female figure is clearly flanked by the Latin letters S C (Fig.
90), which on ancient Roman coins stands for Senatus Consulto. The image is in fact well
known from ancient coinage of Fides holding patera and cornucopiae (Figs. 89, 91).
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Fig. 89810
Domitian Fides Coin with S C, 84 CE
Normal and Flipped for Comparison

Fig. 90
SH2 G2:8

Fig. 91811
Hadrian Denarius, Fides
Fides is paralleled to a large extent by Tyche. The Jewess Babatha swore in a land
record by the emperor’s Tyche.812 Ancient Tychai often had a city depicted on their heads,
including the Tyche of Madaba, seen in Fig. 92, (the geographical origin of the SH1’s Abgar
funerary inscription), and SH2 G2:8 adds a Jewish touch to this pattern by planting a
menorah on its Fides’ head.

Fig. 92813
Madaba Tyche, 2nd-3rd Cent. CE
The Tyche of Beth Sheʾan holds a cornucopia with a palm tree at the top (Fig. 93),
which could in part help explain the palm trees that flank the Tyche-like Fides on SH2 G2:8.

810

<http://numismatics.org/ocre/results?q=deity_facet:%22Fides%22>.
<https://www.forumancientcoins.com/moonmoth/reverse_fides.html>.
812
See the discussion in Seth Schwartz, Imperialism and Jewish Society: 200 B.C.E. to 640
C.E. (Princeton/Oxford: Princeton University Press, 2001), p. 71.
813
<http://www.alamy.com/stock-photo-fine-arts-ancient-world-jordan-mosaic-tyche-withmural-crown-and-cornucopia-18846188.html>.
811
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Fig. 93814
Sycthopolis/Beth Sheʾan Tyche
Tyche, or perhaps Fortuna, is depicted holding a cornucopia and what looks like
libation platter in the Jewish Via Appia catacomb (Fig. 94),815 which has a parallel at Vigna
Randadini (Fig. 95).

Fig. 94816

Fig. 95817

Tyche/Fortuna, Via Appia

Vigna Randanini, Jewish Catacomb

An even closer parallel to SH2 G2:8’s Tyche/Fides with a menorah sprouting from
her head is a marble sarcophagus from Vigna Randadini in which two winged Tyche figures
hold a menorah in a roundel which rests on the heads of three cherubs, the two outer ones
holding staffs. Two lion-like faces are situated at the base. To the right a male figure holds a
cornucopia-like basket overflowing with produce (Fig. 96).

814

<https://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/Archaeology/Beitshean.html>.
See John M. G. Barclay, Jews in the Mediterranean Diaspora from Alexander to Trajan
(323 BCE -117 CE) (Berkeley/Los Angeles: University of California Press, 1996), p. 330.
816
<http://www.solis.darkpassage.com/below/rome/slides/18%20%20Jewish%20Catacombs.html>.
817
<http://archives.catacombsociety.org/vom/108.html>.
815
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Fig. 96818
Vigna Randadini
Alexei M. Sivertsev explains that ‘the Tyches of individual cities [are] featured
prominently in late ancient art and coinage. . . . [L]ocal artists in Madaba also depicted their
home town as a personified Tyche among three city personifications in the mosaic in the socalled Room of Hippolytus.’819 Sivertsev documents that in Late Antiquity Jews adopted and
adapted the figure of Tyche for their own use. One example of this is Hephzibah, mother of
the messiah in Sefer Zerubbabel, who is ‘a symbolic personification of Jerusalem’ and
‘Jerusalem’s Tyche, the personified city’s “fortune.”’820 Hephzibah’s messianic son is
patterned after the emperor, and Hephzibah herself corresponds to ‘the emperor’s mother or
bride.’821
Additionally, elements of the Christian Theotokos also influenced the Jewish
portrayal of Hephzibah.822 As Sivertsev summarizes the Jewish position: ‘Jerusalem and
Hephzibah, not Constantinople and the Virgin, contained the true meaning of Byzantine
imperial symbolism.’823 Sivertsev adds the important qualification, ‘The similarities in
symbolic language should not be mistaken for shared theology.’824
Sivertsev adds another dimension to our understanding of Hephzibah by documenting
how the piyyut identify her as the messianic staff of Moses, which coincides with Aaron’s
blooming staff.825 Perhaps this may have relevance for understanding the staff at the bottom
right of SH1 G2 D2, which is surrounded by verdure, vines and tendrils, and two clusters of
grapes as well that may have the word ‘mother,’ ʾ-m (with double lamed beneath), placed
between them (Fig. 97).

818

<https://it.pinterest.com/pin/354799276871587557/>.
Alexei M. Sivertsev, Judaism and Imperial Ideology in Late Antiquity (Cambridge/New
York: Cambridge University Press, 2011), p. 90. I thank Bernhard Lang for bringing
Sivertsev’s work to my attention.
820
Ibid.
821
Ibid., p. 93.
822
Ibid., pp. 93ff.
823
Ibid., p. 104.
824
Ibid., p. 122.
825
Ibid., p. 119.
819
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Fig. 97
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Ezekiel 19 speaks of Mother Israel who once blossomed, but who is now cast down,
which calls to mind SH1 G2 D2’s staff with a stand at its right end, yet the staff is oddly
placed horizontally rather than in an upright position (Fig. 98):
10 Thy mother was like a vine, in thy likeness, planted by the waters; she was fruitful
and full of branches by reason of many waters.
11 And she had strong rods to be sceptres for them that bore rule; and her stature was
exalted among the thick branches, and she was seen in her height with the multitude
of her tendrils.
12 But she was plucked up in fury, she was cast down to the ground, and the east
wind dried up her fruit; her strong rods were broken off and withered, the fire
consumed her. (JPS)

Fig. 98
Sh1 G2 D2, Horizontal Staff/Branch-Like Device, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In short, SH2 G2:8’s Fides, like Tyche, functions as Lady Zion, just as does the
nymph image in SH1 G1 D9. She is the spiritual bride of the celestial Lord, but also of
Shimʿon bar Kokhba whose face appears just below that of Fides.
Not even the Rabbi Akiba who according to tradition proclaimed Shimʿon messiah
was adverse to Tyche imagery. As Steven Fine writes: ‘Rabbi Aqiva is said to have given his
wife a “city of gold” – a common type of tiara also worn by the goddess Tyche and by Esther
in the Dura Europos synagogue paintings.’826 Similarly, Rabbi Ḥiyya son of Rabbi Abba
owned a cup with an image of Tyche on it.827
826

Steven Fine, Art and Judaism in the Greco-Roman World: Toward a New Jewish
Archaeology (Cambridge/New York: Cambridge University Press, 2005), p. 97.
827
See ibid., p. 118.
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Also relevant to the discussion are the so-called ‘pagan’ vessels found in the Cave of
Letters. As Peter Schäfer remarks, contrary to early claims, there is no proof that these had
been defaced by Jewish rebels, and
one wonders why the allegedly pious rebels should have taken so much care to
render the hated ritual objects of their Roman oppressors fit for practical and daily
use. . . . Richard A. Freund has recently argued that what Yadin calls a deliberate
defacing for religious purposes might as well be the result of significant tear and wear
– all the more so because the objects were more than a century old when they were
hidden in the caves . . . and because their condition is not significantly different from
similar utensils discovered in Pompeii and Herculaneum.828
Schäfer continues by referring to Freund’s observation that the vessels were made in
the holy land, they were not Italian imports, and ‘the purposeful defacing of pagan ritual
objects by the rebels in order to follow rabbinical law is by no means as natural and obvious
as Yadin wants us to believe.’829 Schäfer sounds a note of caution about Freund’s theory that
the artefacts ‘“may have been rescued from a major cult center in first-century Palestine” and
that the Jerusalem Temple with some hybrid “Jewish Imperial Cult of Rome in Palestine” is a
likely candidate for such a major cult center. . . .’830 Schäfer, however, by no means outright
denies such a possibility.
As Jodi Magness documents,831 the Beth Sheʿarim necropolis shows Jewish images
mixed with extensive ‘pagan’ influences such as ships and dolphins to facilitate the afterlife
journey, Dionysiac images, depictions of the goddess Aphrodite, Leda and the swan etc.832
Seth Schwartz reports that the same necropolis contains a lintel decorated with a Gorgon or
Medusa mask and a menorah.833
Seth Schwartz asks
how are we to understand the mixture of Jewish and pagan types on Tiberias’s
Trajanic coinage? Jones (CERP 278) responded to this question by dismissing the
pagan types as ‘symbolical’ rather than genuinely pagan (as later types were, in his
view), but this seems incorrect. Tyche and Hygieia may have been personifications,
but there is no denying their status and function as real goddesses. And, conversely, if
they could be used metaphorically by Jews, why not Zeus and Athena?834
In view of SH1 G2 D2’s card suits-like imagery, it might be helpful to introduce a
parallel from the history of playing cards that offers us an interesting parallel to both SH1 G2
D2’s triad of leaves, SH2 G2:8’s standing human figure with a menorah atop its head and the
latter’s Beth Sheʿarim parallel. Fig. 99 is an image of a German card suit from 1588.

828

Peter Schäfer, ed., The Bar Kokhba War Reconsidered: New Perspectives on the Second
Jewish Revolt against Rome (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2003), p. 14.
829
Ibid., pp. 14-15.
830
Ibid., p. 15.
831
In this context Charles Häberl reminded me of Magness’ current work on the 5th c.
synagogue mosaic from Huqoq, which definitely shows the influence of Hellenistic imagery.
832
Jodi Magness, ‘Jews and Judaism at Beth Shearim and Dura Europus,’ in David M.
Gwynn, Susanne Bangert, eds., Religious Diversity in Late Antiquity (Leiden/Boston: Brill,
2010), pp. 140-141. [pp. 135-166].
833
Seth Schwartz, Imperialism and Jewish Society, pp. 156-157.
834
Ibid., p. 141. On pagan imagery on coins of Jewish cities beginning with the late first
century CE, see ibid., pp. 136-142.
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Fig. 99835
German Card Suit, 1588, Detail
As already discussed, the two copper/bronze books SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11 have a
lead parallel (which is not in Hassan Saida’s collection) that I suspect is older than the
copper/bronze exemplars. The lead version lacks the face of Shimʿon superimposed over the
upper central menorah in SH2 G2:9. Thus the lead version more closely parallels SH2 G2:11.
I suspect the design without the face, if pre-modern, could date to sometime after the Bar
Kokhba revolt; this would require lab analysis for confirmation. In this possible scenario, the
older mould could have been re-copied in the early 3rd century CE, at which time the face
may have been added to the design. Again, this is if these particular artefacts are indeed old.
Fig. 100 supplies an image of the lead book in question. The general appearance is
congruent with a pre-modern artefact, although physical examination would be needed to
establish this. The binding rings are certainly hand-hammered and appear quite oxidized, with
what looks likes traces of limescale accretion. The area around the left binding ring is clearly
compressed from age. On the bottom portions of the sheet the dark metal exposed in areas
with less patina looks congruent with advanced oxidation. Again, a lab examination would be
most helpful.

835

From William Andrew Chatto, Facts and Speculations on the Origin and History of
Playing Cards, pp. 238-239.
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Fig. 100
Lead Book with SH2 G2:11 Content836

836

<http://www.imgrum.net/media/1321352617884658812_1761407389>.
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CHAPTER EIGHT
PHOTO CREDITS
Other than the exceptions listed below, all unidentified photos of Jordanian metal books in
Chapter Eight are courtesy Hassan Saida.
Robert Feather: 31; 46; 61; 88 right.
Roger Murray-Leach: 81a.
Ilan Shibli: 56; 60.
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CHAPTER NINE
Further Hoards: Part 3
Karak and Shobak, Jordan / Riyadh, Saudi Arabia
Karak-Shobak/Riyadh (K-S/R) Metal Books Designs
There are ten known designs in the Karak (Jordan) and Shobak (Jordan) metal books; at
least four of the designs occur in gold versions in Karak books. Lead versions of the
Karak-Shobak designs are also presently circulating in Riyadh, Saudi Arabia.
Consequently, I call this set of designs the Karak-Shobak/Riyadh hoard, and abbreviate
it as K-S/R.
That metal books with the same designs have shown up in Shobak and Karak is
worthy of note, because the two cities are linked historically. The Shobak crusader
castle, built by Baldwin I of Jerusalem in 1115, was the site of royal power until 1142
when the leadership relocated to Karak’s strategically superior castle. From Karak,
located about 140 km south of Amman, one enjoys a view of the Dead Sea. As we learn
from an Italian project’s web site concerning the Shobak castle: ‘Little remains of the
original Crusader fortifications. . . . [I]t has never been fully excavated. . . . The castle is
currently being investigated by an Italian archaeological team from the University of
Florence.’837

Fig. 1
Shobak Crusader Castle Ruins
Before surveying the K-S/R artefacts, we should bear in mind that some of the
Bedouins who traffic in these metal books are no more shady than some of the
characters who in an earlier generation took part in transactions involving some of the
Dead Sea Scrolls and Nag Hammadi codices. Nor are some of the additional objects
being sold by some of these Bedouins who sell metal books any more questionable or
837

<http://www.shawbak.net>.
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dubious than various other ‘fishy’ items trafficked by some of the already mentioned
Bedouins of an earlier generation. Often some of the more dubious items seem to have
been inspired later by authentic artefacts found earlier.
In 2016 Surrey University tested a bound lead book from Shobak and three loose
lead sheets that had been acquired together with the bound lead book. It was
determined that the bound lead book’s metal lacked alpha particle emissions at 5.3 MeV,
a state that requires the passage of at least two hundred years after the production of
lead. The artefact was therefore pre-modern. However, the bound lead book’s individual
sheets, which had their original corrosion and patina intact, had been recently repatinated with an artificial layer of brushed-on sand (Fig. 2).

Fig. 2
Shobak Lead Book Tested by Surrey University, Detail
Brush Marks from Recent Garish Sand Patination (Right) over Genuinely Old, Dark Oxidized Metal Underneath (Left)

Such a combination of old and new layers is well known in the literature. As
Craddock explains: ‘Genuine pieces have been given false wear or evidence of age for a
variety of motives. Wear has been added to antiques in perfect condition so that they
would appear even more genuine . . ., and spurious patinas have been applied to antique
bronzes to conform with the expectations of collectors. . . .838 As the same author further
explains, authentic antiquities have been ‘given rather garish fake patinas, etc. in order
to deceive customs officials and ensure easy export. . . .’839 Indeed, ‘rather garish’ aptly
describes the recent sand patination of the Shobak lead book tested by Surrey
University.
Surrey University further determined that the three loose lead sheets associated
with the bound lead book had artificial patinations produced by a recent soak in a salt
bath. This patination was not firmly adhering, but flaked off easily at touch, revealing
the soft, shiny recently produced lead underneath. The images on these three loose
sheets had been recently copied from the authentic pre-modern bound lead book. Both
sets of artefacts had been acquired in a Shobak souk for about the price of a tourist
trinket. Indeed, the garish patination seems to have been intended to produce the
838

Paul Craddock, Scientific Investigation of Copies, Fakes and Forgeries, p. 10.
Ibid.

839
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impression of a modern trinket rather than a pre-modern artefact, so that, technically
speaking, no false claims were actually made during the transaction.
Here I will present an initial set of images of the ten K-S/R designs. Some of the
images may be from modern copies (Figs. 5 and 12 raise suspicions for various reasons)
made from older exemplars (Fig. 10 shows a modern garish sand patination over a
genuine pre-modern artefact tested by Surrey University in 2016; Fig. 3 looks
somewhat comparable, as does Fig. 6, whose sand, however, is of a different type not
incongruent with natural processes, but physical examination would be necessary to
determine the age of these two patinations), but there is no way to know this without
scientific testing of each artefact depicted. The limescale patination in Figs. 2, 4 and 9
should not be mistaken for sand.

Fig. 3
K-S/R D1

Fig. 4840
K-S/R D2

840<https://jo.opensooq.com/ar/search/49211681/%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8

%A8-%D9%8A%D9%87%D9%88%D8%AF%D9%8A%D9%82%D8%AF%D9%8A%D9%85>.
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Fig. 5841
K-S/R D3

Fig. 7
K-S/R D5

Fig. 6842
K-S/R D4

Fig. 8843
K-S/R D6

<http://www.ae.sogarab.com/ad-37061.html>.
<http://easytosale.com/a/1110489345/features.html>.
843 <http://www.mstaml.com>.
841
842
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Fig. 9844
K-S/R D7

Fig. 11845
K-S/R D9

Fig. 10
K-S/R D8

Fig. 12846
K-S/R D10

Unfortunately, there is no available image of the entirety of K-S/R D10. A close
examination of the image fragment indicates that the design depicts a Sukkot water
<http://www.mstaml.com>.
<http://www.mstaml.com>.
846 <http://www.imgrum.net/media/1378665888962464104_1761407389>.
844
845
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flagon (comparable to the one depicted on Bar Kokhba coins), which is possibly flanked
by two small menorahs (see the discussion below) at the bottom (cf. the bottom portion
of K-S/R D3, D5 and D9). Two grape clusters (cf. K-S/R D4) flank the handle and spout.
Two vertical columns of letters flank the water flagon; there may be letters beneath the
flagon (cf. K-S/R D3, D4, D5 and D9).
Many K-S/R exemplars have sandy-looking patinas, many of which appear
recently applied. However, evidence indicates that some of these exemplars’ patinas
that at first look like sand actually consist of age-hardened limescale (Figs. 4 and 9).
Ironically, in some cases the exemplars lacking sand are the ones that appear potentially
the oldest ones of these types of artefacts. If many of these artefacts are old, it may be
that Bedouins have applied a recent sand patination in order to increase their chances
of sale, based on the assumption that most buyers will not think shiny objects are old. I
refer readers again to the previously cited Paul Craddock explanation concerning the
alteration of authentic artefacts by means of repatination and artificial wear so that they
‘conform with the expectations of collectors. . . .’847
Alternatively, it may be that most of these lead books could be modern with
recent sand patination. This, however, would not necessarily mean the designs’ contents
would have been created recently, since it is entirely possible that old sheets have been
used to create fresh transfers on new metal. A third likely possibility is that Bedouins
may have applied recent sand patinas to some of the artefacts in imitation of authentic
older pieces found covered partially with historical compacted earth. This could explain
the stark differences in some of the patinations, which vary from what look like rather
convincing to apparently dubious recent applications.
I qualify ‘apparently dubious’ in part because according to local Bedouins, the
Jordanian metal books were first found as the result of flooding that had somehow
exposed the contents of the cave system in which the artefacts had reportedly been
stored historically. Perhaps what we see on some of the artefacts therefore may be
recent sand or even mud from relatively recent local weather activity, yet in varying
degrees covering more historical patinas. We could of course rule out naturally
adhering dried mud if brush marks are clearly present.
It is my considered opinion that all three scenarios mentioned above possibly
apply to various of the K-S/R materials. Only metallurgical testing and other forms of
physical examination could help decide these questions. In any case, as Fig. 13
illustrates (Fig. 13 is the coin type that has inspired the bee image in K-S/R D5), even
ancient artefacts can still exhibit near pristine raised impressions that to a non-expert
could provoke suspicions of obvious fakery.

847

Paul Craddock, Scientific Investigation of Copies, Fakes and Forgeries, p. 10
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Fig. 13848
Ancient Ephesus Bee Coin
K-S/R
Artistic Motifs
K-S/R D2’s borders bring to mind some ancient funerary monument texts (Figs.
14-15).

Fig. 14849
K-S/R D2

4th

Fig. 15
Cent. CE Grave Monument850

848<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Ancient_Greek_coinage#/media/File:T%C3%A9trad

rachme_en_argent_repr%C3%A9sentant_une_abeille_et_un_cerf.jpg>.
849<https://jo.opensooq.com/ar/search/49211681/%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8
%A8-%D9%8A%D9%87%D9%88%D8%AF%D9%8A%D9%82%D8%AF%D9%8A%D9%85>.
850 Ludwig Berger, Der Menora-Ring von Kaiseraugst: Jüdische Zeugnisse römischer Zeit
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K-S/R D3’s date palm tree (Fig. 16) is in the style of Bar Kokhba coin date palm
tree depictions (Fig. 17).

Fig. 16851
K-S/R D3

Fig. 17
Reinach, Plate IX

The wavy horizontal lines at the top and bottom of K-S/R D3 (Fig. 18) bring to
mind a similar feature found on Bar Kokhba Torah shrine coins (Fig. 19).

Fig. 18
K-S/R D3, Detail

Graetz,

No.

5

Fig. 19
E. Rogers, A Handy Guide to Jewish Coins Plate VI

K-S/R’s sprouting menorah (Fig. 20) calls to mind Zechariah 4’s menorah vision.
The grape clusters in the same design’s four corners are congruent with Bar Kokhba
coinage motifs (Fig. 21).
zwischen Britannien und Pannonien. The Kaiseraugst Menorah Ring: Jewish Evidence from
the Roman Period in the Northern Provinces, p. 108.
851 <http://www.ae.sogarab.com/ad-37061.html>.
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Fig. 20852
K-S/R D4

Fig. 21
Bar Kokhba Coins, Reinach, Plate VIII, Plate IX
K-S/R D5’s bee image (Fig. 22) is derived from an Ephesus bee coin tradition
(Figs. 23-28) that endured for well over half a millennium, lasting into the early
centuries of the Common Era. Thus the lead book’s design could have been derived from
knowledge of Ephesus coins from the early Common Era. Since ancient Jewish coinage
designers in Israel were knowledgeable of Greco-Roman coinage, there should be no
reason for surprise if the Ephesus bee coin tradition influenced the lead books.

852

<http://easytosale.com/a/1110489345/features.html>.
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Fig. 22853
K-S/R D5
According to tradition, nymphs could appear in bee form. Thus K-S/R D5’s bee
image could be compatible with SH1 G1 D9’s nymph image. Viewing K-S/R D5’s
reference to the Sabbath in light of SH1 G1 D9’s nymph image and text (derived from
SH1 G1 D1) that refer to the Sabbath Queen consequently could be understood as
evidence that SH1 G1 D9’s nymph image intends to portray not only the Lady Torah of
Psalm 19, but the Sabbath Queen as well.

Fig. 23
Ephesus Bee Coin
G. F. Hill, Historical Greek Coins (London: Archibald Constable, 1906), Plate IV

853

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
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Fig. 24
Ephesus Bee Coins
L. Anson, Numismata Graeca: Greek Coin Types Classified for Immediate Identification: Part III (Macon,
France: Protat Brothers, 1911), Plate X

Fig. 25
Ephesus Bee Coin
Warwick Wroth, A Catalogue of the Greek Coins in the British Museum: Crete and the Aegean Islands
(London: British Museum, 1886), Plate XII

Fig. 26
Ephesus Bee Coin854
Some of the Ephesus bee coins feature Greek letters not only flanking a bee’s
wings, but on the bottom of the coin as well (Figs. 27-28), offering us a parallel to K-S/R
D5’s text on the sides and bottom of a bee.

854<https://upload.wikimedia.org/wikipedia/commons/f/fa/Ephesos_stag_AR_tetradrachm_93042.jpg>.
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Fig. 27855
Fig. 28856
Ephesus Bee Coins
The Ephesus bee coins are clearly cognate artistically and mythologically with
Fig. 29’s depiction of a bee goddess from Camiros Rhodes.

Fig. 29
‘Gold plaques embossed with winged bee goddesses, perhaps the Thriai, found at
Camiros Rhodes, dated to 7th century BCE (British Museum)’857
K-S/R D6’s central motif (Fig. 30) is well-attested on ancient coinage and in
menorah depictions where comparable constructs depict the lulab. On coins it can
represent a variety of objects, including a palm frond or a lulab.

<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/sg/sg4361.jpg>.
<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/ionia/ephesos/i.html>.
857 <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bee_(mythology)>.
855
856
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Fig. 30858
K-S/R D6

Fig. 31
Reinach, Plate VIII

Levy, P. 107

Fig. 30’s four stars are paralleled in various ways on ancient Greco-Roman
coinage (Figs. 32-33).

Fig. 32
L. Anson, Numismata Graeca: Greek Coin Types Classified for Immediate Identification: Part I
(Macon, France: Protat Brothers, 1911)

Plate V

858

Plate VII

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
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Fig. 33
L. Anson, Numismata Graeca: Greek Coin Types Classified for Immediate Identification: Part III
(Macon, France: Protat Brothers, 1911), Plates XXIX-XXX

Upon showing some colleagues the bust in K-S/R D9 (Fig. 34), it has quite often
been immediately described to me as ‘Byzantine.’ The claim has never been justified to
me subsequently with actual comparative examples.

Fig. 34859
K-S/R D9
As just remarked, although some colleagues (usually with no training in art
history) at first glance react to the image as if it were Byzantine, there is actually little in
it to identify it as such. Long, full beards, for example, are amply attested in ancient art,
‘pagan’ and otherwise. Long beards were often used to depict philosophers and poets
(Figs. 35-36). There is actually nothing in Fig. 34 that necessitates a Byzantine dating or
that excludes a possible earlier ancient dating. Since Renaissance art revived ancient
classical styles, theoretically one might date the image either earlier or later than the
Byzantine era. Metallurgy and related disciplines should be helpful in narrowing down
such an expansive timeframe.

859

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
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Fig. 35
‘Portrait of Socrates. Marble, Roman artwork (1st century), perhaps a copy of a
lost bronze statue made by Lysippos’860
The Louvre861

Plato

Fig. 36
‘Roman copy of a portrait bust by Silanion for the Academia in Athens
(c. 370 BC)’862
Centrale Montemartini

Much longer and even fuller beards are also common in ancient Greco-Roman art
(Figs. 37-38).

<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Socrates_Louvre.jpg>.
<https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Socrates>.
862 <https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Plato>.
860
861
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Fig. 37
Ancient Statue, Long, Full Beard Example863

Fig. 38
‘Portrait of Seuthes III, about 310-300 B.C., bronze, copper, calcite, alabaster, and glass.
National Institute of Archaeology with Museum, BAS. Photo: Krasimir Georgiev’864
With regard to K-S/R’s corner designs, D4’s four corners are decorated with
grape clusters; D5 has two pomegranates in the upper corners (with two menorahs in
the bottom corners); D6’s four corners have star-wheels; D8’s four corners are adorned
with pomegranates; D9 has two upper pomegranates (with two menorahs in the bottom
corners). Figs. 39-47 document D1-D9’s outer border designs.

863
864

<https://it.pinterest.com/pin/278941770645463910/>.
<http://heteromys3.rssing.com/chan-3271429/all_p269.html>.
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Fig. 39
K-S/R D1

Fig. 41
K-S/R D3

Fig. 40
K-S/R D2, Top and Right Border

Fig. 42
K-S/R D4
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Fig. 43865
K-S/R D5

Fig. 45866
K-S/R D7

Fig. 44
K-S/R D6

Fig. 46867
K-S/R D8

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
<http://www.mstaml.com>.
867 <http://easytosale.com/a/1111936320/%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87>.
865

866
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Fig. 47
K-S/R D9, Top, Bottom
Establishing the K-S/R Texts
Oddly, Paleo-Hebrew tav is quite rare throughout K-S/R, occurring but once each
in only D5 (in a defective spelling of the word šabbat[o]n), D9 (where it occurs in close
proximity to a shin and bet, raising the suspicion of an allusion to the Sabbath, as in D5),
and D10 (there may be a second instance of tav, but the image is not clear enough to
determine this, and since the only available image is incomplete, there may be further
tavs in the design). In D10 the tav precedes what looks like bet or resh, but which could
be a nun, which terminates the line at the top, which may give us the last two letters of
D5’s defective spelling of šabbaton. If the letter is instead a bet, then we could have here
a fragment of šabbat. A Maccabean style qof, ,868 occurs twice in D1, once in D3, twice
in D7, and twice in D8. It is possible some of these may playfully also function as Greek
tau. Mirror forms of Jewish War qof,
,869 occur in D4, D7 and D8.
Gimel occurs in mirror form throughout K-S/R with the exception of D4 and D9;
as in SH1, gimel appears to function via interchange also as dalet. (Some of the other
probable K-S/R interchanges include ayin for alef, and he for yod).870 D4 contains two
mirror gimels and one standard gimel. D1 contains one standard he and two mirror hes;
D8 has one standard he and one mirror he; all other hes in K-S/R are standard. D9
contains two standard lameds and one mirror lamed; all other lameds throughout K-S/R
are pointed in the standard direction.
Greek pi occurs in D1, D2, D7, D8, D9, functioning both as phonetic stand-in for
Hebrew pe and as graphic equivalent of Hebrew he. Greek inverted omega is found in
D1, D2, D3, D4, D5, D6, D7, D8, and D9. It usually seems to function generally as a standin for Hebrew waw, but it may arguably function as a hint at Hebrew tav as well, since
omega and tav are the last letters of the Greek and Hebrew alphabets respectively.
Inverted styles of omega are attested in cursive forms (see Fig. 48), but I suspect there is
an esoteric reason behind K-S/R’s inverted form, but the specific idea that might be in
the background here eludes me.

Lidzbarski.
Meshorer, p. 125
870 According to Zohar Ḥadash 1b-c, ‘the letter yod is concealed within that palace . . .
which is called heh’; cited in Elliot R. Wolfson ‘Letter Symbolism and Merkavah Imagery
in the Zohar,’ pp. 231-232.
868
869
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Compared to SH1, K-S/R’s epigraphy, despite some of the exceptions listed
above, is noticeably much more consistent and ‘standard.’

Fig. 48
Omega
Edward Maunde Thompson, An Introduction to Greek and Latin Palaeography
(Oxford: Clarendon Press, 1912)
Most of the K-S/R designs’ letters can be read with facility on some of the
exemplars, while others can be established only by collating the various available
transfers. The latter is the case with K-S/R D6 (Fig. 49).

Fig. 49871
K-S/R D6
The text of K-S/R D7 can be established as in Fig. 50 on the basis of a collation of
the available exemplars.

Top left: <http://www.mstaml.com>; top right: <http://www.sa.sogarab.com/ad49498.html>.
871
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Fig. 50872
K-S/R D7, Letter Tracing
Above the menorah in Fig. 50 is what looks like the bust of a female; based on the
precedent of SH2, in Fig. 51 we probably have a depiction of Tyche or Fortuna.

Fig. 51873
K-S/R D7, Detail
There is one available image of K-S/R D7 that appears pre-modern. There are
four additional images that have features indicative of recent reproduction from an
older original. Of these, three are in lead and one in gold, the latter seems to be a
modern production. On the image of the apparently pre-modern exemplar, the letters
become increasingly difficult to read as we work our way up from the bottom. However,
with brightness and hue adjustment, almost all of the fuzzy letters become sharp
enough to allow a confident reading, and the remaining unclear letters can be
<http://www.mstaml.com>.
<http://www.mstaml.com>.

872
873
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determined with reference to the modern exemplars, especially the gold one. The most
difficult letter for me to establish was the one in Fig. 52a’s yellow box, which looks like it
could be either lamed or ayin. A close examination of the gold version’s image, however,
indictates we are dealing here with a lamed, since a straight bottom horizontal line can
be discerned tolerably clearly enough (Fig. 52b).

a874

b875
Fig. 52
K-S/R D7

K-S/R D8’s text can be established by collating various exemplars that preserve
better transfers of some of the letters that are more poorly preserved in others. Fig. 53a
shows the sheet with K-S/R D8 tested by Surrey University. Its unclear letters can be
identified by cutting and pasting the relevant portions from clearer transfers, as in Fig.
53b.

a

b, Collation
Fig. 53
K-S/R D8

874

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
<http://www.imgrum.net/media/1366992609351883668_1761407389>.
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In Fig. 53, in the line directly beneath the bottom of the menorah, the second to
the last letter is a little unclear (Fig. 54a), but an alternate transfer (Fig. 54b) indicates
that the top portion of the letter is the closed head of a bet- or resh-like letter, so that
apparently in Fig. 54a its almost open nun-like appearance is the result of either a poor
transfer or obscuration caused by erosion or patina.

a

b
Fig. 54
K-S/R D8

K-S/R D9’s bottom line of text is usually clear in all exemplars. The right portion
of text is fully transferred in the image shown in Fig. 55b-c, while the left portion of text
is more clearly transferred in Fig. 55a.

a

b876
Fig. 55
K-S/R D9

c

Fig. 56a-b horizontally rotates K-S/R D10’s right and left vertical columns of text
so that they may be examined more easily. The best interpretation I can offer of the
partial images is that in Fig. 56a we have a resh (less likely nun)-tav-pi, then perhaps a
nun or resh or even mirror qof, but there is really no use guessing at the last letter, given
the poor quality of the image. In Fig. 56b we see a tav-pi at the end of the text. The only
thing we can be relatively sure of is the design’s grape clusters, and fragmentary Sukkot
water flagon possibly flanked by menorahs.

a

b

Fig.

56877

K-S/R D10

876
877

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
<http://www.imgrum.net/media/1380491536583717194_1761407389>.
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I use the qualifier ‘possibly’ because the fragment at the bottom of the K-S/R D10
image is rather ambiguous. It looks like we could be dealing with opposing sets of
diagonal lines (Fig. 57a), which would be congruent with a fragment of the top portions
of menorah candlesticks/lamps. However, unless these two posited menorahs have
unusually long central stands, they would seem to be placed too high in the design, since
elsewhere in K-S/R small menorahs that flank single lines of texts are placed at the
bottom of their respective designs, and their branches’ tops do not reach to the middle
of the designs as appears to be the case with K-S/R D10. Fig. 57b offers a contrastadjusted image for clearer inspection. It is not impossible that what we are seeing here
are letters instead of menorah candlesticks. If this is so, there is unfortunately really no
way to identify which letters might be present.

a

b
57878

Fig.
K-S/R D10
Exploring K-S/R Textual Contents
In the K-S/R metal books there are two designs that contain text sufficiently
clear that most might agree on their meaning. The first is a configuration of the word
‘Jerusalem’ in K-S/R D9 (Fig. 58), where the yod and lamed are expressed in mirror
forms, and an inverted Greek omega stands in for Hebrew waw. The word is divided
into two halves of three letters each, with the two halves arrayed separately in inverted
triangular patterns. The word ‘Jerusalem’ makes contextual sense as a fragment of the
Bar Kokhba war slogan ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem’ attested in SH1 G2 D1. In
interpreting the meaning of K-S/R D9’s ‘Jerusalem,’ straying from the clear crib war
slogan in SH1 G2 D1 would be inadvisable.

Fig. 58
K-S/R D9
Less certain is the bottom text (see Fig. 59), but we can with a good degree of
confidence decrypt it. This can be done on the basis of SG1 G1 D8’s m-n-w-ʿ-mirror rmirror l, which seems to give us an allusion to the Sefer ha-Razim’s angel Menoriʾel, but
with the lead book replacing the alef with ayin and then displacing it elsewhere in the
word. Similarly, K-S/R D9’s bottom text p-ʿ-n-w-l refers to Genesis 32.32’s toponym p-nw-ʾ-l, which later becomes an angel name (Phanuel), with the alef interchanging for ayin,
which is then displaced elsewhere in the word. In the Zohar (I, 9a; I, 20a-20b), Peniel is
a name bestowed on Shimʿon bar Yoḥai and his companions.879 It may be that K-S/R
D9’s bearded face is intended to depict Bar Yoḥai. A reference to the angel Phanuel
878

<http://www.imgrum.net/media/1380491536583717194_1761407389>.
See Yehuda Liebes, Studies in the Zohar, p. 10.

879
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would be congruent with the angelic title sar ha-panim, since both contain
etymologically cognate allusions to ‘face.’ Most importantly, Genesis 32’s names Peniʾel
and Penuʾel occur in the story in which the patriarch Jacob receives his second name,
‘Israel,’ which is of central significance in the Jordanian metal books from SH1 G1 D1 on.

Fig. 59
K-S/R D9
It is not impossible that in p-ʿ-n-w-l the ayin may have been intentionally placed
where it is in order to bring to mind p-ʿ-n-w-ḥ, ‘decryption,’ which would be quite a
fitting term contextually. Although here we would expect phi instead of pi, this is not an
insuperable objection in the case of amuletic ritual contexts. The term is in any event
traditionally linked to the patriarch Joseph, and this may supply a clue to an alternate
possibility (perhaps complementary with Bar Yoḥai) of the face’s identity. An allusion to
Joseph at least on one level here would be congruent with the bee image of K-S/R D5,
given the honey symbolism of Joseph and Aseneth.
In Joseph and Aseneth honey functions principally as a symbol of the immortality
or eternal life obtained by converts to Judaism by means of their following the kosher
and kashrut dietary laws.880 The honey symbolism is rooted partly in Psalm 19’s praise
of Lady Torah’s sweetness. However, in Joseph and Aseneth, the bee also functions as a
symbol of conflict and war (see ch. 16’s vision of the falling, dying bees, a symbolic
allusion to the later conflict narratives). In K-S/R D5 this kind of bee war symbolism
would be congruent with an allusion to Bar Kokhba or to his predecessors during the
Jewish War as well.881 I should also note that this design contains eleven letters, which
happens to be the number of letters in the Bar Kokhba war slogan ‘for the freedom of
Jerusalem,’ l-ḥ-r-w-t-y-r-w-š-l-m.
The second K-S/R image that contains a relatively straightforward text is the
previously mentioned K-S/R D5 (Fig. 60). At the top of the design are two words that
flank a bee along the wings. Each of these two words read from the bottom up (Fig. 60a),
which when rotated horizontally as in Fig. 60c-d can be read more easily.

a
For this interpretation, see Randall. D. Chesnutt, From Death to Life: Conversion in
Joseph and Aseneth (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press, 1995).
881 I thank Bernhard Lang for emphasizing this point in a private communication.
880
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b

c

d
Fig. 60
K-S/R D5

At the bottom of K-S/R D5 we read עמי, ‘my people’ (Fig. 60b), a word we also
encounter in K-S/R D1; see Fig. 61, where it is present read left to right in the red box. In
K-S/R D5 to the right of the bee are the letters שבתן, a defective spelling of שבתון, from
the Torah phrase ( שבת שבתוןroughly, ‘Sabbath of Sabbaths’) and to the left of the bee,
interpreting the inverted omega as equivalent to Hebrew waw (as in ‘Jerusalem’ on KS/R D9) we read, מבוא, ‘entrance,’ ‘onset,’ which is entirely congruent with the reference
to the Sabbath, bringing to mind the idiom שבת מבוא, ‘entrance of the Sabbath,’ that is, the
onset or beginning of the Sabbath. (The contrast would be with מוצאי שבת, the exit or
going out/forth of the Sabbath, that is, the end/ending of the Sabbath).

Fig. 61
K-S/R D1
On K-S/R D9, the mirror yod of ‘Jerusalem’ is immediately preceded by a lamed
(Fig. 62), which is likely prepositional, which brings to mind SH1’s Jewish military
slogans (‘for the freedom of Jerusalem,’ ‘for the redemption of Zion’). At the same time,
re-reading, from left to right, the mirror yod as straightforward alef followed by lamed is
suggestive of an allusion to ʾel, ‘God.’

Fig. 62882
K-S/R D9
Interestingly, in Fig. 63a the mirror yod of ‘Jerusalem’ next to lamed when joined
in an X-shaped pattern to the gimel and tav on the column’s bottom line give us the
letters for g-ʾ-l-t, ‘redemption’ (red line, gimel up to alef, then yellow line, lamed down to

882
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tav). Perhaps this is one reason why the yod of ‘Jerusalem’ appears in mirror script (just
as it does repeatedly in configurations of g-ʾ-l-t in SH1 G1 D1).

a

b
Fig. 63

K-S/R

D9883

SH1 G1 D1

In Fig. 63b we see several patterns of g-ʾ-l-t; in the white boxes, left to right, g-ʾ-l-t
is formed with alef-mirror lamed at the top, and tav-mirror gimel at the bottom. The
same sequence of the letters ʾ-l- g-t can be formed by joining the upper white and red
boxes, and alternatively by starting with the lower red box and finishing with the upper
red box.
The presence of ‘Jerusalem’ on K-S/R D9 also sheds light on K-S/R D1, where we
can now recognize that the far right column consists entirely of the letters of
‘Jerusalem,’ again with inverted omega functioning as waw (Fig. 64). Read from the
bottom up we first notice that ō(=w)-š-l-m represent the final four letters of ‘Jerusalem.’
Next follow r ō(=w), the second and third letters of ‘Jerusalem,’ then l-m-š, a scrambled
sequence of the final three letters of ‘Jerusalem.’ Finally, there is a stray lamed at the top,
perhaps meant as ‘to’/‘for.’ The letter yod is the only letter of ‘Jerusalem’ not present in
the far right column of text.

883
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Fig. 64
K-S/R D1
The sequence mem-resh-inverted omega matches the same sequence in K-S/R
D9, the only difference being that the latter’s sequence reads from the top down. The
ayin of K-S/R D9 may be paralleled in the ayin in the red box to the left of inverted
omega in Fig. 65.

K-S/R D1
K-S/R D9
Fig. 65
It would further appear that the second part of the word ‘Jerusalem,’ –salem is
encoded in various triangular patterns stretching from lines 1-8 (Fig. 66):
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Fig. 66
K-S/R D1
One of these triangular patterns can be joined to an ascending diagonal
alignment of the letters inverted omega (= waw)-resh, and he pointed in the direction of
yod (all other hes on the sheet are pointed in the opposite direction, in mirror form),
which could form an allusion to ‘<Je>rusalem’ (Fig. 67), an instance of a he-yod
interchange in the text. The same interchange seems suggested by Fig. 67’s three yellow
boxes, in two of which we encounter the sequence yod-shin-ayin (top and bottom),
paralleled in the middle box where mirror he seems to interchange for yod, which is
followed by the familiar shin-ayin.

Fig. 67
K-S/R D1
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Fig. 68 documents a left-to-right fragment of ‘Jerusalem’ in K-S/R D2 that
stretches across two lines of text, namely, omega=waw-shin-lamed-mem.

Fig. 68
K-S/R D2
There are additional parallels between K-S/R D5 and other K-S/R texts. K-S/R
D5’s vertical sequence mirror yod-bet/resh-ayin with adjacent pi-shin (Fig. 69, right) is
paralleled in K-S/R D2’s vertical sequences, with the exception that in the latter the yod
is in straightforward form (Fig. 69, left).

Fig. 69
K-S/R D2

K-S/R D5884

In the same portions of the texts in Fig. 69, as Fig. 70 indicates we see two
different triangular patters of a possible allusion to ‘ten,’ ayin-shin-resh (blue lines). Fig.
70’s yellow lines might show a triangular pattern of ‘sabbath’ if we re-read the resh as
simultaneous bet, which could then be paralleled in K-S/R D2’s cognate shin-bet-ayin,
‘seven.’

884
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Fig. 70
K-S/R D2

K-S/R D5885

Fig. 71 shows how K-S/R D5’s right four bottom letters are paralleled in K-S/R
D2, with the exception that what appears as a tav in the former is paralleled by a waw in
K-S/R D2. This suggests that in these artefacts waw might in some instances playfully
interchange for tav, given the morphological overlap between the two letters. This could
help explain the noticeable infrequent presence of tav in most of the K-S/R designs.

Fig. 71
K-S/R D2

885
886

K-S/R D5886
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Fig. 72 horizontally flips K-S/R D2’s parallel to K-S/R D5’s four bottom right
letters. What we see when this is done is that K-S/R D2’s mirror gimel is now in
standard form, in agreement with the K-S/R D5 parallel. Further, we see that the top
and bottom lines are transposed.

Fig. 72
K-S/R D2, Flipped

K-S/R D5887

Fig. 73 shows a further parallel to the same four letters, this time in K-S/R D1,
where the letter pairs are arranged vertically rather than horizontally.

K-S/R D2

Fig. 73
K-S/R D5888

K-S/R D1

In Fig. 74 on the left we see in the upper yellow lines a triangular pattern of
waw=tav-shin-ayin, an allusion to ‘nine,’ paralleled in Fig. 74 (right), in the lower yellow
lines inside the red box, where we find tav-shin-ayin, perhaps an allusion to the ninth of
Ab. In Fig. 74 on the left we see in the lower yellow lines a reference to ‘ten,’ ayin-shinresh, while the middle yellow lines spell ‘seven,’ shin-bet-ayin, re-reading the resh as
simultaneous bet. These are paralleled in K-S/R D5 as indicated by the blue, green and
red connecting lines.

887
888
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Fig. 74
K-S/R D2

K-S/R D5

Fig. 75’s yellow lines identify the overlapping triangular sequences (calling to
mind K-S/R D5’s two triangular patterns of the letters of ‘Jerusalem’) ayin-pi-resh and
alef-pi-resh, possible references to ‘dust’ and ‘ashes,’ which would be fitting in the
context of the ninth of Ab as a time of mourning. The main difference between the
parallels in Fig. 75 is that in K-S/R 2 the alef appears in mirror form.

Fig. 75
K-S/R D2

K-S/R D5

The interchanges we see between waw and tav in Figs. 71-75 and between heyod in Fig. 67 bring to mind the upper portion of K-S/R D7 (Fig. 76), which may employ
he as yod, so that the sequence ayin-mem-he is probably to be interpreted as ayin-memyod, ‘my people’ (yellow box), a word attested in K-S/R D5. The ayin can be read
together in an overlapping manner with the shin-mem directly above it (red box), which
may then be read together as ‘hear, my people!’
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Fig. 76889
K-S/R D7
K-S/R D8 contains a left-to-right letter sequence he-shin-resh-lamed (Fig. 77a),
which is likely to be interpreted as yod-shin-resh-lamed, an allusion to ‘Israel.’ This is
supported by the fact that beneath the resh is a yod (Fig. 77b), which can then be used to
form an intersecting inverted triangular pattern of ‘Israel,’ reading the yod also as
mirror alef (Fig. 77c), a trait encountered already in SH1 G1 D1.

a890

b891

c892
Fig. 77
K-S/R D8
Fig. 78 shows yet another possible instance of a he-yod interchange; in the red
box we read mirror he-lamed-inverted omega-nun. If we read this as yod-lamed-waw<http://www.mstaml.com>.
<http://easytosale.com/a/1111936320/%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87>.
891 Middle image:
https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos; accessed
24 July 2016; right image:
<http://easytosale.com/a/1111936320/%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87>.
892 <http://easytosale.com/a/1111936320/%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87>.
889
890
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nun, we would have yalown, ‘will abide/endure,’ a verb encountered in SH1 G1 D1 and
SH1 G1 D2, where I have argued it applies theologically to Shimʿon bar Kokhba. Notice
that in Fig. 78’s yellow boxes we have noticeable allusions to the name Shimʿon, both
intersecting with and adjacent to the possible form of yalown in the red box.

Fig. 78
K-S/R D1
In SAH D1 we discover that not only he may substitute for yod, but also ḥet,
although given that there is only one apparent instance of the possible interchange we
cannot be overly confident; yet the evidence is somewhat suggestive. Here we have the
left-to-right letter sequence ḥet-shin-mirror resh-alef-lamed (Fig. 79a), an apparent
allusion to ‘Israel,’ with the resh in mirror form, as in SH1 G1 D1. Directly above the shin
is what is likely a mirror yod, given its curved hook; below the shin is an alef, which
despite its lack of a curved hook could also function as mirror yod (Fig. 79b). Similarly,
immediately before the ḥet is another alef which might serve as a mirror yod, which
could mean that here the ḥet may be an interposed rather than an interchanged letter.
However, given the orthographic similarities between Paleo-Hebrew he and ḥet, and KS/R’s instances of a he-yod interchange in the word ‘Israel,’ we should leave open the
possibility of a ḥet-yod interchange in SAH D1.

a

b
Fig. 79
SAH D1
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In SAH D1’s left to right ḥet-shin-mirror resh-alef-lamed, the ḥet may
simultaneously interchange for the yod of ‘Israel’ while also standing for the first letter
of ḥ-r-w-t, ‘freedom.’ Compare SH1 G2 D5’s allusion to ‘Israel’ in the right-to-left
sequence shin-resh-lamed, followed by ḥet. As Fig. 80’s red boxes show, here ḥet is that
of ḥ-r-w-t in a scrambled pattern that overlaps with the ‘Israel’ allusion. The lamed in
the red box is not only that of ‘Israel,’ but also that of the Bar Kokhba coin slogan l-ḥ-rw-t y-r-w-š-l-m, ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem.’ The yellow boxes contain a scrambled
allusion to the similar war slogan l-g-ʾ-l-t ṣ-y-w-n, ‘for the redemption of Zion.’ If in Fig.
80 ḥet simultaneously interchanges for yod (and an implied mirror alef), then the four
letters shin-resh-lamed-ḥet would give us all the letters we need to obtain ‘Israel.’

Fig. 80
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Of course, Fig. 80’s scrambled allusion to ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem’ overlaps
with another version of the same slogan in the same portion of text. As Fig. 81 shows, in
SH1 G2 D5 line 1, the opening sequence lamed-resh-waw-tav gives us ‘for the freedom’
minus ḥet, which has been displaced to line 2.

Fig. 81
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 81 shows a larger portion of the text in SAH D1. The upper red box’s top
mirror gimel-tav may abbreviate g-ʾ-l-t, ‘redemption,’ while the lower two letters may
be the ṣadi and mirror yod of ṣ-y-w-n, ‘Zion,’ two letters that are repeated in the lower
red box. Perhaps we can also coordinate the ḥet with the tav in the upper red box, as
indicated by the white diagonal line, in order to obtain the first and last letters of ḥ-r-wt, ‘freedom.’
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Fig. 81
SAH D1
Returning to K-S/R, in Fig. 82a we see what may be two instances of the name
‘Moses’ (mem-shin-mirror he) and the word ‘servant’ (ayin-bet-dalet, the latter via gimeldalet interchange). Reading left to right in the black box are what could be the letters
ayin-bet-mirror dalet (again, via gimel-dalet interchange), ‘servant,’ which is placed
within an inverted triangular pattern of the letters mem-shin-mirror he (white circles).
If we repeat the mirror he in Fig. 82a’s white circle and this time understand it as the
definite article, it could be joined to ʿ-b-d for the reading ‘Moses the servant.’ The mem in
Fig. 82a’s white circle can then be read from left to right to form the letters of ‘Moses’ in
another triangular pattern, this time forming an upright triangle. The mirror he at Fig.
82’s bottom could also be read together with the black box’s ʿebed in order to read
ʿebedi, ‘my servant,’ in the pattern of an inverted triangle, the mirror opposite of the
upright red triangle to the right (Fig. 82b).

a

b
Fig. 82
K-S/R D1

Fig. 83 documents for SAH D4 a parallel to Fig. 82’s Mošeh ʿebedi, with the former
in a triangular pattern in close proximity to ʿebedi in the lower red box. The letters of
Mošeh overlap with the he of the upper Tetragrammaton permutation yhyh, which
suggests that here Mošeh is interchangeable with ha-Šem, ‘the Name,’ a euphemism or
circumlocution for YHWH. Notice as well that the mem-shin of Mošeh overlaps with the
shin-mem of šemaʿ, the first word of the Šemaʿ Israel.
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Fig. 83
K-S/R D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In Fig. 84b the white boxes and lines contain letters of the name Shimʿ on (bar
Kokhba), and an inverted omega = waw is always nearby (in the red circles). In the red
boxes we have what could be ayin-mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange), ‘witness.’
In the same section we may have an allusion to the Šemaʿ Israel: ʿ-l-h (yellow box), then
repeat h along the yellow line, beginning at the bottom with inverted omega = w-h-d.
These could be the last letters of each word in the Šemaʿ’s opening line, (1) š-m-ʿ (2) y-sr-ʾ-l (3) y-h-w-h (4) ʾ-l-h-y-n-w (5) y-h-w-h (6) ʾ-ḥ-d. The nearby š-m-ʿ (white box) and ʿd (in the three red boxes, again via gimel-dalet interchange) would be congruent with
this possibility.

a

b

Fig. 84
K-S/R D1
In Fig. 85 the black triangle contains the letters yod-shin-resh, reading from left to
right. The black circle contains a lamed. If we now read the yod in the black triangle as a
mirror alef, we could have the word ‘Israel.’ The yellow triangle would spell š-m-ʿ, ‘hear,’
which means the block of these six letters in a perfect rectangular pattern contain all the
letters needed for š-m-ʿ y-s-r-ʾ-l. Then the descending white box repeats the word š-m-ʿ,
and the blue boxes give us ʿ-d, ‘witness’ (via gimel-dalet interchange), a word derived
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from the last letters of the first and last words of the Šemaʿ’s opening line according to
standard rabbinic/scribal tradition.

Fig. 85
K-S/R D1
If we take a larger view of K-S/R D1, what appears at first sight to be a haphazard
collection of letters begins to reveal several patterns. In Fig. 86, for example, note how
the upper left red box’s shin-waw is mirrored in the lower right red box’s shin-inverted
omega (omega phonetically = waw). The upper left yellow box’s lamed-shin is mirrored
in the lower left yellow box with the same letter pair. The yellow box on the upper left
contains the reverse sequence of the same two letters. On the right side, the two blue
boxes contain the same letter pair, mem-lamed. Fig. 87 shows some interesting patterns
of the letters pairs lamed-shin and shin-lamed.

Fig. 86

Fig. 87
K-S/R D1
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In K-S/R D2, there are sixteen waw-shaped tendrils and sixteen leaves. There are
forty-seven letters total, which are distributed as follows:
Line 1 = 3 letters
Line 2 = 6 letters
Line 3 = 6 letters
Line 4 = 5 letters
Line 5 = 5 letters
Line 6 = 6 letters
Line 7 = 6 letters
Line 8 = 5 letters
Line 9 = 5 letters
In Fig. 88 we see that in K-R/S D2 in the far right column we have in the red box
some of the letters of ‘Jerusalem,’ which accords with the far right column of K-S/R D1:

Fig. 88
K-S/R D2
However, the same letters in Fig. 88’s red box can be used to form the word
‘Israel,’ if we read the yod also as mirror alef. That at the bottom in the white box we
have the letters ayin-lamed may be congruent with an allusion to Israel in the red box,
since ayin and lamed could function as an allusion to the last letters of the words š-m-ʿ
and y-s-r-ʾ-l that open the Šemaʿ.
Fig. 89 highlights two allusions to the menorah in K-S/R D2. In the left upper box
is a vertical sequence of mem-nun-resh (the nun can also serve as a kaf)-pi, the latter a
graphic equivalent to Hebrew he. In the lower box is a square pattern of ‘menorah,’
minus the terminal he; notice, however, the adjacent pi in the left yellow box, which
graphically represents Hebrew he. Notice that in both cases, lameds are found adjacent
to the red boxes, raising the suspicion of allusions to the angel Menoriʾel.
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Fig. 89
K-S/R D2
The K-S/R D2 text seems to be interested in various sequences of the letters shinmirror gimel (which might also be read as mirror dalet via gimel-dalet interchange)inverted omega (Fig. 90). In all these instances there is an ayin adjacent to the inverted
omega, raising the possibility that the sequence could allude to ‘the Almighty (Šaddai,
dalet via gimel-dalet interchange), Alef, Tav,’ if the ayin in these instances involves an
interchange with alef, and if the omega is understood as functional equivalent of
Hebrew tav in their capacity as the final letters of their respective alphabets. At the
same time, the letters in question could simultaneously allude to the first and last letters
of the Šemaʿ’s opening line, namely, shin and dalet, which can be understood as further
alluding both to ‘witness’ (cf. sahad) and Šaddai, again via gimel-dalet interchange.

Fig. 90
K-S/R D2
Fig. 91’s red and yellow frames show multiple instances of the letter pair ayinmirror dalet (the acronym ‘witness’ derived from the Šemaʿ’s opening line, reading dalet
via gimel-dalet interchange). The letters in the blue frames may be scrambled sequences
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of pi(=pe)-resh-shin, as we find in SH1 G2 D5 (Fig. 92), where it overlaps in an allusion to
‘Israel,’ which seems to be a hint at the Šemaʿ, of which bBerakhot 15b says one should
make its letters distinct/separate, פרש.

Fig. 91
K-S/R D2

Fig. 92
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The same letters that may spell ‘make distinct/separate’ in K-S/R D2 seem to
occur in K-S/R D9 as well (Fig. 93). Whatever the meaning of the letters, the two texts
are clearly cognate and may be described as containing intentional permutations of
each other.

Fig. 93
K-S/R

D9893

K-S/R D2

Both K-S/R D9 (Fig. 94) and K-S/R D5 (Fig. 95) have letters that look like bet
aligned horizontally with each other. Given the amuletic penchant for acronyms,
abbreviations and the like, in this configuration could there be an allusion to Genesis

893
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1.1’s berešit bara? Incidentally, notice that in Fig. 95 each bet is in second position in
their respective words, congruent with bet as second letter of the Hebrew alphabet.

Fig. 94
K-S/R D9

Fig. 95
K-S/R D5

There are a few more observations to make on the text in Fig. 95. On the left, if
we read the word in reverse sequence, from top downwards, notice the alef and omega
(Fig. 96), the first and last letters of the Hebrew and Greek alphabets respectively. In
Fig. 97 we see a variation of this wherein alef is placed below inverted omega.

Fig. 96
K-S/R D5

Fig. 97
K-S/R D9
Figs. 98-99 highlight further evidence that an interchange between alef and ayin
may indeed be operative in K-S/R D9. If in Fig. 98 we start with the mem and work
downwards, we can then read bet-inverted omega=waw-ayin=alef, which gives us m-bw-ʾ, ‘entrance’ (of the Sabbath), a word we encounter in mirror letters in several K-S/R
D5 exemplars cast in reverse (Fig. 99a), which when flipped horizontally as in Fig. 99b
can be read more easily, although in reverse order, that is, read left to right.
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Fig. 98
K-S/R D9

a

Fig. 99
K-S/R D5

b

The similarities between the lower left side texts of K-S/R D5 and K-S/R D9 raise
the suspicion that K-S/R D9’s lower right letters in Fig. 100’s yellow boxes may include
an allusion to shin-bet-tav, ‘Sabbath,’ as in Fig. 101.

Fig. 100
K-S/R D9

Fig. 101
K-S/R D5

K-S/R D5’s ‘my people’ and ‘entrance’ seem to be paralleled in K-S/R D1, where
we find ayin-mem-yod in reverse order, with the letters mem-bet-inverted omega=wawayin=alef possibly forming an X-shaped pattern of ‘entrance,’ m-b-w-ʾ. Additionally,
notice the vertical arrangement of mirror alef-lamed, with mem to the left of mirror alef,
which parallels K-S/R D9’s horizontal alef-lamed with mem to the left.

Fig. 102
K-S/R D1
Fig. 103 shows how an inverted triangular pattern of the letters of the Hebrew
word ‘amen,’ alef-mem-nun (cf. also  אמןas the rabbinic abbreviation of אדני מלך נאמן,
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‘Adonai, faithful king’),894 can be connected to the letter groups we have been
examining.

Fig. 103
K-S/R D9
That Fig. 103’s ‘amen’ inverted triangle may not be random is suggested by the
fact that in K-S/R D5 we find the same word in a similar inverted triangular pattern, as
Fig. 104 records.

Fig. 104
K-S/R D5
Incidentally, another inverted triangle formed a step down in K-S/R D5 will give
us tav-inverted omega (= Hebrew waw)-mem, t-w-m, ‘perfection’ (Fig. 105), a term
associated with Shimʿon bar Kokhba in both SH1 and SH2.

See Robert Young, Rabbinical Vocabulary with List of Abbreviations, and an Analysis of
the Grammar: Adapted Expressly for the Mishna, and the Perushim, p. 63.
894
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Fig. 105
K-S/R D5
K-S/R D6 may (or may not) contain parallels to K-S/R D5’s ‘my people.’ As Fig.
106a points out, in K-S/R D6’s upper left text, from top to bottom in first and second
positions are the letters ayin-mem, a mirror version of the lower right text’s letters ayinmem (read from bottom upwards) each of which occupies the first and second positions
in their respective lines when viewed in mirror relation to each other. This would seem
to be a quite deliberate arrangement in the design. On the left side of text, notice the yod
to the right of ayin, which enables us to form a triangular pattern of ayin-mem-yod, ‘my
people.’ The yod here would be also the yod of ‘Israel,’ congruent with the Tanakh trope
of Israel as the people of God. Israel is in fact mentioned in the same design in a
reference to the Šemaʿ Israel (Fig. 106b, šemaʿ in the red triangle; ‘Israel’ in the yellow
box, read beginning with the top yod, then down to the bottom shin up, then re-reading
yod as mirror alef adjacent to lamed).

a

b
Fig. 106
K-S/R D6

Additionally, the upper left ayin of ‘people’ functions as the first letter of
‘pillar’/‘column,’ ayin-mem-inverted omega(=Hebrew waw)-dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange). (In rabbinic literature  עמודis standardly abbreviated with the letter
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ayin).895 The same word is alluded to when read from the bottom upwards on the right
side, where we now have Hebrew waw in place of the left side’s inverted Greek omega,
and for some opaque reason with he instead of dalet.896 As I documented in my
commentary on SH1 G1 D1, Fig. 106’s inner left column of letters alludes to ‘Israel’ and
the right inner column alludes to ʿiqqeš, two terms that can be associated with the
patriarch Jacob. Fig. 107’s references to ‘pillar’/‘column’ may conceivably allude to
Jacob’s stone pillar, even though the word is different in Hebrew ( ;מצבהGenesis 29, 32,
35).

Fig. 107
K-S/R D6
There are other possible ways to interpret K-S/R D6’s ‘pillar.’ It could reflect the
idea of the pillar of fire in the wilderness understood as an angel, as in Philo, De Vita
Mosis, 1.29.897 Other possibilities include Enoch/Meṭaṭron (or some equivalent figure/s)
as cosmic pillar.898 According to the Zohar, letters are supported by ‘pillars,’ which
function like chariots.899
To be precise, there are actually two pillars in K-S/R D6, since forms of the word
occur twice. It seems potentially significant that the first occurrence, on the right, has
letters that ascend (read bottom to top), while in the second instance the letters of
‘pillar’ descend from top to bottom. This brings to mind Jacob’s dream ladder or stairs,
of which Genesis 28.12 says, ‘and behold the angels of God ascending and descending on
it.’ (JPS) K-S/R 6’s stars might suggest pillars of light, and stars are traditional symbols
of angels. Another possibility is Exodus 13’s pillar of cloud for the day and pillar of fire
for the night, especially since Wisdom 10.17, where Lady Wisdom becomes these two

See Robert Young, Rabbinical Vocabulary with List of Abbreviations, and an Analysis of
the Grammar: Adapted Expressly for the Mishna, and the Perushim, p. 80.
896 He comes one letter after dalet; cf. SH1 G2 D1’s cipher that moves either forward or
backward two letters in the alphabet (alef =gimel, etc.).
897 Moshe Idel, Ascensions on High in Jewish Mysticism: Pillars, Lines, Ladders
(Budapest/New York: Central European University Press, 2005), p. 79.
898 Ibid., pp. 86-88.
899 Elliot R. Wolfson ‘Letter Symbolism and Merkavah Imagery in the Zohar,’ pp. 224-225.
895
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pillars, identifies this ‘fire’ as ‘a blaze of stars,’900 φλόγα ἄστρων, or more literally, ‘flame
of stars.’ As Goodrick comments on this passage, referring to Philo: ‘In Vita Mosis, i. 29,
he suggests that there was an invisible angel wrapt up in the cloud.’901 K-S/R D6’s
central palm frond or perhaps lulab could be a specialization of the world tree of souls,
such as we encounter in Sefer ha-Bahir, and which overlaps functionally with the cosmic
pillar in some traditions.

Fig. 108
K-S/R D6
Abraham Abulafia associates Daniel’s time of redemption with the cosmic pillar;
as Moshe Idel writes: ‘He interprets the term mo`ed, which stands for the date of the
redemption in the book of Daniel, as an anagram for `amud, or “pillar.”’902 Notice in Fig.
109 that in the text on the left side, in the second and fourth lines we might even have
an allusion to  ;מועדline 3’s he would seem to connect with the text’s right side where we
have a he instead of dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange) in the allusion there to עמוד.

Translation in Zlatko Pleše, Poetics of the Gnostic Universe: Narrative and Cosmology
in the Apocryphon of John (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2006), p. 162. The translation is from
David Winston, The Wisdom of Solomon: The Anchor Bible (New York: Doubleday, 1979),
p. 219. The Greek is καὶ εἰς φλόγα ἄστρων τὴν νύκτα. Cf. NRSV, ‘starry flame’; but
ἄστρων is not an adjective. Cf. Vulgate, in luce stellarum.
901 A. T. S. Goodrick, The Book of Wisdom (New York: MacMillan, 1913), p. 237.
902 Moshe Idel, Ascensions on High in Jewish Mysticism: Pillars, Lines, Ladders, pp. 111112.
900
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Fig. 109
K-S/R D6
Consider Daniel 11.35, ‘And some of them that are wise ( )המשכיליםshall stumble,
to refine among them, and to purify, and to make white, even to the time of the end; for
it is yet for the time appointed ()למועד.’ (JPS) Cf. Daniel 12, where in between another
reference to the ‘wise’ and to two standing ones or pillars (in the form of the verb )עמדים
we find talk of the sealing of the book:
3 And they that are wise ( )והמשכליםshall shine as the brightness of the
firmament; and they that turn the many to righteousness as the stars for ever
and ever.
4 But thou, O Daniel, shut up the words, and seal the book, even to the time of the
end; many shall run to and fro, and knowledge shall be increased.’
5 Then I Daniel looked, and, behold, there stood other two ()עמדים, the one on the
bank of the river on this side, and the other on the bank of the river on that side.
(JPS)
We should not overlook that the Zohar identifies Shimʿon bar Yoḥai as the ‘the
pillar of the world,’ qayyemaʾ de-ʿalma.’903 This could have possible relevance for the
Jordanian lead books. Viewed overall, it would seem K-S/R D6 is somehow concerned
with Israel and its relation to the trope of the cosmic pillar. There may be an
eschatological layer to the allusions in the design. Perhaps the recitation of the Šemaʿ is
thought of as effecting union with the cosmic pillar or as an achievement of
eschatological redemption.
Not only does K-S/R D6 refer to ‘Israel,’ but its letter sequence (left to right) ayinhe-mirror qof (Fig. 110, red box) might allude to an abbreviation of עיר הקדוש, ‘the holy
city,’ that is, Jerusalem. This might be supported by Fig. 110’s yellow box’s letters, which
when joined to the mirror qof now read as resh, produce the word ‘Jerusalem,’ the yod
being present above the lamed in the yellow box, which would mean the yod and resh
would each be in the first position of their respective half-lines of text. However, if the
he interchanges for yod, then the entire word would be contained in Fig. 111’s yellow
boxes. Fig. 113 shows yet another configuration of ‘Jerusalem’ in the same design, with a
possible scrambled reference to ‘holy’ (bottom red box), namely, mirror qof-shin-dalet
(via gimel-dalet interchange).

903

Ibid., p. 92.
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Fig. 110
K-S/R D6

Fig. 111
K-S/R D6

Fig. 112
K-S/R D6
Notice in K-S/R D1’s ‘Jerusalem’ an evenly spaced instance of the left-to-right
letter sequence shin-mirror gimel-ayin occurs (Fig. 113, red boxes); this is paralleled in
K-S/R D6 (Fig. 114) where on the left bottom line we have the right-to-left sequence
shin-gimel-ayin. These three letters can be interpreted first as shin-gimel standing for
Shimʿon-geʾulat, then as shin-dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange) standing for the Šemaʿ
Israel's šemaʿ and ʾeḥad. Lastly, the ayin can be read with the dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange), giving us ʿed, ‘witness,’ derived from the same two words of the Šemaʿ
Israel, namely, šemaʿ and ʾeḥad. The first two readings represent esoteric
reinterpretations of the Jewish War coinage abbreviation shin-gimel, for ‘year three.’ Via
gimel-dalet interchange this then becomes ‘year four,’ shin-dalet, which then in turn
alludes to the dalet (the fourth letter of the Hebrew alphabet) of the Šemaʿ Israel's ʾeḥad.
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Fig. 113
K-S/R D1

Fig. 114
K-S/R D6

The same letter sequence occurs in K-S/R D1 line 1 (Fig. 115) and in a diagonal
pattern in lines 7-9 (Fig. 116) where it overlaps with an allusion to the the Šemaʿ Israel
and the name Shimʿon (yellow box).

Fig. 115
K-S/R D1

Fig. 116
K-S/R D1

Before leaving K-S/R D1, we should note that the bottom line in Fig. 117 contains
an evenly spaced instance of שמע, with two letters between, reading left to right.

Fig. 117
K-S/R D1
The bottom line’s evenly spaced  שמעis apparently paralleled at the top in line 1
(Fig. 118), the only difference being that in line 1 the mem resembles a nun. That it is
meant to function as a mem (at least in some cases) is indicated first by the bottom line’s
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parallel, and second by line 1’s right-to-left sequence shin-lamed-nun, which when read
as shin-lamed-mem gives us the final three letters of ‘Jerusalem.’

Fig. 118
K-S/R D1
Fig. 119 identifies three apparent instances of mirror qof-mirror dalet (via gimeldalet interchange)-shin, qodeš (minus waw) in K-S/R D4.

Fig. 119
K-S/R D4
Because all of the five letters directly beneath K-S/R D7’s female figure could be
letters from the slogan ‘the holy city,’ the design’s female image may likely be intended
to depict Mother Jerusalem. Fig. 120’s red box may contain a scrambled sequence of the
abbreviation ayin-he-qof, while the yellow box contains the first and last letters of ‘city,’
עיר.

Fig. 120904
K-S/R D7
904

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
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We have a possible allusion to the slogan ‘Jerusalem the holy’ (y-r-w-š-l-m h-q-dw-š-h) in scrambled forms in Fig. 121’s two boxes, which are traced for clarity in Fig.
122. On the left, the letters of ‘Jerusalem’ are present in the form of two intersecting
triangular patterns. On the right, the lamed is apparently to be ignored, and one possible
way to read the remaining letters is indicated in Fig. 123: Start with the bottom left he,
then go to the adjacent qof, next up to the upper left mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange), then directly down to the waw, then over to the adjacent shin, and perhaps
end by repeating the reading of he on the bottom left.

Fig. 121
K-S/R D7905

Fig. 122
K-S/R D7, Tracing

Fig. 123
K-S/R D7, Tracing
That the female figure in K-S/R D7 is placed above a menorah is of definite
interest. Antonios Finitsis has gathered good evidence to suggest that traits of Lady
Wisdom have been assigned to the mother of the seven martyred children in 2
Maccabees.906 As Finitsis observes: ‘The mother is described in a manner that recalls
905

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
Antonios Finitsis, ‘Scent of a Woman: The Influence of Lady Wisdom on 2 Maccabees

906
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Lady Wisdom, and at the same time, she affirms the importance of the Torah. . . .
Notably, Judaism’s superiority is established with recourse to Lady Wisdom, an
honourable figure found in the core of Jewish literary tradition.’907 Finitsis criticizes Ben
Sira and Baruch for supposedly de-personifying Lady Wisdom: ‘. . . Ben Sira and Baruch
hasten to de-personify Wisdom and identify her with the book of the covenant of the
Most High God (Sir 24:32) and the book of the commandments of God (Bar 4:1).’908 I
think this criticism is misguided because short-sighted and incomplete. Ben Sira
presents Wisdom as personified throughout almost an entire lengthy chapter (24), and
only in a single verse near the chapter’s end does he identify Lady Wisdom with the
Torah scroll. There is no ‘hastening’ here to de-personify Wisdom.
Ben Sira quite lengthily lingers over the presentation of personified Wisdom, and
then at the conclusion of the passage he identifies this personified Wisdom with the
Torah scroll, an act that does not at all necessarily imply an about face depersonification of Wisdom. Ben Sira is personifying the Torah scroll in the form of an
earthly inliteration of celestial Lady Wisdom. Ben Sira is here extending, not reversing
or cancelling, Wisdom’s personification. This is reflective of a mentality that is arguably
best interpreted as existing along the same continuum as the ‘archaic’ view that
personifies what are usually considered inanimate objects, such as rocks, trees, etc. On
this same continuum is situated word ‘magic’ such as we see in indigenous cultures, in
kabbalistic word mysticism, and arguably in the Jordanian metal books as well.
In Syriac-Christian traditions some interesting interpretations of the Maccabean
mother of the seven martyrs emerge, some of which may or may not have Jewish or
Jewish Jesus sect origins. A text ascribed to Ephrem, ‘Concerning the Sons of Shimoné,’
likens the mother and her seven children to the seven lamps of the menorah, and to
Lady Wisdom and her seven pillars, good evidence that Finitsis’ argument is well
founded:
1 Mother of seven heroes,
Like the Week of seven days,
And the Lamp of seven branches,
And Wisdom of seven pillars,
And the Spirit of seven operations.
Blessed is He that hath crowned his worshippers.
2 Glorious was she as a bird
With her loved ones as with wings;
. . . .909

7:20–29,’ in Joel Baden, Hindy Najman, Eibert Tigchelaar, eds., Sibyls, Scriptures, and
Scrolls: John Collins at Seventy. Volume 1 (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2017), pp. 352-374.
907 Ibid., p. 374. On ibid., p. 374 we learn of the mother of the seven martyrs: ‘The Greek
Christian tradition ascribes a name to the mother. Her name is Solomone. . . . [I]n the
Jewish tradition she would become known as Hannah or Miriam bat Tanhum, and in the
Syriac, Mart Simouni.’
908 Ibid., p. 366.
909 Ibid., p. xliv.
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The text continues with a contrast between this mother and the foolish virgins of
the gospel parable of the wise and foolish virgins whose lamps were full and empty
respectively.
7 The mother of the seven
Judgeth our foolish virgins;
For she severed herself from her children.
The foolish ones instead of lamps,
Lo, they deck the daughters of strangers.
8....
The oil that was in their vessels failed,
Darkness seized on their lamps.910
This tradition presupposes a connection between the ten virgins’ lamps and the
menorah. Even though the text’s menorah is seven-branched, that the menorah is
correlated with the ten virgins’ lamps makes one wonder if there is not an implicit
allusion as well to the Hanukkah menorah with nine branches, which at least would
bring us a little closer to the figure ten. In any case, 2 Maccabees may portray the
mother of the seven martyrs as a symbol not only of Lady Wisdom, but also as Mother
Jerusalem, whose sons are beings martyred in the Maccabean struggle. (One thinks here
also of 4 Ezra 9-10’s grieving Mother Jerusalem whose son has died). It is not impossible
that the case of the mother and the seven sons might even intentionally subtly contrast
with 2 Maccabees 10’s later narrative about the restoration/purification of the temple.
Given that Mother Jerusalem and Lady Zion are specializations of Lady Wisdom,
it would make sense for K-S/R D6 to associate Mother Jerusalem with the menorah.
Mother Jerusalem may also be understood as a Tyche/Fortuna figure in K-S/R D7 such
as we find in SH2 G2:8 as well (Figs. 124-125). In the K-S/R design the lady is placed
above a menorah, while in SH2 the menorah is placed above her head like a crown in
the form of a living tree sprouting from her head.

R. L. Bensley, The Fourth Book of Maccabees and Kindred Documents in Syriac
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1895), p. xlv.
910
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Fig. 124
K-S/R D7911

Fig. 125
SH2 G2:8

In K-S/R D7 the number of dots in the menorah base’s three levels are of some
interest. From the top down we have one, four, and six dots respectively, a total of
eleven, the number of letters in the Bar Kokhba war slogan ‘for the freedom of
Jerusalem,’ perhaps one dot for l, four dots for the four letters ḥ-r-w-t, and six dots for
the six letters y-r-w-š-l-m. Additionally the dots may contain allusions to the
Tetragrammaton. Six dots can stand for waw; 6+4 dots can stand for yod; 4+1 dots can
signify he. Further, one dot can signify the alef of the Šemaʿ’s ʾeḥad, whose dalet could be
represented by the four dots. Also, 1-4-6 dots as letters would be alef-dalet-waw, the
first three letters of ʾAdonai.
In SH1 G2 D5 there are no clear allusions to the abbreviation ayin-he-qof, but as
Fig. 126 indicates, there may be a few more ambiguous occurrences, but as I have
shown in the commentary on SH1 G2, the letter sequences <alef>-resh-bet-ayin and
resh-bet-ayin in the Jordanian lead books refer to Jewish War coinage terms involving
‘four’ (‘year four’) and ‘quarter’ (quarter shekel). It is of course possible that ‘four’ and
‘the holy city’ somehow overlap theologically in the lead books.

Fig. 126
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
911
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In K-S/R D4’s centre portion we seem to see the words ‘early rain,’ y-w-r-h g-š-m
(Fig. 127). In Fig. 128 we see that gešem may be present in additional configurations.

Fig. 127912

Fig. 128
K-S/R D4

The closest Tanakh parallels to y-w-r-h g-š-m are Hosea 6.3’s  כגשםand יורה: ‘And
let us know, eagerly strive to know the Lord, His going forth is sure as the morning; and
He shall come unto us as the rain ()כגשם, as the latter rain ( )כמלקושthat watereth ()יורה
the earth,’ and Joel 2.23’s גשם מורה: ‘Be glad then, ye children of Zion, and rejoice in the
Lord your God; for He giveth you the former rain in just measure, and He causeth to
come down for you the rain ()גשם, the former rain ( )מורהand the latter rain, at the first.’
(JPS) Neither of these verses, however, gives us a perfect match for the K-S/R D4’s
possible יורה גשם. A closer parallel is found in 1QHa XVI,16: ‘But you, my God, you have
placed in my mouth as it were an early rain ( )כיורה גשםfor all […] and a spring of living
water.’913 Here the kaf introducing  יורהhas been inspired by Hosea 6.3’s כגשם.
When we look at K-S/R D4 the main artistic images that strike us are the grape
clusters, leaves, and light (of the menorah). Grapes are mentioned in Joel 2.22 (‘for the
tree beareth its fruit, the fig-tree and the vine do yield their strength’), but Joel 2 is not
the source of 1QHa XVI’s כיורה גשם, although its author would have been aware of Joel’s
גשם מורה. 1QHa XVI explicitly mentions tree leaves, a specific object not found in Joel 2,
nor in Hosea 6 or 10, but which we may see in K-S/R D4, where the menorah bears
leaves. All three texts’ themes of abundance are rooted in the Šemaʿ Israel’s promises of
abundance that will result from faithfulness to the Torah’s injunctions.
Also relevant in this context is one of the more symmetrical arrangements of SH1
G1 D5 in which the words gešem, ‘rain,’ and yešaʿ, ‘salvation,’ appear respectively in two
interconnected triangular patterns (Fig. 129). The two words probably allude to the
downpour of yešaʿ of Isaiah 45.8, even though here Isaiah does not use the specific term
gešem.
<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>.
Accessed 24 July 2016.
913 Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition, pp. 180-181.
912
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Fig. 129
SH1 G1 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 129 depicts a variation of SH1 G1 D5 that places the bottom four letters
(gimel-shin and tav-alef) above the upper vessel and string of eighteen letters (Fig. 129
reproduces only the first four and last four of the eighteen letters, the only crucial ones
here being the first letter, mem, and the last letter, ayin).
The variation in the placement of the four letters gimel-shin and tav-alef seems
deliberate, since several triangular letter configurations produce meaningful results, as
Fig. 129’s colour coded lines and words document. In addition to the already
documented šemaʿ triangle (bottom yellow lines), we find ʿasam (blue lines), a verb
found in this form only once in the Tanakh (Isaiah 48.5), where it occurs near a parallel
to the Šemaʿ Israel (Isaiah 48.12). The green triangle’s yešaʿ and the red triangle’s gešem
are congruent with the lately referenced Isaiah 45.8.
The pink triangle’s y-g-š could be interpreted as the imperative ‘draw near,’ as in
the nearby Isaiah 50.8: ‘He is near that justifieth me;/ Who will contend with me? let us
stand up together;/ Who is mine adversary? let him come near ( )יגשto me.’ (JPS) Cf. also
Psalm 91.7: ‘A thousand may fall at Thy side,/ And ten thousand at Thy right hand;/ It
shall not come nigh ( )יגשthee.’ (JPS) A point of contact with Psalm 91 is likely, given that
Fig. 129’s four upper letters can in one possible arrangement be read as shin-dalet (via
gimel-dalet interchange)-mirror yod-mirror yod-tav, a possible allusion to Psalm 91.1’s
שדי יתלונן, ‘Šaddai, shall abide.’
Returning to K-S/R D4, its grape clusters aligned with two vertical columns of
letters is paralleled in the Jordanian metal artefacts only in SH1 G2 D4, where a string of
Greek and Hebrew letters respectively descend from two upper grape clusters that
themselves flank a cornucopia. Arguably SH1 G2 D4 depicts not only the cornucopiae
depicted on Antiochus IV coinage, but also the Amidah’s flourishing qeren yešuʿah, horn
of salvation. The Amidah also refers to the shofar of freedom in the line תקע בשופר גדול
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לחרותנו, ‘sound the great shofar of our freedom,’ which indicates that  חרותis no less a
religiously complexioned term than is  גאלתon ancient Jewish revolutionary coins.
In the Ashkenazi version of the Amidah we read: ‘Make the offspring ( )צמחof
David thy servant speedily to sprout forth and flourish ( ;)תצמיחlet his horn be exalted
through thy salvation, for in thy salvation we daily hope. Blessed art thou, O Lord! that
makest the horn of salvation to sprout out ()מצמיח.’914 The ‘ṣemaḥ of David’ is derived
from Jeremiah 23.5, ‘I will raise unto David a righteous shoot,’ and 33.15 ‘I cause a shoot
of righteousness to grow up unto David.’ (JPS) The ṣemaḥ is also spoken of in the
prelude to Zechariah’s great menorah vision (ch. 4) in Zechariah 3.8, ‘for, behold, I will
bring forth My servant the Shoot,’ cf. 6.12, ‘Behold, a man whose name is the Shoot, and
who shall shoot up out of his place, and build the temple of the LORD.’ (JPS) In Zechariah
4.3 the menorah is flanked by two olive trees. In Zechariah 3.10 we have a reference to
the vine (grape vine): ‘In that day, saith the LORD of hosts, shall ye call every man his
neighbour under the vine and under the fig-tree.’ (JPS) K-S/R D4’s grape clusters and
menorah sprouting leaves can thus be understood with reference not only to Antiochus
IV coinage but also to both Zechariah’s menorah vision and the Amidah’s flourishing
(sprouting forth/branching out) of salvation, that is, rescue, deliverance, usually with
military/political overtones and dimensions.
As previously documented, K-S/R D3 features a palm tree in the style of Bar
Kokhba coinage (Fig. 130).

Fig. 130
Théodore Reinach, Jewish Coins, Plate IX
K-S/R D3 contains a square pattern of the letters (left to right) shin-mirror dalet
(via gimel-dalet interchange) and ayin-mem (Fig. 131a, red box). By ending the right
side’s upper string of letters with an ayin, this creates an allusion to ‘witness’ (yellow
box), whose mirror dalet (in gimel form via gimel-dalet interchange) is followed by shin,
producing yet another shin-mirror dalet (again via gimel-dalet interchange) pair. If we
start with the ayin on the upper left and read left to right we find ‘my witness’ occurs by
skipping two intervening letters at a time (Fig. 131b). At the bottom of the same design
(Fig. 131c) is a horizontal sequence of a similar shin-mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange) and mem-inverted Greek omega (cf. SH1 G1 D5’s four bottom letters). The
upper ayin-mem is easier to interpret, since together with the upper shin they produce
‘hear!’ This suggests that at the design’s bottom the mem may also be the Šemaʿ’s mem
of ‘hear!’
The Tephilloth or Daily Form of Prayers, in Hebrew and English, According to the Order
of the German and Polish Jews (London: Samuel Solomon, n.d.), p. 32.
914
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a

b

Fig. 131
K-S/R D3
Fig. 131’s inverted Greek omega may be a phonetic allusion to the waw of the
name Shimʿon, but it may simultaneously allude to Hebrew tav, since the latter is the
final letter of the Hebrew alphabet, just as omega is the final letter of the Greek
alphabet. An allusion to tav would be congruent with K-S/R D9’s square pattern of shingimel and ayin-tav (Fig. 134), with the ayin likely substituting for alef, as explained in
the Introduction, in chapter 1 and in subsequent chapters. The ayin-tav would then
allude to the divine names the First and the Last.
K-S/R D3’s central palm tree flanked by four letters (Fig. 132, left) is obviously
cognate to SH1 G1 D5’s central palm tree flanked by four letters, two of which are shingimel (Fig. 132, right).

Fig. 132
K-S/R D3

SH1 G1 D5

K-S/R D3’s menorah theme is also paralleled by SH1 G1 D5’s menorah to the left
of the outer left pam tree (Fig. 133).
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Fig. 133
SH1 G1 D5
If inverted omega can allude to Hebrew tav, this might then help explain the
curious almost total absence of tav from the K-S/R designs, for tav might be present
more often in a cryptic form as inverted Greek omega, which may also in some instances
stand in phonetically for Hebrew waw. In K-S/R D3, the upper ayin joined to the lower
mem-inverted omega could then also form an allusion to ʾemet, if ayin here interchanges
for alef. However, it may be that the most economical explanation for K-S/R D3’s bottom
four letters may be that the shin, mem and inverted omega refer to shin-mem-ayin, ‘hear,’
and the gimel via gimel-dalet interchange being interpreted as dalet, the final letter of
ʾeḥad, the Šemaʿ’s opening line’s last word. At the same time, the gimel grapheme would
stand for ‘redemption,’ here brought by Shimʿon (bar Kokhba), who is represented by
Fig. 134’s shin.

Fig. 134
K-S/R D9
In K-S/R D1 beginning at the bottom of Fig. 135 we encounter a mirror L (⏌)
pattern of the letters shin-dalet (left to right, dalet via gimel-dalet interchange) then ayin
mem (reading upwards), the mem being vertically adjacent to a shin, supporting an
allusion to the Šemaʿ.

Fig. 135
K-S/R D1
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Twice in K-S/R D4 we see the letter groups shin-mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange) and ayin-mem (Fig. 136a-b). The distribution of letters in the lower
portion is especially interesting, since the left triad of shin-mem-ayin spell ‘hear,’ while
the right side’s ayin-dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange) produce ‘witness,’ which is
congruent with ‘hear’ on the left being that of the Šemaʿ. Again, the two letters shin-dalet
can be read as shin-gimel, which also stand for ‘Shimʿon-Redemption.’

a

b
Fig. 136
K-S/R D4
In the same design, starting both at the top and the bottom there are a few other
intersecting patterns of the same allusions, as Fig. 137 illustrates:

Fig. 137
K-S/R D4
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In K-S/R D3, if on the left side we read the bottom and top grapheme as mirror
gimel, on the bottom we could have mirror gimel-mirror alef-lamed, a reference to
‘redeemer.’ Reading from the top down, mirror gimel-lamed-yod could give us an
abbreviation of ‘my redeemer’ (cf. Psalm 19.15). On the right portion we have repeated
instances of ayin-mem, perhaps suggestive of ‘people.’ The right section also contains
interesting variations of ayin-inverted omega-mem (left, top to bottom) and inverted
omega-ayin-mem (right, bottom to top). Of course the middle horizontal sequence wawayin-mem agrees with the right side’s bottom to top inverted omega-ayin-mem, given
that omega is a phonetic equivalent of waw.

a

b
Fig. 138
K-S/R D3

c

As I have already explained, K-S/R viewed as a whole is concerned with the
Šemaʿ and the name and person of Shimʿon bar Kokhba. In Fig. 139, at the upper right
corner we have a triangle of ‘hear!’ and in the box the first two letters of ‘Israel,’ and in
the lower inverted triangle we have four of the five letters of the name Shimʿon. On the
left side of the design we have a triangular pattern of ‘Israel.’ Some of the design’s other
letters are unclear in meaning, but the larger concern with the the Šemaʿ is less opaque
semantically.
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Fig. 139
K-S/R D3
As Fig. 140’s colour-coded boxes indicate, K-S/R D3’s upper text is largely
present in the middle section in permuted forms.

Fig. 140
K-S/R D3
As Fig. 141 highlights, K-S/R D3’s bottom portion of text similarly replicates
elements of the top portion of text:
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Fig. 141
K-S/R D3
K-S/R D3’s middle four letters that border the palm tree’s trunk may imply an
allusion to ʾElohim, reading the bottom left letter as both mirror alef and yod, and
understanding the inverted omega as phonetic equivalent to the lamed’s ḥolam ḥaser
(Fig. 142), just as might be the case in K-S/R D9 (Fig. 143).

Fig. 142

K-S/R D3

Fig. 143915
K-S/R D9
K-S/R D8 contains one of the more challenging texts in the group. I have already
discussed a few recognizable words in this particular design that are congruent with the
content of other Jordanian metal books’ contents. Of further interest is the text flanking
the small central menorah in Fig. 144. On the right side the ayin-mirror dalet (via gimeldalet interchange) is immediately familiar to us as the Šemaʿ-based ‘witness,’ ʿed. The
remaining letter may be another style of dalet, perhaps to emphasize the dalet of both
ʿed and of the word ʾeḥad, from which the former in this specific context is derived. On
the left side, shin-mem-yod would read straightforwardly as ‘my name,’ which would
make sense as a divine statement alluding to the Tetragrammaton of the Šemaʿ. At the
same time, given the larger context and body of evidence pertinent to these artefacts,
we would also suspect an allusion in shin-mem to the imperative ‘hear!’ (the Šemaʿ’s
first word) and further to the name Shimʿon. The mirror dalet may be read further also
as mirror gimel standing for ‘redeemer’ or ‘redemption.’
915

Top image: <http://www.mstaml.com>.
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Fig. 144916
K-S/R D8, Tracing
Elsewhere I have already pointed out references to ‘hear!’ and Shimʿon in K-S/R
D8. It suffices here to show that the ayin and nun above the shin-mem in Fig. 145a
indicate a fuller allusion to Shimʿon. Evidence from the lower portions of text also
suggest this (Fig. 145b).

a

b, Tracing
Fig. 145
K-S/R D8917
The text also may allude to the word ‘holy,’ qof-dalet-shin, a word that describes
Jerusalem in Jewish War coinage and in K-S/R D7. In Fig. 146 there is a possible
configuration of ‘holy’ beginning with the mirror qof in the upper line when joined to
the possible dalet below, then to the shin to the left. On the bottom line we have qof in a
different style; we then skip the intervening resh-ayin to arrive at shin, which is followed
Bottom image:
<http://easytosale.com/a/1111936320/%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87>.
917 Bottom images:
<http://easytosale.com/a/1111936320/%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87>.
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by a possible dalet. If the bottom line does contain a dalet, then notice that we would
have the sequence shin-dalet. The resh may be that of ‘Jerusalem,’ but there seems to be
no way to know for sure.

Fig. 146
K-S/R D8,918 Tracing
Noteworthy in the same section is the proliferation of shin, mem, and ayin (Fig.
147):

Fig. 147
K-S/R D8,919 Tracing
Fig. 148’s pattern of mems and shins (Fig. 148a) calls to mind a similar feature in
SH1 G2 D5 (Fig. 148b).

<http://easytosale.com/a/1111936320/%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87>.
919 <http://easytosale.com/a/1111936320/%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87>.
918
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a
K-S/R D8,920 Tracing

b
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 148
Another observation on K-S/R D8 is in order. K-S/R D1 and K-S/R D2 share
cognate passages that allude by means of various permutations to both the Šemaʿ and to
the name Shimʿon (Fig. 149a-b). These have parallels in K-S/R D8 that include the
sequences ayin-nun-ayin and ayin-mirror dalet (ayin-mirror dalet in K-S/R D2, mirror
dalet-ayin in K-S/R D1; all dalets via gimel-dalet interchange). One also notices the
shared sequence nun-ayin-lamed in K-S/R D2 and K-S/R D8 (Fig. 149c).

a
K-S/R D1

b
K-S/R D2

<http://easytosale.com/a/1111936320/%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87>.
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c
K-S/R D8
Fig. 149
K-S/R D2’s ayin-mirror dalet-yod, ‘my witness,’ is comparable to K-S/R D’s shinmem-yod, ‘my name.’ Both of these tropes are compatible with an allusion to Meṭaṭron
or to his predecessor equivalents. Jewish tradition identifies ‘my witness’ with
Meṭaṭron, to whom is applied Exodus 23.20-21’s divine statement about an angel, ‘for
My name is in him’:
20 Behold, I send ( )שלחan angel ( )מלאךbefore thee, to keep thee ( )לשמרךby the
way, and to bring thee into the place which I have prepared.
21 Take heed of him ()השמר, and hearken ( )ושמעunto his voice; be not rebellious
against him; for he will not pardon your transgression; for My name ( )שמיis in
him. (JPS)
Meṭaṭron is, at least as far as I can determine, not mentioned explicitly in the
Jordanian metal books. However, the angel of the menorah, spelled variously in the
artefacts’ texts, may be a functional equivalent to Meṭaṭron. Additionally, possible
allusions to Moses in the metal books could represent cryptic allusions to Meṭaṭron or
his predecessor equivalents in the form of the attested acronym mem-shin-he (cf. Figs.
150-152) for Meṭaṭron sar ha-panim.921 There is a related acronym for mem-shin-he,
namely, Michael sar ha-gadol.922

Fig. 150
K-S/R D1

On this kabbalistic acronym see Ezra Brand, ‘The Yeriah Gedolah: An Allusive
Rendering of the Sefirot,’ p. 11; Moshe Idel, Messianic Mystics, pp. 304-422.
922 Ezra Brand, ‘The Yeriah Gedolah: An Allusive Rendering of the Sefirot.’
921
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Fig. 151
K-S/R D8

Fig. 152
SH1 G2 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
K-S/R D1 contains additional elememts compatible with the vocabulary of
Exodus 23.20-21. It contains various arrangements of the sequences shin-mem-resh and
shin-mem-yod in its upper right corner (Fig. 153a-b).

a

b
Fig. 153
K-S/R D1
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These same sequences are paralleled towards the middle portion of the text on
the left, where we see shin-mem-yod in an identical triangular pattern intersecting with
shin-mem-resh, just as the same two words intersect in the upper right portion of the
text (Fig. 154, yellow lines). In Fig. 154’s red lines we see at the top of the design a
possible inverted triangular pattern of shin-he-mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange), the Aramaic form of ‘witness’ used rarely in the Tanakh and traditionally
applied to Meṭaṭron. Replicating the triangular pattern in alternating mirror form we
find in the lower red lines a repetition of shin-mirror dalet (again via gimel-dalet
interchange), possibly alluding again to ‘witness’ as well as to Šaddai, a name also
applied to Meṭaṭron. Then descending from the bottom shin indicated by the red lines,
the possible allusions to ‘keep’/‘guard’ (š-m-r) and ‘my name’ (š-m-y) follow. Through
the centre of these two words descends at the top right another ‘my name’ (shin-memyod) and on the left ‘hear!’ (shin-mem-ayin), as indicated by the two white lines. As is
usually the case, the dalets are in gimel form via gimel-dalet interchange.

Fig. 154
K-S/R D1
If we repeat the pattern of Fig. 154’s red lines once more, we obtain the sequence
yod-shin-resh (Fig. 155a). That this triad alludes to ‘Israel’ is indicated by at least three
factors. First, since the yod lacks the typical curved hook, it could naturally bring to
mind the (mirror) alef of ‘Israel.’ Second, directly above the mirror alef is lamed, which
would give us the two final letters of ‘Israel’ (Fig. 155b-c). Third, the shin of ‘Israel’ here
also would serve as the shin of ‘hear!’ This suggests that not only do we have an allusion
to ‘Israel’ in this instance, but that it alludes to the ‘Israel’ of the Šemaʿ’s first line.
Thanks to the ayin above the resh of ‘Israel,’ the two lines contain all the letters
we need for the Šemaʿ’s first two words, ‘Hear, O Israel!’ Lastly, in the vertical instance
of shin-mem-ayin (‘hear!’), notice that a mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange) is
placed directly beneath the ayin. The most natural interpretation of this would be that
we have here an allusion to the Šemaʿ’s first word’s ayin and last word’s dalet,
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traditionally joined together to form ‘witness.’ To the left of the mirror dalet (via gimeldalet interchange) is a shin, arguably giving us the Šemaʿ’s opening line’s first and last
letters. Again, as in most cases in these artefacts, the dalets are in gimel form via gimeldalet interchange.

a

b
Fig. 155
K-S/R D1

c

Fig. 155a’s bottom line’s extra resh can be explained with reference to the text
immediately to the right, where we see another instance of ‘hear!’ (Fig. 156, red box).
The black box’s mirror he in this case looks like an interchange for yod, apparently
cryptically implying a simultaneous alef, which is suggested by the adjacent lamed,
together forming a clever allusion to -ʾel, to be read in conjunction with the shin and resh
indicated by the black diagonal lines in order to produce ‘Israel.’ Each of the two lines
contains both letter pairs ayin-mirror dalet and shin-mirror dalet, with dalet in gimel
form via gimel-dalet interchange. The nun beneath the mem indicates a fuller, more
expansive allusion in ‘hear!’ to the name Shimʿon.

Fig. 156
K-S/R D1
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In lines 2-3 of the text we may have an evenly spaced interrupted form of ‘my
witness’ as indicated by Fig. 157’s three red boxes; the word is formed by skipping two
intervening letters at a time (cf. the same pattern, only in the opposite direction, in KS/R D3 in Fig. 158), and then follow the two yellow boxes that show another instance of
‘witness’ with one intervening space between the two letters ayin-mirror dalet (in gimel
interchange form). If we continue the yellow boxes’ pattern, we will end up at the shin at
line 3’s end, which could then be read, in the opposite direction, together with the
mirror dalet in gimel form via gimel-dalet interchange.

Fig. 157
K-S/R D1

Fig. 158
K-S/R D3
We should not overlook that K-S/R D2’s ‘my witness’ shares its ayin with that of
the name Shimʿon (Fig. 159), suggesting that it is Shimʿon who here is thought of in
categories applied by tradition to Meṭaṭron and his equivalents.

Fig. 159
K-S/R D2
I have already pointed out K-S/R D2’s straightforward reading of ‘my name’ (Fig.
160, red box), but I must point out as well that the same word is present in an inverted
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triangular pattern (Fig. 160 bottom yellow triangle), and that a Šaddai triangle
intersects with the mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange) -yod of ‘my witness.’ As I
have already observed, both of these terms are associated with Meṭaṭron.

Fig. 160
K-S/R D2
K-S/R D1’s sequences shin-mem-resh (‘keep’/‘guard’) and shin-mem-yod (‘my
name’) are paralleled in K-S/R D8. Fig. 161 documents how via a shared mem, both ‘my
name’ (white box) and ‘keep’/‘guard’ (red and yellow lines) intersect. Lastly, ‘hear’
occurs diagonally, sharing the shin-mem of ‘keep’/‘guard.’ Both terms are associated
with Exodus 23’s angel of the Lord pericope applied to Meṭaṭron and his equivalents by
tradition.

Fig. 161923
K-S/R D8, Tracing
I have already remarked on the traditional equivalency between Mošeh and the
Tetragrammaton substitute ha-Šem. The latter is often joined to an introductory lamed
Top and bottom left images:
<http://easytosale.com/a/1111936320/%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87>.
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in the artefacts, such as in K-S/R D1 where it occurs in a square pattern (Fig. 162)
comparable to a configuration of l-ʾAdonai in SH1 G1 D1 (Fig. 163).

Fig. 162
K-S/R D1

Fig. 163
SH1 G1 D1
Fig. 164’s red box may allude to ‘for/to ha-Šem,’ while the lines on the left may be
read from the bottom up as mirror he = alef interchange-mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange)-nun-yod, that is ʾAdonai, which is followed by shin-mirror gimel, standing
at once for Shimʿon geʾulat and šemaʿ ʾeḥad from the Šemaʿ Israel.
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Fig. 164
K-S/R D1
In K-S/R D8 (Fig. 165) the same letters that can be read as ‘Moses’ in the
sequence mem-shin-he, can of course also be read as ha-šem, that is, ha-Šem, in the
sequence he-shin-mem. As the kabbalist Yosef Gikatilla observed, ha-Šem and ʾEl Šaddai
share the same gematria value of 345.924

Fig. 165
K-S/R D8
Fig. 166 highlights a possible diamond-shaped pattern of ‘for/to ha-Šem’ in K-S/R
D6.

See Michael T. Miller, The Name of God in Jewish Thought: A philosophical analysis of
mystical traditions from apocalyptic to Kabbalah (London/New York: Routledge, 2016),
p. 103.
924
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Fig. 166925
K-S/R D6
Before bringing the commentary on K-S/R to a close, for the sake of
completeness it would be helpful to revisit K-S/R D9’s possible allusions to the numbers
nine and ten and then to supply some parallels from additional K-S/R designs. As we
will see, this will in fact lead us back to the angelic and divine themes just explored.
First, as previously documented, there may be two intersecting triangular
patterns of the words ‘dust’ (ayin-pi=pe-resh) and ‘ashes’ (alef-pi=pe-resh) in K-S/R D9
(Fig. 167, yellow lines). Beneath these (Fig. 167, red lines) may be a similar set of
triangles of the letters of ‘nine’/‘ninth’ (tav-shin-ayin) and ‘ten’ (ayin-shin-resh). If we reread the resh of ‘ten’ as bet, and join it to the alef directly above (which is
simultaneously also the mirror yod of ‘Jerusalem’), then we could have an allusion to the
month of Ab/Av (Fig. 167, red box).
Looking at the text indicated by Fig. 167’s yellow and red lines and red box, we
would then seem to have a possible allusion to the ninth and tenth of Av, traditional
days of mourning (congruent with ‘dust’ and ‘ashes’) for the destruction of the two
temples. As is well known, whereas the Talmud in Taʾanit 29a dates the second temple’s
destruction to the ninth of Av, Josephus in Wars, 6.249–250 locates it on the tenth of Av,
the day Karaites still observe.926 The Mishnah Taʾanit 4.6 dates the Bar Kokhba revolt’s
end at Bethar (Beitar) on the ninth of Av 135 CE.927 K-S/R D9 would possibly seem to
allude to both known datings of the second temple’s destruction, or perhaps the two
numbers simply refer to the length of the fast, which ends fully on the tenth.

Right image: <http://www.sa.sogarab.com/ad-49498.html>.
See Meir Ydit, ‘Av, the Ninth of,’ Encyclopaedia Judaica: Second Edition. Volume 1:
Aa–Alp (Detroit/New York: Thomson/Gale, 2007), p. 714.
927 Ibid.
925
926
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Fig. 167928
K-S/R D9
There seems to be a parallel to Fig. 167 in K-S/R D1 (Fig. 168), where we see two
intersecting instances of mirror alef (notice the absence of a curved hook typical for
yod/mirror yod)-pi=pe-resh and ayin-pi=pe-resh, which is followed by ayin-shin-resh,
‘ten.’ Since K-S/R D1 contains no tavs, there is no clear reference there to ‘nine’/‘ninth.’

Fig. 168
K-S/R D1
The same section contains up to three additional allusions to ‘ten,’ as indicated
by Fig. 169’s yellow and black lines.

Fig. 169
K-S/R D1
K-S/R D2 shows two possible instances of ‘dust’ (ayin-pi=pe-resh), one read right
to left, and one left to right, as highlighted in Fig. 170a’s red boxes. The lower box
overlaps with possible triangular allusions to ‘dust,’ ‘ashes,’ the latter with mirror alef
(Fig. 170b, red lines), and ‘ten’ (yellow lines).
928

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
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a

b
Fig. 170
K-S/R D2

The allusions to ‘dust’ bring to mind Song of Songs 2.17, whose ‘mountains of
spices ( ’)בתרare interpreted by some as the mountains of Beitar, where the Bar Kokhba
revolt was crushed.929 It is worth pointing out that this verse’s ‘young ( )עפרhart’ could
form a wordplay with  עפרvocalized as ‘dust’: ‘Until the day breathe, and the shadows
flee away, / Turn, my beloved, and be thou like a gazelle or a young ( )עפרhart / Upon
the mountains of spices ()בתר.’ (JPS)
As Fig. 171a documents, K-S/R D4 contains a possible allusion to ‘ten’ (its resh
also seems to serve as the mirror qof of q-d-š, ‘holy’) in a diagonal arrangement (white
line) whose mirror pattern (yellow line) spells ʾadon (with mirror alef, and with dalet in
gimel form via gimel-dalet interchange). Regarding Fig. 171a’s yellow line, if, as Fig.
171b shows, we include the waw adjacent to the upper mirror alef, and the yod adjacent
to the bottom nun, we would have all the letters of ʾAdonai. When we duplicate this
fuller pattern in mirror position, as Fig. 171b’s white line shows, the upper he would
form a fuller spelling of ‘ten,’ namely, ayin-shin-resh-he, although on the bottom we
would obtain an additional and therefore superfluous shin.

a

b
Fig. 171
K-S/R D4

929

See Gianni Barbiero, Song of Songs: A Close Reading, p. 125.
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Interestingly, if we move Fig. 171’s two lines up and inward by one position we
will obtain Fig. 172a’s yellow line that spells (top to bottom) ‘my witness,’ whose mirror
white line passes (bottom to top) through the letters shin-shin-dalet, the latter via gimeldalet interchange. If we move the white line up one letter, the line will still pass through
the central shin and then reach to top shin on the left, as Fig. 172b shows, producing a
triple shin. The letter sequence shin-shin-shin-alef-alef is one of the divine names in 3
Enoch, where the three shins may stand for three instances of Šaddai. The three shins in
Fig. 172b may also allude to the three shins of the qedušah’s ‘holy, holy, holy,’ but with
an added possible allusion to the Jewish War coin slogan ‘Jerusalem the holy.’

a

b
Fig. 172
K-S/R D4

The letter arrangements in Fig. 172 are congruent with K-S/R D3, which as Fig.
173 documents alludes to the name Shimʿon in a variety of ways (red boxes, red
triangle), placing mirror gimel after the shin. The yellow box shows a diagonal pattern of
‘redeemer’ if we read yod as mirror alef; alternatively the grapheme could function as
both mirror alef and yod, producing ‘my redeemer.’ In the bottom red box, from left to
right, we would then read shin (the first letter of Shimʿon), mirror gimel (the first letter
of ‘redeemer’), then mem (the second letter of Shimʿon), and inally inverted omega (a
phonetic equivalent of Hebrew waw, the fourth letter of Shimʿon). Notice that the line
above the bottom four letters both begins and ends with ayin (black boxes), one of the
letters of Shimʿon not present at the bottom of the design.
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Fig. 173
K-S/R D3
We should also take into account SH1 P2’s upper right side’s portion of text (Fig.
174), where we have a triangular pattern of the name Shimʿon in scrambled sequence
(minus the waw, which is present, however, displaced elsewhere) and an adjacent
mirror gimel and lamed in a descending diagonal pattern, which may be the first and
last letters of ‘redeemer,’ גאל, or a fragment of ‘redemption,’ גאלת.

Fig. 174
SH1 P2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
If ayin here interchanges for alef, SH1 P2’s upper four letters may stand for
‘Shimʿon, redeemer, alef-tav’ (Fig. 175).

Fig. 175
SH1 P2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Already in SH1 G1 D1 we see the shin of Shimʿon (in a triangular pattern)
adjacent to a mirror gimel (which forms part of šegal, but which may also be intended to
bring ‘redemption’ to mind), as Fig. 176 records.
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Fig. 176
SH1 G1 D1
Table 4*
K-S/R Epigraphy
Paleo-Hebrew
א
mirror
י
ב

some
may be

 דor ר
ג/
ד

ד

Possibly

ר

ה
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ו

י

mirror

כ
(or

מ,
)נ
ל

מ
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?

נ

ע

?

?

?
some
may be

ק

 דor ר

all
mirror

?
These
styles
could also
interchang
e for Greek
T

alternate

Π?

ר

?ד
some
may be

 דor
mirror
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ק
ש

?
ת
* As is the case with all this volume’s epigraphy tables, since we are dealing here with largely nondeciphered texts many of the graphemes can be only tentatively identified. Many characters can be in
mirror script and function simultaneously as more than one letter. Qof may be mirror resh and vice versa.
Bet, dalet, pe, qof and resh entries could be largely interchangeable.

Table 5
K-S/R Epigraphy
Greek
Π
Some
function as
Hebrew ה

Τ?

Τ,
possible,
more
likely ק

Π?
Ω
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Unknown
Hebrew
or Greek
K-S/R-Related Designs
There are a handful of stray items with iconography and texts that are quite
clearly somehow cognate to the K-S/R designs. These are possibly all modern objects
with modern texts that are either inspired by older ones (which could make them either
‘fakes’ or authentic modern amuletic devices), or perhaps they reproduce texts on older
artefacts unknown to us.
The first of these items is pictured in Fig. 177, a statuette decorated with K-S/Rlike menorahs and texts covered by what is probably recently applied sand.

Fig. 177930
Fig. 178 provides a contrast-adjusted image detail and a tracing of the portions of
the text in Fig. 177 that can be more or less confidently identified.

930

<http://www.imgrum.net/media/1378665888962464104_1761407389>.
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Fig. 178
In Fig. 178 we seem to see a large central menorah flanked by two smaller sized
menorahs. Immediately one notices at least a few instances of pi. As Fig. 179 documents,
the text under consideration contains various elements congruent with the Jordanian
metal artefacts’ textual contents. These include the sequence ayin-mem-yod, ‘my people’
(black box; cf. K-S/R D5), Šaddai (left to right, blue box, with dalet via gimel-dalet
interchange), whose shin-mirror dalet can be re-read as shin-mirror gimel, standing for
Shimʿon geʾulat, which is supported by the adjacent red box’s contents, which are a
scramble of some of the letters of the name Shimʿon, speci ically waw (horizontally
placed as is the waw of Shimʿon on several Bar Kokhba coins)-ayin-nun, to the left of
which is another shin-mirror gimel in the upper yellow box. The additional yellow boxes
identify the letter pairs ayin-mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange) and shin-mirror
gimel (simultaneously shin-mirror dalet via gimel-dalet interchange), a typical feature of
the Jordanian metal texts.

Fig. 179
Fig. 180a supplies an image of a stamp containing a K-S/R-like menorah and text,
which I trace in Fig. 180b. Again, one immediately notices the letter pi. I can’t make
much of the text, apart from a possible scrambled fragmentary allusion to ‘Israel’ or
‘Jerusalem’ (see the bottom three letters read as lamed-shin-resh) and a possible
overlapping triangular reference to the Sabbath if we re-read the resh as bet (shin-bettav). All of this must remain quite tenuous.
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a

b
Fig.

180931

Fig. 181a features a second stamp with K-S/R-like imagery and text, of which I
supply a tracing in Fig. 181b; unfortunately, several letters cannot be read. Once again
we notice pi. On the left there is a vertical sequence that can be read as mirror alef-dalet
(via gimel-dalet interchange)-waw-nun, that is, ʾadon, ‘lord.’ The adjacent sequence tavmem-resh would make sense as a reference to a palm tree, but more likely would be a
reference to ‘perfection.’ Unusual is the menorah stand being flanked by two ayins, a
pattern not attested for the ten K-S/R designs.

Fig. 181932
Of interest in Fig. 181 is the menorah, which is reminiscent of the one in K-S/R
D7. The one difference between the two menorah designs is that whereas K-S/R D7’s
bottom three horizontal constructs contain, from top to bottom, one, four and six beads
respectively, in Fig. 181 it appears that only five beads are present in the bottom level
(excluding the two beads on the outer edges). If the beads allude to letters, then we
could have here references to alef, dalet and he, which does not make as obvious a sense
as K-S/R D7’s possible allusions to alef-dalet-waw, the first three letters of ʾAdonai.
The two ayins that flank the menorah in Fig. 181 make sense as allusions to
Zechariah 4’s menorah vision, which identifies its seven lamps as the seven eyes of the
931
932

<http://www.imgrum.net/media/1411190155196417652_1761407389>.
<http://konouz.ahlamontada.com/t4086-topic>.
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Lord. The letter ayin originally depicted an eye and its central pupil. That there are only
two ayins-eyes in Fig. 181 brings to mind Zechariah 4’s two olive trees who are the two
‘sons of oil,’ which in Revelation 11 become the two witnesses who are the two
menorahs who stand before the Lord. If one thinks about it, Fig. 181’s two eyes-ayins
make good anatomical sense, since most creatures possess two, not seven, eyes.
One unusual feature of the two stamps in Figs. 180-181 stands out. Since these
are stamps, should we not expect the letters to be in mirror position, so that the
stamped images produced by it would then be in normal forms?
K-S/R: Metallurgical Observations
Some of the K-S/R images in Fig. 182 seem to suggest wear from repeated use in
the binding hole areas, which might indicate long-term usage. Compression of the metal
in these areas is also visible.

a

b

c

d

e933

f

Fig. 182
K-S/R Binding Ring Areas
In Fig. 182f we see a binding ring that has passed through the lead sheet, likely
when the artefact was still newly produced. This can be caused by shrinkage during
cooling, either during production or thereafter as the colder seasons arrive. Corrosion
and limescale accretion are apparent in the region. The signs of wear we see in Fig. 182f

933

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
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are consistent with repeated use. The corrosion indicates the repeated use was not
recent, since current repeated usage would have removed some of the corrosion.934
Fig. 183 presents evidence of possible age cracks on K-S/R exemplars. Together
with the wear of the ring sections, some of these arguably give the general impression of
potentially significant age.

a
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c

d

e

f

g
Fig. 183935
K-S/R Cracking Examples

I owe these insights to a private communication from Matthew Hood, 21 August
2016.
935 Images d-f: <http://www.mstaml.com>.
934
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Regarding Fig. 183a-c, the cracks we see here are from age hardening that causes
brittleness, which is consistent with the sharp edges of the cracks, which appear recent,
given the lesser degree of corrosion associated with them. Regarding Fig. 183d, the
crack looks recent, the result of recent non-careful opening of age hardened metal. The
artefact looks as if it has been vigorously cleaned.936
The shinier looking K-S/R lead books’ appearances, such as we see in Fig. 185,
might at first seem comparable to that of medieval lead as depicted in Fig. 184’s lead
sarcophagus:

Fig. 184937
Magdeburg Cathedral Lead Sarcophagus

Fig. 185
K-S/R Patina Examples938
Upon closer inspection, however, the coffin’s lead is much purer, exhibiting
oxidation but little patina, in contrast to the extensive corrosion of some of the shinier
K-S/R artefacts.939 In any case, metal items two or three millennia old can be preserved

I owe these insights to a private communication from Matthew Hood, 21 August
2016.
937 <http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/uk/article2559074.ece>.
938 Middle and left images: <http://www.mstaml.com>; right image:
<http://www.sa.sogarab.com/ad-49498.html>.
939 I owe these insights to a private communication from Matthew Hood, 21 August
2016.
936
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in near pristine condition when stored in sealed conditions, such as in in sealed jars or
chests.
The exemplars in Figs. 186-188 show significant limescale build-up (not to be
confused with sand), which has been aggressively cleaned away from the text portions.
The shiny spots on the exemplars in Figs. 186-187 may be crystals that have emerged
from the metal, which would be congruent with significant age. Physical examination
would be needed to confirm this.

Fig. 186940
K-S/R D7
940

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
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Fig. 187941
K-S/R D5

941

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
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Fig. 188942
K-S/R D5
Among some of the more oxidised-looking K-S/R patinas are those in Figs. 189191, whose limescale accretion should not be confused with sand.

942

<http://www.sada-tabuk.com/news-action-show-id-14415.htm>.
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Fig. 189943
K-S/R D9
943

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
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Fig. 190944
K-S/R D4
944

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
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Fig. 191945
K-S/R D2
<https://jo.opensooq.com/ar/search/49211681/%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8
%A8-%D9%8A%D9%87%D9%88%D8%AF%D9%8A%D9%82%D8%AF%D9%8A%D9%85>.
945
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Fortunately, we have higher resolution images (see Fig. 191a-o) of lead books of
the type shown in Figs. 191 and 192.

a

b

c
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j
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Fig. 191
K-S/R Lead Book, Details

n

o

Fig. 191a-c shows significant limescale accretion. Fig. 191d-e, g-h show what
might be either pitting (which could be old) or nicks/scratching (which could be old or
recent). Fig. 191f, i, l and others show age cracking. The patination can be described as
variegated, multi-layered, with multiple hues and tones. Crystallization is also
present.946
These close-up details reveal some features congruent with old lead (yet to a
significantly less degree than what we see in SH1), and they serve to make the point that
shiny-looking images do not at all necessitate a diagnosis of recent manufacture. Upon
closer examination what looks shiny and therefore new to an untrained eye can be
revealed as quite the opposite. To illustrate this point, in Fig. 192 I supply an image of
one of the sheets from which the images in Fig. 191 are taken.

I owe these insights to a private communication from Matthew Hood, 21 August
2016.
946
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Fig. 192
K-S/R D2
Some of the shiny appearance of the metal in Fig. 192 is caused by photography
lighting. Another page of the same lead book taken with different lighting settings (Fig.
193) reveals more of the actual appearance of the artefact, more clearly revealing the
extent of oxidation in the metal.
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Fig. 193
K-S/R D5
Fig. 194a shows what looks like a recent sand repatination, which, however,
covers what looks like a more convincing old patina and corrosion, including what looks
like possible advanced oxidation, although other explanations could apply (Fig. 194b-c).
Again, physical examination would be most helpful.
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a

b

c
Fig. 194947
K-S/R D5

947<http://easytosale.com/a/1112361948/%D9%84%D9%84%D8%A8%D9%8A%D8

%B9-%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8-%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87>.
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Fig. 195 shows a similar likely recent sand repatination covering what looks like
possible significant age corrosion:

Fig. 195
K-S/R Lead Book, Detail
However, we must be careful not to confuse sand firmly attached to freshly
excavated ancient objects with artificial modern sand patinations; cf. Fig. 195 with Fig.
196’s genuine patination that includes sand adhering to a recently excavated artefact:

a
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b
Fig. 196948
Fig. 197 supplies details of another K-S/R lead book exemplar with sand
patination covering what looks like fairly corroded metal exhibiting possible oxidation
and limescale accretion.

a

948

Internet jpeg file (via Google search): 27PYLOSCOVER-master 1050-v2.
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b

c
Fig. 197
K-S/R Lead Book, Details
The sand patinations in Fig. 198 are difficult to assess by sight alone; specimen a
looks the most recent, but again, looks can be deceiving. In any case, the underlying
metal looks fairly oxidised.
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b950
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Fig. 198
K-S/R Patina Examples

949<http://easytosale.com/a/1112361948/%D9%84%D9%84%D8%A8%D9%8A%D8

%B9-%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8-%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87 >.
950 <http://easytosale.com/a/1110489345/features.html>.
951<http://easytosale.com/a/1112361948/%D9%84%D9%84%D8%A8%D9%8A%D8
%B9-%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8-%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87 >.
952 <http://easytosale.com/a/1110489345/features.html>.
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In Fig. 199 I offer an image of what looks like a recent K-S/R sand patination, or
perhaps it is just a layer of mud we see here. For comparison in Fig. 200 I offer several
examples of different types of modern forged sand patinas. I will let the reader decide to
what degree these resemble some of what may look like sand patinations of possibly
various ages on a variety of K-S/R artefacts.

Fig. 199953
K-S/R Sand Patina Example

Fig. 200954
Modern Artificial Sand Patination Examples
Now, in conclusion, compare some of the K-S/R artefacts’ uneven sandy-looking
surface areas (which are not to be confused with the limescale accretion examples) with
<http://easytosale.com/a/1111936320/%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A8%D8%A7%D8%AB%D8%B1%D9%8A%D9%87>.
954 <https://www.cointalk.com/threads/tourist-fakes-the-quest-part-ivephesus.174346/>.
953
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two ancient comparators in Figs. 201-202. Again, I will let readers draw their own
conclusions.

Fig. 201955
Roman Lead Sarcophagus, 2nd-3rd Cent. CE

Fig. 202956
Compact Ancient Lead Patina

955<https://ia800304.us.archive.org/24/items/mma_lid_and_end_panels_of_a_lead_sarc

ophagus_255208/255208.jpg>.
956 <http://bitaboutbritain.blogspot.com/2014/02/postumus.html>.
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CHAPTER NINE
PHOTO CREDITS
Chapter Nine’s unidentified lead book images are courtesy of the Archives of the Centre
for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books, with the following exceptions:
Robert Feather: 132 right; 133.
Matthew Hood: 2; 10; 44; 49 bottom; 53; 54a; 144 top; 145a; 149c; 151; 161 bottom
right; 165; 166 left; 171-172.
Roger Murray-Leach: 176.
John Stuart Reid: 163.
Hassan Saida: 125 right.
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CHAPTER TEN
Further Hoards: Part IV
The Saudi Arabia Hoard (SAH)
Part 1
SAH: Historical Background
It is known to researchers that a collection of lead books was in private hands in Saudi
Arabia already in 2012. I designate this the Saudi Arabia Hoard and abbreviate it SAH.
Although private unverifiable claims were made that these lead books were found in 2012 in
a cave outside Medina, evidence suggests that this collection was originally from Jordan. The
story has since morphed into their discovery in a cave outside Medina more than seventy
years ago (which could be viewed as rather convenient from a legal perspective), and now
various lead books still in Jordan are being attributed to the legendary Jews of Khaybar.
Reports of lead books surfaced in Dubai already on 13 June 2011, when various news
outlets published the story of an attempted sale of a gold book (obviously a Christian Eastern
Orthodox item) and a lead book957 that matches the general style of several SAH lead books
(Figs. 1-2).

Fig. 1958
Fig. 2959
Gold and Lead Book from 13 June 2011 Dubai News Reports
Interestingly, one of the SAH lead books has superimposed over Paleo-Hebrew text
an image which occurs only once in the collection that at first sight vaguely resembles the
design of Mary and the infant Jesus on the front cover of the Dubai story’s gold book (Fig.
3a). There is no perfect match, however, between the two images, and the image on the lead
book is so unclearly transferred that we cannot even be sure that we are looking at the image
of an adult holding an infant.
Fig. 3b’s close-up doesn’t help much; it seems to depict an adult, which could be
either a man or woman, and the circular object below face’s right (but can we really be sure
that we are dealing with a face here?) is little more than a blob. It almost looks as if the
nimbus at the top is rayed, but even that must remain extraordinarily tentative. There is no
nimbus around the smaller circular blob, which leads me to suspect it does not depict an

<http://www.bdo0on.net/vb/showthread.php?t=10283>.
Ibid.
959
<http://www.albayan.ae/across-the-uae/accidents/2011-06-13-1.1454967>.
957

958
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infant. In Christian iconography one might expect a globe being held by Jesus, but such
globes usually have a cross attached.
I am not even sure the overall image depicts a robed adult seated; that impression
could just be the result of the human mind’s penchant for imposing order where there really is
none, cloud formations being perhaps the most common phenomenon involving this
proclivity. That the image is superimposed over text contributes even further to seeing what
is actually not present. For example, what look like some facial details in Fig. 3b are really
letter fragments that remained in the affected areas after the superimposed image transfer.

Fig. 3
a

b
SAH Lead Book

Of course, the image on the lead book in Fig. 3, even if it is an adult holding an infant,
would not at all of necessity have to be reflective of a Christian icon, as the Palmyrene
funerary monument in Fig. 4 readily demonstrates.

Fig. 4960
Palmyra Funerary Relief
In 2014, Fawaz al-Abdali, reporting from Mecca, published a piece at the Saudi online
news site sada-tabuk.com which claims that a book had been found by chance by a Saudi
citizen named Ibrahim al-Balawi, who kept the book for two weeks, not knowing to which
authorities to hand over the artefact. Al-Abdali writes that some experts think the book is a
treaty between pre-Islamic Jews and Arabs. The report shows a photo of a lead book (see Fig.
5) of the type known from Karak and Shobak, Jordan but it is not clear if this image was used
as a journalistic stock photo or is supposed to be the specific archaeological book al-Balawi
found; one assumes the latter.
960

<https://it.pinterest.com/pin/569142471638628413/>.
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Dr Adnan Abdulbadie al-Yafi, first Deputy Director General of the Hajj Research
Institute (King Abdulaziz University, Jeddah), stated that the relevant authority in such
matters is the King Abdulaziz Foundation, which, presumably, now has custody of the lead
book. Al-Yafi emphasized the necessity of turning over antiquities to the authorities rather
than having them end up on the tourist and antiquities markets. At the bottom of the story is a
long series of short reader responses, the final one reading, ‘I am from Jordan and have a
book very similar to this one. . . .’961

Fig. 5962
News Site sada-tabuk.com, Lead Book
Yet another story involving lead books and nearby Bahrain appeared in 2015 on
gomhuriaonline.com. Hamza al-Husseini reported that eighty-seven books were confiscated
by Egyptian authorities at Cairo International Airport from a man attempting to smuggle the
artefacts to Bahrain. The books were confiscated on the basis of Egypt’s Seizures of Relics
law that authorizes confiscation of any artefacts more than 120 years old. An archaeological
committee recommended the artefacts be transferred to the Egyptian National Library and
Archives in Cairo.963 Fig. 6 shows the photo that accompanies the report.

Fig. 6964
Loose Lead Book Sheets Reportedly Confiscated Dec. 2015 in Cairo
Fawaz al-Abdali, ‘
,’ < http://www.sadatabuk.com/news-action-show-id-14415.htm >. 12/10/1435.
962
Ibid.
963
Hamza al-Husseini, ‘
,’
<http://www.gomhuriaonline.com/main.asp?v_article_id=247814#.V5j4ePkrLIU>. Sunday,
12/04/2015.
964
Ibid.
961
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Elsewhere online (see Figs. 7-9), more detailed photos reveal that the artefacts
reportedly confiscated at the Cairo International Airport bear designs matching those of SH1
G2. This particular site contains the identical photo of lead sheets on a chair seat that appears
in the 2015 Cairo story (Fig. 6), together with several detailed shots of various individual
sheets, but the page (an archaeological website), originating from Cairo, is dated to 7 January
2011, and accompanying the photos is a request for information about their contents from
experts.965

Fig. 7966
SH1 G2-Like Lead Sheet in Cairo, 2011

965
966

<http://www.archaeology.land/forums/viewtopic.php?t=30656>.
<http://www.archaeology.land/forums/viewtopic.php?t=30656>.
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Fig. 8967
SH1 G2-Like Lead Sheet in Cairo, 2011

Fig. 9968
SH1 G2-Like Lead Sheet in Cairo, 2011
In late 2015 Riad Mustafa Mohammadi of Cairo969 began posting public letters to
some of the scholars of the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books (London).970
967
968

<http://www.archaeology.land/forums/viewtopic.php?t=30656>.
<http://www.archaeology.land/forums/viewtopic.php?t=30656>.
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Mohammadi stated that the lead books do not come originally from Jordan, but from another,
unnamed, yet historically very significant country. He has shown none of the documents he
claims he has in his possession that reputedly demonstrate the artefacts are from elsewhere
than Jordan. I am willing to consider any evidence on the matter, but until said documents are
made public, the claims remain just that.
In any case, photos of lead books apparently in Mohammadi’s possession match the
designs seen throughout the SAH collection, which, however, as stated previously, evidence I
have seen indicates they originated in Jordan. Certainly the SH1 items come from Jordan,
which is indicated by their citation of an ancient Madaba, Jordan grave stele text.
One of the SAH lead book’s images (Fig. 10) match those of SH1 G2 D1, and even
has the type of limescale patina found throughout SH1 G2, which in some respects brings to
mind the limescale patina of several of the K-S/R lead books.

Fig. 10
SAH Lead Book Matching SH1 G2 D1 Designs and Patina
The lead book in Fig. 10 shows features arguably congruent with significant age,
including embedding in the binding ring areas and cracking resulting from age hardening.
The book is similar in appearance to exemplars with the same designs tested by the Jordanian
government from 2011-2013 which were found to be consistent with antiquity.
While a small number of SAH designs match some of those of SH1 and SH2, for the
most part the SAH designs are distinct. As for the component designs of the SAH lead books,
they are freely combined in various arrangements throughout the collection. This agrees with
a trait attested throughout SH1 and SH2. Also, both SH1 and SH2 on the one hand and the
SAH collection on the other hand are often typified by a chaotic experimentation of design
rearrangements, including reproductions of partial images to create new autonomous ones.
The designs that make up the various combinations are all obviously made from the same
moulds, the usual known method used for producing designs on ancient lead sarcophagi.
In what follows, I assign numbers and titles to each of the SAH designs. Some of
these designs are what we might term ensemble designs, consisting of several components,
reminiscent of the complexity of SH1 G1 D5 (the three palm trees and menorah design), SH1
G1 D8 (the Torah shrine design) and SH1 G1 D2 (the vessel, clover, spades and letter-star
969

His Facebook page: <https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100003589551175 >.
On the Facebook site < https://www.facebook.com/Jordan-Codices-155086001239157/>.
On the history of this web site, see the present book’s Conclusion.
970
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wheel design). Other SAH designs depict a single object (e.g., a menorah) or are purely
ornamental (especially border designs).
SAH D1
Six Lines Text Design
We can reconstruct the entire design of SAH D1 as in Fig. 11, a composite
constructed by copying and pasting the clearest images of the various component letters.

Fig. 11
SAH D1, Composite
In Fig. 12 I supply a drawing of my reconstruction of the design.
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Fig. 12
SAH D1, Reconstruction/Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Figs. 13-14 offer two representative exemplars of SAH D1. The cover in Fig. 13 has
obviously broken off from the binding area and has been sloppily reattached; when this repair
was effected is difficult to say. In any case, the cover would have broken off as the result of
age brittleness and then either repeated usage or a forceful opening after age hardening.
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Fig. 13
SAH D1
Fig. 14’s lead seems old, since it appears that crystals have migrated to the surface of
the metal, a feature that requires the passage of significant historical time. Physical
examination would be necessary to confirm this observation.
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Fig. 14971
SAH D1 (image deleted by request of owner, 6 26 2017)

971

Image deleted by request of owner, 6 26 2017.
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SAH D1’s top constructs, a vine-like device above a string of short upright lines each
with a terminating bulb (Fig. 15a-b), form an intentional allusion to SH1 G1 D1’s vine-like
prolonged myrtle or willow branch (or lulab) image and string of etrogim (citrons), Sukkotrelated items (see Fig. 16).

a

b972
Fig. 15
SAH D1

Fig. 16
SH1 G1 D1
As I will document, the connection between these features of SAH D1 and SH1 G1
D1 can be confirmed by other shared features in the respective texts that are placed beneath
the two upper devices. As we will also see, SAH D3 (what could be called the four squares
design) also uses similar devices that connect it with SH1 G1 D1 (or perhaps the reverse
scenario should be entertained). In SAH D3 we find the thorn-like lulab device with two
upright stylized etrogim as in SAH D1. Fig. 17a supplies my posited reconstruction of this
element of SAH D3. The only component I am unsure about is whether or not there is a
second lulab-like device to the left of the second etrog. If there is, it would seem to be shorter
than the one on the right. The evidence is frustratingly unclear, as Fig. 17b-c amply
illustrates.

972

Image deleted by request of owner, 6 26 2017.
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a, Composite

b

c
Fig. 17
SAH 3, Composite
An SAH lead chest bears the upright etrogim design along its top rim (Fig. 18):

Fig. 18
SAH Lead Chest
Working our way down SAH D1, below the string of etrogim is a series of dots, and
on each end of these dots is what seems to be a small letter shin, placed above the first line of
full text that then follows (Fig. 19). However, the grapheme seems to have a short vertical
stroke on the right, which makes a mem possible in these two cases. It is difficult to decide
between mem and shin here, but in light of other texts in the collection, an upper shin is
arguably more probable here. It is not inconceivable that the grapheme could be designed to
call both mem and shin to mind.
On the right side one immediately notices the correlation between shin at the top and
mem on the bottom, which brings to mind SH1 G1 D5’s triangular pattern of shin at the top
of a vessel with mem on the right bottom and ayin on the left bottom, with a string of letters
in between the mem and ayin. The three letters allude to the Šemaʿ’s ‘hear’ and is then
expanded into an allusion to the name Shimʿon (bar Kokhba). Similar allusions are probably
present in SAH D1’s top two lines as well. At the same time, the triangular configuration of
shin-lamed-mem brings to mind K-S/R D9’s second half of its triangular pattern forming
‘Jerusalem.’ Unfortunately, in Fig. 19, middle left, the two bottom letters are ambiguous. The
letter on the right could be any of several different letters, including a mirror kaf or less likely
alef or waw; the letter to its left accords with one of the forms of Hasmonean shin. Although I
have been correlating the two upper shins with the two letters beneath them, this may not be
the text’s intention; it may rather be that the two upper shins were meant to be read with the
letters on the outer edges of the line below them, but unfortunately the outer edges of the line
have not been preserved in the exemplars whose images are available to me.
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Fig. 19
SAH D1, Two Upper Right and Left Shins (?) and Lower Letters, Composite
(Image deleted by request of owner, 6 26 2017)
SAH D1’s upright etrogim call to mind a few magical symbols (some of which
conceivably might be based on the letter shin) from the Sefer Mafteaḥ Šelomo and from
Islamic tradition (Fig. 20):

Fig. 20973
Jewish and Islamic Magical Sigils
Next follow three lines of text placed on horizontal lines (Fig. 21).

a

b

c
Fig. 21
SAH D1, 3 Upper Text Lines, Two Exemplars and Drawing by Samuel Zinner
973

From Gollancz, Sepher Maphteaḥ Shelomo and E. A. Wallis Budge, Amulets and
Talismans (London: Oxford University Press/H. Milford, 1930).
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Since the seventh grapheme in line 1 has not been previously encountered in the
Jordanian metal books, an alternate close up image would be helpful. Fig. 22a shows the
grapheme to the right of a mirror lamed. This grapheme is found throughout SAH and could
be an alternate form of lamed, a waw, or Greek iota, lunate sigma, or perhaps a variety of
these simultaneously. Several forms of sigma are possibly used here, which would be
congruent with SH1 G2 D1’s use of varying forms of the same letter in a single word or
phrase, which there serves the purpose of encrypting sensitive political content. Fig. 22b
supplies several forms of sigma. Another possibility is Greek gamma
, E. S. Roberts, Part
1.

a
SAH D1 Line 1, Detail
b
Forms of Sigma, E. S. Roberts, Part 1
Fig. 22
SAH D1 Line 1, Detail
I tentatively transcribe lines 1-3 as in Fig. 23. It is often difficult to distinguish bet, qof
and resh, so that the transcription is, as stated, tentative.

t

n

h

š w/k g

t

ʿ

q/b q/r

ʾ/w t

l

h

ṣ

ʾ ḥ

?

n

?

š

q

?

h

ṣ

ʾ/y

š

g l

q/b

b/r ʾ l ?

ʾ

l q/r

l ʾ

š

?

?

?

?

n

t

m

n

ʾ

m ? q/r l ? b/r g/p w ʿ ?
Fig. 23
SAH D1, 3 Upper Text Lines Transcription, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

l

m

q g

Then follow three additional lines, but in larger script and set within and on horizontal
strings of dots rather than solid lines (Fig. 24).
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Fig. 24
SAH D1, Text Lines 4-6, Two Exemplars and Drawing by Samuel Zinner
I tentatively transcribe lines 4-6 as in Fig. 25. The qof/bet graphemes could also
function as resh.

š

l

?

h l

ʿ n

ʾ/w n w

ḥ q/b

? ʾ/w

n

l

ʾ

ʾ

?

? ʾ/y

l

d

h

t

l

ʾ/y q/b t

t ʾ/w ʿ q/b l ?

q/b ?

?

š

š

?

n ?

q/b

n <> ʾ/w

n ʾ/w d

n

ḥ ? q/b m ʾ/w ʾ
š
h ʾ/w t
Fig. 25
SAH D1, 3 Lower Text Lines Transcription, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

Besides the already referenced sigma-like forms, there are additional graphemes
previously not encountered in our study of the metal texts. Before examining some of these, it
would wise to remark that some of the sigma-like graphemes might not be forms of s at all,
but rather n:

; cf. Meshorer, vol. 2, p. 163’s s-like nuns:

D1’s
, cf. Lidzbarski, Samaritan cursive dalet:
some archaic Greek forms of omicron and omega,
grapheme

. With SAH

. Cf. also gamma
, pi
, and
(E. S. Roberts, Part 1). The SAH D1

is likely a Hasmonean form of shin; cf. Lidzbarski, Hasmonean shins:

. Cf.

also Greek F, ( E. S. Roberts, Part 1). SAH D1’s
seems to function as ṣadi; it could
also conceivably hint as well at a rotated form of Greek sigma,
, E. S. Roberts, Part 1.
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With the SAH D1 grapheme
, cf. Lidzbarski, Samaritan cursive kaf and Lidzbarski,
Palmyrene ṣadi
. With
, cf. Lidzbarski, Palmyrene resh
. In two exemplars we see
an epsilon-like letter

(cf. the Greek sigma form

another exemplar the letter is transferred as
grapheeme

looks like epsilon. The letter

, E. S. Roberts, Part 1), but in

, which could be Paleo-Hebrew mirror he. The
is ambiguous; it could represent an e value,

or it could function as Paleo-Hebrew mirror bet, qof or mirror resh. The grapheme
could be variation of qof or mirror bet/resh; cf. .
If SAH D1’s lunate graphemes in some instances function as gamma, then could we
have šegal (right to left) and geʾulat (left to right) in Fig. 26? These are just suggestions to
investigate further, and no significant level of confidence can be had at the present stage of
research, although the geʾulat possibility seems a bit more likely than the šegal one.

Fig. 26
SAH D1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Beginning with the upper block of the first three lines, we encounter a reference to
‘Israel’ similar in many respects to that found in SH1G1 D1 (see Fig. 27). Fig. 27’s colourcoded frames identify some of the correlations between the two texts.

SH1 G1 D1

SAH D1
Fig. 27
SH1 G1 D1 and SAH D1 Parallels, with Drawing by Samuel Zinner
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Both SH1 G1 D1 and SAH D1 use mirror yod and mirror resh. SH1 G1 D1’s
sequence (left to right) of š-mirror-r remains the same in SAH D1. However, SH1 G1 D1’s
mirror lamed-alef/yod to the left of š-mirror-r are in SAH D1 shifted to after the š-mirror-r,
and they are then reversed in sequence, reading (left to right) as ʾ-l. In SAH D1 there is above
the shin a mirror yod (this is suggested in part by the curved hook); this no doubt functions as
the yod of ‘Israel.’ Below the shin is an alef, which establishes a sort of symmetry above and
below the shin, giving the word ‘Israel’ a T-shape in a horizontal resting position. Moreover,
in SAH D1 ʾ-l is repeated on the top line, with the alef placed above the lamed of the second
line, which connects the two instances of ʾ-l in both lines (the same repetitive pattern is used
in SH1 G1 D1). Next, the top line’s shin can be read together with line 2’s mirror reshlamed-alef/yod in order to read a second instance of the word ‘Israel,’ this time in a triangular
pattern.
Next, in Fig. 28 we see how in SH1 G1 D1 the letter pair shin-gimel/dalet (the
grapheme functions as both letters in the metal texts via gimel-dalet interchange), which I
have argued in the Jordanian lead books is an allusion to the Šemaʿ, can be derived in line 1
by starting with the central shin and skipping one intervening letter on both sides. Then the
same letter pair is present in line 2’s shin when joined to a third gimel/dalet in line 1 (see the
yellow box and yellow line). That shin-gimel/dalet may be a variation of the traditional
rabbinic/scribal ayin-dalet acronym formed from the last letter of the first word and the last
letter of the last word of the Šemaʿ’s opening line may be indicated by SH1 G1 D1’s parallel
in SAH D1, where we can start with the central ayin and skip an intervening space in both
directions to arrive at gimel/dalet, forming ayin-dalet, ‘witness.’ Then line 2’s shin can be
joined to line 1’s right gimel/dalet to form a third instance of ayin-dalet (again, via gimeldalet interchange).

Fig. 28
SH1 G1 D1

SAH D1

Ayin-Dalet (Via Gimel-Dalet Interchange) and Shin-Gimel Letter Pairs, with Drawing by Samuel Zinner

As Fig. 29 shows, both designs under discussion have an alef and tav adjacent to the
respective letter pairs shin-gimel and ayin-dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange). Alef and tav,
the first and last letters of the Hebrew alphabet, form divine names in Isaiah and in
Revelation (in the latter as their Greek equivalents alpha and omega).
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SH1 G1 D1

SAH D1
Fig. 29

Fig. 30 documents further parallels shared between SH1 G1 D1 and SAH D1, which
include above the references to Israel the SH1 G1 D1 (right to left) letter sequences ayinalef/mirror yod-mirror gimel and mirror gimel-tav (Fig. 30, left, white boxes), both of which
appear in SAH D1 in the reverse sequences of mirror gimel alef/mirror yod-ayin (which may
be a scrambled allusion to ‘my witness’) and tav-mirror gimel (Fig. 30, right, white and
yellow boxes):

Fig. 30
SH1 G1 D1

SAH D1

Fig. 31 shows various possible configurations of the word ʾ-ḥ-d, ‘one,’ starting
immediately to the left of the shin of ‘Israel.’ This supports the contention that here ‘Israel’
involves an allusion to the Šemaʿ. Notice as well in the top line that two instances of ʾ-ḥ-d’s
dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange) are positioned with ayin in their centre, so that the Šemaʿbased ʿ-d, ‘witness,’ can be formed twice by skipping one intervening space on each side of
the ayin. The right upper alef and the tav that surround the ayin give us the first and last
letters of the Hebrew alphabet, again divine titles in Isaiah and in Revelation in their Greek
equivalents alpha and omega:
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Fig. 31
SAH D1
Although I am not aware of an instance in traditional sources that links the shin of
šemaʿ with the dalet of ʾeḥad in the Šemaʿ’s opening line, the evidence the creators of the
Jordanian metal books make such a link arguably seems copious. There is, moreover, a
curious feature in SAH D3 in the form of a shin-gimel/dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange)
sequence in which the gimel/dalet is written exaggeratedly large (see Fig. 32, left), bringing
to mind the ayin and dalet that are written larger than the other surrounding letters of the
Šemaʿ’s opening line on traditional Torah scrolls. I qualify with ‘possible’ because SAH D3’s
letter sizing seems erratic throughout. However, there is a comparable, though not quite as
exaggerated an example, in SAH D2 (see Fig. 32, right), whose letter sizing seems more
consistent.

Fig. 32
SAH D3

SAH D2

Perhaps Job 16.19 played a role in the lead books’ shin-gimel/dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange) pair, since this verse makes a play on the words ʿed (Hebrew) and sahad
(Aramaic), both of which mean ‘witness,’ and the latter word possibly appears in SH1 G2 D5
and SH1 G2 D6. However, the symmetry is not perfect even in this case, since the shingimel/dalet (again, via gimel-dalet interchange) formed from the Šemaʿ’s opening line would
lack the he of sahad.
Although I suspect the metal books’ equivalency between the Šemaʿ-based letter pairs
ayin-dalet and shin-dalet may presuppose an allusion to Hebrew ʿed’s Aramaic equivalent
sahad, I think a more promising possible explanation for the shin-dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange) construct may lie in the traditional links involving the Šemaʿ and the divine
name Šaddai. A mezuzah contains the Šemaʿ’s text within and the letter shin for Šaddai
without. One of course wears the tefillin while praying the Šemaʿ, so that there is a
theological/ritual link between the tefillin and the Šemaʿ. The head tefillin box displays the
letter shin for Šaddai. The tefillin head strap’s knot is made in the shape of dalet, the tefillin
hand strap is made in the shape of yod, alluding to Šaddai.
An alternative tradition makes the tefillin head strap’s knot in the shape of mem, for šm-y, ‘my name.’ Traditionally while saying the Šemaʿ one forms the shapes of the letters
shin, dalet and yod with the fingers, covering the eyes with them. In all of this, again the
symmetry between a Šemaʿ-based shin-dalet and the name Šaddai is not perfect, since the
letter yod would not be explicitly involved. However, a Šemaʿ-based shin-dalet could still
easily evoke thoughts of the name Šaddai.
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As for part of the theological motivation behind a Šemaʿ-based shin-dalet in the lead
books, we should recall that in these artefacts this is often associated with the further letter
pair alef-tav, which in turn often involves various patterns of the letters shin-dalet-yod.
Together this gives us alef and tav, the First and Last, the Almighty, divine names linked with
each other in Greek form in Rev. 1.8.
Now, it is worth mentioning that while the Šemaʿ-derived word ʿed represents
respectively the first word’s last letter and the last word’s last letter, the letter pair š-d would
be constructed out of the first word’s first letter and the last word’s last letter, giving us a
more consistent symmetry that could in part inspire a link to be made between the Šemaʿ’s
shin and dalet as an allusion to the divine names Alef and Tav.
The Alef and Tav would then literally be functionally expressed with the shin and the
dalet, and this pair in turn would bring to mind the Almighty, Šaddai. Isaiah 48.5 has
arguably influenced the Jordanian metal books in this area. This is the only Tanakh verse
with the verb form ʿasam, ‘he/it did/made them,’ which SH2 uses as an equivalent to SH1’s
Šemaʿ-based shin-dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange). Isaiah 48.5 is soon followed in verse
12 by a clear allusion to the Šemaʿ: ‘Hear me, O Jacob, and Israel whom I have called. I am
he. I am the first and I am the last.’ (JPS) In Isaiah, the two phrases ‘I am the first and I am
the last’ possibly allude to the Šemaʿ’s two Tetragrammatons. The lead books’ creators may
have understood ‘I am the first and I am the last’ as an allusion to the first and last letters of
the Šemaʿ’s opening declaration, namely, shin and dalet.
As I documented in previous chapters, SH1 and SH2 link the name Shimʿon, which
itself is linked to the Šemaʿ in the metal books, to the letters alef-tav as allusions to the divine
names, but at the same time the alef here functions as mirror yod, producing the pair yod-tav.
Elsewhere in the metal books this then becomes shin-dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange)
rather than the name Shimʿon, with the shin-dalet then followed by alef/mirror yod-tav. As I
have explained, this sequence of letters alludes on one level to the opening portion of Psalm
91, Šaddai yitlownan, and in the metal books the sequence is simultaneously linked to the
Šemaʿ. These two texts, the Šemaʿ and Psalm 91, are traditionally linked with each other in
amuletic tradition.
Additional parallels between SH1 G1 D1 and SAH D1 are documented in Fig. 33, and
these involve precisely the name Šaddai (via gimel-dalet interchange):

Fig. 33
SH1 G1 D1

SAH D1
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First, in Fig. 33 we see each design includes the word Šaddai in a triangular pattern
(see the red and yellow triangles); SAH D1 has a further instance of the same word in a
diagonal pattern with scrambled sequence—reading top to bottom dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange)-shin-yod (see the white line). Incidentally, on the top line of SH1 G1 D1 Šaddai
appears again in a straight line (red box).
Next we see in Fig. 34 in the same portion of SH1 G1 D1 the intersecting word š-m-ʿ
and name Shimʿon, with the shin positioned slightly to the right above the mem, with the ayin
to the left of the mem (lower upright red triangle). The waw (in kaf-like style) and nun of
Shimʿon are placed to the right of the mem. In the upper three lines of SAH D1 we see the
letters of š-m-ʿ placed diagonally, rearranged in the sequence ʿ-š-m (white diagonal line),
which occurs in SH2 and on one version of an ancient Bar Kokhba coin as an abbreviation of
the name Shimʿon.

SAH D1

Fig. 34
SH1 G1 D1

SAH D1

Similarly, in Fig. 34 at the upper right of SAH D1 we see the letters of the name
Shimʿon grouped closely together distributed across four lines of text. The letters š-m-ʿ are
placed in a straight descending line, with tav intervening between mem and ayin; nun and
waw are similarly placed in a straight descending line, with what looks like qof/mirror
bet/resh intervening. To the right of the tav (the latter could also function as Greek chi) the
mem and nun of the name Shimʿon are repeated. In both designs the word Šaddai occurs (via
gimel-dalet interchange) in close proximity to š-m-ʿ and to the name Shimʿon (in SH1 G1 D1
in the upper red triangle).
As Fig. 35 illustrates, the descending scrambled sequence of the letters ayin-shin-mem
may occur in a triangular pattern in the bottom three lines of SAH D1, if we interpret the
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lunate grapheme as sigma, which, however, is by no means certain. I consequently include
this example merely as a tentative possibility.

Fig. 35
SAH D1
In Fig. 36 we see that both SH1 G1 D1 and SAH 1 might contain various
configurations of the sequence y-š-ʿ (perhaps hinting at ‘salvation’), if we read alef as mirror
yod, which is frequently the case in these artefacts.

Fig. 36
SH1 G1 D1

SAH D1

Not only do both SH1 G1 D1 and SAH D1 contain similar configurations of the
sequence mirror y-š-ʿ, but in both designs there are various matching intersecting and nearby
letters, as we see in Fig. 37. At the bottom of the white line is a letter I have identified as
ṣadi; notice that in the SAH D1 parallel there is a similar grapheme in the bottom red box,
which I posit is another form of (mirror) ṣadi, and which has an alef above it to the left,
which could be a mirror yod, giving us a possible abbreviation of ‘Zion.’
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Fig. 37
SH1 G1 D1

SAH D1

Fig. 38 shows two adjacent diagonal lines spelling ʿ-š-m (top to bottom), a parallel to
a Bar Kokhba coin abbreviation of the name Shimʿon, and (bottom to top) ʾ-ḥ-t, a form of
‘one’ paralleled in the phrase ‘year one’ from the Bar Kokhba coinage text ‘year one, for the
redemption of Israel.’

Fig. 38
SAH D1, with Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In Fig. 39 we see an intersecting pattern of the letters d-w-n (red box; the waw also
coincides with a form of alef) and ʾ-d-n (blue box, bottom to top), a possible hint at ʾadon,
‘lord.’

Fig. 39
SAH D1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 40 next notes a possible shared sequence of letters (in different styles) in SAH D1
and SH1 G8, namely, waw-ayin-resh-lamed, with mirror resh in both, and mirror lamed in
SH1 G1 D8.
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Fig. 40
SAH D1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 41 documents a similar sequence of three letters in SAH D1 and SH1 G2 D5. The
third letter in the SH1 G2 D5 red box is a Hasmonean mirror bet. In both texts, the first two
letters are in mirror position in relation to each other.

SAH D1

SH1 G2 D5

Fig. 41
SAH D1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 42 might contain the word ḥen, ‘grace,’ a prominent word in Zechariah’s great
menorah vision (Zech. 4.7).

Fig. 42
SAH D1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 43 records a noticeable parallel between SH1 G1 D1 and SAH D1. In the latter
we have in the blue box alef-lamed (right to left) in the blue box preceded in the yellow box
(left to right) by a possible allusion to šabbat<o>n, if we read the lunate character as sigma.
The parallels in SH1 G1 D1 are both read in the opposite directions compared to their
correlates in SAH D1.
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Fig. 43
SAH D1

SH1 G1 D1
SAH D2
Palm Tree Design

SAH D2, which might be called the palm tree design, is a rather complex piece of
religious-ritual art that can be reconstructed in full only by assembling together portions cast
on separate pages. We know that the three portions depicted in Fig. 44 constitute a single
design because the various transfers show the individual sections overlapping with each
other.
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Fig. 44
SAH D2, Composite
SAH D2 consists of an upper portion that prominently features a central palm tree
surrounded on all sides by short enigmatic texts consisting of Paleo-Hebrew and Greek
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characters. The middle section consists of six lines of text, while the bottom section features a
wall-like construct with text on all sides, and a Herodian helmet known from SH2 at the top
left of the wall.
First I will offer an in-depth analysis of SAH D2’s top portion. Fig. 45 offers an
image of the upper portion, followed by Fig. 46 which presents this section’s texts in tracing
for clarity.

Fig. 45
SAH D2
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Fig. 46
SAH D2, Upper Section, Tracing
First to be pointed out are the two waw-like anchor like devices at the top right and
left corners. The one on the left parallels the similar anchors found in the same position in
SH1 G1 D5, SH2 G2:9 and SH2 G2:11 (Fig. 47). The one on the right parallels the four wawlike devices in SH1 G2 D4’s for corners.

SAH D2

Fig. 47
SH1 G1 D5

SH1 G2 D4

In Fig. 48’s yellow box we have three scrambled letters from the name Shimʿon. The
blue box’s alef-nun-tav matches SH1 G2 D1’s cipher for the alef-lamed-tav of geʾulat in the
Jewish War slogan ‘for the redemption of Zion.’ On the left top the letters  תענcoincide with a
form of the verb ‘to speak/answer,’ but here we may have a permutation of the sequence
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ayin-tav-nun which begins the line of text at the bottom of SAH D2’s top section, which itself
is a variant of SH1 G1 D1’s sequence nun-tav-ayin (more on this below).

Fig. 48
SAH D2, Detail, Upper Text

SH1 G2 D1

Fig. 49’s yellow boxes identify letters that likely hint at ‘four,’ ʾarbaʿ, with alef in
mirror form.

Fig. 49
SAH D2, Detail, Upper Text
Next we descend on the design’s left side where we encounter two short lines of text
(Fig. 50).

Fig. 50
SAH D2, Detail, with Tracing
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Incidentally, in Egypt there is a gold (plated) book whose front cover features the
SAH D2 menorah design (Fig. 51):

Fig. 51
SAH D2, Detail974
Above the menorah in Fig. 50 (reproduced in Fig. 52a) the upper line of text is more
difficult to interpret than the lower line. In the upper line, the first letter could be alef or waw.
The mem and shin present no ambiguity. The remaining grapheme, however, could be several
letters, including resh and mirror qof, among others. The lower line reproduces a sequence
from SH1 G1 D1, only in reverse (Fig. 52b-c). We can therefore interpret the SAH D2 line
first as the yod-shin-resh of ‘Israel’ and its implicit ‘upright,’ and then, reading left to right
we have ʿ-q-š-y, ‘crooked ones.’ In light of this, we can safely conjecture that the upper line’s
waw-mem and resh-shin are fragments, respectively, of Shimʿon and ‘Israel,’ which can be
re-read as containing an allusion to ‘crookedness,’ as in SH1 G1 D1. This involves, via a folk
etymology, an allusion to the name Jacob.

a
974

Featured on <alibaba.com>.
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b

c

Fig. 52
SH1 G1 D1

SAH D2, Tracing

Moving to the right of the palm tree we find six lines of text (Fig. 53):

Fig. 53
SAH D2, Detail, with Tracing
The first line of this text begins with the familiar ‘menorah’ abbreviation m-n-r of
SH1 G1 D5. The shin-tav that follow could stand for Shimʿon and geʾulat; alternatively or
complementarily, the two letters might allude to the Sabbath. Line 2 ends with mem-nun, the
same two letters that begin line 3, which is then followed by two additional nuns, giving us a
parallel to the three consecutive nuns at the top of the SH1 G1 D5 (Fig. 54).

Fig. 54
SAH D2, Tracing

SH1 G1 D5

The six lines continue with ayin-shin-resh in line 4 (Fig. 55), apparently the number
‘ten,’ which simultaneously could allude in a scrambled sequence to ‘crooked,’ with mirror
qof. Line 5’s alef-nun-tav once again matches SH1 G2 D1’s cipher for the alef-lamed-tav of
geʾulat in the Jewish War slogan ‘for the redemption of Zion.’

Fig. 55
SAH D2, Tracing
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Separated by a string of dots from the six lines of text above them are the two lines of
text in Fig. 56, which may or may not be intended as the conclusion of the six upper lines.

Fig. 56
SAH D2, Tracing
In Fig. 56 the first feature that strikes one is the sequence tav-nun-ayin, which is
likely a permutation of the tav-ayin-nun at the top left of the same design and the ayin-tavnun at the bottom of the same design’s upper section. These three versions link the top,
middle and bottom portions of SAH D1’s upper section. Fig. 56’s upper line likely alludes to
Shimʿon and geʾulat. The lower line could contain a scramble of letters from ‘Israel’ and
Shimʿon, whose waw here seems stylized for peculiar emphasis (cf. the metal text’s
proclivity for peculiarly representing the waw of Shimʿon with a kaf-like grapheme).
To the left of the text in Fig. 56 are the two lines of text in Fig. 57, which occurs
elsewhere in SAH as an autonomous text. The white box again likely alludes to Shimʿon and
geʾulat, while the yellow boxes probably hint at ‘four,’ ʾarbaʿ, with mirror alef. This would
in turn allude to the fourth letter of the Hebrew alphabet, dalet, which would in turn hint at
the dalet of ʾeḥad of the Šemaʿ Israel. ‘Four’ would allude to the Jewish War coinage phrase
‘year four,’ abbreviated with shin-dalet, but the latter via the lead books’ common gimeldalet interchange often becomes shin-gimel, which then on yet another level stands for
Shimʿon-geʾulat.

Fig. 57
SAH D2
There might or might not be some relation between the text in Fig. 57 and SH1 G2
D4, each of which mixes Greek and Paleo-Hebrew letters to various extents.
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Fig. 58
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

SAH D2

SAH D2 contains the sequence resh-bet-ayin, literally ‘quarter’ from the Jewish War
coinage phrase ‘a quarter of a shekel,’ but simultaneously an allusion to a defective spelling
of ʾ-r-b-ʿ, four,’ from the phrase ‘year four’ as found on Jewish War coinage. SAH D2 then
repeats the resh-bet of ‘four,’ which allows one to read the reference to ‘four’ in both normal
forward and then reverse reading directions. On the lead book these seem to involve an
esoteric allusion to the dalet of ʾeḥad in the Šemaʿ Israel.
Also to be pointed out in Fig. 57 is line 1’s initial sequence nun-ayin-tav, a sequence
that occurs elsewhere in SAH D1’s upper section in the permutations tav-ayin nun (top), tavnun-ayin (middle right); ayin-tav-nun (bottom). We thus have four permutations of this
triadic sequence in SAH D1’s upper section. It would seem to have an arguably similar
ideological importance as does the menorah, since this is a word whose letters also, as we
have seen, undergo permutations in SAH D1.
At the bottom of SAH D2’s upper section is a string of letters (Fig. 59) that
constitutes a variant of the one in SH1 G1 D5 (Fig. 60):

Fig. 59
SAH D2, Tracing

Fig. 60
SH1 G1 D5, Composite
The SAH D2 text in Fig. 59 begins with ayin-tav-nun, the reverse sequence of the
SH1 G1 D5 text’s nun-tav-ayin. The SAH D2 text ends with nun-mem, the reverse sequence
of SH1 G1 D5’s text that begins with mem-nun. The SH1 G1 D5 text continues with mirror
resh, giving us an abbreviation of ‘menorah.’
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In Fig. 61 we see in the white box in scrambled sequence all the letters needed (minus
he) to spell the angel name Menoriʾel (attested in various forms in SH1 G1 D8 and SH1 G2
D1), if we re-read yod as mirror alef. After the resh, notice that now ʾ-l occurs in its normal
sequence (again with mirror lamed), in contrast to its reverse sequence within the white box’s
4th and 5th letters.

Fig. 61
SAH D2, Tracing
In Fig. 62 the blue boxes identify letters that allude to Shimʿon; notice that the waw is
kaf-like, as is the case in SH1 G1 D1. The yellow boxes represent letters of geʾulat, with
mirror alef; the white boxes give us two overlapping allusions to ‘Israel.’ In the references to
Israel and geʾulat the letters shin and gimel are missing, which interestingly together would
give us these artefacts’ common abbreviation for Shimʿon- geʾulat, which when re-read via
gimel-dalet interchange as shin-dalet then produces an allusion to the Šemaʿ Israel’s words
šemaʿ and ʾeḥad.

Fig. 62
SAH D2, Tracing
Before proceeding to an analysis of SAH D2’s middle section, some comments are in
order concerning the top section’s iconography, especially the ornamental devices. First to
mention are the grape vines of Fig. 63, which are used both vertically and horizontally for
ornamental borders. This motif is congruent thematically with the grape cluster designs on
some Bar Kokhba coins.

Fig. 63
SAH D2
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Fig. 64 documents two SAH D2 types of palm fronds, or perhaps one of the other
Sukkot species associated with the lulab, namely, an independent upright, tall and broad
version (Fig. 64a) and a smaller angled type that flanks a menorah from its bottom to midsection; a smaller curved frond then flanks the upper portion of the menorah (Fig. 64b).
Alternatively, we could be dealing with lulab depictions in these instances.

a

b
Fig. 64
SAH D2

Yonatan Adler has convincingly corrected the general view that a palm frond appears
next to the Sukkot water libation golden flagon on Bar Kokhba coins.975 Fig. 65 depicts the
coin type in question. As Adler argues, here we are not seeing a palm frond but a willow
branch, whose rite was associated with that of the Sukkot water libation. The deep
importance and popularity of the willow branch rite is attested not only in the rabbinic
literature, as Adler documents, but also in the Shepherd of Hermas, as J. Ford-Massingberd
has suggested.976

Fig. 65977
Bar Kokhba Coin
In Fig. 51 (left) we see how what are likely short curved willow branches flank the
menorah in SAH D2. This style of willow is similar to the prolonged vine-like, almost thornlike willow (alternatively, myrtle?) branch of SH1 G1 D1:

SAH D2

Fig. 66
SH1 G1 D1
Willow Branches/Lulabim?

Yonatan Adler, ‘The Temple Willow-Branch Ritual Depicted on Bar Kokhba Denarii,’
Israel Numismatic Journal 16 (2007-2008): pp. 131-135.
976
J. Ford-Massingberd, ‘A Possible Liturgical Background to the Shepherd of Hermas,’
Revue de Qumran 6/24 (March 1969): pp. 531-551.
977
<https://www.ngccoin.com/news/article/2494/The-Coinage-of-Bar-Kokhba/>.
975
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Lastly, it is worth noting that the SAH lead chest on its front section is decorated in
large part with designs from SAH D2’s upper section (Fig. 67).

Fig. 67
Tracings of Some SAH D2 Details on the SAH Lead Chest
At the bottom of SAH D2’s top section we have the previously discussed string of
letters (Fig. 62). Below this is a series of stars, beneath which are six lines of text. We
apparently can reconstruct the text’s left side portions in full, but this is unfortunately not the
case with the right side portions (Fig. 68).

Fig. 68
SAH D2 Middle Section, Composite, with Tracings
Fig. 69 supplies a drawing of the partially reconstructed text.

Fig. 69
SAH D2 Middle Section, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 70 first supplies an image of the central section of the SAH D2 four lines text,
followed by close-ups of some of the portions I collated in order to reconstruct the text.
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SAH D2, Middle Portion
SAH D2, Right Side, Details:

SAH D2, Left Side, Details:

Fig. 70978
SAH D2, Middle Section, Details
There are three graphemes in Fig. 68 not previously encountered in the artefacts. On
the bottom line is a grapheme similar to one of the Bar Kokhba nun forms. There are images
of at least three transfers available, one of them incomplete (Fig. 71).
978

First two photos right to left, courtesy Archives of the Centre for the Study of the
Jordanian Lead Books. Remaining photos from
<https://mobile.twitter.com/jedannader/status/608001632400375809>.
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Meshorer, P. 163. Cf. Lidzbarski Samaritan Nun:
Fig. 71
SAH D2, Middle Section
One of the other graphemes can be identified as waw (Fig. 72, left), while the final
character is more difficult to identify; perhaps it is pe (Fig. 72, right).

Hasmonean Waw, Lidzbarski: .
Fig. 72
SAH D2, Middle Section

Pe?

What immediately grabs our attention in the text are fragmentary allusions to ‘Israel’
in lines 2-4 (Fig. 73):

Fig. 73
SAH D2 Middle Section, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In Fig. 73 the letters in the red box are the shin-resh of ‘Israel,’ with either the
adjacent blue box’s yod doing double duty as mirror alef, and/or with the alef in line 2, just
above line 3’s shin, doing the double duty as mirror yod. In any case, it would seem the upper
blue box contains the alef-lamed of ‘Israel,’ and that the lower blue box contains a second
form of the same final two letters of ‘Israel’ with the yod doing double duty as mirror alef. As
Fig. 74 shows, there is also an overlapping vertical alignment of the mirror yod-shin-resh of
‘Israel’ in the same section of text (yellow box):

Fig. 74
SAH D2 Middle Section, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Elsewhere in SAH D2 we find Fig. 74’s sequence shin-resh-mirror alef/yod-lamed in
reverse sequence, lamed-alef-resh-shin, as Fig. 75’s lower red box highlights. Of course, if
we join the nun to the letters in the lower left box we could obtain a possible angel name,
‘Eagle of God.’
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Fig. 75
SAH D2, Middle Section, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In Fig. 76, the straight red line’s letters near ‘Israel’ spell ʾ-ḥ-d, ‘one’ (via gimel-dalet
interchange), suggesting an allusion to the Šemaʿ. This suspicion is further strengthened by
the nearby presence of several instances of the intersecting letter pairs shin-gimel/dalet and
ayin-dalet (both involving gimel-dalet interchange). Notice that following Fig. 76’s alef is
yod, which overlaps the ḥet beneath.

Fig. 76
SAH D2 Middle Section, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 77 illustrates how we find the letters of g-ʾ-l-t (with mirror gimel), ‘redemption,’
overlapping with the lamed of ‘Israel,’ a trait we encounter in SH1 G1 D1 as well (Fig. 78):

Fig. 77

Fig. 78

SAH D2, Middle Section, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

SH1 G1 D1

There are further parallels between SAH D2’s middle section text and SH1 G1 D1.
These include the scrambled sequence nun-mem of Shimʿon (Fig. 79, lower yellow and black
boxes), and a reference to ‘Zion’ (Fig. 79, blue box, red lines), which in SAH 2 overlaps with
g-ʾ-l-t (with mirror gimel), ‘redemption,’ whose alef apparently does double duty as the waw
of ‘Zion,’ a word that here occurs in an X-pattern. SH1 G1 D1’s t-w-m, ‘perfection’ (Fig. 79,
upper yellow box), may be paralleled (minus waw) in reverse sequence in SAH D2, where
the tav is placed just after the mem in the black box.

Fig. 79
SH1 G1 D1

SAH D2, Middle Section

‘Zion’ occurs in another pattern (with different styles of waw and nun) in SAH D2 in
a diagonal pattern comparable with a similar diagonal arrangement of the same word in SH1
G1 D1 where the letters’ trajectories also pass through the letters of g-ʾ-l-t (with mirror gimel
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and mirror lamed), ‘redemption.’ We see in Fig. 80 that in SAH D2 the possible reverse
spelling of t-m, ‘perfection,’ has an alef adjacent to the tav, giving us the reverse sequence
alef-tav, with the ḥet after alef perhaps alluding to ‘one.’ Perhaps this is an allusion to the
Šemaʿ Israel, understood as proclaiming God as one and as first and last (Alef and Tav).

Fig. 80
SAH D2, Middle Section

SH1 G1 D1

When we look at a larger portion of the text (Fig. 81) we can see just how elaborate
are the repeated instances of the letter pairs shin-gimel and ayin dalet (via gimel-dalet
interchange).

Fig. 81
SAH D2 Middle Section, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
We have encountered similar patterns involving ayin-dalet (via gimel-mirror dalet
interchange) in SAH D1, which is paralleled in SH1 G1 D1, where it occurs, however, with
the letters shin-mirror gimel, again via gimel-dalet interchange (Fig. 82):

Fig. 82
SH1 G1 D1

SAH D1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

In Fig. 83 we see the presence of the word Šaddai (via gimel-dalet interchange) in an
interesting diamond-shaped pattern, with an overlapping diagonal pattern with mirror yod
(Fig. 83):
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Fig. 83
SAH D2 Middle Section, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
SAH D2, Bottom Section
Below the four lines of text under discussion we find a line of large stars beneath
which is placed a horizontal line of large grape-vines. Beneath these ornamental devices we
encounter the bottom design of SAH D2, which features a wall-like construct, as in Fig. 84.

Fig. 84
SAH D2 Bottom Section, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
At the top left of the wall in Fig. 84 we have a Herodian helmet, with six letters to its
right. At the bottom of the wall is a series of dots, and beneath these are ten letters. Flanking
the wall are two stylized branch- or tree-like devices, each of which is accompanied by
letters. The letters on the right can be identified via collation of the available images, while
those on the left are unfortunately only partially readable.
To the right of the wall, the top yod-lamed looks like a fragment of ‘Israel.’ The
middle ḥet-nun can be read as ḥen, ‘grace.’ On the bottom are lamed-tav, which based on
precedents in SH1 G1 looks like a fragment of gimel-alef-lamed-tav, that is, ‘redemption.’
To the left of the wall, one can easily read a tav on the bottom and a shin above it. The
other letters are not as clearly present, and of the remainder the grapheme above the shin
looks like a Hasmonean-like tau-shaped alef (which could be waw as well). To the left of the
latter there seems to be a resh-like grapheme; depending on how one adjusts the contrast for
clarity, the vertical spine can take on the appearance of being at an angle pointing to the right,
but this might just be a digital artefact (see Fig. 85). The letter could instead be the long
vertical version of waw with upper short angular bar pointing downwards seen elsewhere in
the same text. There is a fragment to the left of the bottom tav, but not enough to recover the
letter’s identity, although based on some transfers it could be congruent with a fragment of
another Hasmonean-like alef. In other images the letter does not look much like an alef and
cannot be recovered (se Fig. 85). In all, of these left letters, only the shin and tav are certain,
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while the letter above the shin is probably an alef. No arguments should be built on guesses
about the remaining letters to the left of the wall-like structure.

xxxxx
Fig. 85979
SAH D2 Bottom Sections, Details
SAH D2’s tree/branch/frond-like devices remind one somewhat of the sacred tree
motifs on ancient cylinder seals and amulets (see Fig. 86).

SA

SAH D2 Palm Fronds and Tree/Branch Devices

Phoenician Sacred Tree980

Tree of Life, Syriac Amulet
Book of Protection981

Fig. 86
The famous Assurbanipal II sacred tree is somewhat similar to one of the SAH D2
palm fronds (Fig. 87).

979

Right image deleted by request of owner, 6 26 2017.
Unfortunately I have misplaced the url for this image. I hope to rectify this in any future
revised edition of this monograph.
981
Budge, Amulets and Superstitions.
980
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Fig. 87982
Assurbanipal II Sacred Tree

SAH D2 Palm Frond

Some Assyrian sacred tree motifs present only one side of the tree; to an extent this
brings to mind SAH D2’s long, slender tree-like motif with more pronounced curving
branches on one side (the left) than on the other (the right), as we see in Fig. 88.

Assyrian Tree Motif983

Fig. 88
SAH D2

Of comparative interest also is a now lost Tell Billa seal from 3,000 BCE, which
shows an interesting standing object flanking a structure of some kind (Fig. 89).

982

983

Assurbanipal II image excerpted from <http://www.didatticarte.it/Blog/?p=1708&lang=en>.
<https://it.pinterest.com/pin/112449321922134853/>.
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Fig. 89984
Tell Billa Seal, Excerpt, Composite
The Tell Billa seal’s upright object resembles a Cypriot depiction of a sacred tree of
the type with curved circular branches, which basically resembles the same archetype as seen
in SAH D2 (Fig. 90), with the exception that the comparators have six curved branches rather
than SAH D2’s eight branches.

Tell Billa Seal, 3,000 BCE

985

Fig. 90
SAH D2

Sacred Tree, Cypriot, 13th Cent. BCE986

Fig. 90’s SAH D2 tree of life design is quite similar to the devices that flank the
menorah in a roundel in SH1 G1 D8 (Fig. 91).

Fig. 91
SH1 G1 D8
984

<http://chronicle.uchicago.edu/040415/oi.shtml>.
<http://www.gettyimages.com/detail/news-photo/impression-of-a-cylinder-seal-from-tellbilla-which-shows-news-photo/629574877#impression-of-a-cylinder-seal-from-tell-billawhich-shows-two-cultic-picture-id629574877>.
986
<http://chs.harvard.edu/CHS/article/display/6353>.
985
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Fig. 92 illustrates the similarity between a horizontal device in SH1 G2 D2 (I place
my drawing of this object upright in Fig. 92 for comparison) and some ancient depictions of
sacred trees whose curved branches alternate between reaching upwards and downwards:

Fig. 92
Phoenician Stylized Sacred Tree

SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

Canaanite Stylized Tree of Life987

As I highlight in Fig. 93, we might not be seeing a wall in SAH D2, but a series of
ladder-like helmet rims, with the bottom one ending in volutes, in the same manner as does
the Herodian helmet at the top left:

Fig. 93
SAH D2 Bottom Section, Detail, Tracing
It is worth mentioning that a similar set of two elongated lines with volutes appears as
part of some magical constructions in Jewish tradition (Fig. 94).

Fig. 94
Book of the Key of Solomon (Gollancz)

987

<http://www.askwhy.co.uk/judaism/0377Genesis.php>.
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As Fig. 95 reveals, we can pick any area at random in SAH D2’s wall-like construct
and form the identical pattern as the devices that make up the inverted triangle constructs in
SH1 G1 D5.

Fig. 95
SAH D2 Bottom Section, Detail

SH1 G1 D5, Detail

Next, we notice that if one joins SAH D2’s middle top and bottom lines of text, they
begin via gimel-dalet interchange with an ayin-dalet (cf. the Šemaʿ Israel-based ʿed,
‘witness’) and a shin-gimel (standing for Shimʿon-geʾulat) that can be combined with each
other in an overlapping way (Fig. 96).

Fig. 96
SAH D2 Bottom Section, Detail, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Then we notice in Fig. 97 that the upper line’s sequence shin-yod-nun can be
duplicated by starting with the top shin-yod and then descending directly to the lower line’s
nun:
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Fig. 97
SAH D2 Bottom Section, Detail, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The pattern in Fig. 97 continues in that the upper line’s nun is followed by waw,
which is the case with the corresponding nun followed by what looks like two waws (these
also resemble forms of alef) on the bottom line of text (Fig. 98).

Fig. 98
SAH D2 Bottom Section, Detail, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Although the bottom line’s mem that follows what looks like two waws is not
paralleled in the upper line, nevertheless one notices that the next letter in the top line, tav, is
positioned directly above another tav in the bottom line (Fig. 99).
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Fig. 99
SAH D2 Bottom Section, Detail, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
If we actually physical realign the top six letters with the first six letters on the
bottom, we obtain the following interesting results seen in Fig. 100.

Fig. 100
SAH D2 Bottom Section, Details, Realigned, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In Fig. 100 the letters in the red boxes give us the letters of the name Shimʿon (notice
on the lower line in the same positions we have a matching nun and what could be another
waw in a different style). An allusion to Shimʿon (bar Kokhba) is congruent with the design’s
image of the Herodian helmet, since elsewhere in SAH this helmet design is surrounded by
the letters of Shimʿon. On the top line the remaining letters (ignoring the ḥet for the moment)
give us yod and tav, which if we treat the yod as mirror alef would read as alef-tav, the first
and last letters of the Hebrew alphabet. Beneath the tav is what could be another alef. The ḥet
and tav look like an abbreviation of ḥerut, ‘freedom.’
SAH D3
SAH D3, what one might call the four squares design, can be reconstructed as in Fig.
101, although the inverted letters in the top right section do not seem to be represented in this
form in the mould version. Other transfers indicate these letters appeared in upright position
in the mould.
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Fig. 101
SAH D3, Composite
At the top of SAH D3 is a series of four large stars in the same style found in SAH
D2. Then follow two upper squares. At the bottom of the upper right square is a feature
apparently lacking (or perhaps present in a shorter form) in the corresponding section of the
left upper square, namely, a horizontal vine-line device, perhaps a lulab (see Fig. 102) known
from SH1 G1 D1 and SAH D1, and to its left an upright stylized etrog, with another etrog on
the other side of the centre dividing line, both in the style attested in SAH D1:
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Fig. 102
SAH D3
Two Etrogim and Willow (?) Branch/Lulab
We can reconstruct the text in the two upper squares as in Fig. 103; a handful of
characters unfortunately are lost to us in the top right line and in the top two left lines):

Fig. 103
SAH D3, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Figs. 104-105 supply two different images of SAH D3’s top two square sections
containing letters.
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Fig. 104
SAH D3, Top Squares

Fig. 105
SAH D3, Top Squares
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A third available image reveals that in the upper right square, in the second line from
the bottom, the third to the last letter is a mem:

Fig. 106
SAH D3
In the same line, the third and fourth letters bring to mind a letter pair from SAH D2,
as Fig. 107 highlights. The fourth letter could be alef and/or waw. The fourth letter is more
difficult to identify; it could be a playful variation of the preceding grapheme, and in any case
might be alef, waw or perhaps even a mirror kaf. Until a confident translation can be achieved
involving the letter, it will remain uncertain to me. Cf. Fig. 75 where it seems to function as
alef.

SAH D3

SAH D2
Fig. 107
An unclear letter appears on SAH D3’s left upper square, on the second line from the
bottom (Fig. 108). On the bottom line is what one transfer confirms is a ḥet, above which
slightly to the right is a similar grapheme. In one transfer the bottom horizontal bar closes the
bottom. In two transfers the upper portion partly brings to mind Greek beta. We probably
have a letterplay at work here, perhaps suggesting an interchange between Hebrew ḥet and
Greek beta.
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SAH D3
Fig. 108
Some Greek letters (similar to ones in SAH D1) appear in the upper left square of
SAH D3 (Fig. 109). These are lacking in the remainder of the design’s upper right portion,
which seems to consist exclusively of various Paleo-Hebrew forms. Fig. 109 documents some
of the parallels between unusual graphemes in SAH D3 and SAH D1.
Fig. 109 line 1’s fourth and fifth letters could be Greek tau and upsilon, or
alternatively, Paleo-Hebrew qof and waw. These two characters seem to be transposed in line
2. However, line 1’s fourth letter has its spine’s lower portion slightly pointed to the left, a
possible kaf-like element. Line 2’s first letter is of course Greek pi (see line 5), which can,
however, graphically represent Hebrew he. The second letter may be waw or iota (see line 5),
or perhaps both simultaneously. Line 3’s sixth letter is difficult to identify confidently. Line
5’s second and third letters look like (left to right) Greek omicron-upsilon (they could of
course be Hebrew waw-ayin; cf. line 6’s second and third letters), while the seventh
grapheme brings to mind square script צ. Line 6’s fourth character might be epsilon or sigma.
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Fig. 109
SAH D3

SAH D1

At the top of the two bottom squares is a series of round devices. The centre instances
are circles with a central dot, while the inner and outer devices are half circles with centrally
placed dots. Unfortunately, we cannot fully reconstruct the bottom section of the two squares;
only one half circle device with central dot is recoverable (Fig. 110).

Fig. 110
SAH D3, Top and Bottom of Lower Squares, Composite Reconstruction
SAH D3’s corner half circles with dots and stars bring to mind similar constructs in a
square amulet of the Book of the Key of Solomon (Fig. 111).
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Book of the Key of Solomon (Gollancz)

SAH D3, Detail
Fig. 111
Unfortunately, I cannot fully reconstruct SAH D3’s text in the two bottom squares,
each of which has a large star with two lines of text above and two lines of text below the
stars (Fig. 112). Several of the letters cannot be reconstructed at all, and a few (upper right
section line 1, third letter from the right, line 2, second to the last letter) can be only partially
reconstructed:
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Fig. 112
SAH D3, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In the bottom section’s upper right square above the star (Fig. 113) we notice the
familiar shin-mirror gimel letter pair. When we connect these two letters to any of the three
lameds (one is in mirror form) in the line beneath we can form a triangular pattern of the
word šegal, ‘queen,’ a word prominent in SH1 G1 D1.

Fig. 113
SAH D3
In SAH D3’s upper two squares we also encounter the shin-mirror gimel pair. In Fig.
114 we see how in the top left square the letter pair shin-mirror gimel intersects with ayinmirror gimel, seemingly indicating an ideological (theological) equivalency between the two
pairs. In the upper right square we find shin-mirror gimel, but without any nearby ayin. As
elsewhere, here I posit reading ayin-mirror dalet, ʿed, ‘witness’ (via gimel-dalet interchange)
and shin-mirror gimel, standing for Shimʿon-geʾulat.

Fig. 114
SAH D3
Top Left Square

Top Right Square

If we look at the two upper squares of SAH D3, some interesting patterns emerge on
the large scale (Fig.115).
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Fig. 115
SAH D3, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
In Fig. 115 we notice that from right to left at the top on the two sides we encounter
the already-familiar shin and mirror gimel. Unfortunately the last letter of the top line of the
right square is lost to us. When we go down to the bottom, on the right side in the first and
last positions on the final line we have yod and shin, while in the left square we see two yods.
In all of this we likely have here allusions to Shimʿon (bar Kokhba) and the Šemaʿ Israel’s
second word ‘Israel’ (perhaps abbreviated here as yod-shin) and a double yod as a substitute
for the Tetragrammaton, if indeed we are meant to read the top and bottom outer letters
together. In any case, an allusion to Shimʿon would be fitting, since Bar Kokhba’s title
‘prince’ occurs in the top left square’s line 4.
In SAH D3’s top right square we see a number of parallels to SH1 G1 D1’s contents.
The text’s sequence yod-lamed-shin-resh (Fig. 116) gives us all the letters we need for a
scrambled version of ‘Israel’ if we re-use the yod as mirror alef, as in SH1 G1 D1.

Fig. 116
SAH D3
Above the allusion to ‘Israel’ is the sequence ayin-nun-mem, which parallels SH1 G1
D1’s nun-mem-ayin, whose mem and ayin are those of the Šemaʿ’s first word šemaʿ
(expanded to form the name Shimʿon), followed by the mirror resh-shin-mirror yod of
‘Israel’ (Fig. 117).
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Fig. 117
SAH D3

SH1 G1 D1

An alternate transfer reveals a shin above the first ayin in this portion of SAH D3 text
(Fig. 118), which is paralleled in SH1 G1 D1’s shin above the mem of Shimʿon (as in Fig.
117, right).

Fig. 118
SAH D3
There seems to be a diagonal pattern of g-ʾ-l-t, ‘redemption,’ with yod serving as
mirror alef (Fig. 119). The mirror gimel also has what appears to be a straightforward alef to
its right.

Fig. 119
SAH D3
A possible triangular pattern of Šaddai in Fig. 120 (involving gimel-dalet interchange)
would also be congruent with SH1 G1 D1’s contents.
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Fig. 120
SAH D3

SH1 G1 D1

One of the most noticeable straightforward contents in SAH D3’s left upper box is the word
‘prince,’ nun-shin-yod-alef, Bar Kokhba’s title nasiʾ, followed by tav-lamed, which likely
alludes to geʾulat, ‘redemption.’

Fig. 121
SAH D3
SAH D3’s C-shaped character is paralleled in mirror form in SH1 G2 D5, where it
occurs at least twice. On the right edge of the latter it appears to the right of the resh of
‘Israel,’ and directly below the lamed of the same word (Fig. 122).
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Fig. 122
Lead Book with SH1 G2 D5 Text
Beneath the grapheme under discussion in SH1 G2 D5 is a ṣadi followed by nun, an
abbreviation of ‘Zion’ (Fig. 123).

Fig. 123
SH1 G2 D5, with Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 123’s allusion to Zion may be paralleled in SAH D3, where the C-like grapheme
occurs both to the right and at the bottom of what could be a ṣadi.

Fig. 124
SAH D3
Indeed, the word ‘Zion’ may be present in a vertical arrangement, with the yod
displaced beneath the ṣadi and ayin interposed between ṣadi and waw (Fig. 125).
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Fig. 125
SAH D3
An unusual grapheme on the same second line from the bottom in SAH D3 is
paralleled in SH1 G2 D5 and elsewhere in SAH D1, where it appears pointed in two
directions. What could be a form of the same letter pointed to the right may be present in SH1
G1 D8 (Fig. 126).

Fig. 126
SAH D3

SH1 G2 D5, Tracing

SAH D1

SH1 G1 D8

K-S/R D1 contains what looks like a fragment of shin (it definitely functions as shin
in the K-S/R D1 text), but perhaps it may be cognate somehow to the grapheme under
discussion (Fig. 127).

Fig. 127
K-S/R D1
In SAH D3’s top left square (Fig. 128), notice the letter pair shin-mirror gimel (right
to left) and a series of three shins along a diagonal trajectory. This has a parallel in K-S/R D4
(Fig. 129).
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Fig. 128
SAH D3, with Drawing by Samuel Zinner

Fig. 129
K-S/R D4
Incidentally, shin-shin-shin-alef-alef is one of the divine names in 3 Enoch. I would
imagine this signifies three Šaddais and two ʾElohims.
Before continuing I should interject that in Jewish magical traditions we encounter
double sets of a character that agrees with the shape of lunate sigma (Fig. 130):

Fig. 130
Book of the Key of Solomon (Gollancz)
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Table 6*
SAH D1-D3 Epigraphy
Paleo-Hebrew

SAH 1

S
A
H
:3

S
A
H
:1

א

S
A
H
:1

ג
/
ד

S
A
H
:1

ה

S
A
H
:1

ו

S
A
H
:1

ח

S
A
H
:2

Inverted

?א
S
A
H
:2
S
A
H
:3
Can be ד
via ג/ד
interchang
e

?

S
A
H
:2
S
A
H
:3
S
A
H
:2
S
A
H
:3

?
S
A
H
:3

S
A
H
:2

Greek B?
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S
A
H
:2

י

S
A
H
:1

כ

S
A
H
:1

ל

S
A
H
:3

S
A
H
:2

Possible
mirror

:?
Inverted
?א

some
could
be  אor
ו

כ

Some
could be ו

Possible
mirror

:?כ

square
script,
mirror?
Greek
sigma?
square
script כ
or PaleoHebrew נ

inverted ?א

S
A
H
:2
S
A
H
:3
S
A
H
:2

S
A
H
:1

מ

S
A
H
:1

נ

S
A
H
:3

S
A
H
:2
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S
A
H
:3

S
A
H
:2

ס

S
A
H
:1

ע

S
A
H
:2

פ

S
A
H
:1

צ

S
A
H
:1

ק

S
A
H
:1

ר

or ו
S
A
H
:2

S
A
H
:3

?
S
A
H
:3

S
A
H
:3

S
A
H
:2

S
A
H
:2
Some may
be mirror
or ב, ד, פ,

ר
S
A
H
:2
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S
A
H
:3

Some may
be mirror
or ב, ד, פ,

ק

?מ

S
A
H
:1

ש

S
A
H
:2
S
A
H
:3

S
A
H
:2

S
A
H
:1

ת

S
A
H
:3

S
A
H
:2

S
A
H
:1

t-like letters,
possible א, ו,
 כmirror, ת

S
A
H
:3
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S
A
H
:3

S
A
H
:2

S
A
H
:1

?

* As is the case with all this volume’s epigraphy tables, since we are dealing here with largely non-deciphered
texts many of the graphemes can be only tentatively identified. Many characters can be in mirror script and
function simultaneously as more than one letter. Qof may be mirror resh and vice versa. Bet, dalet, pe, qof and
resh entries could be largely interchangeable.

Table 7
SAH D1-D3 Epigraphy
Greek and Unidentified
Could be
Paleo-

Δ

Hebrew

ד

Ε

mirror ?ב

Ι
?
Could
represent
Hebrew

Π

ה
Σ
?

?

Possible O

Υ

?
cursive ?ט

These
four
could all
be
Semitic
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CHAPTER TEN
PHOTO CREDITS
Chapter Ten’s unidentified photos of lead books are courtesy of the Archives of the Centre
for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books, with the following exceptions:
Robert Feather: 28 top left; 29 top left; 33 left; 34 top middle; 36 left; 37 left; 47 right
images; 54 right; 60; 82; 95 right; 120 right.
Roger Murray-Leach: 30 top left; 43; 52b; 66 right; 78-80; 117 right.
John Stuart Reid: 16; 27 top.
Hassan Saida: 40 bottom right; 91.
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CHAPTER ELEVEN
Further Hoards: Part V
The Saudi Arabia Hoard (SAH)
Part 2
SAH D4 Shiviti-Like Design 1
SAH D4 is what I describe as a Shiviti-like design that starts on its bottom right with a
menorah and culminates in the top centre with the Tetragrammaton in a roundel, as shown in
Fig. 1. The term Shiviti is derived from Psalm 16.8, ‘I have set ( )שויתיthe LORD ()יהוה
always before me’ (JPS), and is used to describe a tradition in Jewish iconography that
employs designs that culminate at the top with the first two words of Psalm 16.8, with
emphasis on the Tetragrammaton. Because SAH D4 does not contain the word שויתי, I use the
qualifying language ‘Shiviti-like.’ The comparison is, nevertheless, justified, given SAH D4’s
upper placement of the Tetragrammaton and a similarly placed Tetragrammaton permutation.
SAH D4’s component parts appear over the background of scattered square script
letters, which in Fig. 1 I have removed for clarity’s sake.

Fig. 1
SAH D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The piece starts at the bottom with Paleo-Hebrew text, with a menorah to the left. In
Fig. 2’s left image the text shows a partial double transfer, but alternate transfers show a
single line of letters, as shown on the right.
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Fig. 2
SAH D4
I interpret Fig. 2’s text as ‘with the lamp of Yah,’ that is, ‘with the lamp of the Lord,’
which would be entirely appropriate next to the image of a menorah. (Cf. Jeremiah 32.12’s
name Baruch son of Neriah, )בן נריה.
Moving further to the left (see Fig. 3) we encounter a pillar, and to its left the PaleoHebrew letters he-samekh-mem-resh. The he is barely visible in one transfer, but clearly
present in others. The letters samekh-mem-resh (with dalet-like form) could be the word
‘shudders,’ as in Psalm 119.120: ‘My flesh shuddereth ( )סמרfor fear of Thee; and I am afraid
of Thy judgments.’ (JPS) An allusion to Psalm 119 would be congruent with traditional
Shiviti art conventions. The significance of the initial he eludes me, but it may be an allusion
back to the he of Yah in the immediately preceding b-n-r-y-h. Moving further left we
encounter a pyramid consisting of eight blocks and then a shofar flanked with fillets which
probably represent grape-vine tendrils as in the cornucopia design of SH1 G2 D4.

Fig. 3
SAH D4, Details
Moving upwards to the right is a wall-like structure consisting of five levels (Fig. 4,
right). Further up is a menorah-like construct with six curved lines with a top central dot
(there is no central vertical stand) which I suppose may represent six of the planetary spheres
and the sun as the seventh (or the first as the case may be), but this is just a guess (Fig. 4, left;
reconstructed in the centre image).

Fig. 4
SAH D4, Details
SAH D4 culminates at the top with a roundel containing the Tetragrammaton, then a
little lower to the right a vessel, and yet a little lower even further to the right a detached
Herodian helmet rim with volutes (Fig. 5).
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Fig. 5
SAH D4, Detail
By collation we can determine that just above the roundel are the Paleo-Hebrew
letters yod-he-yod-he (Fig. 6). Contextually we are quite naturally dealing here with a
Tetragrammaton permutation, one known from the Book of the Key of Solomon, which
attributes the letters YHYH as a gift from Elijah to Elisha, which protects from all evil when
placed on a person. Y-h-y-h could also allude in an abbreviating form to the Šemaʿ’s two
Tetragrammatons.

a

b

c, Composite
Fig. 6
SAH D4
When we modify the contrast and hue of the available images, we can more clearly
see the upper set of images and three lines of letters to the right of the Tetragrammaton
roundel, several of which are placed over the central vessel (Fig. 7).
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Fig. 7
SAH D4, Details, with Drawing by Samuel Zinner
There seem to be two or three letters on the main body of the vessel, but the available
photographs are not clear enough to determine what they might be (see Fig. 8). The final
letter looks like a nun. Perhaps it alludes to the nun of Shimʿon. The first letter could be a
disfigured shin, but we simply cannot know what the letter is without a clearer transfer.

Fig. 8988
SAH D4, Detail
In the text to the right of the Tetragrammaton roundel is a set of Paleo-Hebrew letters;
one notices an archaic dalet similar to a Greek delta. As Fig. 9 illustrates, the word šemaʿ
seems to be present at least twice:

988

Image deleted by request of owner, 6 26 2017.
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Fig. 9
SAH D4, Detail, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Note also in Fig. 9 that line 2 begins and ends with ayin, and the top mem-ayin is
duplicated in line 2’s final ayin when joined with the isolated mem directly beneath it.
As Fig. 10 shows, the same text also contains the letters needed to spell ‘Israel’ (see
the red box), if the yod in line 2 does double duty as mirror alef, which is in any case
suggested by the placement of the lamed directly above the yod. The resh is placed adjacent
to the yod, producing a slightly diagonal rectangular pattern.

Fig. 10
SAH D4, Detail, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Fig. 11’s red box’s letters are to be interpreted as mirror alef-resh-bet-ayin, ‘four,’ an
allusion to the phrase ‘year four’ found on Jewish War coinage, which perhaps here is applied
to year four of the Bar Kokhba revolt. Here (as elsewhere in these artefacts) perhaps Shimʿon
is being assimilated to the Šemaʿ Israel’s first word, šemaʿ. We can consequently correlate
SAH D4’s vessel with SH1 G1 D5’s vessel with shin (of šemaʿ and Shimʿon) above it, which
also occurs in SH1 G2 D2. The same form of ‘four’ with mirror alef occurs in SH1 P1 (Fig.
12) beneath a shin-mirror gimel/dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange).

Fig. 11
SAH D4, Detail, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
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Fig. 12 gives us one of the abundant pieces of evidence that in these artefacts PaleoHebrew gimel can interchange with dalet, since in the upper line when we read shin-mirror
dalet rather than what looks like shin-mirror gimel, this would be congruent with the lower
line’s reference to ‘four,’ from the Jewish War coinage phrase ‘year four,’ which would
normally be designated with dalet, not gimel.

Fig. 12
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Further confirmation comes from a similar configuration of references in K-S/R D 1
(Fig. 13), where we find overlapping arrangements of šemaʿ and Shimʿon (red and black
boxes) which in turn overlap with ‘my servant’ spelled with the mirror gimel grapheme read
as dalet via interchange and mirror he as yod via interchange. Lastly, we find overlapping
šemaʿ/Shimʿon a triangular pattern of ha-Šem, which as we will see below occurs in SAH D4
as well.

Fig. 13
K-S/R D 1
Although I do not see ‘four’ spelled out in K-S/R D1, there is a shin adjacent to the
mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange) of ‘servant’/‘my servant,’ which read from left to
right would give us the initials for ‘year four.’ The same mirror dalet (in gimel form via
interchange) is placed at the bottom of the red box’s allusion to šemaʿ/Shimʿon, which
creates an allusion to the Šemaʿ-based word ‘witness,’ composed of the ayin and dalet of the
Šemaʿ’s opening line’s words, giving us evidence yet again not only of the gimel-dalet
interchange, but of the lead books’ creators seeing a deeper esoteric dimension to shin-dalet,
‘year four,’ likely seeing in these letters not only an esoteric form of Šaddai, but of the first
and last letters of the Šemaʿ’s opening line, probably also understood as sahad, the Aramaic
form of ʿed, ‘witness.’ This implies that in SAH D4 the word ‘four’ should also be read with
the deeper sense of ‘witness,’ Šaddai, and as an allusion to Shimʿon (=shin) the bringer of
redemption (= gimel, for geʾulat):
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SAH D4 line 2’s second letter is bet, which produces the reading ‘my servant,’ ayinbet-dalet-yod (Fig. 14). Perhaps this could refer to the trope ‘Israel, my servant’ (see Isaiah
41.8; cf. also 43.10, which adds ‘My witnesses’ to ‘My servant’; 44.1-2, 21; 45.4; 49.3, 6;
Jeremiah 30.10). Line 2’s remaining letters refer to ‘four,’ with the yod of ʿebedi being reread as mirror alef.

Fig. 14
SAH D4, Detail, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Perhaps the text refers in various patterns to the word ‘nation’/‘people,’ as suggested
by Fig. 15, and ‘my people’ in Fig. 16 when we include the text’s upper Tetragrammaton
permutation.

Fig. 15
SAH D4, Detail
We should also take a closer look at the upper text together with the upper-most yodhe-yod-he (Fig. 16). We notice a pattern involving ha-Šem (red triangle), a reference not only
to the Tetragrammaton as the name of God, but as a divine title in its own right. If we read
the triangle from the bottom up, left to right, we obtain ‘Moses.’ Additionally, reading from
bottom to top along the blue line produces ‘my people’/‘my nation,’ a word prominent in the
K-S/R designs.
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Fig. 16
SAH D4
Incidentally, SAH D4’s isolated mem on the third line of text to the right of the
Tetragrammaton roundel and to the left of the menorah brings to mind the solitary and rather
large mem to the right of the menorah in SH1 G2 D3, where the mem also occurs in the third
line of text in an overlapping reference to Shimʿon and the Šemaʿ Israel (Fig. 17). Perhaps
SAH D4’s two mems are to correlated with the double mem of some versions of the name
Shimʿon on Bar Kokhba coins and elsewhere in SH1 G2 D1 (cf. the double nun of Shimʿon
in K-S/R D1).

Fig. 17
SH1 G2 D3
However, there is another possibility for the lower mem in SAH D4. Given the
allusion to Moses at the top of the design, the lower mem most likely stands for ‘Moses,’ and
the person of Moses explains the introduction of ‘my servant’ into the design, which of
course then becomes compatible with ‘Israel’ as well.
Before ending the analysis of SAH D4 I should supply an example of what the design
looks like with its background of scattered square script Hebrew letters (Fig. 18):
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Fig. 18
SAH D4, Modified Contrast for Clarity
SAH D5
Shiviti-Like Design 2
SAH D5 presents us with a second Shiviti-like design. In contrast to the first Shivitilike design, SAH D4, SAH D5 places a further element above the Tetragrammaton, namely,
the image of a bearded face (Fig. 19).
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Fig. 19
SAH D5, Composite
SAH D5 consists of several individual component parts. Starting at the bottom we
have a menorah with a detached Herodian helmet rim with volutes placed at its top (Fig. 20).
Both of these types of objects are also present in SAH D4, but there they are placed in the
design’s upper, not lower, portion. The SAH D5 menorah’s enframing wreath is of interest
for more than one reason. The two bottom hooks could easily allude to the letter lamed (one
standard and one in mirror form), while the three-pronged ornament that terminates the
wreath’s top on each side could just as easily allude to the letter he in rotated positions.
Starting on the right upper side inside the wreath we have alef-qof-yod-mem-alef, then on the
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left starting at the bottom we have shin-nun-alef-mem-resh or perhaps dalet. The text on the
right would seem to allude to the verb קום. The text on the left is more difficult to understand.
Perhaps the shin-nun allude to Shimʿon, while alef-mem-resh may be the verb אמר. Does the
text imply an arising or standing up of Shimʿon? I am not at all confident about what the text
could mean.

Fig. 20
SAH D5
Next we encounter the construct in Fig. 21, which looks like a fragment, but it may be
intentionally partial in order to create the impression of a set of stairs.

Fig. 21
SAH D5
Whether or not the image in Fig. 21 is intended to depict a set of stairs, it is certainly
excerpted from a device used as an ornamental border (vertically and horizontally)
throughout SAH, an example of which is shown in Fig. 22. Incidentally, what looks like sand
in Fig. 21 upon closer inspection looks like limescale, which also typifies K-S/R exemplars.

Fig. 22989
SAH D5

989

<https://mobile.twitter.com/jedannader>.
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The same device occurs in SH2 as the top two rows in a letter grid. On one of the
transfers of this grid, the face identified as Shimʿon (contextually, Bar Kokhba) is placed over
the grid (Fig. 23).

Fig. 23
Top: SH2 G2:11
Bottom: SH2 G2:9
On one of the SAH lead books the same face is placed at the top of a design which
uses the layered square device as a border together with elements of SAH D2 (Fig. 24).
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Fig. 24990
SAH Lead Book, D2 with D5 Motifs
The rows in question consist of individual squares each of which contains three
diagonal lines or strokes. A set of three lines may bring Greek xi to mind, or perhaps PaleoHebrew he minus the connecting vertical spine. However, the primary parallel here arguably
is to one of the venerable ‘seven’ seals of Jewish and Islamic tradition (Fig. 25).991

Fig. 25
Islamic Magic Sigils
E. A. Wallis Budge, Amulets and Superstitions
As Lloyd Graham writes, certain magical symbols ‘[f]undamentally . . . are not signs
that represent something but rather are signals – signals that do not symbolize Divine
presence so much as trigger it.’992
Moving upward on SAH D5 we next arrive at a pillar or column apparently resting on
the stair-like construct just examined (Fig. 26). The pillar is flanked by two palm fronds.
There are scattered and partially stamped and/or worn letters on the right and left of the pillar
and fronds. I will return to the issue of the letters.

<https://mobile.twitter.com/jedannader>.
On the subject see Lloyd D. Graham, ‘A comparison of the Seven Seals in Islamic
esotericism and Jewish Kabbalah,’ Studia Occulta Islamica (2011).
<http://www.academia.edu/5998229/A_comparison_of_the_Seven_Seals_in_Islamic_esoteri
cism_and_Jewish_Kabbalah>; idem, ‘The Seven Seals of Judeo-Islamic Magic: Possible
Origins of the Symbols’ (2012).
<http://www.academia.edu/1509428/The_Seven_Seals_of_JudeoIslamic_Magic_Possible_Origins_of_the_Symbols>; idem, ‘The Seven Seals of Revelation
and the Seven Classical Planets,’ The Esoteric Quarterly (Summer 2010): pp. 45-58.
992
Lloyd D. Graham, ‘A comparison of the Seven Seals in Islamic esotericism and Jewish
Kabbalah,’ p. 33.
990
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Fig. 26
SAH D5
Next we arrive at a Herodian helmet suspended above the column and palm fronds
(Fig. 27); the helmet with its rim is yet another element that links SAH D5 with SAH D4.
Again, there are scattered letters to the right and left of the helmet.

Fig. 27
SAH D5
We can collate the various transfers of this portion of SAH D5 and reconstruct some
of the letters to the left of the helmet as in Fig. 28.
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Fig. 28
SAH D5, Composite
We see an alef and tav aligned with each other just above the helmet rim ends on the
right and left sides respectively. There is another alef and tav grouped together on the right
end of the helmet rim. These could be meant as divine names. Two upright waws are placed
on the left, and another two waws, in downward position, are placed in the middle beneath
the helmet rim. I suspect the four waws probably function as a stand-in for the four letters of
the Tetragrammaton. This proliferation of waws reminds one of the same trait in SH1 G2 D4.
SAH D5’s Herodian helmet is a variant of another version known from SH2 that
appears throughout SAH as an autonomous symbol freely placed in various combinations
(Fig. 29). In previous chapters I have documented how the six upper letters, all in mirror
writing, refer to Shimʿon (bar Kokhba, with the star-like helmet crest functioning as a kaf-like
waw) and to redemption. The six letters on the bottom are in normal position, and are more
difficult to interpret.

Fig. 29
SH2/SAH Design
If we compare the two versions of the Herodian helmet, we first notice that SAH D5’s
helmet’s tav and lamed grouped together on the left, are in the variant distributed on the right
and left sides of the rim (Fig. 30).
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Fig. 30
SH2/SAH

SAH D5, Composite

If we horizontally rotate the left Herodian helmet as in Fig. 31, then we immediately
recognize the origin of the grapheme immediately beneath the lamed on the left of SAH D5’s
helmet—it is the qof-like letter of the SH2 Shimʿon helmet, which now is pointed in the
direction of a resh. In Fig. 31 we also see that the letters in the blue box are all letters
associated with Shimʿon around the SH2 helmet, including the lamed of ‘redemption.’

Fig. 31
SAH D5, Composite

SH2/SAH

Interestingly, as Fig. 32 illustrates, if we invert Fig. 31’s Herodian helmet, we obtain
an interesting structural similarity to Fig. 32’s menorah.

Fig. 32
SAH D5
Above the Herodian helmet is a palm tree flanked by two pillars or columns, and the
letters of the Tetragrammaton can be read in between the left pillar and the tree trunk, with
two more rows of letters beneath (Fig. 33), all embedded in limescale.
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Fig. 33
SAH D5
It is at this point that we should look into the matter of the scattered letters distributed
throughout this portion of SAH D5. Fig. 34 offers a clearer image (via contrast and hue
modification) of the letters to the right of the palm tree. We first notice the letters alef and tav
grouped together, as is the case twice in the helmet image section.

Fig. 34
SAH D5, Hue Modified
The key to unravelling the scattered letters is located beneath the palm tree’s
Tetragrammaton. In Fig. 35 we can plainly see that beneath the Tetragrammaton are the same
letters in the same epigraphy previously encountered in SAH D4, namely, he-samekh-mem,
and beneath these, resh (in dalet-like form), producing the letter he + ‘shudders’ (likely from
Psalm 119).
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Fig. 35
SAH D5
In Fig. 36 I copy and paste in the Paleo-Hebrew texts from SAH D4, and one can see
how they clearly were present in the mould that produced this portion of SAH D5.

Fig. 36
SAH D5, with SAH D4 Lettering/Tracing Superimposed, Composite
Next, Fig. 37 shows how the letters to the right of the Herodian helmet can to a large
extent be coordinated with the letters around the palm tree.
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Fig. 37
SAH D5, with SAH D4 Lettering/Tracing Superimposed, Composite
Fig. 38 shows how the letters to the right of the SAH D5 Herodian helmet can be
coordinated with letters to the upper right of the palm tree.

Fig. 38
SAH D5, Composite
Next, Fig. 39 supplies a tracing of what the upper three letters appear to be to the right
of the palm tree; if the left letter in red is waw, then the red letters could all be components of
the name Shimʿon.
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Fig. 39
SAH D5, Tracing
It may be that we can reconstruct a few letters to the left of the left palm frond in the
single pillar portion, as in Fig. 40.

Fig. 40
SAH D5, Tracing
In Fig. 40 the top yod is clear enough for reconstruction; I am a little less confident
about a possible nun beneath the yod; in any case to its right is what looks like a waw.
The overall result shows that the Paleo-Hebrew text of SAH D5 is cognate to that of
SAH D4, which is congruent with both of these designs being Shiviti-like. The culmination of
SAH D5 will offer a further important theological insight into SAH and the Jordanian metal
books in general. Whereas SAH D4 culminates at the top with the Tetragrammaton in a
roundel, with letters alluding to the Šemaʿ to the roundel’s right, SAH D5 culminates with a
roundel containing the face of what SH2 identifies as Shimʿon.
What is the connecting parallelism between the respective top portions of SAH D4
and SAH D5? The key is to recall how the Jordanian metal books derive the name Shimʿon
from the imperative ‘Hear!’ that opens the Šemaʿ Israel. Consequently, SAH D4’s allusion to
the Šemaʿ at the right of the Tetragrammaton roundel implies the person of Shimʿon (bar
Kokhba). What is implicit in SAH D5 becomes iconographically explicit in SAH D5.
Theologically, SAH D4 associates Shimʿon implicitly with the Tetragrammaton, which is the
double Tetragrammaton specifically of the Šemaʿ (likely abbreviated in the upper yod-heyod-he), whereas SAH D5 associates Shimʿon with the Šemaʿ’s Tetragrammaton by placing
an icon of his face above the Tetragrammaton (in the yellow circle of Fig. 41) to the left of
the upper palm tree.
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Fig. 41
SAH D5

SAH D4

Thus, in Fig. 41, in SAH D4 the person of Shimʿon is present implicitly adjacent to
the Tetragrammaton roundel via the letters shin-mem-ayin, ‘Hear!’ which coincide with the
first three letters of the name Shimʿon. In SAH D5 the person of Shimʿon is present above the
Tetragrammaton, and Shimʿon actually is by comparison with SAH D4 merged with the
Tetragrammaton, in that his face, rather than the Tetragrammaton, is now in the roundel. The
theological point, extrinsically viewed, so to speak, is that Shimʿon is the representative of
the Jewish monotheism embodied in the Šemaʿ, but this is so in a deeper, ‘intrinsic’ or
esoteric sense, since the name Shimʿon is implicit already in the Šemaʿ’s opening word.
SAH D5’s face of Shimʿon occurs elsewhere in the collection; Fig. 42 supplies a few
representative stampings, both exhibiting features congruent with limescale accretion.

Fig. 42
SAH D5
Fig. 42’s dramatic face-type by no means must be modern. Similar dramatic faces are
attested in ancient art, as Fig. 43 illustrates.
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Fig. 43
1st Cent. CE Roman Urn993
The face of Shimʿon is also attested on a Karak gold book (Fig. 44). Without lab tests
I cannot offer an opinion on whether this book has been produced recently. All I can do is
remark that museums across the world hold ancient gold artefacts that look as virtually new
and shiny as the image in Fig. 44.

Fig. 44994
Karak Gold Book
Interestingly, the gold book is bordered with the thorn-like willow (?) design of SH1
G1 D1, which also occurs in SAH D1 and SAH D3. For the sake of completeness, I should
993

<https://it.pinterest.com/ampepin/fragments-arch%C3%A9ologiques/>.
<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>. Accessed 24
July 2016.
994
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mention that a fragment of this device apparently appears beneath SAH D5’s bottom
menorah, although perhaps what we are seeing here is a fragment of a wreath that elsewhere
flanks some menorah designs (Fig. 45).

Fig. 45
SAH D5
At the top left of the gold book, we find the letters mem-nun-resh-shin, a sequence
reproduced from SAH D2, as Fig. 46 documents.

Karak Gold Book

995

Fig. 46
SAH D2

The letters mem-nun-resh are an abbreviation of ‘menorah.’ I suspect the shin alludes
to Shimʿon. Interestingly, on the gold book the detached Herodian helmet rim is positioned
vertically. If I am not mistaken, this is the sole instance of this position of the rim in any of
the Jordanian metal books. In this position it naturally brings to mind a ladder. The inside
pages of this gold book have Hebrew square script letters (Fig. 47); these seem to be form
SAH D6, a design I will discuss in the next section.

995

<https://mobile.twitter.com/jedannader>.
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Fig. 47996
Karak Gold Book
The pink patina we see in Fig. 47 agrees with the appearance of gold silver sulphide
from surface sulphur-fixing micro-organisms; this is generally quite thin and virtually
irremovable, as Paul Craddock writes: ‘A very thin layer of pink material often adheres to
gold surfaces. This has been identified as a gold silver sulphide (Frantz and Schorsch, 1990).
Their study was mainly performed on Egyptian antiquities but the same distinctive pink layer
is quite common on gold antiquities from around the world. It would seem to originate in the
activities of sulphur-fixing micro-organisms on the surfaces of the gold. The layers are
usually very thin, firmly adhering such that it is difficult to remove sufficient material even
for an X-ray diffraction (XRD) sample.’997
Finally, the back cover is consistent with the front cover’s allusion to the menorah
(Fig. 48).

<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>. Accessed 24
July 2016.
997
Paul Craddock, Scientific Investigation of Copies, Fakes and Forgeries, p. 372.
996
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Fig. 48998
Karak Gold Book
This menorah design is attested in SAH 2 (Fig. 49, left), but because the images are
not clear, the letters beneath the menorah can only be read by using the image of the gold
book’s stamping.

Fig. 49
SAH D9

Karak Gold Book999

The letters on the right are nun-mem-shin; on the left, from the bottom, are shin and
probably mirror alef-mirror resh. It may be that the front cover’s letters mem-nun-resh-shin
have been rearranged beneath the back cover’s menorah so that on the right side we read

<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>. Accessed 24
July 2016.
999
<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>. Accessed 24
July 2016.
998
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from the bottom up what now seems an abbreviation of the name Shimʿon, namely, shinmem-nun (see Fig. 50).

Fig. 50
Karak Gold Book
Another Karak gold book also has a face on the front cover and a menorah on the
back cover (Fig. 51). There is no text on the covers.

Fig. 511000
Karak Gold Book
Back Cover

Front Cover

The branch-like device beneath the menorah in Fig. 51 can be interpreted with
reference to yet another Karak gold book (Fig. 52). On the right of Fig. 52 is the object
beneath the menorah in Fig. 51, but here placed upright. With reference to the further gold
book pictured in Fig. 52, we can determine that both of these objects are probably willow
branches, which were associated with the Sukkot water libation rite, whose golden flagon is
likely represented in Fig. 51’s gold book.

<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>. Accessed
24 July 2016.
1000
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Fig. 521001
Karak Gold Book

(Fig. 51 Detail)

Yet another Karak gold book has a bearded figure flanked by menorahs on the front
cover (Fig. 53); unfortunately, an image of the back cover is not available.

Fig. 531002
Karak Gold Book

<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>. Accessed
24 July 2016.
1002
<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>. Accessed
24 July 2016.
1001
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SAH D6
Square Script Letters
The (mostly) square script letters that appear chaotically strewn about in the Shivitilike design SAH D4 (Fig. 54, right) appear elsewhere in a bordered rectangle, in what I
designate SAH D6 (Fig. 54, left):

Fig. 54
SAH D6

SAH D4

SAH D4 and SAH D6 bring to mind a series of SH2 designs (a few of which are
attested in SAH) that share in common a scattering of mostly square script letters mixed with
some Paleo-Hebrew characters (see Fig. 55).
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Fig. 55
SH2 G2:4
It may be that for the creator/s of SAH D4 and SAH D6 the square script letters serve
more as ‘signals’ that ‘trigger’ the ‘Divine presence,’ to appropriate Lloyd Graham’s
terminology,1003 than functioning as regular carriers and conveyors of meaningful text in the
ordinary sense of the terms. Perhaps the same may be said of SAH D7, which I will now
address.

1003

See Lloyd D. Graham, ‘A comparison of the Seven Seals in Islamic esotericism and
Jewish Kabbalah,’ p. 33.
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SAH D7
Archaic Script Letters Design
SAH D7 consists of two images, the front and back covers of a codex that bears
impressions of an archaic Semitic script (Figs. 56-57). The patina is mixed in an integrated
mode and exhibits features congruent with thick limescale.

Fig. 56
SAH D7 Front Cover
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Fig. 57
SAH D7 Back Cover
Similar square script items are attested in Karak gold artefacts. A representative
example is Fig. 58’s unrolled gold lamella decorated with menorahs. In Fig. 58 (right) I
highlight the obvious crease signs caused by the previous rolling of the lamella. The gold
scroll is paralleled by two lead lamellae of SH1 (Fig. 59).
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Fig. 591004
Karak Gold Lamella

<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>. Accessed
24 July 2016.
1004
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Fig. 60
SH1 L1, SH1 L2, Lead Lamellae
SAH D8-D11
Menorah Designs
I have already discussed the menorah in Fig. 61 in the section on SAH D5. Fig. 61’s
first four letters, אקים, make good sense as ‘I will raise up’ or ‘I have raised up.’

Fig. 61

Fig. 62
SAH D5

SAH contains other menorah designs. The first is SAH D8, a menorah in a beaded
roundel, whose letters are inverted (Fig. 63). By rotating the image we can read the letters
alef-nun-shin-tav (Fig. 64).
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Fig. 63

Fig. 64
SAH D8

I discussed SAH D9 previously in connection with a Karak gold book, whose transfer
allows us to read Fig. 65’s letters from the right top down as nun-mem-shin, then shin-mirror
alef (or yod)-qof (or mirror resh). The letters mem-nun-resh allude to the menorah, while
shin-mem-nun abbreviate Shimʿon.

Fig. 65
SAH D9
By comparing the various stampings of SAH D10, we can read the letters at the top as
dalet-nun-dalet or resh-he; on the bottom we read nun or waw-mem-tav (Fig. 66). Figs. 62-66
all exhibit features congruent with heavy limescale.

Fig. 66
SAH D10
The final menorah type, SAH D11 is known only from a single poorly transferred
image, and can be reconstructed as in Fig. 67a. We can reconstruct the letters on the bottom
right and left of the menorah as in Fig. 67b, but the bottom right letter, perhaps a tav, is but a
guess, the area being badly damaged.
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a

b
Fig. 67

SAH D11, Reconstruction, with Tracing

SAH D11, Lettering Reconstructed

Table 8*
SAH D4-D5, D10-D11 Epigraphy
Paleo-Hebrew
א

ב

ד
/

ר

ה

ו
?

?

י
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ל

מ

נ
or
or ו

/כ

ו
ס

ע
ק

ר

ש

ת
?

* As is the case with all this volume’s epigraphy tables, since we are dealing here with largely non-deciphered
texts many of the graphemes can be only tentatively identified. Many characters can be in mirror script and
function simultaneously as more than one letter. Qof may be mirror resh and vice versa. Bet, dalet, pe, qof and
resh entries could be largely interchangeable.

There is a similar menorah to that of SAH D11 in SH2 whose letters can be restored
with one or two apparent exceptions at the middle left section, as in Fig. 68.
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Fig. 68
SH2 G:5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Another SH2 design similarly features a menorah encircled by letters (Fig. 69).

Fig. 69
SH2 G2:16 Composite

SH2 G2:10

The text in Fig. 69 is cognate (in excerpted and scrambled forms) with the war slogans
in SH1 G2 D1’s text. In Fig. 69 we can clearly read ‘Zion’ at the top left. The second to the
last letter towards the bottom right side is clearly identical to the corresponding grapheme in
the war slogan ‘for the freedom of Jerusalem’ in SH1 G2 D1.
Ornamental Designs
SAH D12, 13, 14
Ornamental Palm Tree Designs
There remain in SAH some ornamental designs used freely in various contexts and
combinations throughout the collection. First are SAH 12-14, three types of small ornamental
palm trees (Fig. 70).
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SAH D12

Fig. 70
SAH D13

SAH D14

SAH D15 is a vine-like ornament used both vertically and horizontally for borders
(Fig. 71).

Fig. 71
SAH D15
The final unique SAH design is an intriguing piece possibly inspired by Yehud
coinage (Fig. 72), though this is by no means certain. SAH contains only one image possibly
based on Yehud standing eagle coins (Fig. 73), but with enigmatic Greek text enframing the
bird. The letters read beginning at the top right rho-omicron-epsilon-sigma-lunate sigma-pigamma-epsilon (in a slightly different epigraphy than the former epsilon)-omega-delta.

Fig. 72
SAH D16

Fig. 731005
Yehud Coin (Hendin 427)

The short branches above and below the eagle (Fig. 74) are quite similar to the thornlike willow (?) branches of SH1 G1 D1, SAH D1 and SAH D3.

1005

<http://www.wildwinds.com/coins/greece/judaea/yehud/Hendin_427.jpg>.
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Fig. 74
SAH D16
Table 9
SAH D16 Greek Epigraphy
Γ
Δ
Ε
Ο
Π
Ρ
Σ
Ω
SAH Greco-Roman Coin Impressions
Finally, SAH exemplars contain occasional Greco-Roman coin images, which is
congruent with all known Jordanian metal books collections. Fig. 75 may contain an image of
Lucius Verus, which would be congruent with SH2. Fig. 76 shows the deified Alexander the
Great, which is also congruent with SH2 items. As E. A. Wallis Budge writes of the amulet
designs in the Syriac Book of Protection: ‘In No. 6 mention is made of Alexander the Great
and the garment in which he was arrayed and with which he subdued the whole earth. . . . The
name of Alexander also appears as a word of power in Ethiopic spells.’1006

Fig. 75

Fig. 76

SAH, Lucius Verus?

SAH, Alexander the Great, Deified

After this lengthy documentation and analysis of SAH’s vast and varied iconography
and texts, some comments on overall impressions are in order. First, a significant amount of
1006

E. A. Wallis Budge, Amulets and Superstitions (London: Oxford University Press, 1930),
pp. 276-277.
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the artistic components are generally of a sophisticated order and high quality. While some of
the texts seem to be written in a shaky hand (perhaps indicating advanced age or ritual
haste),1007 others are clearly executed with more control.
The theology of the texts, as far as it can be reconstructed based on partial
decipherments, seems rich. The collection also seems to be typified by ritual symbols and
other components.
All in all, the impression I gain from an extended and close analysis of SAH is that,
regardless of date and provenance, its creators seem to have been conveying what they
sincerely held to be important spiritual ideas and traditions. The collection obviously required
an extraordinary amount of creativity and an immense amount of work just to design the
iconography and texts. While I would not completely rule out the possibility of fraud, which
would have required yet another level of creativity and physical labour, this does not seem to
me the more probable explanation behind SAH’s creation. If modern, I find a scenario
involving authentic amulets more coherent than one involving deception, although again I
would not rule out the latter categorically. Caution always remains in order, especially in the
absence of physical examination.
SAH
Overview and Assessment of Metals and Patinas
Some SAH metal books exhibit features congruent with possible prolonged exposure
to water (Fig. 77), while others feature such extensive corrosion (Fig. 78) that one wonders
how, presuming a hoax was involved, they could be saleable. Of course, we could be looking
at experimentation with various artificial patination techniques. I am suspicious of Fig. 77,
right, given that its patination is unique among these artefacts. A natural exception is always
possible, but my suspicion remains. Physical examination is highly desirable in this case.
Other exemplars look as if they may have had prolonged contact with earth (Figs. 79-80).
Figs. 79-89 show more representative examples of patina types found throughout SAH.

Regarding SAH’s sloppy orthography, in itself this is no proof of hoaxing. For example,
Valentina Izmirlieva describes the authentic 15th-cent. CE codex MS Slav Jerusalem 22
codex as follows: ‘The codex is sloppily written, crudely decorated, . . . with . . . often
illegible handwriting, . . . inconsistent orthography, and . . . numerous errors and nonsensical
passages. . . .’ Valentina Izmirlieva, All the Names of the Lord: Lists, Mysticism, and Magic
(Chicago/London: University of Chicago Press, 2008), p. 99.
1007
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Fig. 77
SAH Exemplar

Fig. 78
SAH Exemplar

Fig. 79
SAH Exemplar
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Fig. 80
SAH Exemplar
Many of the artefacts show what appear to be significant signs of usage over what
could be an historical period of time, which has caused cracks, wearing away of outer areas
near binding rings, and even separation of pages (Figs. 81-84). Additionally, Fig. 84’s darker
areas suggest either a type of metallic disease (cf. bronze disease) or perhaps some artificial
patination. Again, physical examination would be most helpful in determining the
composition of the patination material.
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Fig. 81
SAH Exemplar

Fig. 82
SAH Exemplar
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Fig. 83
SAH Exemplar

Fig. 841008
Jordanian Lead Book with SAH Designs
Original
Brightened for Detail
The lead book in Fig. 85 shows a typical patina on the front cover for the SAH
collection, while the back cover appears to have been placed and stored in a way that has

1008

<haraj.com.sa>.
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resisted build-up, unless the surface has been recently cleaned vigorously. Alternatively, we
may be dealing with a different camera lighting in this case.

Fig. 85
SAH Exemplar
The lead book in Fig. 86 is interesting on account of the back cover’s apparent
significant erosion of the raised surface designs, which could indicate wear over an extended
historical period of time. Alternatively, we might be seeing the results of vigorous overcleaning/polishing or perhaps even damage from some heat source, which could be either
natural or artificial. The back cover’s general appearance somewhat agrees with the
appearance of medieval lead stored in protected environments, such as the Eadgyth
Magdeburg lead coffin.1009

Fig. 86
SAH Exemplar
1009

For an image, see Fig. 110 below.
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SAH also contains a few lead books with a palm tree, menorah and other designs
attested in SH2 (Fig. 87). Whereas SH2’s exemplars of these designs look modern (see Fig.
88), the SAH stampings show much more convincing patina types:

Fig. 87
Three SAH Exemplars
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Fig. 88
SH2 Parallels to Fig. 87 SAH Exemplars
A handful of the SAH items are designed in long rectangular shape, as in Fig. 89.
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Fig. 89
SAH Exemplar
The shiny new tint of the lead in Fig. 89 is the result of camera lighting, which can
produce misleading appearances. The lead book at the top of Fig. 90 was photographed with
similar lighting as we see in Fig. 89. Fig. 90’s bottom images show what the artefact actually
looks like; it is not at all shiny.
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Fig. 901010
SAH Exemplar
Back Cover (Composite)
Front Cover
Fig. 91 shows close-up details of the same lead book in Fig. 90.

<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>. Accessed
24 July 2016.
1010
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Fig. 911011
SAH Exemplar
Another elongated lead book shows what looks like a rather thick patina consisting of
advanced oxidation and corrosion (Fig. 92). The central question is whether the causes of
these are natural or artificial.

<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>. Accessed
24 July 2016.
1011
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Fig. 921012
SAH Exemplar
Fig. 93 offers detailed images of the lead book in Fig. 92.

<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>. Accessed
24 July 2016.
1012
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Fig. 931013
SAH Exemplar
The patina in Fig. 94 can be described as variegated.

Fig. 941014
SAH Exemplar
On the same lead book there appears to be possible crystals similar to the bubble-like
patination morphology seen in SH1. However, the image is unclear, and a physical
examination would be needed to comment further with any confidence at all.
<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>. Accessed
24 July 2016.
1014
Image deleted by request of owner, 6 26 2017.
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Fig. 95
SAH Exemplar
On some of the SAH lead books we see what looks like impurities that may have
migrated onto the lead’s surface (Fig. 96); again, this would be congruent with a common
trait of SH1 items.
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Fig. 961015
SAH Exemplars, Details
Metallurgical Observations on SAH
I begin this section by making clear that my observations have benefitted from
conversations over the past few years with Matthew Hood. Any defects in my assessments
below reflect my own shortcomings.
In general, the condition and appearance of metal, especially of lead and copper, can
be extremely varied, being determined in large part by storage conditions. Non-experts are
often surprised to learn that many recently excavated artefacts may look virtually new, again
depending on historical storage conditions. This is especially the case with gold items, which
can be extraordinarily difficult to impossible to date by mere physical appearance alone.
In the SAH items one sees a number of signs suggestive of possible pre-modern age,
and only a few look as if they may have had their edges recently cleaned or modified. Signs
of tools on these metal surfaces can be difficult to interpret, since these could reflect either
old or modern instruments. However, even some modern cleaning or even modification
would not be incompatible with an artefact being quite old.
Signs suggestive of significant age include noticeable wear around binding rings
matching the appearance of this feature on Jordanian metal books that have been
metallurigcally tested and found to be consistent with antiquity. Many of the SAH items
exhibit a convincingly variegated array of patina-types together with corrosion and other
1015

Images deleted by request of owner, 6 26 2017.
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traits such as cracking and pitting that seem naturally integrated over a long period of time
rather than being produced recently and rapidly in artificial conditions. However, physical
examination is needed to confirm these observations.
If we were dealing with a case of sophisticated hoaxing, the amount of time and
labour required for such an immense collection as represented by SAH would be greatly
reduced and therefore make better sense if the books had been made of metals other than
lead, since lead naturally resists oxidation and corrosion. That such a large collection
exhibiting such a range of convincing historical metallurgical traits consists almost entirely of
lead arguably tips the balance of probability against a hoax scenario, although one cannot be
dogmatic in such a case.
The photos might suggest that the best way to interpret any modern exemplars, if
there are indeed any present here, might be a paradigm involving an ongoing tradition
reaching back to medieval times and then perhaps further back to late antiquity. The question
requires much more research and evidence for confirmation one way or the other.
If the SAH artefacts are pre-modern (an open and general terminology I prefer to
more specific labels such as medieval or ancient), their content should give us some clues to
the historical settings of their origins. Unfortunately, the SAH texts remain mostly
undeciphered. However, it is clear that at least some of their content pertains to the Šemaʿ
Israel and to Bar Kokhba. The question is on the one hand whether we are dealing here with
old content produced in pre-modern times or old content recently reproduced, or on the other
hand with new content inspired by authentic older texts.
According to two different sources who wish to remain confidential, representative
SAH exemplars have been tested in labs, with results confirming antiquity of the metal.
However, until the actual reports are made available to researchers or to the public, nothing
more can be said about the claims.
In the end, despite some positive impressions, such as expressed above (and in what
follows), I must remain cautious until these artefacts and the reputed lab tests on them can be
studied physically and their texts can be understood more fully.
SAH: Physical Characteristics
In the SAH items we often encounter enlarged binding holes with cracking and wornaway areas, congruent with use over an extended period of historical time (Fig. 97).
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Fig. 97
SAH Exemplars, Details
SAH bindings are often sealed shut and exhibit significant embedding, congruent with
indications of significant age (Fig. 98).

Fig. 98
SAH Exemplar, Details
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Some SAH items show signs of compression around the binding ring areas, congruent
with wear from long storage and frequent use of binding rings over historical time (Fig. 99).

Fig. 99
SAH Exemplar, Detail
Signs congruent with significant age include pitting, cracking, corrosion and erosion
involving binding rings (Fig. 100).

Fig. 100
SAH Exemplar, Detail
Some SAH exemplars have a rusted appearance, likely from the presence of iron and
other impurities (Fig. 101).
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Fig. 101
SAH Exemplars
SAH lead book bent areas feature patina contiguous with surrounding areas,
suggesting the bends may not have occurred recently (Fig. 102).

Fig. 102
SAH Exemplars, Details
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Fig. 103 shows a major bend apparently straightened in recent times, resulting in loss
of surrounding patina. If the area were to be bent again, the metal would likely separate as the
result of age brittleness.

Fig. 103
SAH Exemplar, Detail
Cracking, holes, worn-away areas, all consistent with significant age and extended
usage, are visible in Fig. 104.
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Fig. 104
SAH Exemplars, Details
Fig. 105 shows worn areas and holes perhaps caused by interaction with organic
matter over a long period of time, although one wishes for a clearer image in the left instance.

Fig. 105
SAH Exemplars, Details
Fig. 106 exhibits shiny edges, perhaps from modern cutting, cleaning or simply
caused by camera lighting.
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Fig. 106
SAH Exemplars, Details
Fig. 107 shows a copper book with what appears to be modern double stranded wire,
though again a clearer image would be helpful. We might be viewing hand-twisted wire in
this instance.

Fig. 107
SAH Exemplar, Copper Book
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Fig. 108 (left) shows what might at first be interpreted as a malleable sheet, possibly
indicative of recent manufacture. However, since other parts of the same artefact have broken
off from the binding regions and separated (Fig. 108, right), it is possible that what we see in
Fig. 108 (left) is a forced bending of an age-hardened sheet, a type of bending that may have
contributed in part to the artefact’s broken-off sheets. In support of this theory are the
possible signs of erosion of raised designs in the same artefact (see Fig. 108, bottom), if this
is not instead merely partial transfers.

Fig. 108
SAH Exemplar, Details
Fig. 109 documents a worn SAH design, indicative of worn moulds/stamps used to
produce the item, erosion over artefactual lifetime (an indication of possible great age),
impartial mould transfer, or a combination of the above. There may have been vigorous
cleaning involved as well, perhaps with a metal tool or other material (wool brush, sand
paper, etc.).
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Fig. 109
SAH Exemplar, Detail
Some of the brighter SAH lead books may be either modern or older but stored in
favourable conditions, such as was the case with the Magdeburg lead sarcophagus pictured in
Fig. 110.

Fig. 110
11th Cent. CE Magdeburg Cathedral Lead Sarcophagus1016
Some of the SAH lead books (see Fig. 111) are arguably comparable in appearance
(including significant age cracking) to known ancient lead artefacts (see Figs. 112,113, 114).

Fig. 111
SAH Lead Book

1016

‘The 1,064-year-old bones of a woman discovered in 2008 in a tomb in Magdeburg
Cathedral, in Germany, are those of Eadgyth, pronounced Edith, half-sister of Athelstan, the
first king of all England’: <http://www.thetimes.co.uk/tto/news/uk/article2559074.ece>.
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Fig. 1121017
Beth Sheʿarim Lead, Cracked

Fig. 1131018
Ancient Lead Sarcophagus

The thick, consistent patina of many of the SAH lead books (see Fig. 115, where
limescale patination is apparent) is comparable to ancient Roman lead patina of a sand/mudlike appearance (see Fig. 114), easily mistakable by non-experts for modern sand spray
forgery techniques.

Fig. 1141019
Roman, 2nd-3rd Cent. CE

1017

<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Bet_Shearim_lead_coffins_P1030873.JPG>.
<https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Lead_coffin.jpg >.
1019
<https://ia800304.us.archive.org/24/items/mma_lid_and_end_panels_of_a_lead_sarcopha
gus_255208/255208.jpg>.
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Fig. 115
SAH Patina Samples, Heavy Limescale
The lead chest in which some of the lead books in the SAH collection was reportedly
stored features raised designs matching the lettering and artistic images found on the lead
books. The SAH lead chest’s patina (Fig. 116) somewhat beings to mind ancient patinas such
as we see in Figs. 117 and 118. In the absence of physical examination, a modern
manufacture cannot be ruled out.
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Fig. 116
SAH Lead Chest with Details

Fig. 1171020
Ancient Lead Sarcophagus, Interior

1020

<http://www.inrap.fr/preventive-archaeology/Press-release/2008/p-1909-lg1-Purple-andlead.htm>.
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Fig. 1181021
Ancient Lead Sarcophagus
In conclusion I would stress that I remain cautious about the SAH artefacts. Physical
examination and a fuller understanding of their texts are necessary for further assessment
regarding authenticity, origins, and purpose.
CHAPTER ELEVEN
PHOTO CREDITS
Chapter Eleven’s unidentified photos of lead books are courtesy of the Archives of the Centre
for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books, with the following exceptions:
Robert Feather: 60.
Hassan Saida: 23; 55; 68-69; 88.
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<http://bitaboutbritain.blogspot.com/2014/02/postumus.html>.
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PROVISIONAL CONCLUSIONS
MAKING SENSE OF IT ALL
Viewing the topic of the Jordanian metal books as a whole, the first point that becomes
clear is that, as I show throughout the earlier sections of this study, Internet blogs are
not generally conducive to calm scholarly reflection on contentious subjects.
It seems that the whole sensationalistic trend in reportage about the Jordanian
lead books was started by the prestigious Jerome Murphy-O’Connor’s odd talk of the
‘Jesus diaries.’ Everything went downhill from there, and the dissenting bloggers can in
part be excused for their strident reactions against the artefacts, which often, however,
went to an opposite sceptical extreme.
Next arises the issue of ethics in relation to non-provenanced and looted
artefacts. When artefacts are illegally removed from uncontrolled excavation sites, this
amounts to cultural looting. Loss of context usually means loss of scientific knowledge.
Additionally, museums should never purchase non-provenanced artefacts, and scholars
(and popular writers as well) should never promote looted items in any way, including
in published books, that even indirectly encourages future looting of antiquities.
Sensationalistic publications represent a type of activity that indirectly condones
the continued looting of artefacts and their illegal sale on the antiquities black market.
In view of this, to be lamented is the lack of clear lengthy discussion of the ethics (or
lack thereof) involved in the promotion of non-provenanced artefacts in popular
scholarly books on items such as the Gabriel Stone (its authenticity is still up for debate
in my view),1022 the Gospel of Judas, and other similar objects.
No revisions of or corrections to the historical record as established by scholars
should be made on the basis of contested non-provenanced artefacts. At most the latter
can be said to be congruent with known knowledge. If at least some of the Jordanian
lead books are ancient (and the tests made thus far support this claim, even if they do
not prove it), then they would be congruent with:
* (1) the scholarly theory that the Bar Kokhba Revolt was widespread and had
Gentile as well as Jewish adherents.
* (2) Daniel Boyarin’s paradigm of the messiah as the divine Danielic/Enochic
Son of Man, based on Margaret Barker’s pioneering research.
Whether or not the Jordanian lead books are ancient or modern, they can serve
to bring attention to the issues of ethics, cultural looting, and the methodologies
involved in establishing authenticity and forgery. The Jordanian artefacts can also help
bring attention to larger historical topics such as Bar Kokhba, the early Jewish Jesus
sect, and such issues as the ‘parting of the ways’ between early followers of Jesus and
Judaism.
April DeConick’s 2011 blog quip ‘lead tablets, come on’ could easily be modulated to
‘paint/ink on stone, come on.’ In any case, whether the talk is of the Jordanian lead
books or of the Gabriel Stone, uniqueness and lack of precedent are not in and by
themselves sufficient proof of forgery, which should be clear from the example of the
Qumran copper scroll.
1022
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Additional important points include the following:
* (1) the Jordanian lead books’ writing can be deciphered, at least in part.
* (2) the writing is not mere gibberish, but at least in part cryptographic and
hieratic.
* (3) the iconography is clearly ancient Jewish and can be explained from ancient
Jewish and non-Jewish coins.
A noticeable desideratum remains, since in contrast to SH1, DAJ and K-S/R items
none of the SH2 or SAH artefacts has been metallurgically tested or metallographically
evaluated. As clarified previously, two sources who wish to remain anonymous claim
that SAH artefacts have been tested in labs, but as long as any such test reports remain
unavailable the claims remain unverified.
One element that particularly stands out to me as I consider these artefacts is their
surprising propensity to exhibit unattested ideas of a rather profound nature. I refer mainly to
their assimilation of the name Shimʿon to the word šemaʿ which opens the Šemaʾ Israel. It
seems more likely that this would be based on some authentic pre-modern tradition
than on a modern hoaxer’s observation of the Shimʿon abbreviation shin-mem-ʿayin on
Bar Kokhba coins. Similarly, the lead books’ recognition of the curious kaf-like waw in
the name Shimʿon on Bar Kokhba coins stands out, given that scholarship has
apparently ignored or missed this peculiar feature. And the lead books’ linking of this
kaf-like waw with the helmet crest/plume on Herodian helmet coinage would similarly
seem to be more likely based on some sort of authentic pre-modern tradition than on
the cleverness of some modern hoaxer’s fantasy.
A question for future discussion is the precise nature of the historical and
religious role of the Jordanian lead books’ Nabataean components. Did a Nabataean or a
group of Nabataeans somehow biologically related to or socially/ideologically allied or
aligned with the Abgar-Eision family join the Bar Kokhba revolt in the general region
encompassing Pella? Did these Nabataeans ‘convert’ to Judaism? Are the Jordanian lead
books Nabataean artefacts influenced by Jewish traditions, or are they products of Jews
showing various Nabataean influences? The apparent bond between these two groups
seems to have been their joint participation in the Bar Kokhba Revolt.
What is the reason why the Abgar-Eision family of the early 2nd cent. CE would
have been remembered even in the late 2nd cent. CE, the era of Commodus and Geta? As
we have seen, a plausible explanation may be found in a modulation of Hachlili’s theory
involving activity of descendants of Jewish priests whose families had been exiled or
fled after the Bar Kokhba Revolt’s collapse, and who ended up not too far from the
general area where the Jordanian lead books originated. If during the Bar Kokhba revolt
a bond of some sort had developed between at least one of these Jewish priestly families
and the Nabataean Abgar-Eision family, it is at least conceivable that such a relation or
at least the memory thereof could have endured over a period of nearly a century.
However, the subject requires future in-depth specialized research.
Another point for future discussion is the possibility that the Jordanian lead
books might represent a continuing (or periodically revived) tradition stretching not
only from Antiquity or Late Antiquity to the High Middle Ages, but even later, perhaps
into the modern era. If some of the SH2 items are modern, the question becomes, what
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are their function/s? Were they created solely for financial gain (which still would not
mean they have to be ‘forgeries,’ since amulets are traditionally made to be sold), or are
they perhaps some type of religious or ritual objects? In a Session on the Jordanian lead
books I held in March 2015 at academia.edu, Charles G. Häberl offered the following
pertinent reflections on a categorical dualism of ancient versus forgery:
I do feel that we should be wary of dyads such as ‘antiqu(e/ity) vs.
forgery.’ . . . [T]hese are categories that may have a specific and evocative
meaning to most of us but are not necessarily applicable universally. The most
relevant example for problematizing this dyad, for my money, is our own
homegrown ‘Collegiate Gothic’ style of architecture, which is nearly universal
across America’s most elite college campuses (and many that are not so elite). . . .
[A]bsolutely none of them were built during the high or late Middle Ages (which
is to say when ‘authentic’ exemplars of Gothic architecture were constructed).
James Gamble Rogers, the architect of Yale’s iconic Harkness Tower (finished
1921), actually distressed the granite surface of the tower with acid to give it an
air of antiquity. Did Yale commission a forgery, and was Rogers a charlatan?
Certainly not! Collegiate Gothic is a ‘legitimate’ architectural style in its own
right, and there are many practical reasons for which one does not simply forge a
giant tower right in the middle of what was one of America’s largest cities at the
time. Yale and Rogers were merely participating in what was an architectural
vogue. . . . The fact that these [Jordanian lead books] were sold on the antiquities
market, by some pretty shady characters (as opposed to . . .), cannot de facto
invalidate your hypothesis. The only thing that can do that would be a credible
witness testimony to the creation of these objects (preferably from their
fabricator) or convincing test results.1023
Philip R. Davies makes a similar point which is worth quoting, although I would
avoid use of the term ‘fake’ for the copper (crocodile) codex, since it may be nothing
more than an innocent relatively modern amuletic device. Still, Davies’ following
observations are quite pertinent and incisive: ‘[A]mong the items found with the codices
are some that are clearly fakes—one made of copper, for example. . . . Again, this proves
nothing. Ancient relics might well be seeded with modern creations. It would be good to
know in more detail the history of the finds. Of course, the “finder” is a dubious
character. But so was Kando, who hid the Qumran Temple Scroll in his shop. Dodgy
characters and ancient relics are hardly strangers.’1024
At the very least any of the Jordanian lead books that might turn out to be
modern deserve attention from the angles of art, folklore, folk magic studies and
cognate fields. Even forgeries can often be of significant scholarly interest. I will give the
example of the lead tablets (or books) of Sacromonte, Granada, one of which still cannot
be deciphered after more than four hundred years since the production and ‘discovery’
19 March 2015, academia.edu Session; ellipsis in original.
Philip Davies, ‘Codices from Jordan: The Mystery Remains.’
<http://maneypublishing.com/index.php/journal-of-the-month-peq-philip_davies >.
Accessed 21 Jan. 2015.
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of the small hoard.1025 These Spanish tablets are of interest to scholars occupied in the
study of ethnic and religious minority groups such as the Christian Moriscos who
created the Sacromonte lead tablets and the various strategies their members were
sometimes forced to resort to in order to legitimize themselves socially and religiously
in a hostile environment.
In conclusion, it might be helpful to list a set of conjectures about the metal
books that I would now definitely discard, while mentioning others that should stay in
the list of possibilities. This task is made difficult by the fact that different groups of the
metal books might have distinct origins and purposes.
With regard to SH1, in light of abundant metallurgical tests indicating their great
age, we can discard the theories that they are modern forgeries en toto. And while some
of them might be authentic modern primitivist-style works of Jewish art, or authentic
modern Jewish amuletic spiritual devices, these categories cannot be applied to all of
the artefacts en toto.
Among the open possibilities for the SH1 items would be that they are:




(1) Nabataean artefacts extrinsically influenced by Judaism,
(2) Nabataean artefacts intrinsically influenced by Judaism, that is, the
Nabataean manufacturers were Jewish converts,
(3) Jewish artefacts that include some Nabatean elements reflective of
Nabatean support for the Bar Kokhba revolt.

It is possible that some of the SH2 items might be modern reproductions of some
of the quite old SH1 designs. If this is the case, these particular SH2 items could be



(1) modern forgeries hoaxed for the sake of minimal to exorbitant financial
gain, or
(2) authentic modern Jewish amuletic spiritual devices.

Of SH2 items that are not paralleled in SH1 books, such as the ones featuring
Greco-Roman emperors, empresses and divinities, which does not typify modern Jewish
proclivities, we can safely discard the theories that they are



(1) authentic modern primitivist-style works of Jewish art, or
(2) authentic modern Jewish amuletic spiritual devices.

The SH2 items featuring Greco-Roman emperors, empresses and divinities could
be either



(1) modern forgeries, or
(2) authentic Jewish syncretistic amuletic spiritual devices from Late
Antiquity.

See Elizabeth Drayson, The Lead Books of Granada (Basingstoke: Palgrave
MacMillan, 2013). Philip Davies refers to Drayson’s work in Margaret Barker et al., The
Case for the Jordan Lead Codices: The Mystery of the Sealed Lead Books (Oxford: Osprey
Publishing, Watkins, 2015). See also M. García-Arenal, F. Rodríguez Mediano, The Orient
in Spain: Converted Muslims, the Forged Lead Books of Granada, and the Rise of
Orientalism. Translated by Consuelo López-Morillas (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2013).
1025
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Because all layers of SH1 G1 SH1 G2 allude to Bar Kokhba, on the basis of
chronology we can certainly discard the following ideas about the lead books:



(1) they are Jesus’ diaries;
(2) they are 1st cent. CE Pella-based ‘Jewish Christian’ artefacts.1026

The following options remain open for dating SH1 items:






(1) all were made in the years following the aftermath of the Bar Kokhba
revolt;
(2) some were made in the years following the aftermath of the Bar Kokhba
revolt, followed by others made during or after the time of Emperor Geta, son
of Julia Domna;
(3) all were made during or after the time of Emperor Geta, son of Julia
Domna;
(4) some (more probable) or all (less likely) are medieval productions.

However, one must interject the proviso that some of the SH1 items could be
medieval copies of some of the more ancient designs. Similarly, it may be that some of
the remaining items, such as various of the SH2 items, the Shobak lead book, and the
Karak gold books could be Medieval to Renaissance (or even post-Renaissance)
productions that represented either a continuing or a revived tradition.
Lastly, although unlikely in the extreme it is not beyond the realm of the possible
that all the various hoards of the lead, copper and gold books could be modern hoaxes
(‘nefarious’ scenario) or modern authentic ritual devices (‘innocent’ scenario). Neither
of these two possibilities should dishearten or disappoint anyone; in the end facts are
what matter in science, not hopes or wishes.
Naturally, the above lists do not pretend to be complete, nor should their eitheror aspects be taken over literally or too restrictively. The lists are intended only as
outlines and suggestions for the development of future research on these enigmatic
artefacts.

This was the 2011 narrative promoted by the then DAJ general director Ziad al-Saad
under the influence of David Elkington.
1026
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APPENDIX I
Bar Kokhba, the Christ and the Question of the ‘Codices’
In the Jordanian metal books, in agreement with the spirit of early modern
Zionism, Bar Kokhba is viewed as a brave revolutionary, which by no means excludes a
recognition of his failures and errors. He is thought of as part of the same defiant heroic
trajectory to which belong the late first-century CE Masada Zealots in early modern
Zionist thought. This is a far cry from Josephus’ anti-Zealot sentiments, and in fact
accords with the modern Israeli festival of Lag BaOmer, which celebrates Shimʿon bar
Kokhba’s military feats1027 as well as the death of Shimʿon bar Yoḥai, traditionally held
as the author of the kabbalistic classic the Zohar. This modern combination of Shimʿon
bar Kokhba and elements of kabbalah actually parallels to a degree the nationalist and
mystical or esoteric characteristics of the Jordanian metal books, which led me at an
early stage of my research to conclude prematurely that all of these artefacts were
modern Lag BaOmer amulets.
During my examination of these Jordanian artefacts I have wondered whether
there might be a connection made in them between Shimʿon bar Kokhba and possible
preoccupations with permutations of the Tetragrammaton that occur on the relevant
lead, copper and gold exemplars. While thinking of Bar Kokhba as a ‘divine’ messiah by
virtue of being clothed with the Tetragrammaton might not be mentioned explicitly in
ancient sources, nevertheless I am led to raise the question as to whether Shimʿon bar
Kokhba as a messianic figure (if he actually was thought of as the messiah during his
revolt, an open question historically) may not have been viewed by at least some
ancient Jews in a quasi-divine light in a way that might agree with certain of the ideas
reconstructed recently by Daniel Boyarin in his Son of Man/Jesus research,1028 which is
heavily indebted to Margaret Barker’s research.
Also relevant in this context are the rabbinic and kabbalistic Tetragrammaton
speculations with regard to the names of various Torah and Tanakh personages. For
example, rabbinic tradition understands the yod in Sarai’s name as the yod of the
Tetragrammaton. It is worth remarking that, as Boyarin discusses in his research just
referenced, Rabbi Akiba, who famously declared Bar Kokhba the messiah, is associated
in rabbinic literature with a belief in what might be described as two divine thrones.
This raises the question as to whether the creators of the Jordanian metal artefacts may
See Yael Zerubavel, ‘Bar Kokhba’s Image in Modern Israeli Culture,’ in Peter Schäfer
ed., The Bar Kokhba War Reconsidered: New Perspectives on the Second Jewish Revolt
against Rome (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2003), pp. 282-286.
1028 See Daniel Boyarin, ‘Beyond Judaisms: Meṭaṭron and the Divine Polymorphy of Ancient
Judaism,’ Journal for the Study of Judaism in the Persian, Hellenistic, and Roman Periods,
vol. 41 (July, 2010): pp. 323-365; idem, ‘Daniel 7, Intertextuality, and the History of
Israel’s Cult,’ Harvard Theological Review, vol. 105, no. 2 (2012): pp. 139–162; idem,
‘The Gospel of the Memra: Jewish Binitarianism and the Prologue to John,’ Harvard
Theological Review, vol. 94, no. 3 (July, 2001): pp. 243-284; idem, ‘How Enoch Can Teach
Us about Jesus,’ Early Christianity, vol. 2, no. 1 (2011): pp. 51–76; idem, The Jewish
Gospels: The Story of the Jewish Christ (New York: New Press, 2012).
1027
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have associated Bar Kokhba with the Akiban second divine throne, that is, the messianic
throne.

Fig. 11029
SH1 G2 D1, Tracing
In SH1 G2 D1 we find that the name Shimʿon and the word Zion intersect. In Fig.
1, line 1’s ḥ-l-l-n, if understood as an abbreviation of חללינו, ‘our fallen,’ would give us a
verb somewhat synonymous with Numb. 25.18’s verb נכה. In Numb. 25.18 the person
who is struck, that is, who dies, is the Midian woman named Cozbi, כזבי, who was the
daughter of the ‘prince,’ נשיא.
First, the name Cozbi, כזבי, from the verb ‘to lie,’ brings us to the rabbinic slur of
Bar Kokhba as בר כוזיבא, ‘Son of the Lie.’ Second, ‘prince’ was Bar Kokhba’s (messianic?)
title. In Numb. 25, twenty-four thousand perish from the plague. I believe that Fig. 1 line
3’s  חללןmay allude to these dead as חללינו, ‘our fallen.’ (In SH1 G2 D2, the double lamed
above a staff or rod placed horizontally may be a fragment of the same ‘fallen’ of SH1 G2
D1, perhaps implying the staff/rod of Numb. 25.17, Bar Kokhba, is ‘fallen’).
Contextually viewed SH1 G2 D1 may conceivably correlate Cozbi with the fallen
Bar Kokhba slandered as Bar Koziba, Son of the Lie. This does not at all imply that the
lead books’ creators necessarily accepted this negative evaluation of Bar Kokhba in a
way that excludes any divine aspect from him.
Additionally, the lead books’ creators may have understood ‘our fallen’ not just
as the twenty-four thousand victims of the plague in Numb. 25, but also as the twentyfour thousand disciples of Rabbi Akiba who within a short period of time all died of the
plague according to rabbinic tradition (bYeb. 62b). Zionist thinkers have suggested that
the reports about Akiba’s twenty-four thousand disciples dying of the plague is a cover
story for twenty-four thousand soldiers of Akiba who fell in battle under Bar
Kokhba.1030
The slaying of Cozbi and the death of twenty-four thousand in Numb. 25 may be
evidence which indicates that the source of the rabbinic slur against Bar Kokhba and the
story of Akiba’s twenty-four thousand disciples who died of plague were inspired by
Numb. 25. This is further supported by Numb. 25’s proximity to Numb. 24.17’s famous
Image courtesy of the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books.
See the references in the ‘Omer’ entry at the online Jewish Virtual Library:
<http://www.jewishvirtuallibrary.org/jsource/judaica/ejud_0002_0015_0_15098.htm>.
1029
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prophecy of a ‘star’ that shall come forth from Jacob, which Rabbi Akiba applied,
according to tradition, to Bar Kokhba, formerly Kosiba (probably from a place-name?).
Now, the name Akiba is nothing other than an Aramaic form of the name ‘Jacob,’
making it possible that the story of Akiba’s naming of Shimʿon as Bar Kokhba was
created as a midrash on Numb. 24.17. According to rabbinic tradition Akiba’s wife was
named Rachel, but this is the name of one of the patriarch Jacob’s wives. The name of
Eleazar the priest is mentioned more than once in Numb. 25, which brings to mind
Eleazar the priest in the story of Bar Kokhba, whose name and title ‘priest’ appear on
certain early Bar Kokhba coins.
According to bYeb. 62b Akiba’s twenty-four thousand disciples died during the
Sefirat HaOmer, the Counting of the Omer, the forty-nine days between Passover and
Shavuot. That they died of the plague is reported in Genesis Rabbah 61.3 and Qohlelet
Rabbah 11.10. Their death is seen as a sort of punishment for their failure to balance the
virtues of love and truth implicitly required by Akiba’s teaching (based on the Torah) to
love one’s neighbour as oneself.
The omer is the amount of wheat required for the Shavuot first fruits offerings.
The vessel that the omer was placed in is probably depicted on Jewish War coins; above
this vessel, is the letter shin (for ‘year’), followed by the letter indicating which year of
the war the coin appeared, an image found, without the element of the specific year, in
SH1 G1 D5 and SH1 G2 D2.
Rabbi Akiba’s most famous student was Shimʿon bar Yoḥai, the reputed author of
the Zohar, which contains the secret teachings of the ten divine sefirot, spheres or
countings. Bar Yoḥai died on the thirty-third day of the Counting of the Omer, and the
festival of Lag BaOmer (= 33rd of Omer) celebrates both the death of Bar Yoḥai and the
military exploits of Bar Kokhba.
Rabbinic literature records some criticism of Akiba’s teaching that there were
two divine thrones, which Boyarin links with the infamous ‘two powers’ binitarian
doctrine that first-century Jewish theologies found perfectly acceptable, but which later
rabbinic authorities retroactively turned into a reputed heresy.1031
According to Gerbern S. Oegema, Bar Kokhba would have been understood as the
messiah is thought of in documents such as Apocalypse of Abraham, 2 Baruch, 4 Ezra,
and Sibylline Oracles V, 414-433, that is, at once a celestial Son of Man and an earthly
warrior messiah.1032 Oegema plausibly explains that this basic conception of the
messiah was then transferred to Jesus in John’s Revelation.
See Daniel Boyarin, ‘The Gospel of the Memra: Jewish Binitarianism and the
Prologue to John’; idem, ‘Beyond Judaisms: Meṭaṭron and the Divine Polymorphy of
Ancient Judaism.’
1032
See chapter 10, ‘2 Baruch, the Messiah, and the Bar Kokhba Revolt,’ in Gerbern S.
Oegema, Apocalyptic Interpretation of the Bible: Apocalypticism and Biblical
Interpretation in Early Judaism, the Apostle Paul, the Historical Jesus, and Their Reception
History (London/New York: T&T Clark International, 2012), pp. 133-142; see also
chapter 3, ‘Die messianischen Erwartungen von Titus bis Bar Koziba,’ in idem, Der
Gesalbte und sein Volk Untersuchungen zum Konzeptualisierungsprozeß der
messianischen Erwartungen von den Makkabäern bis Bar Koziba (Göttingen:
Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 1994), pp. 195-232.
1031
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Boyarin argues that the rabbinic account of Akiba’s martyrdom has him expiring
while pronouncing the ʾeḥad of the Šemaʿ in order to exonerate him, in a sort of act of
repentance, of the charges of binitarianism. Boyarin, however, treats Akiba’s
binitarianism as a general or theoretical idea, whereas the Jordanian metal books
apparently reflect a way of thinking whereby Akiba’s binitarianism is rather concretely
linked specifically to the messianic personage of Bar Kokhba.
However, for the Jordan artefacts Akiba’s binitarianism involving Bar Kokhba is
entirely compatible with Jewish monotheism, and this compatibility is illustrated by the
co-incidence of the first word of the Šemaʿ, which proclaims the requirement to
recognize the divine unity, with the first three letters of Bar Kokhba’s name, that is, the
shin-mem-ayin of Shimʿon.
It bears pointing out that the incident around which the events of Numb. 25
revolves is the eating of sacrifices to the Baal of Peor at Balaam’s instigation. In Numb.
25.11-13 God praises the priest Phinehas for his zeal over the matter:
11 Phinehas, the son of Eleazar, the son of Aaron the priest, hath turned My
wrath away from the children of Israel, in that he was very jealous for My sake
among them, so that I consumed not the children of Israel in My jealousy.
12 Wherefore say: Behold, I give unto him My covenant of peace;
13 and it shall be unto him, and to his seed after him, the covenant of an
everlasting priesthood; because he was jealous for his God, and made atonement
for the children of Israel. (JPS)
These Torah verses indicate that the story of the priest Phinehas’ zeal is the basis
of the description of the eschatological Elijah’s appearance in Malachi 3 (described
earlier in 3.1 as ‘the messenger of the covenant’):1033
23 Behold, I will send you
Elijah the prophet
Before the coming
Of the great and terrible day of the LORD.
24 And he shall turn the heart of the fathers to the children,
And the heart of the children to their fathers;
Lest I come and smite the land with utter destruction. (JPS)
The similarities between these passages have doubtless influenced the traditions
that portray Elijah as a priest (e.g., in the targumim).1034 Given that the Jewish Jesus sect
seems to have identified John the Baptizer (whose father was reputedly a priest) with
the eschatological Elijah1035 (which would seem compatible with an identification of

On the link between these Numbers and Malachi passages, see Oded Yisraeli, Portals
of the Temple: Studies in Aggadah and Midrash in the Zohar, p. 246.
1034 For references, see ibid., p. 245.
1035 Malachi 5.22-23’s coordination of Moses and Elijah is reflected in the presence of
these two at Jesus’ transfiguration.
1033
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Elijah as a priest), it would not be unlikely that John could have been associated with the
nearby Numb. 24.17 star prophecy.
This might be congruent with the belief in John as the primordial light that may
lie behind John 1’s proem, if it has been adapted from an earlier hymn about John the
Baptizer, as Bultmann famously suggested.1036 Perhaps even the Testament of Levi 18’s
prophecy based on Numb. 24.17 preserves a tradition originally applied to the priestly
John the Baptizer rather than to Jesus, whose priestly character in the New Testament is
only of a strictly symbolic and contrived nature:
3 And his star shall arise in heaven as of a king.
Lighting up the light of knowledge as the sun the day.
And he shall be magnified in the world.
4 He shall shine forth as the sun on earth,
And shall remove all darkness from under heaven,
And there shall be peace in all the earth.
5. [. . .] And the knowledge of the Lord shall be poured forth upon the earth, as
the water of the seas;
And the angels of the glory of the presence of the Lord shall be glad in him.
6. The heavens shall be opened,
And from the temple of glory shall come upon him sanctification,
With the Father’s voice as from Abraham to Isaac.
And the glory of the Most High shall be uttered over him,
And the spirit of understanding and sanctification shall rest upon him in the
water.1037
If this prophecy was originally correlated with John the Baptizer, there would be
no need to see verse 6’s ‘in the water’ as a Christian interpolation, as R. H. Charles
supposes, since it could then refer to John’s baptizing activity in general, and not to his
baptism of Jesus in particular. Perhaps the gospels’ story of the descent of the spirit
upon Jesus at his baptism reflects a secondary adaptation to Jesus of a story originally
applied to John the Baptizer, a process that could parallel the secondary application to
Jesus of what at first may have been a John the Baptizer hymn in John 1.
The elements ‘peace in all the earth,’ ‘the heavens,’ ‘angels of the glory’ and
‘sanctification’ in Testament of Levi 18 may suggest an allusion to the Amidah’s qedušah:
‘We will sanctify thy name in the world even as they sanctify it in the highest heavens, as
it is written by the hand of thy prophet: And they called one unto the other and said,
Holy, holy, holy is the Lord of hosts: the whole earth is full of his glory.’1038 Testament of

Rudolf Bultmann, The Gospel of John: A Commentary. Translated by G. R. BeasleyMurray (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1971), pp. 17-18.
1037 R. H. Charles, APOT II, p.314.
1038
S. Singer, The Standard Prayer Book, p. 55. Similarly, the Amidah seems to be
reflected in Luke 2.13-14: ‘And suddenly there was with the angel a multitude of the
heavenly host, praising God and saying, “Glory to God in the highest heaven, and on
earth peace among those whom he favours!”’ (NRSV)
1036
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Levi 18.3’s and 5’s emphasis on knowledge1039 would agree with the Amidah’s title of
God ‘Gracious Giver of Knowledge’ that occurs shortly after the qedušah.
Notice that Testament of Levi 18.5’s allusion to Isaiah 11.9, ‘For the earth shall be
full of the knowledge of the LORD,/As the waters cover the sea,’ (JPS) overlaps with the
qedušah’s vocabulary, ‘The whole earth is full of His glory.’ This helps explain the
Amidah’s correlation between the Isaiah 6-based qedušah and the Amidah’s reference to
knowledge that follows, since the latter would be linked to a nearby Isaiah passage
exhibiting overlapping terminology.
Notice however that ‘gracious giver of knowledge,’ חונן הדעת, overlaps with the
etymology of the name ‘John,’ יחנן. Next, Testament of Levi 18.3’s ‘Lighting up the light of
knowledge’ is from Hosea 10.12, ‘Break up your fallow ground’ ()נירו לכם ניר, LXX, ‘Light
for yourselves the light of knowledge’ (phōtisate eautois phōs gnōseōs). The LXX here
understands  נירas נהר, and the ‘( ועתand time’) that follows is understood by the LXX as
לדעת. What we have in Testament of Levi 18.3 is therefore a coordination of Numbers
24.17’s star prophecy with Hosea 10.12, the latter concluding with ‘Till He come and
cause righteousness to rain ( )ירה צדקupon you,’ a parallel to Joel 2.23’s המורה לצדק, which
is the basis of the Qumran title ‘Teacher of Righteousness.’1040
In the Damascus Document we find the forms  יורה הצדק, derived from Hosea
10.12, and מורה צדק, derived from Joel 2.23. Testament of Levi 4.3 also alludes to Hosea
10.12, but adds a reference to ‘Jacob’ perhaps in assimilation to Numbers 24.17’s ‘Jacob’:
‘The light of knowledge shalt thou light up in Jacob.’ 4.4’s ‘there have been given to thee
counsel and understanding’ may allude to Isaiah 11.2’s ‘The spirit of . . . understanding,
the spirit of counsel.’
In a seminal contribution A. Dupont-Sommer argued that the Testament of Levi
alludes to the Teacher of Righteousness.1041 Dupont-Sommer’s claim receives support
from the fact that the Testament of Levi does indeed allude to Hosea 10.12, which
Dupont-Sommer apparently overlooked. The teacher’s alternative title ‘Interpreter of
Knowledge’ is intriguing, given Hosea 10.12’s ‘knowledge’ meme.
Turning to the Testament of Judah 24.1 we find the Numbers 24.17 star prophecy
coordinated with Malachi 3.20’s ‘sun of righteousness,’ which seems to be an allusion to
3.23’s eschatological ‘Elijah the prophet.’ We thus have a set of traditions that suggest a
connection could have been made between Malachi’s eschatological Elijah and Numbers

See also Testament of Levi 18.9, ‘multiplied in knowledge upon the earth, / And
enlightened through the grace,’ with which cf. John 1.9’s ‘enlightens . . . the world’ (cf.
Testament of Levi 14.4, ‘the light of the law which was given to lighten every man’) and
John 1.14’s ‘full of grace.’
1040 I am not suggesting John the Baptizer was the Teacher of Righteousness. However,
his followers could have later associated with John some of the traditions linked to the
Qumran Teacher of Righteousness.
1041 See the chapter ‘The Testament of Levi and the Teacher of Righteousness’ in A.
Dupont-Sommer, The Jewish Sect of Qumran and the Essenes (New York: MacMillan,
1955), pp. 38-57.
1039
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24.17’s star, and this complex of associations could then have been applied to John the
Baptizer.1042
In this context, it is suggestive that both Testament of Levi 18 and Testament of
Judah 24 follow up their allusions to Numbers 24.17’s star with ‘baptismal’ themes.
Again, these have been usually understood as references to Jesus, but they could apply
instead to John the Baptizer. Testament of Judah 24.1’s stellar ‘sun of righteousness’ is
described as ‘Walking with the sons of men in meekness and righteousness,’ an allusion
to Psalm 45.3 and 5’s ‘children of men’ and ‘meekness and righteousness’ respectively.
Testament of Judah 24.3’s ‘pour . . . grace’ alludes to Psalm 45.3, ‘Grace is poured
upon thy lips.’1043 Again, ‘grace,’ חן, overlaps with the etymology of the name ‘John.’
Psalm 45 is a major inspiration for the Parables of Enoch’s Son of Man figure,1044 and
this psalm has exerted an important influence in SH1 H1 D1 and in other Jordanian
metal texts.
Both the Levi and Judah texts closely associate the Torah with light. Testament of
Levi 18’s prophecy is immediately followed in 19.1 by a designation of the Torah and
Beliar as light and darkness respectively. Cf. towards the Amidah’s conclusion where we
read: ‘Bless us, O our Father, even all of us together, with the light of thy countenance;
for by the light of thy countenance thou hast given us, O Lord our God, the Law of life. . .
.’1045 Testament of Judah 24.3, ‘And ye shall walk in his commandments first and last,’ is
soon followed in verse 5 by another allusion to Numbers 24.17, ‘Then shall the sceptre
of my kingdom shine forth.’ Here the sceptre shines because it is being assimilated to
the star of the same Numbers 24.17 prophecy.
The Jewish Jesus sect correlated the Balaam of Numbers 24-25 with Paul, who is
alluded to in Jude 11’s ‘Balaam’s error,’ and in Revelation 2:14: ‘But I have a few things
against you: you have some there who hold to the teaching of Balaam, who taught Balak
to put a stumbling block before the people of Israel, so that they would eat food
sacrificed to idols and practice fornication.’ Cf. Paul’s ruling that allows eating meat
sacrificed to idols or demons on the basis of there being only one God (1 Corinthians 8).
Jude and John think of Paul as a new Balaam. Clementine Homily 17.14-19
correlates Peter, who was taught by Jesus face to face, with Moses, to whom God did not
appear in visions, but with whom God spoke face to face, with Numbers 12.6-8: ‘ . . . if
there be a prophet among you, I the LORD do make Myself known unto him in a vision, I
do speak with him in a dream. 7 My servant Moses is not so; he is trusted in all My
house; 8 with him do I speak mouth to mouth, even manifestly, and not in dark
speeches; and the similitude of the LORD doth he behold. . . .’ (JPS)
The Clementine passage contrasts Peter/Moses with the magician Simon, a
cipher for Saul-Paul, who has been taught only by visions or visionary revelations, an
inferior and unreliable mode of instruction compared to face-to-face teaching.
Testament of Levi 18.3 links the star prophecy with Hosea 10.12, while Testament of
Judah 24 links the star prophecy with Malachi 3’s ‘sun of righteousness.’ Hosea 10.12’s
emphasis on ‘righteousness’ no doubt facilitated the link between it and Malachi 3.20.
1043 See the Psalm 45 references in R. H. Charles, APOT II, pp. 323-324.
1044 See Pierpaolo Bertalotto, ‘The Enochic Son of Man, Psalm 45, and the Book of the
Watchers,’ Journal for the Study of the Pseudepigrapha, 19/3 (March 2010): pp. 195-216.
1045
S. Singer, The Standard Prayer Book, p. 66.
1042
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The allusion is to Paul’s vision on the road to Damascus, and to Galatians 1.1112: ‘For I want you to know, brothers and sisters, that the gospel that was proclaimed
by me is not of human origin; 12 for I did not receive it from a human source, nor was I
taught it, but I received it through a revelation of Jesus Christ.’ (NRSV) In the Clementine
exchange, Peter emphasizes that true prophecy and visions are vouchsafed even to the
wicked (several Tanakh examples are supplied), so that even visions granted by God
cannot be proof that someone is a true prophet. Although Peter does not explicitly
mention Balaam in this context, he may very likely be presupposed.
One of the Jewish Jesus sect reactions to Paul seems to have been to compare him
to Balaam, a false prophet who on occasion uttered true prophecies, such as the
Numbers 24.17 star out of Jacob prophecy. Rabbinic sources struggled in various ways
with Balaam’s prophetic status. It may be that 1 Enoch’s portrayal of Enoch the prophet
with language derived from Numbers 24’s description of Balaam and his prophecies
does not necessarily imply that the authors of 1 Enoch understood Balaam
positively.1046 The author/s may have been instead implying that Balaam imitated the
‘earlier’ prophet Enoch, and that the false prophet Balaam derived his prophecies from
Enoch’s ‘earlier’ oracles, whose truth bestowed a degree of validity to Balaam’s ‘later’
oracles.1047
It will be helpful to identify some of the differences between the Hebrew and
Greek versions of Balaam’s prophecies in Numbers 24.7 and 17:

Pace Eibert Tigchelaar, ‘Balaam and Enoch,’ in George H. van Kooten, Jacques van
Ruiten, eds., The Prestige of the Pagan Prophet Balaam in Judaism, Early Christianity and
Islam (Leiden/Boston: Brill, 2008), pp. 87-99. Also, pace Tigchelaar, it could be that 1
Enoch’s understanding of Numbers 24.17-19 as a theophany does not necessarily
exclude a messianic dimension. The messiah is understood as divine elsewhere in 1
Enoch, that is, in the Parables, and the messiah is depicted as a divine figure in many
second temple Jewish texts. However, rabbinic texts upon occasion apply Tanakh texts
about God to human beings, especially to particularly holy rabbis (e.g., Hillel), without
suggesting that a human being is God. It may thus be that 1 Enoch’s theophanic
formulation of Numbers 24.17-19 was understood to apply to the messiah, but not
intended to suggest he is God as such without any qualification.
1047 Incidentally, there may be a distant echo of Numbers 24.17’s ‘star’ and ‘sceptre’ in 1
Enoch 48.3-4’s ‘stars’ and ‘staff.’ Soon after this, 1 Enoch 49.3-4 alludes to Isaiah 11.2-3.
1046
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Numbers 24.7 Hebrew (JPS)
Water shall flow from his branches,1048
And his seed shall be in many waters;
And his king shall be higher than Agag,
And his kingdom shall be exalted.

Numbers 24.7 LXX (NETS)
A person (anthrōpos) will come forth from
his offspring,1049
and he shall rule over many nations,
and reign of him shall be exalted beyond
Gog, and his reign shall be increased.

Numbers 24.17 Hebrew (JPS)
I see him, but not now;
I behold him, but not nigh;
There shall step forth a star out of Jacob,
And a sceptre shall rise out of Israel,
And shall smite through the corners of
Moab,
And break down all the sons of Seth.

Numbers 24.17 LXX (NETS)
I will point to him, and not now;
I deem him happy, but he is not at hand.
A star shall dawn out of Iakob,
and a person (anthrōpos) shall rise up out
of Israel, and he shall crush the chiefs of
Moab, and he shall plunder all Seth’s sons.

As J. Lust remarks on Numbers 24.17’s ‘corners,’ פאתי, this term is used in Sirach
36.12 in the sense of ‘princes.’1050 LXX has archēgous, ‘heads.’ The LXX replaces ‘a
sceptre’ with ‘a man.’ Targum Neophyti renders the crucial part of Numbers 24.17 as: ‘A
king is to arise from those of the house of Jacob, and a Redeemer and Ruler from those
of the house of Israel,’ while Targum Pseudo-Jonathan reads ‘messiah’ for ‘sceptre.’1051
The Damascus Document VII contains the following interpretation: ‘And the star
is the Interpreter of the law, 19 who will come to Damascus, as is written: “A star moves
out of Jacob, and a sceptre arises 20 out of Israel.” The sceptre is the prince ( )נשיאof the
whole congregation and when he rises he will destroy 21 all the sons of Seth.’1052 It is
interesting that whereas Targum Pseudo-Jonathan calls the sceptre the messiah, the
Damascus Document calls the sceptre ‘the prince,’ which later became Bar Kokhba’s title,
which despite scholarly reservations could arguably bear a messianic implication.
J. Lust points out that Revelation 22.16 alludes to Isaiah 11.1 and Numbers
1053
24.17:
‘I am the root and the descendant [offspring] of David, the bright morning
star.’ This indicates that Justin in his Apologia I, 32,12 reflects an old tradition when he
combines elements of Numbers 24.17 and Isaiah 11.1: ‘Another prophet, Isaiah, spoke
thus: “A star shall rise from Jacob and a flower shall spring from the root of Jesse.”’1054
As Lust also reports, the text of the Testaments of the Twelve Patriarchs ‘refers
twice to the prophecy of Balaam, first in Test. Levi 18 and then in Test. Judah 24. In both
‘From his branches,’ literally ‘from his buckets,’ מדליו, but the emendation מדליותיו,
‘from his branches,’ seems preferable. On the emendation, see J. Lust, Messianism and
the Septuagint: Collected Essays (Leuven: Leuven University Press, 2004), p. 71.
1049 ‘Offspring,’ understanding  מדליוas  ;מילדיוcf. J. Lust, Messianism and the Septuagint:
Collected Essays, p. 72.
1050 Ibid., p. 76.
1051 See ibid., p. 82.
1052 Florentino García Martínez, Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study
Edition, pp. 560-561.
1053 J. Lust, Messianism and the Septuagint: Collected Essays, p. 78.
1054 Ibid., p. 77.
1048
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cases the context alludes to Isa 11.’1055 The coordination with each other of Isaiah 11
and Numbers 24 can be traced to Qumran; as Lust documents: ‘In 4QpIsaa the
commentary on Isa 11,1 seems to allude to Num 24,7: “he will rule over all the gentiles,
and Magog.” Finally lQSb 5,20-29 alludes to our text in a blessing of the Leader of the
Community. Of him it is said that “he arises as a sceptre.” In the same blessing Isa 11,4 is
applied to him, and probably Gen 49,9 as well. This suggests that he is the Messiah.’1056
Later, Philo De praemiis 95 coordinates Numbers 24 with Isaiah 11.1057 The link
between Numbers 24 and Isaiah 11 was traditional long before Revelation, and
Revelation shows that it endured throughout the 1st cent. CE. It is therefore not too
unlikely that both Numbers 24 and Isaiah 11 could have been applied later to Bar
Kokhba.
With regard to SH1 G1 D2’s text yalown tom, ‘perfection endures/abides,’ placed
beneath a menorah, I have argued that for the lead books’ creators this proclamation
was ideologically equivalent to the slogan ‘Shimʿon (bar Kokhba) endures/abides.’
Additionally I have pointed out the congruency between a reference to tom, ‘perfection,’
placed beneath a menorah and the Qumran neologism ʾortom, ‘perfect light.’
Throughout the Letter of James, the most Jewish of all New Testament writings,
the meme of perfection remains prominent, cf. 1.4; 1.25; 2.22; 3.2. Especially relevant in
this context might be 1.18-19, which combines the elements of light and perfection:
17 Every good endowment and every perfect gift is from above, coming down
from the Father of lights with whom there is no variation or shadow due to
change.
18 Of his own will (βουληθεὶς) he brought us forth (ἀπεκύησεν ἡμᾶς) by the
word of truth (λόγῳ ἀληθείας) that we should be a kind of first fruits of his
creatures. (RSV)
James 1.18’s ‘word of truth’1058 could reflect a literal reading of Psalm 45.5’s
debar ʾemet, ‘matter/cause of truth,’ LXX ἕνεκεν ἀληθείας, ‘for the sake of truth.’ There is
even a possible overlap between James 1.17’s light motif and Psalm 45.4’s ‘splendour’
()הוד, which in the targum becomes ‘brilliance’/‘radiance.’ Psalm 45’s šegal, ‘queen,’ a
rather prominent concern of SH1 and K-S/R, could be brought into correlation with
James 1.18’s ‘word of truth,’ since it is by means of this personified Truth, Alētheia, a
feminine entity, that God gives birth (ἀπεκύησεν), which involves the language of
maternal delivery, not paternal engendering. In brief, James’ Alētheia can be viewed as
equivalent to Psalm 45’s queen, šegal.
Ibid., p. 80.
Ibid., p. 83.
1057 See ibid., p. 81.
1058 Cf. James 1.5’s ἁπλῶς and 1.18’s λόγῳ ἀληθείας with Euripides Phoenician Women
469, ἁπλοῦς ὁ μῦθος τῆς ἀληθείας ἔφυ, ‘Single is the message/word of truth, plain.’ For
the passage and its Greek text, see Arthur S. Way, Euripides with an English Translation.
In Four Volumes: III (London: William Heinemann / New York: The Macmillan Company,
1912), pp. 381-385. For commentary and exegesis, see Gary S. Meltzer, Euripides and the
Poetics of Nostalgia (Cambridge/New York: Cambridge University Press, 2006), p. 2 and
throughout.
1055
1056
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This Jamesian personified Truth is none other than the Lady Wisdom of James
1.5 (‘wisdom’) and 3.17 (the ‘wisdom from above’), whose counterpart is 1.15’s
personified Desire and Sin who together give birth (ἀποκύει) to Death, and 3.15’s
‘devilish’ wisdom. These reflect Proverbs’ Lady Folly, the counterpart to Lady Wisdom.
In a seminal article Donald J. Veresput discusses how James 1.17’s ‘lights’ alludes
to the prayers associated with the morning recitation of the Šemaʿ Israel.1059 This is
congruent with James 2:19’s allusion to Deuteronomy 6:4 in the form ‘You believe that
God is one.’
2 Peter 1.4, ‘partakers of the divine nature’ (κοινωνοὶ θείας φύσεως). List of virtues
begins in 1.5 with ‘faith’ (τῇ πίστει) and ends with ‘brotherly love’ (τῇ φιλαδελφίᾳ) and
‘love’ (τὴν ἀγάπην) in 1.7.
The progression from faith to love accords with the Šemaʿ Israel’s primary
requirement of belief in the divine oneness and subsequent command to love God, to
which rabbinic tradition (Akiba, Hillel; see bŠabbat 31a, Sifre Deut. 6.4) attaches the
command to love one’s neighbour. In rabbinic sources the command to love one’s
neighbour actually is emphasized over the love of God.
This accords with the spirit of Jesus’ teaching on the Šemaʿ, which equalizes the
commandment of loving the one God with loving one’s neighbour, ‘and the second
(commandment, to love one’s neighbour) is the same/equal to it (i.e., the first
commandment of loving the one God), ὁμοία αὐτῇ, to the first,’ Matthew 22.39. This is
congruent with the so-called golden rule (Matthew 7.12): ‘In everything do to others as
you would have them do to you; for this is the law and the prophets.’ (NRSV)
2 Peter 1.4’s partaking of the divine nature may be correlated with the recitation
of the Šemaʿ with its opening emphasis on the divine oneness. Consider the Qumranic
trope of the community, יחד, becoming divine like the divine one ( ;)אחדcf. Songs of the
Sabbath Sacrifice; also Psalm 82.6, ‘I said, Ye are gods.’ 2 Peter 1.7’s sequence of
penultimate ‘brotherly love’ (=love of neighbour) followed by ultimate ‘love’ (=love of
God) seems to reverse the rabbinic pattern, as well as the pattern of Jesus’ teaching.
2 Peter 1.19: ‘And we have the prophetic word made more sure (βεβαιότερον).
You will do well to pay attention to this as to a lamp shining in a dark place, until the day
dawns (ἡμέρα διαυγάσῃ) and the morning star rises in your hearts.’ (RSV) The
comment on this verse in the Jewish Annotated New Testament (p. 445) rightly mentions
Bar Kokhba: ‘Morning star refers to Christ in Rev 2.28; the star motif from Num 24.17
was also used by Shimon “Bar Kochba” (Aram “son of the star”), a messianic claimant
and leader of the second Jewish rebellion against Rome, 132–35 CE.’
2 Peter 1.19’s luminous motifs are congruent with 1.16-18’s allusion to the story
of Jesus’ luminous transfiguration. According to Matthew 17.2 at this event ‘his face
shone like the sun’; cf. Luke 9.29, ‘the appearance of his face changed.’ (NRSV) The
Petrine passages have a curious and overlooked parallel in 1QHa Col. XII.5-6: ‘I give you
thanks, Lord, because you have illuminated ( )האירותהmy face for your covenant and 6

Donald J. Veresput, ‘James 1:17 and the Jewish Morning Prayers,’ Novum
Testamentum vol. 39, fasc. 2 (April 1997): pp. 177-191.
1059
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[…] I have looked for you. Like sure dawn ( )וכשחר נכוןyou have revealed yourself to me
with per[fect] light ()לאורתום.’1060
In his comments in the Jewish Annotated New Testament David B. Levenson
interprets Bar Kokhba’s title nasiʾ in a messianic sense, given that while it ‘can mean
“leader” or “prince”’ it ‘refers to the future Davidic king in the latter part of Ezekiel (e.g.,
34.23–24) and is associated with a Davidic messiah in several passages from the Dead
Sea Scrolls (1QM 5; 4Q285; 4QpIsaa).’1061 We read further: ‘Coins struck by the rebels
with the image of the Temple, and some with the name “Eleazar the Priest,” suggest that
one of the goals of the revolt was capturing Jerusalem and rebuilding the Temple.
Although the rebels inflicted heavy casualties on the Roman army, the war ended with a
decisive defeat at Bethar. Jews were allowed to set foot in Jerusalem, refounded and
renamed Aelia Capitolina, only on the ninth of Av to mourn the destruction of the
Temple.’1062
Throughout this study I have raised the possibility that the Jordanian metal
books could represent a tradition stretching from Antiquity to the Middle Ages and
perhaps even beyond. If this scenario, which could involve continuation or revival (or
both), has any merit to it, then it may be that precisely the annual ninth of Av mourning
rituals might offer the historical setting and motive that could potentially explain such a
continuing production involving development of textual and iconographic content.

Florentino García Martínez, Eibert J. C. Tigchelaar, The Dead Sea Scrolls Study Edition,
pp. 166-167, modified.
1061 Jewish Annotated New Testament, p. 534.
1062 Ibid.
1060
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APPENDIX II
The Question of ‘Christian’ Influence on the Jordanian Metal Books
The question of whether the Jordanian metal books are of Jewish or Christian provenance is
in some ways a simplistic and misleading one. The very taxonomic distinction between
‘Jewish’ and ‘Christian’ can at times be quite fluid and ‘fuzzy’ for the first few centuries of
the Common Era.1063
Add to this the fact that ancient artisans were in business to make money. Those who
made lead coffins had at their disposal Jewish, Christian and pagan designs and moulds, and
customers could choose from among them, and selections from all three groups of designs
could be mixed together. Similarly, the same artists would have been responsible for
decorating local Jewish synagogues, Christian churches and pagan temples. This
phenomenon was not limited to the Middle East. In medieval Scandinavia trinkets of pagan
Thor hammers and Christian crosses were made by the same metal workers.
The issue is complicated further by the, in some sense, Jewish origins of what in time
became known as ‘Christianity.’ The earliest followers of Jesus would have considered
themselves Jews, not Christians. According to our sources, which inextricably mingle
theology and history, early on rivalry developed between the first followers of Jesus, which
included his relatives on the one hand, and Paul and his movement on the other hand.
People like James and Peter continued observing Torah and kashrut regulations. They
visited the temple regularly, including for tamid (see Acts 3.1, ‘Now Peter and John were
going up to the temple at the hour of prayer, the ninth hour’ RSV), when a lamb would be
sacrificed. They therefore did not believe that the ‘sacrifice’ of Jesus had abolished the
temple sacrifices. The group that James, Peter and John led was a Jewish one, like that of the
Pharisees or Essenes.
By contrast, Paul gathered followers largely among people who had never been
Jewish and who therefore never had practiced Judaism. Even though Paul may have been
Jewish, the movement he built up, in contrast to the one Jesus indirectly established,
subsequently perpetuated by James, Peter and John, was never Jewish, and in time it became
what the world rightly came to recognize as a religion distinct from Judaism.
In this sense, Christianity did not have Jewish roots, for although Jesus, its theological
centre, was a Jew, and although its great organizer, Paul, who made Jesus the theological
centre, was a Jew as well, the movement Paul created was built out of non-Jews who had
never practiced Judaism.
Again, by contrast, the group Jesus founded, continued by James, not only had Jewish
roots, it never cut itself off from those roots. That movement was purely Jewish, not
‘Christian.’ The terminology ‘Jewish Christian’ for James’ group is therefore just a modern
scholarly invention and convention. Like most scholars in the field, I used to avail myself of
the label, since it’s readily understood. However, I have come to abandon it, since it only
compounds murky issues of self-identity and outside labelling. Here I will consequently use
the terminology ‘Jewish Jesus sect,’ which I understand to have been composed of several
groups, some in competition with each other. I hasten to add that for me the terms ‘sect’ and
‘sectarian’ are neutral terms, in the sense of ‘sect’ as used in Josephus (meaning a particular
school of thought and praxis) and the Book of Acts, for instance.
The issue is made more opaque by the fact that the Jewish Jesus sect under James
maintained contact with Paul, leader of a distinct yet overlapping movement. The gentiles
1063

See Elliot R. Wolfson, ‘Inscribed in the Book of the Living: Gospel of Truth and Jewish
Christology,’ Journal for the Study of Judaism vol. 38 (2007): pp. 234-237.
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won over by Paul moreover came to see the Jewish Tanakh as their own sacred scripture.
Again, this is not a sign of any ‘Jewish roots,’ at least not direct ones. Jewish followers of
Jesus may have influenced Paul’s congregations, so that some traditions of gentile
Christianity might actually have been borrowed, with theological modifications, from
Judaism, but again this does not qualify us to speak of Christianity’s ‘Jewish roots’ without
important and significant qualifications.
Mutual influence and cross-fertilization of ideas, a process always resulting in
modification, complicates the issue as well, because it can operate in a threefold way. I will
offer an example that is relevant for the discussion of the provenance of the Jordanian metal
books.
Tertullian and other early Christian authors tell us that Christians made the sign of the
cross on their foreheads when rising, sitting, etc. There is a case to be made that Christians
borrowed this practice from the Jewish Jesus sect, and in time early on forgot the ritual’s
origins and original significance. The ritual would have involved combining the Šemaʿ Israel
with the tav of Ezekiel 9.4.
Oskar Skarsaune writes that from Origen we learn of three ancient interpretations of
the letter tav, two from Jews, and the third from a Jewish believer ‘in Christ.’ 1: As the final
letter of the alphabet it is a symbol of ‘perfection.’ 2: As the first letter of ‘Torah’ it stands for
the five books of Moses. 3: It is the mark of Ezek 9.4, the prophetic basis of the sign of the
cross that believers make before all important daily activities.1064 The first two interpretations
are congruent with bŠabbat 55’s teaching that tav means those who perform the entire Torah
‘from alef to tav.’1065 Skarsaune refers to Jean Daniélou’s theory that in ancient Judaism Ezek
9.4’s tav was understood to stand for the Tetragrammaton, a view Skarsaune qualifies by
insisting tav was not an ‘abbreviation’ of the Tetragrammaton, but the divine ‘protective seal
or mark’ of ownership.1066
Skarsaune next refers to Tertullian De corona, 3.4 as ‘clearly in contact with the
[Ezek 9.4] tradition reported to Origen’: ‘At every forward step and movement, at every
going in and out, when we put on our clothes and shoes, when we bathe, when we sit at table,
when we light the lamps, on couch, on seat, in all the ordinary actions of daily life, we trace
upon the forehead the sign.’ As Skarsaune points out, this passage ‘reads very much like a
somewhat free midrashic expansion of the corresponding passage of the Shema’1067 of Deut
6:
4 Hear, O Israel: the Lord our God, the Lord is one.
5 And thou shalt love the Lord thy God with all thy heart, and with all thy soul, and
with all thy might.
6 And these words, which I command thee this day, shall be upon thy heart;
7 and thou shalt teach them diligently unto thy children, and shalt talk of them when
thou sittest in thy house, and when thou walkest by the way, and when thou liest
down, and when thou risest up.
8 And thou shalt bind them for a sign upon thy hand, and they shall be for frontlets
between thine eyes.
9 And thou shalt write them upon the door-posts of thy house, and upon thy
gates. (JPS)
1064

See Oskar Skarsaune, ‘Fragments of Jewish Christian Literature Quoted in Some Greek
and Latin Fathers,’ pp. 363-364. [pp. 325-378]
1065
See ibid., p.363.
1066
Ibid.
1067
Ibid., p. 364.
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In both the Šemaʿ and in Tertullian ‘actions are referred to not by using the verb but
by using the preposition be and the verbal noun.’1068 According to Origen’s Jewish follower
of Jesus, believers make the sign of the tav/cross ‘before prayers and the holy readings.’1069
Skarsaune interprets ‘the holy readings’ as the recitation of the Šemaʿ and ‘prayers’ as those
which accompany the Šemaʿ’s recitation.1070 Although Skarsaune does not mention this, the
plural ‘readings’ would make sense in light of the twice daily recitation of the Šemaʿ.
It is very probable that Jewish followers of Jesus made the sign of the tav with an
entirely traditional Jewish signification in mind, and that writers like Origen mistakenly
attributed to this a reference to the story of Jesus’ cross, especially as promoted by Pauline
theology. As is apparent from the Letter of James and other similar sources, the cross was of
no theological significance to Jewish followers of Jesus. They may not even have believed
Jesus died on a cross; perhaps they saw Jesus’ crucifixion like the Aqedah, which involved a
prevention of death at the last minute. Or perhaps they did not even have a story of a
crucifixion at all, for all we know. James certainly never breathes a word about it in his
epistle.1071
Several verses in the book of Revelation allude to Ezek 9.4’s mark: 7.3: ‘Do not harm
the earth or the sea or the trees, till we have sealed the servants of our God upon their
foreheads,’ 9.4: ‘they were told not to harm the grass of the earth or any green growth or any
tree, but only those of mankind who have not the seal of God upon their foreheads,’ 14.1:
‘Then I looked, and lo, on Mount Zion stood the Lamb, and with him a hundred and fortyfour thousand who had his name and his Father’s name written on their foreheads,’ 22.4:
‘they shall see his face, and his name shall be on their foreheads.’ (RSV)
In the final two references, 14.1 and 22.4, the ‘seal’ is identified as the ‘name’ of the
‘father’ (in 22.3, ‘God’) and the ‘lamb.’ This is doubtless a single name, the Tetragrammaton,
and presupposes a ‘name’ Christology (very similar to the paradigm of the Parables of Enoch
and 3 Enoch) such as we see reflected in Phil. 2,9: ‘Therefore God has highly exalted him
and bestowed on him the name which is above every name,’ that is, the Tetragrammaton,
which is ‘the name of Jesus,’ that is, the name YHWH that belongs to Jesus, mentioned in v.
10. In Revelation the passages about being sealed with the Tetragrammaton on the forehead
arguably presuppose a head phylactery containing the Šemaʿ, whose opening line contains
the Tetragrammaton twice.
In both Ezek 9 and Revelation the mark is used to protect the righteous in a time of
extermination or annihilation. One would therefore expect that the Ezek 9 passage would be
especially relevant in times of war, such as the Jewish War and the Bar Kokhba revolt. The
date of Revelation is disputed. While most believe it is a late first-century work, others view
it as closer to the Jewish War,1072 while yet others date it to Hadrianic times.1073
My own view is that Revelation may have gone through several editions stretching
from the Jewish War to just after Bar Kokhba. In the first edition, ch. 11’s two witnesses may
1068
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Ibid., p. 366.
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The issue of whether the historical James wrote the epistle that bears his name is
immaterial in this context. Whenever it was written, whether closer to 50 CE or to 100 CE, it
is an early document and would not likely misrepresent the historical James’ general outlines
of thought.
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John W. Marshall, Parables of War: Reading John’s Jewish Apocalypse (Waterloo,
Ontario: Wilfrid Laurier University Press, 2002).
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Thomas Witulski, Die Johannesoffenbarung und Kaiser Hadrian: Studien zur Datierung
der neutestamentlichen Apokalypse (Göttingen: Vandenhoeck & Ruprecht, 2007).
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have been James the Righteous and Peter. If the original author (of the underlying ‘Urdocument’) was John, the third Jerusalem pillar, he may have seen himself as the sole
surviving pillar who would live to the end of the world.1074 In the times of the final edition,
the two witnesses could have been understood as Bar Kokhba and the High Priest Eleazar, as
Thomas Witulski identifies them.1075
That the Jordanian metal books’ contents relate to the Bar Kokhba revolt could shed
light on the string of tavs in SH1 G1 D6. In times of war and distress Ezek 9.4’s tav becomes
important, as Revelation illustrates. However, we should not lose sight of the connection
between the tav and the Šemaʿ, since this prayer’s centrality to Jewish faith and praxis makes
it all the more precious in times of war and devastation. As I have observed, the tav in the
Jordanian metal books likely stands for the final letter of the final word of the Šemaʿ, namely,
ʾemet, ‘truth.’
Also, the traditional derivation of the word ‘witness,’ ʿed, by connecting the ayin of
šemaʿ, ‘hear!’ to the dalet of ʾeḥad, ‘one,’ in the Šemaʿ’s opening line where these two letters
are written larger than their surrounding letters on traditional Torah scrolls seems to be
relevant in this context as well. There is good evidence that this is an ancient tradition whose
influence we see already in Revelation, where arguably its emphasis on the trope of ‘witness’
could be an influence of Judaism’s quintessential affirmation of faith. In Revelation the
theme of ‘witness’ in various grammatical forms and senses occurs twice already in 1.2 and
reappears in 1.5, 9; 2.13; 3.14; 6.9; 11.3, 7; 12.11, 17; 15.5; 17.6; 19.10; 20.4; 22.16, 18, 20
and in the book’s final verse, 20.22.1076
Yehuda Liebes offers the following comments concerning what he calls ‘JudeoChristian’ influence, but which I would prefer to call Nazorean or Jewish-Nozorean (or even
Ebionite in a larger sense than a mere ‘sect’ as used by Christian heresy hunters) upon Jewish
traditions regarding the letter tav:
The origin of the well-known saying ‘God’s seal is truth’ may also be JudeoChristian, and it may be connected with the Christian symbol of the tav as a cross, and
as a seal on the forehead. The saying is found in the Gemara (Shabbat 55a), at the end
of the aforesaid story (concerning Ezekiel’s tav on the foreheads of the righteous,
which is, as already shown, of Christian origin). In the Gemara version too, the letter
tav is the basis of God’s seal, and not the entire word emet (truth), and in this respect
the saying is quoted (‘tav is the end of God’s seal, as R. Hanina said: ‘God’s seal is
truth’).1077
Liebes further explains that the Zohar’s teaching about the three divine names of the
Šemaʿ’s opening line being one has been influenced by Christian trinitarian dogma, although
of course the Zohar adopts Christian formulations in order to promote specifically Jewish
mysticism or esotericism rather than Christian theology.1078 Christian interpretations of
Genesis 1:1 ‘may have exerted a general influence’ on the zoharic exegesis of this Torah
1074

Cf. John 21.22-23, which reads like ‘damage control.’ The underlying tradition’s basic
thrust is supported by synoptic texts such as Matthew 16.28: ‘Truly I tell you, there are some
standing here who will not taste death before they see the Son of Man coming in his
kingdom.’ (NRSV)
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Thomas Witulski, Apk 11 und der Bar Kokhba-Aufstand: Eine zeitgeschichtliche
Interpretation (Tübingen: Mohr Siebeck, 2012). I owe the reference to Bernhard Lang.
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The same trope is prominent throughout the gospel of John as well, lacking in only chs. 6,
9, 11, 14, 16, 17 and 20.
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Yehuda Liebes, Studies in the Zohar, p. 236.
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See ibid., pp. 228-230.
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verse.1079 Apparently some kabbalistic texts were later edited in order to tone down or
eliminate certain Christological passages.1080 Of one kabbalistic text in particular, Otiyyot deR. Akiva, Liebes observes that ‘this midrash is perhaps close in spirit to the Jewish-Christian
sect of the Ebionites.’1081
Zohar 3.43b, which Liebes discusses, is transparently in dialogue with trinitarian
thought; yet I would suggest that the inspiration came not from the Catholic Church, but from
Jewish Jesus sect traditions, because both the kabbalistic and the ‘Jewish-Christian’ ‘trinity’
(or perhaps better, triad) was usually expressed in the sequence father (= God), mother (=
holy spirit), and son (= messiah), rather than the Catholic Church’s ‘father, son, and holy
spirit,’ though there are exceptions to this general trend: ‘“Hear, O Israel, YHWH Elohenu
YHWH is one.” These three are one. . . . As such it is with the secret of the triadic divine
manifestations which are alluded to in YHWH ʾEloheinu YHWH, three modes which
nevertheless constitute a single unity.’1082
We read similarly in Zohar 3.65: ‘The name “I am” [eheyeh, from Exodus 3.14: “I
will be what I will be,” eheyeh asher eheyeh] signifies the unity of all things. Afterwards he
brought out that light which is the celestial mother, and when she bore a child, then he called
himself “what I will be” (asher eheyeh). And when all else came into existence, and
everything became perfected and came to be in its right place, then he called himself
YHWH.’
There is a triadic component to the Šemaʿ’s opening line, namely, the three divine
names YHWH, ʾEloheinu, YHWH, which according to kabbalistic teaching are one (see Zohar
3.162a). This triad of divine names could help explain the three triadic clovers and leaves in
SH1 G2 D2’s upper left section. Similarly, there is a triadic property to the word ʾemet, given
that it consists of what are traditionally considered the first, middle, and last letters of the
Hebrew alphabet (alef, mem, tav). As Yehuda Liebes documents:
See also JT, Sanhedrin 1:1, and BT, Shabbat 104a, and Rashi’s commentary there, as
follows: ‘Emet (—)אמתaleph ( )אis the first letter of the alphabet, mem ( )מis in the
middle, tav ( )תis the last letter. As it is said [Is. 44; 6]: “I am the first, and I am the
last, and beside me there is no God.’” The parallel between the idea contained in the
verse from Isaiah and letters of the alphabet appears for the first time in the New
Testament (Revelation of John, i; 8): ‘I am the aleph and the tav (in Greek the alpha
and the omega) says the Lord God, and the present and the past and the future.’ The
three tenses (past, present, and future, and perhaps the middle letter of the alphabet
should be mentioned here) may have also been given a trinitarian interpretation. . .
.1083
As Dornseiff explains concerning Greek magical papyri, Αωθ (=  )אותis ‘a technical
term for “God’s name” as such.’1084 Of Ιάω Dornseiff writes that mystically inclined
individuals would have found it significant ‘[t]hat this name contains the first, middle and last
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vowels of the alphabet.’1085 Lastly, the same author reminds us that ‘Hebrew  תoften appears
as X.’1086
For the last several decades abundant evidence has been garnered to confirm that
traditions of the early Jewish Jesus sect were apparently preserved in later Jewish sources.
Again, in contrast to many scholars, some of whom I will quote or reference below, I would
not call these ‘Christian’ influences on ‘Judaism.’ The early Jewish Jesus sect began as a
movement within Judaism, and that some of its traditions influenced Jews not of the Jewish
sect would not at be all that unusual.1087
As previously mentioned, SH1 G1 D6 contains a string of eight tavs and a line of text
that alludes to Ps. 19.13,15 and to Shimʿon (bar Kokhba). This design is often placed beneath
the menorah design of SH1 G1 D2 (Figs. 1-2), but there are also transfers where it
accompanies the palm tree design of SH1 G1 D7.

Fig. 1
SH1 G1 D2 with SH1 G1 D6

Fig. 2
SH1 G1 D2 with SH1 G1 D6

There is a single square Jordanian lead tablet that features SH1 G1 D7’s palm tree
together with a second trunk of the same tree (almost doubtless an accidental flaw in the
transfer) with SH1 G1 D6’s string of letters alluding to Ps. 19 and Shimʿon (Fig. 3). Here
these letters are placed vertically to the right of the tree. SH1 G1 D6’s string of tavs is
multiplied and placed along all four side edges of the tablet. I can count eight tavs on the top,
bottom and left edges, and at least six on the right edge, but presumably there are eight here
as well, which would produce a total of thirty-two tavs, an important number in ancient and
medieval Jewish mystical texts.
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Ibid., p. 39.
Franz Dornseiff, Das Aphabet in Mystik und Magie, p. 80.
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I refer the reader to chapter 3, ‘Christian Influences on the Zohar,’ in Yehuda Liebes,
Studies in the Zohar, pp. 139-161. See also the chapter ‘The Tree That Is All: JewishChristian Roots of a Kabbalistic Symbol in Sefer ha-Bahir,’ in Elliot R. Wolfson, Along the
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Fig. 3
SH1 G1 D6/SH1 G1 D7, Contrast Adjusted for Clarity
With sufficient enlargement and contrast adjustment the letters to the right of the tree
can be read (Fig. 4).

Fig. 4
Fig. 3, Detail, Rotated, Tracing
The following letters can be recovered: š-g-ʾ-w-n-m-ʿ-t. The text in Fig. 4 is clearly
that of SH1 G1 D6, as shown in Fig. 5. What we see here is Ps. 19.13’s word šegiʾowt,
‘errors’ (with alef re-read as simultaneous mirror yod), with the tav displaced to after the
ayin. This displacement makes clearer the scrambled allusion to the name Shimʿon in the
sequence waw-nun-mem-ayin, four of the five letters of Shimʿon, the initial shin being
supplied by the shin of šegiʾowt at the line’s beginning.
The Jordanian texts being richly multivalent, we can next detect in the first two letters
of šegiʾowt, shin-mirror gimel, an allusion to Shimʿon-geʾulat, Shimʿon-redemption (or
perhaps even ‘redeemer’). Moreover, the line’s first three letters can be re-read as shin-mirror
dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange)-mirror yod, that is, Šaddai.
The overlap between the word šegiʾowt, ‘errors,’ and the name Shimʿon can be
interpreted in a variety of ways. In my commentary on SH1 G1 D1 I explained that the Zohar
understands šegiʾowt as a name of the Shekhinah. We can further understand the overlapping
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of ‘errors’ and Shimʿon as hinting at Bar Kokhba’s messianic redemption of Israel’s sins
(errors). Lastly, there could also be a recognition here that the messiah is fully human, which
would still be entirely compatible with Shimʿon having been clothed with the
Tetragrammaton of the Šemaʿ Israel.
A brief but decisive observation is in order before proceeding, namely, the text
associated with SH1 G1 D6’s string of tavs is about Bar Kokhba and the redemption he
brings to Israel as its messianic redeemer. The term geʾulat, ‘redemption,’ is here derived
from Bar Kokhba coinage’s war slogan ‘for the redemption of Israel.’ The point to observe
here is that the string of tavs is associated with a text pertaining to Israel’s redeemer Shimʿon
bar Kokhba. Jesus or Jesus Christ has nothing to do with the text nor with the tavs.

Fig. 5
SH1 G1 D6, Tracing
SH1 G1 D6’s row of tavs brings to mind a row of centrally dotted ayins that occur at
the top of SH2 G2:1-6 (Fig. 6).

Fig. 6
SH2 G2:5
SH2 G2’s row of ayins calls to mind the shorter rows of ayins of SH1 P1 (Fig. 7) and
SH1 G2 D2 (Fig. 8).

Fig. 7
SH1 P1

Fig. 8
SH1 G2 D2, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
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As I have argued previously in this study, just as SH1 G1 D6’s tavs are likely a
multiplication of the tav of ʾemet that concludes the Šemaʿ (an imperative being
etymologically cognate with the name Shimʿon), so SH1 P1’s and SH1 G2 D2’s repeated
ayins may allude to the enlarged ayin of the Šemaʿ’s opening word as found on traditional
Torah scrolls.
SH2 G3:9 exhibits a row of ayin-like circles, but unfortunately the patina is too dense
to determine whether or not there might be a dot in each centre (Fig. 9):

Fig. 9
SH2 G3:9
Below the row of circles is a design formed of a large central circle surrounded by
eight smaller ones, a construct that is flanked by two large tav-like devices apparently
functioning as stars; between each set of angled lines there are three beads positioned in a
triangular pattern. The design also includes a vertical ladder-like motif. The ensemble
certainly looks like it may have a ritual character.
At the bottom of SH2 G3:8 we see a horizontally arrayed vine-like motif, beneath
which is a series of seven tavs joined to each other (Fig. 10). The first four tavs are rendered
significantly more neatly than is the case with the final three. This might have been done
intentionally in order to bring to mind a possible 4+3 scenario, which could trigger several
symbolic associations.

Fig. 10
SH2 G3:8
Liebes cites from jSanhedrin 1.1, and bŠabbat 104a: ‘Emet (— אמתaleph ( )אis the
first letter of the alphabet, mem ( )מis in the middle, tav ( )תis the last letter. As it is said [Is.
44.6]: “I am the first, and I am the last, and beside me there is no God.”’1088 In this way, the
alef and tav stand for ʾemet. Consequently, when in SAH D5 we see the letters alef and tav
flanking a Herodian style helmet (Fig. 11), we should probably think of the rabbinic and
1088
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kabbalistic teachings on ʾemet. This would not exclude a simultaneous reference to the
geʾulat, ‘redemption,’ brought by Bar Kokhba.

Fig. 11
SAH D5
Is. 44.6’s ‘I am the first and I am the last,’ alluded to in SAH D5, is famously
rephrased in Rev. 1.8 as ‘I am the alpha and the omega.’ SAH D5’s two letters alef and tav do
not necessarily have to depend on Rev. 1.8’s ‘alpha and omega,’ for as R. H. Charles
comments on that verse:
This is a natural symbol for the first and last of all things. It was known among the
Romans: cf. Martial, v. 26. Among the later Jews the whole extent of a thing was
often denoted by the first and last letters of the alphabet, את. Thus (Schoettgen, Hor.
Heb. in loc.) Adam transgressed the whole law from aleph to tau (Jalkut Rub. f. 1 74);
Abraham observed the whole law from aleph to tau (f. 484); when God blesses Israel,
He does it from aleph to tau (f. I283). It represented the entirety of things, and thus
could fitly express the Shekinah, Schoettgen, i. 1086. Hence it is not improbable that
‘Alpha and Omega’ is a Greek rendering of a corresponding Hebrew expression. The
thought conveyed by this title is essentially that of Isa. xliv. 6.1089
However, while the two letters alef and tav in question in SAH D5 do not have to
depend on Rev. 1.8 just because of the parallelism involving alpha and omega, there is some
suggestive evidence that in SH1 we may have an allusion to the divine names Alef and Tav
together with ‘Almighty,’ a combination we do find in Rev. 1.8. On the other hand, it is
entirely possible that both Rev. 1.8 and the Jordanian designs in question (principally SH1 G1
D5, SH1 P1) could both independently reflect a common Jewish tradition combining Alef
and Tav with ‘Almighty’ that pre-existed the formation of the Jewish Jesus sect.
Alternatively, we could also be seeing in SH1 a polemical rejoinder to Christian claims about
Jesus, emphasizing Bar Kokhba instead.
On SH1 P1 (Fig. 12) the shin at the upper right of seven stars likely stands for Šaddai,
which would be quite congruent with Jewish tradition. The shin could simultaneously stand
for Shimʿon (bar Kokhba). As I have argued previously, above the shin the letters mem, nun,
resh (with ḥet interposed between the mem and nun) allude to the menorah in an abbreviated
way, and the letter yod would probably stand in for the Šemaʿ’s first Tetragrammaton.
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R. H. Charles, A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on the Revelation of St. John.
Volume 1 (Edinburgh: T&T Clark, 1920), p. 20.
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Fig. 12
SH1 P1, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The constellation of the themes of a menorah, the letter shin, and seven stars gives us
an intriguing parallel to Rev. 1.8’s ‘the Almighty,’ which in Hebrew would be Šaddai, Rev.
1.12’s ‘seven golden lampstands,’ that is, the menorah, and Rev. 1.16’s ‘seven stars.’ I find it
most unlikely that SH1 P1 would not be referring to traditions somehow cognate to those
enshrined in Rev. 1. Yet this does not prove that SH1 P1 directly depends on Rev. 1. They
could be independently reflecting a constellation of themes of pre-Jesus origin, or as
previously suggested, we might be seeing here a polemical response to Christian claims about
Jesus. This second possibility is the more probable one in my view, based on the evidence in
the lead books themselves.
That the Jordanian metal books purportedly come from quite near Pella, where Jewish
Jesus sect members were concentrated in ancient times, conceivably could support a
connection of these artefacts with this group. However, the same area was a Nabatean region,
and a Nabatean component in the artefacts is certain, although it appears to be present in a
Jewish mode, raising, as already suggested, the possibility of conversion to some form of
Judaism. Almost just as certain is that this Nabatean component is present in the lead books
in the service of the Bar Kokhba Revolt. To describe the lead books simply as ‘JewishChristian’ artefacts would therefore be extraordinarily simplistic and certainly unproven; their
origins seem to be far more complex and mysterious than this rubric would probably imply to
the average historian of religions.
If there are any positive references to Jesus in the metal books, these would at best
indicate possible support for Bar Kokhba on the part of Jewish followers of Jesus, a support
which Dennis D. Buchholz and Isaac W. Oliver have suspected.1090 In this context it would
be relevant to cite an intriguing opinion from Farmer on a possible connection between
Qumran’s survivors, Bar Kokhba, and the Jewish Jesus sect: ‘The fate of their [i.e., Qumran]
postwar membership is problematical. Some may have participated in the sporadic but
continued resistance to Rome which did not end until Hadrian’s crushing of the Bar Cochba
revolt of A.D. 132-135. Ultimately their membership was probably assimilated by the Jewish
Christian community and other Jewish groups which survived the prolonged struggle with
Rome.’1091
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See Dennis D. Buchholz, Your Eyes Will Be Opened: A Study of the Greek (Ethiopic)
Apocalypse of Peter, p. 286; Isaac W. Oliver, ‘Jewish Followers of Jesus and the Bar Kokhba
Revolt: Reexamining the Christian Sources’; Thomas Witulski, Apk 11 und der Bar KokhbaAufstand: Eine zeitgeschichtliche Interpretation.
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Nationalism in the Greco -Roman Period (New York: Columbia University Press, 1958), p.
161.
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However, while it is possible the lead books are Christian, there is no evidence that
shows this is probable. To phrase the situation differently, there is no proof (not even good
evidence) that the Christian interpretation of the lead books is probable. By contrast, that the
lead books are Jewish is not only probable, it is verifiably certain. This is established by the
iconographic and textual cribs present in the lead books, none of which suggests any
Christian origins for the artefacts. It is of course proper to respond here that Jewish Jesus sect
members were not Christian, but by sheer definition Jewish. However, the lead books contain
no cribs that could be identified as distinctly indicative of the Jewish Jesus sect.
I do not write the above in any reactionary way. I write it after years of careful,
exhaustive research of the lead books. I also write it as one who at one stage of my research
came to suspect that the lead books were apparently Jewish Jesus sect artefacts, which
created a brief phase of excitement in my own mind, since I have been quite interested in
‘Jewish Christianity’ for several decades. Further study, however, convinced me that the
evidence for a Christian origin of the lead books was far too ambiguous and vague to be at all
convincing to an impartial bystander. Like a mirage, at a second look the evidence
evaporated.
I would stress that the very fact that I was deliberately looking for any possible
evidence of Christian origins for the lead books shows that I did not exclude the possibility a
priori. Admittedly, from the beginning I found this possibility unlikely, but I was completely
open to the possibility that I might have been overlooking some crucial evidence.
At this point, I will present all of the evidence I assembled in favour of possible
Christian origins for the lead books. In this way the reader may get a taste of some of the
initial excitement, ensuing disappointment, and concluding clarity that I experienced in the
course of my research on this topic.
To begin with, I should clarify that some of my initial excitement was generated by
my stumbling upon what looked like some cryptic references to Jesus in the lead books.
However, such excitement didn’t last long, especially when recalling the fact that a reference
to Jesus in itself would not by any means prove a Christian origin for the artefacts. Even if
such a reference could be established, there could be several ways to explain it.
First, we could be dealing with a polemical or even hostile reference. Second, the
reference could be to some other Jesus than Jesus of Nazareth, such as Bar Kokhba’s officer
Jesus (Yešuaʿ/ Yešaʿ) ben Galgulah (known only from the Wadi Murabbaʿat correspondence)
or Zechariah 3’s high priest Yehošuaʿ, both of whom would be good candidates for any Jesus
mentioned in the lead books, the former for obvious reasons, the latter given his role
introducing Zechariah 4’s great vision of the menorah, at which SH1 P1 seems to hint. Third,
even a positive reference to Jesus of Nazareth would not in itself prove the artefacts were
made by his followers.
The first point to make is that there is not a single instance of a straightforward
reference in the lead books to the name Yešuaʿ. Of course, most of the lead books’ texts are
not straightforward. However, despite their cryptic nature, the texts do supply cribs in the
forms of iconography and brief portions of straightforward text paralleling Bar Kokhba
coinage that allow us to identify with complete certitude various cryptic references to the
name Shimʿon in the lead books. These references to Bar Kokhba are not occasional but
profuse, even central in the lead books, so that we can confidently demonstrate Bar Kokhba is
the ideological, even theological, centre of the artefacts. Stated differently, the lead books
clearly refer to Bar Kokhba as their central figure of concern. Any possible reference to
Jesus, by stark contrast, are vague at best.
As previously remarked, there is not a single straightforward instance of the name
Yešuaʿ in the lead books. The closest we come to such occur in the three lines of text
displayed in Fig. 13, where we have one right-to-left sequence of the letters yod-shin-ayin.
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The other two texts, from two K-S/R designs, contain the same sequence in left-to-right
sequence. There is not a single text anywhere in the lead books where we find this same
sequence with waw between the shin and ayin.

a
SAH D2

b
K-S/R D1

c
K-S/R D4
Fig. 13
To be unbiased we must not brush over the fact that letter displacements are common
in these artefacts, and one notices in Fig. 13a a nearby waw at the end of the line of text,
where ayin is followed by mirror lamed-waw. Similarly, in Fig. 13b, reading left to right, ayin
is followed by lamed-inverted omega, the latter a common stand-in for waw in K-S/R
designs. Indeed, quite clearly Fig. 13a and b share, just in opposite reading directions, the
sequence yod-shin-ayin-lamed-waw, the last expressed with omega in Fig. 13b. The two texts
are obviously cognate variants of each other. Fig. 13c has the same sequence, minus the waw.
Consequently, all three texts have the sequence yod-shin-ayin-lamed, while two add waw in
various modalities. This brings to mind שעלו, ‘hollow of his hand’— cf. Isaiah 40.12, ‘Who
hath measured the waters in the hollow of his hand ( ’)בשעלוJPS— more than any reference to
the name ישוע. Fig. 13b can in fact help us understand why Fig. 13a, c insert yod before שעל,
namely, the yod is a fragment of Fig. 13b’s עמי, ‘my people’ (cf. Isaiah 40.11, ‘his flock’).
Still, we could be dealing in Fig. 13b with an overlapping instance of the two words
ʿami and yešaʿ, ‘my people’ and ‘deliverance’/‘salvation,’ each sharing a single yod, and then
‘salvation’ would in turn overlap with ‘hollow of his hand.’ This would not be unusual for
these texts. Conceivably yešaʿ could be an abbreviation of the name Yešuaʿ, but Yešaʿ is an
attested abbreviation in the Bar Kokhba correspondence for Yešuaʿ ben Galgulah. Whatever
can be said about Fig. 13’s yod-shin-ayin, it cannot by any stretch of the imagination be taken
as clear evidence for a reference to Jesus of Nazareth. On the contrary, if there is an allusion
to a Jesus here (of which I am not convinced) it would more likely be Jesus ben Galgulah,
which would at least be congruent with the Bar Kokhba-related cribs present throughout the
artefacts.
With regard to Fig. 13c, at the top of the same design, K-S/R D4, there are two lines
of text (Fig. 14a), whose outer letters give us the four letters of the name Yešuaʿ. There is a
possible parallel to this in SH1 G1 D1, lines 1-2 (Fig. 14b), whose outer letters are (left to
right, top to bottom) alef-shin and nun-ayin. The alef could be read as mirror yod, and the
grapheme that usually functions as nun could conceivably interchange for waw. Last to
mention is Fig. 14c, which shows the outer top and bottom letters of SAH D3’s upper
portions of text. At the top are shin-mirror gimel, and at the bottom right are yod-shin,
followed on the bottom left by yod-yod. The shin-mirror gimel would allude simultaneously
to Shimʿon (bar Kokhba) and the Šemaʿ Israel; the double yod could stand for either (or both
of) the Šemaʿ’s two Tetragrammatons. This leaves the yod-shin; here I suspect they could
stand for the Šemaʿ’s second word ‘Israel,’ if the outer letters are meant to be read together at
all. An abbreviation of yešaʿ or Yešuaʿ seems less likely, and would be in any event vague at
best. In any case, even if we had cryptic allusions to the name Jesus in Fig. 14, again, why
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should we think of Jesus of Nazareth here rather than Jesus ben Galgulah? Admittedly, it
could even be the case that an allusion to Jesus ben Galgulah could function on one level as a
polemical hint at Jesus of Nazareth.

a
K-S/R D4

Fig. 14
b
c
SH1 G1 D1 SAH D3, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

However, if one wants to argue that Fig. 14b’s four outer letters from SH1 G1 D1 line
1-2 allude to the name Jesus, then to be consistent and thorough we would have to continue
the same pattern of reading the outer letters in left-to-right top-to-bottom pattern. When we
do this we obtain the interesting results shown in Fig. 14d, namely, ( ילדwith mirror yod and
mirror dalet via gimel-dalet interchange), ‘son,’ preceded by mem. The final two letters can
be read as mirror dalet (again via gimel-dalet interchange)-kaf. Reading all five lines’ outer
letters together would then produce an allusion to ‘Jesus, son of crushing,’ which could make
sense as a polemical reference to the celibacy of Jesus of Nazareth based on Deuteronomy
23.2: ‘He that is crushed ( )דכאor maimed in his privy parts shall not enter into the assembly
of the LORD.’ (JPS) This is followed in verse 3 with, ‘A bastard ( )ממזרshall not enter into
the assembly of the LORD. . . .’ (JPS) Fig. 14d’s mem might then conceivably be interpreted
as standing for mamzer, ‘bastard,’ producing the possible statement, ‘Jesus, bastard, son of
crushing,’ or more directly, ‘Jesus, bastard, the castrated one.’ Of course, this is no more
probable than is the possible allusion to the name Jesus in Fig. 14b. And naturally dalet-kaf
could conceivably be understood in an alternative positive sense as a synonym of ‘poor,’
‘oppressed,’ even though this would leave the mem unexplained. Lastly, the dalet-kaf could
alternatively be read as mirror gimel-beth or mirror gimel-kaf, both of which would make
little sense, at least to me. In the end, the question remains whether the text’s outer letters
were intended to be read together in the first place. The evidence for this is not clear and
remains suggestive only.
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Fig. 14d
SH1 G1 D1
If there is a polemical allusion to Jesus of Nazareth as bastard and castrated (‘son of
crushing’) in Figs. 14b,d, then this could contrast with the seemingly positive instance of
yeled, ‘son’/‘child,’ in SH1 G1 D1 line 3 (Fig. 15e, red box), whose letters simultaneously
constitute a slightly scrambled fragment of geʾulat (reading in this instance mirror gimel and
straightforward alef). This instance of yeled (read right to left) also overlaps with šegal,
‘queen’ (Fig. 14e, black box, read left to right) and šabbat, ‘Sabbath’ (Fig. 14e, yellow box,
read right to left), likely implying a son of the Sabbath Queen, which I would take as an
allusion to Bar Kokhba, especially since in Fig. 14e the shin of both šegal and šabbat also
serves as the shin of Shimʿon.

Fig. 14e
SH1 G1 D1
If we abstract Fig. 14a’s outer letters (as done in Fig. 15a) we can find a close parallel
to them in K-S/R D2 (Fig. 15b), as well as a less precise parallel in K-S/R D1 (Fig. 15c).
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a
K-S/R D4

Fig. 15
b
K-S/R D2

c
K-S/R D1

As Fig. 16a reveals, the shin in Fig. 15b (reproduced in Fig. 16a’s red box’s inner
yellow frame) can be used to spell šegal by skipping one intervening letter at a time, as
indicated by Fig. 16a’s three yellow boxes. This is paralleled in SH1 G1 D1, line 2, as Fig.
16b documents.

Fig. 16
a
K-S/R D2

b
SH1 G1 D1

K-S/R D2’s square pattern of shin-waw and yod-ayin that intersects with šegal (Fig.
17a) seems to be a permutation of a portion of SH1 G1 D1 text. As Fig. 17b illustrates, in
SH1 G1 D1, line 3 the shin of šegal (lower yellow box) is somewhat proximate to the four
letters waw and ayin (line 4) and yod (line 5).

Fig. 17
a
K-S/R D1

b
SH1 G1 D1

A reference to Yešuaʿ in Fig. 17b seems quite vague indeed, but for the sake of
argument let us give the Christian origins proponents the benefit of the doubt in this instance.
Even if the name Yešuaʿ were hinted at here, notice that it would share the waw and ayin of
the name Shimʿon (bar Kokhba), making an allusion to Jesus ben Galgulah all the more
likely. Notice as well directly above the shin in Fig. 17b’s lower yellow box the letter
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sequence gimel-lamed-gimel (all in mirror form), which could conceivably serve as an
abbreviation of Galgulah. Notice as well the mirror gimel and mirror lamed adjacent to the
shin in the same lower yellow box.
There is suggestive evidence that in these and other instances we are dealing with
deliberate permutations and text paralleling. As Fig. 18 documents, both K-S/R D2 and KS/R D4 share a diagonally aligned series of three shins.

Fig. 18
a
K-S/R D2

b
K-S/R D4

Next we see in the same portion of K-S/R D2 text (Fig. 19) that the upper red, yellow
and blue frames’ contents are repeated and permuted lower in the text. To the left of the waw
in the top red box is the mirror gimel of šegal. In the lower red box’s permutation the ayin has
been moved out of the square pattern to the lower right of šegal’s mirror gimel, the latter
being imported now into the lower box’s square pattern of four letters. The lower red box
contains a mirror pattern of the top red box’s letters, minus the latter’s ayin. The letters of the
upper blue frame’s triangular pattern of melek (with kaf in a Hasmonean form coinciding with
nun’s morphology) are permuted horizontally lower in the text. What we see in Fig. 19 are all
very structured arrangements and very noticeable deliberate rearrangements or permutations.
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Fig. 19

K-S/R D1
In Fig. 20a’s red circles we have an admittedly rather inelegant possible arrangement
of the letters of yešuʿah, ‘salvation.’ However, that this is not random is indicated by a
second and more structured arrangement of the same letters in Fig. 20b.

a

Fig. 20
K-S/R D6

b1092

In Fig. 20b there is a lamed to the right of the waw; similarly, beneath the yod on the
left side (where we have the other, inelegant, possible arrangement of yešuʿah) there is a
lamed. These lameds are probably prepositional, and joined to the words ‘Israel’ and
‘salvation’ could arguably give us a previously unknown Jewish war slogan, ‘for the
salvation of Israel,’ parallel to the Bar Kokhba slogan ‘for the redemption of Israel.’ The
same lamed on the left can then be joined to an elegant horizontally positioned T-shape
arrangement of the letters of ‘Jerusalem,’ as in Fig. 21, which could give us yet another
arrangement of a possible previously unattested war slogan, ‘for the salvation of Jerusalem.’

1092

<http://www.mstaml.com>.
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Fig. 21
K-S/R D6
Before proceeding further, we can take stock at this point by observing that the
evidence in Figs. 13-21 for cryptic references to the name forms Yešuaʿ or Yešaʿ can be rated
from vague to suggestive at best. There is no strong evidence at all in these cases, and
nothing inspires any confidence in the matter. The case for references to the nouns yešaʿ or
yešuʿah is stronger.
Leaving the K-S/R group designs, I will now revisit some of the evidence I assembled
at one stage of my research for possible allusions to the name Yešuaʿ in SH1, specifically G1
D5. To anticipate my findings, we will see that once again the evidence is vague, while the
same design’s references to Bar Kokhba are both central and clear. In my analysis here I will
start with what is clear and proceed to the vague.
As I explained in my SH1 G1 D5 commentary, if we draw a straight line down from
its upper shin, the line will pass between the waw-nun below, letters which when added to the
triangle of shin-mem-ayin will produce the name Shimʿon (Fig. 22).

Fig. 22
SH1 G1 D5, Tracing
Fig. 23 shows the standard alignment between SH1 G1 D5’s upper string of eighteen
letters and the four letters located lower down in the design’s middle section. Some transfers
show different letter alignments, but these result from displacements during the transfer
process. The alignment in Fig. 23 makes quite a bit of sense. Notice how the bottom left two
letters, tav-alef, are matched by the tav-alef directly above the lower right two letters, gimelshin. This results in the four lower horizontal letters being reproduced vertically on the right.
Of the two lower left letters, the alef is aligned with the upper tav, which vertically
reproduces the lower horizontal letter pair tav-alef. The lower left letter pair’s tav is aligned
beneath the upper nun. The possible meanings (no doubt multivalent) of the letters nun-tav
(which could possibly also be bet-tav) need not detain us, since Fig. 23’s main role for
current purposes is to pave the way for an analysis of Fig. 24’s contents.
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Fig. 23
SH1 G1 D5, Composite
Fig. 24 next displays a variant SH1 G1 D5 arrangement wherein the design’s four
lower letters are placed above rather than below the upper vessel with shin. As Fig. 24b
documents, in this particular variant the upper alef is aligned directly above the lower waw,
while the upper shin is aligned directly above the lower ayin, which produces a correlation
between the letters alef-shin and waw-ayin. If we read the alef as simultaneous mirror yod,
we have an interesting ensemble of mirror yod-shin-waw-ayin.

Fig. 24
a
b
SH1 G1 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
As I have discussed previously in this study, the variant in Fig. 24 produces a number
of interesting triangular patterns of various words, including mirror yod-shin-ayin (Fig. 25,
green triangle), which could be either the name Yešaʿ or the abstract noun yešaʿ,
‘deliverance’/‘salvation.’
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Fig. 25
SH1 G1 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Additionally, in Fig. 25 we see that on the right side we obtain a triangle of the letters
of the word gešem, ‘rain’ (this word is also present in SH1 G1 D1, see Fig. 26), which is
congruent with prophetic passages inspired by the second part of the Šemaʿ, Deuteronomy
11.13–21, specifically verse 14: ‘I will give the rain ( )מטרof your land in its season, the
former rain ( )יורהand the latter rain ()ומלקוש.’ (JPS) The prophetic promises of the former and
latter rains in Hosea and Joel allude to this portion of the Šemaʿ.
Hosea 6.3: ‘And He shall come ( ;ויבואTargum  )וייתיunto us as the rain ()כגשם, / As
the latter rain ( )כמלקושthat watereth ( )יורהthe earth ()ארץ.’ (JPS) Joel 2.23: ‘For He giveth
you the former rain ( )המורהin just measure ()לצדקה, /And He causeth to come down for you
the rain ()גשם,/ The former rain ( )מורהand the latter rain ()ומלקוש, at the first ()בראשון.’ (JPS)
The Hosea and Joel passages have informed 1QHa XVI: ‘16 But you, my God, you have
placed in my mouth as it were an early rain ( )כיורה גשםfor all.’
Hosea 6.3’s ‘And He shall come ( ’)ויבואis congruent with Fig. 25’s further triangle’s
possible yigaš, ( יגשreading alef as mirror yod), ‘let him come/draw near,’ or ‘he will
come/draw near.’ Fig. 25’s yešaʿ, ‘salvation,’ again reading alef as mirror yod, brings to mind
Isaiah 45.8: ‘Drop [rain] down ()הרעיפו, ye heavens, from above,/ And let the skies pour down
righteousness (;)צדק/ Let the earth ( )ארץopen, that they may bring forth salvation ()ישע,/ And
let her cause righteousness ( )וצדקהto spring up ( )תצמיחtogether (;)יחד/ I the LORD have
created it.’ (JPS)
For the verb ‘to make,’ see then verse 7, ‘I make ( )עשהpeace,’ and verse 9, ‘Shall the
clay say to him that fashioned it: ‘What makest thou ( ’?)תעשהCf. Isaiah 48:5, ‘Lest thou
shouldest say: ‘Mine idol hath done them ()עשם,’ followed in verse 12 with an allusion to the
Šemaʿ: ‘Hearken ( )שמעunto Me, O Jacob,/ And Israel My called:/ I am He; I am the first
()ראשון,/ I also am the last.’ Isaiah 48:5 is the only Tanakh verse that uses this verb in the
form ʿasam, which is also present as a word triangle in Fig. 25. The form ʿasam also brings to
mind the spelling ayin-shin-mem-mem for Shimʿon on a Bar Kokhba coin discussed in the
commentary on SH1 G1 D1.
To be thorough, one should note that in Fig. 25 a final triangle of letters (the central
shin and upper inner shin-tav) produces ששת, a form of the number ‘six.’
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As remarked previously, SH1 G1 D1 contains a possible vertical pattern of the word
gešem, ‘rain’ (Fig. 26).

Fig. 26
SH1 G1 D1, Tracing
As is often the case in the Jordanian lead books, the word gešem is present in several
intersecting patterns in the same text, as indicated by Fig. 27’s straight and diagonal lines,
which share shin and mem. The same word is also present in another intersecting way as
shown by the red lines in a gamma-pattern. One can finally obtain gešem by skipping two
intervening letters at a time (white boxes).

Fig. 27
SH1 G1 D1
I suspect the variant alignment of letters in Fig. 25 represents intentionality rather than
randomness on the part of the metal worker or mould designer who produced the artefact.
The yešaʿ triangle seems deliberate, like the accompanying šemaʿ triangle that is then
expanded to form the name Shimʿon (bar Kokhba; see Fig. 28, blue lines). The yešaʿ triangle
is congruent with the overlapping quadratic configuration of letters that could be read in a
sequence that would produce the name Yešuaʿ, reading the alef as mirror yod (Fig. 28, red
lines).
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Fig. 28
SH1 G1 D5, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Before proceeding we should not ignore the upper tav’s alignment with the mirror
lamed of the lower line, nor that of the upper gimel with the lower qof/mirror resh. Lamed-tav
could be a fragment of geʾulat. The gimel-resh could suggest a correlation between geʾulat
and the menorah (since the mirror resh here is that of the menorah abbreviation mem-nunresh), or perhaps even the angel of the menorah. When we re-read the gimel as dalet via
gimel-dalet interchange, then an interesting correlation would be made between the upper
dalet, the fourth letter of the Hebrew alphabet, and the lower mirror resh-ayin-mirror bet,
which as I argued in the commentary on SH1 G1 D5 is a scrambled abbreviated allusion to
ʾarbaʿ, ‘four,’ from the Jewish War coinage phrase ‘year four.’
What we see in Fig. 28 is a certain reference to Shimʿon (bar Kokhba) integrated into
the Šemaʿ Israel. This is accompanied by an arguably probable intentional allusion to the
name Yešuaʿ. Arguably this makes it more likely that elsewhere in the collection the
variously sequenced ensemble of the letters yod-shin-waw-ayin (especially in K-S/R D2; see
Fig. 19) could allude to the name Yešuaʿ as well.
If these passages allude to Jesus of Nazareth, at most it might indicate that members
of the Jewish Jesus sect supported Bar Kokhba’s efforts. However, more contextually fitting
(and therefore far less extravagant or exotic) would be a reference in these instances to Bar
Kokhba’s officer Yešuaʿ ben Galgulah ()גלגולה, whose name also appears in the shorter form
Yešaʿ in the Bar Kokhba correspondence. It is not inconceivable that SH1 G1 D5 could
allude to Yešuaʿ/ Yešaʿ ben Galgulah, given its proliferation of (mirror)gimel and
(mirror)lamed clusters (Fig. 29).
This would raise the possibility that not only Bar Kokhba but some of his officers
may have been associated with various Tanakh passages considered prophetic. That is,
Yešuaʿ/Yešaʿ ben Galgulah may have been associated with the yešaʿ of Isaiah 45.8, ‘Let the
earth open, that they may bring forth salvation ()ישע.’ (JPS) Since SH1 G1 D1’s sequence g-l
frequently represents the first two letters of geʾulat, ‘redemption,’ there may be an implied
link between the geʾulat brought by Bar Kokhba and the name Galgulah. The underlying
justification for this link might be that Yešuaʿ/Yešaʿ ben Galgulah assisted Bar Kokhba in his
efforts to bring redemption to Israel. The ancient trope of two messiahs (attested both at
Qumran and in rabbinic literature, in different ways, to be sure) could then raise the question
of whether Yešuaʿ/Yešaʿ ben Galgulah is thought of here as a sort of co-messiah along with,
yet somewhat subordinate to, Bar Kokhba.
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In Fig. 29, one notes especially the mirror yod-shin of ‘Israel’ is placed near two of
SH1 G1 D1’s g-l-g clusters; could the yod-shin on another level allude to Yešua (ben
Galgulah)? Although tenuous, the possibility is good enough to merit further research.

Fig. 29
SH1 G1 D1
Especially noteworthy are the first five letters of SH1 G1 D1, line 2 (Fig. 30), which
read left to right can be interpreted as mirror gimel-mirror lamed-mirror gimel-mirror yodayin. The mirror yod is a fragment of ‘Israel,’ its first letter, while the ayin is a fragment of
šemaʿ (implying simultaneously the name Shimʿon), its last letter. Read right to left the ayinmirror yod abbreviate the first two words of the Šemaʿ Israel. But again, could the mirror
yod-ayin in Fig. 30 on another level simultaneously allude to Yešua (ben Galgulah)?

Fig. 30
SH1 G1 D1
In the lead books I do not find any clearer (not that what we see in Figs. 29-30 is all
that clear) possible allusions to Yešuaʿ/Yešaʿ ben Galgulah, but K-S/R D2 does deserve a few
comments. Again, what we see in Fig. 31 is not at all clear, but we should at least record the
following observations. Fig. 31’s white lines identify possible instances of the first two letters
of Galgulah, mirror gimel-lamed. The blue lines identify the sequence mirror gimel-waw
(twice expressed with inverted omega)-lamed-pi=he, the rest of the letters of Galgulah. The
arrangements of these letters do not seem to follow any coherent pattern, and so should
probably be disregarded. Yet their proximity to possible allusions to the name Yešuaʿ (upper
red box, lower red box minus mirror gimel, which has displaced the ayin in the lower yellow
box) makes the situation suggestive enough to at least record en passant the white and blue
lines’ letters.
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Fig. 31
K-S/R D2
Also worthy of note in Fig. 31 is that the two yellow boxes when combined produce
ayin-mirror dalet (via gimel-dalet interchange), the Šemaʿ Israel-based word ʿed, ‘witness.’
Re-read as mirror gimel, in the upper instance when joined to the shin beneath it we obtain
shin-mirror gimel, which stands for Shimʿon-geʾulat. Notice in Fig. 32 that the upper ayinmirror dalet’s diagonal pattern is reproduced in the bottom’s shin-mirror gimel/dalet (red
lines). The lower yellow line identifies another diagonal pattern of ayin-mirror dalet (again,
via gimel-dalet interchange) in a mirror position compared to the upper instance. These seem
to be intentional permutations.

Fig. 32
K-S/R D2
The letter pairs in Fig. 32 are, as explained throughout this monograph, richly
polyvalent. Shin-mirror gimel stands for Shimʿon-redemption, and is an esoteric reapplication
of the phrase ‘year four’ found on Jewish War coins both in the full form šenat ʾarbaʿ and
abbreviated with šd (Paleo-Hebrew Df). In the lead books, via gimel-dalet interchange, this
is expressed with šg (Paleo-Hebrew gf or rf, depending on the region and era involved).
Fig. 32’s shin-mirror gimel re-read via gimel-dalet interchange as shin-mirror dalet next
produces allusions respectively to the first letter of šemaʿ and to the last letter of ʾeḥad, the
first and last words of the Šemaʿ Israel’s opening line. There may be further implicit allusions
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to the shin-dalet of Šaddai, and to sahad, ‘witness,’ the Aramaic equivalent of Hebrew ʿed,
‘witness,’ both of which occur together in Job 16.19.
The Šemaʿ is, as previously discussed, alluded to in Hosea 6 and Joel 2, which contain
the prophetic basis for the Qumran leader’s title ‘Teacher of Righteousness.’ An interest in
Hosea and Joel would be congruent with Brook W. R. Pearson’s thesis that the Book of the
Twelve Prophets was of especial interest to the Bar Kokhba revolutionaries.1093 I am not
suggesting the Qumran scrolls are from the era of Bar Kokhba, only that some common
interests seem to have influenced both eras, which raises the question of historical
connections and continuities, which would not exclude various degrees of discontinuity as
well.
On the basis of rabbinic literature Pearson identifies two passages of relevance for the
Bar Kokhba revolt, namely, Habakkuk 2.3: ‘For the vision is yet for the appointed time, /
And it declareth of the end, and doth not lie;/ Though it tarry, wait for it;/ Because it will
surely come, it will not delay,’ (JPS) and Haggai 2.26: ‘For thus saith the LORD of hosts: Yet
once, it is a little while, and I will shake the heavens, and the earth, and the sea, and the dry
land.’ (JPS)
As Pearson notes, these same two texts are closely coordinated in the Letter to the
Hebrews, which in 10.37-39 cites Habakkuk 2.3-4, and then in 12.25-29 Haggai 2:6. The
Haggai passage relates to the prediction of the rebuilding of the temple, so this could be quite
relevant to the Bar Kokhba campaign. Could the Letter to the Hebrews have been written to
Jewish Jesus sect members who supported Bar Kokhba, or who perhaps were familiar with
pre-Christian Jewish ideas that were later to influence Bar Kokhba supporters?1094
I will conclude this survey and discussion with an analysis of SH1 G2 D4, the design
in which I first detected possible cryptic allusions to the name Jesus/ Yešua. Through a
collation of available exemplars, I was able to reconstruct the design as a whole as shown in
Fig. 33. As I documented in the commentary on SH1 G2 D4, the design’s cornucopia and
Greek text are inspired by Antiochus IV and Ptolemaic coinage. The design’s Hebrew letters
are a selection of characters imported from SH1 G2 D1, and are mostly derived from the
Hasmonean coin text ‘John, high priest, and the nation/people of the Jews/Judeans.’

1093

Brook W. R. Pearson, ‘The Book of the Twelve, Aqiba’s Messianic Interpretations, and
the Refuge Caves of the Second Jewish War,’ in Stanley E. Porter, Craig A. Evans, eds., The
Scrolls and the Scriptures: Qumran Fifty Years After (Sheffield: Sheffield Academic Press,
1997), pp. 221-239.
1094
The only barrier that stands in the way of such a dating is 1 Clement’s apparent
knowledge of Hebrews. However, 1 Clement may be a pseudepigraphical text from after the
Bar Kokhba revolt rather than from the 90s CE. Even if we retain the usual earlier dating, still
its knowledge of Hebrews is not unambiguous. 1 Clement 36.1-5 is the closest parallel, but as
Andrew F. Gregory writes: ‘Yet the pattern of striking parallels and possible allusions, but
only limited verbal identity, means that it is difficult to exclude altogether the possibility that
Clement and the author of the letter to the Hebrews might each have drawn on a common
source or tradition.’ Andrew F. Gregory, ‘1 Clement and the Writings That Later Formed the
New Testament,’ in Andrew F. Gregory, Christopher M. Tuckett, eds., The Reception of the
New Testament in the Apostolic Fathers (Oxford/New York: Oxford University Press, 2005),
p. 152.
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Fig. 33
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
As I explained in my previous commentary, SH1 G2 D4 apparently contains a
triangular-patterned allusion to the word šemaʿ (Fig. 34, red triangle), the first word of the
Šemaʿ Israel. One then notices nearby a waw and a nun, which when added to šemaʿ would
give us the name Shimʿon (bar Kokhba).

Fig. 34
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
If we rotate Fig. 34, some of the similar geometric and placement similarities with a
parallel in SH1 G1 D5 may become more apparent, as Fig. 35 records.

Fig. 35
a
SH1 G2 D4, Rotated

b
SH1 G1 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner

Fig. 36’s red lines’ sequence mem-mirror sigma-ḥet-yod seems to give us a slightly
scrambled allusion to ‘messiah.’ When we apply a mirror pattern of the same two lines, the
result is the blue lines’ mirror sigma-mem-theta (=ayin morphologically)-nun, an apparent
allusion to the name Shimʿon.
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Fig. 36
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
Thus far the encrypted portions of SH1 G2 D4 seem to pertain to the messianic Bar
Kokhba. Fig. 37 documents a few patterns I noticed at one stage of my research which I
suspected might be encrypted allusions to the name Jesus, first with Hebrew yod, then Greek
mirror sigma-theta (=ayin morphologically)-upsilon (red lines), second with Hebrew yod,
then Greek mirror sigma-omicron-upsilon (blue lines). As the blue lines indicate, above the
omicron is a chi; I wondered whether it might stand cryptically for christos. (One should
experimentally explore all possibilities).

Fig. 37
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
The reason the letter patterns indicated in Fig. 37 initially intrigued me was that the
possible presence of a genitive form of the name Jesus associated with a flourishing horn
brought to my mind Yehuda Liebes’ theory on the Amidah’s qeren yešuʿah as an esoteric
allusion to the phrase qeren Yešuaʿ, involving an influence, according to Liebes, of the early
‘Jewish Christians’ on the Jewish liturgy.
Additionally, as Fig. 38 identifies, the same design apparently contains, as Margaret
Barker has identified, an oval-like pattern of the phrase yom-ha-din (with mirror dalet in
mirror gimel form via gimel-dalet interchange), and this would be congruent with Liebes’
additional related theory on another ‘Jewish-Christian’ influence, in this case on the
Ashkenazi Rosh ha-Shanah (yom ha-din) liturgy’s ‘Yešuaʿ, prince of the face/presence’
mentioned in prayer in the context of the shofar blasts (which SH1 G2 D4 might depict in the
form of a cornucopia).

Fig. 38
SH1 G2 D4, Drawing by Samuel Zinner
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We must, however, be careful in our interpretation of this evidence. Above all, the
allusion to Jesus is not too convincing, even though it is admittedly suggestive, even curious.
But even if there is an allusion to the name Jesus in SH1 G2 D4, and even if this meant Jesus
of Nazareth, this still would not necessitate that the Jordanian artefacts are objects made by
members of the Jewish Jesus sect. And even if this particular design (SH1 G2 D4) had been
created by a Jewish Jesus sect member (but obviously in the interests of Bar Kokhba and his
revolt), this would not prove that all the other designs would have a similar origin.
Certainly the ideological centre of the lead books’ designs is Shimʿon bar Kokhba, not
Jesus. The presence of Shimʿon in the lead books is clear and certain; by contrast the
evidence for ‘Jesus’ in the lead books is ambiguous for more than one reason, and at best may
be described as perhaps probable. And in any case, an allusion to ‘Jesus’ in the lead books
would most safely be identified as Bar Kokhba’s officer Yešuaʿ ben Galgulah.
We should not overlook the possibility that SH1 G2 D4’s creator/s might have
consciously polemically reproduced what was known to be Jewish Jesus sect traditions of the
kinds Liebes posits, readapting them to serve the promotion of Bar Kokhba and Yešuaʿ ben
Galgulah.
There is no reason to exclude a priori the possibility that just as Bar Kokhba was
associated with biblical passages (above all with Numbers 24.17’s star out of Jacob
prophecy), so one of his officers, Yešuaʿ ben Galgulah, may have been as well. Thus, a
variant version of SH1 G1 D5’s possible encrypted instance of the name Yešuaʿ, which
seems to be associated with various prophecies of eschatological rain (gešem) and salvation
(yešaʿ), could refer to Yešuaʿ ben Galgulah. This arguably would be no odder than Jesus’
apostle Shimʿon being identified as the rock on which God’s kingdom would be (re)built,
which in effect applies to Peter various Tanakh rock passages that Jewish (and Christian)
tradition sees as messianic prophecies. Peter in Matthew 16.16ff. is in effect a messianic
figure parallel to Jesus.
Similarly, early Jewish Jesus sect traditions understood some Tanakh verses, such as
Isaiah 3.10, as prophecies not of Jesus but of his brother James. I very much doubt that if we
ever came across authentic war correspondence from Jesus or Peter that in it either of them
would egotistically focus on their messianic persona. I would suspect that such
correspondence would be rather dry and mundane, since it would be mainly addressing daily
war-time matters. In other words, such correspondence might be very much like what we find
in the Bar Kokhba letters.
Having explained the above points, neither should we exclude the possibility that the
Jordanian lead books might reflect Bar Kokhba-era designs that contain mixed traditions
representative of various mutually collaborating factions of his supporters, which likely
included Nabateans and conceivably could have included Jewish Jesus sect members, and
perhaps even some precursors to what in time came to be called Mandaeans. Moreover, the
Nabataean Abgar family (or at least some of its members) represented in the Jordanian metal
books may conceivably have converted to Judaism. These various collaborating factions
could have influenced each other in many interesting and quite creative ways.
Traditions about Jesus of Nazareth could have been reapplied, as just suggested, to
Yešuaʿ ben Galgulah or even to Bar Kokhba. Nor should we reject the possibility out of hand
that some Christian traditions about Jesus of Nazareth and Peter may have been initially
created by a secondary application to these two personages of traditions first associated with
Bar Kokhba and Yešuaʿ ben Galgulah. This could especially be the case if the canonical
gospels’ final redactions were finished later than most scholars assume to be the case.
Not to be overlooked is that SH1 G2 D4’s horn image apparently alludes not only to
Rosh ha-Shanah (as yom ha-din), but also to Hanukkah, which can be deduced from the
presence of the name Antiochus (Epiphanes). This horn would then, at least on one level,
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likely be the one mentioned in the Amidah during Hanukkah. Since Bar Kokhba’s nemesis
Hadrian was understood to be a sort of Antiochus redivivus, we can also conclude that this
particular design may allude specifically to the horn of salvation as recited in the Amidah
during and after the Bar Kokhba revolt.
There is yet another observation to be made here. According to rabbinic sources, the
phrase qeren yešuʿah was introduced into the Amidah after 70 CE by Shimʿon ha-Paquli,
whom Liebes identifies as the Jewish Jesus sect leader Shimʿon ben Klopa(s). However, I
find it intriguing that Liebes’ esoteric allusion to a Yešuaʿ by a Shimʿon might be correlated
with another Yešuaʿ and Shimʿon, namely Yešuaʿ ben Galgulah and Shimʿon bar Kokhba.
Rabbinic tradition is often more theological than historical, and it may be that the sources
Liebes refers to might have modified some historical details in the interests of ideology.
Could the tradition of Shimʿon ha-Paquli and the Amidah’s qeren yešuʿah represent a
transformation of an earlier version that related instead to another Shimʿon, i.e., Bar Kokhba,
and to his officer Yešuaʿ ben Galgulah? Could the Jewish Jesus sect then secondarily have
reinterpreted the Amidah’s esoteric Yešuaʿ (ben Galgulah) as its own Jesus of Nazareth? The
reader should understand that as an historian I am asking questions to be explored, not giving
out answers, which in any case would be entirely premature and unwarranted at this stage of
research.
According to rabbinic portrayals, Rabbi Aqiva’s ‘christology’ was rather ‘high,’
essentially in accord with what we see in the Parables of Enoch, wherein the Son of Man is a
divine figure, like the Qumran Teacher of Righteousness. Rabbi Aqiva would have applied
this high christology to Bar Kokhba, if the rabbinic traditions about Aqiva’s teachings and his
identification of Bar Kokhba as messiah can be trusted. That an officer of Bar Kokhba might
have been seen in a similar exalted light is not in itself implausible. (Cf. 1QM, which portrays
as angelic gods not just one person but all of the human sons of light who will battle the sons
of darkness).
Meṭaṭron-like traditions may have been applied not only to Jesus of Nazareth, but also
to Bar Kokhba, only to be forgotten soon after the latter’s untimely demise. Could Yešuaʿ
ben Galgulah have been thought of as a prince of the divine presence, which later became a
Meṭaṭron title? Could this be the ultimate origin of the Ashkenazi Rosh ha-Shanah liturgy’s
‘Yešuaʿ prince of the face’? Could Jewish Jesus sect members have secondarily reinterpreted
the liturgy’s ‘Yešuaʿ prince of the face’ as their own Jesus of Nazareth (assuming this
particular liturgical tradition is ancient to some degree)? Or is Liebes’ model correct, namely,
the Amidah and the Rosh ha-Shanah liturgy allude to Jesus of Nazareth? Again, in this area at
least it is the time for questions, not answers.
APPENDIX II
PHOTO CREDITS
Robert Feather: 1-5; 16d; 22-23; 30.
Matthew Hood: 13c; 14a; 20a; 21.
Roger Murray-Leach: 17b; 26-27; 29.
John Stuart Reid: 14b, e.
Hassan Saida: 6; 9-10.
Archives of the Centre for the Study of the Jordanian Lead Books: 11; 13a-b; 15; 16a; 17a;
18-19; 31-32.
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APPENDIX III
Jordanian Figurines
At least three figurines have been associated with the narrative of the Jordanian lead books’
origins and purported discovery according to Ilan Shibli (Figs. 1-3). However, I have been
unable to obtain any independent confirmation that these figurines were found together with
any of the metal books. According to Shibli, one of these figurines has a menorah on the
reverse side, but unfortunately the image is not available.1095 There is nothing in common
between these three figurines and the metal books apart from the purported use of menorah
imagery on one of the figurines, which is therefore no evidence at all by itself of any
connection with the lead books, not even tenuously so.
The fact that two of the Shibli figurines (Figs. 1-2) bear faces that have made some
think of Jesus’s face does not in itself establish any connection of the figurines with the
Jordanian lead books’ contents, because as I demonstrated in a previous chapter the purported
face of Jesus some have imagined seeing on one of the SH1 lead books (G1 D9) is in fact the
face of the female nymph Larissa, and in any event that face bears no resemblance whatever
to the any of the three faces of Shibli’s figurines. However, although I have not been able to
obtain independent confirmation of Shibli’s claims, there is, as I will show later, some
evidence that can be interpreted as possibly being congruent with his claims.

Fig. 11096
Shibli Figurine

a

Fig. 21097
Shibli Figurine

b

1095

<http://www.colinandrews.net/Lead-Codices-Colin_Andrews-Exclusive.html>.
Ibid.
1097
Ibid.
1096
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Fig. 1281098
Shibli Figurine
An Arabic-language Internet search I conducted turned up Fig. 4’s non-provenanced
figurine, which bears a marked similarity to the Shibli figurine in Fig. 3.

Fig. 41099
The item in Fig. 4 is associated with the additional similar item in Fig. 5:

1098
1099

Ibid.
<konouz.ahlamontada.com>.
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Fig. 51100
The object in Fig. 5 is presented online together with a quite a variegated and eclectic
lot, including a Pharaonic piece, a Syrian-looking one, and a fertility goddess figurine (Fig.
6).

Fig. 61101
The reverse sides of the objects in Fig. 6 are given in Fig. 7.

1100
1101

Ibid.
Ibid.
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Fig. 71102
As Fig. 8 illustrates, although it is not clear whether Fig. 2b is the reverse side of Fig.
2a, nevertheless the ornamental features in Fig. 7 do seem to resemble to some degree at least
those on the reverse of the Shibli figurine in Fig. 2.

Shibli (Fig. 2)

Reverse Ornamentation, <konouz.ahlamontada.com> Figurines, Hue Modified for Clarity

Fig. 8
Added into the mix of the Fig. 7 figurines is a menorah seal, which shares the same
look of material and patina as exhibited by the accompanying figurines (Fig. 9).

1102

Ibid.
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Fig. 91103
A magnification and hue modification of the text (?) above Fig- 9’s menorah
unfortunately yields nothing intelligible, at least not immediately so (Fig. 10).

Fig. 10
In this context I should list the metal menorah seal in Fig. 11, which turned up during
a different Arabic-language Internet search.

Fig. 111104
Normal

Reversed

Fig. 11’s letters can be read as Paleo-Hebrew resh-ayin-shin-waw-nun, which look
like a scrambled allusion to the name Shimʿon, with resh instead of mem.
With regard to Shibli’s three figurines, the question is, just what are these artefacts? It
is best first to deal with Figs. 1-2 together, since they seem so similar in several respects, and
deal separately with the item in Fig. 3, since it is manifestly very different from the other two
Shibli artefacts.
Fig. 1 has the basic shape of an ancient oil lamp, and indeed there are several oil
lamps available on various websites, especially the Sadigh Gallery’s website
(<http://www.sadighgallery.com>), which basically look the same as the items in Figs. 1-2. The
web site in question presents the oil lamps as ancient Roman-Syrian artefacts. Many of these
oil lamps depict what is obviously some sort of fish-man or fish deity. One of the lamps even
1103
1104

Ibid.
<knoz1.mosw3a.com>.
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has an open fish mouth at the top of the head (e.g., Fig. 12 C), and others may have a closed
fish mouth at the top of the head. One has fish scales (Fig. 12 S), and almost all the exemplars
have fishtails (fins) at the bottom. Unless otherwise indicated, the images in Fig. 12 are from
the Sadigh Gallery website, and were located with the search phrase ‘Syrian oil lamp.’

A1105

B1106

E

1105
1106

C

F

D

G

<http://www.worldwidestore.com/31272c.htm>.
<http://www.worldwidestore.com/31272c.htm>.
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H

L

J

M

O

1107

I

P1107

K

N

Q

<http://www.antiquesnavigator.com/d-1045034/roman-stone-style-oil-lamp.html>.
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S1108
T1109
Fig. 12
Purported Ancient (2nd-3rd Cent. CE) Roman-Syrian Oil Lamps
R

One of course cannot trust everything one sees and reads on some Internet sites. I
have not yet been able to find any scholarly literature on similar-looking Roman-Syrian
lamps. However, I did find one of these oil lamp types on the Times Auctions web site, which
has on staff a large number of very respected scholars and other professional experts trained
in authentication of antiquities. The item in question is described as a ‘Roman style carved
stone oil lamp’ of ‘Syrian workmanship,’ and is dated to the 19th cent. CE, yet is listed under
the Roman Antiquities category (Fig. 13). This would seem to indicate this ancient RomanSyrian oil lamp style was either continuous throughout the millennia or was at least revived
in the more recent pre-modern period. Without scholarly data, I cannot be more specific.

Fig. 131110
As Fig. 14 demonstrates, the faces of the first two Shibli statuettes (Figs. 1-2) are
quite similar to the basic Syrian oil lamp patterns.

1108

<http://up.mosw3a.com/files/78905.jpg>.
<https://www.the-saleroom.com/en-gb/auction-catalogues/martel-maidesauctions/catalogue-id-srmart10014/lot-a0251fa2-cbf1-49da-aa6c-a54f00ed77c8>.
1110
<http://www.timelineauctions.com/lot/style-carved-stone-oil-lamp/44058/>.
1109
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Shibli Figurines (= Figs. 1-2)

Fig. 14
Purported Roman Syrian Oil Lamp Heads
The rounded body of the Fig. 1 figurine is quite clearly inspired by the rounded body
of an oil lamp, and the figurine even has a circle depicted just where the central oil hole
would be located on an oil lamp. The decorative motifs on the middle portions of the Shibli
figurine and many of the Syrian oil lamps are similar; the motifs on the lower portions of the
two objects in Fig. 15 are virtually the same.

Fig. 15
Shibli Figurine

Syrian Oil Lamp

The centre motifs in Fig. 15 are both composed of two levels, and each level has three
leaf-like objects, as shown in Fig. 16.

Fig. 16
Shibli Figurine

Syrian Oil Lamp
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The two artefacts’ lower motifs are virtually identical as well (see Fig. 17), and this
device is in fact quite standard on ancient oil lamps of Jewish and Samaritan styles.

Fig. 17
Shibli Figurine

Syrian Oil Lamp

As documented by Fig. 18, the middle portions of these Syrian fish-man/fish deity
lamps are decorated with fish images, leaf motifs, ornamental (non-Christian) crosses, and
what look like exaggerated phallic figures (unless I am mistaking an arm for an unusually
long erect phallus).

Fig. 18
Purported Roman Syrian Oil Lamps, Details
Some of the Syrian-Roman lamps share with Figs. 1-2 the feature of a conspicuously
wide nose. The same feature is encountered in depictions of Jesus and Mary on early 12th
cent. lapis lazuli pieces in the Louvre (Fig. 19). Of course, countless depictions of human and
divine figures throughout world cultures feature unusually large noses.
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Fig. 19
Jesus, Mary: Constantinople, Early-Mid 12th Cent. Louvre.1111
Although there is absolutely no connection between the content of Figs. 1-2s’
contents and those in Fig. 19, nevertheless of interest are the stylized trees of life that flank
Mary and Jesus in Fig. 19, since a few branches on each coincide with the form of the style of
Paleo-Hebrew waw known from Bar Kokhba coins which we see on trees and vines
throughout SH1 G2.
Although the artefacts in Figs. 1-2 clearly resemble ancient Syrian oil lamps, lacking
are any oil or wick openings. We can therefore safely identify these two Shibli artefacts as
pseudo-lamps,1112 assuming the item in Fig. 2 is basically the same as in Fig. 1. These may
consequently have been Syrian funerary objects intended to supply light to the dead. If the
figurines are ancient, and if one of them bears a menorah on the reverse side, this would not
necessitate a ‘Jewish-Christian’ provenance, based on the assumption that Jews would not
use figurines for any purpose. Figurines, amuletic and otherwise, are not unknown among
some non-rabbinic Jewish populations, such as the Falasha Jews, as Figs. 20-21 demonstrate.

Fig. 201113
Fig. 211114
Falasha Jewish Figurine Amulets
Ancient Syrian pseudo-oil lamps found in Jordan could conceivably also reflect
ancient Nabataean religious syncretism. If there is a ‘Christian’ connection to such figurines
bearing menorah imagery, another possibility which might be complementary rather than

1111

<http://www.flickriver.com/photos/27305838@N04/24845047596/>;
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/27305838@N04/24845076026>. I thank Barry Joyce,
Fellow of the Society of Antiquaries (London) for bringing these two pieces to my attention,
which he first learned of from the Genevra Kornbluth photos on the Dr Caitlin Green web site
<http://www.caitlingreen.org/>.
1112
Cf. the pseudo-vessels discussed in Lloyd D. Graham, ‘Globular terracotta pseudovessels from the Inland Niger Delta, Mali,’
<https://www.academia.edu/553300/Globular_terracotta_pseudovessels_from_the_Inland_Niger_Delta_Mali>.
1113
<https://it.pinterest.com/pin/347058715008822517/>.
1114
I have inadvertently misplaced Fig. 21’s url; I hope to rectify this in any future edition.
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alternative could be some kind of medieval Catholic Crusader connection. Before revisiting
these questions, an examination of Shibli’s third figurine is in order.

Fig. 22 (= Fig. 3)
Shibli Figurine No. 3
First, it will be useful to compare Fig. 22 with Figs. 23-25. The similarities suggest
an amuletic funerary context for Shibli figurine no. 3.

Fig. 231115

Fig. 241116

Fig. 251117

Syrian Amulet
3rd-5th Cent. CE

Syrian Figurines

Bahrain Funerary Figurine
2nd-3rd Cet. CE

Fig. 25’s Bahrain funerary object has the same position of the arms as we see on the
Shibli no. 3 figurine. What we see on these artefacts reflects a classical pose on funerary
objects throughout the region, but especially in ancient Syria, most famously in Palmyra. Not
only do the arms’ positions of Shibli figurine no. 3 agree with one of the most standard
Palmyrene funerary poses, but the Shibli object also holds objects in a manner typical for the
same Palmyrene funerary reliefs, as a comparison between Fig. 26 and Figs. 27-32 highlights.
1115

< http://www.ancientresource.com/images/biblical/artifacts-holy-land/levantine-figureAP2021.jpg>.
1116
<http://www.worldwidestore.com/>.
1117
<http://robertk.asia/2014/02/further-information-about-the-research-project-searchingfor-ancient-arabia/>.
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Fig. 26
Shibli Figurine No. 3

Fig. 271118

Fig. 301121

Fig. 281119

Fig. 311122
Palmyrene Funerary Reliefs

Fig. 291120

Fig. 321123

The Shibli figurine no. 3 looks as if its upper portion has been modified by re-carving.
I would therefore classify Fig. 26 as a Syrian or Nabataean-modified Syrian funerary
figurine, on the assumption that it may be ancient; if modern (not at all unlikely) it would
have been inspired by ancient funerary motifs. All three Shibli figurines could therefore
probably be funerary objects.
1118

<https://it.pinterest.com/b_ant/palmyra-art/>.
< https://it.pinterest.com/mmcaro/palmyra/>.
1120
<http://ancientrome.ru/art/artworken/img.htm?id=3785>.
1121
<http://www.zazzle.co.nz/palmyra+posters>.
1122
I have inadvertently misplaced Fig. 31’s url; I hope to rectify this in any future edition.
1123
<https://www.flickr.com/photos/eriagn/6845700602/in/photostream/>.
1119
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We are now in a position to examine the evidence mentioned in this Appendix’s
opening paragraph that I described as possibly congruent with Shibli’s claims linking
figurines with metal books. At least three relevant figurines have surfaced in Karak, Jordan
from an antiquities dealer who offers these figurines for sale together with Jordanian lead and
gold books (with the cover story that they were made by the famous Jews of Khaybar). One
of these figurines, apparently of stone, bears a star/shield of David on the back of its head
(Fig. 33). A second (Fig. 34) looks like a Christian bishop, but could just as equally be meant
as a Jewish high priest (perhaps Aaron?), and its mitre or headgear bears a menorah
image.1124 A third (Fig. 35) looks like another bishop or Jewish priestly character, and a
menorah image is stamped on the back of its robe.

Fig. 331125

Fig. 341126
Karak, Jordan Figurines

Fig. 351127

The same Karak dealer is in possession of three relevant gold books. Although none
of these gold books contains a star/shield of David, one them features a bearded face with a
menorah on its forehead (Fig. 36), thus paralleling the Fig. 34 figurine. Of the two additional
Karak gold books (Figs. 37-38), each features a robed and bearded figure flanked at the top
by menorahs. A third cognate lead book (K-S/R D9) similarly contains the image of a
bearded face flanked by menorahs on the bottom, with pomegranates in the top corners (Fig.
39).

1124

Bernhard Lang informs me that the figurine in Fig. 34 resembles how traditional
biblical illustrations portray the Jerusalem high priest. The difficulty one encounters in this
case of determining religious provenance of the figurine is that in ancient times Jews,
Christians and pagans often freely adopted and adapted art designs from each other.
1125
<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>.
1126
<https://twitter.com/athaar777/status/492956460708405248>.
1127
<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>.
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Fig. 361128
Karak Gold Book

Fig. 381130
Karak Gold Book

Fig. 371129
Karak Gold Book

Fig. 391131
K-S/R D9

The Karak dealer’s narrative is that the gold books and the figurines were found
together, but of course this cannot be proven, given that the artefacts are non-provenanced,
from uncontrolled excavations or otherwise undocumented sources. Nevertheless, there does
seem to be an ideological isomorphism between the figurines (at least Figs. 34-35) and the
four metal books (Figs. 36-39).
If the Karak artefacts are ancient, we might be dealing here with Nabataean
syncretism, possibly from a group of Nabataeans who had associated to some degree with
Jewish supporters of Bar Kokhba in Nabatea. Naturally, other explanations remain open,
including a scenario in which the Karak items are modern artefacts.
1128

<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>.
<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>.
1130
<https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100007479784191&sk=photos>.
1131
<http://www.mstaml.com/2088263/%D8%AA%D9%85%D8%AB%D8%A7%D9%84_%D9%88
%D9%83%D8%AA%D8%A7%D8%A8_%D9%8A%D9%87%D9%88%D8%AF%D9%8A_%D8%
B9%D9%85%D8%B1%D9%87_2000_%D8%B3%D9%86%D9%87>.
1129
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If one of the Shibli figurines does indeed bear a menorah image, then the ‘pagan’
object has been ‘Judaized,’ just as have the Larissa and Alexander images found on several of
the Jordanian metal books. Given that the Jordanian metal books are amuletic, the figurines
could also most naturally be interpreted in this way. As I have suggested, it is probable they
may have been designed as burial objects.
The earliest Christian statues or figurines date from the third and fourth centuries, but
these are quite unusual for such an early period and are exceptions rather than the rule. Their
Christian identity is often questioned, and they are clearly the result of imitating pagan
models. Christian statuary is thus exceedingly rare in the early centuries of the Common Era,
even after Christianity became the imperial religion.
If the Jordanian figurines are ancient Jewish artefacts, I do not think they should be
any more surprising than was the discovery of the Dura Europos synagogue paintings, which
admittedly at first produced shock waves and confusion among scholars. The confusion was
caused by scholars’ (and others’) by then perennial assumption that rabbinic literature
reflected history and actual ancient conditions on the ground rather than the idealized goals
and sometimes even wishful thinking of early medieval rabbis. Judaism by and large was not
rabbinic until around the fifth or sixth century, and even then it was by no means universally
so. In short, if the Jordanian figurines with menorahs and stars/shields of David on them are
Jewish, this would be no more surprising than the existence of Falasha Jewish
anthropomorphic amuletic figurines. However, we should not overlook the possibility that
these artefacts may be modern amulets designed for use by Bedouins.
Of course, ancient Jews could view synagogue images of Helios for the purpose of
meditation and even mystical praxis (merkabah ascent), but I am not aware of ancient Jewish
veneration of religious images such as we see in some branches of historical Christianity.
As previously hinted at, there might be an alternative possibility regarding these
‘Jordanian’ figurines. Looking at all the materials at a glance, the question of chronology
arises. Could the metal books represent an ongoing tradition stretching from Antiquity or
Late Antiquity into the medieval era?
Or could an ancient tradition have been rediscovered and revived in the High Middle
Ages, in the context of the Crusades, for example? The Shobak lead codex tested by Surrey
University in 2016 contains some of the same distinctive designs found in some of the gold
books that have surfaced in Karak, two Crusader castle towns connected historically. The
Shobak and Karak metal books’ human portraits flanked by menorahs could in principle be
either ancient or medieval. Could the curious figurines purportedly associated with the metal
books reflect Crusader Catholic proclivities, shaped by a revived tradition, originally Jewish,
discovered in Shobak, and carried over to Karak some decades later in a Christian
adaptation?
The reader will understand that I am not suggesting answers, only raising questions to
be explored in future research.
In conclusion, my strongest suspicion is that the ‘figurines’ originally had no
connection to the lead books. The figurines may have been first associated with the lead
books secondarily at some point after the lead books recently surfaced.
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APPENDIX IV
COMPREHENSIVE EPIGRAPHY TABLES FOR THE JORDANIAN LEAD BOOKS SH1 G1-G2

SH1 G1
Table 10: Paleo-Hebrew Epigraphy*
 אalso =
mirror י

Inverted

Inverted

be ו

could

could be ו
( בalso )כ

( גalso =
square script

)ד
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ה
?

mirror
ו

functions as
ו, but may
literally be ב
or כ

?

ח
( יsee )א
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also =
mirror א
כ

ל
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מ

נ
?
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ס
ע

צ
 קalso =
mirror ר
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ר

ש

ת
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Uncertain
Letters
*As is the case with all this volume’s epigraphy tables, since we are dealing here with largely non-deciphered
texts many of the graphemes can be only tentatively identified. Many characters can be in mirror script and
function simultaneously as more than one letter. Qof may be mirror resh and vice versa. Bet, dalet, pe, qof and
resh entries could be largely interchangeable.
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SH1 G1 D5
Table 11: Greek Epigraphy
Α

+ crossbar

+ crossbar

- crossbar

-crossbar

-crossbar

-crossbar

-crossbar

+crossbar

Β

Γ

Ε

mirror

Ι

Κ

Ν

Ο
Π

Ρ

Σ (С)

Υ
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Χ

Ω (ω)
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SH1 G2
Table 12: Paleo-Hebrew Epigraphy*
א

inverted

ב
mirror

mirror

ג

mirror

possible פ

mirror

possible פ

mirror

possible פ

ד
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mirror

ה

Some may be ז

ו
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possible כ

possible כ

mirror kaf-like waw

possible כ

mirror kaf-like waw

mirror kaf-like waw

Some letters in the  הentry
could be ז

ז
ח
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י

Functions as ה

Some could be
mirror א
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כ

mirror,
functions as ו

mirror, functions
as ו

mirror,
functions as ו

mirror,
functions as ו

ל

mirror  לor
possibly כ
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מ
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נ

Possible  כor מ

Some of these נlike graphemes
could be כ
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ע

פ

possible ג

צ

ק

ר

mirror
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ש

inverted?

ת

Ambiguous Letters:
possibly ב, ד, ה, פ,
mirror ק, ר
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Uncertain Letters

*As is the case with all this volume’s epigraphy tables, since we are dealing here with largely non-deciphered
texts many of the graphemes can be only tentatively identified. Many characters can be in mirror script and
function simultaneously as more than one letter. Qof may be mirror resh and vice versa. Bet, dalet, pe, qof and
resh entries could be largely interchangeable.
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SH1 G2 D4
Table 13: Greek Epigraphy
Α

also functions
as omicron

Θ

Ν

Ο

=Θ and Ο

=Θ and Ο

Σ

mirror

Τ

Υ

Χ
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